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LETTERS
Thread-waisted Wagp

Sirs:

The performance of an insect that my
sister and 1 witnessed might be of some
interest. We were sitting on a sandy bank
of a river when a black-and-red insect

like a wasp, about an inch long and very

thin, came up beside me carrying a grub

or caterpillar at least an inch and three-

quarters long and as thick as a pencil. The
insect carried it under its body in the

way the lumber trucks pick up loads of

planks (perhaps that is where the in-

ventor got his idea). The wasp also

seemed to be a combination pile driver,

sand blaster, and excavator. It dug a

deep, slim hole in no time at all, scratch-

ing it out at first and then, when the hole

got too deep for that, carrying large

quantities of sand out in its mouth and

depositing it six inches away.

It dragged the grub into the hole end-

first and after a few minutes came out

and started filling the hole. At first, it took

the sand down in its mouth, and this is

where the pile-driving performance came

in. After every few loads, it stood on its

head and banged the sand down with the

top of its rather large, flat head. This

went on until the hole was le\'el. Then

it went off six inches and sprayed the

sand with perfect aim on top of the hole.

It finished the job with a few bits of

gravel and tiny sticks, and flew away.

We take Natural History Magazine

and would like to know if this was done

for food storage or whether the wasp laid

its eggs in the grub.

Mrs.
J.

R. Ellis.

Glendale, Calif.

The following comments are offered by

Mr. Herbert F. Schwarz of the American

Museum's Department of Insects and

Spiders:

Such phrases in Mrs. Ellis's account as

"a black-and-red insect Hke a wasp, about

an inch long and very thin," coupled with

the fact that the insect was carrying a

caterpillar and deposited its prey in a tun-

nel it had dug in sandy soil, suggest that

it was one of the thread-waisted wasps

of the genus Sphex. The act that Mrs.

Elhs and her sister witnessed is performed

in tlie interest not of the industrious

adult wasp herself but of her future off-

spring. After the tunnel has been drilled

and the prey deposited, the mother wasp

lavs an egg upon her helpless victim,

which is paralyzed by her sting, and then

entombs both victim and egg. The wasp

lar\a that emerges from the egg proceeds

to de\our the ample banquet, consisting

sometimes of more than one caterpillar.

It attains its full growth, pupates in situ,

and finally emerges a winged adult to

glimpse the world of sunshine after a

childhood and adolescence spent in the

darkness of the earth.

A Feeding Jay: An intimate study of a bird that does much to liven the

autumn woods and may be seen in midwinter in any part of its range.

Photograph by F. E. Brickel

Mrs. Ellis speaks of the insect as forc-

ing "the sand down with the top of its

rather large, flat head" and also alludes

to the insect as a "pile driver." More re-

markable still is the fact that certain mem-
bers of the genus Sphex have been ob-

served actually holding a small pebble

or a bit of wood between the mandibles

and using it to pound the fiUed-in orifice

of the tunnel until the spot is "as hard

and firm as the surrounding surface," to

use the phraseology of the Peckhams,

who were among the first to observe this

phenomenon. Here is a true use of a

tool, the emplovment of something ex-

traneous to aid in achieving a given end.

One student of insect behavior has

pronounced the act "highly individualis-

tic," but tlie mounting number of similar

instances that have been observed would

lead one to believe that this is one

of the steps in a behavior sequence

shared by at least seven species of Sphex.

Twenty-five years ago, WiUiam Morton

Wheeler, in his Social Life Among the

Insects, noted that no less than nine in-

vestigators had observed this phenome-

non, and a further observation was con-

tributed to Science the following year bv

George C. Wheeler and Esther Hall

Wheeler. In 1932, Hicks suppHed two

additional instances in articles contributed

to The Canadian Entomologist.

Since this interesting employment of a

tool has been observed repeatedly, there

is encouragement for those who wish to

share the thrill of witnessing it themselves.

Spined Snake
Sirs:

About ten years ago, I was told that

in a certain locaUty in the mountains,

about twenty miles west of my home,

there were snakes that looked Hke rattle-

snakes but had a sharp spine on the end

of the tail instead of a rattle. One of the

spines was given me by a Forest Warden.

As I have collected nineteen species and

subspecies of our local snakes and have

never gotten one equipped with a spine,

I wanted to visit the above-mentioned

place in the hope of catching a new spe-

cies. Last summer I had the pleasure of

spending a day there and was fortunate

in finding a fine specimen of a hognose

snake ( Heterodon ) about three feet long.

Its tail was tipped with a sharp spine

LETTERS
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one-half inch long and quite different

from the blunt taik of the many speci-

mens of H. cantortrix I have examined.

I wanted to send this snake to C. M.
Bogert, of your scientific staff, for identi-

fication, but unfortunately the snake

forced its way Kke a mole through a

burlap bag and escaped. I have one con-

solation, namely, that several of our party

will testify to the fact that the snake was
in perfect condition and did have a spine,

and it is probably the snake that looked

fike a rattlesnake.

D. P. Le Fevre.

Cumberland, Md.

C. M. Bogert, of the American Mu-
seum's Department of Amphibians and

Reptiles, states:

It would not be normal for even a

large hognose snake to have a spine one-

half inch long. Exceptionally lang spines

at the end of the tail rarely develop as

the result of aci injury but might be ex-

pected to occur as a result of rare em-
bryological abnormalities or even from

unusual genetic sources.

The fer-de-lance, the bushmaster, and

a few other snakes ha\'e spines on the

end of the tail that exceed in length and

prominence those of the average snake,

although they are not put to any special

use, as far as is knovvm. On the other

hand, some burrowers, like the blind

snakes of the tropics, have very sharp but

short spines that appear to be used as a

means of anchoring the hind part of tlie

body.

The mud snake, or "hoop snake"

(Farancia), which, needless to say, does

not perform like a hoop, has a stout, sharp

spine with a definite use. Mr. George P.

Meade of Louisiana reports tliat he has

obser\'ed captive mud snakes feeding on

the aquatic salamander known as the

"congo eel," a creature nearly a yard

long and quite capable of biting effec-

tively in defense. When seized by a congo

eel, mud snakes were able to jab at the

prospective prey with the tail, inflicting

deep scratches that resulted in the "eel's"

releasing its grip. When handled, mud
snakes frequentlv maneu^'er the tail so

as to bring the spine into play, pushing

it into the skin of the handler, with harm-

less if somewhat startHng effects. The
supposedlv dangerous nature of the spine,

or "horn," has resulted in such local

names as "stinging snake" and "horn

snake," neither of which is very appro-

priate. Still they are preferable to "hoop

snake" and its erroneous implications.

Beetle Hunt

A 21,000-mile search in the United

States and Canada has yielded the largest

single collection of Tiger Beetles in his-

tory for the American Museum of Natural

History. More than 15,000 individual

specimens, including 6 entirely new sub-

species hitherto unrecognized by scien-

tists, were collected by Dr. Mont A.

Cazier, Chairman of the Museum's De-

partment of Insects and Spiders, on his

five-month trip.

The Tiger Beetle, Cicindela, is impor-

tant to science because it survives and

thri\'es in every known region in the

world, adapting itseK in remarkable ways

to varied environmental conditions. In

color alone, the same species ranges from

almost black in the eastern section of the

United States, to bright r-ed in Texas and

the Midwest, to bright green on the

Pacific coast. Dr. Cazier cites this wide

variation as an indication of the rapid

and basic genetic changes of which the

insect is capable.

Most of the Tiger Beetles known in the

New York area can be recognized by pat-

terns of stripes which resemble the mark-

ings of tigers. It is from these stripes and

from its voracious habits that the Tiger

Beetle gets its colorful name. It is one of

the most pugnacious of the carnivorous

insects. It feeds on other animals exchi-

sivelv and does not feed on any form of

plant life.

Two other collecting projects carried

out during the summer for the Depart-

ment yielded approximately 5000 speci-

mens of Cicindela, which will furnish ad-

ditional data for continuing studies and

pubhcations on this group of insects.

Dr. Cazier stated that this collection,

added to the Musermi's previous speci-

mens of Tiger Beetles, \v\\[ provide the

Museum with the world's largest and most

comprehensive collection of American

Cicindela. The Musemn's collection now
includes a total of more than 70,000

classified specimens.

Vneut Minerals and Jewelry

A no\el exhibit has been placed on

displav at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History highfighting a new trend

toward the utilization of a host of natural

minerals such as beryl, white topaz, and

quartz in artistic jewelry.

The exhibit is one of a series of dis-

plays emphasizing the beauty of form

of uncut crystals and showing tliat their

natural svmmetry is frequently more ex-

citing than the stereotyped facets placed

upon them by the unimaginati\'e lapi-

dary. The exhibit features jeweb)' de-

signs by Miss Pearl S. Shecter, Art

Director of Elizabeth Irwin High School,

"The Little Red School House." Miss

Shecter has been a recognized designer

of metal forms since 1937 and has studied

with some of the world's leading metal

designers and silversmiths. The 21 new
designs incorporated in the temporary

exhibit are all being shown for the first

time.

Striking and colorful plastic forms em-

plo\'ed in the exhibit have been designed

bv Gwen Davies, modem abstract painter,

while the entire exhibit and the execu-

tion of Miss Shecter's designs have been

done bv Miss Agnes Schleicher.

The exhibit, which is on display in the

Morgan Memorial Hall of Minerals and

Gems, will remain on displav through

Januarv.
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
The Bird-of-Paradise Flower {Strelit-

zia reginae) is the most colorful of the

four species of this South American genus

and perhaps of all the exotic Musaceae,

the family containing the bananas and

heliconias. (Examples of the latter two

have already appeared on the cover of

Natural History: September, 1946, and

March, 1941.) Three bright orange sepals

and three deep blue petals ( one reduced

)

arise from the curious green, boat-shaped

bract. One or two flowers are usually open

at a time; and as they fade they are re-

placed by new ones from buds inside the

bract.

This is one of the relatively few plants

(along with bananas and heliconias)

whose pollination is effected by birds. In

its homeland, honeysuckers are the chief

pollinators. Attracted by the nectar and

by the small insects likeviase lured, the

birds land on a special blue 'landing

platform," and their weight causes the

petals to open, allowing pollen to be

dusted on feet and breast.

Strelitzia reginae (Uterally "Strelitzia

of the Queen") was named in honor of

the wife of England's King George III, a

queenly patron of botany, whose maiden
name was Mechlinburgh-Strelitz.

W. H. Hodge.
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Wild animals of the
WORLD

Animal Portraits by Mar\' Baker,

Text by William Bridges,

Introduction by Roy Chapman
Andrews

Garden Cit\" Publishing Company, Inc.,

84.95

272 pp., 252 illusts.

'"THERE is a verj' real desire springing
-'- up in the inquiring mind of this mod-
em age for infomnati\e facts about wdld-

life. No longer is it just idle curiosit\

that prompts the layman to inyest in a

work on natural history. The past t%vo

catastrophic world wars and the subse-

quent periods of gra\e unrest have damp-
ened human ardor for personal gain

and glory. In search of secinrity, man's

emotional sanity is now instincti\ely

drawing him back to the bosom of nature

and the cradle that nursed him. The time

is now ripe to fortify literature and stimu-

late the public thirst for natural histor\-

uith a popular syntliesizing of accurate

facts portrayed by intellectual experts in

this field.

With simple unassuming directness

Wild Animals of the World brings to the

very fireside living representatives of na-

ture from many faraway fields. Not in

terms of hard, cold facts but as living

creatures bold and courageous in a world
where they ha%e been hunted and perse-

cuted since cixilized man started on his

plunder of tliis planet.

With a singleness of purpose Mar\'

Baker has succeeded in catching the

subtle charm of the wild things in her

portraits that gi\'e them Mfe, beaut\', and
character. Ob\"iousl\- no attempt has been

made here to represent all the li\in2

mammals. Science recognizes approxi-

mately 15,000 different kinds, and a re-

^iew of the entire world fauna would
defeat the purpose of tliis book. There
are 252 portraits of animals ( 100 of them
in color), representing two years of de-

\^oted application by Mary Baker.

William Bridges is responsible for the

animal biographies; they are not and

EXPERIENCED OUTFITTERS
Prin rily busi. . supplyinp equipment to
expeditions all over the world. We hare specialized

outfitting for 56 years and gained much useful
perience. Let us help you make your trip suc-
nsful. Write your needs to Dept. N.H. 1.

David T. Abercrombie Co:
311 Broadway New York 7, N. Y.

were not intended to be complete in a

technical sense, and therein lies one of

the virtues of tliis work. Wild Animals of

the World virtually is a cross section of

mammahan life bringing out the obvious,

the strange, and the curious animals and

depicting their special and peculiar

characteristics.

Open the book at random, and the

page will speak for itself. It won't be

necessary to explain that both Mary Lee

Baker, the artist, and William Bridges,

the explorer, are well equipped. Both

are enabled by background to portra\"

\i\'idly and accurately the spirit and char-

acter of vx-ildlife.

George G. Goodwin.

The HEATHENS: Primitive

Man and His Religions

.-.-... by ^Villiam Howells

Doubleday & Company, Inc., S3.75

306 pp., 16 illusts.

TTEATHENS, originally, were the
* -* dwellers on the heath outside and
away from the village, the towTi, or the

monasten,'. They were uncouth in man-
ners and backward in the arts, and, still

unconverted, they practiced the ancient

pre-Christian rites. Of these connotations

of the word only the religious one has

survived to this day in a somewhat more

restricted form. In its modem usage, a

headien refers to one who follows re-

ligious behefs distinct from the great re-

ligious systems such as Christianity, Juda-

ism, and Mohammedanism. His manners,

howe\"er, ma\- be polished and his arts

displayed \\'ith re\"erence on 57th Street.

/tnnouncing the 2Isf

EXPEDITION FOR BOYS
SUMMER OF 1949

Two months of field work in American
Southwest under competent staflf. Open-
ings for embryo scientists, authors, and
radio operators. Prospectus available.

HILLIS L. HOWIE
The Community School

900 Lay Road, St. Louis 5, Missouri

The heathens of diis world run into

many millions, and if the most profound

convictions of so large a proportion of

mankind deser\e attention, then a study of

their rehgious behaNior and beUefs is of

considerable importance. But the re-

Hgious convictions of heathendom make
a more poignant appeal to us than the

mere number of their professors. They
reveal the basically human response to

the mysteries of the unknown and the

incomprehensible, the substratum from

which the most refined religious expres-

sions of our own ci\"ihzation ha\'e

emerged.

The response of primitive man or

heatlien to the world around him is funda-

mentally one of fear and awe, and his

efforts to propitiate or control the forces

he envisages take a \arietv of forms, all

of tliem of intense fascination. Dr.

Howells has covered virtually every cate-

gory of heathen religious behavior recog-

nized by students of the subject, and he

has done so with skill and understand-

ing. As in Mankind So Far, he dissects a

difficult subject with apparent ease and

always gracefully. No one could ask for

a better introduction to an absorbing

subject.

Harry L. Shapiro.

British birds
by Wilfred Willett

Illustrated by Boland Green

.^dam and Charles Black, London

The Macmillan Co., N. Y., S2.50

196 pp., 16 colored plates, 44 drawings

'"THIS book is a popular account of the

-*- better known or commoner British

birds. It is intended for visitors to tiie

British Isles or for residents beginning

bird study as a hobby. The appearance,

seasonal occurrence, food, and nesting

habits of some 200 species are described

in more or less detail. The author is

familiar with his subject, and \'erv few

errors are evident. Some omissions are

puzzling. The black redstart, for example,

is said to be a winter visitant, and tliere

is no mention of its recent remarkable

appearance in British cities as a nesting

bird among bomb ruins. The absence of

scientific names is perhaps not a disad-

vantage in a work of this nature, but it

is puzzling to find a bird called by one

name in the text and another on a plate,

as is true of the "French partridge." Mr.

Willett wTites in an informal and at times

bucolic \ein, \\ith keen appreciation of
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the English countryside and its human as

well as avian inhabitants.

The paintings and drawings by Roland

Green are an important feature of this

book. His recognized ability to capture

the character of a bird in a simple black-

and-white sketch is often evident here.

The colored plates usually depict a family

group of birds; one is an engaging study

of assorted downy young and nestlings.

The low price of tliis copiously-illustrated

volume is presumably a result of its manu-

facture abroad.

British Birds will be of service to any-

one desiring a nontechnical and yet

tolerably complete survey of British bird

Dean Amadon.

Along yosemite trails
........ by Josef Muench

Hastings House, $2.75

101 pp., 121 illusts.

CCARCELY 26 years after the discovery

^ of Yosemite by the Walker party in

1833, a photograph was taken within the

Valley. Sketches had been made four

years earher by Thomas Ayres in 1854.

Since then the grandeurs of this stupen-

dous region of glacier-carved valleys have

been extolled in pictures for a period of

time that now approaches a century.

Witli the possible exception of the Grand

Canyon, none of our National Parks has

been so frequentlv described and de-

picted.

Consecfuently, it would be presumptu-

ous for any ordinary photographer to

prepare an entire album of Yosemite pho-

tographs. But readers of Natural His-

tory Magazine, Arizona Highways, and

countless other pubhcations know that

Josef Muench is no ordinary photogra-

pher. His pictures of the West are unsur-

passed, and in this voliome the reader is

privileged to see 121 of the finest ever

made within the boundaries of Yosemite

National Park.

As Joyce Rockwood Muench points out

ill a brief introduction, the Valley itself

is "a scenic gem of the first magnitude"

contained within an area of eight square

miles. Yet few reahze that the 1189 square

miles included in the preserve are "far

from being a buffer region to keep intact

the core of the park. It is an empire in

itself, repeating with a thousand varia-

tions, the same formations and grandeurs

of the smaller part." Josef Muench has

singled out the spectacular and the beau-

tiful as only he could do it.

The photographer of 1859 would stare

agape at the fine gravure reproductions

depicting not only the famous falls and

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS
Old, Rare and Out of Print

CATALOGUES ISSUED
INQUIRIES SOLICITED

JOHN JOHNSON
Box 248 Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

towering cliffs but also the lakes, big

trees, camps, flowers, pack animals, deer,

and bear—and the reader of 1949 will

stare with admiration at the results ob-

tained by a top-notch artist with a camera.

C. M. BoGERT.

Tropical birds from
plates by john gould

With an Introduction and Notes on

the Plates by Sacheverell Sitwell

B. T. Batsford Ltd.: London,

New York, Toronto, $2.00

12 pp., 16 color plates

TOHN GOULD was the nearest equiva-

*-* lent to Audubon in Great Britain. Be-

tween 1830 and 1880, he completed 41

large folio volumes with no fewer than

2999 hand-colored plates. This incredible

output was the result of collaboration

between Gould, the ornithologist, and a

group of artists including Mrs. Gould,

Edward Lear, H. C. Richter, and Wilham

Hart.

One cannot argue about tastes, but

there are many who prefer the simplicity

of the Gould plates to the elaborate body

postures of Audubon's birds. Gould plates

have now become collectors' items, and it

will be appreciated by many lovers of

bird art tliat 16 of the most colorful bird

plates are now available here in an ex-

cellent offset reprint. The descriptive text

does not measure up to the beauty of

the plates. In addition to numerous errors,

it is full of cheaply "clever" characteriza-

tions of birds, such as this one about the

Spotted Kingfisher: "Something of an

ascetic, like the gurus or holynien of die

caverns in the mountains, and diis King-

hunter, as it should be called, has some

of the appearance and imputed wisdom

of the Hindu sage." The beautiful repro-

duction of the Gould plates more than

makes up for the inadequate text.

E. M.AYR.

CoPSFORD
by Walter

J.
C. Murray

George Allen and Unwin Limited,

Ruskin House, London

The Macmillan Co., New York, $3.50

164 pp., 23 illusts.

/^OPSFORD might well be classed as

^ a eulogy on the struggle between

man and the infringing forces of nature.

It is the autobiographical story of a man

who left a dingy flat on a back street in

London for the solitude of a desolate,

half-ruined cottage in rural England,

which had neither road nor footpath

connecting it with habitation. From the

very first, the author is distiurbed by the

oppressive loneUness of the place, which

numbs his will and saps his strength. He

wages war against a legion of wild crea-

tures that contest his legal right to live

at Copsford and ekes out a meager living

by harvesting wild herbs. Although event-

ually beaten at die post, he carries on a

winning battle for a year among the wild

creatures and plants around him. He is

there for a purpose, but the reader is kept

in intriguing suspense until the fifth chap-

ter before he is given any inkling of the

type of work this city-bred man is doing

at Copsford. The reader is somewhat re-

minded of the Pied Piper, White's Sel-

bcrne, and perhaps Dickens's Christmas

Carol.

This strange and yet amusing story

reveals the author's intimate experiences

vidth the wildlife in a countryside of un-

spoiled woodlands, meadows, and brooks.

He seems to have lived and felt with the

plants and animals he describes for us.

Light and darkness, summer and winter

—vital things to nature's children—be-

come part of his life as well as theirs.

Walter J. C. Murray is one of the small

band of naturalists who can write. Cops-

ford is a pleasure to read for itself alone,

as the following quotation will show.

"What else is there so tragic as the loss

of a life-form that can never reappear?

I know it has happened hundreds, more

probably thousands of times in the past;

creatures have, as it were, taken tlie

wrong turning to find themselves in a

blind alley from where there is no retreat,

onlv extinction . . . but it comes as some-

thing of a shock that the Large Copper

Butterfly on the wing within hving mem-

ory is as extinct as those monsters of

the Cretaceous Age."

George G. Goodwin.

Atlantic reef corals
by F. G. Walton Smith

Univ. of Miami Press, Distributed by

Farrar and Rinehart, $3.75

112 pp., 41 plates

THIS little handbook fills a long-felt

want for a convenient means of identi-

fying the reef corals from the tropical

waters of the western Atlantic. It is in-

deed a sad commentary on the present

state of invertebrate taxonomy in this

country that until die publication of Dr.

Smith's earlier key in 1943, anyone wish-

ing to identify one of these important

and conspicuous organisms had to con-

sult a speciahst or search through a large

number of incomplete and highly tech-

nical reports, usually to be found only

in verv large hbraries. The key and de-

scriptions in the Atlantic Reef Corah are

accurate, written in nontechnical lan-

Continued on page 48
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send for my Conchological Chatter which ap-
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every part of the world. Collections for sale of
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A A STALWART NATIVE of the Society

Islands, where the ceremony was held

ONE of the strangest cere-

monies of the South Seas, still

performed on many islands of the

far South Pacific, particularly in

the eastern Polynesian archipela-

goes, is the mysterious ritual of fire

walking, in which barefooted na-

tives promenade slowly over a long

square pit of rocks heated to a

glowing intensity. The participants

believe that by this ritual they un-

dergo purification.

For the benefit of those who are

skeptical as to the authenticity of

the rite, the natives ofiFer themselves

for examination before and after

8

walking over the fiery furnace. They

do not coat the soles of their feet

with a secret salve, nonconductive

to heat.

I first witnessed and took part in

a fire-walking ceremony upon my
return to Tevaitoa, Raiatea, a small

island of the Leeward Group in

the Society Islands of the far South

Pacific. I had come from a long

voyage among the islands and atolls

of the Marquesas and Paumotu

groups, and my Polynesian host and

friend, Ari, a native of Raiatea, met

me at the small jetty and conveyed

the news. His handsome counte-

nance was twitching with sup-

pressed excitement, and he talked

with great enthusiasm. The Umuti

( Fire Walk ) was a wonderful thing,

indeed!

Chief Terii-Pao, the famous fire

walker of Raiatea, had aroused

himself from his happy indolence

and had gone with his assistants to

the sacred valley to prepare for the

elaborate ceremony. His assistants,

under his watchful eyes, had con-

structed a huge oven and felled

trees for fuel. Now the oven,

heaped high with rocks, was ready

to be ignited at dawn of the fol-

lowing morning. Terii-Pao and his

priests (taJnias) had finished their

walking and chanting around the

oven (
Umu ) and had gone into

seclusion to confer with the spirits

of the deceased (Uipapaus) and

the Goddesses of the Sky, who
would permit them to walk upon

the fiery furnace.

Large numbers of natives had

paddled in their outrigger canoes

and steered their sailing canoes

from the adjoining islands of Bora-

Bora, Tahaa. Huaheine, and Mau-
piti to witness the ritual. Many of

the canoes were beached upon the

strand, loaded to the gunwales with

fruits, vegetables, and fishes for the

great feast that would follow the

fire walking. Skilled dancers from

as far away as Tahiti and Moorea

had come to entertain.

I sat down with Ari on the ve-

randa of his home facing the blue

sunlit lagoon and coral barrier-

reefs, foamy with the broken comb-

ers of the South Pacific, and he gave

me the historical significance of this

ancient rite.

Fire walking, according to leg-

end, was the outgrowth of famine.

During periods of drought or when
hurricanes destroyed the natural

foods of the islanders (wild plan-

tains, breadfruit, and coconuts), it

was necessary to turn to a food

ordinarily scorned by the natives—

a tuber contemptuously consigned

to the wild pigs of the valleys, who
uprooted and subsisted upon it.

This was the root of the wild giant

arum plant (ape), a species of taro

that grew rampant in the valleys.

The leaves of the ape grow to great

heights and are veritable elephant's-

ears in shape. Its roots, shaped like

large war clubs, grow from two to

three feet in length and weigh

about twenty or thirty pounds each.

In Hawaii and in many islands of

the South Pacific, a smaller species

of taro, mashed and fermented

Fire WAlkers oj

A man who actually participated in this celebrated

rite offers his explanation of how it is possible to walk

across a bed of hot rocks without injury

By WiLMON Menard
Alt photographs by the
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slightly, is known as the popular

poi.

Thus the stoiy has it that when
starvation threatened, the villagers

went to the valleys for the scorned

ape roots. Giant arum is one of the

most difficult island foods to render

digestible. To be cooked thoroughly

an intense fire must be prepared,

and the tuber must be allowed to

bake for many hoiars. This may pos-

sibly account for the lack of inter-

est in this food during periods of

plenty, as the islanders of the South

Pacific do not welcome e.xcessive

labor when fruits are available that

can be eaten the moment they are

plucked or when the lagoons yield

a variety of edible fishes. While a

large complement of the villagers

were gathering tons and tons of

ape, a chosen delegation would

prepare a huge Umu, in which it

could be cooked.

On a level spot a short distance

inland, a large square pit, thirtv

feet long, four feet deep, and fifteen

feet wide, was dug. The dirt was

piled about the sides of the Umu
to an elevation of two or three feet

and leveled in the shape of a slop-

ing rampart. This would be utilized

as an outer layer after the ape roots

had been covered with numerous

leaves, so as to retain the full flavor

of the food. The oven was then

ready for the fuel. Great quantities

of dried palm leaves were packed

into the bottom of the pit for tinder.

Then faggots of puraii (hibiscus)

wood and guava, which had been

thoroughly cleaned, dried, and

the South Seas

stripped of bark in sacred obeisance

to the two Goddesses of the Sky

and to Maui (God of Fire), were

arranged on the tinder. To allow

for good circulation of the fire, large

green purau logs had to be placed

in the oven, meeting in the center

and resting at each end. Otherwise

the palm leaves would be smoth-

ered by the great pressure of the

boulders and would not continue to

blaze freely until the larger pieces

^m
of wood had caught fire! WHen the

oven was at last ready for the rocks,

boulders of lava, basalt, and vol-

canic stone, larger than a man's

head, were placed on the pyre to

a height of five or six feet.

The C/mu was then ceremoni-

ously lighted by a specially chosen

tahua. Dances were held before

the blaze, religious songs (utes)

were chanted, and prayers were

offered up before the oven by the

tahuas. The Umu was then allowed

to burn for two days, being tended

constantly by the assistants, whose
duty it was to rake out the ashes

and turn and level the stones.

As the sacredness of the Umuti
grew, the position of the fire tenders

became one of great significance.

They were generally selected by

he high chief and were accorded

the utmost respect. The Umu, as

time progressed, became a place

where the high chiefs met to dis-

cuss tribal affairs and where im-

portant visitors were received. The
Umu of Polynesia was not unlike

the Prj'taneum of ancient Greece,

which contained the state hearth.

The oven, burning for two days,

heated the rocks to a high degree.

When all the ashes had been re-

moved, the stones fell to ground

level. Upon the hot stones were

placed the ape roots, together with

the ti leaves, so as to give a sweet

and appetizing flavor to the other-

wise unpalatable taro root. The

tubers were then covered with in-

numerable layers of banana leaves,

breadfruit leaves, ape leaves, and

< Chief Teru-Pao walking

onto the fiery pit, bearing his

sacred wand of ti leaves

FIRE WALKERS OF THE SOUTH SEAS



•<COMMEMORATING a

legendary release from

famine, the fire-walking

ceremony is accompanied

by a great feast. Here na-

tives are bringing fruits

for the celebration that

follows the rites

> Preparing foods for the

oven. The ceremony has

solemn meaning, but the

mood is otherwise light and

gay, as at most South Sea

festivals

^A SCIENTIFICALLY ACCU-

RATE MODEL of a South Seas

fire walker, on display at the

American Museum

AMNH photo

finally with a heavy layer of earth

to retain the heat. The Umu re-

mained covered for ten hours, dur-

ing which dances, songs, and

speeches were given. When the dirt

and leaves were removed, the ape

and ti were taken by the women in

large mixing bowls and mashed to-

gether into a glutinous pudding.

It was then packed into long joints

of bamboo and stored away so as to

tide the villagers over the tem-

porary famine.

As time went on, legend tells us,

the Umu played an increasingly

important part in their existence,

and finally great interest was di-

rected to the supposed power gov-

erning the fiery oven. Appreciative

of the gift of fire, which enabled

them to prepare the food in time of

dire need, they showed their grati-

tude to the two great goddesses of

ancient days—the highly reputed

Hina-nui-te-a'ara (Great Gray of

Scented Herbs ) , who became God-

dess of the Vloon, and Vahine-nui-

tahu-rai (Great Woman Who Set

Fu-e To The Sky). These two god-

desses, as folklore maintains, were

always dressed in shirts, garlands,

and wreaths of the shredded green-

and-yellow leaves of the ti plant,

which emit a sweet odor and are

held as a sacred symbol of the two

goddesses.

Honoring these two goddesses

and the God of Fire just before

the food was placed upon the hot

rocks, the native priest led his fol-

lowers across the fiery pit, dressed

in ti leaves, bearing wands of ti,

and calling upon their departed

ancestors to cast themselves upon

the hot rocks to ensure safe transit.

Today the ceremony is stiU enacted,

though the Umu is prepared not

because of famine but as worship

to the two goddesses and Maui and

for self-purification.

The Um^uti of Raiatea was to be

held in a valley a short distance

from Ari's plantation. The location

was not more than a half hour's

leisurely stroU, so at three o'clock

the next morning we started off in

darkness. The jaunt to the Umu on

this occasion is a memory I shall

always cherish. The early morning

air was heavily saturated with the

exotic odor of flowers. There was

deep silence, save for the distant

booming of the great southern

ocean over the barrier coral reefs

of Raiatea. It was as if we were

alone in an unknown paradise.

But as we journeyed up the val-

ley, we met groups of natives, who
cried out to us cheerily: "la ora na!

Maitai oeP Haere Um,uti? (Greet-

ings! You are well and content?

Do you go to the oven of the fire

walk?)"

The short vaUey widened into

NATURAL HISTORY, JANUARY, 1949



•< Chief Terii-Pao chants to the Fire

God and waves his wand of ti leaves

over the fire pit. Bushes transplanted

on either side of the oven are ti, sacred

plant of the Fire God

>• The chief traversing

the hot stones barefooted

and without special treat

ment to his feet



Dancers perform-

ing at the fire-walk-

ing ceremony

a large clearing bordered by coco-

nut trees and lighted by candlenut

torches. In the center was the Umu,

piled high vWth large rocks. A great

crowd of natives were squatting

about the oven, smoking, chatting,

singing, and laughing. The quiver-

ing shafts of hght from the torches

fell across broad, naked shoulders,

momentarily revealing and obscur-

ing handsome Pohoiesian faces. It

was a spectacular sight.

On the far side of the clearing

was a small thatched hut in which

Chief Terii-Pao and his tahuas were

pra)dng to Maui. A few minutes

after our arrival, Terii-Pao strode

from the enclosure with his follow-

ers, and a sudden hush fell among
the assembled natives. They hiu^-

riedly moved away from the Umu
to the edge of the clearing, regard-

ing the Fire-walking Chief with

awe and reverence. He was a mag-

nificent figure in the torchlight,

nude save for a pareu and ti leaves

about his waist. The fine head set

upon sturdy shoulders, the noble

features, with wide quivering nos-

trils and flashing eyes, commanded
admiration and proclaimed him to

be a favored son of Maui, the God
of Fire. At the four corners of the

'i^ii

pit were transplanted ti. plants,

which remained green and unwilted

even after the lire had burned for

many hours.

Terii-Pao, after walking twice

about the Umu to see that every-

thing was in readiness, withdrew,

and a tahua—a short, bowed man-
slowly approached the fire pit, bear-

ing two sticks in the crook of his

arm. He marched solemnly about

the oven, chanting in a loud voice.

Then, while the entire crowd

chanted, he kneeled before a trench

that had been dug into the oven

for lighting the fuel and vigorously

began to rub the two sticks together.

As the fighting of the Umu is con-

sidered an extremely sacred part

of the fire walk, the torch to set

the oven ablaze must be kindled

by rubbing two pieces of wood
together.

The tahua had a difficult time

obtaining a spark. He labored

strenuously, and I could see by the

glare of the torches that perspira-

tion was streaming from his body.

Suppressed laughter buzzed among
the spectators. The tahua glanced

about him with a peeved expres-

sion. Terii-Pao's face clouded with

impatience and indignation.

Suddenly a ffippant youth be-

<In Fiji, as in the Society Is-

lands, fire walking is also a

sacred ceremony. Here are the

head fire walkers of the island

of Upolu
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hind me cried out clearly: "Na toe-

toe te raau, na veavea te taata!"

which, translated, means: "The

wood is cold, but the man is hot!"

This cry was taken up by the crowd

and continued until Terii-Pao, with

a loud cry of "Maniania! (Be si-

lent!)" approached the oven, took

the sticks from the tahiia, who
sheepishly withdrew, and in a short

time had a blaze with which to

fire the Utnti. As the dry tinder

caught and the flames leaped high,

the natives cried in a might)'

chorus: "E era! (There she goes!)"

The two days necessarj' for the

heating of the rocks sped by quickly.

On the evening of the second day,

we walked to the valley to see the

Umii in darkness. I could feel the

great heat 50 feet away. The shim-

mering pit of glowing fire recalled

to mind the lava pits in the vicinits*

of Kilauea, in the Hawaiian Islands.

The Umuti would be held prompth'

at dawn on the morrow.

Ai-i and I were back at the Umu
at the first light of daybreak. The
edges of the clearing were packed

with natives of Raiatea and the ad-

joining isles. Old Polynesian gran-

nies smoked and gossiped, occa-

sionally breaking out in cackHng

laughter over some delicious morsel

of scandal. Small children frisked

about, got into mischief, and were

spanked soundly. Young damsels

flirted with gay lotharios of the is-

lands. On every side was laughter

and song. It was a happy and color-

ful gathering, typical of the Hght-

hearted Polynesian spirit at festival

time. A small group of tourists, who
had arrived from Papeete the pre-

ceding day, stood a short distance

away, carrying on a garrulous con-

versation concerning their "solu-

tions" to the fire walk.

On the ramparts about the oven,

on clean mats of woven pandanus

leaves, were great mounds of the

green-skinned, globular breadfruit,

piles of wild plantain, bananas

ready for roasting, and fishes

wrapped in green leaves. Four large

pigs, cleaned and stuffed with

chestnuts, rested on their sides.

There were yams, taro tops and

pork, papaya poi, and fresh-water

eels prepared with a sauce of fine

wine. Indeed, a sumptuous feast

was to follow the Umuti.

Terii-Pao suddenly appeared close

to the Umu. His followers leaped

to their feet behind him. I could

feel the intense excitement that

swept the clearing at his appear-

ance. The Fire-walldng Chief was

a splendid figure among his assis-

tants.

The group of tourists rushed over

to Terii-Pao and surrounded him

for an intensive inspection of his

feet and whatever else might have

been concealed "up his sleeve." He
submitted indulgently, smiUng at

their thorough examination. One of

the tourists turned suddenlv and

A Samoans, too, have a fire-walking event. Here

a tattpoo (virgin) of the village chants to the Fire

God, hoping for assurance that the walkers will

cross the fiery oven safely
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approached the edge of the oven.

Looldng full into the pit for only

an instant, he groaned, clapped

his hands to his face, and backed

away. The Umu was hot! Another

tourist tossed a Unen handkerchief

upon the rocks, and in a second it

was reduced to gray powder. And
upon these stones the fire walkers

were going to march with bare

feet! The self-appointed board of

examiners withdrew from the

Chief with disappointed expres-

sions. The)' had been unable to find

anything suggesting trickery.

Now Terii-Pao, his head held

high, walked toward the end of the

oven nearest me, a branch of ti

leaves in his hand. He halted at

the edge of the oven and struck

the rocks three times with the

leaves, chanting in a low voice. His

assistants, close behind, lifted their

\'oices in the Umuii chant. Terii-

Pao's voice became louder, and the

great cords in his neck swelled.

His eyes were still uphfted.

The chant was: "E na ta'ata e

tahutahu i te umu e, a ta poke

na! . .
." and so forth.

Translated, it means: "O being

( spirits ) who enchant the oven, let

it die out for a while! O dark earth-

worms! O Hght earthworms! Fresh

water and salt water, heat of the

oven, darkening of the oven, hold

up the footsteps of the walkers and

fan the heat of the bed. O cold

host, let us linger in the midst of

the oven. O Vahine-nui-tahu-rai,

hold the fan, and let us go into the

oven for a httle while.

"Holder of the first footstep!

Holder of the second footstep!

Holder of the tenth footstep!

Vahine-nui-tahu-rai! All is cov-

ered!"

1 shall never forget the great

sigh and then the hush that fol-

lowed Terii-Pao's first step upon the

oven. He hesitated a moment, as if

to be sm-e that the stones would
not shift under his weight, and

then—/je walked onto the hot rocks!

He strode once across the pit and
then turned and recrossed it. His

followers formed in a line behind

him when he returned. The spec-

tators, native and tourist alike,

were spellbound. Again the Fire-

walking Chief struck the stones

with his branch of ti leaves. Terii-

Pao and his tahuas walked with

fu-m steps across the center of the

Umu. I could see the great heat

waves rising above their heads, but

there was no odor of burning flesh

as I had half expected. Thev had

traversed the oven now, and Terii-

Pao raised his ti leaves to signal

the column to about-face and march

back over the pit. They traversed

the Umu three times.

Following the third crossing,

Chief Terii-Pao called out, "Atira!

(Enough!)"

Then he quickly turned and

crawled across the oven on his

stomach!

On the other side, Terii-Pao stood

up and faced the astounded tour-

ists. They, understanding that he

was ready to be examined, gathered

about him. The Chief and his fol-

lowers hfted their feet, so that tliey

could be viewed and handled. The
soles, as I could see, were not even

marked, and one tourist who placed

his hand against them announced

that they were "cold as ice."

Now Terii-Pao exhorted the na-

tives to follow him across the Ujnu.

Passing close to me, he caught my
eyes, grinned, and said, "Will you

not walk behind me on the oven?

You have hved long in oiu: islands

and understand our customs. You
will surely not be harmed if you
follow close behind me, keep your

head up, be quiet, and don't

stumble."

"^Vhy don't \'0u?" yelled tlie

tomists.

"Haere! (Go ahead!)" urged Ari

and the assembled natives.

"Tu, tu, tu, e! (Come, come,

come!)" persisted Terii-Pao.

I cannot say that the prospect of

walking on the hot stones was
agreeable to me, and I wavered.

Terii-Pao gave me a broad smile,

which might have meant, "Are you

afraid?" It was this that prompted

me to kick off my sneakers, remove

my socks, and cry, "Haere otou!

(Let's go!)"

A great shout of approval came
from the native spectators.

I stepped into line behind Terii-

Pao. There was a taut feeling in

the pit of mv stomach. My heart

was beating hard, my head ached,

and I wanted to bolt. I have always

had a great fear of fire, and now
that fright was intensified. The
tahua behind pushed me gently.

Terii-Pao had started!

I gritted my teeth and groaned

inwardly. I began to walk mechani-

cally. Every step I rebuked myself:

"You fool, now look what you've

let yourself in for!" My legs felt

numb and leaden. Then my bare

feet touched something uneven and
elevated. In the next instant, count-

less tinv electric shocks struck the

soles of my feet. It was Uke tlie

sudden contact of the skin with

sharp needles. Great heat waves

rose about my head, compelling

me to half close my eyes. It was
not unHke the sudden blast of heat

that strikes one when opening the

doors of a huge furnace. I had ex-

perienced this sensation while

standing on the grilled platform

above the huge, throbbing engines

of an ocean finer, with billows of

oily heat taking my breath.

The heat of the oven all but suf-

focated me. I was unable to draw
a normal breath. The heat waves

affected the membrane of my nos-

trils. My lungs became strained,

and I feared that I would choke if

I did not breathe pure air quickly.

From a great distance I could hear

the murmuring of the crowd.

Then, suddenly, the prickly sen-

sation on the bottom of my feet

ceased, and I knew I had arrived

at the far end of the Umu. The last

in line had not crossed the pit, so

we continued walking across the

clearing in a straight column. I

glanced briefly down at my feet.

They were untouched! There were

no traces of searing or blistering.

I could hardly believe my eyes. My
shirt was wet, and I could see that

Terii-Pao's broad back was stream-

ing with perspiration. Suddenly, he

raised his wand of ti leaves, a sig-

nal that the last man had passed

over the Umu and that everyone

should right-about-face for the re-

turn trip.

I knew that I could not stand

another trip across the hot stones,

so I stepped quickly out of line.

Terii-Pao smiled and patted me on

the back understandingly. The fire
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walkers moved onto the oven again,

and I was left standing 20 feet

away, dazed and trembling from

head to foot. The tourists grouped

about me, highly excited, scream-

ing questions at me from all sides.

I had no solution to offer.

Later, Ari and I returned to the

valley of the Umuti and became

perfect gourmands at the bountiful

banquet of South Pacific ambrosia

heaped before us on tablecloths of

banana leaves.

How do I explain fire walking?

First, I suppose there is the con-

trol of mind over matter. No one

can view the performances of the

authentic faku^s of India without

believing that a person can develop

special control over portions of his

anatomy, and it is undeniable that

one's reaction to pain depends a

great deal upon his state of mind.

Rocks of highly porous lava are

known to resist the passage of heat,

and this may be a fairly important

factor in the fire walk. Also, the

toughness of one's feet from walk-

ing barefooted on the beach would

certainly make a difference.

Still, there has to be a more com-

plete explanation for the fire walk.

Some years ago the celebrated

magician and escape artist, Harry

Houdini, made a specialty of un-

masking spiritualistic tricksters by

explaining the seemingly unexplain-

able. He asserted that the most

comphcated trick is the easiest to

see through and the simplest the

most bafHing. As the simplest trick

in the world, he offered a young
man who permitted himself to be

roasted alive.* This trick was so

completely simple, he said, that it

was practically impossible to see

through.

The man permitted himself to be

placed in a glass compartment

about the size of a telephone booth,

the interior of which was made
hot enough to cook a steak hanging

over his forearm. He was naked

except for swimming trunks. He
applied wet clay to his eyebrows

and fingernails and wore a cup over

his hair. Spectators could scarcely

believe their eyes when they saw
the fat of the steak start to sizzle

and drip to the floor, while the man
holding it showed no sign of pain

or discomfort. When the steak had
cooked long enough to be medium

Continued on page 48

A Recent scientific tests show
that a human being can endure

far more heat than had been

imagined. Here volunteer Sidney

Friedlander is being wheeled

into a specially devised heat

chamber for heat tests at the

University of California at Los

Angeles

•<The subject perspires copi-

ously as the thermometer creeps

past the 200-degree mark. But

perspiration is what saves him

—

the cooling effect of evaporation

from his skin. Professor Craig

Taylor, supervisor of these ex-

periments, endured 151/2 "nf"*"'

utes at temperatures between 230

degrees F. and 262 degrees F.
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WIITER
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By JOSEF MIIENCH

When King Winter casts his spell, mountain and desert > nice no humble mood
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<Ski time. Only the tracks of the hardy break the

white blanket that covers the slopes of Mt. Superior

in Little Cottonwood Canyon, Utah. Many skiers are

drawn to Alta, one of Utah's favorite resorts

A White Ghosts at Bryce Canyon. Balancing on the

rim of this natural amphitheater, two evergreens

wear the garb of winter and give an unaccustomed

aspect to a scene familiar to many in warmer weather

>SIXTER THROUGH THE CAMERAS EYE



> Winter Shadows in

Navajo Land. A weak sun

throws its shadows at the

gate to Goulding's Trad-

ing Post. Monument Val-

ley is farther from a rail-

road than any other point

in the United States
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<The eroded figures of Bryce Canyon, spired with evergreens, create a

new and stranger fantasy when winter rules the land

A A LONELY BUTTE in Monument Valley, framed

in the gnarled boughs of a cedar. Even this hot and

WINTER THROUGH THE CAMERa's EYE

arid region dons a lacy costume and becomes a

part of winter's fairyland

19



DURING the past century or

so, adventurous investors in

almost every countn,' in the world

have poured out millions of dollars

in a vain attempt to exploit ramie

(Boehmeria nivea), that fascinat-

ing Asiatic perennial which is per-

haps the oldest liber used by man.

In a textile sense, ramie has every-

thing, but it has long been a ter-

rific headache to both farmers and

textile people because it is a "won-

der fiber" that never quite made
good—a self-propagating crop with

an enormous potential that some-

how couldn't make the grade.

Ramie—a shrub belonging to the

stinging nettle family but without

the stinging hairs common among
nettles—sends up tough stalks that

are from five to eight feet high.

Lying direcdy underneath the bark

of each stalk is a thin layer of in-

di\idual fibers. Inside this ring of

fibers is the woody part of the stalk.

It is the fibrous part of the plant

cuiuS
Far superior to cotton or linen, it was used by

the Egyptians for mummy wrappings. But only

now do its remarkable properties promise to

become of widespread benefit to man

By Eugene W. Nelson

that has interested the textile in-

dustry, since these fibers possess

truly remarkable properties.

Stronger
than Cotton or Silk

Ramie is a "bast" fiber, hke hemp
or finen. That is, the fiber is pro-

duced from the stalk and not, as

in cotton, from the bloom. In tensile

(or pulling) strength and also in

resistance to mildew and rotting.

ramie is far superior to cotton or

linen. In fact, it has eight times the

strength of cotton and seven times

the strength of silk. Paradoxically,

when ramie fibers are wet, their

tensile strength is from 60 to 70

per cent greater than when dry.

Moreover, these fibers can be

combed out almost to the fineness

of silk, and their beautiful, snowy-

white luster resembles that of silk.

Ramie fibers take dyes well and
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hold colors better than do most

fibers. The plant itself is easily

grown in our southern states and

in many other parts of the world.

Problems in
Commercial Prodnetion

The Egyptians used ramie fiber

tor wrapping mummies, and this

plant was mentioned in the Im-

perial Chinese Treatise on Agricul-

ture in 2200 B.C., but to date the

production of ramie fiber on any-

thing resembhng a commercial

scale has been limited to oriental

countries having cheap labor. The

major fly in the ramie ointment, as

far as mass production in the Occi-

dent is concerned, has been the

lack of efficient methods for me-

chanical decortication. Decortica-

tion is the process of removing the

(^urtc^y oj i\ewport Industries

A Freshly cut ramie. The
fibers are located in a layer

between the bark and woody
part of the five- to eight-

foot stalks

Motorized collec-

tion of harvested bun-

dles of ramie

THE WONDER FIBER —RAMIE

bark and pith surrounding the

ramie fibers without damaging the

fibers themselves. In China, decor-

tication is all done by hand, the

workmen scraping the ramie fiber

from the green stems with crude

implements. In this way, one worker

can separate only a few pounds of

fiber each day. In our country, of

course, any kind of hand process

for an operation of this nature

would be prohibitively expensive.

Another trouble has been the

cost of harvesting a ramie crop.

When growing naturally, some ramie

plants mature before others, even

though all of them were planted

at the same time. Even parts of

A Uniform growth of the crop, recently attained through careful

study, makes mechanized harvesting possible. Previously, mature plants

had to be selected by hand



for use in tire cord, industrial fab-

rics, and a host of other things.

Machines designed for scraping

away the bark and pithy core of

the ramie plant from the \aluable

fibers ha^e been of tvvo general

tA-pes. There is the larger, centrally

located type of decorticator that is

capable of separating the fibers

from the stems of plants grown on

thousands of near-bv acres. The

other tA'pe is a smaller, portable

machine that can be set up in the

fields where needed.

Now, at long last, comes convinc-

fibers at a cost equal to that of the

Chinese product.

With solution of the major prob-

lems in the growing, han.'esting,

and processing of ramie fiber on a

large scale—what then? Just what

sort of a fate lies in store for the

erstwliile "problem child" of the

textile world? Just a few of ramie's

possibihties include corduroy that

is definiteh' better than the stand-

ard cotton corduroy, inexpensive

suits that can't be distinguished

from all wool, and conveyor belts

and other industrial fabrics for use

Courtesy of Newport Industr

A Raw fiber (right) and

degummed fiber (left)

y*****0****»*********»»****»*****»****»'

the same cluster \\all be of a differ-

ent height and state of maturit}'.

In the past, this has made hand

harvesting obHgatorj' and has prac-

tically ruled out mechanical har-

vesting. Recently, however, careful

cultivation and fertilization, the use

of superior drainage and water

control, and over-all good manage-

ment ha\'e smoothed out this un-

even growili. Todav, ramie plants

cultivated in the United States have

an even, steady growth that makes

mechanical harvesting practical at

last.

Processing

With the harvesting problem sim-

plified, there still remained the need

for an efficient mechanical decorti-

cating and degumming process.

The lack of such a process has been

the great holdback to ^^^despread

production and use of ramie in this

countrj'. Without such a process,

no American industry could pos-

sibly compete with oriental cooUe

labor. Nor could an industry be

built in this country without uni-

form quabt)' in the raw material.

Scores of inventors ha\'e dreamed

up decorticating machines and de-

gumming processes—and in their

dreams have become fabulously

rich from selling the hard-wearing,

shrinkage-resisting "wonder fiber"

A Removal of gum and woody particles is an important step in

the preparation of the fibers for spinning and weaving

ing word that ramie has finally ar-

rived and wiU be going places at an

ever-increasing pace in the next few

years. One of the companies that

has been going in for ramie research

in a large way has quite recently

announced the perfection of a de-

corticator with a proved daily

capacitv of 20,000 pounds of ramie

fiber. One of these machines (and

perhaps more, by now) has been

built and is in operation in Florida,

where several companies have been

growing ramie on a large scale in

the rich muck of the Everglades.

Ramie technicians claim that they

will soon be able to produce ramie

where "wet strength" is important.

Because it is stronger when wet,

ramie also makes superior cordage,

fishing nets, and sails. Longer-wear-

ing sheets, pillow cases, towehng

(ramie absorbs water even better

than cotton does ) , and draperies as

well as bandages, upholstery fab-

rics, and carpet backing are also

on the ever-growing hst of uses

for ramie fiber. Bank-note paper

having better wearing quahties than

the kind now being used is still

another possibiUt)'. In fact, it is a

matter of sober record tiiat ramie

fiber is adapted to the \\'idest range

of uses among known textiles.
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Ramie can be used alone or in

combination with cotton, rayon, and

wool. When combined with rayon,

for instance, ramie produces a ma-

terial for shirts and summer dresses

that absorbs perspiration and then

dries out very quickly.

Wide Uses

The fiber, however, is only a

small part of the entire plant, ac-

cording to the ramie experts. Here

are some of the uses recently dis-

covered by chemists for the rest of

the plant after the fibers have been

extracted. Ramie leaves and stalk

tops make a cattle feed especially

rich in carotene (for vitamin A)

and protein. Its yield per acre is

said to be higher than any other

protein-producing vegetable. Ramie

sauce for cooking is claimed to have

a salty meatlike taste. It has been

suggested that this sauce will be a

boon to people who are on a salt-

less diet. And ramie "waste" has

been forced to yield such valuable

chemicals as chlorophyll, xantho-

phyll, and industrial proteins—all

potentially valuable in chemical

processes.

The most recent developments

have had to do with uses for ramie

gums. The major component of

ramie gum is pectin. This substance

is widely used in the food and cos-

metic industries. It is also useful

in the sizing of cotton yarns and

fabrics and in adhesives, cleansing

agents, printing inks, and a host of

other industrial products. The chief

sources for pectin in the United

States have been apples, citr^us rind,

and grape pulp. In Europe, enter-

prising producers have turned to

lower-cost sources, such as sugar

beets, vegetables, flax, and ramie,

which, although they yield a pectin

that is lower in jellying power (the

most important property for the

food industry ) ,
provide inexpensive

pectin that is highly satisfactory for

technical and industrial purposes.

Ramie may play a part in the re-

construction of oriental countries

damaged by war. The Philippine

Florida Pictorial Service

A Baled for shipment. The fiber that was known to the Chinese

4000 years ago is just now trying its strength in world industry

THE "wonder fiber"—ramie

********t

Government has engaged the serv-

ices of one of the large American
firms interested in this plant and
are now making a complete survey
with the view to recommending
estabhshment of a fuHy mechanized
ramie industry in the Islands. Sev-

eral other countries where ramie
has been grown successfully are re-

ported to be considering similar

steps.

Ramie is usually propagated from
rootstocks, or rhizomes, although

it can be grown from seed. When
starting a new field, sections of

rhizome four inches long, each hav-

ing several eyes, are set at two-and-

one-half-foot intervals in rows four

feet apart and covered with about

two inches of soil. These rhizome

sections usually burst into life

within two weeks.

During the first year in a new
field, the weeds have to be con-

tioUed. After that, the perennial

usually becomes so well established

that it crowds out all other growths

so that weeds are no longer a head-

ache. Ramie rhizomes ordinarily

send up a new growth each spring.

But if the stems are cut during the

growing season—which in Florida

lasts for eight months out of the

year, from April to December—

a

new crop starts to grow at once.

The shrubs may reach a height of

from five to eight feet within a

period of about two months. Thus,

under favorable conditions, three or

even four crops may be obtained

each season for ten years or even

longer without replanting. A crop

like that is enough to make any

farmer's mouth water.

In the various ramie fields now
under cultivation in Florida, the

crop is harvested by a special com-

bined harvester and binder which

delivers stalks in 50- to 60-pound

bundles. After the bark and pith

have been removed in a decorti-

cator, the waxes and gums are ex-

tracted chemically from the remain-

ing fibers. The ramie is then dried

and baled and may be processed as

any other fiber.

It is quite possible that this

ancient plant may provide a new
crop of major importance and a

source of additional wealth for our

southern and southwestern states.

23
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< Since the murre has rela-

tively small wings for its heavy
body, its flight is rapid and di-

rect. Here the bird puts on all

air brakes, back-pedahng with
rapid wing strokes while pre-

senting its fliat underside to help

cut down its forward speed

Mu
ONE chilly afternoon in July,

I stood near the brink of a

sheer 200-foot cliff on the Island

of St. Paul, in the Pribilof group in

Bering Sea. At my feet the yeUow
arctic poppies buried their heads

among the long whipping strands

of rye grass, as a wet wind bent its

force over the cliff's edge. Below,

roaring breakers pounded a beach
littered with black volcanic rock,

tossing aloft a curtain of salty spray

that joined the fog-laden wind
rushing down from the northwest

over the dismal, gray surface of the

Bering Sea.

Like missiles from some hidden
flotilla, the dripping wind bore

thousands of birds toward the mist-

shrouded cliffs. Each bird headed
instinctively through the blinding

fog to a certain nesting ledge or

cranny. In endless streams the birds

arrived. Each individual skimmed

low over the surface of the sea ui

within sight of the nesting ch

then gracefully zoomed upward
a steep curve, losing speed befort

deftly settled among others of

kind aheady crowding the ledg

As constantly as new birds arriv(

others streamed away toward h
den fishing grounds.

Most of the birds thus approach-

ing and leaving the cliffs were Pal-

las Murres, with a few Calffornia

Murres. The vertical updrafts near

the cliff's top swarmed with a cloud

of other kinds of birds. Screaming

kittiwakes, soaring fulmars, and
clumsy, inquisitive puffins predomi-

nated in this milling mass. The
murres spent no time drifting

about. They flew directly from cliff

ledge to the open sea. Having a

comparatively heavy body and
small wings, the murre is special-

ized for swimming rather than

Photo by Dick Balding

M/UIINEKS

Hardy and seaworthy,W
the northern sea and

on the wind-Iashe<

By Kari^
U. S. Fijh ,

olographs by the auti ^

fhght. E\ ^ e :sary

aerial maneuvers the murre must
go beyond the use of the structures

designed strictly as implements of

aerial control.

As many of the birds launched

themselves into the air, they used
their feet as supplementary hori-

zontal stabilizers. Apparently the

tail is so small that at low speeds

it does not offer adequate control

surface. This is especially notice-

able when the birds are leaving a

cliff or the surface of the water.

Thus, while taking off, the murre
frequently spreads both its webbed
feet, holding them flat and stiffly

extended on each side of the tail

where they supplement its action,

providing additional control.

In addition to employing its feet

<On tiny volcanic Bogoslof Island

in the Aleutians, murres crowd all

rocky areas, because there are no
predators to molest them

I
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^ A PAIR of courting Pallas

Murres pose for Dr. Schef-

fer's camera. They ap-

peared so interested in each

other that they completely

ignored their human ob-

server

T5-
THE NORTH
survive the rigors of

precarious existence

s of the Pribilofs

Lenyon
'He Service

ss otherwise Indicalat

to supplement its aerial equipment,

the murre uses its flying equipment

under water. It depends on its wings

to increase speed while pursuing the

fishes upon which it Hves. As we

approached the Pribilof Islands by

ship many murres took to the

depths as a means of escaping the

oncoming vessel. As they headed

down through the dark water near

the bow, our view of their wildly

flapping wings showed clearly how
useful these members are under

water.

Being a bird of the open sea, the

murre appears most at home on or

beneath the surface of the water.

The break from an aquatic to an

aerial environment is accomplished

awkwardly. Iii order to gain flying

speed the bird usually patters

Pallas Murres shar-

ing one of Bogoslof's

nesting ciifEs

across the water, using its feet to

help the rapidly beating wings. It

may continue thus for many yards

before it is able to lift its bulky

body a few inches above the sur-

face. Some drop heavily back, ap-

parently reluctant to make the final

effort. Still others appear to make

no attempt to become air-borne

but, using their wings as giant oars,

simply hydroplane on their breasts

a safe distance from an approach-

ing ship, then settle back on the

water again.

Murres sitting bolt upright in

rows along the cliffs resemble small

penguins. Their black backs and

white breasts add to their mas-

querade. However, murres and pen-

guins are widely separated, ana-

tomically as well as geographically.

Murres are circumpolar in the

northern hemisphere, penguins in

the southern. The two groups never



•<The white "mustache" identifies this

bird as a Pallas Murre. The sharply conical

shape of its egg helps to prevent it from

rolling off the 300-foot drop

A The murres generally lead a

quiet life, spending a good deal of

time affectionately caressing their

mates with their bills

mix. Murres, like many other

aquatic bii^ds, have their legs placed

far back on the body as an aid to

rapid locomotion under water. The
upright standing posture that re-

sults from this arrangement appears

to offer several ad\antages to the

murre in its particular way of life.

The bird is thus able to stand up-

right on a tiny ledge of cliff that

would otherwise be too small for it.

On this particular day, as I stood

at the brink of the cliff, I witnessed

another advantage in this upright

Photo by Y. B. Scheffer

posture. Seeping moisture had
loosened a small portion of the

cliff edge, which suddenly gave

way. Perhaps a bucketful of loose

earth and small pebbles showered

down over the rows of courting and
incubating birds. I expected them
to leave their ledges and seek safety

in the air. However, I was surprised

to see that instead, the murres stood

in close to the cliff and pointed

their bills upward. In this way they

successfully dodged the larger peb-

bles and "streamhned" themselves

against the smaller debris, which
pelted their thick feathers but rolled

off as harmlessly as "water off a

duck's back." They thus saved their

eggs, with no apparent discomfort

to themselves.

St. Paul's moistine-sodden cliffs

are constantly crumbling. As the

storm-driven waves eat away their

bases, the summer melting of snows

loosens rocks and earth. Chunks
break away, leaving the narrow

ledges and shelves upon which the

< Aleuts have gathered murre eggs
for many years. Although this looks

like quite a load of eggs, it is only
a small fraction of the tremendous
number to be found on Walrus Is-

land

murres lay their eggs. Murres do

not built a nest. The eggs are, for-

tunately, particularly tough-shelled

and seldom break even though they

rest on the bare rock. As they lie

in rows along a ledge of black

rock, they form a colorful array,

ranging from nearly white through

various shades of blue and green,

marked with dark lines and smears.

Their sharply conical shape is an

advantage on the narrow ledges

where they are laid, because it

causes them to roll in a tight circle,

lessening their chances of falling

from the cliff. In spite of this, many
go over the edge if the murres are

suddenly frightened into the air.

On the island of Bogoslof, in the

Aleutian chain, I suddenly rounded
a rocky outcropping and came
upon a mture colony unexpectedly.

The birds stampeded toward the

sea, sending several eggs bouncing
from their resting place down a

20-foot slope. Although some were
broken, I examined others that had
survived enough tumbling to shat-

ter any ordinary egg and found that

their tough shells were only slightly

dented in a few spots.

The view of a cliff covered with

miures generally presents a peace-

ful if constantly moving panorama.
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For the most part the birds lead a

quiet domestic hfe, spending a good

deal of time afiEectionately caressing

their mates with their bills and

making soft vocal sounds remind-

ful of a somewhat muffled human
chuckle.

However, the ledges appear some-

times to become too crowded for

the tolerance of even these patient

creatures. One rare afternoon when
the sun had dispersed the persis-

tent fog and the cUffs and meadows
glistened above the sea in unusual

brightness, I watched the custom-

ary flow of birds to and from the

cliffs. A sharp, raucous squawk

attracted my attention to a pair of

murres engaged in an argument

over a small ledge. They were in-

sistently crowding each other for

possession. One suddenly jabbed

his neighbor with an angry peck,

precipitating a violent emotional

outbreak. Each bird grabbed a

billful of the other's feathers. This

threw both off balance and plunged

them in a tangle of wildly thrashing

wings, necks, and feet into the

gusty sea breeze. Even the fact of

their falling seemed not to affect

their feelings. Not until the strug-

gling pair had dropped 50 feet or

more did they separate, spread their

wings, and head out to sea. This

was still not the end of the battle.

Both birds had barely gained aerial

control and were flying a few feet

apart when the aftermost uttered

an angry cry, accelerated rapidly,

reached forward, and grasped the

leader's flank feathers. Twisting and

jerking sharply, this aggressive ac-

tion caused both to swerve giddily

and lose several feet of altitude be-

fore they separated again. Still un-

satisfied, the trailing bird again

speeded up, bumping the other

from behind. For a moment wings

and feathers were mixed, but when
the two separated the fight was

over and they moved quietly out

to sea, apparently having forgotten

what the quarrel was about.

Murres' eggs are a valuable asset

to the Pribilof islanders. After a

long, cold winter with little fresh

food, the spring trip to near-by

Walrus Island, a flat-topped rock

about a third of a mile long, is a

A Blue Foxes like this one gather the few

murre eggs injudiciously laid within their reach

along the cliflfs of the Pribilof Islands

MtlRRES—MARINERS OF THE NORTH

> They scatter the eggshells

after breaking the eggs and lick-

ing out the insides

Plioto by Dick B

A A SHEAR NESTING CLIFF on BogOslof

Island in the Aleutian chain

very important affair. Here the nest-

ing murres cover every available

inch of rock. The skiff-load of eggs

gathered is only a fraction of those

available, and since the birds will

lay a second egg about nine days

or more after the first is taken, this

egg-gathering is not detrimental

to the murre population. After

many years of such expeditions the

birds continue to cover every avail-

able nesting spot every season.

Murres' eggs, unlike the distasteful

eggs of such fish-eating birds as the

cormorant, closely resemble ordi-

nary chicken eggs both in flavor

and consistency.

Murres' eggs are so palatable, in



fact, that their wholesale exploita-

tion for the pubHc markets during

the early days of American settle-

ment nearly caused their extermina-

tion. From 1850 to 1856, between

three and four milHon murre eggs

were taken from the Farallon Is-

lands to the markets of San Fran-

cisco. The second egg laid by the

birds was not left for hatching in

those days, and when the murres

began to disappear, they were

given legal protection and have now
resumed their former place as one

of the most numerous sea birds

within tlieir range.

While murres are hardy birds,

accustomed to the rigors of the sea,

they are unable to cope with certain

conditions imposed on them by

hrunan carelessness. Oil lost or

dumped from ships at sea saturates

their feathers, and thousands perish

eveiy year when they lose their

buoyancy and power of flight as a

result. Two Cahfomia murres that

survived this usually fatal condi-

tion are Gus and Joe, of the Seaside

Aquarium, Oregon. Mr. George P.

Smith, owner of the aquarium, has

rescued many such unfortunate sea

birds from the beach, cleaned their

feathers with castor oil, then lib-

erated them. Gus and Joe have

stayed and apparently feel quite at

home either in their tank or fol-

lowing their savior about the prem-

ises. Gus has been there for nearly

ten years and Joe for four.

One of the most interesting of

the murres' natural enemies on the

Pribilof Islands is the Pribilof blue

fox. These foxes, which inhabit the

three largest islands of the group,

28

force the murres to nest only on

the inaccessible faces of cliffs. I

noticed one day, soon after the egg-

laying season began in early July,

a scattering of broken murre egg-

shells near the edges of the chff.

At first I thought that a human
marauder had placed them there.

Later I noticed that they were

nearly always located near fox trails

or dens. On several occasions I

watched foxes as they crept along

ledges, seemingly too narrow for

even their slender bodies, searching

every likely spot for eggs. The fox

carries the egg in its mouth to the

top of the cliff, there bites a hole

in it, and then proceeds to lick the

shell clean. The Aleuts say that it

is not unusual to find the body of a

fox below a nesting cliff, where a

tantalizing egg had apparently led

the animal beyond its better judg-

ment.

Newly-hatched murre chicks are

cagey little creatures, distinguished

mainly by their large feet and loud,

piercing chirp. They are no sooner

free of the shell than they turn

their backs on the sheer drop and

instinctively press close to the wall

of their narrow ledge. I wanted a

young chick to photograph, so de-

scended via rope one afternoon to

a convenient ledge. I found that

taking a dovvTiy chick from its

mother was not an easy task. In

the first place, my footing was none

too solid, and in the second place

the reluctant parent refused to

leave her charge. Finally I pushed

her forcibly from the ledge and was

then able to grasp the struggling

chick. Expecting that, once evicted.

<The resemblance of these Cali-

fornia murres to penguins is purely

coincidental. They have lived at

the Seaside Aquarium in Oregon
since they were rescued from the

beach in an oil-soaked condition

the old bird would stay away for

a while, I gave her no second

thought. But I had just started for

the top of the cliff when she

swished to a landing at my elbow,

missing me by an inch .or two and

adding another gray hair to my
head.

After finishing my photographic

efforts, I found her still waiting and

eager to reclaim her lively offspring.

The chick lost no time in availing

itself of the warm shelter of its

mother's breast feathers.

Within a few weeks after hatch-

ing, the contour feathers grow,

pushing away the down, and the

young murre takes on the appear-

ance of a miniature adult before

making his long plunge to the sea

below.

In spite of their hardiness and

seaworthiness, few murres attempt

to withstand the rigors of the Ber-

ii.g Sea in winter. As the vdnds

increase in velocity in the fall, lash-

ing the seas against the black

Pribilof cliffs, the murres, both old

and young, head southward toward

the Aleutian chain. Sometimes the

first autumn storm strikes with vio-

lence before they leave. If such a

gale catches the young birds while

they are leaving the cliff, great

numbers perish.

Early in September I hiked from

the village to a near-by nesting

cliff. A cold, driving wind swept in

from the west. The ledges that only

a few weeks before had swarmed

with a host of birds now held only

a haff-dozen stragglers. These

cringed close to the rock wall in

the face of a chilly wind. The wind

had swept the mist away, and the

fields of yellow poppies were now
gone. The thick carpet of rye grass,

undulating and shimmering in the

cold northern sun, stretched back

from the chff. That night the first

real faU storm of the year broke,

but the murres were safely away
to the south.
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THE Peripatetic tdad
The Giant Neotropical Toad provides one of the

most unusual chapters in the history of man's

efforts to enlist the services of wild animals

By James A. Oliver

Department of Biology,

University of Florida

HOW do the activities of an
American toad affect the

price of sugar in Hawaii? How does
this American toad determine
whether or not a native in far-off

New Guinea will have sweet po-

tatoes for his supper? These ques-

tions imply a strange relationship

but one that actually exists.

In man's continuous struggle

against the depredations wrought
by injurious insects on agricultural

plants, he has enhsted the help of

a wide variety of animal alhes.

Often the animals have had to be
moved far from their original homes
and into territory completely for-

eign to them. Some have failed to

estabhsh residence, while others

have flourished. One creature that

has been used widely and has

proved of great value in these cam-

paigns is a toad. The story of this

amphibian ally constitutes one of

the most fascinating and unusual

chapters in the history of man's en-

deavors to put wild animals to work

for his benefit.

It has long been recognized that

the presence of a toad in the vicinity

of a garden is an asset, because the

toad feeds upon insects that often

injure the plants. Several different

kinds of toads have been, and are

being, used in the control of insect

pests, but one species has received

most of man's interest and attention.

This is the Giant Neotropical or

Marine Toad
( Bufo marinus), prob-

ably the world's largest living spe-

cies of toad. With the possible

exception of the American Bullfrog,

more money has been spent on this

toad than on any other amphibian,

and it has been distributed by man
over a greater geographical area.

Unlike many of man's efforts to ex-

ploit nature, this ventiue has turned

out to be eminently successful.

The existence of this large toad

has been recognized at least since

the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury, for in 1758 it was given its

specific scientific name by the

famed founder of our present no-

menclatorial system for animals and



plants, Carolus Linnaeus. Prior to

mans meddling with tlie toad, it

inhabited the warm subtropical and

tropical areas of mainland America

from the extreme southern portion of

Texas to northern .\rgentina. It was

absent from the West Indies ex-

cept on such continental islands as

Trinidad and Tobago. Early in the

nineteenth centurs-, the planters of

the \\'est Indies became aware of

this giant among toads and beheved

it might be a desirable addition to

the islands. At some unrecorded

date prior to 1844, a number of

adult toads were transported from

French Guiana to the island of Mar-

tinique and Uberated there. This

appears to be the earhest reported

introduction of the animal, although

the exact year is not known. From
Martinique, the toads were carried

to the British ^^'est Indies, and they

ultimately reached \-irtually every

island in this area where agricultmre

is of importance.

The presence of the Giant Toad

in the West Indies reputedly re-

sulted in a marked decrease in the

numbers of manv of the noxious

insects. Scientists of the Hawaiian

Sugar Planters' Association eagerly

studied reports on its excellent per-

formance in reducing the white

grub pest of sugar cane in Puerto

Rico. By 1932, they were convinced

of its value, and Mr. C. E. Pember-

ton, the entomologist in charge of

the study, traveled to Puerto Rico

to obtain some of the toads for in-

troduction into the Hawaiian Is-

lands. Mr. Pemberton gathered 148

adiilt toads, packed them in his

suitcase, and hustled them off to

Honolulu by airplane. The animals

were released at tsvo localities on

the island of Oahu. Here they in-

creased rapidlv, and in a httle over

two vears, more than 100.000 de-

scendants of the original 14S toads

were distributed to various locali-

ties in the Hawaiian Islands. Other

descendants of the original immi-

grants have now been carried

throughout the Pacific area as far

as Formosa, the Phihppines, New

Guinea, and Austraha. Reports

from all of these regions attest to

the effectiveness of the toad in cur-

taihng the activities of the impor-

tant insect pests of sugar cane and

other crops.

Toads are well suited to help man
in his fight against the injurious

insects, because they are not re-

stricted to wet situations as are

many amphibians and because, un-

Hke most insectivorous birds, they

feed at night when many insects are

abroad. The Giant Toad was se-

lected chiefly because of its large

size. The females grow larger than

the males, and the largest one I

know of is a specimen from British

Guiana that has a head and body

length of nine inches, not including

the enlarged hind legs. This is

equal to the maximum size re-

ported for the Asiatic Toad (Bufo

bufo gargarizans) and makes these

two species the outstanding con-

tenders for the title of "largest toad

^ An adult, sixteen and one-half months old, compared with three-

day-old toads. This represents an increase in weight by nearly 5000

times

Photo courtesy C. E. Pemberton and The Hawaiian Planters' Record
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in the world." A specimen with a

length of seven to nine inches would
fit snugly into the crown of a man's

hat! Size is a useful quality for a

predator of insect pests, because

the larger the toad the more insects

and the larger insects it can con-

sume. An investigator in the Ha-
waiian Islands raised some toads

from a size of less than one inch

to a length of six inches in sixteen

and one-half months. During this

time, each toad was estimated to

have eaten 1500 to 2000 insects of

various sorts. A toad of such large

bulk also has fewer enemies than

the smaller forms.

The earliest experiments in the

use of this toad were apparently

casual ventures conducted by trial-

and-error methods. But in recent

years, careful scientific investiga-

tions have been made into the

habits, life history, and best meth-

ods of raising this creature. As a

result, there is now a rather ex-

tensive knowledge of the Giant

Neotropical Toad, much of it to

be found in the agricultural jour-

nals of tropical countries.

Where air temperatures are suf-

ficiently high and rainfall adequate,

the toads reproduce throughout the

year. In other localities, the breed-

ing season usually coincides with

the rainy season. When breeding,

the sexes congregate in pools of

quiet water. The eggs, numbering as

high as 10,000 per female, are laid

in long, ropelike, gelatinous masses

in the water. In two to four days,

depending on the temperature of

the water, the eggs hatch, and a

small black tadpole emerges. The
time required for development in

the tadpole stage varies consider-

ably from place to place, depending

upon the temperature of the water,

the amount and type of food avail-

able, the amount of light, and prob-

ably the number of tadpoles pres-

ent. The shortest tadpole stage

seems to occur in Fiji, where it

lasts from 23 to 24 days. In the

Hawaiian Islands, the tadpole stage

was found to average about 30 days

in the wild, but it was shortened

to 25 days when the tadpoles were

reared in a hatchery and fed a diet

of specially prepared food. In

Puerto Rico, a tadpole stage of two

Photo bv C. M. Breder.

A The Giant Neotropical Toad is big enough to fill a man's

hat and is probably the world's largest toad. Its appetite for

insects has saved sugar planters and others untold sums

months has been reported. The nor-

mal food of the tadpoles during

development consists of algae and

the minute animals and plants as-

sociated with it.

When the development of tlie

tadpole is completed, the animal

transforms from an aquatic, stream-

lined foiTn into a smaU toad meas-

luing only about one-quarter of an

inch in length. It remains in the

vicinity of the water for several

days, eating small ants and other

tiny insects. After a brief period of

adjustment to the new mode of liv-

ing, the small toad may wander a

considerable distance from any

water and not return again except

to perform the nuptial rites required

of a mature individual. Growth is

rapid following transformation, and

within tliree months the toad may
reach a length of two and one-half

to three inches. Sexual maturity is

attained at a size of four to six

inches, when the toad is about one

year old.

When man has introduced the

Giant Toad to assist him in his fight

against his insect enemies, he has

usually been sufficiently interested

in his ally's welfare to assist and pro-

tect it during the hazardous period

of early development. To do this,

he has established hatcheries for

the rearing of the tadpoles and has

even tried to get the adult toads to

breed within the confines of spe-

cially constructed enclosures. Up to

the present time, no large scale

success has been achieved in get-

ting the toads to lay their eggs in

captivity. Therefore, the newly laid

eggs are usually collected from

breeding sites in the wild and

brought into the hatcheries. The

eggs are placed in large containers

of water until they hatch, and the

tadpoles are then removed and

placed in large pans sunk into the

ground. A steady flow of water

tlirough the pans is necessary. Here

the tadpoles are fed on an artificial

diet of mixed food until they trans-

form into young toads and leave

the water. The newly transformed
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toads are placed in large pens and

fed on a diet of small ants.

The Hawaiian Sugar Planters' As-

sociation distributes the young
toads when they are several days

old. They are packed for transporta-

tion in moist e.xcelsior or moss, in a

strong container tliat will not crush

in transit, and shipped by mail to

various parts of the islands. In the

Fiji Islands, the tadpoles, rather

than the young toads, are usually

tiansported to the desired locahties,

a method that reduces the cost of

rearing them to the toadlet stage

but probably involves greater losses

among the tadpoles introduced.

Of course, climatic factors hmit

the geographical e-xtent of the toad's

usefulness. Sometime prior to 1944,

the United States Sugar Corpora-

tion introduced some of these toads

to Clewiston, Florida, from Puerto

Rico. This experiment was unsuc-

cessful, apparently because they

were unable to withstand the cold.

Just what the latitudinal limits are

I have been unable to ascertain,

but a creature adapted to a tropical

or subtropical environment like the

Giant Neotropical Toad cannot be

expected to thrive in northerly re-

gions.

In recent years all of the new in-

troductions of the toad have been

for the purpose of controlhng insect

pests, primarily those of sugar cane.

However, this toad was originally

shipped abroad for quite a different

reason. The renowned naturalist.

Philip Henry Gosse, tells us that the

Giant Toad was introduced into

Jamaica in 1844 for the purpose of

destroying rats. The Jamaican stock

was obtained from Barbados, where

the species had attained quite a

reputation among the planters for

destroying young rats.

The toad is no specialist in its

feeding habits. It has a ravenous

appetite and will attempt to gulp

down any moving object not too

large for it to cope with. Sometimes

its appetite gets the better of it

and it seizes an animal too large to

swallow, only to have to release it

after a futile struggle. The toad's

diet includes, in addition to insects,

such animals as snails, slugs, scor-

pions, spiders, millipedes, centi-

pedes, earthworms, and even small

vertebrate animals. However, in-

sects are the principal source of its

sustenance. If an abundant supply

of insects is available, the toad wiU

stop eating only when gorged to

the point of distending its body.

The toad sets forth in search of

its food after sundown. Several in-

dividuals may gather where insects

are numerous, and often they will

return regularly to the same loca-

tion. In Mexico I have seen a num-

ber of these toads congregating

night after night to devour the

many insects attracted to a street

light. Any insect that can be caught

is eligible for consumption. The

animal makes no distinction, of

course, between those that are

A HATCHERY in Hawaii,

where toads are hatched

for distribution in needy

areas

Though unloveiy in

appearance, Bufo marinus

has proved itself a boon
to humanity and should

be allowed to live its life

undisturbed
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beneficial and those that may be

harmful to man's interests, but the

vast majority of the food found in

toad stomachs consists of destruc-

tive insects. Thus the toad's services

are eagerly sought by planters and

entomologists concerned with the

control of pest species. Possibly the

preponderance of harmful insects in

the toad's diet is due to their greater

local abundance or greater accessi-

bility.

There are, of course, exceptions

to the good services performed by

the toads. For example, where bee-

hives are placed only a few inches

off the ground, the toads quickly

recognize an easily available source

of food and congregate in large

numbers to gulp down the bees as

they alight to enter the hive. The
stings of the bees do not seem to

deter them at all. The bees can be
protected by raising the hives sev-

eral feet above the ground or by
placing a low wire fence around

them. Other objections have been

raised from time to time against

the importation of the toads, but

most of them have vanished when
the toad has had opportunity to

prove its worth. The noise of a large

group of males calling during the

breeding season may be a nuisance

when it occurs near houses. It is re-

ported that an undesirable evening

serenade was effectively silenced in

Puerto Rico by placing a low wire

fence around all ponds near human
habitations, since the males call

only when in or near water. Never-

theless, it would be unwise to fence

off all ponds, because the toads

must have access to water in order

to lay their eggs.

When first estabhshed in the

Hawaiian Islands, the frequent oc-

currence of these huge toads on

the highways during warm, rainy

nights constituted a minor driving

hazard until people became accus-

tomed to them. Dog lovers oflFered

additional complaints; pet dogs be-

came violently ill and occasionally

died after biting a toad. Like their

masters, however, the dogs quickly

adjusted to the toad and learned

that it would cause them no harm
if left strictly alone. The illness of the

dogs was caused by a highly toxic

secretion from two large glands

situated on the skin of the back,

just behind the eyes. This secretion

protects the toad from many would-

be assailants who see the toad as

a potential meal.

It should be pointed out that the

toxic secretion of the enlarged skin

glands is used solely for defense

and is secreted only when the toad

is seized. The effectiveness of this

device is illustrated by an observa-

tion made by Dr. Albert P. Blair.

He placed a female Giant Toad in

a small pond. While it was swim-

ming, a turtle seized it and tried to

pull it under water. The toad in-

flated its body so that it floated high

in the water, making the turtle's

attack more difficult. The turtle

finally succeeded in pulling the

toad under. However, the toad soon

reappeared on the surface and

swam unmolested to shore. The tur-

tle was seen swimming in the oppo-

site direction. Examination of the

toad revealed that the gland on the

side that the turtle had grabbed

was thickly covered with a white

secretion, while the gland on the

opposite side showed no secretion.

Dr. Blair concluded that the secre-

tion alone was responsible for the

toad's release.

The toxicity of the glandular se-

cretion caused concern among the

poultrymen of Australia when the

toad was first introduced into that

country. It was feared that chickens

might become sick and die from

eating the toads or from drinking

water with which the toads might

have had contact. To determine the

validity of these fears, the Aus-

tralian Government conducted a

number of experiments. All fear

was removed when one of the

chickens in the experiment con-

sumed 142 small toads in an hour's

time without showing any visible

effects!

I can find no recent testimonials

relating to the value of the Giant

Toad in controlling rats, as sug-

gested by Gosse's account for Ja-

maica and Barbados. It is doubtful

that the toad regularly preys on

rodents. There are, on the other

hand, many statements attesting its

value in the control of injurious

insects. It has been of importance

not onlv in curtailing insects that

affect sugar cane but others as well,

and in at least two localities it has

proved of value in decreasing the

number of undesirable millipedes,

snails, and slugs.

For a number of years it was im-

possible to raise a crop of sweet

potatoes in some parts of New
Guinea because of the depreda-

tions of a cutworm. Only small

areas could be cultivated with re-

peated dusting and hand-picking

of the insect larvae. Then the Giant

Toad appeared on the scene in

February, 1937, and by the end of

that year the attacks of the cut-

worms had ceased on the lawns of

residences. The following year an

excellent crop of sweet potatoes

was produced. Did the presence of

the toad really have some bearing

on the reduction of the cutworm,

or were the two merely coinciden-

tal? The finding of 110 cutworms

in the stomach of one adult toad

leaves little doubt.

In Jamaica, one study revealed

that, in addition to a large number
of harmful sugar cane pests, the

average toad contained about ten

destructive banana borers. In the

Hawaiian Islands, large numbers
of harmful rose beetles and Surinam

roaches have been found in the

stomachs of the toads. The roach

is of serious concern to poultrymen

because it is the intermediate host

of the eye worm of chickens. In-

deed, the list of harmful insects de-

stroyed by this toad is far too long

to list here, and its influence is felt

far beyond the price of sugar in

Hawaii and the yield of potatoes in

New Guinea.

Science, with its increasing rate

of progress, will undoubtedly pro-

vide a more effective and more

economical means of curtailing or

ending completely the ravages of

insect pests on agricultural crops.

What does the future hold for the

toad that man has carried almost

around the world? How will man
acknowledge his gratitude for the

services of his warty assistant? Let

us hope that this large toad will be

allowed to wander as a recognized

friend and search unmolested for

whatever food it can find in the

gardens, fields, and uncultivated

areas of man's domain.
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HOW BID IS

JH[ BIGGtST?

RESIDENTS of temperate

climes are generally unfamiliar

^\•ith large seeds. \\'hen we plant our

garden \'egetables, we know that

a handful of a\-erage-sized vege-

table seed should suffice for a row

or two. In comparison, a horse-

chestnut seed is really something

to mar\^el at, as is shown by their

popularits' among small boys. Yet

the seed of the horse chestnut is a

punv thing compared to a coconut,

and a coconut in turn is puny, too,

when set down beside a Seychelles

nut, or coco de mer. For the

Seychelles nut is the largest true

seed that grows and is to the plant

world what an ostrich egg is to

the animal world. In short, it is the

Gohath of all seeds.

For centuries prior to about 1600,

gigantic hard-shelled nuts, two or

three times the size of an average

coconut, were sometimes found

washed up upon the shores of India

and other lands bounding the In-

dian Ocean. These enormous seeds

looked Hke o^'ersized coconuts, yet

no one knew their origin other than

that they were brought in by the

sea, and so in this way the name
coco de mer (sea coconut) fell

upon them. Such marvelous flotsam

was rare and, as was common in

those days, its rarity was supposed

to give it wonderful \'irtues.

At first, people were not sure

whether the great floating objects

were plants, animals, or minerals.

Before long, and typical of the

times, a number of wild tales had

been invent-ed to explain the source

of these sea-deposited objects. One
had it that the nuts grew on sub-

merged trees near the island of

Java. Yarn-spinning sailors reported

that on dhing to pick these under-

sea seeds, the trees would mys-

teriously disappear. Another story

related that in certain parts of the

tropical ocean the trees, growing

above the surface of the water, har-

bored a griffin, or vulture-like bird,

which was accustomed to fly to

the nearest land, where it fed, of
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The largest seed that grows was shrouded in mys-

tery until its island home was finally determined

By Walter Henkicks Hodge

all things, on tigers, elephants, and

rhinoceroses! Unwary sailors were

also devoured by the flying monster

if their ships were inadvertently

drawn in by the giant waves that,

supposedly, surrounded the tree at

all times.

Seeds obtainable only after pass-

ing such hazards must certainly be

as valuable as the mythological

golden apples. It is httle wonder,

then, that kings and other poten-

tates of the Orient coveted the

strange nuts and even passed de-

crees that these pecufiar objects

could be acquired only by persons

of high rank. Apparently the nut's

chief virtue was as an antidote to

poison, and in a day when royalt)'

was under constant threat of poison-

ing, the possession of a coco de

mer was almost a necessity for a

successful and continued rule. Ob-

viously, no sum was too large to

pay when a charmed life itself

could be thus ensured. In those

days the nuts must have been hol-

lowed out to form tight receptacles.
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for it was believed that poison,

however violent, would be ineflec-

tive when added to water that had

been stored in one of these con-

tainers. As the coco de mer became

more widely known, it grew in

virtue to such a degree that it came

to be considered a general panacea,

which accounts for the new name,

nux mediva, which was given it in

the sixteenth century.

All the aura of mystery that veiled

the coco de mer in its early con-

tacts vwth civiHzed man was finally

lifted in the middle of the eight-

eenth century. About that time

Praslin Island, one of the 29 islands

included in the Seychelles group

(lying in the Indian Ocean north-

east of Madagascar) was discov-

ered, and in its extensive forests

of palms was found a curious spe-

cies of palm
(
Lodoicea maldivica

)

bearing a giant nut. The source of

the coco de mer was at last known.

Despite inroads by agricultiu-ists

and curiosity-seekers, groves of

Lodoicea are still to be seen on

this tiny isle of palms. The trees

love their own company and form

•<The huge Seychelles nut resembles a coconut

in some ways. But it weighs upwards of 40

pounds, and its "meat" becomes as hard as

vegetable ivory

extensive colonies on the slopes and

intervening valleys. Like many an-

other interesting palm, it has wan-

dered at man's behest far from its

home, and quite a few distant

ti-opical gardens—a number of them

in our own hemisphere—can boast

living specimens of this famous

species.

The Seychelles nut pakn is over-

sized not only in its seed but in

most other respects. The straight,

tough ti-unk, said to be "as upright

and unyielding as an iron pillar,"

sometimes attains a height of 90

feet and bears at its summit giant,

rigid, fan-shaped leaves that often

measure 25 feet from the tip to

the base of the leaf stalk. A pe-

culiarity of the palm is a queer

protective, socket-Uke bowl into

which the bulbous base of the

trunk snugly fits. As tough as the

hard shell of the nut and apparently

made of the same substance, the

curious bowl is extremely resis-

tant to decay, and half a century

or more after one of these palms

has been cut down, its socket may
be found perfect in every respect.

f Section through a dehusked

Seychelles nut, showing the

peculiar two-lobed design

Photo by L. H. Bailey

A Young at 40 years: a male Seychelles

nut tree growing in Jamaica. It is not yet

old enough to have a true trunk

But today, as in the past, it is

the fruit that is the most spectacu-

lar feature of Lodoicea. In its home-

land a female palm usually attains

an age of at least 30 years before

it produces its first crop of nuts,

and even then the tree is hardly

out of its youth and may not yet

possess a true trunk. Clusters of

the great nuts, which require about

five years to mature, resemble

somewhat the common coconut in

all except size (a single coco de

mer may weigh upwards of forty

pounds!), for they have a similar

smooth, tough outer coat or husk

which overlies the same sort of

fibrous layer that one associates

with the coconut bought at the

corner market. The big difference

lies under the smooth outer husk,

for the giant Seychelles nut is, un-

like a coconut, bilobed, a fact ac-

counting for the misnomer "double

coconut" often met with in dis-

cussions of this palm. In its youth

the jellv-like interior, or endosperm,

is edible like that of a green coco-

nut, but at maturity most of it is as

hard as vegetable ivory. The edi-

bility of this bizarre nut may thus

be hansient but not its fame, which

firmly rests on its size, making it

the Goliath of all seeds.
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THERE is a light of earthly

origin that fades before the

sun or the moon and is neither fire

nor heat. It shines only in U\'ing

moisture. It is the cold Hght of life

itself, no warmer than the organism

that produces it, whether in the

hea\-\- warmth of a tropical night

or tlie icy cold of the oceanic abyss.

It is a light of elfin quaUtA" akin to

starlight, shining where or when no

other light is seen, shining in an-

swer to its own kind, a response of

life to life.

The flashing of the firefly and the

unearthh- halo of the glo\\'worm

ha\e excited the ancients and in-

spired the poets. Tennyson likens

the rising of stars to the gUtter of

fireflies, while Shelley in his im-

mortal ode to the skylark, compares

its song to "a glow-worm golden in

its dell of dew, scattering unbe-

holden its aerial hue."

Enshrined in hterature, the limii-

nescence of animals and plants has

also engrossed naturalists for the

Living Lamps
The mystery of the firefly is but one facet of an astonish-

ing spectacle to be observed in widely varying forms

throughout the plant and animaTiapgdom

Bij N.
J.

Berrill
McGUl University

last two centuries and at the pres-

ent is the subject of intensive physi-

ological and biochemical research.

In the last few decades nearly 500

scientific papers have been pub-

lished concerning this phenomenon,

more than 90 of which have come

alone from, or in collaboration with,

one man, E. Newton Harvey, whose

book Living Light is an inspiration

to contemporary biologists.

Apart from the aesthetic quality

of this eerie Ught and the emo-

tional response it evokes in the hu-

man mind, there is great scientific

interest in it, on various levels of

inquiry. There is the question of

the chemical nature of the reaction

that creates the light, a reaction

that appears to be essentially the

same wherever it is found. There is

also the physiological control of the

light by the animal endowed with

it, and the elaborate structure that

is sometimes evolved. The use that

the animal makes of it offers some

puzzling questions. And finally

there is the riddle of why it should

be found so widely scattered among

distantly related animals and plants,

whose closest relatives are often

limited to a duU, sparkless Ufe.

Light of hving origin is known in

\'irtually all groups of the animal

kingdom and, in addition, among

fungi and bacteria. Its widespread

but sporadic occurrence suggests

that the basic chemistry involved is

closely associated with the normal

activities of aU hving cells and that

all Uving tissue, when not too spe-

cialized, has been and may still be

on the point of making this dis-

covery.

The greatest abundance of living

Ught comes from microscopic or-

ganisms. Probably every voyager on

•< Familiar to many is the luminescence

seen in the wake of a ship or in breaking

waves. Less familiar is the tiny protozoan

Ceratium, one of the organisms producing

this light. This is a highly enlarged glass

model of the creature, painstakingly con-

structed from microscopic studies



the high seas has at some time won-

dered and marveled at the phos-

phorescent wake of a ship on

summer nights when the moon is

down. This is due for the most part

to the so-called armored flagellates

—single-celled animals abounding

in the upper layers of the seas. They

range in size from Noctiluca itself,

the largest and just visible to the

naked eye, to minute forms one-

fiftieth of a millimeter across. Many
are colored, often pink, and they

may occur in such numbers as to

make the sea a soup. The reddish

color of the Red Sea is due to these

organisms; and one of the smaller

forms is responsible for the famous

Fire Lake at Nassau, in the Ba-

hamas. At night, those that are

luminescent will shine when agi-

tated, whether the disturbance be

due to the hull of a ship, the pas-

sage of fishes, or the breaking of

waves. Sometimes shining foot-

prints may be left in damp sand at

the edge of the receding tide by a

wanderer in the dark. More closely

examined, the Ught is seen to be

made up of pin points, each cor-

responding to a single minute or-

ganism. A jar of sea water shaken

at night may scintillate from many
small flashes. Almost any land of

stimulation, in fact, causes a flash

of light to spread over the little

Noctiluca from two stationary spots,

lighting the animal up momentarily

and then going out.

A large part of living light comes,

however, from luminous bacteria,

and it has been found that many
organisms do not have luminous

tissues of their own but rather gain

their luminosity from associated

bacteria. The light from a single

bacterium cannot be seen, it is so

small, but when many of them are

present they produce the glow that

is sometimes seen on the body of

a dead sea animal. They can easily

be propagated artificially, emulsions

of them giving off light, often

bright enough to read by, as long

as they have access to oxygen. They
have even been cooled to the tem-

peratiure of Hquid air without losing

their capacity to limunesce upon
being warmed again.

The legendary fox fire of medie-

val England and older times is due

ilVING LAMPS

AMMi photo

A A LUMINESCENT TUBE-BUILDING WORM [Polymtiia (Terebella) mag-

nifica] from the Bahamas. The body of the worm lies encased, while

the long, fine tentacles form a trap for small animals upon which the

worm feeds

to luminescent fungi, molds infect-

ing rotting wood and leaves. The\

are common on the wooden sup-

ports in coal mines. In both fungi

and bacteria the production of Hght

is continuous and independent of

any external stimulation, unlike the

flashing or intemiittent light of

animals.

Luminescence is widespread

among the coelenterates, which em-

brace such diverse forms as jelly-

fish, anemones, corals, hydroids, and

others. Some of these glow more

beautifully than perhaps any other

creature. Since the time of Pliny,

jellyfish or medusae have been

known to give off Hght. One of the

most striking is the large Mediter-

ranean Pelagia noctiluca, whose

name means "luminous swimmer of

the night." The larger flashes of

light in the sea seen from ships are

probablv due to such as this. When
a part of the jellyfish is touched, a

luminous spot appears and may

spread until the whole outer sur-

face is involved, including the ten-

tacles. A luminous slime is produced

which is liable to stick to a person's

hands.

Animals related to jellyfish but

having a very different appearance

and habits are the sea pens and

sea pansies. These are composite

or colonial organisms consisting of

many individuals united together

to form a greater whole and an-
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A A WORM THAT HIDES ITS LIGHT:

the parchment worm (Chaetopterus

pergamentaceus). Why a creature

that lies completely buried in its tube

in the sea bottom should be strongly

luminescent remains a riddle
«iN<4H

chored in the mud on the sea floor

by a stalk. The sea pansy of the

Atlantic coast has the shape and

size of a pansy and shines at night

with a clear blue-green or golden-

green difEuse light rippling over its

surface. Sea pens and a gorgonian

sea rod taken from considerable

depths often glow with a pale vio-

let light. One of the sea pens, which

during the day hes as a tough,

turgid mass in the sand on tlae bot-

tom of fiords in Japan, at night be-

comes tall and erect and produces

a brightly luminous slime from the

whole of its outer surface, similar

to the jellyfish.

Another group of somewhat lowly

sea animals, some of whose mem-
bers exhibit luminescence to a

marked extent, are the marine

worms. Light is produced by mem-
bers of several families. Two of

these, the cirratulids and terebel-

hds, are alike in certain ways. In

both, the body of the worm lies

buried or encased in mud, sand, or

crevasses, while long, fine tentacles

A The parchment worm enlarged. It lives on tiny food or-

ganisms which it propels through the tube by action of the fanlike

equipment located in the middle section

writhe over the adjacent sea floor

to form a trap for any small animal

that may make a false step. Some
of tliese worms, if agitated, send

ripples of violet hght out from the

base along each of the tentacles.

Whether this property increases the

efficiency of the food trap or is

merely a tolerated quality, no one

knows.

Even more mysterious is a fan-

tastic worm called Chaetopterus.

It hves in a parchment tube of its

own making, which is for the most

part buried but has two open ends

projecting a httle above the sea

floor. The worm Ues completely

within the tube, its forward region

forming a trap for tiny food or-

ganisms. The middle region has

fanlike equipment for creating a

strong current of water, and the

hind part is mainly reproductive.

The animal cannot be seen within

its tube; it has nothing to gain and

much to lose by emerging even to

a limited extent, and yet it is

stronglv luminous. Worms are ex-

ceedingly vulnerable, and the lumi-

nescence of Chaetopterus raises the

suspicion that this animal is safely

luminous only because it is safely

hidden, its light being an ornament

to its career and of no useful value.

In the case of the fireworm,

Odontosylhs, however, there is no

doubt that the Hght is usefully em-

ployed. During simimer months, in

the intervals of complete darkness

between sunset and moonrise, the

worms rise to the surface to mate.

The females reach the surface and

Hberate eggs, becoming brightly

luminescent all over. The males
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swim toward the females but ex-

hibit only a slight luminescence at

the head end. The males wiU swim

toward any small light at this time,

and there is no doubt that the fe-

male's brightness serves a purpose.

But among the mollusks we again

find the paradox of luminosity that

has no conceivable value to its pos-

sessor. The rock clam, Pholas, is a

fairly typical clam common in the

Mediterranean. It Hves in mud or

soft rock and does not move around;

it cannot see, and at best it can

merely extend its neck or water

siphon a little beyond its burrow.

It feeds by a continuous inhaling

of a current of water, from which

the tiniest and most helpless micro-

organisms are mechanically filtered

out as food. Yet the animal is in-

tensely luminous and has a special

gland under nervous control for the

production of the luminous slime.

Is the hght merely a tolerated inci-

dental acquisition, or is it employed

in some obscure way to aid in the

acquisition and sorting of food?

Some of the oldest experiments with

luminous material from living or-

ganisms have been made with this

creature. More than two centuries

ago it was found that if flour paste

or honey were added to the lumi-

nous material, it would give light

when water was added, even after

a year.

Exploitation of luminescence

among sea animals has been carried

farthest by the two groups that

seem to be competitive in most

other ways as well—the squids,

among the mollusks, and the fishes.

Squids and octopuses are fantastic

creatures, especially when com-

pared with their molluscan relatives

such as the oysters and snails. There

is evidence that they possess more

than a degree of intelligence and

may become afflicted by fear and

anger. It is not surprising, then, that

the greatest use of living light has

been made by those animals that

have the better developed eyes and

brains. There is a possibihty that

some squids employ luminous bac-

teria, but it is more hkely that in

most cases the hght is manufac-

tured by the squid's own tissues.

One of the smaller deep-water

squids of the Mediterranean, He-

teroteuthis, which lives in the dark

far below the twihght zone, is

unique. When a more ordinary

squid is disturbed in shallow water,

a dark cioud of sepia pigment

emerges from its ink sac, forming

either a smoke screen or a decoy

that enables it to escape its enemies.

In the dark depths, such a device

could obviously have little value.

Heteroteuthis, however, while re-

taining a small ink sac ( that it pos-

sibly never uses), has evolved a

AMNH photo of drau'iug by Cr
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A The marine fireworm, Odontosyllis, employs its light usefully. The
females become brighdy luminescent when they rise to the surface at

night to liberate their eggs, and the males are thus attracted to them

LIVING LAMPS

A The jewelfishes (myctophids)

flash their luminescence far down in the

sea, where the last feeble light merges

into blackness

large gland just in front of it, which

produces a bright luminous secre-

tion. It shoots this substance out

into the surrounding water and en-

velops itself in a cloud of cold

liquid fire.

Other squids are luminous in a

very different way. Their hght is

manufactured in small organs scat-

tered over various parts of the body.

A small squid taken in the Indian

Ocean at a depth of nearly two

miles had, near the eye, jewel-hke

luminous organs that were ultra-

marine-blue. In addition it had

pearly-white lateral organs, ruby-

red ones on the tentacles, and sky-

blue lights on the lower part of the

body. The Hght is not extruded as a

slime as in so many other forms but

is produced within small, closed,

spherical organs built somewhat

along the hues of a bull's-eye flash-

light.

Most deep-sea squids can be ob-

tained only with great difficulty

and are consequently very rarely
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A Luminescent lures at the ends of "fishing rods" contribute to

the grotesque appearance of these small Oceanic Anglers

studied. An exception is the firefly

squid of Japan, which has been

studied ahve intensively by a num-

ber of Japanese biologists. This

squid is caught in immense num-

bers on the west coast of Japan in

the spring and early summer, for

use as fertiUzer in the rice fields.

The luminescence is bluish, but

again there are several kinds of or-

gans, variously located. The largest

and brightest are on the arms;

medium ones are located below the

eyes; and minute organs are scat-

tered over the ventral surface.

These last differ in the two sexes

and possibly serve for sex recogni-

tion, since the animals are caught

during their breeding migration.

Luminous fishes are perhaps bet-

ter known than other luminous

forms from the sea. Some come

from the dark, abyssal waters of the

oceans; more are found in moder-

ately deep water in the twiHght

zone, that region in which there is

still a lingering trace of the pene-

trating surface Ught. The true deep-

sea fishes generally have rows of

40

luminous organs like those of the

squids, the organ itself manufactur-

ing light that shines through a kind

of lens. A similar fish that comes

irto shallow water to breed is the

singing fish of California, which may
have nearly 800 light organs along

its sides. On the other hand, certain

fishes of the East Indies are lumi-

nous but are not in any sense deep-

sea forms. In these there is a large

white organ beneath the eye, which

the fish can conceal at times. In

one, a black screen of skin is drawn

up over the organ to obscure it; in

the other, the organ is hinged and

can be turned down into a pocket.

The reason for these arrangements

is that the light itself is not pro-

duced by the fish and is not under

its control but results from the ac-

tivity of bacteria contained and

growing in the organ. Bacteria pro-

duce light continuously, hence the

need of a shutter mechanism if the

fish is to make good use of it. There

is no doubt that the light is used by

the fish to attract its prey, and the

islanders of the region cut out the

Hght organ and use it for bait while

fishing.

Shrimps and prawns have evolved

both kinds of fight organs formed

in other groups. Some have a gland

that produces a luminous slime

which the animal can eject. Others

have lantern-like organs similar to

those of the squids and deep-water

fishes. They flash these under con-

trol as they migrate more than 1000

feet up and down every day.

Another crustacean, though much
smaller, is an ostracod known as

Cypridina and also as the marine

firefly of Japan. It is only about

one-eighth of an inch across and is

usually caught feeding on fish heads

used as bait. Near the mouth the

animal has a gland that is very large

for its size, and this produces the

luminous secretion, bright bluish in

color. The main interest in this form

is its value in connection with

chemical investigations into the na-

ture of the fight reaction. When
dried, Cypridina can be stored al-

most indefinitely, only to become

brilliantly luminous again when

wet, even after more than 20 years.

The reaction is therefore not essen-

tially a "living" reaction, insofar as

it survives the death of the or-

ganism. In itself it is not dependent

upon living cells, although they are

necessary in the stages of prepara-

tion. On the other hand, oxygen is

necessary, although only a ver)'

small amount is essential. In its ab-

sence, luminescence ceases. Carbon

dioxide apparently is not produced.

Experiments made in the last part

of the nineteenth century showed

that if a cold-water extract of a

luminous tissue is mixed with a

cooled hot-water extract after both

had been left standing until all

light had disappeared, Ught is again

produced. The substance extracted

by the hot water and not destroyed

by it was called luciferin. The sub-

stance extracted by the cold water

and destroyed by heat was called

luciferase and was considered to

be an enzyme or ferment. When
the two are brought together, light

results. This concept and these

terms are still the basis of present

interpretations, even though only 5

out of 21 of the different animals

tested by Harvey demonstrated the
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luciferin-luciferase reaction. In Cy-

pridina, luciferin and luciferase oc-

cur as granules in long, separate

gland cells opening at pores near

the mouth, and they come together

only upon extrusion from the gland

as a whole.

The natrne of luciferin and luci-

ferase and of their mutual reaction

is now the subject of biochemical

research, already at an advanced

and complex stage. There are, how-

ever, some facts of general interest.

One part of Cypridina luciferin in

40 billion parts of water can lumi-

nesce sufficiently for the human eye

to detect. Luciferin has a small

molecule and is not a protein. At

the same time, there is a specificity

that is usually associated with pro-

tein nature. Only when the luciferin

and luciferase of closely related

fornis are mixed together does

luminescence occur. Extracts from

Cypridina, for example, give no

light when mixed with those from

fireflies. Extracts from different fire-

flies, however, do produce light

when mixed. This last is of consid-

erable interest, for the firefly Pho-

tinus has a reddish light, while

Photuris has a yellowish one. Com-

bination experiments with extracts

have shown that the color in either

case comes from the animal supply-

ing the luciferase or enzyme and

not from the luciferin, indicating

that the Hght actually comes from

the enzyme molecules.

Cypridina and luminous bacteria

have been used in most of the

modern work on the chemistry and

physics of Uving fight. However,

kmiinous insects have been em-

ployed for the most part in physio-

logical studies dealing with the na-

ture of the tissues, organs, and gen-

eral mechanisms involved in the

production and control of light by

the animal as a whole.

Many insects are luminous,

though they mostly belong to two

or three orders. The famous glow-

worm of certain New Zealand

caves" is the lai-va of a fly that

spins a glutinous web. The glow-

worm of Engfish poetry is a wing-

less female beetle that shines in

summer nights from grassy tufts or

hedgerows. The light from the lower

'See "Stars of Death," bj- Alton L. Blakeslee.
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hind part of its abdomen serves to

attract males flying in the neigh-

borhood. The Cucujo beetle of the

West Indies and tropical America

is even more spectacular and has

been known for centuries. The
adult has a pair of bright, greenish,

luminous organs on the thorax and

a more orange organ at the base

of the abdomen on the underside,

only seen when in flight. The light

has been estimated as the equiva-

lent of the brightest stars. In

earlier times, natives were said to

use them as candles and to collect

them in large numbers in midsum-

mer to tie to garments as ornaments

during the nocturnal festivities.

Girls are supposed to have tied

them to their feet to illuminate the

forest paths in the dark tropical

night.

The railroad womi of South

America, much rarer, is a beetle

larva about two inches long that

has astonished everyone who has

seen it. It has a red light on the

head and rows of greenish lights on

the sides of the body which glow

continuously for weeks, possibly

throughout the life of the larva.

Finally, there are the fireflies

(beetles belonging to the family

Lampyridae)—the dancing lights of

warm nights known almost the

world over. Most of them are tropi-

cal, although among temperate

countries North America and Japan

are fortunately endowed. In Japan

firefly festivals are held, the insects

being bred for the purpose. Not

only in the tropics but also here in

the United States, many persons

have seen firefly displays in which

the switching on and off of the

lights was synchronized throughout

a colony of flies. This is one of the

most spectacular sights in Siam

among the trees along the river

banks. The fireflies fly out of the

forest at dusk and congregate

around certain favored trees, to

flash in close and rapid rhythm for

weeks or even months at a time.

All those flashing in unison are

males, and the phenomenon appears

to have no connection with mating.

As generally seen, however, the

flashing of fireflies is a system of

communication that females, usu-

ally at rest in the grass, carry on

LIVING LAMPS

with males in flight. The male

flashes, the female answers, the male

flashes again in response, until the

pair comes together. Every kind of

firefly has its own peculiarities of

flashing, which vary in color, bright-

ness, duration, and frequency. An
expert can recognize these and so

identify the kind of firefly. Normally

there are four types of light produc-

tion; (1) a continuous glow, rare

among fireflies, (2) an intermittent

glow that remains relatively steady

for a matter of seconds or minutes,

more characteristic of larval fireflies

than adults, (3) a pulsation, given

off so rapidly as to produce the ef-

fect of a continuous fluctuating light,

though usually with occasional pe-

riods of darkness, and (4) best

known of all, the flash. This is es-

sentially a burst of light, much
brighter and shorter than occurs

during a glow. Most flashing fire-

flies give single flashes; but certain

forms produce multiple flashes

which approximate the flicker-ap-

preciation limit of the human eye.

How the firefly controls the fre-

quency and quality of fight is a

problem that has attracted much

attention, effort, and discussion.

Several theories have been put for-

ward, all based on an intimate

knowledge of the details of struc-

ture and function of these organ-

isms. The light organs themselves

are relatively complex, differing con-

siderably among the various species

and often different even in the

male, female, and larva of the same

species. In fireflies and glowv^^orms

generally, however, the organ is

laasicaUy comparable in structure

to those of shrimps, squids, and

fishes. It consists of a mass of

fight-producing tissue, backed on

its inward side by a reflector pig-

ment layer and covered on its out-

ward side either by a transparent

window or a layer of transparent

tissue shaped to form a lens.

All in all, the very existence

of living light, together with its

varied and beautiful manifestations

throughout the living kingdom, pre-

sents one of the most fascinating

phases of the whole evolutionary

epic, and it is one that will have ap-

peal as long as there are people to

observe it.
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< Dr. Earl S. Herald, one of the

trio mentioned in the article,

showing the spear and face mask

used in shallow-water diving

e4ixiau*ite^

SKIN diving and the spearing of

fishes for sport is a thrilling but

sometimes dangerous occupation.

Even to the most experienced swim-

mers and ichthyologists, who know
the habits of vicious fishes, acci-

dents happen.

During the long months at Bikini

waiting for the atomic bombs to

explode, Vernon Brock, Earl S.

Herald, and I spent a great amount

of time studying the ways of fishes.

Vernon Brock is Director of the Di-

vision of Fish and Game in Hawaii,

and Dr. Herald is Director of the

Aquarium of the California Acad-

emv of Sciences in San Francisco.

Both men are excellent swimmers

and could easily swim to depths

42

By Leonakd P. Schultz
Ctn-ator of Fishes. Smithsonian Institution

At Q^UpA. uuih a
of 25 feet or more and spear sharks,

sting rays, groupers, and dozens of

other kinds of active reef fishes.

Their equipment was simple-

swim fins or flippers on the feet,

face mask for seeing under water,

a six-foot steel rod barbed at one

end as a spear, and a rubber sling

for shooting it.

I will teU you of one daring feat

by Mr. Brock that ended in near

tragedy. On May 20, 1948, he

visited Johnston Island, some 700

miles southwest of the Island of

Hawaii. By motor launch he went

to the northern reef, where deep

channels and pools occur among

the beautifully colored algae and

coral reefs. Some 50 yards from the

boat, he saw a large brown eel

partly concealed beneath a coral

ledge. Its body was 18 to 20 inches

high and 12 to 14 inches thick. The

length exceeded all known records

of eel size—about 10 feet.

Brock says, "Once I spotted the

eel, I couldn't believe it; eels don't

come that big. I called over another

[man] ... to take a look. He also

didn't believe it. I borrowed his

spear and, diving down (the eel

was about 20 feet deep), put the

spear squarely through the head.

The eel did not even move. I left

the spot for the surface to observe

the eel. Fifteen or twenty minutes

passed. I returned to the eel, and

in the interval mentioned no move-

ment had occurred. Then I made
a little error; I assumed that the

eel was dead. I dove, picked up

the spear with the transfixed eel,

and returned to the surface. Tlie

eel began to move. It started di-

rectly for me. I attempted to hold

it off with the spear, but the eel

simply swam up to me, the spear

sliding farther out the other side

of the body as the eel approached.

I dropped the spear and swam off

by flippers at a good clip. Swimming

on mv back, I watched the eel come
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at me with great flapping. My head

seemed to be the selected point of

attack, for I felt the muscular body

undulate savagely against mine,

first at my feet, then along the right

leg, then my hip and side. The eel

was almost up to my face. Its tail

was well beyond the tips of my
flippers. I began to realize that I

wanted very much to be elsewhere."

Then the eel reared high out of

the water and struck downward as

a snake strikes. Its mouth was a

foot long, and its teeth from an inch

to an inch and a half long. As it

struck to engulf Brook's head, he

raised his elbow to shield his face.

He said, "I felt the mouth tighten

convulsively on my arm. The arm

felt just like an orange in an orange

squeezer—crushed."

After the single bite, the eel

opened its mouth and Brock's arm

came free. Bleeding profusely, he

then swam the 50 vards to the boat.

where a tourniquet was placed on

his arm. A navy doctor spent the

ne.xt two and one-half hours sewing

up the wounds. Then Brock was

flown in a B-17 to Honolulu for

further treatment, at Tripler Hos-

pital. Three months later he had

regained nearly full use of the arm,

but large scars remained.

The giant eel was not recovered.

I have seen but one such large

eel. That was in 1939 at Canton

Island, in the Phoenix group. I had

treated a lagoon coral reef with

powdered cube root, along the edge

of 20-foot-deep water. Many small

fishes were made ill by the chemi-

cal, which had reached the bottom.

Suddenly there appeared about 50

feet from me a giant brown eel,

swimming at the surface in a circle,

opening and closing its nearly foot-

long jaws, which were equipped

iontMoAjgm &ei

with fanglike teeth. It reared up
and out of the water, thus splashing

again and again. The massive body
was as large in diameter as my leg

near the thigh. Its length was close

to seven feet. Experience in the

capture of many smaller ones had
taught me the vicious nature of

these moray eels—their willingness

to come out and fight if poked or

disturbed—and I considered it the

better part of valor to let that eel es-

cape, although I greatly wanted it

for a specimen.

My identification of the Canton

Island giant brown eel places it as

a tropical Pacific species of moray
—Enchelynassa canina. It is highly

probable that the same species or a

closely related one of that genus

attacked Vernon Brock.

It was only the remarkable under-

water skill and speed of swimming,

which I have witnessed so often in

Mr. Brock, that sa\ed his life.

^ The giant brown Moray Eel,

Enchelynassa canina. Note the savage

array of teeth
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TERMITES
Desert Division

of Street Cleaning

Something unexpected to look for

the next time you visit the desert

By Lewis \\'ayxe \\\\eker
Photographs by ihe author and G. E. Kirkpatrick

dropped their lixing slips, and from

the shaded undersides tinv roots

had penetrated the ground. But

what had happened to those that

had been slow to take root and had

succumbed to the broiling ravs of

the sun?

A few had no doubt been pur-

posefully removed bv pack rats to

fortifs" their dwelling entrances.

Perhaps kit fo.xes, covotes, and rab-

bits had "not so purposefully" re-

mo\ed others, when the sharp

spines had penetrated sldn and

gained a free ride of dispersal to

other regions. Strong winds and

flash floods could have carried off

manv more, but even \^'lndbreaks

and dr\' arrovas did not show ac-

cumulations of debris.

Several years later and 300 miles

south in Lo^\"er California. I unco\"-

OXE of mv first impressions of

the desert was its extreme

cleanliness. At the time, I was fresh

from the East where rotting leaf

mould and decaving stumps were

an integral part of all \egetated re-

gions. These new cactus areas, how-

ever, had a dearth of dead or dying

branches. \\Ti\- had tlie changing

seasons not left a profusion of this

refuse? Instead, the ground looked

as though it had been swept with

a brush, and even suitable kindhng

for a small fire was difficult to pro-

cure. True, some of the choUas had

* The author e.\-plores the work of

termites on the edge of Chapella Drv
Lake, in California



fERMiTES EATING a choUa skeleton.

le wood is covered with termite mud
A Photographer G. E. Kirkpatrick ex-

amines the termites' mud houses

"*' Termite mud nests cover the

flaked areas of a Mexican Cardon tree

eied the first step in the solution of

this mystery. My command car had

just passed o\'er the dry lake called

ChapeUa and for the first time in

three days of travel had been able

to jump from ten miles an hour to

a speedy sixty. A trail of dust left

a two-mile floating wake. Indeed,

when some cactus-strewn moun-
tains were climbed, we found that

a quantit\' of this dust had clogged

our carburetor, practically prevent-

ing the flow of gas.

After the trouble had been rem-

edied, we coUected our tools from

scattered positions and accidentally

brushed one against a brown
bough. When touched, the bough
disintegrated into small flakes of

mud. At ground level there re-

mained a ring of soil about a half-

inch in diameter that had walls less

than a thirty-second of an inch in

thickness.

With this clue to direct our

search, we found that termite work-

ings were abundant in the area.

Some, like our first find, were just

hollow reminders of a cactus that

used to be; others were busy thor-

oughfares, with the light-shunning

insects parading up and down in

the channels under the mud.

These cactus-eating termites all

seemed to be terrestrial. The

aboreal varieties, which can exist

without actual contact with the
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ground, were missing. The upper

ends of the working mud tubes

housed the workers, the industrious

members of the complex civihza-

tion, while at ground level the sol-

dier or warrior members remained

on guard. In the dirt below, there

were no doubt yards of tunnels and

galleries where one or more queens

spent their lives laying eggs and

where the larval young were raised

to be future workers.

Their menu was varied; it seemed

that few if any plants in the region

were spurned. Even the dried

scales that run up the spine ridges

of the giant cardons (Mexican

Saguaros) were devoured. Some of

these large trunks were completely

encased with a film of protective

mud, while a few were crisscrossed

with a beautiful pattern of surface

tubes which followed the scale but

missed most of the green living

tissue.

In other climes there are termites

< Termites, ake exposed by flaking

off the mud walls of their "apart-

ment-houses." Here their dwellings

are built on a cardon cactus

that are dependent on only a single

species of wood. So perhaps these

that we saw in Lower California

were really many varieties that had

happened to settle in the area. The

classification of termites, however,

is a complex study, not always

based on outward appearance of

the insect but at times on the tiny

hving organisms that exist within

the body cavity and digest and

make palatable the wood pulp eaten

by the host.

Several months later I again

passed the spot near Chapella and

found that the termite workings

were a wonder of the past. The area

once littered with debris was

noticeably cleaner, but the knowl-

edge of "what to look for" has made
the discovery of these mud tunnels

somewhat commonplace. Now a

diligent search in any desert area

usually reveals evidence of this

Desert Division of Street Cleaning

at work.

A A TERMITE WORKER greatly en-

larged. Termite society is a highly

organized one, with groups of in-

sects having specific duties

f Termite work on ocotillo
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A A WEATHERED IRONWOOD tree

with a termite mud shell

Natural History

MAMMALS By Edward Dembitz

Part I. In this test you are given a set of definitions, each with
a set of blank spaces, and a diagram to be filled in. Each definition

is a clue to a word whose letters you are to insert in the blank
spaces preceding the definition.

— — — — — — Founder of the Marine Laboratory
12 10 5 17 6 5 atBimini

— — — — — — Pink rose, named alter a city in
16 i3 4 13 19 7 Syria

— — — Evergreen, once widely used for
14 l'8 22 ho^,

— — — — — Marsupial which inspired a toy
1 8 24 12 13 named after Theodore Roosevelt

— — — — — — American Egyptologist, co-discov-

3 24 5 23 6 25 g^g^ of Tutankhamen's tomb

— — — — — — — — Any of a group consisting of the
M 17 21 II 12 13 9 10 hoofed mammals

— — — — — — Indian tribe led by Osceola dur-
19 18 4 15 17 8 12 18 i„g war with U. S. troops, 1835-42

— — — — Carnivore used in Asia and Africa
3 20 6 10 9 24 20

fgj- hunting deer and antelope

— .— Ship used by Lincoln Ellsworth on

22 14 13 23 23 1 8 1 3 25 2 Antarctic expeditions (2 words)

— — National Park,, Mount Desert Is-

24 3 24 16 I 24 land, Maine

Element capable of transmutation

9 20 8 5 1 5 II 4 6y plutonium into fissionable

U-233

— — — — — — — An ancient type of man unearthed
2 15 12 23 16 8 22 17 in England by Charles Dawson

Part II. When you have filled in all the letters above, transfer

them to the proper numbers in the boxes in the diagram below.

When the diagram is com-

pleted you will have a

word maze containing the

names of at least TWEN-
TY-THREE WILD MAM-
MALS. To find one of

these mammals, begin with

a letter and move from

space to adjoining space

in any direction, includ-

ing diagonally, until the

name is spelled out.

THREE PRIZES'. The three contestants submitting the largest num-

ber of mammals fitting this puzzle will each receive a copy of Wild

Animals of the World, illustrated by Mary Baker and tvritten by William

Bridges. This is an attractive and informative book published recently

by the Garden City Publishing Company.
Webster's New International Dictionary

—

1948 (unabridged) will de-

termine the eligibility of mammals. Any name in bold-faced type in

the main section (A-Z) will qualify. One error will disqualify a con-

testant.

In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded.

Entrees must be postmarked on or before January 20, 1949.

Whinners and scores will be published in Natural History Magazine

for March, 1949.

The contest is open to everyone except employees of the American Museum and
the Garden City Publishing Company.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25
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FIR£ WALKERS OF THE SOUTH SEAS Continued from page 15

done, the man signaled and was re-

leased from the cabinet, apparently

none the worse for his e.xperience.

The reason this came so close to

being the perfect trick, Houdini

said, was that there reallv ic<is no

trick. The spectator could have

done exactly the same thing him-

self. The steak did not perspire

and so it cooked; the man did. and

during the short time he was in the

cabinet. e\"aporation of moistvue

from his skin kept it from getting

too hot. The human body's auto-

matic adjustment to abnormal heat,

coupled with precise timing on the

part of the performer, made the

feat possible.

A more recent experiment in

heat and its efiFects on the human
bodv sheds further light on the feat

of Chief Terii-Pao and his stout-

hearted fire walkers. It was con-

ducted in December, 1947, at the

request of the U. S. .\rmy -\ir

Forces Command, under the super-

\ision of Dr. Craig Taylor, physi-

ologist and engineer at the Univer-

sity of California, in Los Angeles.

The Air Corps wanted to know

one very important thing: What
were the dangers of a jet-plane

pilot's being roasted aUve in a fric-

tion-heated cockpit? These super-

sonic craft, powered bv jet propul-

sion, need refrigeration svstems to

keep the cockpits comfortable and

bearable. What would happen to

the pilot if the cooling equipment

failed? Would he collapse at the

controls; would he succumb to heat

prostration? Would he have to bail

out in the stratosphere or else be

hterally baked ali\e in the cockpit?

Could he stay at the controls, en-

during the terrific heat, until he was

able to slow down the plane?

Professor Tavlor decided to find

out. With the help of assistants, he

made a heat chamber from a huge

steel cylinder and provided a strong

fan to suck in dry air across an out-

side batter\' of white-hot electric

grids. The first human guinea pigs

staved in the hot-box until the heat

passed the boiling point of water

(212- F. ). These volunteers came

out a little grogg}' and florid-faced

but quite "uncooked.

'

Then Professor Tavlor made him-

self the subject of a most impressive

test. His hands, feet, and neck

were protected before he was

wheeled into the cvhnder. the tem-

perature of which had been raised

to 230 . He remained in this over-

heated atmosphere for loM minutes,

until the heat climbed to 262 '
. The

only effect upon him was that his

face became fier>' red when the hot

blasts of air hit it. Apart from this,

he suffered no adverse phvsical or

mental torture.

His answer was simple and to the

point: nature has provided the hu-

man bod^' with its own coohng

system — perspiration. He proved

that moisture e\ aporating from the

skin provides parts of the bodv with

a laver of cooler air. A desert water

bag hanging from the rear of a

car keeps cool from its own evap-

oration of moisture through the

porous canvas.

Inside the hot-box, Professor Tay-

lor learned that when the tempera-

ture was 236 ^ , the air three-fourths

of an inch from his nose was 226".

The skin of the nose itself registered

a safe 119.5- . Air drawn into the

nostrils was cooled down so much
that it did not affect the lungs. The
general temperature of the body

rose onlv a couple of degrees.

Professor Taylor emphasized that

there was danger if the raised tem-

perature was conveved to the brain

cells. This would give pilots of jet

planes the surest indication of ap-

proaching heat prostration.

He gave this ad\dce. People

should realize that the danger from

heat is partlv emotional. Human
beings, whether pilots or persons

trapped in burning buildings, can

o\ercome high registers of heat by

rational, well organized attitudes of

self-preser\-ation. Fright or over-

excitement can contribute to an

increase in the temperature of the

blood.

The fire walkers of Raiatea have

had no indoctrination as to the sci-

entific principles of heat. Therefore,

thev quite understandably look to

a supernatural explanation of their

safe transit of the fiery Umu.
Still, the fire walk is not a bad

performance. I think Professor

Taylor would find it quite interest-

ing. And Harry Houdini would

have to admit, were he ahve today,

that Chief Terii-Pao, at heart, is

not entirelv a fraud.

BOOKS Continued from page 7

guage, and ver\' simple to use. Thirty of

the fift)'-two species listed are illustrated

by e.xcellent photographs. It is unfortu-

nate that Dr. Smith has chosen to treat

as distinct species forms which are prob-

ablv not e\en \alid subspecies. Thus, he

names no less than six species of Poritis

instead of the two now generally recog-

nized.

The introductorj' chapters contain an

interesting discussion of the distribution

and formation of the coral reefs of the

world, as well as a more detailed treat-

ment of the western Atlantic reefs. Bear-

ing in mind that Dr. Sheppard's impor-

tant monograph. Submarine Geology, was

in press at the same time as the Atlantic

Reef Corah, these chapters can be said to

present a fair review of the \arious con-

flicting theories of coral reef formation.

It is somewhat surprising, however, to

find that on page 39 credit is given to the

Miami Marine Laboratorv for discovering

reef corals off tlie west coast of Florida;

these ha\e been known for a long time

and were shown on Joubin's maps ( 1912

)

of the coral reefs of the world.

The remaining chapters discuss tlie

structure, habits, collection, and prepara-

tion of corals and give a brief account of

the more common animals associated with

the corals. An appendix presents a glos-

sary' of the principal technical terms used

by coral specialists and contains a highly

technical kev to all the known genera of

western Atlantic corals, including the non-

reef building and deep-sea corals as well

as the true reef corals.

The chapters on structure, while clearly

written, could ha\e been much improved

bv tlie inclusion of additional simple dia-

grams. Perhaps the author intended to

do so, as on page 45 there is a reference

to a "figure 12" which is not to be found,

at least, in my copy.

There appear to be few other misprints,

although on page 104 the term "ventricu-

late" applied to the peritheca of Acropora

should be "reticulate," and on page 106

the brackets which should enclose the

name Madrepora have been omitted.

John C. Aknistbong.
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Original models by JULIUS FELEK

METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY - ROYAL BRONZE FINISH

A menagerie of five, averaging three Inches

in length, Including the fascinating book, $5.00

Larger size averaging six Inches in length

$ 1 0.00 a set with book

INDIVIDUAL METAL ANIMALS AVAILABLE
At 75 cen/s each

(postage included)
At $1.00 ea.

At $1.25 ea.

(postage included)
At $2.00 ea.

RHINO BAMBI CAMEL BUNNY COLT SCOTTIE—sitting SADDLE HORSE
DACHSHUND PENGUIN BEAR TURTLE RED LOBSTER SCOTTIE—playing ELEPHANT
YEARLING—head up OWL SQUIRREL RABBIT BLACK WHALE SETTER FOX
YEARLING—head down CAT SCOTTIE WIREHAIR ELEPHANT COLT SAILFISH
SEAHORSE LION RAM COLT DOBERMANN PINSCHER CIRCUS HORSE WATER BUFFALO
SETTER HIPPO LAMB GORILLA CHOW LOBSTER COLT—grazing
POLAR BEAR SKUNK COCKER FROG

Check wtth order—No C.O.D.

Dealers, educational institutions, and mus.eums inquire for wholesale prices in quantity

ROYAL BRONZE
225 FIFTH AVENUE, ROOM 502, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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ANEW Congress is in session.

Important conservation prob-

lems are coming before it. If it is

to act wisely, its members will need

the advice and active support of

every one of their conservation-

minded constituents. Many of the

members of the Eighty-first Con-

gress are new to these problems,

and all are subject to pressure from

those who would overexploit pub-

licly-owned resources or invade our

precious National Parks and Fed-

eral Refuges.

The demand for funds for the

many thousands of activities in

which the Federal Government is

involved always exceeds what Con-

gress has at its disposal to appro-

priate. Few government bureaus

get all that they think they need to

properly carry on the work assigned

to them. Some, however, get con-

siderably more than others, and if

conservation agencies like the Na-

tional Park Service, the Fish and

Wildlife Service, the Forest Service,

and the Soil Consei-vation Service

are to be at all adequately financed,

interested citizens like yourself who
know the value of their work will

have to let their Congressmen

know how they feel. Congress will

receive thousands of letters in favor

ATTENTION CONSERVATIONISTS!

of benefit payments and local pork-

barrel schemes. If conservation is

to get its due, every conservationist

—and there are all too few of us—

will have to write not one but many
letters during the course of the

Eighty-first Congress.

Too many conservationists have

a tendency to believe that conserva-

tion problems can be solved simply

by passing legislation that places

the problem or the land involved

in the hands of some government

agency. All this actually does is to

make each and every one of us re-

sponsible for it year after year.

Nothing is accomplished by requir-

ing surveys by the Fish and Wild-

life Service of the possible damage

to wildlife values that may result

from the construction of certain

dams if their funds are so inade-

quate that it will take them ten

years just to study the projects al-

ready on the drawing boards. Nor

is there any use in placing more

land under the jurisdiction of the

National Park Service if the Service

is not going to be provided with

an adequate budget for its main-

tenance. The Park Service's present

budget is so inadequate that,

swamped with land to administer

and visitors to supervise, it is often

unable to prevent vandalism and

other activities that tend to de-

stroy the very values for which

the areas were given national park

status.

Your interest in conservation

makes you a member of a select,

farsighted group of public-spirited

citizens. So long as it is as small

a group as it is at present, each

member bears a great responsi-

bility, for our conservation prob-

lems possess an urgency that will

not permit long delays in their solu-

tion except at a disastrous cost

to the nation. If they are to be

solved, you and every other con-

servationist must make it your busi-

ness to keep posted and to let your

representatives in Congress know

at frequent intervals how you think

they should act on the various is-

sues that are before them. Don't

for a minute underestimate the

value of your letters and those you

can get your friends to write. One

letter, even if it is in lead-pencil

on an old paper bag, is worth a

thousand complaints about what

Congress did or didn't do after it

has adjourned.

RiCHAED H. POUGH,

Curator of Conservation,

American Museum of Natural History.
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MUSEUM NOTES

iteniarkable
M2-Rayed Star Ituby

This unique star ruby was exhibited

on loan in the American Museum's Mor-
gan Hall for two weeks in January. It

weighs 25.2 carats and is without a flaw.

The gem, a deep violet-red in color, is

remarkable for the double star that it

shows. This star can be explained as the

result of the intergrowth of two crystals

in the same space, a phenomenon known
in mineralogy as "penetration twinning."

The two networks are oriented at 30 de-

grees to each other, so the inclusions that

form the star produce, in this stone, two
sets of arms, or twelve in place of the

usual six.

The stone was recently found in Ceylon
and is the first of its kind ever discovered

in 3000 years of mining in the rich

Ratnapur mines. In its rough state, the

stone passed through several hands before

it was pohshed and the remarkable star

disclosed. After display in the Museum,
it was returned to Ceylon, and it may
be shown later in Europe.

50

"Around the World
with Dance and Song"

For the past seven years a unique and
fascinating program of ethnic dances,

called "Around the World with Dance
and Song," has been drawing capacity

audiences to the huge auditorium of the

American Museum of Natural History.

Leading artists and dance groups in pic-

turesque and autlientic costumes have

transported thousands of delighted dance
lovers to faraway lands tlirough colorful

dances and music, ranging from the

exotic rhythms of the East to the vigor-

ous and exciting arts of the Western

World.

Because of the enthusiastic public re-

sponse to these programs of international

cultures, the Museum has arranged its

first season of subscription performances

of "Around the World with Dance and
Song." This new series will include an

afternoon program especially adapted to

children at 2 p.m. and an evening pro-

gram for adults, given by the same
artists, at 8:30 p.m. The performances

will occur on seven Thursdays from Feb-
ruary 10 through May 5, 1949.

Among the featured artists and groups

will be the Korean Dance Troupe on

February 10 and Dvora Lapson and
Company on February 24. The Korean

Dance Troupe, the only group of its land

ever to come to America, will present a

program titled "Korean Springtime in

Dance and Song." The dances of Korea

are deeply rooted in Korean culture and

are totally unlike anydiing else in tlie

Orient. Unique, colorful, and engaging,

they are as varied and charming as the

music and costumes. The program will

include one of the ancient farmer's dances,

the delightful Doll Dance, a humorous
Masked Dance, an enchanting Swing
Dance, and a dramatic Korean Drum
Dance. Mr. Taik Won Cho, leader of

the group, is of royal birth and is one

of the leading dancers and choreographers

of Korea. He has dedicated his life to

bringing a closer understanding between

his people and the people of America.

He stated recently, "The tides move
swiftly. Perhaps you can understand us

quickest through our dances and our

music."

"Treasury of Hebraic Dance," pre-

sented by Dvora Lapson and Company
on February 24, will include the beauti-

ful "Queen Sabbath," the "Jewish Wed-
ding Suite," dances based on Jewish

folklore, and dances of Israel. Interna-

tionally recognized as a pioneer of Jew-
ish dance, Dvora Lapson has created an

extensive repertoire of Hebraic dances

and mimed episodes, portraying the life

and traditions of tlie Jewish people.

Other programs in the varied series

will feature Reginald and Gladys Laubin

in "Arts and Dances of the First Ameri-

cans" on March 10 and the Radischev

Russian Folk Dance Group and Polyanka

Ensemble in "Festival of Russian Folk

Art" on March 24. Lyda Alma and Yianni

Fleury will interpret "Greece in Dance"
on April 7, and on April 21 "Traditional

Haitian Rhythms" will be performed bv

Josephine Premice and Jean Leon Destine

and Group. In tlie final recital of the

series. La Meri, assisted by her Company,
with Juana, will present the exotic dances

of various countries of the Old and New
World that she has visited.

Further information and tickets can be

procured from Hazel Lockwood Muller,

Department of Education, American Mu-
seum of Natural History.

Expedition
Returns from Australia

The first major American expedition to

the remote Cape York Peninsula in Aus-

tralia returned to the American Museum
of Natural History in December after

Continued on page 52
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
The quaint Guatemalan village of San

Antonio Aguas Calientes, situated at the

feet of the volcanos named Fuego
("Fire") and Agua ("Water"), is well

known for its huipiles ( blouses ) and

tzutes (kerchiefs or serviettas), Mke those

worn by this native girl. Specific designs

pertain to the town, and a girl of thirteen

must know these and be a capable weaver

before she is qualified for marriage.

The spare time of many months is re-

quired for weaving such a huipil on a

narrow stick or belt hand loom. The
brocade patterns of brilliant colors are

generally "floated," appearing on the out-

side only. On the reverse side, which is

plain dark blue, an occasional band of

the design is carried through as evidence

of the rich workmanship on the outside.

For ordinary use the huipil is worn re-

verse side out, and the right side is

equivalent to a party dress.

The tzute is an all-purpose cloth serv-

ing as protection against the sun, a cover

for baskets carried on the head, or as a

carry-all. It is a distinctive type of bro-

cading in Soumak and weaving similar

to double-running technique in embroid-

erv. It generally is 30 by 40 inches, with

all edges salvaged. Designs of birds,

animals, and flowers o\'er tlie geometric

motifs lend charm to the soft, finely woven
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seven months in tlie field. The 1948

Archbold Cape York Expedition, as it

is officially known, brought back exten-

sive and significant collections of mam-
mals, plants, reptiles, and insects. Spiny

Anteaters, Spotted Cuscuses, tiny Musk
Kangaroos, "Flying Mice" ( smallest of the

flying phalangers), and the rare Bennett's

Tree Cfimbing Kangaroo are included

among the 1500 mammal specimens,

which represent more than 50 species.

Dr. G. H. H. Tate, Curator m the Mu-
seum's Department of Mammals, states

that tlie extensive collections secured, to-

getlier with existing specimens from Aus-

tralia, will give the American Museum
one of die greatest Australian mammal
collections in America.

Interest is shown by layman and scien-

tist alike in the Tree Climbing Kangaroo,

two species of which occur in Australia

and several in New Guinea. These kan-

garoos rarely descend to the ground and

e\en probably bring forth their young

in the treetops. They feed on a diet of

leaves and fruit. Unlike true kangaroos,

they do not employ the tail as a jump-

ing aid but rather as a balancer in tree

climbing.

The Spiny Anteater is a survivor of

an Order of mammals of probably wider

distribution in the Mesozoic Era, 60 to

70 milhon years ago. Like the more widely

publicized Platypus, it is an egg layer,

but it is equipped with two-colored spines

which serve effectively as armor. It is also

provided with digging claws on both

front and back legs, and its long narrow

snout further helps it to burrow.

The expedition brought back the first

representative collection of plants from

far northern Austraha ever to reach this

country, according to Leonard
J.

Brass,

expedition leader and botanist. It almost

certainly includes a number of entirely

new species. The botanical collection be-

comes the property of tlie Arnold Arbo-

retum of Harvard University, which

helped to finance the expedition. After

study and classification by Austrafian

botanists at the Queensland Herbarium,

duphcate specimens will be distributed

to otlier institutions in the United States

and abroad. A tree that is reported ca-

pable of killing a horse—the so-called

Stinging Tree—is among the plant forms

to receive considerable attention in the

press as a result of the expedition. Though
one species of the tree is only about 10

or 12 feet high, the Museum scientists

readily testified to the extreme pain it is

capable of inflicting.

A collection of more than 500 reptiles

and amphibians was brought together by

GeofFrey M. Tate, who also served as

Business Manager of the expedition.

These include two specimens of John-

ston's fresh-water crocodile, which is new

to the Museum's collections, and the

Death Adder, a snake that is extremely

poisonous diough it seldom reaches more

than two feet in lengtli. This snake, how-
ever, is not as much feared by die natives

as is the seven-foot Taipan, a rare and
extremely deadly snake found on Cape
York. Among other reptiles are a tweb'e-

foot Carpet Snake, named for its close

resemblance to the markings of Oriental

rugs, and some five-foot specimens of the

big Monitor Lizard, which Australians

call Goannas.

In addition, thousands of insects and

spiders were brought back.

The expedition, which traveled from

end to end of the Cape York Peninsula,

a distance of 500 miles in a straight fine,

is part of a continuing program of field

work carried on in the Indo-Australian

area by the organization known as Arch-

bold Expeditions. Three previous expe-

ditions had explored New Guinea in fur-

therance of tlie program before the war.

The Cape York Peninsula and New
Guinea provoke special scientific interest

because of the probable existence of a

former land cormection between them.

This land bridge formed a two-way traffic

route for plants and animals. Most of

New Guinea's marsupials (pouched

mammals) are of Australian origin. The
wallabies, bandicoots, and many birds of

southern New Guinea would be famihar

to Australians. Most rodents and a great

many plants of eastern Australia came
down through New Guinea.

In addition to those already mentioned,

the expedition included Hobart M. Van
Deusen, who assisted in the search for

mammals, Mr. Donald Vernon, chief

preparator of the Queensland Museum,
Mr. Joe McLaughlin, a long-time resident

of the Gape York area, and diree aborigi-

nals from the Cowal Creek Government

Mission, who assisted in the hunting and

trapping, as well as in the collecting of

plants.

Sms:
Many Thanhs

Many thanks for your interest in my
letter regarding extra copies of Natural
History for the sanatorium at Colchester

[pubhshed in Natuhai, History last De-

cember] . . . Frankly, my husband

tliought I was crazy to write, but now
I am very glad I did, knowing how much
the Magazine will be enjoyed if anyone

is good enough to offer a subscription.

I still will be glad to help widi the post-

age, if necessary. . . .

Mrs. W. Brittain.

London, England

Natural History is happy to

announce that two members of the

American Museum have signified

their wiHingness to sponsor a year's

subscription to the Magazine in

response to Mrs. Brittain's inquiry

regarding "extra copies."—Ed.
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v^HINA: The Land and the

People

by Gerald F. Winfield

William Sloane Associates, $5.00

437 pp., 2 maps, 29 photos

'TpHE romantic veil is again lifted from
-* China. What is revealed beneath is

enough to make one forget momentarily

about silks and teas, about porcelains,

jades, and bronzes, perhaps even about

opium and bird's-nest soup. Instead of

Mandarins dwelling in idyllic "willow-

pattern" surroundings, we are made to

see the highly honored but toilsome life

of the small farmers.

These country folk, numbering fully

80 per cent of a supposed half billion

population, together with a sprinkling of

officials, scholars, artisans, and laborers

living mostly in walled cities, occupy a

solid block of territory larger than the

Greater United States. China proper, or

the Eighteen Provinces, lies exactly within

the limits of our own continental lati-

tudes; but, having been partially isolated

by natural boundaries, her largely homo-

geneous peoples and their common cul-

ture have necessarily developed along

independent lines until today, after nearly

5000 years of either traditional or re-

corded history, her civilization presents

many peculiarly distinct traits. In fact,

so set in their own social ways and so

delicately adjusted to their natural en-

vironment are tlie Chinese tliat our sym-

pathetic author believes radical measures

are required to help them out of their

present relatively static condition.

Specifically, the first half of this timelv

book describes in considerable detail

Chinese agriculture, diet, clothing, and

housing as well as health conditions, edu-

cation, language, and local government.

The reader will find here not only many
astonishing facts relating to the various

deeply integrated aspects characterizing

the daily life of a hitherto resourceful and

sophisticated nation but also much food

for thought. The second half deals con-

structively with the imperative "rebuild-

ing of China," through general educa-

tion, sanitation, land reform with accom-

panying improvement and expansion of

agriculture, and the further development

of nascent manufacturing industries. The

last step is regarded as the only nonnal

way in which to reduce a too dense farm

population to the point where higher

standards of living become possible all

YOUR NEW BOOKS

around. In brief, while China long since

achieved, by the so-called old trial-and-

error procedures, a cultural status that

was doubtless satisfactory for a time, it

is now necessary for her to introduce

modem scientific methods.

The obvious poHtical implications of

these economic and social reforms have

no place here. It must suffice merely to

indicate the author's opinion that China's

future welfare constitutes a "direct chal-

lenge to tlie West," a challenge to be

neglected only at our own peril.

Nels C. Nelson.

Jungle man
The Autobiography of Major P.

J.

Pretorius. With a Foreword by

Field-Marshal
J.

C. Smuts

----- by Major P.
J.

Pretorius

E. P. Button and Company, Inc., $3.75

256 pp., 15 illusts., 2 maps

A LL too often the ivory hunter was no
/\ brave pioneer but a poacher, con-

temptuous of government. If, in wartime,

he became a useful scout, he was re-

deemed. Such a life story is here related

in the first person; and since Field-Mar-

shal Smuts vouches for the scouting, that

merit must be accepted.

In some other periods of his career,

however, Pretorius seems far less heroic.

As a young man in Zambesia, he hunted,

traded, and quarreled with natives. Later

lie sought ivory in German Ruanda and

again became involved in battles with

Announcing the 21si

EXPEDITION FOR BOYS
SUMMER OF 1949

Two months of field work in American
Southwest under competent staff. Open-

ings for embryo scientists, authors, and

radio operators. Prospectus available.

HILLIS L. HOWIE
The Community School

900 Lay Road, St. Louis 5, Missouri

the inhabitants. Small wonder diat he

was arrested and sent to the coast for

trial.

The Prussian heel may have been heavy

in East Africa; but after a short prison

sentence Pretorius was again permitted

to hunt elephants. With profits of $17,000

in six months, he started a cotton farm on

the Rufiji River; but when a new ele-

phant hcense was refused him, he went

over into Mozambique for ivory. Soon

the Germans confiscated the farm, and

I cannot share his indignation.

Seeking vengeance, Pretorius made suc-

cessive raids back into German East

Africa until he had tusks equaling the

farm in value. Then came World War I;

shot in both legs, he succeeded neverthe-

less in reaching Nyasaland. Unfit for

miUtary service, he soon was drafted by

the Admiralty to locate the cruiser

"Konigsberg" in the Rufiji Delta. What
a chance for revenge; how sweet its

realization! Thus began his notable serv-

ices as a scout.

In 1920, the passion for slaying ele-

phants revived itself. Pretorius was en-

gaged by the Government to reduce the

Addo Bush herds. During that ruthless

campaign one of my closest friends visited

him in his elephant camp. The Major was

certainly tough, in every sense of the

word! If that be an inspiration, then

Heaven help the big game of Africa.

James P. Chapin.

The new naturalist-

A Journal of British Natural History

Edited by James Fisher

CoUins, 14 St. James's Place, London,

21 s.

216 pp., 12 color and 175 black-and-

white photos

NOTHING could be easier than to in-

troduce the first edition of a new

natural history series, especially when it

is edited under the leadership of such a

competent naturahst as James Fisher.

The New Naturalist is a journal of

British natural history, published an-

nually, diough future numbers will be

issued quarterly as soon as it is possible

to do so. This edition is not just a first

number of a periodical but a special is-

sue complete within itself; and, judging

from its merits, succeeding numbers

should be of immeasurable value to every

nature lover.

The Neic NaturaUst is not published
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with a view to making the journal popular

by substituting fancies for facts. Natural

history is a tradition in Britain and is, in

fact, a very old one at that. It has been
cultivated far longer and with greater

zeal than in any other country in the

world. There are hundreds of local natu-

ral history societies in Britain, with a

total membership of over a hundred thou-

sand. The British are not hasty in their

selection of literature, but they are stick-

lers for accuracy. In some of my reviews

I ha\e purposely omitted criticism of in-

accuracies, especially in illustrations, that

might seem appalling to a trained natu-

ralist, but there are no such cardinal

errors in this journal.

This first volume is divided into four

parts, denoting the four seasons of the

year, each section of which embraces a

special subject compiled by several com-
petent authors. Thus the Spring Number
is entitled "Woodlands," and the Sum-
mer one, "The Western Isles of Scot-

land." The Autumn Number is on Migra-

tion, and the Winter one is entitled "The
Local Naturalist." The book is lavislilv

illustrated in color and black and white,

and the superb photographs should win

top prizes in any photographic contest.

The articles were carefully chosen for

their quality, scope, and \'ariety.

George G. Goodwin.

Pursuit of the horizon
A Life of George Catlin

by Lloyd Haberly

The Macmillan Co., $5.00

239 pp., 17 illusts.

A N account of the Ufe of George Catlin

is timely and valuable since few to-

day are acquainted with the history of

this extraordinary man of genius to whom
we are deeply indebted. We know a great

deal more about our frontier life—In-

dians and bison—than we would had

Catlin not Hved.

In reading about this man of vision,

of his enormous energy and enthusiasm,

of his constructive and discerning mind

for man's betterment, I am reminded of

Carl Akeley. Unusual minds Uke these

generally encounter difficulty in bring-

ing the great body of the usuals to co-

operate with tliem. As the story of Catlin

unfolds, it becomes more and more en-

grossing. I myself long ago, when advised

to remain in Europe where I had studied

instead of returning to America, saw the

vast and marvelous pictorial opportunities

here. Despite the warnings of difficulties

with which I would have to cope, my
\'ision brought me back.

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS
Old, Rare and Out of Print

catalogues issued
inquiries solicited

JOHN JOHNSON
Box 248 Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
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"It is dime novel stuff" . . . "It is in-

artistic" . . . "There is nothing in America

to paint." Tliese expressions of blindness

and stupidity no doubt were hurled at

Cathn, as at me, but they ghded off.

Mr. Haberly has shown a deep under-

standing and insight in his picture of

Catlin—a very difficult picture to draw.

I cannot escape the conviction that had
Catlin concentrated and confined his ef-

forts to our Plains Indians and not merely

sketched but composed portrayals of their

lives in more intimate and convincing

detail, his work would have shamed and

silenced the carpins^ Schoolcrafts and their

ilk.

It is a thousand pities that this trail

blazer, this man who sacrificed everything

for an idea—a big and sound idea—did

not receive more co-operation from a

public for whose benefit he was working.

This is the biggest lesson Mr. Haberly

teaches. Willi.am R. Leigh.

The new CONGO
by Tom Marvel

Duell, Sloan and Peiu-ce, $5.00

395 pp., 10 maps

'TpOO many Americans think of the

Congo as a land of jungles, fevers, and

dangerous beasts. Tom Marvel, after

working there for the O. W. I., decided

the world should hear rather of the amaz-

ing progress made within the span of a

single life, since the country was opened

by Stanley.

As background he gives a short ac-

count of its exploration and pacification,

the collaboration of Henry M. Stanley

with Leopold II, the founding of the

Congo Free State. The abuses charged

against the Free State were slight com-

pared with the earlier cruelties of Arab
slavers.

After a gi-aphic picture of the geog-

raphy and the great river system, we are

taken on a tour of the great Belgian

Congo and Ruanda-Urundi, just as Marvel

saw them after World War II. The Congo
produces not only copper and tin but

gold, tantalum, cobalt, and a large share

of the world's industrial diamonds. If you
fail to find uranium in the index, just look

up radium. Palm oil and cotton form but

part of the Congo's vegetable wealth.

It has been claimed that government
in the Congo is too paternalistic; tliat all

vvliich is done for natives is designed to

increase dividends. But no one can deny

the benefits in health, security, and eco-

nomic progress. The system enabled the

Congo to contribute enormously toward

victory over totalitarianism.

Some of the newer activities here de-

scribed are the National Institute of

Agronomy, silkworm culture, elephant

domestication, and the four National

Parks. All through the book, emphasis is

placed on the training given to natives

YOUR NEW BOOKS

for the varied careers now open to them.

If "every prospect pleases," it must be re-

membered that Tom Marvel set out to

show us the bright side, and for this the

new Belgian Congo offers vast possi-

biUties. James P. Chapin.

THE BADGER
bv Ernest Neal

Pubhshed by Collins, 14 St. James's Place,

London, 12s.6d. net

158 pp., 30 photos, 12 maps

"p\ESPITE the ever-spreading towns
*-^ and villages that yearly encroach on

the countryside of rural England, there

is still a wealth of wildlife to be found

that has survived throughout the inter-

vening years from historical times of

Robin Hood to the present day. This first

book in the monograph series of the

"New Naturalist" will stimulate the in-

terest of the general reader in wildlife

by recapturing, at least in part, some of

the inquiring spirit of the old naturaUsts.

In a study of British fauna there is per-

haps no phase more difficult to cover than

the hfe history of the badger. It is

strictlv a nocturnal creature and the shy-

est mammal found in Britain.

Ernest Neal not only watched the art-

ful maneuvers of these cautious creatures

during the dim light of night, but he took

some excellent photographs of them in

their native habitat—in pairs, singly, and

in groups of four or five adults. In one

picture, he even caught both of the par-

ents and two young.

The text itself is a noteworthy contri-

bution to the life history of the badger.

Mr. Neal has, with indefatigable patience,

solved many of the mysteries surround-

ing the life cycle of this night prowler,

and he has also pointed out many prob-

lems still to be worked out.

The Badger, like all the "New Natu-

rahst" publications, bears the stamp of

scientific accuracy, and in good measure

represents the author's many hours of

personal observation. The final results of

his research, as published in this volume,

give a picture of the life cycle of the
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badger and its habits tiiroughout the sea-

sons, including its behavior in times of

play, defense, and attack.

George G. Goodwin.

Lost city of the incas
. by Hiram Bingham

Duell, Sloan and Pearce, $5.00

263 pp., 60 iUusts.

'TpHOSE who have been privileged to
-* \isit Machu Picchu will never forget

it. Those who have not, and hope some-
day to travel in South America, should

include it in their itinerary. This remark-

able citadel, constructed by the Incas on

an inaccessible mountain crag in the east-

ern watershed of the Andes, is trulv

amazing.

Today, as one travels there on the rail-

way from Cuzco, it is hard to reahze

how inaccessible it was even as recently

as 1911 when Hiram Bingham found it.

The account of this discovery, well told

in the present volume, is a welcome ad-

dition to the v'arious scientific reports

stemming from Mr. Bingham's six Peru-

vian expeditions.

Students of Peruvian prehistory will

disagree with the author's suggestion that

the structures at Machu Picchu antedated

by centuries the development of the Inca

Empire. His contention is based in part

on legends and in part on structural dif-

ferences in the masonry walls. The objec-

tions arise from the fact that all of the

pottery recovered, both by Mr. Bingham
and by later work, is what might be

called Classic Inca. The identical ware

occurs in middens on the Peruvian coast

and is there datable as from the last half

of the fifteenth and the beginning of the

sixteenth centuries. As pottery styles and

decorations change rather rapidly, it is

hardly possible that Machu Picchu is as

old as the author implies. This profes-

sional difference of opinion, however, in

no wav detracts from his story.

Junius B. Bird.

Henry a. ward
Museum Builder of America

. . by Roswell Ward

The Rochester Historical Society

Rochester, N. Y.

- 297 pp., 12 illusts.

'"p'HIS biography should prove of keen
'- Interest not only to those who have

been associated with the American Mu-

seum long enough to share in its history

but also to the many present-day collec-

tors who have availed themselves of

Ward's Natural Science Estabhshment.

From its pages Henry Ward emerges as

a uniquely great American of the latter

nineteenth century, whose multifarious

activities were a byword even in that era

of varied careers and miraculous oppor-

tunities. His restless energy found its

Continited oy page 96



A A COPY OF A Bush MAN paint-

ing in which the central figure

is thought to represent a white

woman of Mediterranean origin.

As described by the Abbe Breuil,

her costume is a sweater, and the

big cuplike flower she raises to

her face recalls the ancient statu-

ettes and frescoes of Knossos, in

Crete. The Leopard's Ravine in

which the painting is located is

in the Namib Desert in extreme

southwestern Africa

56

< Student helpers in the vi-

cinity of the Paul Loewenstein

Cave near Ladybrand, Orange
Free State. This cave is the scene

of Professor van Riet Lowe's

archaeological excavations
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nnuEiiT

ushman Brushuiork
The world's largest "picture puzzle" challenges experts

on the story of prehistoric man in South Africa

By Betty and Victor Jorgensen

Photographs by Victor Jorgensen from Three Lions

SOME of the strangest, most fas-

cinating, and yet unstudied

pages in the histoiy of man are

penciled on the soft sandstone walls

of thousands of caves and half-

caves throughout the southern part

of Africa. These sometimes faint,

sometimes brilliant, but always

delicate frescoes are the so-called

art of the Bushman.

For years archaeologists have

probed and sifted the sands of

Egypt, have scraped and mapped
the olive-crowned hills of Greece,

and have studied and debated the

prehistoric paintings in the caves

of Andalusia, the Pyrenees, and

France. But except for a small

group of enthusiasts (so small that

in almost 50 years they have done

little more than scratch the surface

of this tremendous record), there

have been few extended studies of

Bushman art.

Even the term "Bushman art" is

unstudied. Although there is little

doubt that a large percentage of

the rock paintings still visible were
executed by the Little People, as

the Bushmen are known, there are

^ Typical cave painting coun-
try: a scene at the end of the road

in Orange Free State. From here it

was five miles through upland mead-
ows to Ho Khotso on the Caledon
River
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other rock paintings that may be

the work of some great unknown

race who inhabited the cool, sun-

swept highlands of southern Africa

long before the Bushman arrived.

Yet the Bushman and his art are

an unquestionably \aluable avenue

of research into prehistor\', for as

recently as 100 \'ears ago, the Bush-

man was still living in much the

same state as man of the Paleolithic

age and was still painting in much

the same way. His clotlies were

animal skins, his tools were bits of

flaked stone, his paints were out

of the ground, and his brashes were

from the featliers of birds. There

are a few Bushmen still surviving

in the scorching wastes of the

Kalahari Desert, but they are the

scattered, broken remnants of a

once-numerous race that held sov-

ereignts' over the entire southern

end of Africa from the Zambesi to

the Cape of Good Hope. So far as

is known, none of the surviving

Little People paint.

The geographical range of the

ancient rock paintings is stagger-

ing. These paintings, and the even

earher rock engravings, are found

throughout southern Africa from

the Rhodesias south—not in single,

widelv scattered areas as they are

r ^

' rt

in Europe but in an almost con-

tinuous belt that encloses hterally

thousands of caves and rock shel-

ters, each with many examples of

the primitive art. One of the most

valuable studies of the art so far

has been simply the listing of the

various sites where paintings are

found, a project originally started

bv Professor I. Schapera and A.
J.

H. Goodwin, of the University of

Capetown, in 1925. The first com-

pilation eventually was pubUshed

in 1936, and the latest edition

(1941) includes a Hsting of 1766

farms on which caves have been

located. But this figure is mislead-

ing, according to Professor C. van

Riet Lowe, Director of the Union

of South Africa's Biu-eau of Archae-

^'.

**if !

**l--

v.

A Inside the Paul Loewenstein Cave. Some eighteen feet below

the modern level, Philip V. Tobias, research student, works near the

beginning of the Early Modderpoort layer. The many implements

found in this most ancient level are placed in the early Neolithic

Period. The prehistoric natives may have begun painting during

this time, but as no examples have been found in the excavations,

Prof, van Riet Lowe and his assistant B. D. Malan are skeptical.

Above the Modderpoort is a four-foot layer that is culturally poor,

then a four-foot layer containing many fine blades and hearths, and

finally what is called the Free State Wilton culture

< Another view inside the Paul Loewen-

stein Cave, showing Philip V. Tobias and

B. D. Malan at work. The Early Modder-

poort layer is the deepest and richest in

implements, but it is only one foot thick
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* Sifting the dust of ages for

relics of the Modderpoort culture

in the Paul Loewenstein Cave. It is

Prof. Lowe's opinion that the cave

was first inhabited 10,000 or 15,000

years ago. One painting on the cave

wall represents a whale, although

the ocean is 200 miles away. But

none of the paintings are below the

present floor level

^ Sorting the specimens showing human
workmanship. Material from different

levels is, of course, kept separate

pp^
^

^
^^^^^^k^^ <fl^HP^ <y|i^^^B

»S^SB^H
l^^gl^HI

ology. The actual caves may be

two, three, or four times as numer-

ous, since most of the farrns contain

more than one site. Professor van

Riet Lowe and his small staff are

still adding to the list.

Many of the sites are what are

called rock shelters—shallow caves

in the face of sandstone outcrops

that jut from rolling hillsides. Some
of them are no more than a yard or

ANCIENT BUSHMAN BRUSHWOKK

SO deep, while others may extend

well back into the rimrocks. Their

distribution roughly follows Africa's

"Great Escarpment," the edges of

the 5000- to 6000-foot plateau that

was pushed upward in the geologi-

cal past. The escarpment is like an

immense fishhook whose eye is in

Ethiopia and whose shank stretches

southward through the highlands

of Tanganyika and Kenya to South

Africa, where the curve of the hook

follows the edge of the continent

around and past the Cape of Good
Hope. The barbs of the hook lie

in southwest Africa and Angola

where the highlands begin to taper

down into the damp, torrid basin

of the Congo. The greatest known
concentration of rock paintings lies

along the heel of the hook in South

Africa, and it is there, too, that the

prehistoric artists left their best

works.

The paintings in the caves vary

tremendously both in brilliance and

number. In some caves there are

relatively few, while in others the

40- to 50-foot-long walls may be

covered with frescoes so that they

look like huge animated panels. A
great many of the caves contain

paintings that have been done on

top of other paintings—paHmpsests,

to apply the word that is used for

manuscripts and tablets showing

the work of more than one period.

These overlapping paintings are

particularly useful to the archaeolo-

gist, because they enable him to

determine which type of art was the

earhest.

In subject matter the paintings

cover a wide range and show the

prehistoric artist to be quite thor-

ough in representing his surround-

ings. A great many paintings are of

animals—the source of food—and in

separate districts the types vary
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according to what must have been

the distribution of game at the time.

The Bushman painted the kudu,

elephant, giraffe, rhinoceros, buf-

falo, eland, sable antelope, zebra,

quagga, hippopotamus, leopard,

lion, and almost ever)' other known

variety of animal in Africa. Bird

paintings are occasionally found,

and also the portraits of snakes and

frogs. Trees and landscapes gen-

erally are rare, as are fishes, though

in one cave, 200 miles from the In-

dian Ocean, archaeologists did find

a painting of a school of dolphins.

Nor did the rock artists omit

humans. In almost all the caves

there are big and little drawings of

60

A Tracing cave art in Orange Springs Cave

the people in their dailv acti\ities

—hunting, at war, occasionally fish-

ing, dancing, and a few that edi-

nologists believe are poitrayals of

funeral ceremonies and rain-making

rites. Unlike most of the animal

pictures, which are drawn with al-

most photographic fideUt)', the hu-

man figures are impressionistic

enough to satisfy any modernist.

The Bushmen, who were notablv

short in stature, painted themselves

as long, slender, and graceful. Some
e.xperts beheve that the impression-

istic portrayals resulted from a com-

pensation psychology, while others

think that the Bushman probably

developed this rendition from

watching his owTi shadow dance

across the veld of Africa in the

waning sun. At any rate, most of

the human figures have the con-

spicuously fat buttocks (steato-

pygia) common to Bushmen, and

this is one reason they have been

called Bushman paintings. Yet the

same characteristic has been noted

in the Paleolithic rock paintings of

the Pyrenees. This has led some

archaeologists to consider the pos-

sibilitv that the Bushmen origi-

nated in Europe.
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The painted figures themselves

are amazingly lithe depictions of

people manning, dancing, and jmnp-

ing and are done with the same

keen perception of the fundamen-

tals of movement that mark the

Bushman's paintings of animals.

They are, as the Abbe Henri Breuil,

France's noted archaeologist, said,

"a sort of moving picture film ex-

pressing throughout joie de vivre,

the delight of being agile, fleet-

footed, supple in sport and dance,

deft in shooting arrows . .

."

Techniques, too, vary widely, and

the studies made so far show a

definite continuity in time. That,

at least, was the opinion of the

Abbe Breuil. The earliest rock

paintings were monochromes, or

single-color sketches, generally of

animals in simple profile, much like

the artwork of a child. From that

approach, the prehistoric artists de-

veloped the use of two and more
colors. At the same time, there was
also a definite continuity in their

ability to paint, which developed to

the point where manv of the paint-

ings show an amazing rhythm of

line, the already mentioned percep-

tion of movement. Finally, we note

the beginnings of technical artistrv

such as foreshortening, perspec-

tive, composition, and rudimentary

modeling, which are seen in poly-

chromes where the prehistoric artist

used shading in different colors.

Many of the paintings even today

are still quite bright and clear,

though there are thousands that

have faded through the years until

they are thin and shadowv. But tlie

permanence of the Bushman's
paint is amazing, and in many of

the shallower rock shelters, even
though little protected from the

wind and weather, there are still

clear paintings. The Bushman
painted chiefly in shades of red,

brown, and maroon, in black, white,

and yellow—colors that were de-

rived from mineral ores. The reds

and browns were made from hema-
tite, the white from zinc oxide and
bird droppings, the yellow from
iron pyrites, and the black chiefly

from the charred wood of their

campfires. They ground the min-

erals and mixed them with animal

fat or bone marrow, which must
have given the paintings when they

were new an excellent brilliance

and gloss. The Bushmen generally

used brashes made of feathers,

though there were variations in

materials and equipment, just as

there were in techniques. There are

indications that some spread the

paint with their fingers and that

others used specially prepared

tendons as brushes.

^ A Prof, van Riet Lowe uses

transparent film for recording the

paintings. He has just traced a

little man fleeing from a charging lion. A few

of the frescoes that were threatened with de-

struction have been given museum protection,

but countless thousands are not even recorded

>-When the painting has been

traced as shown here, it is transferred

to linen paper

ANCIENT BUSHMAN BRUSHWORK



The various developments in

technique and materials were no

doubt slow. Some must have taken

hundreds or thousands of years. The

peak of Bushman art was reached

in the centuries before the bands

of Little People were decimated by

the invasion of new races from the

outside—first the Hottentots push-

ing do^^^l from the north along the

west coast, then the Bantus from the

north along the eastern escarpment

of .\frica, and finally the Huguenots

and the Dutch pushing northward

from the Cape.

.Archaeologists beheve that the

last Bushman artist finished his

final painting about 100 years ago.

In one cave on the eastern edge of

the Orange Free State, they found

a crude rock painting that unmis-

takably depicted the Voortrekkers,

the pioneers of South .\frica who
migrated northward from the Cape
to escape the control of the English

between 1835 and 1840.

But exactly when the art of rock

painting began and just who began
it is still one of the great enigmas.

Anthropological studies so far indi-

cate that the Bushman, who finally

gave way to invaders, was at one

time himself an invader of the

southern end of the Dark Continent.

That was well over 1000 years ago,

according to Professor Schapera's

estimates in his studies of the Bush-

man and the Hottentot, The Khoi-

san Peoples of South Africa.

That there were earlier civihza-

tions than the Bushman there is

httle doubt, but of them Httle is

now known. Recently one excava-

tion revealed what archaeologists

beheve to be a skeleton of one of

those pre-Bushman races. They
labeled it "Boskop Man." Another
search produced the skeletal bits of

another prehistoric man, which the\'

named the "Strandlooper" and
which showed e\'idence, accord-

ing to Professor Schapera, of "an

^
> Back in his office, Prof,

van Riet Lowe at work on
tracings from a cave in

Mont aux Sources, so

named because it is the

source of many rivers in

the Union of South Africa

occasional amalgamation" between

the Bushman and the Boskop.

But whether it was the Boskop

Man, the Strandlooper, or some en-

tirely unknown race of primitives

that was responsible for the earher

rock paintings is still a matter of

conjecture. The Bushman and

Boskop men actually are relatively

recent in the archaeological scale

of time, and yet paintings have

been found in caves all along the

escarpment of Africa.

"The physical condition of many
of these panels show them to have

been at least sub-fossil, many of the

figures being difficult to see, their

color has sunk into the rock," Abbe
Breuil observed. "Their physical

state is just as fossifized as that of

the Upper Paleolithic rock paint-

ings and the Neo-Eneolithic ones of

the Iberian peninsula . .

."

Lately, excavations in the Paul

Loewenstein cave near Ladybrand,

in tlie Orange Free State, brought

to light bits of vellow ochre of the

t\"pe used in the earHest paintings.

The\- were found in a layer that

Professor van Riet Lowe estimated

to be bet^veen 10.000 and 15,000

years old. But whether the ochre

was used for rock paintings or body

adormnent is still conjectural.

A few of the rock paintings pre-

sent the ethnologists with fascinat-

ing puzzles. One painting in a cave

in Southern Rhodesia shows a

group of white people, which from

their dress appear to be ancient

Greeks, busy with their baths. Still

another sketch in southwest Africa

near Windhoek is of a white

woman, whose shoes, dress, and

postme recalled to the Abbe Breuil

the "statuettes and frescoes of

Knossos in ancient Crete." In other

caves in the southeastern part of

South Africa are files of white-

faced, bearded soldiers who wear

shoes and sometimes conical hel-

mets that suggest the ancient civi-

lizations of the Mediterranean.

"These various scenes," the Abbe
commented, "seem to me a reflec-

tion in Bushman art of the passage

of columns of prospectors coming

from the Persian Gulf at the time

when the antique civihzations of

Nineveh and Babylon and north-

west India, flourished. It is impos-

sible to say more. All these 'exotic'
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A An eakly Bushman painting thought to represent a "Praying

Mantis" ceremony. The mantis in human form is a grotesque totem

or fetish, apparently connected with rain-making rites. Orange Springs

Cave, near Ladybrand, Orange Free State

A Bushman painting of a man with a bow and

arrow. Its estimated age: less than 1000 years

^ A SCHOOL OF DOLPHINS

painted by Bushmen on the

wall of a cave 200 miles

from the sea, on the Uysberg

Farm, near Ladvbrandpictures belong not to an opening

state in South African rock art but

to the peak of its expansion, throw-

ing back farther still its origin

beyond the 3,000, 4,000, or 5,000

years of the ancient historical civi-

lizations to which we have re-

ferred."

These mysteries are only part of

the uncounted, unanswered ques-

tions that face the small assemblage

of experts studying them. When
and if a complete study of the

thousands of sites is ever made,

many more enigmas will undoubt-

edly be uncovered. It is a fantasti-

cally big job—one that has its limi-

tations in time, because every

additional year of wind and weather

subtract a little more from the

clearness of the paintings. Wind
and sand, sun and water, heat and

cold, already have bombarded un-

told numbers of the earlier paint-

ings into unrecorded oblivion.

Readers are referred to a previ-

ous article on this subject by
Nels Nelson, in the November,
1937, issue of Natural History.
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A This young osprey was already showing

the defiant spirit of its parents, who even put

a dent in a flashlight reflector left in position

for remote-control photography

AHUNDRED miles south of the

California-Arizona border lies

the tip end of the Sea of Cortez,

a tremendous body of water dotted

with islands, which, in turn, are

dotted with the nests of ospreys.

These impressive birds were for-

merly widely distributed through-

out most of the tropical and tem-

perate world. Some people may
associate them with tree-bordered

lakes, but actually they are as much
at home on a scorching desert sea

coast as elsewhere, a fact proved

by their abundance along the full

length of the Gulf of California.

The vegetation of the region is

meager and mainly hmited to

stunted elephant trees and giant

cardon cactus, the Lower California

saguaros. Lizards, rattlesnakes, and

pack rats form the bulk of the is-

lands' terrestrial animal life, while

giant sea turtles and graceful por-

poises play in waters which are

rarely disturbed by churning pro-

pellers.

In a few localities the ospreys
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OSPREYS
of Ventana

A voyage in the Gulf of Lower California

leads to close acquaintanceship with the

fish hawk, a bird that harms no one and

should not be harried out of existence

By LE^^^s Wayne Walker
Photographs by the autho

^S^^^^^^S^S^^^SSSSSS^^^^^^^^^S^^

A A NATURAL CITADEL selected by the adult birds for their nest

—

a rock appropriately named Ventana, or "window"

nest in the crotches formed by the

branching arms of the giant cactus,

but the birds far outnumber avail-

able plants, and so most of them

are forced to place their bulky nests

on rocky pinnacles. From a photog-

rapher's point of view, any one of

these nests would be an ideal

camera subject, but there are so

many from which to choose that a

traveler is baffled bv their num-

bers. To a certain extent the legen-

dary "maiiana" complex of the

country takes over, and I passed

nest after nest, deciding each time

to return on the morrow. Then I

found Ventana, the "window-rock."

This tremendous triangular pile

of rock reared in the air a hundred

feet wide at the base and as many
feet tall. A stone's throw away was

a larger island, one of the many in
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the beautiful bay of Bahia de Los

Angeles. Winds and tidal current

have worked on Ventana, but in-

stead of wearing the rock around

its circumference, they have tun-

neled a hole through its middle,

creating a natural arch as a perfect

frame for the bay and the hills be-

yond. At its topmost point a bulky

pile of sticks jutted up for another

five feet to form the prize eyrie of

them all—a rugged beauty that

words cannot adequately describe.

The size of this nest was indica-

tive of long occupancy by ospreys,

yet my first visit convinced me that

it had never before been molested

by humans. At every step of the

steep climb an avalanche of loose

stones was started, and I literally

carved a trail to the summit. Within

a slight depression on top of the

pile of sticks reposed two chocolate

mottled eggs.

All during my ascent, the adults

had flown overhead, constantly

whistling defiance; but as I climbed

and finally reached the base of their

home, their vocal threats changed

to action, and every ten or fifteen

seconds I was forced to duck the

reckless attacks of the nesting birds.

They missed me by mere inches

OSPREYS OF VENTANA

A The young bird, even at this age, was not reluctant to charge the author

and became braver with each dive.

Finally, when air turbulence ruffled

my hair, I picked up a two-foot

stick and held it above my head

for protection. It was promptly

knocked out of my hand and into

the water far below.

The adults usually worked in

conjunction like a well-rehearsed

team, but I noticed that there were

short periods when only one bird

guarded the nest. Then, each time

that the missing mate returned to

repeat the diving tactics, I would

be showered with a fine spray of

water from dripping feathers. This

water spraying was just a by-prod-

uct of the bird's method of keeping

cool in the heat of constant attacks.

When, through exertion, body tem-

pera tiu-e "reached a boiling point,"

the bird would soar off on a long,

fast glide. Just above the surface

it would dangle its long legs and

create a filmy blanket of spray.

These nonstop aerial baths often

left a wake of a hundred feet or

more in length. The whole pro-

cedure of repeated dives and short

"time outs" was reminiscent of a

prize fight with its three minutes

of strenuous battle and a minute

of refreshing rest.

A month later I again visited

Ventana, and in place of the eggs

there were twin young. Despite

their tender age of less than a week,

the chicks were obeying commands

of their parents, evidently given as

my boat approached the rock. Both

of the young were flattened against

the debris as though pressed into

place with a weight, and although

their eyes were half open and

watching my movements, they gave

no other sign of life. One that I

picked up and rolled on its back

remained rigid for many minutes.

Then it gradually twisted its neck

into a half-tm-n and placed its

lower mandible flush with the nest.

Dust and fish scales, dislodged

when I set up the camera tripod,

floated about the dry platform, and

some of these particles settled in

the open eyes of the young. Still no

movement was to be seen, although

such irritation would have been un-

bearable to a person and would

have caused one to break the stern-

est of parental commands.

After the camera was set and
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focused on the nest, I letieated to-

u'ard the base of ^'entana with the

elective remote-contiol cord in my
hand. As I inched my way down,

Chappo, the boatman, gesticulated

wildlv and pointed to the nest. I

paused in my descent and glanced

back at the eyrie to see camera and

tiipod danghng over space, held

aloft by an electrical plug and a

cord that had snagged on a pro-

jecting boulder. Later, when I

gingerly pulled the equipment to

the top, dents and talon marks on

the reflector showed that the dives

of the adults were not always in-

tentional misses.

A month later and after 400 miles

of island-hopping in the centi^al sec-

tion of the Gulf, I returned to Ven-

tana once more. From a distance,

the twin young, almost as large as

their flying parents, could be seen

standing in the nest. At the first

whistled warning, they fell flat on

their breasts in the same freeze that

they had used as chicks. But with

growth and strength had also come

independence, and now when I

turned one over, he flopped right

side up and then with open wings

tried to iijsh me off the nest. The
adults, so worried on previous

visits, were now more tolerant and

were content to circle 50 feet above

and whistle advice to their off-

spring.

Two hours were spent in the

vicinity, and throughout this period

a fourteen-inch mullet was con-

stantly carried in the talons of one

of the parents. This fish, almost half

the bird's length, was handled in

an effortless manner and was car-

ried headfirst into the line of flight

to minimize wind resistance. Later,

as our boat left the ospreys' do-

main, the burdened hawk was seen

to zoom up and above his flying

mate and then release his hold on

the prey. As it hurtled downward,

end over end, the lower bird

"^ Young raised in captivity and without instruction from their

parents have developed the osprey technique of catching fish. The
fish is usually carried headfirst to reduce wind resistance

snatched it out of the air and flew

in to feed the young.

At an age of about a month and

a half, the young were seen prac-

ticing flight on the hogback ridge,

and a few days later they were

found on the beach of the larger

island near by. The parents spent

most of their time circling lazily

over the bay on the watch for finny

prey in the waters below; and when
a fish was sighted, a bird would

hover over the spot until it ap-

proached the surface and then go

into a speedy, headlong dive. When
25 feet from the water, the wings

would be raised and talons ex-

tended to maximum length. A frac-

tion of a second later the bird would

almost disappear from sight, com-

pletely enveloped in a shower of

spray. After a short struggle, with

wildly beating wings, the hunter

would once more become ^air-

borne. On regaining altitude, the

fish would be deftly shifted to its

headfirst position and then taken

to the beach and fed to the waiting

young, soon to be on their own.
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URRET EYES
The daddy longlegs has

eyes in a turret, but still he

can't see very well

By Edwin Way Teale
Photographs by the author

IF
a daddy longlegs walked as we

do, its body would be lifted well

above the ground at the top of its

slender stiltlike legs. It would form

a kind of natural lookout tower.

Instead, it moves along on legs that

are bent, its "knees" rising high

above its seed-shaped body. The

body bobs along almost touching

the ground. In this position, the

grandfather graybeard, as it is

sometimes called, is better able to

detect its food by touch and taste.

But it is handicapped in the matter

of seeing around it, for its low

viewpoint limits its horizon.

A close examination of one of

these familiar creatures reveals the

curious position of its eyes. They

are located in a little tower or tur-

A A DADDY LONGLEGS, ot harvestman, on the blooms of a white funkia

"^ Close-up of a harvestman, show-

ing the little turret that rises above

the creature's body and gives it a

letter view of its surroundings

ret that rises from the upper side

of the body like a conning tower on

a submarine. This turret holds two

eyes, one facing to the right, the

other to the left. In this position,

the eyes have increased effective-

ness. They are lifted above the

body, situated in an open space,

better able to see what is going on

around them.

And the daddy longlegs needs all

the aids to better vision that it can

possess, for its two organs of sight

are of extremely low efficiency.

They are hardly better than the

simple eyes, or ocelli, that are found

between the great compound eyes

on the heads of many insects. But

this creature, like most arachnids,

is largely nocturnal. The main func-

tion of its eyes is to detect the dif-

ference between light and dark.

So, even though it caiTies a living

lookout tower about on its back,

the so-called harvestman probably

sees-in varying degrees and shapes

-only masses of light and dark in

the world about it.
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March ofthe

Its sudden advance around half the circumference of the world

By R. Tucker Abbott
Assistant Curator. Dh-ision of Mollnsks,

r. S. Xational Mmeum

is a serious menace to agriculture

THE sergeant was enjoying the

cool of the evening as he diove

his jeep down the steep and wind-

ing jungle road. Although orders

were still in effect to drive at a

snail's pace on Saipan's mountain

roads at night, he apparently had

no need of reducing speed more
than was required to make the

sharpest tm-ns. On one of those

rare, straight stretches, the jeep

picked up speed. Suddenly, the ser-

geant saw that the road ahead

was httered with large stones. He
braced himself for the jolts and

applied his brakes. But under the

wheels the stones popped and
crunched like hens' eggs. Then the

jeep skidded, and the beams of the

headlights tangled with jungle

vines and went out.

The dazed sergeant crawled out

of the ditch and limped back onto

the road with flashlight in hand

to investigate the "stones." A long

whistle of wonderment escaped his

lips. These were not stones. They

were dozens of huge, crawHng

snails, many nearly half a foot in

length! All were marching across

the road, and the smeared carcasses

of a number of them marked the

skid trail to the ditch where the

wrecked jeep lay on its side.

The strange story of the swarms

of giant snails found by the ser-

geant and others on Saipan Island

after its capture from the Japanese

has its beginning some 8000 miles to

the west of the Mariana Islands.

Before man began his extensive

trading voyages throughout the In-

'^ In size, it is a veritable nightmare of a snail. Extended from
its five-inch shell, it may measure nine inches or more overall.

(Achatina fulica Ferussac)

dian and Pacific oceans, tire giant

African snail (Achatina fulica Fe-

russac) was limited to the Island

of Madagascar and probably the

mainland of Africa. The very early

history of Achatina's march around

half the face of the globe is obscure;

but since 1803, man has recorded

its introduction into a score of for-

eign lands, with the latest invasion

taking place in southern CaUfornia.

The sudden appearance of snails

of such unusual size, the rapidity

with which they reproduce, and

their destructiveness to succulent

plants and young sprouts have

caused man to turn battle against

these molluscan invaders in a score

of places around the world. Alarm-

ing destruction to truck crops in

the Mariana Islands and the recent

accidental introduction of this snail

into the United States have added

a new chapter to the story. Will

Photo courtesy of Ernest P. Walker
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other chapters soon be added, such

as "Giant Snails Raze Florida

Tomato Crops" or "Cubans Battle

Giant Snail Visitors from the United

States"?

The menace is so real that the

National Research Council, at the

request of the United States Navy
and its Office of Island Govern-

ments, has recently set out to find

some solution to the problem. Al-

ready, Dr. Francis X. Williams, a

scientist renowned for his success-

ful fight against insect invaders of

the Hawaiian Islands, has been sent

to the home of the Achatinas in

tropical Africa. His job is to learn

as much as possible about the snail's

habits and natural enemies. What
he discovers will be used in our

all-out attack on the snail in the

Pacific.

One of the advisers to this proj-

ect, and without question the lead-

ing authority on African land snails,

is Dr. Joseph Bequaert, who was
formerly on the stafE of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History

and is now a curator at Harvard's

famed Museum of Comparative

Zoology. The largest collection of

Achatina snails, includiirg nearly

all of the known species, vj, housed

at Harvard University. Of the sev-

eral dozen species of Achatinas, the

Pacific invader is by no means the

largest; it has gained the name
"giant" only because of its size in

relation to the smaller snails of

India and the East Indies. Achatina

achatkm, the King Kong of land

snails, has perhaps the more right-

ful claim to the name "giant African

snail"; but probably because of its

special environmental or food re-

quirements, it has never success-

fully invaded other lands.

The first published record of

Achatina fulica's appearance out-

side of Africa and Madagascar was

made by the French naturalist

L. A. Bosc, who in 1803 recorded it

from the Island of Mauritius, some

700 miles east of Madagascar. Also

about that time, the French gov-

ernor of Reunion Island dispatched

a ship to Madagascar to obtain

living specimens for his gardens.

It appears that the favorite young

lady of the governor had acquired

a taste for snail soup, which in

those days was considered a sov-

ereign remedy for tuberculosis.

Responsibility for the snail's first

inti-oduction to the mainland of

Asia can be traced to the well-

known malacologist W. H. Benson.

While visiting a friend to collect

moUusks in Mauritius in 1847, he

became sufficiently interested in

these giants to bring back living

specimens to Calcutta, India, where

he released them in the garden of

the Bengal Asiatic Society.

Since Benson's day the giant

African snail has made a steady

march eastward, with serious out-

breaks occurring in the Seychelle

Islands prior to 1868 and in Ceylon

in 1900, where it attacked young

tea plants. It made its presence

known in Perak, Sti^aits Settlements,

in 1927 and in Malaya in 1928,

where it destroyed thousands of

young rubber plants. By 1930, it

was in the gardens of Singapore and

MARCH OF THE GIANT AFRICAN SNAIL

a year later in Southern China. It

hit the Rhio Archipelago, Nether-
lands East Indies, in 1933; then
Java in 1935; Palembang, Sumatra,
in 1936; and Siam before 1937. The
snail has appeared from time to
time in the Hawaiian Islands, but
thanks to the vigilance of Dr. C.
M. Cooke, of the Bernice P. Bishop
Museum, and Dr. C. E. Pemberton,
colonies introduced have been
stamped out each time before the
situation reached the epidemic
stage.

The Japanese introduced Acha-
tinas to Saipan and Tinian Islands
in the Mariana Islands for food pur-
poses some time before 1940. Al-

though the Japanese were very fond
of Achatina stew, the natives did
not acquire a liking for it. When
American troops occupied these is-

lands in 1945, the snails were so

abundant that driving was danger-
ous because the roads were made
slippery by hundreds of crushed
snails. The author has seen as many
as 50 large Achatinas clinging to

a small 10-foot tree on Saipan Is-

land. Dr. E. E. Green, in 1911, re-

ported a similar condition in Cey-
lon, where 227 snails were counted
on the stem of a coconut ti-ee. The
ground beneath was covered an
inch deep with excreta.

In 1946, when pandanas leaves

were being shipped from Saipan

to Guam for native handicraft, the

snails soon appeared on the out-

skirts of a village not far from Agat

on the west shore. No serious effort

was made by the autliorities to

conti'ol the invader, and by 1947
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the colony had enlarged and spread

over most of southern Guam. At

present, a similar epidemic is raging

in tlie Palau Islands.

United States is the most recent

port of call for Achatina, living

adults having been found in gar-

dens in San Pedro, CaUfornia. The

theory has been advanced that eggs

or estivating adults were brought

in on army vehicles from Tinian

Island soon after the war. It would

be regrettable indeed if the snails

estabhshed themselves in Cah-

fomia's great truck-farming areas.

Fortunately, the climate of that

state is not considered to be en-

tirely ideal for the snail. In Malaya,

agriculturists were concerned as

much with the abiUty of the snail to

mechanically transport common

plant diseases, such as the "root

disease" of sugar cane, as they were

with its destructiveness to sprout-

ing rubber plants.

Adult Achatinas seem to prefer

rotting vegetation, fallen fruit, and

even human excreta as the main

part of their diet, but younger snails

take an active part in attacking suc-

culent vegetables and the sprouts

of certain economically important

plants. In Ceylon, where the rocks

are almost purely granite, there is

no limestone, and doubtless because

of this the snails have developed a

passion for whitewash. They crawl

up buildings in order to lap it off;

and this is now turned to account

in keeping down the pests. Little

bags of poisoned whitewash are

hung in spots where they are Hkely

to find and eat it.

Biological control by the intro-

duction of natural enemies or dis-

eases that keep the snails in check

in their native Africa is a method

that holds great promise, but off-

setting this is the gamble of a bio-

logical backfire. It sometimes hap-

pens that the controlling agent suc-

cessfully checks enemy No. 1 only

to become a menace to harmless

creatures. There are small carnivor-

ous mollusks in Africa that attack

Achatina snails. If introduced to

the islands, would they not only

ehminate the African giants but

turn to vidpe out the beautiful Par-

tula snails, which are used exten-

sively for native jewelry?
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Other enemies of this species of

Achatina have been observed in

several countries, but their effec-

tiveness in control has been negli-

gible. In Africa, large lizards have

been known to feed upon them.

In Ceylon, the common Pond Tor-

toise (Nicoria) is the only animal

that has been observed to attack

them. In the East Indies, rats have

occasionally gnawed open the

shells. The larvae of the Indian

Glowworm (Lamprophorus) will

attack and devour young Achatinas

at night, but their inability to check

their numbers is attested by the

fact that by 1910 large colonies

were fairly common over most of

northern Bengal.

One cannot always predict how
one particular species will behave

in a foreign land, whether it be

snail, monkey, or man. Achatina is

almost exclusively a ground dweller

in Africa, yet in the East Indian and

the Pacific Islands it has taken to

arboreal habits in great measure.

Whether this particular paradox is

due to the development of a new

strain of this species or is brought

about by the necessity of seeking

new tree-dwelling foods, such as

lichens, is not known.

There is still another approach

to their control, one that calls for

the combined planning of the biol-

ogist, fisheries expert, and econ-

omist. It has been suggested that

small canneries be set up in the

islands where the Achatinas could

be harvested, prepared for canning

in the manner of squids, and

shipped to the Japanese markets. It

is possible that their gastronomic

appeal might vie with the most

favored of Japanese seaweeds,

holothurians, and octopi.

Temporary measures to protect

crops and gardens have met with

varying degrees of success. A price

was put on Achatina's head in

Malaya, and in a single day several

thousands were collected and car-

ried out to sea. Unfortunately, the

wind turned to an unfavorable

quarter and washed most of them

ashore alive! It was soon learned

that piles of collected snails had to

be buried or burned with the aid

of gasoUne. Poultry dealers intro-

duced them from Singapore to

Sarawak for chicken food, and two

years later a program of eradica-

tion had to be started. In fifteen

days, half a miUion adults and

twenty milfion eggs were de-

stroyed. In a year or so, the snails

were as plentiful as before. Rub-

ber planters developed poisoned

bait-balls of rice bran and a poison

of a compound of metaldehyde.

Miniature tents of corrugated iron

sheeting were put over the bait-

balls to prevent hardening by the

sun and melting by the rain. Their

success was moderate. DDT is

likely to have little or no effect on

snails, since mollusks lack the chitin

for which that chemical has such

an affinity in the case of insects.

Achatina's powers of reproduc-

tion are excellent. In a year, the

young are old enough to begin lay-

ing eggs. Usually 300 eggs are laid

at one time, and it is believed that

the snail repeats the operation

every few weeks during rainy spells.

The round, yellow, pealike eggs

are laid at night under protective

leaves on the ground in a mucous

glob about the size of a cucumber.

The adults have both male and

female reproductive organs in the

same individual, so that each fully

grown snail contributes to the in-

crease of the colony. Three hundred

eggs at one sitting is by no means

startling for a mollusk; a single

oyster sometimes reaches the 60,-

000,000 mark. What prevents the

ocean from filUng with oyster shells

in a few years is the enormous

death rate among the young. Ap-

parently, in the Pacific Islands

where natural enemies are absent,

the death rate among young giant

African snails is quite low.

A "worm's eye" view of the ani-

mal of the Achatina snail is not

particularly attractive. The moist,

rubber-like skin of the body and

face is granulose in texture, with a

number of longitudinal furrows

running along the neck. The color

of the skin is a subdued browmish

black. Mounted on the head are

two pairs of feelers: a pair of short

tentacles and, above them, two

larger eye peduncles. At the tip of

each of the latter is a round, bulbous

eye. The fleshy peduncles are con-

stantly moving from side to side
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and changing in length. If the eye

is touched, the snail immediately

shrinks the peduncle to almost one-

fourth its original size. Oddly

enough, the creature accomplishes

this by pulhng the eye down into

the peduncle itself, just as you

might turn a stocking inside out.

If we could imagine an Achatina

snail as large as a cow, we would

undoubtedly be horrified at its

ability to chew and engulf vege-

table matter. The mouth is armed

with a homy jaw, behind which is

an impressive set of over 80,000

tough teeth. The individual teeth,

which are arranged in rows along

a tonguelike ribbon, are made up

in the form of small oblong blocks,

each bearing a strong pointed hook.

At times, when the mouth of the

snail is pressed firmly against a

piece of glass, the glint of flashing

teeth can be seen as the ribbon

moves back and forth.

While protected by the mucous
matrix, the eggs are rubbery to

the touch, but if separated from

this moist, protecting sheath, their

outer calcareous shells become ex-

tremely hard. Their bouncing qual-

ities on the laboratory table are

equal to those of golf balls. Yoshio

Kondo, one of Hawaii's mollusk ex-

perts, has carried out a number of

interesting experiments with the

eggs and young of Achatina. Not

the least strange of these were the

"ship-in-a-bottle" experiments. Jars

and bottles of several sizes and

shapes were laid on their sides, and

miniature gardens were carefully

cultivated inside. A newly hatched

Achatina snail was then introduced

into each bottle and allowed to

grow. For months water and food

were passed through the necks of

the bottles to the ever-growing

snails. Their shells increased nor-

mally until no more room was
available. Many of them continued

their growth to take on bizarre,

elongated shapes. When the de-

sired oddity in size or shape had

been acquired, the bottle, garden,

and snail were boiled a few minutes

in water and then meticulously

cleaned of all meat, soil, and vege-

tation. Result: a beautiful giant

African snail shell enshrined in a

bottle.

* A CLOSE RELATIVE of the destructive snail is even

larger, as shown here. The one in the hand is Achatina

achatina
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l^ew York Zoological Society photo by Sam Dunton

A Stately scalares swim among sprigs

of water sprite, Vallisneria, and Cryp-

tocoryne in a small aquarium"DL ^/{ytfz of

THE BALANCED AQUARIUM
THE idea that the animals and

plants of an aquarium balance

each other in their production and

consumption of carbon dioxide and

oxygen was a little over 100 years

old when it was proved wrong.

Although it was disproved more

than seventeen years ago, the myth

of the balanced aquarium still

holds sway—in the tropical fish

fancy, in the schoolroom, and in

the laboratory. Such is the power

of the too felicitous phrase, the

too trim theory.

Joseph Priestley was the first to

demonstrate the reciprocal action

of plants and animals on the atmos-

phere, when he showed that a

limited amount of air in which rats

were smothered would again sup-

port more of them after green

plants had remained in it for a

time. In 1777, he also reported that

fishes affect the water in which

they live in the same way that ter-

restrial animals affect the air sur-

rounding them, although he appar-
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If you have been planting vegetation in your aquarium

on the ancient theory that your fishes need the oxygen

it produces, you will be interested to know how it is

really affecting them

By James W. Atz
Assistant Curator, New York Aquarium,

New York Zoological Society

Drateings by G. Miles Conrad

ently had not availed himself of

Robert Boyle's experiments, per-

formed a century earlier. Boyle

showed that a fish breathes air

dissolved in water, since it dies

when its container is placed in a

chamber from which most of the

air is exhausted by a vacuum

pump or when its glass is quite

filled with water and so closely

stoppered that it cannot enjoy the

benefit of air.

Priestley paved the way for the

fundamental work of Ingenhousz,

de Saussure, and Senebier on plant

physiology and of Lavoisier on the

chemistry of animal respiration.

Thus by the first decade of the

nmeteenth century it was well

established that plants, like ani-

mals, respire, taking in oxygen and

giving off carbon dioxide, but that

in the presence of strong enough

light this function is far overbal-

anced by the assimilative one, later

called photosynthesis, in which

carbon dioxide and water are con-

sumed and oxygen released.

We realize today tliat almost all

the oxygen in our atmosphere re-

sults from the photosynthesis of

plants, so the savants of Priestley's

time were not incorrect in empha-

sizing the far-reaching importance

of this plant-animal relationship.

But thev gave it a teleological twist.
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using it to illustrate the marvelous

goodness of the world in which

man lives. "From these discoveries

we are assured that no vegetable

grows in vain," declared Sir John

Pringle, President of the Royal

Society in 1773, "but that from the

oak of the forest to the grass of the

field, every individual plant is

serviceable to mankind; if not al-

ways distinguished by some private

virtue, yet making a part of the

whole which cleanses and purifies

our atmosphere. In this the fragrant

rose and deadly nightshade co-

operate: nor is the herbage, nor the

woods that flourish in the most

remote and unpeopled regions un-

profitable to us, nor we to them;

considering how constantly the

winds convey to them our vitiated

air, for our relief, and for their

nourishment."

This florid vein continued on

into the cynical twentieth century,

when
J.

E. Taylor wrote, in 1901,

that "every teacher in physical

geography now imparts to his class

that the oxygen generated in the

virgin forests of the Amazon valley

may be brought by the wind to

bring health to the fetid streets and

alleys of crowded European cities,

and that in return the carbonic

acid breathed forth from our over-

populated towns may be carried on

the 'wings of the wind,' to be

eventually absorbed by the incal-

culable stomata which crowd the

under surfaces of the leaves in the

same forest-clad region!"

These were the compost-mixers

for our myth; they prepared each

successive generation with suc-

cessively more fertile minds for its

seeding and growth. Who, preoccu-

pied with the world-wide implica-

tions of the balance between plants

and animals, could suspect that so

insignificant a part of the earth as

a home aquarium would not con-

form?

The first aquarium: where and

when was it devised? The word it-

self was not used to indicate a

container of water with aquatic

animals living in it until 1852; but

before that, who was the first to

keep fish captive in some small,

water-containing receptacle? As

far back as 2500 b.c, the Sumeri-

ans kept living fishes for food. The
ancient Romans had pet moray eels

and mullet, while the Chinese

domesticated the goldfish in the

Sung Dynasty (960-1278), but all

these fishes were maintained in

pools or ponds. There is evidence,

however, that in some places in

China goldfish were kept indoors

in porcelain vessels during the win-

ter months. Perhaps these were the

first aquaria, although we cannot

be sure.

If we consider the aquarium

properly to be only a glass or glass-

sided water container, we can fix

its origins a little more definitely.

The earliest record of putting fish

into glass containers comes down
to us from the Romans of the first

century. They did not do this

for the purpose of keeping the fish

alive, however, but to watch their

change of color as they died.

The maintenance of fish in small

glasses was still noteworthy enough
in 1746 to warrant the publication

of Fellow William Arderon's letter

"on keeping of small fish in glass

jars" in the Philosophical Transac-

tions of the Royal Society of Lon-

don; yet this was certainly not the

first attempt to do so. According

to Royle, Guillaume Rondelet, a

Renaissance student of aquatic life

who died in 1566, once claimed

that his wife had kept a fish alive

in a glass of water for three

years. Samuel Pepys, indefatigable

recorder of minutiae, made the fol-

lowing entry in his diary on May
28, 1665: "Thence home and to see

my Lady Pen, where my wife and

I were shown a fine rarity: of fishes

kept in a glass of water, that will

live so for ever; and finely marked

they are, being foreign." My Lady

Pen, incidentally, was the mother

of William Penn of Pennsylvania.

But the keeping of fishes as pets

did not become a popular pastime

until after the goldfish was widely

introduced into England during the

first half of the eighteenth century.

At first they were maintained in

ponds on the lands of the well-to-

do. Sir John Hawkins, noted editor

of Izaak Walton and Charles Cot-

ton, wrote in 1760: "There has also

been lately brought hither from

China, those beautiful creatures

Gold and Silver Fish . . . These fish

are usually kept in ponds, basons

and small reservoirs of water, to

which they are a delightful orna-

Fishes, like people, breathe oxygen

(dissolved in water) and give off car-

bon dioxide

Plants use oxygen and give off carbon

dioxide day and night, but in daylight

an opposite process overshadows this

Under the influence of light, plants use

larger quantities of carbon dioxide and

give off larger quantities of oxygen
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Oxygen escapes readily from wa+er and is quickly

absorbed by it

Carbon dioxide, unlike oxygen, moves sluggishly

from air info water or vice versa

ment; and I have known a few of

them kept for years in a large glass

vessel hke a punch-bowl. . .
." In

the second and third editions of

The Complete Angler which he

edited, dated 1766 and 1775 respec-

tively, the above footnote was re-

peated, but in the fourth edition,

printed in 1784, Hawkins saw fit to

alter it, stating that "it is now a

very common practice to keep

them in a large glass vessel like a

punch-bowl. . .
." The Reverend

Gilbert White corroborates Haw-
kins in Letter LIV of The Natural

History of Selhorne, based on an

entry from his Journal dated Octo-

ber 27, 1782: "When I happen to

visit a family where gold and silver

fishes are kept in a glass bowl, I

am always pleased with the occur-

rence, because it offers me an

opportunity of observing the activ-

ities and propensities of those be-

ings with whom we can be little

acquainted in their natural state."

If we accept this evidence at face

value, we can declare that between

1775 and 1784 the goldfish bowl

became a popular household ap-

phance in England.

The elements of our myth were

now at hand; it only remained for

someone to apply the principle of

plant-animal balance to an aquari-

um by growing aquatic plants in it.

Looking at the matter in his-

torical perspective, one is not im-

pressed by the ingenuity of the

idea or surprised that a number of

people claimed to have stumbled

upon it independently and more or

less at the same time. The wonder

is, perhaps, why no one hit upon

it before. For it was not until after

1840 that aquarists began to em-

ploy aquatic plants in their tanks.

Moreover, it was a French in-

vertebrate zoologist, Charles des

Mouhns, who first claimed to have

discovered that the presence of

green plants in small containers of

water kept that medium suitable

indefinitely for small animals

(planarians in this instance) and

who attributed this effect to the

physiology of the plants. Charles

des Moulins was President of the

Linnaean Society of Bordeaux, and

he reported his experiments in the

Actes of that organization in 1830.

Credit for the earliest clear enun-

ciation of the benefits resulting

from the interactions between

aquatic plants and fishes should,

however, go to the author of

a chemistry textbook, William

Thomas Brande. As early as 1821,

his Manual of Chemistry stated:

"Fishes breathe the air which is

dissolved in water; they therefore

soon deprive it of its oxygen, the

place of which is supplied by car-

bonic acid; this is in many in-

stances decomposed by aquatic

vegetables, which restore oxygen

and absorb the carbon; hence the

advantage of cultivating growing

vegetables in artificial fish-ponds."

That this information should ap-

pear in a book on chemistry makes

one wonder if it were not common
knowledge among fish culturists of

the time, but a search of the litera-

ture has failed to reveal even an

allusion to it.

Perhaps this disjunction of knowl-

edge explains why the five or six

amateur and professional biologists

who at this time came upon the

idea of using plants to "purify"

their aquaria, each claimed to be

the originator of it and why they

quarreled (albeit genteelly) as to

who was the first among them to

do so.

One of them, Robert Warington,

later said that it was Brande's state-

ment that had incited him to set

up his experimental tank with gold-

fish and tape grass {Vallisneria)

.

Warington was a chemist himself,

and his was the first unequivocal

exposition of the conception of

mutual interdependence of the

plants and animals in a small con-

tainer of water. Both des Moulins

and George Johnston, who had

worked with sea water, marine

animals, and seaweed previous to

1842, had been somewhat vague in

their writings. Not so Warington.

His paper, read before the Chem-
ical Society of London early in

1850, is perfectly clear and could

be used today as a summation of

what practically all teachers, most

aquarists, and many professional

biologists believe: "Thus we have

that admirable balance sustained

between the animal and vegetable

kingdoms, and that in a liquid ele-

ment. The fish, in its respiration,

consumes the oxygen held in solu-

tion by the water as atmospheric

air; furnishes carbonic acid; feeds

on the insects and young snails; and

excretes material well adapted as

a rich food to the plant and well

fitted for its luxuriant growth.

"The plant, by its respiration,

consumes the carbonic acid pro-

duced by the fish, appropriating the

carbon to the construction of its

tissues and fibre, and hberates the
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oxygen in its gaseous state to sus-

tain the healthy functions of the

animal life, at the same time that

it feeds on the rejected matter

which has fulfilled its purposes in

the nourishment of the fish. . .
."

The key word was "balance," and
it appears in the writings of N. B.

Ward, Philip Henry Gosse, Edwin
Lankester, and Mrs. Anne Thynne,

co-claimants for the honor of first

applying the oxygen-carbon diox-

ide interactions of plants and
animals to small aquaria. Probably

the first to set up a tank contain-

ing both fish and plants with the

idea of balancing one against the

other was Nathaniel Bagshaw
Ward, an English botanist, who
originated the Wardian Case, that

glass-sided box with ferns and other

plants growing inside it so often

seen in latter nineteenth century

parlors. Whether it was this minia-

ture greenhouse (admittedly not

airtight) that gave Ward the idea

for setting up his aquarium in 1842

was never made clear, either by

him or his encomiastical son. At

any rate, the father did not pub-

lish an account of his work until

1852. Ward was apparently indi-

rectly responsible for the first public

aquarium. His tank inspired a Mr.

Bowerbank to set up one of his

own, and this in turn gave David

W. Mitchell, Secretary of the

Zoological Society of London, the

idea of an exhibit made up of a

series of such tanks. This took form

in Regent's Park as the Fish-house,

which was opened to the public in

the spring of 1853 and consisted

A SwoRDTAiL (female above and male below). One of the most popular
of the small, tropical, fresh-water fishes kept as pets throughout the world

solely of a number of standing

aquaria, some with fresh, some with

salt water, housed in a conserva-

tory-like building.

Judging from the remarks of the

times, the exhibition was a tremen-

dous success. Moreover, it so

stimulated the hobby of keeping

fishes as pets that it became more

or less of a craze. Dealers in tanks

and aquatic plants and animals

established themselves in London

and Edinburgh. Prices for a ready-

made home aquarium ranged from

two shillings to ten pounds. The
experience of one

J.
Paul was per-

haps typical: "I saw the aquarium

first at the Regent's Park Gardens,

then in a shop-window in the City

Road, and then—everywhere; and

I at once determined to be the

happy possessor of a tank. Alas,"

he continued, somewhat ruefully,

"I knew not the penalty attendant

on this worship of Neptune."

A tanic readily gefs enough
energy creating oxygen for its

fishes from the air

The water in a tank of fishes cannot

easily get rid of excessive and
deadly carbon dioxide

THE MYTH OF THE BALANCED AQUARIUM

Punch gently poked fun at the

fancy in its issue of December 13,

1856:

On, come with me,

And you shall see

My beautiful Aquarium;

Or if that word

You call absurd.

We'll say instead V^ivarium.

lis a glass case.

In fluid space,

Wficre, over pebbles weedy.

Small fishes play:

Now do not say

You think they must be seedy . . .

My Dicky sings.

And claps his u?ings,

I know that what he wishes

Is to escape

His cage, and scrape

Acquaintance with the fishes.

Now tell me, do.

Suppose that you

Your mode of life could vary;

Which would you like?

To be my Pike?

Or to be my Canary?

By 1858, at least nine books on

the keeping of home aquaria had

been published in London, and an

encyclopaedia of 1854 included an

article on the subject. In all of these

and in various newspaper and mag-

azine articles, too, the idea of bal-

ance between the aquarium's plants

and animals was stressed. Our

myth was now firmly fixed in com-

mon knowledge; a host of amateur

aquarists practiced its precepts
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Sam Diinton

A A NATURAL SETTING for jewel-like Sumatra barbs is provided by Sagit-

taria (foreground), water sprite (right and left), and a sword plant (rear)

daily, and thev and their friends

saw li\Tng proof of it each time they

looked into a tank.

There was li\-ing disproof of it to

be seen also, but this was either

overlooked or reasoned away. For

many years pre\-ious, fishes had

been successfully maintained in

bowls and tanks without an\" plant

life in their water. How did that

fit into the scheme? In 1856, Shir-

lev Hibberd expressed the \iew

taken by aquarists on this matter:

"The Philosophy of the Aquarium

must be clearly understood ... It

is a self-supporting, self-reno\"atiiig

collection, in which the various in-

fluences of animal and vegetable

life balance each other and main-

tain within the vessel a corre-

spondence of action which pre-

ser\es the whole. A mere globe of

fish is not an aquarium in the sense

here indicated: because to pre-

ser\'e the fish for any length of

time, the water must be frequently

changed. . .
."

And \"et hundreds of aquarists

before and since have kept fish in

tanks without plants and without

changing the water for months on

end. Hibberd himself kept a tank

of goldfish with no plants and with-

out changing the water for se\"en

years. He e.vplained this by attribut-

ing the o.xAgenation of the water

to microscopic and algal growths.

He wTote that, although it may take

some time for a tank "to become

richlv clothed with suitable oxygen

makers, some supply of oxygen is

secured from the verv first, for I

have seen ciliated spores and be-
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ginnings of genuine \'egetable de-

posits within a few hours of the

first furnishing of a tank. Hence it

was that ... I did not hesitate to

introduce the fishes as soon as the

tank w-as ftuiiished, without wait-

ing for the fuU development of the

microscopic forest, for I knew that

before the fishes exhausted the

oxygen in the fresh river water,

there would be the beginning of a

new supph" for them, and there

was ne^"er anv distress through that

procedure." Since fish can Hve in

a newlv set up tank without anv

apparent plants at all—either intro-

duced or grown in situ—there must

be enough unseen ones present to

ox:\genate the w-ater, else the fish

would diel The reasoning was fal-

lacious, but somehow the facts had
to be made to fit the behef.

In addition, it has ahvays been

well known that at night or on dull

days plants consume ors'gen and

gi\'e off carbon dioxide just as ani-

mals do. How did fish survive such

periods in an aquarium? Was it by
breathing oxygen that had been

stored up in the water while the

plants were producing it? No aqua-

rist ever said so, but this was im-

pHed in some of their works. A
Httle thought on the properties of

ox-\-gen dissolved in water w^ould

have shown this to be impossible.

Similar inconsistencies can be

tiaced right dowTi through the

books and articles written today

on the care of tropical fish. Only

one popular waiter on the subject

has recognized this—C. W. Coates

in his weekly column, 'Tropical

Fish and Home Aquaria," appear-

ing in The New York Sun each

Friday. I have seen an aquarist

hotlv maintain that plants are indis-

pensable in an aquariimi, while

literally under his nose was a tank-

ful of his own cichhd fish—notori-

ous plant-rooters—h\'ing content-

edlv without a sprig of green. Some

concepts are simply too good to

discard, even if they are untrue; the

balanced aquarium is one of them.

Proof that the balanced aquarium

existed only in the minds of its

de\"Otees and an uncritical public

In daylight, plants help fishes in the same tank by using up carbon dioxit

fishes also help the plants by providing carbon dioxide
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was published in Copeia in 1931

by Charles M. Breder, Jr., at that

time Research Associate at the old

New York Aquarium in Battery

Park. His proof that "the produc-

tion of oxygen by the photosyn-

thesis of plants in open balanced

aquaria contributes little, if any, to

that consumed by the animal hfe

therein" was obtained most directly

—simply by measuring the amount

of oxygen present under different

conditions. No one had ever

bothered to do this before, and

Breder found tliat as far as oxygen

was concerned, an "over or under

saturation returns with extreme

rapidity to equihbria" with the air

above the water. In other words

the water is practically never under

or oversaturated with dissolved

oxygen. As soon as the slightest

deficiency in oxygen exists in a

tank, oxygen from the atmosphere

passes into solution to make it up.

Similarly, if an excess is produced

by plants under the influence of

bright light, this quickly passes off

into the air.

In fact, one might say: just try

to keep oxygen out! Research work-

ers in fish physiology sometimes

want to determine exactly how
much oxygen a fish consumes. To
do this, they must measure the

oxygen in a sealed container of

water before and after a fish has

lived in it. The problem is to get

a seal that will keep out the at-

mospheric oxygen during the course

of the experiment. Even one and

one-half inches of heavy mineral

oil, floated on the top of an aquar-

ium's water, will not entirely keep

out atmospheric oxygen from above,

when the fish begin to use up the

gas already dissolved in the water

below. Scientists have had to de-

sign some complicated apparatus

to circumvent this difficulty.

Despite this omnipresence of

oxygen, every aquarist has at one

time or another seen his fish gather

at the surface of their tank, "gap-

ing." What makes them come to

the top, breathing rapidly, seeming

to be in some sort of respiratory

distress? Not a lack of oxygen but

an excess of carbon dioxide. Com-
pared with oxygen, this gas passes

from the water into the air and

from the atmosphere into solution

much more sluggishly. Conse-

quently, when an excess amount of

it appears in an aquarium, it takes

an appreciable length of time for

it to pass off. On the other hand.

Dr. Breder found that in tanks

where plants were actively engaged

in photosynthesis—building up car-

bohydrates out of water and carbon

dioxide and giving off oxygen—the

carbon dioxide remained far below

its equiUbrium level with the at-

mosphere for extended periods.

Plants, then, can and do make

At night, or In insufficient light, the plants actually restrict the fish population

by adding to the carbon dioxide

THE MYTH OF THE BALANCED AQUARIUM

Aerating a tank or stirring the water does not

ordinarily help the fish with oxygen, but it

does hasten removal of poisonous carbon
dioxide

an aquarium more habitable for

aquatic animals by using up the

carbon dioxide that the latter pro-

duce—carbon dioxide which, as Dr.

Breder put it, is "the limiting fac-

tor as regards the respiratory gases."

If plants were at work all the time,

a tank containing them could sup-

port more animals than one with-

out. But at night or on dark days,

when they cannot carry on photo-

synthesis, plants breathe like ani-

mals, adding their share of suf-

focating carbon dioxide to the

water. They breathe, of comse, in

bright light, too, but then their

respiration is far outweighed by

their photosynthetic activity, and

they consume far more carbon di-

oxide than they produce. Without

bright light, however, the presence

of plants in a tank actually lessens

the number of fish that tank will

support. Contrary to general belief,

putting plants into an aquarium

does not make it possible to keep

more fish in it.

It has long been known that car-

bon dioxide in excess kills fish or

man. It has an exaggerated reaction

on the blood of many fishes, called

the Bolir Effect, after the physiolo-

gist. Christian Bohr. Relatively

small amounts of carbon dioxide

increase the efficiency with which

the blood of some fishes can de-

liver oxygen to the tissues; but at

the same time, it decreases the

ability of the blood to take on oxy-

gen at the gills. The fish thus uses

up what it has and cannot replace

it. This can be demonstrated by
Continued on page 96
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THE POLYPHEMUS
By Arthur C. Parsons

-ill photographs by the author Jisin
From egg to winged adult, this beautiful insect

provides an interesting study in transformation that

can be observed in all parts of the United States

BThis female Polyphemus emerged from the cocoon about one-half hour

ago. She will not eat during the rest of her life but will lay 300 or more eggs

LAST October a pale green cater-

j pillar, three inches long and

as thick as one's thiimb, climbed

down from the branches of the

privet hedge bordering the terrace

and crawled rapidly along the ce-

ment walk to the porch steps. There

i
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^^She lays the eggs on leaves upon
which the caterpillars will feed. They hatch

within ten days. Fewer than five per cent

will probably survive to maturity

BThe caterpillar, pale green with

red dots, molts several times during the

summer and becomes about three inches

long and as thick as one's thumb

he paused for a moment, appar-

ently trying to decide whether to

mount the barrier or go around it.

While he was trying to make up
his mind, I picked him up and put

him in a box until I could get my
camera and tripod. Then I placed

him on a branch of the hedge, ar-

ranged a piece of gray cardboard

behind him, and tried to take his

picture; but he was not the most

willing subject in the world. Like

most insects, he insisted on moving
out of focus every time I was al-

most ready to snap the shutter, but

I did manage to make three ex-

posures after a half hour of patient

work. I wished to make some Koda-

chromes of him the foUowing day,

so I placed the caterpillar in a

breeding cage supplied with twigs

of privet, barberry, vdld black

cherry, and oak so that he would

have his choice of food.

THE POLYPHEMUS MOTH

Apparently the caterpillar had

eaten enough food during the pre-

ceding months, for when I returned

from work the next afternoon, he

was no longer there. Instead there

was a compact, silken cocoon, two

inches long and nearly an inch

in diameter, lying in the leaves on

the bottom of the cage.

The cage was put outdoors for

the winter so that the moth would

not emerge at the wrong time or

lack sufficient moisture. Moths will

emerge during the winter if the

cocoons are kept inside, but care

must be taken to moisten them

regularly to prevent them from

drying up. Polyphemus cocoons es-

The three-inch caterpil-

lar spins a two-inch silken

cocoon for itself. This one was

on a barberry twig



^pWHEN THEY have reached full length,

the wings begin to widen. About 20 min-

utes are required for them to become
fully expanded

^PThe wings unfold and
lengthen as fluids from the

body are pumped into them.

The body grows smaller as the

wings enlarge

flniALF A YEAR LATER, in May or

June, the moth emerges. At first

the wings are wrapped around the

body and appear small in propor-

tion to it

pecially need moisture to ensure

perfect insects.

On the 15th of last June, a

scratching sound could be heard

issuing from the inside of the co-

coon, a certain indication that the

moth was preparing to emerge. A
damp spot appeared at one end of

the cocoon, for the moth emits a

secretion that softens the silk

threads, enabling it to escape more
easily. Then a tiny hole appeared

in the center of the spot. This grew

larger so that the moth was able

to get a pair of legs through, and

then the insect pulled itself out

quickly as if glad to be free after

nearly ten months of imprisormient.

The Polyphemus is especially oblig-
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iiig in letting you know in advance

that it is ready to appear; others,

such as the Cecropia and Prome-

thea, come forth quickly and si-

lently with no scratching sounds

to warn you.

Any moth just emerging from the

cocoon is a sorry spectacle. The
Cecropia and Promethea have their

wings wrapped around their bodies

and bear httle resemblance to the

beautiful insects they will be an

hour later, but I believe that the

Polyphemus is the most bedraggled

of all. The body is wet and huge,

and the wings are stubs not much
larger than a thumbnail. The an-

tennae look natural, but they are

so large that they make the poor

moth seem even smaller. However,

you will see a great change in a

matter of minutes. The moth imme-

diately climbs out on the nearest

branch, in this case a privet twig.

It hangs with body down and be-

gins to vibrate both body and

wings. The fluids in the body are

pumped into the wings, which at

once begin to lengthen and unfold,

as can be seen in the illustrations.

You can actually see the veins ap-

pear and watch the unfolding of

the wings. As the latter become

wider and longer the body de-

creases in size. At the end of twenty

minutes the wings have attained

full size, but the moth is not yet

ready to fly. For an hour or more

the insect slowly opens and closes

its wings in order to dry and harden

them. This particular specimen

crawled out of the cocoon a few

minutes past four in the afternoon

but made no effort to fly until after

six o'clock.

During the winter I had found

another cocoon hanging in a neigh-

bor's barberry hedge. I placed it in

the cage with the other one, and

the moths emerged one day apart.

Fortunately one was a male and the

other a female, so I was able to

photograph both to show the dif-

ference in the size of the body and

the antennae. The coloring is the

same in both, but the male is not

so large as the female and has a

more slender body and much larger

antennae. The latter are so large

that they resemble small ferns.

The female deposited 326 eggs

on the leaves and branches placed
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in the cage. They hatched in a few

days, and the tiny caterpillars at

once began feeding. The food plants

are many— I have seen the cater-

pillars on oak, birch, maple, apple,

barberry, and privet. Normally,

very few of these caterpillars would

survive to spin cocoons in the fall,

for birds, animals, poisonous sprays,

and ichneumon fly parasites exact a

large toll. There are never enough

of the caterpillars to do any serious

damage to our shade or forest trees.

The Polyphemus moth gets its

name from the large "eye" in each

lower wing, because in classical

mythology Polyphemus was one of

the one-eyed Cyclops. These yel-

THE POLYPHEMUS MOTH

low, blue-ringed "eyes" with a

brown pupil can be fearsome-look-

ing objects to a predatory bird, for

they resemble the fierce eyes of an

owl when seen close up. Early one

morning I saw a robin swoop down
upon a Polyphemus that was rest-

ing on a post, but when the bird

came within a few inches of his in-

tended prey he suddenly put on

the brakes and departed hurriedly.

Evidently he did not like the ap-

pearance of the "eyes." Other birds

are not so easily frightened, how-

ever, for I have seen many pairs

of Polyphemus wings lying on the

ground at a pump station in the

woods. The moths had been at-

UPSn order to hasten drying, the

moth slowly opens and closes her
wings. A few minutes after this pic-

ture was taken, she made her first

clumsy flight

^PCOMPARE THE BROAD ANTENNAE of
this male Polyphemus with those of the

female. Both moths are beautiful crea-

tures. Wherever a pair find each other,

the yearly cycle of eggs, caterpillar, co-

coon, and winged adult may be renewed

tracted by the bright lights, had re-

mained there until dawn overtook

them, and the birds had descended

upon them.

The caterpillar does aU of the

feeding, for the moth has no mouth

parts and its life span is short. The

Polyphemus lives only long enough

to mate and deposit her eggs on

suitable food plants. Then she dies,

her mission accomplished. The

caterpillar lives four months, the

moth about that many days.
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From the days of Aristotle almost down to our

own time, people pondered over the mystery of

how eels reproduce their kind, but the perplexing

problem was finally solved

By Willy Ley

THE two most important things

about the fish AnguiUa, the

common eel of rivers and lakes,

were put into writing some 300

years ago by the famous Izaak

Walton, in his equally famous book

The Compleat Angler.

"It is agreed by most men, that

the Eel is a most dainty fish; the

Romans have esteemed her the

Helena of their feasts; and some the

queen of palate pleasure. But most

men diflFer about their breeding:

some say they breed by generation,

as other fish do; and others, that

they breed, as some worms do, of

mud."

The first of these two sentences

may astonish some American read-

ers, since the eel, probably because

of its serpentine shape, is not valued

highly as a food fish on this side of

the Atlantic. Europeans may have

their differences, but they are in

full agreement that the eel is superb

as a food fish, provided it has been

well prepared. But there are some

differences concerning the meaning

of "well prepared." In the north-

ern European countries, especially

along the seashore, smoked eel is

preferred, while farther inland it

is either boiled with dill or served

cold in aspic. The fishermen along

the shores of the Baltic go every-

body else one better; they smoke

the eel first and then fry it in but-

ter. The fact that the eel is not a

rare fish may have added to its

popularity. Generally, where eels

are found at all, they occur in rather

large, sometimes incredible, num-

bers.

So much for Izaak Walton's first

statement. As for the second—that

is a long and complicated story,

full of surprises.

Since the oldest times, fishermen

have found roe or milt in their fish

when the season was right. But

in the case of the eel, there seemed

to be no such season. Nobody could

truthfully claim to have seen eel

roe, and Aristotle, some 2000 years

ago, summed up popular experi-

ence when he stated that "the eel

has no sex, no eggs, no semen and

originates from the entrails of the

sea."

Since the problem of the eel's

spawning was such a deep mystery

and since the eel, on the other hand,

was such a common fish, it is not

surprising that various supersti-

tions sprang up, taking deep root

in the course of time. Gennan folk-

lore, recorded in the sixteenth cen-

tury but probably centuries older,

provided a simple recipe for in-

creasing the supply of eels in a

given locality: "Take hairs from

the tail of a horse, cut them into

finger-long pieces and throw them

into a clear river; after some time

they will swell up, come to hfe

and, in due course, be transformed

into eels."

Nor were men of learning much
ahead of the folklore, as is shown

by a similar recipe advocated by

no less a person than the Flemish

physician and chemist Jan Baptista

van Helmont, around 1600: "Gut

two pieces of grass sod wet with

Maydew and place the grassy sides

•<The eel is familiar to millions who
esteem it as a food, but it took many

centuries to discover why no eggs were

ever found inside it. AnguiUa bosto-
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together, then put it into the rays

of the Spring sun, and after a few

hours you'll find that a large num-

ber of small eels have been gen-

erated."

Propagation being so simple, it

posed a major puzzle. Why, for ex-

ample, were the Rhine and all its

tributaries swarming with eels

while the Danube and its tribu-

taries were devoid of them? Dr.

Konrad Gesner of Zurich, the great

Swiss zoologist, decided that the

water of the Danube must be "in-

imical" to eels and stated that eels

thrown into the Danube would soon

die. This explanation was probably

accepted by his contemporaries;

and it is safe to say that they would

have disbelieved the real explana-

tion had anybody been able to tell

it.

But in spite of these fanciful

ideas—that young eels originated

from Maydew in moist grass and

that pieces of horsehair would come

to life—the weight of practical ex-

perience tended to indicate that eels

gave birth to live young. Every

once in a while an eel "full of tiny

eels looking like twine" was caught,

apparently furnishing visual proof.

Unfortunately, these tiny "eels"were

neither eels, nor fish, nor even ver-

tebrates. They were intestinal para-

sites—worms ( mostly nematodes

)

which infest all kinds of fishes. If

they were found inside a pike or

carp, nobody was puzzled for a

minute; but if found inside an eel,

they were baby eels.

While fishermen and zoologists

living inland remained hopelessly

confused, their confreres living near

the seashore had some additional,

and apparently quite simple, evi-

dence. Every autumn more or less

fully grown eels were caught in in-

creasing numbers along a stream,

and it could be inferred that they

were migrating to the sea. In spring

swarms of small three-inch eels left

the sea and gradually worked their

way upstream. Because they were

transparent at first, these young

eels were called "glass-eels" along

the European continental coast.

British fishermen referred to them

as elvers. They soon lost their trans-

parency and became practically

black.

THE STORY OF THE FISH ANGUILLA

After notes were carefully com-

pared, the question seemed nicely

settled about 100 years ago. Some
well-known fishes like salmon, shad,

and sturgeon went upriver for

spawning but otherwise were not

really river fish. The eel reversed

the process: it was a fresh-water

fish but went to sea for spawning.

That was true for Anguilla anguilla,

the European eel, and also for

Anguilla chri/stjpa, the American

eel. And the Danube river system

did not harbor eels because the

Danube empties into the Black Sea,

where eels probably could not

breed. It was not the water of the

river that was "inimical"; it was that

of the sea beyond the mouth of

that river.

This is what natural history

books, beginning about 1830, pre-

sented as the facts of the case. They

still said the same thing in 1880.

And still in 1900 and in 1905. But

meanwhile a kind of quiet revolu-

tion had taken place, which went

unnoticed for some time.

It had begun in 1856. During

that year a naturalist, a certain

Doctor Kaup, had caught a very

curious little salt-water fish. It was

interesting mainly because of its

appearance. If you had some in a

salt-water aquarium, you would

think at first that the aquarium was

empty. Looking more closely, you

would see a few pairs of tiny, dark

eyes apparently swimming around

A Six stages in the transformation

from Leptocephalus brevirostris {at

top), found far out in the Atlantic,

to the completely changed young eel

found near the coast (bottom).

(About % actual size)

by themselves. Intent watching

would disclose watery shades trail-

ing the eyes. Out of water, the fish

would look like a laurel leaf made

of flexible glass, thin and fragile

and transparent. You could place

the fish on the page of a newspaper

A Breeding areas of fresh-water eels in the Sargasso Sea in relation

to their destinations in America and Europe. It is not clearly under-

stood why one kind goes west, the other east. Under normal conditions

they do not seem to intermingle
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or a book and read the type through

its body uathout difficult}-.

Doctor Kaup did the usual thing.

He searched the literature for an

earlier description of the fish and,

finding none, described it himself.

FGUowTng scientific custom, he also

selected a name. It was Leptoce-

phalus brevirostris.

And that was that for some time.

Another fish had been discovered,

nobody knew whether it was rare

or common. But tsvo Itahan ichthy-

ologists, Grassi and Calandruccio,

had read Doctor Kaup's description

and had decided they would in-

vestigate leptocephalus a httle

more, if and when they found the

time. They later admitted that they

would not have waited so long had

they known what they were to dis-

cover. But they did not know, and

there was always other, more press-

ing work. The investigation of lep-

tocephalus was postponed from

year to year. Meanwhile, they had

at least learned that the fish was

not rare; if needed, specimens could

be obtained from Messina.

The long postponed investiga-

tion began in 1895. At first the pro-

cedure was routine. The fish were

caught near Messina, and an aquar-

ium to please the inhabitants of

the local waters was prepared. Sev-

eral leptocephaH were put into it,

and Grassi and Calandruccio be-

gan their work by trying to find

out what leptocephalus would eat.

Many an investigation of living ani-

mals has come to an end because

of feeding problems. But there was

no trouble on that score; these Uttle

fish ate most of the food that Grassi

and Calandruccio expected them to

eat. They ate and swam around

and appeared to be in good health

—from what you could see of them.

But they shrank! The largest of

the leptocephaU had been 75 milli-

meters (3 inches) long when

caught. It lost a full 10 millimeters

while under observation. It also

shrank in the other direction, be-

coming narrower and losing its

typical leaf shape. And then, with

suddenness, leptocephalus became

an elver, a "glass-eel"!

When they had recovered from

their surprise, Grassi and Calan-

druccio announced that Doctor
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Kaup's genus Leptocephalus was

not vahd. Leptocephalus was mere-

ly a kind of larval stage of the eel.

Upon passing through adolescence

to maturity, the eel returned to the

sea unless prevented from doing

so. The mature eel, the scientists

concluded, laid its eggs at the bot-

tom of the sea and presumably

died, since nobody ever saw large

eels returning upriver. The eggs

hatched into the larval stage ( Doc-

tor Kaup's mistaken Leptocephalus )

and stayed near the bottom until

they were either changed or about

to change into tlie elver stage. The

elvers then swam to water of less

and less sahnity and finally entered

the rivers.

Grassi and Calandruccio also had

an explanation for the rarit}' of the

leptocephalus stage. It was rare,

they said, because the larvae stayed

near the sea bottom. It was just a

lucky break that specimens could be

procured from the Strait of Mes-

sina, where currents often swept

deep-water forms to the surface.

Thus, modestly ascribing their own
success to their advantageous posi-

tion, the two ItaUan scientists con-

cluded their report, which consti-

tuted one of the great contributions

to science.

At long last the mystery of the

eel's spawning and breeding had

been solved.

Still, this was not the end of the

story. The scene shifted once more,

to another year, another sea, and

another expert. The year was 1904;

the sea, the North Atlantic between

Iceland and the Faeroe Islands;

the expert, the Danish biologist Dr.

Johannes Schmidt, working for the

Royal Ministr)' of Fisheries on

board the small Danish steamer

"Thor."

From the "Thor" Dr. Johannes

Schmidt caught, by means of a sur-

face net, one of the transparent

lavuel leaves that the two ItaUan

scientists had made so famous. Be-

yond doubt it was Leptocephalus

brevirostris, and it was as long as

the longest specimens from Mes-

sina, namely three inches. Doctor

Schmidt was mildly elated. A lepto-

cephalus had come to the surface

for some unknown but probably

interesting reason.

Tooth ofa

ON previous fossil hunting ex-

peditions we had been inter-

ested in big prehistoric animals-

dinosaurs—so it is an the more

remarkable that Mrs. Hunter should

have found this little tooth.

In 1937, we were thirteen miles

north of Eastend, Saskatchewan, in

an area known as Cypress Hills.

The bare exposures at the head of

a Httle river called Calf Creek had

been quite productive. In all, we

were able to find some 2000 sepa-

rate fossils at this location. But in

many ways this smallest specimen

is the most interesting, not only

because of its size and its ancient

story but because of the adventures

it went through after its discovery.

We had been digging in the ex-

posed slopes of a low hill whose

rocks had been laid down in the

Oligocene. Mrs. Hunter was almost

ready to go back to camp for the

day, when I heard her call out.

From her actions you might have

supposed that she was trying to

take a sphnter out of her hand.

When I saw what she had, I could

scarcely beUeve my eyes. It was

incredible that anyone could have

eyes so sharp as to see this tiny

tooth amid the jumble of rocks and

dirt."

A few months later another one

was caught, this time off the Irish

coast and again at the surface. Now
it began to look as if Grassi and

Calandruccio had not spoken the

final word in the story of the eel.

Either their findings appHed to

Mediterranean eel larvae only, or

they had unknowingly generalized

somewhere, taking a reasonable as-

sumption as a proven fact and ar-

riving at a misleading conclusion.
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indent Field Mouse
The tiny object behind the magnifying glass is a molar

from an animal that lived 22 to 35 million years ago.

You may well ask how it was ever discovered

By Fenley Hunter

We carefully wrapped the tooth

and put it into a matchbox. Back

in Garden City some weeks later,

some of our scientific friends were

at the house, and we brought the

tooth out. The celebrated paleon-

tologist Dr. Walter Granger, vet-

eran of many fossil hunting expedi-

tions, was among the guests, and

we felt he might find the tooth

interesting. We handed it to him

on a crumpled piece of tissue paper,

and he walked to the light to ex-

amine it.

"There is nothing here except

cigarette ashes!" he said. We all

looked and saw that he was right.

The tooth was gone. Dr. Granger

felt terrible, of course, that the

tooth had apparently disappeared

while in his possession. A long

search on hands and knees fol-

lowed, but in the nap of the carpet

we could not find anything so

small. We searched for hours. Mrs.

Hunter kept saying that the tooth

had not been difficult to find in

the first place and that it ought not

to be now. However that may be,

A Scarcely bigger than a pinhbad, the molar
can hardly be examined without the aid of
magnification

A Under the lens, it can easily be recognized as a tooth. The animal to which
it belonged was never found, but from the configuration of its cusps, the tooth
can be identified as the second molar of one of the oldest known 'field mice

*For further illustration of Mrs. Hunter's eye-

sight, the reader is reminded that it was she

who noticed the Franklinia blooms in an Audu-
bon painting dated some 40 years after the

Franklinia was supposed to have become extinct

in the wild. (Natural History Magazine, Octo-
ber. 1947, page 337.)

the tooth was still gone when the

evening ended.

Mrs. Hunter began the search

again bright and early the next

morning, and at length she redis-

covered the tooth in the upholstery

of the divan. Of course, Dr.

Granger was greatly relieved when
we telephoned him.

So this little tooth is not only

one of the littlest fossils ever found

but perhaps the only one that had

to be found twice. Dr. George Gay-

lord Simpson, of the American Mu-
seum, says it is a second molar and

that it probably came from the jaw
of one of the oldest known field

mice (Eumys). In the Oligocene

(22 to 35 million years ago), when
this little animal hved, field mice

were making their debut into his-

tory.

The tooth is now safe under a

glass globe. Sometimes I look at it

on the mantelpiece before going to

bed, because I like to dream about

what the world must have been
like when that little creature was
munching seeds of Oligocene vege-

tation.

Doctor Schmidt reported to the

Danish Government and was given

the assignment to discover more

about eels, elvers, and leptoce-

phah.

Having suppHed himself with all

available information, he sailed on

the "Thor" and told the captain how
the job might be tackled. The speci-

mens caught by him so far had been

three inches long—the size at which

they should be ready to begin the

change into elvers, assuming that

the Atlantic variety behaved like

that of the Mediterranean. Obvi-

ously the larvae had to be smaller

before they grew to a length of

three inches. Where would the

smaller ones be? Grassi and Calan-

druccio had implied, and even

stated, that with leptocephalus it

was a case of "the deeper, the

smaller." Doctor Schmidt's own ex-

perience had already shown that

TOOTH OF AN ANCIENT FIELD MOUSE

this was not necessarily the case off

the coast of Ireland. How about

the assumption "the farther out, the

smaller?"

A nautical chart of Western Eu-

rope shows a hue where the depth

of the sea is 3000 feet; sailors refer

to it as the 500-fathom line. West

of this line is the deep Atlantic;

east of it the shallow sea, which is

a flooded section of the continental

land mass. Schmidt found that the
Continued on page 95
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NATR'E to our American

Southwest is one of the

strangest hzards in the world—the

"horned toad." It was in central

Texas that we had our first oppor-

tunits' to watch this unusual crea-

ture, and to de^'elop a fondness for

it such as most people feel for

robins, ladv bugs, and chipmunks.

Although able to scamper o\er the

ground at the speed of a mouse, the

horned toad seldom resists capture.

Some horned toads, when taken into

the hand, puff themselves up with

air so tliat their sides extend in a

smooth curve from forelegs to hind,

and their belly surfaces bulge out-

ward like a pneumatic pillow.

Others deflate themselves to an

altogether astonishing extent; and

exploring fingers fail to find much,

if an\', indication of internal organs

between the rough-scaled back of

the creature and its very concave

abdomen. Usually they keep their

little black eyes wide open, yet try

as A'ou may, you can see no pupil—

the cornea and iris are too dark.

Occasionallv a horned toad is less

The Horned Toad
The toad that is not a toad and can squirt

blood from its eyes makes an exciting fellow

passenger on a transcontinental tour

By LoRus
J.
and Margery

J.
Milne

Department of Zoology, University of New Hampshire
All photographs by the authors

trusting, especially if you touch its

back or horns; it may clamp shut

not only its eyes but also its nostrils.

The latter close like hot-air regis-

ters, with internal, scaly "dampers"

that exclude the outside world.

On the dry ground, horned toads

scmry from place to place in short

dashes, interspersed with long pe-

riods of standing still, head and

shoulders as far above the ground

as the forelegs, can hold them, eyes

alert for movement of any insect

near by. Their vision is keen and

binocular, but they seldom attempt

to chase down their prey as do

many other hzards. Instead, they

wait until the insect is nearer, or

creep up to it slowly.

You will find much amusement in

watching horned toads that have

recognized some prospective vic-

tim. The first sign of awareness re-

minds one of a cat watching a

mouse or a bird. The lizard's spiny

tail curls jerkily from side to side

with excitement. When the prey is

almost within reach, the little rep-

tile takes a quick step forward, and

faster than the eye can follow, a

pink tongue is extended. In a lizard,

this similarity to a true toad or

frog is remarkable. Neatly the

tongue flicks the bug into the

horned toad's throat. Commonly the

food is ants, but other insects are

taken whenever possible. Some-

<WiTH SHARP HORNS and spines,

curved claws and strong legs, the

horned toad seems well armored.

Yet the inside of its digestive tract

is apparently the only part of it that

can stand the bites of ants. Its spiny

exterior is too sensitive



times large grasshoppers allow

themselves to be caught. Several

quick swallows are required after

the first sudden bite, and the lizard

throws its head and shoulders into

a perfect frenzy of motion to keep

the prey from getting crosswise in

its ample, V-shaped mouth. The

horned toad backs up, jerking its

head from side to side and press-

ing it against tire ground. In a few

seconds the grasshopper's legs and

wing tips are the only visible parts,

and the lizard's ludicrous attitude

might easily be interpreted as indi-

cating sui'prise at its own success.

A request for photographs started

us on our most recent hunt for

homed toads. We were planning

a trip west, and the suggested proj-

ect gave us a good excuse to take

the southern route through Texas.

We knew from previous experience

that although these Hzards are com-

mon throughout much of the Lone

Star State, the natives know them

as "Httle ol' horn frogs." The reptile

is just one of the three "frogs" there

—a vagary of language that puzzles

a naturalist on a first trip. "Toad

frogs" are toads—warty and phleg-

matic. "Green frogs" are the wildly

jumping sort that the easterner ex-

pects. Both of these Texas creatures

lose their tails when they leave the

tadpole stage. But the "horn frog"

is the lizard of the three, an animal

that wears its spiny tail for life and

never has a swimming stage. It is

far more completely adapted to ex-

istence in the arid Southwest than

true toads or frogs and has a strange

but obvious claim to man's friendly

understanding. It is queer that we

have no better name for these hann-

less reptiles (of which there are

about a dozen species) without

employing the scientists' term Phry-

nosoma. And a graduate of Texas

A Horned toads shed their skins periodically. Ridding the lips and eyes

of the old skin is a complicated business that requires a special mechanism.

Muscular cuffs around the jugular veins stop the return of blood from the

head and cause the lips and eyes to bulge outward, so that the old skin tears

away and fails free. The same circulatory mechanism sometimes causes the

horned toad to squirt jets of blood from its eyes

Christian University at Fort Worth

would be rightly indignant if asked

about the Phrynosonia on his alma

mater's coat-of-arms! So would a

member of the institution's foot-

ball team, which is roused to exert

itself by tunes from the "horn frog

band."

Less than five miles into Texas

from the Oklahoma border, we

spotted a horned toad at the edge

of the pavement. We were over-

joyed to recognize our old friend

while we were ti-avehng 60 miles

an hour, and when we stopped and

tickled its chest, it blew itself into

a firm, flat, rough little balloon. But

we wanted a photograph showing

WE SHADOWED THE HORNED TOAD

the lizard along a flower-studded

roadside, engaged in some natural

occupation such as feeding. Horned

toads, we knew, ate ants—prefer-

ably the large red Agricultural Ant,

whose broad mounds disfigured the

fields we had passed in Oklahoma.

All through the drier parts of the

West the horned toads are regarded

as beneficial animals because of

the numbers of these damaging in-

sects they engulf. Yet try as we

might, we could find no sign of an

ant along the highway border. More

horned toads but no insects in the

hot, dry air or on the sun-baked

ground. Upon what could the hz-

ards be feeding? In the blazing
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light we settled down to watch one.

The hzard soon forgot us. Along

came a beetle, which vanished as

it passed the toad. A robber fly

ht on one of the flowers, then crept

down the stalk on some strange

errand. The horned toad got it, too.

We took pictures from every angle,

then carried the collection of placid

reptiles along for fvirther observa-

tion.

In the car, the sun poured in on

the lizards. Soon they opened their

mouths and began to pant! We
moved them to a shadier spot, and

they closed theii- mouths, relaxed,

and went to sleep. Would that so

simple a remedy could relieve our

perspiring discomfort!

Across the Texas Panhandle and

into New Mexico we played the

part of Hawkshaw, sneaking up on

evers' horned toad we could find,

shadowing its every move, with

cameras ready to record the details

of its private life. Then suddenly

we got a surprise. The horned toad

in front of us was di£Eerent from

any we had seen before. Instead of

the tan to golden color, this one

was brown with ashy flecks Hke

spattered shoe polish. Gone were

the eight brown marks down the

back, each edged with a still darker

line. In their place was an orange-

yellow band with four extensions

on each side. And whereas the

familiar horned toad in Texas al-

ways appears to have had its back

scales stroked the wrong way, the

upper surface of this one was com-

paratively smooth. In astonishment

we picked up the new horned toad.

Where were its horns? Instead of

the two long, glossy, upward-di-

rected spikes of the Texas toad, it

had short, obtuse bumps of brown

spotted with gray. The side horns

were brief, too, yet this was obvi-

ously a horned toad. We compared

its color scheme with the more

eastern form. Yes, it blended far

more perfectly with the gray desert

sand and matched also the brown-

ish rock near by. But when we

placed the New Mexican form on

a bright red block of petrified wood,

the color combination was rich be-

yond expectation.

In Albuquerque, the Milne family

(toads and selves) paid a visit to

the University of New Mexico and

there consulted the biology faculty

and also a few reference books.

The toads submitted both to fon-

dling and to sensitive fingers while

the professors tried to decide

whether we had found males or fe-

males. Only horned toads seem to

know the answer to this question.

and the matter was left unsettled.

But our interest in the lizards re-

ceived an unexpected lift at this

conference. We learned that similar

horned toads in captivity at the

University had given birth to living

young. Not just one, or two, or ten

—but a score or more! And the pro-

fessors had been trying to tell by

A Prickly pear cacius and spiny horned toad are common on the same

arid lands. The lizard has been called the "cactus of the animal kingdom."

But on a hot day, when the plant must stand high temperatures, the horned

toad seeks shade periodically or digs into the soil where the sun's energy

cannot easily reach it
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touch whether our specimens con-

tained httle lumps that might be

unborn toadlets. More than ever

we became determined to keep the

hzards with us on the trip, to feed

them if possible, and to watch for

those unfamihar offspring. We had

so many adults already that all of

them could hardly be males.

Living with an assortment of

horned toads gave us excellent op-

portunities to learn more about

them. And as we gained skill in

recognizing these camouflaged liz-

ards against their various types of

backgrounds, we came to see not

only adults but partly gi-own indi-

viduals almost everywhere we
went. We fed them all kinds of

food and found just one generaliza-

tion to be true. Horned toads are

aware of potential prey only when
the prey is in motion. Dr. Raymond
Ditmars, in his Reptile Book, gave

as his experience that "horned toads

will not eat earthworms." Ours did.

Three-inch night crawlers seemed

to puzzle the lizards for some time.

Recognizing the head end appeared

to be the difficulty, since this is

the part invariably seized. But once

a decision was reached, the worm
went down the toad's throat just

as easily as any grasshopper. Nor

was the reptile's expression any less

ridiculous when only a squirming

pink tip of worm projected from

the front of its mouth!

The speed of the prey was not

too important. Our horned toads

also ate snails. Anything that moved

along steadily and was not too for-

midable went the way of Agricul-

tural Ants. A woolly bear caterpillar

went unmolested (apparently too

large) until we "shaved" it. These

lizards commonly stand beside an

ant trail and pick up each insect

as it runs along in either direction.

Yet if a few of the same ants find

a horned toad while foraging, they

investigate its back and take ex-

ploratory nips at the skin. The liz-

ard closes eyes and nosti-ils, remain-

ing perfectly still for a while. But

there are limits to its tolerance, for

the horned toad may suddenly

scamper off, writhing as though in

agony, brushing away one ant after

another in its progress through the

fallen leaves and litter. If ants still

cling, the lizard buiTows into the

soil and scrapes its body clean. It

is clear, then, that only the inside

of the horned toad's digestive tract

is sufficiently sturdy to stand the

bites and stings of insects. The
seemingly tough and scaly exterior

is too sensitive!

The relationship between horned

toads and ants is obvious to every-

one in the Southwest. In Arizona

we learned that the Navajo Indians

recognize as minor deities both the

Horned Toad yei and the Red Ant

yei. Stylized drawings of these ani-

mals form part of the Navajos' tra-

ditional sand paintings. On the

floors of the juniper-walled hogans,

the medicine men illustrate in

bright dusts the yeis they pray to

for health, rain, and fat sheep. The

horned toad is a friendly member
of the Indians' desert brotherhood.

Our detective duties proceeded

through Utah, Wyoming, Montana,

into southwestern Canada, and then

down the Pacific coast. We became

familiar with additional kinds of

honied toads and at the same time

kept our living collection for com-

parison and continual study. One

of the adults from nortliern Arizona

shed its skin and changed abruptly

from a dull, spotted grayish-brown

to a gorgeous creature with golden-

yellow and glossy purple-black

markings on its back. We must ad-

mit to helping in the skin-casting

procedure. No one who enjoys peel-

ing sunburn could sit by idly while

a lizard was scraping off huge flakes

of cloudy "cellophane" embossed

in an exact replica of the body

scales!

As we reached Salt Lake City,

the weather turned still warmer,

and we decided that the toads

might not be getting enough water

in their food. We should give them

a bath. In the wash basin they ob-

jected frantically to any contact

with the liquid, and one of us was

so unkind as to suggest that all of

them must be young males. But

we held them submerged except

for nostrils and soon noticed that

enough water had seeped between

their clenched jaws to give them a

taste of the unfamiliar stuff. They

were moving their lips and tongues

just as if they had finished a meal.
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We dunked them some more, and

several toads proceeded to drink

the warm water. Their throat move-
ments were gratifying to see, and
after the strange episode was over,

these individuals were plainly

heavier from the water inside them.

We repeated this performance week
after week. The lizards aU drink

now but not unless we hold their

heads under. None take our offer

willingly.

We are still puzzled to know
whether the bath was responsible

for the next bit of excitement. As

we left Salt Lake City, roadside

stands were full of beautiful apri-

cots at astonishingly low prices. We
bought some and were putting

them away in the coolest part of

the car when one of us said, "How
are the horned toads getting along?"

In the excitement of the discovery,

the bag of fruit was spilled all over

the floor. The lizards' carton con-

tained eggs, eggs, and more eggs!

Twenty-three of them. Which

horned toad was responsible?

Would there be any more? How
should we keep them? Were they

fertile? Might they hatch? When?
To which the driver, thinking of

the distance still to be covered on

the trip, added, "Where?"

The parent was soon recognized

by her distended body opening.

She was the Texas horned toad that

had been identified as the only cer-

tain male in the coUection! The

eggs were about % of an inch long

and % of an inch in diameter. Each

had a soft, leathery, pebbled shell,

pale cream in color, which indented

easily as though the egg were not

quite full. The egg we opened con-

tained an embryo about as far

along as a hen's egg that has been

incubated for three days. We put

the rest aside and hoped they

would hatch along the way.

As the summer progressed and

tlie desert became hotter, we saw

fewer horned toads at midday.

Their activity seemed restricted

more and more to the cooler hours

of the morning or just before sun-

set. While our own preference was

for the same time of day, it was

hard to understand such behavior

in creatures that obviously thrive

best in the hottest parts of our con-
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A In the presence of larger animals, the horned toad usually remains perfectly motionless. The kitten

snified at the lizard and walked away, then returned and lay down to watch. The horned toad can

scamper over the ground like a mouse, but it was poor game for the kitten

tinent. Earlier in the season we had

seen them at high noon, basking

on warm rocks. Now, as sand tem-

peratures rose to 110 degrees Fahr-

enheit and over, they stayed under

cover except for the times of slant-

ing sunhght. True, they \\'Ould

scamper forth for a few minutes

into the full heat of day to approach

an insect, but back to some shade

they would scurry. A short exposure

to 110 degrees F. or over is fatal to

them. Odd, then, that they should

inhabit only a region where such

heat is common, even to the bottom

of Death \'alley and other hot spots

where summer records show a

shaded thermometer spending hours

at 120 degrees F., day after day.

One day we cornered a horned

toad beside a big rock and a very

photogenic cactus in full, rich, red

bloom. Here was a color picture

for sure. But before we could get

the cameras into position, the lizard

had shown us how to escape both

enemies and heat. \\'ith its head

as a shovel, it burrowed down into

the coarse soil. First it made some-

thing hke a trench; then, using the

spinv fringe along the sides of its

body, as well as all four legs, it sank

itself under the sand until only the

top of its head remained in sight.

At this level the soil usuallv pro-

\'ides enough insulation for the

lizard to stay cool and live, though

even here the heat mav penetrate,

causing the creature to pop out of

the sand and seek shade.

The answer to the riddle of the

horned toad's distribution in rela-

tion to temperature seems to lie

in the narrow range of tempera-

tures at which its many body proc-

esses operate most efiBciently—98 to

100 degrees F. A mere 80 or 85 de-

grees, which causes easterners to

mop their brows and turn on the

fan, hardly warms a horned toad

enough to make it interested in

food. Its digestive tract is still too

sluggish to function well. Horned

toads li\e in the deserts and plains

from British Columbia's Okanagan

\^aUey to the Isthmus of Tehuan-

tepec, and from Kansas to the

Pacific coast, where they can count

on summer temperatures that allow

them to thrive. (They have also

been introduced into Florida and

other southern states.) The tem-

perature at which full activity is

possible is dangerously close to

fatal heat; yet the toads require

it. Their survival depends upon

ivarmth from the sun rather than

light. An electric hot plate turned

on low just below a cage containing

a horned toad, or a vent of hve

steam in the animal room, seems to

be equally effective in keeping these

interesting lizards alive and in good

health.

At the foot of the Athabasca Gla-

cier between Banff and Jasper, Al-

berta, and in the high campground

at Crater Lake in southern Oregon,

we felt downright sorry for our

captive lizards. But the horned toad

can stand cold far better than heat.
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Under normal circumstances, it

merely creeps into some sheltered

spot for the night or during brief

cold snaps. But when we began to

shiver in our heaviest clothes, we
did not forget our li\'ing collection.

We took them into the tent with us

at night, placed them between our

sleeping bags, and covered them

with a wann sweater. They quieted

down and went to sleep, while dew
stiffened to ice in the green canvas

walls and roof. But the next day

in the hot sun, they perked up and

ate hungrily long before steaming

coffee had induced us to shed our

outer garments. Each year these

lizards buiy themselves for a winter

hibernation; but even in summer
at tlie ele\'ations where many of

them live, cold nights are no novelty

to them.

Many bits of information ac-

cumulated as we observed the

horned toads under natural condi-

tions. Their protective coloration

continued to intrigue us. Individ-

uals of one widelv distributed spe-

cies would be pale and lightly

marked on sandy or gravelly soil,

while other members of the same

kind among the litter of piiion or

ponderosa pine would match the

darker earth below. Their backs

bore few tan or cream areas. Green-

ish yellow, rich browns like those

in a freshly fallen pine cone, and

various glossy grays or black were

the colors most frequently encoun-

tered. And specimens from regions

with lava outcroppings were differ-

ent again. Even the color of the

horns varied. In some they were

brown, in others rusty red, black,

or yellow. Each seemed to blend

perfectly with the land on which it

lived.

Camouflage as complete as this

seems unnecessary for horned toads,

for few animals show any interest

in them. E.xcept for a strip of the

United States along the Mexican

border where the road runner bird

is common, the toad has no impor-

tant enemies. Cats sniff at a horned

toad and walk away disdainfully.

Mature dogs do the same. So far,

we have been able to get only a

puppy to paw at a horned toad,

and then the gnawing was less vio-

lent than would be expected on an

old shoe. However, the reptile

awoke from its feigned sleep and
rushed away. The pup let it go, and

we returned the lizard to its box.

There was a reason behind these

experiments. We wanted desper-

ately to see a homed toad exhibit

its most weird protective measure.

Under various kinds of provoca-

tion—from rubbing the top of the

head to rougher investigation by a

pup—horned toads have been ob-

served to shoot a jet of blood from

one or, on rare occasions, both eyes.

Why this astonishing performance

should terrify a potential enemy we
cannot imagine, but the animal

frightens its foes by sending the

red droplets as far as six feet in an

almost straight line.

This "hydraulic" defense system

depends upon a mechanism com-

mon to many hard-headed reptiles.

All the blood from their heads

drains back into the general cir-

culation through a highly muscular

part of the jugular vein. Contrac-

tion of these muscles virtually stops

the return of blood, and so the full

pressure of the beating heart is

transferred to the head. This causes

a great swelling of the blood vessels

1 „ ~!?*X
''^'-t-

A When the sun beats down, the Texas horned toad may pant a while with mouth

open before scurrying to a shadow or burrowing into the soil to escape the intolerable heat
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•<The Texas horned toad, like a

few other kinds in the Southwest,

lays eggs with flexible, cream-colored

shells. It buries the eggs and leaves

them to hatch in the warm soil. Often

the mother weighs less after her

labors than the total weight of the

eggs just laid

!

^ The Arizona horned toad gives

birth to active young, a dozen or two at

a time, at about six-minute intervals. The
young ones may climb on their parent if

she chances to remain near them, but she

shows no concern for them. Each feeds

itself, making quick dashes to the side

to capture tiny ants

there, so that the eyes, hps, and

areas around the external ears

bulge into new prominence. Ordi-

narily the "swell mechanism" op-

erates only when the lizard is molt-

ing, and it serves to lift the old

scalv skin free from the inflexible

areas of skuU between eyes and

mouth. You will see it in action if

vou affix a small flake of court plas-

ter or scotch tape to one of these

Hzard's evelids. But when fright-

ened, the blood may also spurt from

tlie horned toad's eye. The jet

emerges from either the third eye-

lid or from the corner of the con-

junctiva near by. No other animal's

eyes are known to become as

"bloodshot" as this.

The significance of this strange

ability is still far from clear. One
observer has suggested that the

reptile performs only when it is

about to shed its skin, or has just

done so and is in full brilliance.

Our experiences do not bear this

out. Surely our 'lielping" the lizard

with the molting process ought to

have irritated it sufficiently! Some

day we hope to be lucky enough to

see a horned toad in full action.

We were driving eastward

tlii'ough Nevada when we discov-

ered that one of our northern Ari-

zona lizards had become more pug-

nacious than usual. We segregated

it in a new carton and decided to

watch for developments. Unfor-

tunately, other tasks prevented us

from inspecting this lizard until the

following day. Then we got a shock.

4:it"*-^i«<r ^- ^ CMfc

For in the box there were nine

lizards—the familiar but still pug-

nacious parent and eight babies!

The young were very active, frolick-

ing around and over their mother

and occasionally getting stepped

on as she moved about slowly, pay-

ing no attention to them whatever.

Only when a youngster climbed

up on her head and rested a foot

on her eyelid did she react. Then

she reached forward with a hind

foot, calmly kicked the toadlet into

a far corner of the box, and con-

tinued to scratch the place where

it had been. Her babies made her

itchy, nothing more! Mother love

was as absent as in Don Marquis'

famous cat, Mehitabel.

But the babies were the most

ambitious, awkard, energetic, black-

eyed little lumps of pinkish brown

that one could imagine. Their rub-

bery bodies seemed too delicate to

stand such rough treatment. Time

after time they fell over on their

backs and lay that way for minutes.

They recognized tiny ants that we
dropped in for them and rushed

after them, frequently making a
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i /
A A NEWBORN HORNED TOAD of the Arizona kind has difficulty

straddling a silver dollar and weighs about 1/27 of an ounce

catch. But anything larger was be-

yond their instinctive ken, and they

scampered away from all manner

of little bugs. Like the adults, the

toadlets spent many hours of the

day and most of the night sprawled

out with eyes shut tightly in deep

sleep.

This was the end of July. The

eggs had been laid by the other

kind nearly a month earlier. And
one of us had watched the mating

of adults one May in Texas. The

male takes a cave-man grip on his

mate, not holding her by the hair,

of course, but clamping his jaws on

one of her larger horns! These de-

tails seemed to lay out a time sched-

ule for us that encompassed the

more private features of the horned

toad's life. True, we had not wit-

nessed a birth, nor had we seen the

Texas toad excavate a nest six or

eight inches deep, pack it with

eggs, and conceal them by filling

the hole again. But we proceeded

eastward with our enlarged family,

believing that our education was

growing by leaps and bounds.

In New England we were soon

unpacking our belongings, while

the horned toads were active in dry
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aquaria on a sunny window sill.

They were busy, too, reducing the

number of grasshoppers and flies

we gathered for them. From time

to time, one of us would sit down
beside the caged lizards and watch

them through the glass. The floors

of the aquaria were littered with

vegetable debris. Suddenly we rec-

ognized that something new had

been added. There were one, two,

three, four, five, very dead looking

toadlets, each in an oblong glob

of clear jelly to which particles of

leaves and frass adhered. With a

long pair of forceps, we reached

into the aquarium and removed the

babies to a glass finger bowl. We
were bitterly disappoined that they

had arrived when neither of us was

watching and that all were dead.

Then one wriggled. Perhaps they

would live after all!

So intent were we on observing

the babies in the finger bowl that

we completely overlooked the pos-

sibility of more arriving in the main

horned-toadery. When next we be-

came aware of the parent or par-

ents, two more babies were lying

on the bottom. Which was the

mother? Now all eyes were on the

big aquarium, and we finally saw
an eighth youngster diop. Care-

fully we put the Arizona female
into a separate dish, where we
could keep better notes on her be-

havior. While our backs had been
turned to seek the mother, the origi-

nal five babies burst from their

transparent sacs. They were now
bright-eyed and very active, scam-

pering around in the finger bowl.

We had a two-ringed circus on our

hands, and each show was a dis-

traction from the other!

The interval between births aver-

aged slightly over six minutes. Dur-

ing most of this time the mother

remained entirely quiet, but when
each "labor" period approached, she

would shrug her shoulders and curl

her spiny black tail upward. Soon

the youngster would appear, en-

closed in a clear, colorless fluid, in

a delicate transparent membrane.
After it was free, the par-ent would
take a few steps forward. Her ex-

ertions each time totaled less than

a minute, from onset of visible

movements to complete separation

of the youngster.

With so many toads and toadlets

on our hands, we could do no bet-

ter than keep account of them by

number. Offspring TEN was born

at 11:53 A.M. in a very full sac of

liquid. Its tail was curled up against

it belly, its legs folded neatly at

the sides. But otherwise its back

was straight—quite unlike the usual

compact embryo. The whole seemed

perfectly cylindrical, in contrast to

the broad, flat adult. Eyes and nos-

trils were closed. The undersurfaces

were grayish white, and the back

markings showed only faintly in

the pinkish-yellow ground color. A
short umbilical cord clung to the

abdomen.

Fourteen minutes after birth, this

youngster had burst its sac at the

head end and extended itself

enough to get its nostrils into air.

Irregular breathing movements be-

gan and continued while the clear

fluid drained from the sac. Soon the

lizardlet wriggled, and gradually

the collapsing membrane shifted

farther and farther back toward the

now extended tail. At nineteen min-

utes of age, the sac came free from

hind legs and tail, and as though
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this were a signal, the youngster

opened its little black eyes and ran

actively forth. Its movements were

so clumsy that it turned a somer-

sault and landed on its back. But

almost at once it righted itself and

scampered off again.

By 12:55 it was dry and had

taken on an ashy-gray color above.

The toadlet was ready to fend for

itself. It began catching insects a

si.xteenth of an inch long. Already it

was nodding its head at its brothers

and sisters, hke an adult horned

toad brought from solitary confine-

ment into the presence of others

of its kind. When the bowl con-

taining the little lizard was rotated

slowly, the creature exhibited com-

pensating movements. There was

no question but that it could see

well and was fully equipped for an

active life.

Fifteen youngsters were born in

this late August litter. Six more ar-

rived a week later—a sort of par-

ental postscript. The fluid from

their transparent sacs gave the fin-

ger bowls containing them a dis-

tinct odor like the white of an egg.

We measured and weighed the

babies. From nose to tail tip they

averaged slightly over an inch, but

a youngster looked comically small

when placed on a coin. Each

weighed approximately 1/27 of an

ounce. The 4/2-inch mother weighed

% of an ounce after all her efforts

—considerably less than the com-

bined total for her progeny. She

had not done quite so well as her

Texas cage-mate, who had laid 23

eggs averaging 1/27 of an ounce

each. And the rangy Texan was a

lighter animal, so that her efforts

represented well over her own
weight in offspring. In fact, these

horned toads need take a back seat

to few members of the animal king-

dom. Any creature that can lay

eggs or give birth to young exceed-

ing its own weight is really worthy

of some publicity.

With so many horned toads on

our hands after collecting only a

few adults, we rather look down on

Ellis Parker Butler and his "Pigs Is

Pigs" story. When it comes to com-

pound interest, no hay-eating guinea

pig can compare with the horned

toads we brought home.

Natural History

BIRDS By Edward Dembitz

Part I. In this test you are given a set of definitions, each with
a set of blank spaces, and a diagram to be filled in. Each definition

is a clue to a word whose letters you are to insert in the blank
spaces preceding the definition. These words appear in recent

issues of Natural History Magazine.

rld's largestCalifornia mountain, site of
precision instrument

Insect secretion- national dish" of cer

Ornamental tropical American vine whose
leaf extract is considered a panacea by
many Indian tribes

23 16

17 17 19

14 13 20

10 2 17 1 1 4 7 9

3 17 25 14 6 18 15 23

24 23 8 14 19 8 18 14

17 ' 13 19 20 12

10 16

Mud hen . . . blue Peter . . . sea crow . . .

splatterer . . . tvater chicken . . . pulldoo

Professor of Zoology at Indiana University,

co-author of recent report on sexual be-

liavior in human males

West Coast burrowing food clam: worlds
largest, weighing up to 12 lbs. each

Large tropical bird whose male feeds his

imprisoned mate through a slit in a tree

trunk during incubation

Common iveed, indicator of soil ill-suited

to grotvth of grass or clover

Mollusk which provides man with most
nearly balanced diet of any single non-
liquid food item

Long, threadlike parasitic nematode:

8 thought to be the Biblical "fiery serpent'*

which attacked the Israelites (2 xvords)

21 17 12 5

Part II. When you have filled in all the letters above, transfer

them to the proper numbers in the boxes in the diagram below.

When the diagram is com-

pleted you will have a

word maze which contains

the common names of at

least TWENTY-TWO
BIRDS OF THE WEST-
ERN HEMISPHERE. To
find one of these birds, be-

gin with a letter and move
from space to adjoining

space in any direction, in-

cluding diagonally, until

the name is spelled out.

Copyright 1949
By Edward Dembitz

TUREE PRIZES. The three contestants submitting the largest num-
ber of Western Hemisphere birds fitting this puzzle will each receive an
autographed copy of the Audubon Bird Guide—Eastern Land Birds, by
Richard H. Pough, containing over 400 colored illustrations by Don
Eckleben-y, an outstanding book recently published by Doubleday and
Company.
The names in bold-faced type in the main A-Z section of Webster's New

International Dictionary

—

1948 (unabridged) will be used to determine
the eligibility of birds. Names in bold-faced type below the line at the

bottom of the page will also be counted, as will different names for the

same bird. Genus and species names {in italics) will not be counted.
In case of ties, duplicate prizes ivill be awarded.
Entries must be postmarked on or before February 20, 1949.

Winners and their scores will be published in Natural History Maga-
zine for April, 1949.

The contest is open to everyone except employees of the American Museum and
Doubleday and Company.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25
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THE STORY OF THE FISH ANGUILLA Continued from page 85

500-fathom line marked approxi-

mately the area of three-inch lepto-

cephali. He also found that they

were still about that distance from

land, when, late in summer, they

began to undergo the change that

Grassi and Calandruccio had ob-

served and described in such detail.

By the following spring, they had

become elvers and had also reached

the mouths of the European rivers.

Unfortunately, the "Thor" was a

small ship. It could not cruise for

long beyond the 500-fathom line.

Doctor Schmidt returned home,

and then he received a report from

the S.S. "Michael Sars," a Nor-

wegian survey ship, that a much
smaller leptocephalus had been

caught far out in the Atlantic. Not

having a ship comparable to the

S.S. "Michael Sars," Doctor Schmidt

did the next best thing. He con-

tacted all the captains of Danish

vessels sailing the Atlantic and

asked for assistance in the search.

He "held classes" for the old salts,

telling them what to look for. He
promised to furnish special nets.

And he begged them, for the sake

of science and the Danish fisheries,

to make stops in mid-ocean to see

what they could catch.

Twenty-three captains promised

to co-operate. Among them, they

made 550 stops to and from America

to fish for eel larvae. Among them,

they caught 120, a very small figure

indeed but a significant result

when the successful stops were lo-

cated on a chart. It showed that

the eel larvae seemed to have defi-

nite travel routes, that they did not

just swarm all over the Atlantic.

By 1913, Doctor Schmidt had a

good idea where and when to look,

and he sailed on the small schooner

"Margarete" on an oceanographic

expedition devoted almost exclu-

sively to one fish. The number of

leptocephali increased and their

individual size decreased toward

the southwest. In that direction, un-

doubtedly, lay the true spawning

ground. The "Margarete" ran

aground in the West Indies after

only a half year of service; but

Doctor Schmidt knew by then that

the spawning grounds were in, or

rather under, the Sargasso Sea. Fur-

ther research was interrupted by

World War I, even though Doctor

Schmidt's country was neutral.

In 1920, he returned to work, on

the four-masted, engine-powered

schooner "Dana." By then he and

everybody interested knew that

Grassi and Calandruccio had made
one mistake. The leptocephali they

had caught ofl: Messina had not

hatched in the Mediterranean but

in the Atlantic, like all other Euro-

pean eels. And like all American

eels. Meanwhile, American ichthy-

ologists had shown that the Ameri-

can eel also left the rivers for the

Winners of the River Cryptomazc in the December issue of

Natural History: The three contestants submitting the highest number
of rivers listed in the Gazetteer of Webster's New International Dictionary

(1948), in accordance with the rules of the contest, are: Harold Eaton,

Jackson Heights, N. Y.—54 rivers; W. D. Stanton, Cohocton, N. Y.

—

54 rivers; Carol L. Kruecer, Chevy Chase, Md.— 53 rivers. Each of these

winners has received a copy of The Earth's Grandest Rivers, by Ferdinand

C. Lane, published by Doubleday & Company.

Rivers both above and below the line at the bottom of the page in the

Gazetteer were counted, but variant spellings of the same name were not.

Neither were more than one river of the same name. (It was not implied in

the rules that, in spelling a name, the contestant could jump up and down
on the same square to form a double letter. Where this occurred, the

contestant was not disqualified, but he was not given credit tor the river.)

Several contestants, by using sources other than Webster, produced lists

considerably longer than the winners. They were not disqualified for

doing this but were graded only on the rivers that satisfied the require-

ments of the rules, and on these they did not excel the winners cited above.

Honorable mention, however, should be given to: William H. Loery, Staten

Island, N. Y.; M. Douglas Mcllroy, Ithaca, N. Y.; and D. H. Fry, South
Pasadena, Calif. Other contestants too numerous to mention also made
creditable scores.

Atlantic Ocean, that it also started

out as a larval form which changed

into an elver. In the larval stage

the American eel looks like the

European eel, and both are hard

to see. There was just one way to

tell them apart, a way which re-

quired endless, tedious, and diffi-

cult counting aboard the "Dana."

Leptocephalus is made up of

many segments. These number be-

tween 106 and 109 for Angtiilla

chrysypa, the American form, and

between 113 and 117 for the Euro-

pean form. Occasionally the Ameri-

can variety had a few less, as little

as 104, and the European a few

more, as many at 119. They met

at 111, and five specimens with that

critical number of segments were

caught. Nobody can say whether

these five, if left alone, would have

ended up in the Rhine or in the

Hudson. The other 7000 specimens

clearly belonged to one group or

the other. Imagine counting the

segments in 7000 specimens, most

of them only an inch long and all,

of course, transparent!

When Doctor Schmidt had neatly

entered all his facts on large charts,

one could see what happened.When
the European eels left their rivers

in the autumn (Schmidt, of course,

was mostly interested in the Euro-

pean variety, for good commercial

reasons), they seemed to travel

with steady, high speed, arriving

in the Sargasso Sea around Christ-

mas and the New Year. Where they

laid their eggs was not quite cer-

tain, but it was not among the

drifting weed at the surface. It did

not seem to be at the bottom or

the sea either, since the ocean is

quite deep under the Sargasso Sea.

In any event, the smallest larvae,

only about 7 millimeters, or I/4 inch

long, were caught at about 1000 feet.

During the first summer they grow

to a full inch, or 25 millimeters;

during the second summer they

double that length; and during the

third they reach 75 millimeters.

Then, after the change, they swim

upstream. Thus their travels con-

sume 3 years, at the rate of about

1000 miles a year, and they evi-

dently "ride" the Gulf Stream for

much of their journey.

The American eels, which seem
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to hatch in separate camps under

the Sargasso Sea, travel at the same

rate, but since they are only about

1000 miles from home, their growth

is adjusted to the shorter time at

their disposal. They are as large

and as advanced when they reach

their rivers as are the European

eels.

The discoveries of Grassi and

Calandruccio enabled both the

Italian and the French fishery com-

missions to do what had once been

tried with cut-up horsehairs and

grass sods: to restock water de-

pleted of eels. The French, espe-

cially, kept careful record of their

work. They reported that each ton

of elvers seeded into swamps and
small waters off the river Aisne re-

sulted in 2500 tons of food in 5

years.

Phny may have been right when
he gave "eight years" as the aver-

age time that eels need to reach

maturity; the females seem to re-

quire from eight to twelve years

and the males from five to eight.

Then they go on a complete fast;

aquarium specimens went foodless

for six months until they died, which
is reason for believing that the

eel spawns only once and dies soon

afterward. But some individuals do

not mature sexually; these have

been found to live more than 20

years and to reach a length of 6 to

8 feet and a weight of 30 pounds.

It may also be added that the

Conger Eel, which stays in salt

water, goes through the same trans-

formation as the common eel, as

does a variety of other eels and
fishes. Its larva is Leptocephalus

morrisii.

And finally, neither the water of

the Danube nor the surface water

of the Black Sea is "inimical" to

eels. Perhaps the eels just can't

make that long a trip before they

are ready to be "river eels."

THE MYTH OF THE BALANCED AQUARIUM

placing fish in sealed vessels of

water containing various concen-

trations of carbon dioxide. After the

fish have been asphyxiated, ap-

preciable amounts of oxygen will

still be found in the water, and the

greater the initial concentration of

carbon dioxide, the greater will be

the amount of oxygen remaining

after the fish's death.

From this experiment, it is quite

apparent that carbon dioxide actu-

ally prevents the fish from utilizing

all the oxygen present. This is what

its effect in an aquarium must be.

In other words, fish can be starved

for oxygen with plenty of it all

around them, because they cannot

take it into their bodies in the pres-

ence of relatively excessive amounts

of carbon dioxide in tlie water.

Fish are suffocated in an aquar-

ium by an excess of carbon dioxide,

not a lack of oxygen, except under

extraordinary conditions when a

real oxygen deficiency may exist.

The reason the aquarist gets

along so well, even while working

under the wrong premise, is that

he is doing the right thing—for the

wrong reason. For example, when
he aerates his tank's water or cir-

culates it. he is not introducing

more oxygen, as he usually be-

lieves, but facilitating the escape of

carbon dioxide.

"A vessel of water containing

plants and animals must be looked

upon as a little world," wrote Edwin
Lankester in 1856. We can now

just as categorically state that it

must not be so considered. Al-

though the physiology of plants and
animals in an aquarium is identi-

cal wdth the physiology of those

in the world at large, the part they

play in the ecology, or bionomics,

of their tank is quite different from

that taken by the sum total of all

life in the earth's grand economy.

In this sense, an aquarium is not

at all a microcosm but merely a

part of a macrocosm—part of a

larger world from which it cannot

be either physically or ideally sepa-

rated. No balance could be ex-

pected to exist in such an open

system. Looked at logically, the

whole idea of a balanced aquarium

seems baseless. But then, most

myths never made a pretense of

being logical.

BOOKS Coiitiiined from page 55

outlet in natural science, education, min-

ing engineering, exploration, collecting

on a hitherto unprecedented scale, busi-

ness management, and showmanship, but

even up to the time of his death in 1906,

he still yearned for other worlds to con-

quer.

As a scientist, his chief interest lay in

fossils, though under the guiding spirit

of Louis Agassiz his conceptions were

greatly broadened and injected with a

devotion to trutli which even P. T.

SEA AND LAND SHELLS
If you are a buyer of this class of invertebrates

send for my Conchological Chatter which ap-

pears monthly listing choice MoUusca from
every part of the world. Collections for sale of

any size up to .SOOO species. Also books on
Mollusca.

WALTER F. WEBB
2515 Second Ave. North, St. Petersburg 6, Fla.

Barnum, the great showman from whom
he learned many tricks, could not mider-

mine. Nevertheless, despite his successes

in founding museums and supplying them
with exhibits (typically a plaster Me-
gatherium skeleton surrounded by mete-

orites and fossil casts), he could never

live down the suspicion, born of the

esoterism of his day, tliat he was cheapen-

ing natural science through commercial-

ization.

The book also throws some interesting

high lights on the religious controversies

arising from tlie advent of Lamarckism
and Darwinism, which were particularly

acute in the vicinity of Rochester, the

birthplace of Mormonism and the Shaker

communities. Thus Henry Ward, in addi-

tion to the economic problems of secur-

ing financial support for his enterprises,

had first to awaken a scientific interest in

many prejudiced minds.

In evaluating the character of Henry

Ward, as portrayed by Roswell Ward,
certain allowance must be made for a

grandson's partiality. Yet, there is no

evidence of "build up," but merely a

straightforward narrative that speaks for

itself. The presentation is simple, enter-

taining, and humorous in a quiet way,

with all tlie documentary evidence rele-

gated to the last pages. But, behind diis

simple result, lay the monumental task of

collecting and collating the vast and scat-

tered Americana that marked his grand-

father's career. For this labor of love and

devotion, Roswell Ward is to be highly

commended.

It should be of special interest to all

affihated with the American Museum and

the New York Zoological Society to learn

that Frederic A. Lucas, William T. Horn-

aday, and Carl Akeley owe their rise to

fame very largely to the influence of

Henry Ward and his Natural Science

Establishment. George H. Childs.
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LETTERS
Jlass invasion

by Red-billed ifueleas

Sms:

Every year during December and Janu-

ary the fields of kafEr corn ( millet ) in the

western Transvaal are devastated by

enormous swarms of red-billed queleas.

As much as the farmer might loathe this

gregarious finch, it offers to the student

of natural history a fascinating subject

for the study of flock behavior.

To investigate press reports on enor-

mous damage done by these birds, I went

with two other members of the Wit-

watersrand Bird Club to Bloemhof, on

the Vaal River, to inspect the breeding

colonies of the queleas.

Although small flocks were constantly

encountered, we were told that the main

colony had broken up three weeks be-

fore. What we found was a ghost city of

birds. An area covering roughly 800

yards by 1 mile, thickly infested with

thombush and medium-size thorn trees

(mainly acacia karroo and Zyziphus mu-
cronata), looked from afar like an

orchard heavily laden with oversized

fruit. These were the nests of the queleas,

and they averaged 50 per tree. One hun-

dred adult birds per tree gave us a con-

servative estimate of two to five million

birds for the colony.

Local inhabitants who had seen the

colony at the peak of its activity said that

the noise had been unbearable and that

when the birds rose they covered the

sun hke a thundercloud. Now the place

was utterly deserted and dead. Witlr the

queleas, all odier life seemed to have

departed. In the distance a laughing dove

was cooing, and a few glossy starlings

flew overhead. That was all.

Many of the nests, falling slowly to

pieces, still contained eggs—sometimes

whole clutches and not infrequently a

dead fledgling, mummified, left to starve

by the parents. What is this spirit of the

swarm which calls the birds away and

breaks their family ties? Where do the

millions go? Are tliey lost in the wide, un-

explored wastes of tlie Kalahari, emerg-

ing again next season to breed where

the kafiir corn ripens?

During one month diey do great dam-

at^e, but what are diey eating during the

rest of the year? Some irate farmers are

talking about flame throwers and poison

cas, but can we foresee what would hap-
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A Dark waters, a photo-study to kindle thoughts of warmer, sunnier

days. By Fritz W. Neugass

pen if tliose millions of queleas were

exterminated? How many tons of noxious

weed seeds, how many millions of grubs,

must find their way down their beaks!

Have you any suggestions how to

minimize the damage without interfer-

ing witli the laws of nature too much?

Dm. \V. Gilces, Chairman,

Witwatersrand Bird Club.

Johannesburg, South Africa

The following comments are offered by

Dr. James P. Chapin. eminent authorily

on .-Vfrita in the .American Museum's

Bird Department:

The fabulous swarms of red-billed

queleas in many of the drier regions of

Africa have long been famous. One ob-

ser\er in tlie Blue Nile region wrote of

"hundreds of millions"; another in south-

west Africa reported migrating flocks that

took three days to pass his farm and

gathered meanwhile in \'ast numbers at

a drinking trough for cattle.

Where these superabundant birds

nested was long a mystery, and tlien

about 30 years ago their great colonies

in remote areas of the bush began to be

discovered. Nests are often abandoned

e\ en before the eggs have been laid, but

successful breeding must be frequent

enough.

These are by no means the only mem-
bers of the weaverbird family to raid

ripening fields of kaffir com, rice, and

other cereals. Bishop birds and whydahs.

in many regions, do tlie same. All across

the Sudanese belt every year, the natives

are obliged to mount guard as the grain

ripens. Women and children patrol the

fields to drive off the birds, the boys

shooting little reeds from their bows;

and other watchers build platforms in

trees.

In rainier equatorial countries, promi-

nent trees in the villages are occupied by

considerable colonies of yeOow and black

wea\ers, which often fly down into gar-

dens to peck at ripening ears of maize.

The people e\en the score by gathering

numbers of well-grown young from the

nests and using them as food.

It will be well to study the age-old

experience of natives before applying too

drastic methods of control. During part

of the year most finches destroy numbers

of insects, and die seeds they devour are

largely of no economic value. The right

to protect crops cannot be questioned,

e\ en if a small proportion of die birds may
lose their h\es. Here in the United States,

ducks, crows, and blackbirds are often

found to be detrimental in grain fields;

starlings and robins in fruit orchards.

Yet careful research has shown that none

of these birds should be decimated.

In Africa inanimate scarecrows are

apt to be useless. People moving about

the fields during the few weeks just be-

fore har\est time are far better. They

may well wa\e flags on poles and make

all the noise possible. Africans are splen-

did singers and drummers. Some mechani-

cal source of high-pitched noise might

supplement their efforts; and transcrip-

tions of sliriU African music delivered

through loudspeakers would seem ideal.

But that, of course, would cost far too

much.

Turtles Basking on Ice

Sirs:

I am not out to "stump the experts";

neither am I an expert. But tlie Union Sun

and Journal of Lockport, N. Y., recently

published an item telling how, one day last

niondi, se\eral turtles were seen basking

on the ice of Hopkins Creek. By the end

of the day, 12 had been caught, among

them a 20-pounder. Such an event is said

by local residents to be unheard of.

I have come to appreciate your letters

of explanation in N.^iural History and

would like to know what you think of

this—not onlv for my owii benefit but

for odiers around Lockport, including

13-year-old Richard Blackley, who wTOte

NOTICE—Readers are encour-

aged to submit their own pho-

tographs of natural history

subjects. Those selected for pub-

lication on these pages will be

paid for at $3.00 each, with full

credit to the photographer. Re-

turn postage must be Included.
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
The American Turk's Cap Lilv ( Lilium

superbum) is found over a wide range

from Minnesota east to the Atlantic coast

and from southern Canada to North

Carolina.

The blooms are large, pendant, and

recurved, varying in color from orange

to orange-red, deeper toward the tip of

the petals, and spotted with brown or

crimson on the throat.

The height of the plant varies from

five feet in the sun to nine or ten feet

in shady places. Not particular as to soil,

it thrives equally well under acid or

alkaline conditions. It is contented on any

ground diat will grow good potatoes and

will succeed in soil too soggy for them.

Indeed, this color photograph by Arthur

B. Close was taken in a marshy location.

The Turk's Cap Lily adapts itself to a

variety of situations. It is decorative in

a mixed border or may be naturalized in

moist woodlands or meadows. The flower-

ing season is July or early August, de-

pending on latitude. Basal rot is unknown,

but like most lilies, it is subject to the

virus "lily mosaic," which mottles the

leaves and, in severe cases, distorts the

stem buds and flowers as well.

C. L. H.
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to me about it. Inquiries re\eal nothing

unusual m the conditions on that day ex-

cept tliat the temperature above the ice

was about 70°F.

Rov B. Kellev.

New Hartford, N. Y.

The following information is offered

by Bessie Matalas Hecht of the American

Museum's Department of Reptiles and

Amphibians:

I find at least four audienticated records

of snapping turtles being observed during

the winter months in mud near melting

ice and in water beneath the ice. In

none of these cases, however, was more

than one individual found at a time,

which makes this newspaper account in-

teresting. That several should ha\e been

seen basking on the ice, and diat twelve

should have been caught, may be ex-

plained by tlie unseasonably warm air

temperature of 70°F. Only one air tem-

perature is recorded for the other occur-

rences, and that was 33° F. below the

present record.

Cold-blooded animals such as turtles

derive their body heat from external

sources. When the temperature drops,

turtles hibernate in places where they

will be protected from extreme cold. On
mild days, as tlie heat from the sun warms

the earth, the turtles have their body

temperatures raised, and they become

active, leaving their hibernating places

even though it may be in the middle of

winter.

The snapping turtle sometimes hiber-

nates singly but more often in large

aggregations and in a variety of places—

under logs, in muskrat burrows, or in

one or two feet of mud at the bottom of

a stream. Because one of these hibernat-

ing "dens" may yield quite a few turtles,

commercial collectors hunt tliem more

often in the winter months, probing for

them through holes in the ice. Catches

of as much as 500 to 1000 pounds have

been reported in a single day.

"Them that Has, Gets"

Congratulations on your new feature

"The Cryptomaze." It seemed impossible

that an akeady perfect magazine could

be made still more perfect, and yet it

would appear that that has been accom-

phshed.

However, there is one little thing tliat

has amused me greatly in January's word

maze. The person who secures 23 wild

mammals wins a copy of Wild Animals

of the World. Well, I don't believe tliat

anyone who succeeds in doing this needs

a book like that! They either aheady own
it or could easily compile a similar

book! . . .

Mrs. Abthur E. Lamb.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mrs. Lamb may have something

there.—Ed.

lOO

Too Small to Bother With
Sirs:

On a recent visit to Florida, I saw
sharks, sting rays, giant morays, and otlier

public enemies of the deep peacefully

mingling with fishes that were smaller

and less able to defend themselves, in the

great aquariums at Marineland. Local

attendants mentioned that adequate feed-

ing prevents fish fights and that sharks

and others attack only when hungry.

While lack of appetite might account

for a shark's good behavior, it would
hardly explain the little fish's lack of

apprehension. It all surprised me very

much. Surely a zoo could not mLx such

a variety of creatiires. What is the ex-

planation?

Joseph P. Crockett.
Washington, D. C.

The following answer is offered by
James W. Atz, Assistant Curator at the

New York Aquarium:

Adequate feeding will, of course, re-

duce the aggressive behavior of preda-

tory fishes, and this probably partially

accounts for the peaceful conditions at

Marineland. There are, however, other

factors. Predatory fishes do not necessarily

prey upon all smaller fishes; in fact, they

ignore those that are apparently too small

to bother with. One of the tricks in

keeping fishes of various species together

is to have the difference in size so great

that the larger ones will not concern

themselves with the smaller ones. At the

old New York Aquarium we were able

to keep two species of killifishes with sav-

age green morays.

It should be noted that the shark is

not agile enough to catch many of the

smaller fishes and that tlie sting ray

feeds on invertebrates, such as crabs,

worms, and shellfish, rather than on other

fishes.

The fearlessness of the smaller fishes

is easily explained. Fishes can adjust

themselves very rapidly. They quickly

"learn" that the large fishes in the tank

will not try to eat them, and they soon

lose any fear they may have had of

them in the wild.
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Cancadeit in Spring

Beautiful waterfalls along the sky line

and spray-filled streams are to be seen

in the Cascade Range in springtime when

the warm sunshine melts the winter's

heavy snow. Such scenes as the ones

shown here can be viewed at many places

on the highway across Stevens Pass in

the state of Washington. They rival many

famous ones.

Making the trip in the spring, the na-

ture lover thrills to the sight of the "cup

that runneth over." When he returns in

midsummer, it is like driving a different

highway, for not a single waterfall is

seen along the mountain road.

Mahgaret Meyer.

Seattle, Wash.

Melting snows, under a warm
Dring sun, find an outlet over a

liff

^ A MOUNTAIN STREAM dashing itself to spray in a wild

plunge to keep its age-old tryst with the ocean
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YOUR NEW BOOKS

DR. WILLIAM M. MANN'S BIOGRAPHY • BEES

BIRD FLIGHT • NATURE STUDY IN BRITAIN

Lets go to Colombia
- - - by Ellen and Lyman Judson

Harper and Brothers, $4.00

352 pp., 52 photos, 19 maps

'T^HE traveler, the armchair explorer,

-*- the North American resident of Co-

lombia, yes, and tlie English speaking

Colombian will find this a fascinating

source of accurate information. Combin-
ing the best features of a Baedeker with

crisp vignettes of legend, history, art, and

humor, the sparkling pages one moment
will have you traxeling through back

streets to seek out a tiny gold figure in

an altar niche of an ancient church, and

the next, with Drake, pillaging a forti-

fied treasure city with 120 ships and

1300 men.

In bed slippers or boots you can wan-

der the fabled Andes, even to the inner-

most fortress city, Bogota, the "Athens

of South America," where occurred the

greatest coincidence in history when three

invading bands of conquistadores, seek-

ing Chibcha gold, converged from differ-

ent directions at the top of the Andes

after treks of discovery which even today

overwhelm us with dieir immensity.

The traveler will find among the copi-

ous historical notes a bounty of necessary

information in the form of tips as to the

location of frozen foods, pre-Colombian

goldwork and shrines, modern gown
shops, salt mines, waterfalls, airports,

ultramodern architecture, good hotels,

bullfights, tropical agriculture stations,

Indian tribes, and oil fields. Also included

are tips on liberal and conservative news-

papers, legal hohdays (unfortunately not

all are included), clothing, and equip-

ment.

Packed into a "What's What" section

is copious information on Colombian

geography, chmate, political subdivisions,

population, government, language, re-

ligion, products, exports and imports,

transportation to and widiin the nation,

money, communications, etc.

Important facets of this work are the

"Judsonmaps" of all large cities, as well

as general maps and the 51 excellent

photographs.

In short, the first of Harper and

Brothers' "Judson Guides to Latin Amer-

ica" is a spanking good job. It makes one

say: "Let's go to Colombia."

Thomas E. Gilliabd.

YOUR NEW BOOKS

City of the bees
------- by Frank S. Stuart

Whittlesey House, $3.00

243 pp.

/^N the paper wrapper of this book the

^^ publisher makes the claim that in it

"the marvels of a society older than man,

and almost unknown to him, are re-

vealed." If man in the sense of the gen-

eral reader remains uninformed regarding

the honeybee, it is certainly not the fault

of the specialist. E. K. Phillips, for many
years in charge of bee culture investiga-

tions in the United States Bureau of

Entomology, has pointed out that hun-

dreds, even thousands, of books have been

written on bees and beekeeping and that

"no other insect, and perhaps no other

animal except man, has been so volumi-

nously discussed." In view of the avail-

able accounts of established repute, one

is inclined to look rather searchingly at

any new claimant for admission to the

order of merit and, where that claimant

is found wanting, to be perhaps unduly

harsh. This reviewer, at least, cannot help

expressing his regret tliat the literature

is encumbered through the addition of

the present perfervid volume, which con-

tains too much of a misleading character

to be the preceptor of the uninformed.

The author describes the book as "an

imaginative fantasy," yet he includes

enough of the factual, even if embel-

lished, to convince one that the work is

not a contactless flight of fancy. The

pages reek with andiropomorphism. An
extreme case—but otlrers as high-powered

might be cited— is that of the "old soldier

bee" who attracts the glances of tlie

"nurse bees." We are told that the "sol-

dier" is not to be blamed if it "cocks its

whisker yet more fiercely, and rolls a

languishing and magnificent black eye.

Nursemaids and soldiers were ever thus."

The reader need hardly be told that this

imagery scarcely fits a creature that has

an immobile compound eye, and that

both the "soldiers" and the "nursemaids"

are sterile females undifferentiated struc-

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS
Old, Rare and Out of Print

CATALOGUES ISSUED
INQUIRIES' SOLICITED

JOHN JOHNSON
Box 248 Ml. Vernon, N. Y.

turally. Such an alleged flirtation would
indeed be empty and anemic!

Herbert F. Schwarz.

N.lATURE'S undiscovered
KINGDOM

- by Walter
J.

C. Murray

George Allen and Unwin Ltd., London,

The Macmillan Co., New York, $2.00

98 pp., 19 photos

tpVERY age has its poets and philoso-

phers who "discover" nature's king-

dom. Some draw word pictures; others

paint and sketch. The author of this

small book of nature studies has aug-

mented his pen with the camera. The

reader will enjoy the pictiures but will

remember the author for his lyric prose

and sensitivity rather than for his photo-

graphic skill.

This work is "an attempt to under-

stand the world of wildlife from a new
angle." This "new angle" of understand-

ing is the intimate contact with and re-

spouse to nature on the part of an ob-

server who is not merely content with

knowing "the life history of every bird,

beast and insect."

After this warning, the author takes

us with him to mountaintops, to lush

meadows, to overgrown copses, to blue

tarns, and moist bogs. We watch with

him the growth of a pet kestrel and we
listen to the sounds of nature—the wind

through tree branches, the shrill cries of

hawks, die brisk chattering of squirrels.

We see great flocks of birds darken tire

sky, moths gathering about lights in the

evening. We tramp the countryside of the

British Isles looking, listening, touching,

tasting, and smelling. In addition to be-

ing a keen observer, our guide is a

philosopher and a sensitive interpreter of

nature. Indeed, the cool and calculating

among us might say that he is radier

emotional. He indicates the appeal nature

makes to him when he writes : "Have you

ever embraced a great tree in sheer won-

der and delight at its towering strength

and felt its rugged bark upon your cheek?

Have you brushed with your lips the

velvet of a newly opened flower in joy

of its blossoming? Have you talked with

birds? Have you at sunrise knelt with tlie

heather on the mountaintops in adora-

tion? These are a few of the notes in the

great score." This is a book for anyone
Continued on page 142
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3F AFRICA SHOWING THE TSETSE FLY AR
HROUGHOUT THE CONTINENT TOTALLING

44 MILLION SO- MILES

restless Empire war veterans and

civil servants displaced from India

and Burma have turned land-hun-

gry eyes on East Africa in recent

years, and there has been a rousing

boom in real estate, farms now
bringing triple their 1938 prices.

Lack of equipment, fencing, and

other needs have hampered pio-

neers. Some of them have had to

wait years for the barest essentials,

and money and equipment have

been lacking even to provide the

the peanut farms alone, and that

will mean stores, hotels, and sub-

sidiary settlements.

The military is not the least

prominent feature of the flood of

European civilization welling into

the once-dark continent. The trans-

fer of the great British Middle East-

ern military headquarters from the

Egypt-Suez area to Nairobi, and

continued exploitation of the im-

mense uranium wealth of the

Congo, with the consequent speedy

itself in a few years of capacity

operation.

Results thus far have been dis-

couraging. Only a small proportion

of the land scheduled to be cleared

has actually been combed with a

plow, and only 7500 acres were

planted last year. The estimated

cost of the entii-e program has

been revised upward 100 per cent,

and the plan for 10 Kenya planta-

tions will probably be dropped.

Much of the equipment for the

work was sui-plus war machinery

which was found to be in a deplor-

able condition, and there have been

few dollars to buy American tools

for the job. The yield has been

disappointing in many cases, even

after the land was cleared and

fertilizers applied. In one instance,

on a different project, it was re-

ported that thousands of acres of

Masai land in Tanganyika were

cleared for a wheat ranch. After

some 2000 head or more of game
had been shot, wheat was planted,

but the yield was an infinitesimal

half a bushel an acre. The game had

been killed off, the land plowed

and ruined, when the whole project

had to be abandoned.

Nevertheless, the government is

determined to go ahead with its

ambitious schemes and will no

doubt eventually make most of

them successful. Partly because of

the publicit}' gi\en the peanut plan.

After E. E. Austen and Emil Heah

A The tsetse fly that is the most common carrier of human
African sleeping sickness

—

Glossiua palpalis

colonies with adequate roads.

But despite high prices, low pro-

ductivity of much of the land, lack

of materials, and the immense prob-

lems posed by the nature of Africa,

the industrial age is coming to the

sleepy eastern colonies, with all

the roar and clatter of bulldozers

and gang plows. On sketch maps
of the vast territories, the proposed

farms and ranches look no more

important than fly specks on a wall,

but their effect on wildlife will ex-

tend far beyond their own geo-

graphical limits. New railroads and

ports, will be built, new roads laid

out. Villages will be needed to

house the 32,100 Africans and 730

Europeans who will be needed for

io6

development of that once forbid-

ding colony, would indicate that

Africa is due for a swift moderniza-

tion, even making no allowance for

agricultural expansion. The hugely

accelerated development of the

continent brings the wildlife prob-

lem into sharp focus.

The Managing Director of the

United Africa Company admitted

that government hunters were

shooting game in an effort to elimi-

nate it from proposed plantation

sites, but he explained airily: "Once

the game knows it is an unhealthy

area it will disperse." Food Minister

John Strachey, in a somewhat la-

bored reply to a question about the

fate of the wild creatures in the
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vicinity of the ranch sites, sug-

gested :

"Let me have them for our meat

ration."

Whether or not it is good sense

to trade the earth's most glorious

animal life for peanuts, we should

realize that civilization and physi-

cal development must and will

come to Africa. Nothing can stop

the advance, and the energies of

those who would protect the game

had better be directed toward seek-

ing some formula permitting con-

tinued existence of large and rep-

resentative blocs of wildlife within

a civilized community, rather than

jousting at windmills in a futile

attempt to stem an irresistible force.

The fly called tsetse comes in

many guises. At least 21 species have

been recognized, all called Glossina

something-or-other. At least some

species bring sleeping sickness to

man, and some cause nagana in

domestic livestock. The wild ani-

Jftn- H. E. .-tustcii cud Emil Heah

A Glossina morsi-

TANS, carrier of the

cattle disease nagana

and of human sleeping

sickness in certain lim-

ited areas

< Distribution of two

of the most important

tsetse flies

—

Glossina

palpalis (black area)

and G. mo) sitans (col-

ored area). G. morsi-

tans formerly extended

somewhat farther to

the southeast. The bars

represent overlap

Draimi according to informa-
tion from J. Bequaert, Cura-

tor, Museum of Comparative
Zoology of Harvard University

SOS FOR AFRICAN WILDLIFE

AMNH photo

A East African klipspringer, a specialized

rock antelope found wherever there are

suitable rocky hills, from the Cape Penin-

sula to the southern border of the Sahara

mals of Africa have apparently ac-

quired an immunity to nagana.

Tsetse is probably indigenous to

Africa alone.

The flies feed only on blood, and

although some few types can live

on cold-blooded creatures, such as

reptiles, most depend en the warm-

blooded mammals. Some species of

Glossina concentrate on large game

animals, and some on the smaller

game, like wart hogs or bushbuck.

The female fly hatches one larva

at a time, leaving it to pupate in

the earth. The fly merely acts as an

agent, or insect taxicab for the dis-

ease, sucking up the pathogenic

trypanosomes from an infected ani-

mal with the blood it drinks and

passing them with its saliva into

the blood of some other creature.

Dangerous though the flies are,

they have two weaknesses through

which they may be controlled. One

weakness is their comparatively
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A When white settlers first came to South Africa, the dry plaiiis

were covered with vast herds of antelope. Remaining wildlife is

now seriously threatened. Left: springbok; center: white-tailed gnu,

or black wildebeest; right: blesbok

slow rate of reproduction. The

other is the very high degree of

specialization achieved by all

known species. "Some species re-

quire a high degree of shade and

hximidity," said the British scientific

pubhcation Nature. "Some are con-

fined in their distribution to river-

banks and streams. Others require

dense shade and are limited to for-

ests; again, others prefer more open

parkland." This speciaUzation sug-

gests several means of controlling

the various species, but many meth-

ods have been tried, and most have

been abandoned as impractical.

Much of the bitterness against

the fly is attributable to the many

tragedies it has brought to frontier

stockmen. The High Commissioner

of South Africa at London, Heaton

Nicholls, recently described at-

tempts of settlers to start a Uve-

stock industry in Zululand, north-

eastern Natal, after the first World

War. Cattle died by the thousands

from nagana, and many of the

farmers went broke, he said. Other

I08

accounts said that the farmers, suf-

fering at the outset because of the

partial depletion of their herds by

nagana, forced partial extermina-

tion of the game in near-by Um-

folozi Reserve. Once the game dis-

appeared, these reports said, the

tsetse, far from conveniently dying

out, left the reserve and concen-

trated on the susceptible hvestock

herds in earnest, wrecking many a

farmer's hopes.

Extermination of the game in

many areas of southern Africa was

accompHshed haphazardly, as a

natural outgrowth of the expansion

of agricultmre and in accordance

with no predetermined plan. But

many persons noted that when the

game went, it took with it the

dreaded tsetse. And in what will

probably become the Emphe's

next dominion, Southern Rhodesia,

where the Matabele wars took place

a scant 50 years ago, a calculating,

methodical plan for wholesale game

extermination was conceived as the

best means of controlling tsetse.

That this program was effective in

controlling at least one species of

the deadly Glossina is undoubted,

and that it is as yet the only tried

and true means of doing so is

equally true. But farseeing scien-

tists and nature lovers, noting the

influential lobbying for extension

of this drastic scheme through all

British Africa, have fought back

bitterly, urging that more time and

money be devoted to research.

Their job is enormous and it may

be impossible."

But the British are the world's

most determined and practical con-

servationists. They are gradually

rousing to meet the threat, although

as yet with too httle. Many natu-

raUsts fear the effort is too late.

In no other country has a similar

problem ever been satisfactorily

met. Witness the fate of the bison

in the United States and of the

vicuna in South America. In Africa

the problem is still more pointed

and difficult, but the rewards for

•As this article goes to press, announcement
is made of a new drug, antrycide, which is

claimed to cure Trypanosomiasis in cattle and

to safeguard healthy animals by injection. This

is an example to reinforce our trust in science.

But there is no prospect that this particular dis-

covery will promise greater security for wildlife,

and cautious scientists are inclined to await

further tests of its value.

—

Ed.
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success would be infinitely greater.

It is one of the miracles of evolu-

tion that the incredible richness

of the animal life of Africa was

spared to modern man. To shoot

such a divine gift into oblivion

without making a strong effort to

find some other way to control dis-

ease-bearing flies would be a hide-

ous mistake.

"Beyond the human inhabitants

there will remain, one hopes for

centuries to come, the wild animals

which make [Africa] so attractive

to the lover of nature," elder states-

man Jan Christiaan Smuts, said at

Oxford eighteen years ago. "I look

forward to the time when the rage

for destruction will have disap-

peared, when the senseless slaugh-

ter of wild fauna will be as criminal

and contrary to public opinion as

cruelty to humans . . . Africa will

be a place of refuge, a temple set

apart where the human spirit can

once more practice nature worship

and enjoy peace and quietude."

Less than a score of years later the

fauna of Africa were facing their

gravest threat!

The Times of London, a pubUca-

tion great enough to reahze that

the preservation of the animals of

Africa is vital news today, recently

devoted two half-columns of its

critically short newsprint to an

editorial-page discussion of the

problem. The anonymous article in-

spired a series of letters from the

Times' remarkable circle of readers.

"Because of the vaunted success

of butchery in Southern Rhodesia,

game extermination is being vocif-

erously and influentially demanded
in the British colonies of East

Africa," the Times article said, but

it recognized that "the tsetse fly

presents Africa with a problem

which must be solved in the inter-

ests of human health and the health

of domestic cattle." The fly is ex-

tending its range into many areas

where it previously was unknown.

In a letter to the newspaper Els-

peth Huxley, born in Kenya and

a well-known woman writer on

Simplified after

C. F. Marbut
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African affairs, warned that it "is

advancing almost everywhere and
in Uganda is threatening the very

survival of the Hvestock industry.

Seven-eighths of Tanganyika and
three-quarters of Uganda are now
said to be unsafe for domestic ani-

mals." The Times admitted that it

was a most complicated problem

but was reluctant to concede that

its solution lay beyond the capacity

of intensive scientific research.

Most widespread is the fly called

Glossina morsitans. It is found in

Kenya and is the main tsetse spe-

cies in Northern Rhodesia. It is com-

mon in Tanganyika and has also

reached Uganda. Almost as wide-

spread are G. palpalis and G. tachi-

noides. All three transmit both hu-

man sleeping sickness and nagana.

But many authorities agree with

entomologist W. H. Potts, director

of a small tsetse research station at

Shinyanga, Tanganyika, that the fly

is "being used as a stick to beat

the game." The bitterness of the

struggle between the conservation-

ists and the destnjctionists was re-

flected in letters to the Times. The

slaughter of game was categorically

supported by Professor Patrick A.

Buxton, Director of the Depart-

ment of Entomology at the London

School of Hygiene and Tropical

Medicine: "Game and cattle are

incompatible," he declared, "and

this would be so even if there were

no tsetse." An acknowledged au-

thority on the insect, he discussed

G. morsitans at some length.

"Evidence of the dependence of

G. morsitans on game is conclusive,"

he wrote. "For instance, if mining

or road traflic disturbs game, the

animals reti-eat, fly going with them.

Outbreaks of rinderpest have more

than once exterminated game over

wide areas, and this insect with the

game . . . Southern Rhodesia has

used game destruction against this

species of tsetse for a number of

years. They have cleared about

6000 square miles (and have 4000

nearly clear) and have cattle on it,

which could not be there if fly

were present."

Professor Buxton's letter was

sharply answered by elderly, genial

Doctor Henry G. Maurice, world-

renowned naturalist and President
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of the London Zoological Society

at famed Regent's Park Zoo. Nor-

mally an amiable man, Doctor

Maurice felt no inhibitions about

assailing "that assurance of infalli-

bilitv which the professorial chair

sometimes engenders." Dr. Maurice

remarked that "the professor is

careful to confine his observations

to G. morsitans. He thus avoids the

necessitv' of referring to the results,

fatal to valuable herds of cattle,

of game destruction in Umfolozi,

where the tsetse involved is G. pal-

lid ipes, or to the complete failure

to eradicate the same species by

game destruction in Rhodesia it-

self ... In fairness, one thing must

be said for the execution of the

game slaughter policy in Southern

Rhodesia. It is thorough and intelli-

gently methodical, not senselessly

sporadic. But whether it has really

achie\'ed or is achieving its object,

it is too early to say. Whether it

succeeds is not the question posed

by those who wish to consei-ve the

beauty and grandeur of African

wildlife. The question is whether

it is necessary, and whether the

eradication of the fly . . . cannot

be achieved by other means. [The

Tirnes] correspondent advocated

scientific research in which, appar-

ently, Professor Buxton takes no

interest."

Dr. Maurice mentioned several

experiments on methods of control.

In one instance, he said, bush clear-

ing alone stopped a "broad advance

" The impalla, noted for making extraordinary leaps when
alarmed. This graceful African animal prefers parklike forests and
is never found far from water

of tsetse which had driven 30,000

Africans from their homes." Com-
bined bush clearing and controlled

grass fires once cleared tsetse from

1000 square miles vwth no game
slaughter involved, he said. In still

another test, grass fires were kept

out of a controlled area and the

tsetse population was reduced 95

per cent.

"It would be an impertinence on

my part to yield to the temptation

to discuss Professor Buxton's phi-

losophy of life," Doctor Maurice

concluded bitterly. "He is a de-

clared advocate of uncontrolled

shooting by Africans . . . Unlike

the professor, I believe that man
has everything to gain and nothing

to lose by endeavoring to keep

alive, not in glorified zoos but as

widely and as freely as possible,

those creatures of nature which

are, in the main, so much more
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A Water buck and a rare lechwe in the upper Nile: rwo members
of Africa's incomparable wildlife, now threatened by civilization's

advance

beautiful than man and so infinitely

less deshuctive and vicious."

Almost everyone who has written

on the subject urges further ex-

tensive research, but not much is

being done. Mrs. Huxley, who un-

derstands the problem as well as

any layman, wrote: "To drive out

tsetse, game slaughter must be

linked with control of the density

of bush through clearing, burning,

and other methods, a difficult and

costly business . . . There is, how-

ever, an alternative . . . [which is]

to confer on susceptible animals

the immunity acquired by game, or

an imitation of it. This line of re-

search is admittedly difficult." She

said that so far as she knew, no

such research was under way in

East Africa. Mrs. Huxley visited

the Shinyanga experimental station

and complained that "this labora-

tory is staffed by [only] two scien-

tists . . . and an assistant; they have

no electric light or water and are

obviously being run on a shoe-

string."

Apparently it is only in the Union

of South Africa that a serious at-

tempt is being made to control

tsetse while preserving the game.

Doctor P.
J.

du Toit, Director of

Veterinary Services for the Union,

recently told a sizable crowd of

interested scientists and laymen at

London of a research program in

Zululand involving extensive ex-

perimentation with the miracle in-

secticide, DDT.
An area was selected where the

tsetse G. pallidipes was prevalent

and where the cost of bush clear-

ing would prove exorbitant. Fly

traps were ineffective in controlling

the insect, and hand spraying with

DDT, while extremely costly, was

SOS FOR AFRICAN WILDLIFE

not efficient because the spray did

not penetrate the fofiage sufficiently.

With the co-operation of the South

African Air Force, planes were then

used, operating like crop dusters.

Six twin-engined Ansons, flying at

120 miles an hour 50 feet above the

bush, laid long cottony streamers

of DDT-laden smoke across the

countryside. Some 50 acres a min-

ute could be sprayed, and the cost

per 100 square miles was about

$3.60 an acre. In places where

ravines or rough ground made it

unlikely that the area was covered

thoroughly, hand-placed insecticide

grenades finished the job.

The flies were not wiped out,

but the numbers remaining were

very small. In view of their slow

reproduction rate, they may have

been brought below the "critical

level" so that the fly might never

be able to re-establish itself. The

spraying was so successful that a

temporary reprieve was granted im-

mediately to animals that had been

scheduled for slaughter, and within

a few months it seemed likely that

the reprieve would be made pcma-

nent. But it will take a year or more

to secure the necessary evidence for

a long-term decision on whether

DDT can save the African game.

At Shinyanga, cattle were sprayed

with DDT and turned out to graze

in a dangerous tsetse area. It re-

sulted, said Caldwell, in a 90 per

cent decrease in the fly, but the

spray had to be renewed each two

days. This worked out at an ex-

pense of about $20 an animal a

day, which was, of course, pro-

hibitive. An emulsion that will stick

to the animal for a considerable

period has supplemented oil sprays

in the United States. Occasional

deaths among cattle sprayed with

DDT in the United States have

prompted caution in its use.

"Sufficient has been done to jus-

tify a tremendously increased scale

of operations against the tsetse fly,"

commented Nature. "The amount

of money spent on research has

been . . . pitifully small in com-

parison with the harm |the fly]

causes . . . Here is a problem which

requires costly, large-scale re-

search."

Concurrent with the spread of

CoutiuHcd on ran.- Ul
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The Man Wh6

A MOPI,

shark fisherman of the Tuamotu Islands

How Mopi struggled with two

sea monsters to pay off a debt

By WiLMON Menard
Photograph by the author

AFEW months before I came to

the South Pacific coral atoll

of Nukurua (Amanu), I witnessed

a sight at the island of Rapa, to the

south of Tahiti, that has made me
a shark's enemy for Hfe.

Frequently in the afternoon, off

the headlands of the bay of Ahurei,

Rapa, I would see schools of young

whales, with occasional huge bulls.

On this occasion, I saw two small

whales, no doubt stragglers from

the main school, tarrying and sport-

ing on the sunlit surface of the

ocean.

A native suddenly gripped my
arm and pointed toward them, cry-

ing hoarsely: "Sharks!"

Rushing out through the head-

lands of the bay were countless

sharks, swimming singly and in

pairs. The young whales had
been swimming over submerged
coral ledges, scraping themselves as

they went, probably to rid them-

selves of barnacles or other sources

of irritation, and blood from the

lacerations may have roused the

sharks to special fury. In a minute

or so the water bristled with the

fins of the sharks as they closed in

on the now startled young whales.

Before the whales could sound, their

flukes were ripped to pieces and

their great bulks torn to shreds by

the hungry, bloodthirsty pack.

Native divers, working pearl shell

beds under water, have also been

seized by sharks. Sometimes the

monsters, with a mad wrench, strip

off the skin and flesh, leaving

lengths of white bone exposed. Sev-

eral divers in the Dangerous Isles

(the Tuamotus) with whom I have

talked have been attacked by sharks

while descending, and the brutes

have sheared off parts of their jaws

and cheeks, leaving their gleaming

teeth visible forever after.

But the most wonderful story in

the Dangerous Isles is the tale of

how a giant Tuamotuan, Mopi by

name, rode on the back of a huge

shark. French traders, schooner cap-

tains, and colonial officials verified

the account, as follows. While gath-

ering pearl shells under water at

the pearl-diving atoll of Hikueru,

Mopi bumped heads with a shark.

The creature, fully twelve feet long,

circled swiftly and attacked him.

Mopi, caught off guard, v;as forced

to seek refuge in a coral cavern.

But the shark lunged in after him,

and Mopi, seeing no escape, strug-

gled desperately onto its back and

buried his strong fingers in the

wide, deep gills.

The shark, enraged and startled,

headed with great speed for the

surface. There the brute barrel-

rolled and leaped clear out of the

water with terrifying impact, try-

ing to free itself of its rider. It sud-

denly shot to the bottom again,

crashing wildly through brittle coral

trees and slashing Mopi cruelly.

Again it zoomed to the surface,

blood gushing from its torn gills.

This time it headed toward a sub-

merged reef near the native village,

and there it accidentally beached

itself.

The villagers, who had fined the

coral strand to watch Mopi's amaz-

ing ride, attacked the shark with

spears and clubs. Mopi walked un-

aided to the beach, his entire body

torn and bleeding from the shark's

rough skin and from collisions with

coral. Then, seized with blind rage,

he whirled around suddenly, ran

back to the shark, and gave it a

smashing blow on the snout above

the jaws with his fist. But at that

moment, the shark's jaws flashed

wide—and Mopi's hand was gone!

I had always hoped to meet this

extraordinary Tuamotuan, and one

morning on Amanu my wish was

fulfilled. A loud, yodeling call

aroused me just after dawn, and

when I stuck my head out of my
pabn-leaf hut, I saw a Polynesian

giant standing beside a beached

saiUng canoe. He wore only a blue-

and-white pareu tied around his

strong, bulging loins. His muscular

body was marked by long, serrated,

livid scars, the telltale decorations

of a veteran shark-killer. His head

was massive, with tight, crisp ring-

lets of hair hanging low over his

wide forehead. His eyes were large

and liquid, tender though giving

the impression of absolute fear-

lessness.

When he saw me, he grinned and

waved gaily. His right hand was

severed at the wrist.

"'Ullo, big boy!" he cried in a

deep, booming voice. "My name
Mopi! I been Frisco! I walk down
Market Street! Yah! Vera ka haul

Hot stuff!"

(Mopi had once voyaged to San

Francisco on a copra schooner, and

he had picked up an amazing vo-

cabulary of Enghsh words.)

He rushed up to me and threw

his injured arm around my shoul-

ders in a rough hug.
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^ode a Shark

"I come Amanu. I hear you no

like sharksl" he shouted, blowing

fumes of coconut toddy in my face.

"I say, damn hell to sharks!"

Mopi shared my simple break-

fast with me, and not long after-

ward I had an opportunity to see

him under water with sharks. We
hurriedly launched the canoe across

the lagoon and paddled to the

foraging ground of the sea gang-

sters. The surface of the lagoon was

unruffled, and the marine garden

that spread out below us could be

seen as clearly as if viewed under

an immense magnifying glass. The

sunhght was reflected from the

coarse, sandy bottom and cast shad-

ows in coral caverns where the

monsters of the lagoon were pos-

sibly ensconced. Now and again a

shaft of light would transfix the

sliding body of a barracuda or a

small lagoon shark or the green,

slimy sheen of a twisting moray. It

was hke an amazing kaleidescope.

When I turned around to speak

to Mopi, who was in the stern

paddling, I saw that he was affix-

ing to his injured wrist a leather

stirrup ending in a brass cap. In

the center of the brass end was a

threaded hole. He reached down,

grinning, and lifted up an object

wrapped in an oily cloth. When he

THE MAN WHO RODE A SHARK
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unrolled it, I saw that it was a long

three-edged knife. This he screwed

securely into the threaded hole of

the guard.

He shouted truculently and

waved it in the air. The canoe

rocked suddenly, and Mopi was

over the side, with hardly a ripple

to mark his descent. Through the

water box, I watched him go down
feet first, the knife flashing brightly

in the clear water. Then, at a depth

of about ten feet, he turned and

shot like a torpedo, head first, for

the bottom. A huge shark was cruis-

ing slowly among smaller ones. The

smaller sharks took instant flight,

but the monster he had singled out

circled him warily at a distance.

Mopi swam toward the shark

boldly, the knife-arm extended. The

killer swam deeper, and Mopi fol-

lowed him, until I could see only

a shadowy outline of shark and

man. A few seconds later, they rose

higher, and I suddenly saw Mopi

make a quick lunge at the shark.

Mopi's face was upturned now,

and I could see that he was "making

faces" at the shark. Then his fixed

sword flashed out, and a small jet

of gray smoke was ejected from the

belly of the monster. (Blood in sea

water at this distance appears gray

in color.) The shark was furious.

It circled quickly and charged
Mopi, who nimbly somersaulted,

swam deeper, and then came up
under the brute for another hard
knife thrust. Again the native swam
nimbly around a coral fan and
pricked the thrashing, enraged

shark. Then—danger!

A small though dangerous-sized

shark came into the scene, attracted

by the blood of the large one. It

first saw Mopi and headed toward

him; but the Tuamotuan was not to

be caught napping, and when the

small shark swam past, flashing its

jaws for a bite, Mopi sank the knife

deeply into its neck just back of

the gills. The shark was moving

away from him at the time and, by

its own momentum, drew the knife

out clean, without jerking Mopi

around.

But the large shark was still to

be reckoned with. It rushed in for

a swift attack on Mopi, and the

native jerked his body aside just

in time to save his limbs from a

cruel bite. Mopi apparently realized

that vwth so much blood in the

water he was exposing himself

needlessly to danger, so he quickly

reached out and grabbed a fluke

of the big shark. He twisted his

body under its stomach and, at the

same time, sank his knife deeply

into its befly. Then he released his

hold on its fluke and allowed the

force of the shark's motion to rip

open its stomach.

The battle over, Mopi came to

the surface, blowing his nose lustily.

He was breathing in whistling gasps

through his clenched teeth in the

pecuUar way of Tuamotuan divers,

to relieve his strained lungs and

accustom his lung muscles to nor-

mal action. Then he climbed un-

aided into the canoe, unscrewed his

bayonet, wiapped it in the fish-oil

rag.

He gestured down into the

depths of the lagoon. "Now you do

go down and give it to them."

I gave Mopi a long, dubious stare.

"My good friend," I said, grinning,

"when I want to cut short my life,

I'll find pleasanter ways of doing

it than rubbing noses with sharks!"

Mopi gave me a broad, under-

standing smile. "Maybe you right."
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The Bug with a

Cnmson Past
Source of brilliant carmine dye, Mexico's tiny

cochineal insert started a fabulous industry

that flourished for 300 years, producing one

of the most romantic products of history

By Jerry Laudermilk
Research Associate in Geochemistry,

Pomona CoUegc

Drawings by the author

< Cochineal pioneers. This colony is just

a few weeks old. Eventually the web will

spread over the entire pad. Individuals

have established themselves at the base of

the spines, perhaps for protection of the

young web

THIS is the story of an insect

that once rated an important

place in the tribute rolls of an em-

pire. One of the illustrations shows

three curious hieroglyphics from an

ancient Mexican manuscript where-

in are listed the treasures de-

manded of the conquered states by

the Emperor Montezuma. Scanned

from right to left, they indicate:

one gorgeous feather diadem made

from the plumage of the quetzal;

twenty gourds of gold dust (you

can tell that the tally calls for this

number by the flag stuck in the

top); and twenty sacks packed to

the brim with a curious article of

commerce the Mexicans called

nocheztli, meaning blood of the

nopal, or prickly-pear cactus.

"^ Wild cochineal, Dactylopius tomento

sus, relative of the historic Mexican variety

Top: well-grown nymph highly magnifiedJ

Lower right: unhatched insect. The egg

shell has been cleared with a solution ol

KOH in glycerine. The coiled rings oi

chitin (M) later become the proboscis

Lower left: young nymph trailing filament!

of wax (X) secreted by special glands on

the insect's back
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Cochineal "mummies," with gold dust

and a feather crown, represented as treas-

ure demanded by the Emperor Montezuma
from conquered states. Aztec characters

from the Mendoza Codex, in the Selden

Collection, Oxford, England

The feather crown and gold dust

are interesting because they show
the sort of company our bug kept

and because her own portrait is

included. The rows of oval spots

on the sack are stylized pictures of

the contents—thousands of tiny,

dark-red mummies of cochineal in-

sects, source of the glorious crim-

son dye carmine, one of the most

romantic commercial products of

all time.

I had read of this cochineal in-

sect, Dactylopius coccus, and the

almost magical pigment made from

it, in Prescott and other accounts

of old Mexican civilizations, but it

was not until I came to the Arizona

Desert that I made the acquaint-

ance of this insect's relatives. In

some ' places in the south-central

part of the state, the prickly-pear

cacti were white with the webs or

tents of D. tomentosus or D. con-

fusus, both of which are abundant

in southern Arizona and California.

Although the two cochineal in-

sects found in the United States

are not closely related to their illus-

trious Mexican cousin, it is inter-

esting to examine them. Wherever

the prickly-pear cactus (Opuntia

of several species) grows, you are

likely to find some of the pads dis-

figured or decorated—depending

upon how you look at it—by the

white rags and tatters of the cochi-

neal web. This is a composite fabric

spun from strands of wax and silk.

To simply scrape off a wad of the

stuff and expect to see the bugs

inside is a natural but unsatisfac-

tory way to get results. The big

females, sometimes a quarter of an

inch long, are deep inside the tent,

and the sprightly youngsters, the

ntfmphs, are tiny red specks that

you might easily overlook unless

you used a magnifier. But pinch a

tuft of the web, and the carmine

squeezed out will stain your fingers

bright red. Add some cigarette ash,

and the red is changed to a rich

shade of violet by the alkali in the

ash.

The easiest way to unveil the in-

sect population is to put a shred of

web on a plate and add a drop of

oil. This clears up the web in the

same way that a spot of grease

makes paper transparent. Now you

will see bugs galore—red nymphs

the size of microscopic dots and fat

old mothers bigger than a match

head. To see the inhabitants to

complete satisfaction you need a

microscope, which necessitates re-

moving the web entirely.

Benzine takes care of the wax,

and a solution of nickel hydroxide

in ammonia dissolves the silk. This

drastic treatment changes the popu-

lation from inhabitants to speci-

mens, ready to be examined under

your microscope.

A low power, say about 20 or 30

diameters, shows the remains of

what was once a teeming com-

munity made up of adults, nymphs,

and eggs. (I'll not consider the case

of the male bugs right now, since

they lack an important feature that

entitles them to a paragraph of their

own.)

The eggs are tiny oval objects

about an eightieth of an inch long.

Since the shells are transparent, we

can see the mysteries taking place

inside. By selecting a series, we

can follow the whole story of the

bug's development from an unor-

ganized emulsion to a larva ready

to hatch.

As raw material for producing an

insect, the contents of the egg seem

at first to be as unpromising as a

drop of mayonnaise—just a vast as-

semblage of oil droplets, particles

of red pigment, and a myriad of

ultramicroscopic specks, all floating

in a clear liquid. But older eggs

begin to show the ghostlike out-

lines of tiansparent infant bugs,

which take shape from the emul-

sion as stealthily as clouds from the

air.

This marshaling to order of bug-

stuff in response to some unknown

urge within the fertilized egg pro-

ceeds unerringly, almost like the

crystallization of a salt from a

solution. From the start, these form-

ing larvae show a striking feature:

two circular objects that look ex-

actly like loosely coiled rings of fine

wire, one on each side of the em-

bryonic insect's head. This is the

beginning of the beak, which in the

adult is an apparatus something

like a built-in soda straw with a

sharp point. The outlines of the

embryonic bugs become sharper

and sharper until the egg finally

contains a neat little bundled-up

insect, like the one shown in the

drawing. This series, showing the

development of an insect from the

raw material to the finished prod-

uct, makes an awe-inspiring and

tremendously fascinating show.

When the egg finally hatches,

the infant cochineal has embarked

upon the second stage of its career.

It is now a nymph, a leggy little

midget which is best observed alive

as it prowls among the filaments of

the web. The microscope shows

the nymph's outer covering to be

furnished with some extremely

curious organs. First there are the

organs of touch, the setae. These

are short, cylindrical, stubby-look-

ing objects arranged in six rows
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down the back, with six setae to

each segment. Look a little closer

and you \\nl\ notice groups of small

circular objects that look Uke pores.

These are the openings—nozzles,

you might say—to the cells that se-

crete wax, and through these the

waxy threads flow out in somewhat

the same way that tooth paste

emerges from the tube.

These nymphs are decidedly dif-

ferent from the classic variety, since

they are of both sexes. They all look

alike at first, but each time they

molt—and they shed their skins

about four times—their similarity

decreases. At first the nymphs stay

in one place and gorge themselves

with sap. This heavy feeding causes

them to grow rapidly, and they

soon settle down to being cochineal

insects in a serious way. The males

lose their n\TTiphlike features and

spin tiny white cocoons, in which

they molt two or three times more

—something Hke dressing in your

sleeping bag.

The female nymph spins no co-

coon but also molts, and with each

change of costume she becomes

plumper and plumper. With her

last change, she becomes simply

an egg-laying machine and looks

a good deal like an overstuffed

cushion. This is her final appear-

ance as an individual. Her next role

is that of an efficiently packed egg

case, and I mean just that. What
was once the skin of the mother is

now a sack filled with eggs.

The remarkable characteristic of

Ii6

< A FULL-GROWN MOTHER COCHI-

NEAL ready to lay her eggs. She is

now merely an overstuffed sack with

undersized legs, beak, and antennae

—and packed full of eggs

^ Adult male cochineal (top),

Dactylopiiis tomentosiis. Lower

right: the head from beneath show-

ing the lower pair of eyes. The other

two sets are located on the top of

the head {center figure) and at the

sides {not shown). Lower left: the

foot with its single claw, a typical

feature. All figures greatly magnified

the male cochineal is the feature it

lacks. His mouth parts are unde-

veloped, and during his entire life

span such prosaic activities as eat-

ing and drinking are impossible.

But this is really a matter of small

importance, since he leaves his co-

coon charged with enough energy

to carry him through his entire

career. The males are hard to lo-

cate. In the first place they are

scarce, being outnumbered by the

females by about 200 to 1. In the

second place they are small, only

about a sixteenth of an inch long.

Although they have bright red

bodies, they are practically covered

by a pair of dehcate white wings,

neatly folded down the back and

matching exactly the white back-

ground of the web. Although nature

neglected the mouth, she furnished

the male with three sets of well-

placed eyes. He has one pair on

top of his head, another on the

sides, and the third underneath, in

about the same position they oc-

cupy in the human face. Finally,

two long, flowing streamers of white

wax, which appear to be entirely

ornamental, are attached to the

terminal segment of the abdomen.

The wax web is the only protec-

tion that the cochineal has against

its enemies, which include ants,

beetles, field mice, birds, and a

slick, pink grub that resembles the

larva of a ladybug. The pink grub

is the most dangerous of the lot,

since it is able to deal with the baf-

fling tangle of sticky threads which

is a regular snare for other tiny

marauders. The grub mines deep

into the web, where it preys off the

helpless, overstuffed mothers.

Through a microscope, an old

cochineal tent is a wilderness of

horrors, for it is littered with dan-

gling skeletons of ants and spiders,

the armor of departed beetles, di-

lapidated cradles (abandoned co-

coons), and ragged old clothes

(molted skins). Birds and mice

learn to leave the webs alone, be-

cause bills and teeth gum up so

thoroughly on the wax that the bugs

are not worth catching.

This short survey of the personal

history of the cochineal bug brings

us to the next phase of the subject,

the reason why nocheztli held such

an important place in the culture of

Mexico and elsewhere.

Normal folks like color in their

surroundings, and the fact that

colors have an effect upon the emo-

tions has been known for ages.

Shades of red, orange, and yellow

stimulate. Blues and violets have a

serene effect. Greens and cool grays

relax the nerves, while drabs—dull

browns and black—are sobering or

depressing. Some shades of red are

always a leader in a color scheme,

and their presence or absence is

usually noticed. Weavers, dyers,

and painters have constantly been

on the lookout for new shades.

For centuries, possibly thousands

of years, the craftsmen of Asia and

Europe under.stood the secrets of

making several shades of red dye.

Some of these were actual chro-

matic "knockouts," although pre-

pared from curious raw materials.

One beautiful red was produced by
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kermes, an insect (Coccus ilicis)

living on certain species of Euro-

pean live oak, particularly in Spain.

It produced what was known as

granum tinctorium, or red dye. The
kermes insect could be gathered

only with difficulty, but in early

times many of the inhabitants of

Murcia made a precarious living

by collecting it. It had to be

scratched from the twigs with the

fingernails, since any other means

was said to damage the product.

Kermes had long been known to

the eastern races, especially the

Phoenicians, who knew the dye un-

der the name of thola. Since this

was one of the finest dyes of ancient

times, it is generally believed by

students of the subject that the

scarlet used by the Hebrews for

dyeing the curtains of the taber-

nacle was kermes. The name kennes

itself is Arabic and is the source

of our own word crimson.

Another powerful red dye of

A Collecting specimens of D. tomentosus. Nymphs are

brushed into the beaker with a squirrel-tail brush

>• Old colony of cochineal insects on cactus

Opuntia vaseyii. The white web protects thou-

sands of the insects during all stages of their

development

ancient times was the Tyrian or

Imperial Purple of the Romans.
This was produced from two spe-

cies of shellfish by a difficult and
smelly process involving the use

of steam heat. The color rangedo
from amethystine violet to true pur-

ple, producing a shade of red so

deep that, like the reds of some
roses, it looked almost black unless

held at certain angles to the light.

This dye was so tremendously ex-

pensive that a pound of wool dyed
with it cost the equivalent of

$235.

Among the other red dyes was
madder, produced from the root of

three or four common plants grow-

ing from eastern Europe to the Far

East and related to our common
weed, bedstraw. This was one of

the cheap reds of olden times, a

loud, red-flannel red of about the

same shade as our modern Turkey

red.

So, as matters stood at the begin-

ning of the sixteenth century, the

known possibilities for preparing

satisfactory red dyes from the ma-

terials then available in Europe had

been exhausted. The technical proc-

esses for using the old dyes had

long been mastered, and perfect

fastness to light and water was the

rule. Some of these dyes were so
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good that earl\- Coptic yarns

(fourth to seventh centiin) and

later Flemish yarns (fourteenth

century) have deca)ed without the

colors fading. But then as now, ex-

perts in the dver's art were ever

alert for new shades and sources.

A fresh field opened up in 1519,

w'hen Cortez invaded Me.\ico.

One of the manv aspects of Mexi-

can life that profoundly impressed

the conquistadores was the vast

size of the tianguez, or great mar-

ket of the Mexican capital. Here,

among other strange articles of

merchandise, were bales of cloth

so finelv wo\en and brilliantly dyed

that thev brought to mind the silks

the Spaniards had seen in the mar-

kets of Granada. Much of this cloth

was cotton, but there were also

mantles w^oven from extremely deli-

cate \ams spun from rabbit fur

and d\"ed a powerful, soul-stirring

crimson. This was, of course, the

carmine dve of the cochineal.

Here, obviously, was a new prod-

uct with great commercial possi-

bihties. and samples of the new

dvestufi were sent to Spain. By

about 1523, the Spaniards in Mexico

were shipping home as much of

the cochineal as they could pos-

sibly obtain.

Now, although the Aztecs used

the dve with complete success on

their fabrics of rabbit fm, it was

onlv fairly satisfactory on Euro-

pean wool. However, cochineal had

points in its favor. For one thing

its tinctorial power was ten times

that of the old kermes. So for more

than a centur\' after its discover\-,

cochineal was the subject of much

trial-and-error experimentation.

As with most other natural dyes,

the secret of success lay largely in

the mordant or "chemical go-be-

tween" that precipitated the pig-

ment on the liber in an insoluble con-

dition. With kermes, the mordant

was alum; other dyes required am-

monia, salts of iron, tartar, borax,

etc.; but alum was one mordant of

wide application. Attempts to make

a satisfactory cochineal scarlet with

any of the mordants in use at the

time was only fairly satisfactory.

All this changed about the year

1630 (some authorities say 1650),

when, as the result of a luck\' acci-

ii8

dent, the Dutch experimental

chemist, Cornelius Van Drebbel,

discovered that the proper mordant

for cochineal was tin oxide. This

mordant is prepared by dissohang

tin in aqua regia, a mixture of nitric

and hydrochloric acids. When this

"tin salt" is added to a cochineal

dve bath and the solution boiled,

tin oxide is precipitated, carr\dng

the coloring material—carminic acid

—along wdth it. A chemical attrac-

tion betvveen the wool fibers of the

\'arn and the tin oxide causes the

pigment to become permanently

entrenched, so that the dye is not

just a w^eak, superficial stain to

wash loose with the first touch of

water.

This disco\erv was the making

of cochineal. It had "made good,"

and soon after, the dessicated bugs

were being shipped from Mexico

in great quantities.

There was still much mystery- as

to the actual nature of the dyestuff

itself. Most folks were sure that

the tinv drv grains were a seed of

some sort. Others contended that

it was a dried berry. A few thought

it might be a dried insect. The

credit for clearing up this point is

generally given to the Dutch micro-

scopist, Loeuenhoek, who settled

the question in 1704. But Dr. John

Hdl, who published a work on natu-

ral history- in 1752, said that a

couple of merchants who dealt in

the dvestufE had an argimaent con-

cerning the actual nature of cochi-

neal and finally bet on it. The point

was decided on the sworn testi-

mony of observers who had seen

cochineal prepared in Me.xico. Dr.

Hill himself had some peculiar

ideas on the subject. He said, "The

male is a kind of Httle fly while

the female is a reptile without

wings."

Within a short time, cochineal

was being raised in Spain, Italy,

North .Africa, and other countries

where the nopal cactus could be

grown. All one needed to begin

cochineal culture was a stand of

cactus and a few hundred healthy

insects. You fastened small fiber

baskets, each containing about a

dozen egg-filled mothers, to the

sunny sides of the pads. In about

three months the nvmphs would

be well grown but not \eX. at the

\\eb-making stage. Then one sunny

morning when atmospheric condi-

tions were fa\-orable, you took a

brush made from a squirrel tail and

carefuUy swept the nymphs into a

sack. The bugs were sometimes

finished ofl: by plunging the sack

into hot water; this made grana

nigra, or black cochineal. In mak-

ing the best quaMty—cochinella jas-

peada, or siher cochineal—the in-

sects were killed by dry heat in

ovens. The final treatment con-

sisted of dr)dng the dead insects

on sheet-iron plates in the sun, pro-

ducing the eflrect we recognize in

the svmbofic AtXsc portrayal of red

spots on a white ground.

The cochineal industry flourished

for almost 200 years. It was estab-

lished in the Canary Islands in

1826 and reached its height there

benveen 1831 and 1874. As late

as 1871, cochineal was being pro-

duced commerciaUv from local

bugs in California and New Mexico.

But in 1874, the new aniline reds,

easier to prepare and almost as

brilhant as cochineal (though not

so permanent) practically crowded

the natural dyestuff from the mar-

ket. But the bugs still held on for

certain specialized uses.

Cochineal bugs are still raised

commercially in the state of Oaxaca,

Mexico, and some are grown in

India, since there is a constant but

moderate demand for carmine.

Chemists have duphcated practi-

cally every other natural dye from

coal tar. but to date this is one

substance that has defied synthetic

duplication. Probably the bulk of

the carmine produced today is

used for making artist's colors and

for coloring foods, drinks, and cos-

metics. But a good deal is used in

the fields of biology and histology,

where carmine ser\'es as a stain to

bring out the structure of certain

types of animal cells and tissues.

It is a far cry from the crimson

robes of Montezuma to the color-

ing in grandmother's candy—but

that is the romantic history of car-

mine. So in memon,' of nocheztli,

whose color has charmed for ages,

spare the bug a thought the next

time you see a cactus pad flying the

white flag of Dactylopiiis confiisus.
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RECENTLY, while collecting

plants in northern Cuba, I had
the opportunity to pay a rather pro-

tracted visit to the little-known is-

land of Cayo Coco, one of several

hundred comprising the Archi-

pelago de Camagiiey. I knew that

botanists who had explored the

northern portion of Cuba had
largely neglected Cayo Coco and
that almost anything I might find

there would be of great interest to

plant science.

This definitely proved to be the

case. Several new records were es-

tablished, and a few new species are

anticipated when the systematic ex-

amination of the collections is com-
pleted. One interesting discovery

was a charming white orchid, never

before recorded from this section of

Cuba.

I had spent a wearying day,

plowing through seemingly endless

scrub thickets and falling in and
out of obscure pits in my search for

interesting plants, and was at last

making my way through still an-

other dense jungle in the vague

direction of the pounding Atlantic,

which I could hear far ofiF. My com-
panion and fellow collector. Bill

Osment, had pushed ahead a bit

while I paused to examine some
nice clumps of a big Polijstachija

orchid.

A loud shout from Bill brought

me to my feet, and as I crashed

through entangling vines and tore

my already gory arms and hands
on the noxious spinose bushes so

typical of this part of Cuba, I drew
near enough to understand his

words. He had found some white

orchids!

Since we were particularly inter-

ested in orchids and had been as-

siduously studying every one we
could find, this sounded most in-

triguing. Furthermore, I could think

of no white-flowered orchid from
this part of the island, so I was
puzzled as to its identity.

At last I pushed my way through

a particularly dense growth and be-

^^'HITE ORCHIDS FROM CUBA

from \^yiiba

The delicate flowers

were like snowflakes

in the hot jungle—and

almost as unexpected

held Bill, seated on a mossy log,

placidly smoking a cigarette. All

around him, waving slowly in the

hot moist shade, were splotches of

pure white, looking exactly like

snowflakes dancing down through

the tropical air. When I rushed

across to the orchids and examined

them closely, I was still puzzled,

but by a process of elimination their

identity at last began to dawn on

me. They were the elusive Dendro-

phylax!

Known to botanists as Dendro-

phyhx varius, this beautiful orchid

has a rather extensive distribution

in both Cuba and the neighboring

island of Haiti. It has been known
since 1703, when the pre-Linnaean

botanist Plumier described a weird

"parasite" from the Indies under

the name Helleborine aphyllos,

flore lute.o. It has since been re-

named by several scientific stu-

dents, and its presently accepted

name was given by Ignatius Urban

in 1918. The small genus to which

it belongs is restricted to the An-

tilles and is placed in the subtribe

Sarcantheae.

The flowers of this orchid are

borne on a long, often curved stem

and are usually produced singly or

very few at a time but over an ex-

tended period. They measure only

about three-quarters of an inch

across and are pure, shining white,

except for a minute blotch of bril-

liant yellow in the throat. The
flower stems emerge from the cen-

ter of a radiating mass of slim,

grayish-green roots, the only vege-

tative parts the plant possesses.

Vestigial leaves and stems may be

present in immature seedlings, but

they attain a size of only a few

A Lacking leaves, Dendro-

phylax varius depends on spe-

cialized roots

millimeters at best and are quickly

lost. So this plant may be num-

bered among the "leafless" orchids

—a strange clan, indeed! Their usu-

ally flattened roots, acting like

leaves, are furnished with infinitesi-

mal pores, through which the gases

required in the photosynthetic proc-

esses are introduced and expelled,

and thus they manage to survive

and grow!

In the dark, damp Cuban jungle

this delicate orchid has found a

perfect natural greenhouse offering

the conditions usually needed by

plants such as these. Upon search

of the vicinity, we discovered that

the little white blossoms were

everywhere about the trees, often

in suflBcient quantities to make a

magnificent spectacle.

Approximately 200 species of the

orchid family are included in this

group of "leafless" orchids, their

range extending into both hemi-

spheres in all the tropical and sub-

tropical regions. They are mostly

small plants, usually bearing in-

significant flowers; but some, such

as our delightful Httle Cuban Den-

drophylax, are well worth introduc-

ing into the collections of orchid

enthusiasts, though their culture is

bound to be difficult.
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^ Cassava is a member of the

Euphorbia family and is thus re-

lated to the rubber tree (Hevea)

and the castor oil bean

A A CASSAVA EATER of the Macaguaje

tribe: a man with pierced ear lobes, a

necklace of beads, and a cushma of cloth

obtained from traders

BRILLAT-SAVARIN, the viola-

playing author of that famous

treatise on food, La Physiologie du

Gout, put the whole matter of taste

and tasting in what he considered a

gastronomical apothegm. "Tell me,"

he wrote with his quill feather,

"tell me what you eat, and I will

tell you what you are." Now, con-

tradict Monsieur Brillat-Savarin as

much as you like, still he is most

certainly correct in respect to the

Cassava Eaters. For an Indian who
eats what is known as bitter manioc

has a whole culture, a whole way
of life predicated on his food. Any
anthropologist can depict at once

the broad outlines of his life: he

will be a jungle dweller in tropical

South America or, formerly, in the

Caribbean Isles, and he will travel

about naked or almost naked. He
will have, with little variation from

tribe to tribe, the same type of in-

struments to convert this cassava

into a digestible sustenance; and.

Biikfi
The Indians of tropical South America found

way to change a highly poisonous plant

into their chief food throughout an area of

more than a million square miles

finally, his entire agriculture wiU

revolve to a large extent around

the cassava grown in the clearings

that he has carved out of the jungle.

Bitter manioc is the most important

single crop grown in the Amazon
basin.

Cassava has many names—manioc,
yuca, mandioca, manihot, casabi,

rumu—almost as many names as

there are languages in South

America's Amazon. Yet no matter

what it is called or how many varie-

ties seem to exist, all are closely re-

lated members of the genus Mani-

hot. And bitter manioc is siu-ely one

of the world's strangest food plants,

for in its native state it is poisonous.

Its fibers contain one of the dead-

liest poisons known to nature-

hydrocyanic acid. Yet this root is

food for countless thousands of In-

dians, of infinite tongue and name,

and from cassava comes food we
ourselves use almost daily on our

ovim tables.

No uncultivated prototype of the

cassava plant has yet been found.

As grown by the Indians, it is a

graceful, delicate-looking plant, its

slender gray stems supporting com-

pound leaves with 5 to 7 leaflets.

It grows more than head-high.

When the plant is pulled up, one

is amazed to see the large tuberous

roots on so delicate a stem. Shaped

like a sweet potato and covered

with a brown, almost barldike in-

tegument, the enlarged root may
measure two feet in length and

weigh as much as two pounds!

Botanically cassava belongs to the

important family named the Eu-

phorbiaceae (after the Greek phy-
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EATERS

Victor W. von Hagen
Photographs by the author except

wise credited

sician Euphorbus), which includes

some of the most contradictory of

plants—the briUiantly-colored orna-

mental croton, the latex-yielding

Hevea rubber tree, that scourge of

childhood the castor-oil bean, the

poinsettias, and, closer to us here,

the many spurges. Many of these

euphorbiaceous plants yield an

acrid, milky, often poisonous juice,

so it should come as no surprise that

the bitter cassava (Manihot uti-

lissima ) has, under its barklike skin

and permeating its fibers, a high

percentage of hydrocyanic or prus-

sic acid. However, it is surprising

^ A COMMUNAL HOUSE of the once

great Macaguajes in Columbia, one of

the many tribes relying upon bitter

manioc for sustenance

A A Macaguaje chieftain, con-

templating the acquisition of an

axe blade in exchange for his

blowgun
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A After being peeled, the roots are grated. This Macaguaje woman is pre-

paring graters made of spines of the chonta-ruru palm inserted in a wax-filled

board. Formerly, some Indians even used diamond chips

A Sweeping the soggy, freshly grated cassava into part of an old canoe

that the Indian should have dis-

covered methods to rid it of its

poison and convert it into food.

Strange, too, for there is a non-

poisonous species of cassava, known
to botanists as Manihot aipi. This

is used by the upper Amazonian

tribes of Colombia, Peru, Bolivia,

and Ecuador, as well as in Central

America, but it is often grown side

by side with the poisonous cassava.

Who are the bitter manioc eaters?

All or almost all of the tribes of

the Central Amazon, whether they

be the Arawakan tribes of the

Guianas, the Tucanoan of the upper

reaches of the Rio Caqueta, the

Mojo in Bolivia, or the remnant of

the fierce Caribs of the Caribbean

Islands. To these people, bitter

manioc in one or another of its

varied forms is the bread of life.

Within this vast area, as large as

the territory of the United States,

whole peoples are dependent on it,

so much so that one might say that

their relation to this poison-filled

tuber is symbiotic, for neither plant

nor man can live without the other.

Nor does the method of extracting,

the poison from the tuberous roots

or its preparation differ much from

tribe to tribe. To describe one is

to describe them all.

In the beginning, as the authors

of Genesis would tell it, there is

the root. It is cut from the cassava

by the Indian women, for they are

the agriculturists; and the stem is

replaced in the soil where it will

soon develop another root system.

Then the roots are taken to a

stream, peeled of their brown bark-

like skin, in which lies the greatest

concentration of prussic acid. The

second step is to grate the root,

and the grating instrument differs

considerably from tribe to tribe.

The Macaguaje, one of the Tuca-

noan peoples of the upper Amazon
(on Colombia's Rio Caqueta) make

their grater from the iron-hard

thorns of the chonta-ruru palm, im-

bedded into karamani, a wax with

the hardness of cement. Other

tribes in the lower Amazon use

quartz flints, others diamond chips

( indeed, the discovery of diamonds

in cassava graters began the dia-

mond industry in Brazil).

The grated, damp, soggy cassava
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mass is put into a basket-work

cylinder, an apparatus some six

feet long and three inches in di-

ameter. A miracle of ingenuity, it

is so woven that its diameter in-

creases or diminishes when the

ends are pressed together or drawn

apart. It is constructed, if one's

youth can be recalled, on the same

principle as the finger toys once

beloved by boys, from which the

finger could not be pulled out un-

less the tube were first relaxed by

forward pressure. These cassava

cylinders are filled with the cassava

mass and hung from the rafters.

A stick passed through a loop of

the press serves as a lever to elon-

gate the press and squeeze the

juice, poison-filled, out of the sieve-

like openings of the apparatus. This

liquid is caught in a discarded

bowl and then carefully thrown

away. However, in the West Indies

it becomes, by primitive alchemy,

a commercial product. Boiled (for

boiling dissipates the volatile hy-

drocyanic acids) the juice becomes

cassareep,*" and is used in the

preparation of the famous pepper

pots of Trinidad.

This third operation, squeezing

out the poison-tainted juice, con-

*Cassareep from the Carib: cachiri-poue, the
juice of the cassava.

THE BITTER CASSAVA EATERS

verts the cassava into a course,

granular meal; toasted it becomes

the farina of commerce. Still an-

other process can change it into

tapiocaf and other starch "thick-

eners." These are used so exten-

sively in modern cookery that even

to make a list of them would tax

a Brillat-Savarin. But the Indians,

at this point, put cassava meal

through another process, which

changes it into their food and also

provides a convenient way of stor-

ing it. The granular meal is usually

pounded in a mortar and sifted.

Then the Indian woman puts a

quantity of the material on a large,

flat baking disk to form a giant

cassava pancake, looking like an

outsized Mexican tortilla. The heat

drives off the remaining traces of

poison, and the cassava bread is

then laid in the sun and dried to

the hardness of hardtack so as to

resist the humidity of the Amazon.

In this state it is ready to be eaten.

It forms the major part of every

meal. When dipped into their olla

podrida of boiled fish or meat, it

becomes less rocklike. Carried on

the hunt, it can be broken up, re-

duced to coarse powder, and taken

in water. Again, it is masticated

< Poisonous juice is squeezed out
of the bitter cassava in the tubular

basketwork container at right in this

picture. The lever, locked in an ap-

propriate notch, regulates the strain

^ The poisonous juice is

collected in a bowl beneath

the squeezer



by the women (chewing changes

the starches into sugar), spat out,

nuxed with water, boiled, set aside,

allowed to ferment, and, within

thirtv-sLx hours, it becomes a malt-

ish-tasting brew. If drunk in Indian

quantities—two gallons at least—it

will have enough "kick" to create

nightmarish visions.

Not that cassava is utterly

unique. For if one were to enumer-

ate the foods America gave the

world—the potato, tomato, choco-

late, lima beans, corn and squash—

the hst would extend through the

greater part of our daily sustenance.

But bitter cassava is unique in that

it can only be made edible by an

elaborate method of ridding it of

its poison. Even a chemist will ap-

plaud the methods devised by the

Indian for accomplishing this.
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AtSTRALIA'S

^ tincjinq ^iee±
Each hair is like a hypodermic needle

equipped with a poison-filled bulb at its base

By G. H. H. Tate
Curator, Department of Mammals,

of Natural History

NO one who has felt the intense

pain caused by the sting of a

stinging tree can forget the experi-

ence. The effect, when no more

than a mere inch of skin has been

brushed by the harmless-looking

leaves, is agonizing. When, as hap-

pens every year in Australia, some

heedless picnicker clad in summery
garments trips and falls headlong

among the myriads of minute veno-

mous spicules, the result may be

almost maddening.

In America many of us have

come in contact with our insidious

poison ivy, which often takes a

full day before the irritating oil

from its leaves gets fully to work.

More rarely we have brushed

against true stinging nettles—cous-

ins of the Australian stinging trees

—which, though they chastise us

sharply for the familiarity, seldom

leave an efiFect lasting beyond an

hour. Nettles are not common in

the eastern states, though I recall

finding beds of them near Asbury

Park, New Jersey; but in Europe they

are found growing in every waste

piece of ground. Children there al-

most all believe that the juice from

the crushed leaves of common dock,

Rumex, rubbed onto the affected

place, quickly cures the nettle's

stings.

As a most ill-conceived practical

joke, foliage of a stinging tree was
mixed with a bouquet of flowers

and given to an Australian lady:

"It brushed against my face. Next

morning my whole head was swol-

len, and I could not see out of one

Australia's stinging trees

of my eyes for some days. The pain

was intense, and with this added
to the great heat at the time, I suf-

fered far more than I cared to

acknowledge."

Another, suffering from the ef-

fects of the stinging tree, referred

to its disagreeable but warning

smell (which I personally never

noticed ) . He also wrote that though

it leaves no mark, the pain is mad-
dening, and for months afterwards

the part is tender in rainy weather

or when washing.

Mr. C. R. Brown, the botanist,

was stung on the middle joint of

the second finger of his right hand
by a single hair of the giant sting-

ing tree Laportea gigas. He de-

scribed his experience quite objec-

tively. For a minute, he said, he

felt almost nothing. Then the skin

started to itch and burn. In two

minutes pains began in the joints

of the finger and at the wrist. In

five minutes the pain had extended

up the arm; then it gradually spread

down the right side of the body to

the toes and up the right side of

the head. The pain increased for

half an hour, after which for two

hours there was such numbness
that he could not hold a pencil in

his hand.

Various "bush" remedies are

spoken of, among them applications

of wet mud and the moist inner

A YOUNG, two-foot stinging tree,

Laportea moroides, showing the red-

dish-purple mulberry-like fruits from
which it gets its scientific name

bark or cambium of the same sting-

ing tree. Their value is very ques-

tionable.

Other creatures besides man may
be stung. Horses are reported to

be the most susceptible of all ani-

mals and are said to become vir-

tually mad with the pain and terror

produced by the stings of these

plants. One writer states that he
knew a case of a horse so com-
pletely mad after getting into a

grove of stinging trees that he

rushed open-mouthed at everyone

who approached him and had to be

shot. In other cases, horses were
reported so severely stung that their

bodies and limbs became swollen.



and they had to be rested tor sev-

eral davs.

An instance is reported of a stung

dog rushing about, whining pite-

ouslv, and biting pieces of skin from

the affected part. Cattle, too, are

said to become infuriated when

badh' stung.

The pain produced by the sting-

ing hairs of Australian stinging tiees

is like that caused by touching very

hot metal—even when the touch is

quite gentle. Each hair is composed

of a rather soft basal bulb contain-

ing the irritating fluid and a tapered

hollow needle-like end. When
freshlv developed, this "needle" is

tipped by a tiny rounded knob,

which breaks off at the slightest

touch and exposes the sharp tip.

The hair in its entirety works rather

like a hypodermic needle, provided

with a poison-filled bulb at its

base.

The pain-producing substance is

generally said to be formic acid.

The common nettle contains .002

per cent of formic acid, but the

stinging tree contains in addition

.179 per cent of free acetic acid.

"Plant to.xins" are said by one ob-

server to be present.

There are at least three sorts of

stinging ti-ees in Australia, all be-

longing to the genus Laportea. The

wood nettle, or Canada nettle,

found in eastern United States, is a

member of the same genus, but its

leaves only sting mildly.

The three kinds of Australian

stinging trees differ greatly from

one another both in appearance and

stinging powers. The first is the

giant stinging tree, Laportea gigas.

This huge tree, with a trunk several

feet in diameter and buttresses

placed with great regularity around

the base, grows to a height of 100

feet. The bark is smooth and pale

gray, the wood soft, fibrous, and

juicy. When the tree is cut down,

numerous suckers, each covered

with big heart-shaped leaves, spring

up around the butt. Cut sections,

like pieces of sugar cane, root

readily. The tree is common in the

rain forests of northern New South

Wales and southern Queensland. I

saw it in Bunya National Park, west

of Brisbane.

The second species of stinging
Contiitucd on page 241
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Ishi - TH

When the ruthless frontier

wiped out his tribe,

he waged a lone

battle for life

in the California wilderness.

But during his declining

years he enjoyed distinction

as a unique subject of

scientific study on a

university campus

By

W. H. Hutchinson

All photographs courtesy University of

California, Publications in

Archaeology and Ethnology

< IsHi, the day after his cap-

ture, dressed in a borrowed

slaughterhouse apron

THE mountain men who blazed

the overland trails to Cali-

fornia had a low opinion of the

Indians they encountered beyond

the high Sierra wall. They called

them "Diggers" in derision and

killed them as casually as they

stepped on the ants that crawled

across their path. Yet of all the

proud Amerinds, from Iroquois to

Apache, it was one of these de-

spised people who resisted the

white man the longest—for almost

25 years after the hot-eyed Geron-

imo surrendered.

You skirt his country now as you

drive north from Chico along the

eastern side of the Sacramento

Valley, on your way to Shasta Dam
or Lassen National Park. The dry

stream beds that underpass the

highway are only names to the

uninitiated — the hard, practical,

Anglo-Saxon names bestowed so

many years ago. There is Mud
Creek and Rock Creek and Pine

Creek and Deer Creek; and when
you cross Deer Creek, your eyes

lift unbidden to the great snow

cone of Lassen Peak thrusting aside

its crown of thunderheads.

Then you must forget the irri-

gation and the smell of green things

growing in the valley to your left.
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Then you must see, and most of all

feel, the barren, arid foothill ridges

lifting slowly on your right. It is

a land of old lava flows, cut and

canyoned by the streams you have

crossed. It is a land of manzanita

and bull pine and oak along the

ridges, of canyons choked with

pepperwood trees and poison oak

bushes six feet tall and strong in

proportion. It is a wild and in-

hospitable land to this day, and

few white men live in it by choice.

When you Hve in it as I do, you

know it for the homeland, the be-

loved country, of the last Stone Age

man north of the Rio Grande to

project himself into the twentieth

century.

I was building a small diversion

dam last summer at the head of

Mud Creek, and in digging down
to bedrock for the footing, I un-

covered a chipped and broken

arrowhead—not good flint or honest

obsidian but shale, a poor substi-

tute. With it I found a water-

worked rock shaped by nature, with

shght assistance, into the axhead

shape that distinguishes Alley Oop.

I took them home with me that

night, and they sit before me as I

write the story of Ishi, whose true

name must forever be unknown.

He was the last of his people, the

sole survivor of over 60 years of

unremitting warfare; and his great-

est defeat—and final victory—came
not from force of arms but from

the white man's love of souvenirs.

Even before the Spanish came
to California, more prolific tribes

had forced the Yahi away from the

fertile valleys along the main rivers

by sheer force of numbers. The
Yahi were crowded into the foothill

country that no other tribe wanted,

and the country itself, plus their

warlike inclinations, kept them

down to what their country could

support.

Only rarely, and then at the risk

of pitched battle, did they make
forays below the 1000-foot contour

into the great central valley to

gather grasshoppers and then singe

off their wings and dry their bodies

against the hunger of winter. They
gathered grass seeds along the foot-

hill ridges and followed the harvest

up the slopes to Lassen Peak as

summer ripened the higher eleva-

tions. They collected acorns in the

fall, and these, together with the

salmon that used to tlii-ong the

Sacramento and its tributaries,

formed their mainstay against the

starvation that always threatened

if spring were long delayed. They
caught deer with snares, and with

skin coverings and skillful bleatings

they decoyed the game within sure

arrow shot; and occasionally they

killed a bear, the California grizzly.

Theirs was ever an economy of

survival, and the white man tilted

the scales against them with the

finality of civilization.

The vanguard of white invasion

A His rugged homeland: a view of Deer

Creek Canyon, southwest of Mount Lassen

came down the Lassen Trail—the

Emigrants Death Route to Cali-

fornia—which ran down the divid-

ing ridge between Deer Creek and

Mill Creek. The immigrants had

horses and mules and cattle that

were more easily killed than deer

and were just as tasty. Indeed, the

Yahi quickly developed a mountain

lion's taste for horse and mule meat,

and these they killed by choice

rather than the gaunted oxen. When
the Lassen Trail was no longer

used, the Yahi palate led them

down into the valley, where the

white man had subdued their na-

tive enemies, and they raided the

livestock of the outlying ranches.

To lose his livestock was more than

enough to make the white man
wrathy, but when the Yahi com-

pounded the felony by murdering

the white man and his family, it

was too much.

By the time Ishi was born into

this embattled people, about 1855,

their tribal strength had already

Redding
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been reduced below 300 souls bv

almost a decade of warfare with

the American conquerors of Cali-

fornia. Before Ishi was able to

walk, he and his people had be-

come a source of revenue to tlie

settlers. A purse of S3000 was
raised by popular subscription for

their extermination, and a Yahi

scalp was sufficient e\1dence for

paj-ment.

The Yahi did their best to even

the score or get a credit balance,

and thev killed the white man's

women and children just as sav-

agely as the white man killed their

families. Ishi had his first contact

v.-ith the whites as a result of the

murder of the Lewis children, to

which was added the theft of

Solomon Gore's horses. The settlers

jumped the Yahi camp in the half-

light before dawn, and the Yahi

lost heavily until they scattered in

obedience to the ancient principle

that he who runs away may get a

chance to even the score later on.

The victors ransacked the camp,
retrieving stolen property, and

When almost 60, he accom-

panied Dr. Saxton T. Pope, die

archery expert, on a camping
trip. He was the only person to

bathe every morning in the icy

waters
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\\'hen the\- kicked apart a heap of

stolen quilts, a solemn-eyed boy

about nine years old faced them

stoicallv.

The settlers adhered firmlv to

the principle tliat ""nits breed lice,'

and Ishi would have died then and

there had not Bob Anderson inter-

vened. Ishi was ahve amidst the

WTecked campoodie (native vil-

lage) when his people returned to

cremate their dead and to burn

their hair down to the scalp in

sign of mourning. It was a rite

that was to become all too familiar

to Ishi before he died.

The close of the Civil War was

the beginning of the end for the

Yahi. A fresh influx of settlers

poured into the vaUey, men trained

in four years of savage warfare

along the Missouri borderlands.

More and more cattle grazed over

the ridges, and sheep and hogs

were introduced to compete with

the Yahi and the deer for the grass

seed harsest and the acorn crop.

Far away from the Yahi country,

the great hydrauhc monitors "piped"

tliousands upon thousands of cubic



> View across Deer Creek

Canyon, last home of Ishi's

people

yards of gravel into the streams of

the Mother Lode. Their "shckens"

clogged the Sacramento, and the

salmon run fell off along its upper

tributaries. But Ishi and a few of

his kin Hved and grew wise in the

desperate art of sheer survival.

Finally in 1870, Ishi came face

to face with the hard facts of Yahi

Hfe. His ear lobes were pierced

for ornaments, and the septum of

his nose held a pohshed bone ex-

cept when he had a cold. Then it

held a sprig of juniper or bay,

v/hich acted as a primitive inhaler.

He was in his middle teens, ad-

mitted to the status of a man, but

there were no marriageable women
left ahve. It is doubtful that Ishi

wasted much time bemoaning his

cehbacy; he didn't have the time

for this luxury. The burden of

food-getting was falling more and

more upon his shoulders, and with

his father's increasing age and

feebleness, the tasks of successful

leadership also devolved upon hiia.

In this same year, two of his

sisters were captured by the whites.

Ishi followed them until the ap-

proach of open country made
concealment impossible; then he

watched them disappear into the

heat haze of the valley to end their

lives on the reservation of an alien

tiibe.

Two weeks later, a settler named
W.

J.
Segraves awakened one night

to find the Yahi in his front yard.

Segraves prepared to sell his life

dearly and was understandably re-

Heved when the men handed him
their bows in sign of peace. Since

the bows were too strong for him

to unbend, Segraves broke them to

make sure that the peace would be

lasting, and the gathering spent the

remainder of the night debating

the formahties of surrender. After

a breakfast off Segraves's cattle,

provided wilhngly in this instance,

the peace conference suddenly dis-

solved.

A neighbor of Segraves happened
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to ride over to weigh himself. When
he threw the rope of the steelyard

over the limb of a convenient tree

for this purpose, Ishi and his de-

fenseless people, misinterpreting

this as preparation for a hanging,

scattered hke a covey of foothill

quail. Their one gesture of sub-

mission to the inevitable came to

naught despite the best intentions

in the world on both sides.

The following year brought dis-

aster to the Yahi. They stole some

beef cattle in Morgan Valley and

failed to cover their tracks properly

in their great haste to eat. Cow-
boys used dogs to find their hiding

place in a cave under the over-

hanging banks of Mill Creek. They

killed everyone they found, men,

women, and children, although one

of the pursuers did boggle at shoot-

ing the children with his .56 caliber

Spencer rifle: It tore them up so.

He managed to salve his conscience

by using his sLx-shooter, which was

only .38 caliber. Once again the

word went out that the Yahi were

exterminated, but when the cow-

boys returned to the cave vwth

visitors, Ishi and the little band

left to him had come back and

cremated their kinfolk according to

tribal custom.

The only course left to Ishi and

the battered remnant of his people

lay in avoiding any form of public

attention. He forbade steaUng the

white man's cattle; and any use of

firearms was abandoned. The Yahi

reverted to the bow and arrow, the

snare and pitfall, to digging roots

and spearing fishes as their fore-

fathers. Ishi's only concession to

the white man's civiHzation was to

steal empty bottles; the glass frac-

tured more evenly than the best

flint and made the finest arrow

points he had ever owned. In the

ensuing forty years, Ishi lost only

two of his people to the white man.

In 1878, Rafe Johnson flushed two

squaws out of an oak thicket, roped

them both, and took them in to

civiHzation.

Ishi had one chance, at least, to

e\en the score ten years later when

a white man crowded him too

closely. D. B. Lyon was hunting

deer on Antelope Creek when he

heard a noise in a buckeye thicket

and crawled in to investigate. He
crawled out again with an arrow

through his hat, not his heart, and

^^ith a firm conviction that he was

a long way from where he should

be hunting deer. Whether it was

this incident or just the general

pressure of settlement along Mill

Creek that prompted the decision,

Ishi led his people over the divide

from their ancestral haunts into the
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canyon of Deer Creek to the south,

about 1890.

Deer Creek Canyon is wild and

deep, carved hundreds of feet be-

low the la\'a rock of Deer Creek

Flats, and in a tangle of shi-ubbery

below the mouth of Sulphur Creek,

Ishi cunningly concealed his \'il-

lage. Here the remnant of the Yahi

made tlieir home, while the slow

attrition of natural causes wore

them do\A'n until there were but

four of them left—Ishi and his im-

mediate family, mother, uncle, and

sister.

How long they could have sur-

vived their grinding fight against

starvation must remain a matter of

conjecture. In tlie fall of 1908, a

utihty company decided to survey

the latent power in the rushing

waters of Deer Creek. It was hard,

hot, sweaty labor for the survey

crew but no different from other

such jobs they had done—until the

afternoon of November 9, 1908.

Alf Lafferty and Ed Duensing

were walking back to camp at dusk

this day, and as they rounded a

bend in the canyon, they saw a

naked Indian holding a vicious,

two-pronged spear. He snarled at

them, so they thought, and Alf and

Ed "made a crossing of Deer Creek

where there hadn't been none be-

fore." The next morning, the entire

survey crew armed themselves and

started a reconnaissance in force,

chopping out the brush as they

went to form a line of communica-

tion or retreat.

They had not gone far when they

brushed their way squarely into

Ishi's last refuge—three small, A-

shaped shelters of brush and poles,

so cunningly concealed that they

could not be seen from outside the

thicket or from the canyon walls

above. Stirring up a pile of deer-

skins and scraps of canvas in one

of the huts, they uncovered an

ancient woman paralyzed with

fright, and Miles Apperson gave

her a canteen of water and left it

beside her. Then the men helped

themselves to whatever took their

fancy—fire sticks and arrow-flaking

tools, deer snares made of cunning-

ly twisted milkweed fibers, the two-

pronged fish spear that had scared

Alf and Ed, and such oddments of
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clothing as struck their fancy, in-

cluding a cape of wildcat skins.

After they had satisfied their

hunger for these unique artifacts,

the group went back to surveying,

assisted on their way by an arrow

from Ishi's bow that passed be-

tween two of them.

By next morning, their con-

sciences had begun to twinge, and

they went back to the camp with

beads and other mediums of ex-

change. They were too late! The

old woman was gone, and the camp

had been scoured clean of every

fragment they had left behind,

although under a pepperwood tree

the\' did find a pile of glass flak-

ings that almost filled a bushel

basket—the results of Ishi's arrow-

making for many years past.

The news of "wild Indians" in

Deer Creek Canyon prompted a

search party very different from

any that had sought the Yahi in

the past. Professor T. T. Water-

man, of the University of California,

was in charge, and he was prose-

cuting a matter of great ethno-

logical importance. If the "wild

Indians" were Yahi, he could fill

a gap in the mosaic of California's

aboriginal population. The Yahi

had been believed extinct for so

long that they were an almost

legendary people, and their lan-

guage, customs, and tribal lore

were completely unknown. Dr.

Waterman and his party were men
of good will, but they were too

late. Ishi and his family had left

the shelter of Deer Creek Canyon

for the higher, unprotected reaches

of the foothills. It was a bitter

country in which to wage a winter

fight to keep alive, and the odds

were all against the last of the Yahi.

When Ishi's camp had been sou-

venired, it was too late in the year

for him to replace his essential

tools and weapons before snow

flew; he had his bow and some

arrows, that was all. The food they

had already collected against the

winter was safe, because it was

ever the Yahi practice to conceal

their food supply at a distance from

their camp so as not to lose every-

thing in a surprise attack. This

scantv' store became their emer-

gency supply, to be used only when

Ishi failed as a hunter; and it was

soon exhausted.

The full story of the next three

years was never known, but early

in their wanderings, the older

woman and the old man drovvTied

in fording a winter-swoUen stream.

The next winter the younger

woman, Ishi's sister, died of pure

starvation, and the coyotes ate her

body before Ishi had a chance to

cremate it. Once again he hunkered

over a tiny fire and singed his hair

to the scalp in sign of mourning.

For another year he pursued his

lonely search for food, a search that

took him farther and farther away

from the Yahi homeland and led

him south and east to the corral

of Charley Ward's slaughterhouse.

The abattoir stood outside of

Oroville, near enough for economi-

cal delivery but far enough to avoid

offense. The men who slept there

were awakened one August morn-

ing in 1911 by excited yelpings

in the corral outside. A figure

crouched in the dirt, surrounded

by a circle of wary and vociferous

dogs. His fragmentary garment re-

vealed more than it concealed, and

around his neck was a small sack

containing a few manzanita berries.

Since all their efforts at conversa-

tion were futile, one of the butchers

informed the Sheriff at Oroville

that they had captured a "wild

man." They knew he was wild be-

cause he couldn't speak English.

When the Sheriff's deputy ar-

rived on the scene, he comman-

deered a leather butcher's apron,

threw it about the "wild man," and

took him in custody. The best place

to keep him seemed to be the in-

sane cell at the county jail, then

unoccupied, and there he was de-

posited but not without a rough

friendliness and a sincere desire to

make him comfortable. They over-

came the technicality of how to

book him properly by calUng him

"Panama Kid Webber," combining

the Constable's nickname with the

Sheriff's patronym. When it came

to the charge, they were up against

it, and he was never charged with

anything more serious than being

a "wild man."

When the story of his capture

gained circulation around Oroville,
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A Camping on Deer Creek

with the white man: Ishi using

a salmon spear he made on the

spot

^A LESSON in survival methods:

lashing prongs to shaft of fish spear

#

so many gifts of fruit poured in

that the Sheriff had to make a

pubhc plea for their cessation—but

not before Ishi had learned that

a banana was peeled, a tomato was

not peeled, and an orange was.

When he sensed that there was

nothing worse in store for him than

a dry place in which to sleep and

all that even he could possibly eat,

Ishi began to take an interest in

his new surroundings. This interest

was reciprocated in the local press

with several startling repercussions.

Ishi became embroiled in the

long-standing animosity between

Oroville and Chico over the proper

location of the county seat. The

Chico papers stood all the Oroville

"wild man" stories they could take

and then retaliated.

The Chico Record observed drv-

ly that many nature fakers had

obtained free meals and fine cigars

through the gullibility of news-

paper reporters with space to fill.

The Chico Enterprise ran an ex-

clusive story stating that Ishi was

a true Indian: A half-breed of dif-

ferent tribal extraction had slipped

Ishi the grip of the Ancient and

Honorable Order of Redmen, and

Ishi had come through in style.

Then the story got on the press

association wires, and the St. Louis,

Missouri, Republic editorialized in

these words:

"Here is available material for a

stand-pat Presidential candidate.

Here is a man without bias

towards the direct primary,

whose record is like virgin snow

and who has never thought

about anything. This last is a

qualification of great value.

What more could Uncle Joe

[Cannon] ask?"

Besides this favorable publicity,

the wire service story brought Ishi

the happiest years of his life and

took the Oroville authorities off the

unpleasant hook of wondering what

to do with him.

All efforts to dispose of their

"wild man" to the Bureau of Indian

Affairs, to the State or Federal

authorities, had been unavailing,

and when Dr. T. T. Waterman
showed up with a request that the

"wild man" be entrusted to the

custody of the University of Cali-

fornia, he was welcomed with open

arms.

Dr. Waterman had read the wire

service story about the "wild man"

in the San Francisco papers, put
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Saxton Pope's close study of Ishi's archery provides one

of our best estimates of an unspoiled Indian's skill

In fiction, the Indian is described as a matchless

archer. True, Ishi was always the first to sight game,

on his hat, compiled a vocabulary

ot California Indian words, and

caught the first train for Oroville.

Dr. Waterman was playing a hunch

that this might be the last of the

Yahi, and if so, the man was certain

to be in a completely primitive

state, unspoiled by adoption of, or

adaptation to, the white man's cul-

ture. Several of the artifacts sou-

venired from Deer Creek were

brought over and positively identi-

fied by Ishi as his own. Then Bob
Anderson came over from Chico

and, from Ishi's facial expression

and distinctive head shape, identi-

fied the captive as the little boy
he had saved from death so many
years before.

All these helped, but Waterman
got his final confirmation when he

was at the end of his vocabulary

of Indian words. Ishi had shown
no signs of recognition as Water-

man worked down the list, until

they came to the only word that

Waterman had in Yana dialect, a

linguistic cousin to Yahi. The word
was slwin-'i, meaning yellow pine.

When Ishi heard it, his face lighted

up with pleasure, and he repeated

it in his own dialect time and time

again. It was the first recognizable

human sound he had heard since

his sister had died and left him

to wander the foothills alone.

The rest of the story is quickly

told. As Dr. Waterman and his

ward stood on the station platform

in Oroville and watched the West-

ern Pacific Limited thunder out of

Feather River Canyon and grind

slowly to a stop before them, Ishi

almost vomited with fright. He had

seen trains before but from a great

distance, and to him they were

monsters chasing their prey across

the valley. He had always con-

cealed himself until they passed

out of his sight. He would have

bolted for the foothills except for

the reassuring presence of Dr.

Waterman, the man who knew the

Yahi word for yellow pine.

The University put him on the

payroll as an Assistant Janitor, and

he was self-supporting until the day

he died. The name of Ishi, mean-

ing Man, was given him by Water-

man after they had reached the

stage of intelligible conversation

together. His real name could only

be spoken by another member of

his tribe, never by the bearer him-

self; so as Ishi he is known to

history, and the name is more apt

than many bestowed at christen-

higs.

The tall buildings that now sur-

rounded him left Ishi unmoved.

They were not nearly so tall as the

majestic peaks and crags of his

homeland. He was taken to watch

Harry Fowler start his transconti-

nental airplane flight, and when the

animated bird cage circled above

the throng and Waterman told Ishi

there was a white man in it, Ishi

only smiled faintly. Automobiles

did not impress him half so much
as trolley cars, because trolley cars

had a gong to clang and something

that went whoosh when they started

and blew dirt off the tracks. If Ishi

could return to San Francisco to-

day, he would doubtless recognize

many old friends still running down
Market Street.

To Ishi, the most wonderful of

all the white man's ways were the

things we take most for granted—

making fire by striking a match,

getting water simply by turning a

knob, and hiding the light with a

window shade that disappeared

and came again whenever needed.

He relished his dry sleeping quar-

ters and reveled in unlimited food

from the University cafeteria. But

he used tobacco only to humor

those friends who gave it to him,

and when it came to alcohol, he

summed it up succinctly: "Whiskey-

tee crazy auna-tee die man."

These were in truth the happiest

years of his life—plenty of food,

clothing, and shelter; friends who
were genuinely fond of him for

himself; and enough work to keep

his hands occupied and his heart

strong. He made arrowheads, the

best ones coming from Bromo-

Seltzer bottles, and other handi-

work which he gave away with a
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and he showed great proficiency in shooting small

animals. But men who had practiced the English style

only a few months could out-target him. Archery was
really brought to perfection only after the bow was passe

generous hand. Small boys were

instinctively attracted to him, and

his working command of English

was learned from them with aston-

ishing results, as when he replied

to a kindly lady's query as to

whether or not he beUeved in Jesus

by saying, "Sure Mike."

Although he steadfastly refused

to discuss his own family or those

last three years of slow starvation,

Ishi was always willing to talk

about his people. What we know
of the Yahi, their customs, legends,

music, and tribal history came

largely from Ishi, who filled in the

gaps of the mosaic.

Ishi beheved that "too much
ivowi (houses)" made so many
white men sick. He beUeved that

playing with dogs caused paralysis

and that tonsilitis should be cured

by rubbing the neck with honey

and blowing ashes down the throat

through a hollow tube or quill. Dr.

Saxton Pope, famous physician and

archer extraordinary, treated Ishi

when he was sick and received im-

plicit obedience and confidence.

Pope, you see, was adept at sleight-

of-hand tricks, and these Ishi knew
and remembered from his boyhood.

Had not the Yahi medicine men
cured disease by plucking bits of

stone or thorn, sticks, and pieces of

down from the body of the afflicted?

It was Dr. Pope who finally pre-

vailed on Ishi to accompany him
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on a camping trip back to Deer

Creek Canyon in the summer of

1914, after reassuring Ishi that they

would bring him back to the Uni-

versity. Even after Pope's reassur-

ances, Ishi had three objections:

a) No houses in Deer Creek

b) No beds, tables, or chairs in

Deer Creek

c) Not enough to eat in Deer

Creek

However, they had a good trip,

and Pope comments dryly, in his

account of it, that Ishi was the only

member of the party to bathe every

morning in the icy waters and was
the best dishwasher in camp.

All in all, Ishi adapted himself

remarkably to the circumstances

that surrounded him, and when he

died of tuberculosis in 1916, he

went as he had lived—without com-

plaint, not railing against the end,

with the native dignity he possessed

in such great measure.

Dr. Pope and Professor Water-

man buried Ishi after his tribal cus-

tom. With him in his coffin they

placed his bow and quiver, some

acorn meal, his fire sticks, some

dried venison, and ten pieces of

dentalia (Yahi money), to see him

into the afterworld. After crema-

tion his ashes were placed in an

earthenware jar of Indian manu-

facture, and on the outside of the

jar was inscribed this legend:

"Ishi, the last Yahi Indian, died

March 25, 1916."

Now, Niche 601, Room B, in

Olivet Columbarium near San Fran-

cisco, is Ishi's homeland forever,

but his spirit must five on so long

as these words of Professor Water-

man remain:

"He convinced me that there is

a gentlemanliness which lies out-

side of all training and is an

expression purely of an inward

spirit. It has nothing to do with

artificially acquired tricks of be-

havior. Ishi . . . had an innate

regard for the other fellow's ex-

istence and an inborn consider-

ateness that surpassed in fineness

most of the civilized breeding

with which I am familiar."

As I look up at the broken arrow-

head and the crude stone ax, I

wonder if they were not Ishi's, and

if they were, whether he would

approve my ownership.

For further information concerning

Ishi, the reader is referred to T. T.

Waterman's excellent paper in Univ. of

California Publications in American Ar-

chaeology and Ethnology, vol. 13, No. 2

(1918) and to special articles by other

authors in the same volume.
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Now you see it, now you don't. The Pied-billed Grebe's habit of drawing

a "blanket" over its nest makes it an interesting study in bird behavior

PERHAPS you know these birds

by some purely local name. It

might be "dabler," "dabchick,"

"diver," "dipper," "hell-diver," or

a host of others, including the one

used in the title. And as the breed-

ing range of these birds not only

covers most of the United States

but also stretches south to Argen-

tina, I shudder to think of all the

other cognomens by which they are

known—those of Portuguese or

Spanish derivation. However, most

of these localized names describe

some definite trait, either descrip-

tive or illusionary, and many of

them will probably not soon be sup-

planted by the textbook term. Pied-

billed Grebe.

In many ways these birds are

really tule or cattail witches, for

they are so at home in marshy

waters that they can remain close

to an intruder without being seen.

Sometimes they dive to the depths

by springing above the surface and

arching into a beak-first pose. But

when they desire to be secretive,

they can just slowly submerge like

a piece of waterlogged wood with-

out leaving a ripple to mark the
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spot. They may reappear a hundred
feet away and announce their loca-

tion by an explosive bob to the sur-

face, or they may come up in the

midst of a raft of floating reeds

within arm's length, with only beak

and eyes above water level.

This trick of watching an enemy
while remaining practically sub-

merged is just one of the many
ruses used by grebes in their strug-

gle for survival. A few of these

ruses follow patterns well known
in the bird world, such as feign-

ing injury with the possible result

of leading an enemy away from

eggs or young." One of their

tricks, however, the covering of the

nest during absence, seems almost

wholly confined to grebes.

Most marsh areas overgrown with

cattails or tules have numerous
rafts of rotting vegetation lodged

on the surface of the water and
held in place by growing stalks.

* Another interpretation of this behavior is

that the presence of a possible enemy creates an
emotional conflict between an innate urge to
flee and one to stay on guard, producing the
disturbed behavior referred to. Animal psy-
chologists generally do not consider it safe to
assume that the bird feigns injury deliberately
to fool an observer.

In fact, they are so common that

most observers rarely give them a

second thought and pass them by
without investigation. Yet one of

these seemingly waterlogged piles

of rubbish may be the nest of a pair

of pied-billed grebes, built in a

haphazard way and resembling

the debris of the area.

However, white eggs are easily

seen no matter how well their

cradle is camouflaged. As though

to compensate for the fact that their

eggs are not endowed with pro-

tective coloration, the grebes

adroitly execute their slickest trick.

At the slightest sign of danger,

an incubating parent makes two

motions almost simultaneously: the

body is pushed sideways toward

the edge of the nest, while the

beak reaches across the eggs and

grasps a tangled mass of rotting

vegetation. As the bird submerges,

this dripping blanket is drawn over

the eggs and then dropped, com-

pletely hiding them from sight. One
does not know, of course, what is

going on in the grebe's mind or

how much of its behavior is more
or less automatic and um-easoned.
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l SEEMINGLY WATERLOGGED pile of rub-

l 1 may be the nest of a pair of pied-billed

bes. It is built in a haphazard way and

embles the debris of the area

The covering of the eggs may have

survival value as a protection from

direct sun or by providing some

measure of heat from the rotting

blanket of vegetation. Or it may, of

course, help the birds in their

struggle for survival by offering

concealment from enemies.

The grebes' return to the nest is

also shrouded in an aura of decep-

tion, for during the nesting season

their behavior shows every indica-

tion of disti^ust. The attitude of the

family can best be described by the

old saying, "Even the walls have

ears."

Perhaps the first clue to the

parents' return will be a series of

cackhng calls from the midst of the

aquatic growth—calls that change

place and direction so rapidly that

the birds almost seem to possess

ventriloquistic powers. The next

sign may be delayed for ten or

twenty minutes. Then a bird may
come bobbing to the surface in the

center of a clear patch of water,

perhaps right at the feet of a wait-

ing observer. It might spend the

next few minutes paddling around

in plain sight, pecking at inconse-

quential objects floating by. If this

fails to arouse the onlooker's inter-

est, the bird's tactics change again,

and sometimes it will aquaplane

along the surface as tliough en-

deavoring to induce a chase. In this

display it holds its body in a verti-

cal position and skids on its tail,

propelled by both feet and wings.

If a chase still fails to materialize,

almost anything can happen, for

no two pairs indulge in the same

routine. Sometimes one bii-d plays

the dominant role while the other

stealthily approaches the nest. One
family that I watched for several

days appeared intent on convinc-

ing me that a near-by coot's nest

was their home—much to the cha-

grin of the coots.

As a general rule, these noisy and

visible shows are of short duration

and are followed by a period when
the area seems deserted. Then, if

the nest is watched closely, a ser-

pentine head may be seen to poke

above the surface of the water. The

bird's body will gradually follow

but so slowly that hardly a ripple

radiates from the spot. As the witch

slides on the nest, her beak grasps

one edge of the covering and folds

it to one side, just as we might

fold a blanket. After the eggs are

adjusted under the feathers, the

blanket is arranged just so, ready

for instant use when needed.

On one occasion, I chanced upon
a nest within a few minutes after

the hatching of the first few eggs.

At departure the parent had hid-

den the chicks under the soggy cov-

ering, but the movements of the

young pushed the blanket aside

and exposed them. From that mo-
ment, deceptive behavior was aban-

doned, and the parents resorted to

outright attack. Both adults made
headlong charges that brought them
within two feet of me before they

arched their bodies to disappear

into the water.

The striped young were preco-

cious and within minutes after

emerging from the eggs roamed all

over the nest. But unlike the chicks

of most birds, these progressed "on

all fours," somewhat after the

fashion that the earliest prehistoric

birds may have done when they

were emerging from their four-

footed reptilian ancestry. Their

progress through the water also dif-

fered from that of our better known
aquatic birds. These young swam
toward their frantic parents just as

they had crawled, on all fours, with

beak and wings awash and only the

head held high.

> Concealed beneath its blanket of rotting vegetation,

the grebe's nest may be almost undiscoverable

A The white eggs are quite

conspicuous when the covering

is removed during the parents'

absence

> A JUST-HATCHED GREBE

among the remaining

eggs
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The cannibalistic female mantis

is one of nature's most ex-

traordinary assassins

By
Edith F.\rrington Johnston"

Dratcings by the tatthorf from Strange Visitor,
published by the Macmillan Company

A Tropical mantises are said to devour small toads, but not the

Chinese mantis that is common in eastern United States

"TX THAT is that horrible-look-

\\ ing creature?"

This is a question I am asked

many times every year between

August and November.

The horrible-looking creature is

the praying mantis. Even before

she goes into action, the female

mantis, with her great size, large

dull eyes, long angular legs, and

spiked and serrated arms, may well

stop the beholder in his tracks.

During her early life, from May
to August, she is so slender and so

much hke the green vegetation

which she inhabits that she is al-

most never seen. East Indian na-

tives believe that she starts as a

small shoot on a plant and first

" EDtTH Fahrington Johnston is best

known to nature-lovers for her paintings

of flowers. The originals have been shown

from New York to California, and repro-

ductions in current magazines have es-

tablished their popularit\- with the gen-

eral pubhc. Her three books, done in

collaboration with Margaret McKenny—
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achieves a Ufe of her own in

autumn, when she is full-grown.

But once her Ufe history is under-

stood, it is fairly easy to find her

by searching in the right sort of

spot, even in early summer.

In the United States several spe-

cies of mantisesf are common. How-
ever, the one most frequently noted

and collected is the Chinese form,

Paratenodera sinensis. Its egg mas-

ses were accidentally introduced

into the United States on nursery

tWhen speaking of more than one praying
mantis you can say mantises, mantes, or man-
tids. All mantises belong to the family Mantidae,
and for this reason scientists generally prefer
to call them mantids rather than mantises. The
word Mantis designates a particular genus of
mantids. Mantis religiosa, for example, is the
common European form. However, popular
usage has favored "mantis" and "mantises" as
general terms.

—

Ed.

A Book of Wildflowers, A Book of Garden

Flowers, and A Book of Wayside Fruits-

have become classics for young people's

libraries. In these three books Mrs.

Johnston did the color-separations for the

lithography herself.

Her recent book Strange Visitor, a

child's story of the life of the praying

stock from the Orient in 1896.

Since then it has become thoroughly

naturalized and has increased and

multiplied. It is one of the most

useful of insects, devouring vast

numbers of grasshoppers, crickets,

cicadas, wasps, and even large

spiny or hairy caterpillars. It has

gained such a reputation as a bene-

factor of gardens that in some local-

ities enterprising small bovs have

collected considerable numbers of

the egg masses to sell to amateur

gardeners.

The insect catches the attention

of the layman not only because of

its size, pecuUar structure, and its

custom of perching on penthouse

porches, railway station ramps, or

mantis, is gaining wide acclaim as the

only popular-type book on the subject.

Mrs. Johnston spent leisure time for ten

summers studying and sketching man-

tises, for firsthand information. At pres-

ent Mrs. Johnston is working on a book

of 30 common Lepidoptera, with text and

pictures from personal observation.—Ed.
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city fire hydrants but also because

it is often noticeably colored. En-

tomologists tell us that, just as dark

or drab-colored creatures some-

times exhibit albino forms, green

or greenish insects often produce

individuals of varying degrees of

pinkness. Sometimes this variation

takes the form of a mere shadow-

ing of brown on legs and wings,

the chromatic result of spread-

ing pink over green. Frequently

the pink has almost superseded the

green on abdomen, underwings,

and thighs, leaving them a true

pink but qualified by the residual

green to a shade known to fashion-

writers as "dusty pink." And occa-

sionally nature discards all pru-

dence and releases to a hungry

world a veritable rose-colored katy-

did or grasshopper or mantis,

doomed, one would think, to an

early death by its contrast with its

green habitat. Oddly enough, many
Chinese mantises with pink abdo-

men and underwings are captured

every year—after they have sur-

vived to full maturit)'! Their escape

from enemies can probably be ex-

plained by the fact that, except

in moments of agitation, the gauzy

pink underwings are folded out of

sight under the leaf-brown wing

covers \vith theii' birch-green

edges, and the rosy abdomen is

\'isible only from below.

The female particularly has

gained the reputation of being

fierce and carnivorous, but you

'

need not believe stories that the

male contents himself with vege-

table food alone, for he is just as

carnivorous as the female. I have

raised many young' mantises straight

from the egg case, feeding them

on fruit flies; and if the males were

truly vegetarians, they would show

a Hitlerian distaste for this meat

diet. I have never seen any of them

discriminate against it. At the same

time, if you want any males to

grow up, you must isolate them

at a very tender age, else they vdll

fall victim to the cannibaUstic

tendencies of the females.

The female, as she matures, and

particularly when she is heavy with

eggs, develops a feral voracity and

an abiUty to satisfy it, which make

her a menace to all insect life. The
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cm-ious thing is tliat insects never

seem to fear her or to make any

effort to escape her advances. The
katydid, the butterfly, the mask-

faced grasshopper, and the cricket

all seem to accept her as a fellow

insect and to have no suspicion of

her evil designs upon them.

On a grassy bank one late

autumn day I saw an endless tap-

estry of insects, interwoven with

brambles, belated butter-'n-eggs,

faded grasses, dwarfish goldenrod,

asters, and red clover. The theme

of the weaving w-as the hunt of the

mantises for their prey, its capture

and ingestion. But here was no

swift action, no wild panic and

pursuit. Like actors in a slow-mo-

tion film, the prey crept gently

among the slanted weeds, too Httle

warmed bv the waning sun to run

or leap, while the carnivorous

hunti-esses, whose meat diet better

fortified them against the encroach-

ing chill, stalked and consumed
them without haste or animosity.

Among her own kind, the female

is not at all deterred by ties of

kinship from eating her own sib-

hngs. Even at mating time, when a

certain tenderness might be ex-

pected to prevail, she will turn her

mournful head backward, bite off

her husband's head, and absent-

mindedly start munching along

down his tlrorax while he is in the

very act of giving life to her 300

eggs!

The female mantis usually ap-

pears to be without fear. She is

ready to do battle with any foe,

from insect to man. Her fixed hyp-

notic gaze, as she slowly turns her

head, follows your every move-

ment. She is one of the few insects

A She held up her bent arm in front of her mouth, moistened

her wrist, and washed her face just like a kitten
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able to turn its head, an ability

which contributes much to her un-

cannily knowing look. The two
great, dull-colored eyes seem to

have no pupils, but down in their

depths a small dark dot is dimly

visible. Between them, in the fore-

head, are three well-developed

ocelli; one wonders what she per-

ceives with them and if they are

functional eyes at all.

Few insects give so much evi-

dence of possessing some power of

thought. True, the ant Hon auto-

matically casts up his spray of sand

to engulf the hapless ant dashing

frantically around the walls of his

funnel, and the spider at the cen-

ter of her web rushes forth at the

right moment to dispatch her en-

tangled victim. These are simple

responses to obvious stimuli. But

put a large, lively spider into the
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jar with yom- mantis. The spider

has been disturbed by your han-

dling and runs around and around,

sometimes passing close to the man-
tis but always going too fast for

even her cathke pounce. At first

she rears as if to grab it—her nor-

mal response to the sight of an

insect in motion—but then she

makes no further move. She only

waits, as though contemptuously,

until the spider has settled down
to catch its breath. Then, with

infinite stealth and deliberation, she

sets herself in a favorable position

—and snick!—quicker than the eye

can follow, she snaps her ti'ap on it.

And one can scarcely deny tliat

she employs a measure of discrim-

ination when she has captured a

great digger wasp gliding to the

ground with a fat cicada to place

in its burrow. There in her trap

< Madame Mantis reared back like a horse

when the katydid came jauntily along the

leaves. Then—snick!—and her arms darted

down like a bear trap

the mantis has both the furious

wasp and the cicada, paralyzed bv
the wasp's sting. She considers her

catch, turning her head this way
and that. Then she grasps the wasp
firmly and proceeds to eat it, let-

ting the doped cicada drop to the

ground, where she will retrieve it

once the wasp is consumed. She
shows no hesitation, no uncertainty.

To all appearances, she deliberates

and reaches the right conclusion.

But who can say where instinctive

behavior ends and thought begins?

Then there is her reaction to

toads. Books tell us that some

tropical mantises devour small

toads and even small birds. The
Chinese mantis in the eastern

United States does not eat toads,

but her reaction to them is inter-

esting. The Brooklyn Entomolog-

ical Society records that once an

experimenter offered a very small

toad to a very hungry mantis. She

seized it but dropped it immedi-

ately, and nothing could induce her

to touch it again. I had a very

large Paratenodera sinensis which

I kept under a bell jar one summer
in New Jersey. I had at the same

time a half-grown toad which I

sometimes introduced under the

jar when I had time to watch and

remain ready to effect a rescue if

necessary. At least once each eve-

ning, and often two or three times,

the mantis would, after long dehb-

eration, swoop down in front of

the toad and rear up, with under-

wings fully displayed, in what

Fabre calls her "spectral" attitude.

But having gone that far, her ap-

petite for toad seemed to fail, and

she never actually touched him.

Possibly the toad's nervous reaction

to the shock of her swoop elicited

some mantis-repellant efHuvium im-

perceptible to our gross sense. At

any rate, she always checked her-

self on the very point of grabbing

him. In the com-se of the summer

the toad became quite blase about

it all, and although unable to keep

from wincing a trifle, he would then
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sit motionless with drooped lids

and a look of "Oh yeah?" on his

toadish features. It is impossible to

know whether the mantis uses

some obscm-e reasoning power or

whether she is controlled entirely

by instinct.

But whether motivated by in-

stinct or by the rudiments of rea-

son, the behavior of the full-grown

female mantis shows more varia-

tion and originality than is observ-

able in the behavior of many other

insects. Each mantis has her own
marked individuality. Some are ner-

vous and high-strung, quick to

strike at any sudden motion. Some
are so deliberate that it is hard

to believe that they do not exercise

judgment and weigh a choice of

courses. Some make most interest-

in pets, because they will drink

milk or water from a small dish

or teaspoon, take bits of raw meat

^ Madame Mantis was clasping another mantis in her '^

spiny arms—a sister, so it seemed. There wasn't much
left except its horny legs and gauzy wings A An air of fastidious calm

lent greater horror to her mur-
derous actions

from the fingers, or sit companion-

ably on the worktable, staring curi-

ously at fingers or pen as you
write, quite as if they were trying

to comprehend. Others are always

"stand-offish"; they will have none

of you or your offerings and will

starve to death rather than tiy an

unaccustomed food. Some, having

seized a prey, seem to know that

a bite in the cervical ganglion will

end the victim's struggles, and tliey

put this knowledge to good use;

but others, no less powerful and

active, never acquire this precision

of technique but catch the prey as

they can and hold fast with the

serrated arm, so that the captive

continues his struggles until he is

almost consumed. Some make a

practice of biting ofi: tlie head first.

Others always start the meal by

pulhng off a leg and holding it

up in a gloating manner, gazing

at it with the head turning this

way and that before eating it, while
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A The angular gait of the mantis reminds one of a slow-motion

film, until prey can be captured. Then, a catlike pounce. But remember,

the mantis is entirely beneficial to man

some sybaritic mantises will accept

neither legs nor wings, thorax nor

head, but plunge the triangular

beak into the abdomen and lick

out all the soft inner parts. These

fussy females often leave the vic-

tim's outer parts almost intact, so

that only by turning the body on

its back can you see that nothing

is left but a hollow shell, complete

with legs and wings. This type is

the hardest to provide for. Appar-

ently the abdominal contents are

less sustaining than the more mus-

cular portions, and so the insect

gourmet drains grasshoppers, crick-

ets, cicadas, and so forth so rapidly

that it takes much hunting to pro-

vision her larder.

The differences in behavior are

paralleled by differences in the
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externals of nest-building. No two

"nests," or egg cases, are exactly

aHke. This variation results not

from whimsy but largely from sheer

chance. The shape and size of the

twig chosen to support the egg

case, interruptions during the long

business of nest-making and egg-

laying, and possibly even the pres-

ence or absence of a breeze at the

crucial time may serve to cause

slight irregularities in the outer

shape of the nest. Certain nests

are as fancifully draped and

swathed as a Moslem's turban;

others are so nearly flat on top and

bottom and so short as to make you

>• Mantises even devour large

spiny or hairy caterpillars

think that a pat on each of four

sides would reshape them into

cubes. Occasionally a very small

egg case occurs among large ones;

it is made by a female that has

already produced one or even two

larger nests with their complement

of eggs.

During its creation and for a very

short time thereafter, the nest is

almost pure white, very light, and

frothy; but it starts to harden and

darken in a few moments and

stands all winter as an inconspicu-

ous, dirty, sand-colored lump, hard

to notice among the weeds and

twigs. The mantises seem to regard

certain trees and shrubs as espe-

cially well-suited to nest-building.

Sometimes you may search for

hours on a hillside without finding

more than one or two nests and

then suddenly discover a sapling

bearing as many as 30 cases. Is

it favorable location that deter-

mines the choice, or is it some

quality of sturdiness or durability

in the chosen twig?

Much remains to be learned

about the mantis. Her increasing

numbers and the fascination of

observing her ways should tempt

someone, perhaps now a mere Cub

Scout learning first lessons in wood-

craft, to make a full-time study of

this one insect that is entirely bene-

ficial to man.



AUSTRALIA'S STINGING TREES Continued from page 12

A Contact with a single hair on the

leaf can cause severe pain to spread

throughout a large portion of the

body. Lapartea moroides

tiee, called the shining-leaved sting-

ing tree, Laportea photiniphylla,

grows to a height of about 60 feet.

Its leaves are less nearly heart-

shaped. It is found from Brisbane to

Rockhampton and may be some-

what scarcer than the first. I never

saw one.

The third species, more a shrub

than a tiee, possesses most virulent

stinging hairs. Moreover, it is the

more dangerous from the fact that

it grows up along abandoned lum-

ber tracks, reaching over the track

from the side so that it is most
difficult to avoid. This is Laportea

moroides, or the "mulberry-hke"

Laportea, which derives its name
from the reddish-purple fruits. Its

leaves vary from three to eight

inches in length. This venomous
plant was very common in the

tropical rain forests of northern

Queensland. When we planned to

use the old trails for hunting or

for setting trap lines, our habit was

first to go through them with bush

knives and cut away every single

stinging shrub, large or small. Even
that operation required care and

vigilance, as the cut stems were

likely to fall upon the hand holding

the knife, with dire results.

Like many other countries, Aus-

tralia possesses a quota of addi-

tional harmful plants, including

some deadly ones, sometimes acci-

dentally eaten by stock. Aside from

such inedible vegetation, I know
of none so intensely objectionable

as the stinging trees.

SOS FOR AFRICAN WILDLIFE Continued from pag

agriculture and husbandry and the

consequent slaughter of the game,

there have been attempts to set

aside parks for the wildlife. South

Africa's Kruger National Park,

where game is now suffering from

overstocking and a severe drought,

is of course the most famous. Um-
folozi Reserve has already been

mentioned, and in Natal there is a

second refuge called the Hluhluwe

Reserve. Southern Rhodesia main-

tains a reserve of sorts at Wankie,

way over in the western corner of

the country. But in tlie once faunal-

rich regions of British East Africa,

parks are at a premium.

Perhaps best known is the 40-

square-mile park within four miles

of Nairobi, where even the casual

tourist can motor out from town in

about 20 minutes and see pic-

turesque African animals. The park

contains a vdde variety of animals,

including at least a score of big

game species. The large Northern

and Southern Game Reserves in

Kenya have been in existence for a

number of years and are very im-

portant, but at present there are no

national parks in Kenya, in the true

sense of the word.

In Tanganyika the famous 908

quare-mile Serengeti Reserve was
iet up in what Caldwell calls "the

greatest faunal area in the world,"

but thus far it is a park in name
only. Tanganyika also has the

Selous Reserve and various other

game reserves, but they are not

adequately administered. Northern

Rhodesia has vague plans to some-

day create a national park and is

far and away the most enlightened

of the British colonies in the matter
of game protection, management,
control, and perpetuation. Uganda
has no national park and no plans

for one. The Congo, of course, has

some very famous parks and re-

serves.

There are several organizations

concerned with protection of Afri-

can wildlife, among them the Wild
Life Protection Society of South

Africa and the Society for the Pres-

ervation of the Fauna of the Empire
at London, but tliey are neither

financed nor officered and manned
for the battle they must fight. In

this country, the American Com-
mittee for International Wild Life

Protection is doing what it can in

the problem and has published a

number of bulletins."

I cannot see the problem as a

purely British one. Destruction of

the unique and magnificent life of

Africa would be a global tragedy,

and like so many other world prob-

lems, it needs a global solution.

Obviously, the tsetse fly must be

destroyed or men and animals must

be made immune to the diseases it

carries. It is also obvious that the

wild animals in much of Africa

stand in the way of settlement of

the country. Both problems must

be faced. One way to solve them

is to continue planned game ex-

termination. Another is to leave the

game to the unplanned fate of the

American bison.

Vilhjalmur Stefansson might sug-

gest that, since Africa abounds

with animals that have already

solved the problem of the tsetse by

acquiring immunity to nagana, new

animals should be selected from

among them and domesticated,

rather than to warp Africa's ecology

to fit alien animals from other

lands. But aside from this untried

solution, it seems to me that two

things should be done:

(I) More extensive parks and

game reserves should be estab-

lished, and, even more important,

funds should be made available for

the adequate staffing and patrolling

of these reserves so that they may

• Readers wishing to obtain further informa-

tion concerning organizations working for con-

servation in Africa may address their inquiry

to Richard Pough, Curator of Conservation and
Use of Natural Resources, the American Museum
of Natural History.

—

Ed.
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become the refuges they are in-

tended to be. Nati\'e hunting should

be more closeh' controlled and

efforts should be made to cut down

the tremendous toll in fatally

wounded animals tliat the hunter

cannot, or does not, retrieve. If for

no otlier reason, game should be

perpetuated as an invaluable source

of meat for people hving on little

else. Professional hunters and

sportsmen should be closely con-

trolled bv game experts.

(2) Far more funds and scien-

tists should be made available for

research on tsetse fly, the diseases

it carries, metliods of eradication

of the insect, and possible im-

munization of animals and men
against nagana and sleeping sick-

ness.

That will be a costly and perhaps

a prolonged program. But game
extermination would also be a pro-

longed and costly process. The dis-

eases carried bv the tsetse have

plagued Africa since the dawn of

time, and their cost in suffering and

in retarding the economic develop-

ment of the country ha\'e been in-

calculable. Whatever must now be

spent, whether it be spent by

Britain, conti-ibuted by private

parties, or allotted by UNESCO or

some other international organiza-

tion, it would represent for future

generations a cultural benefit and

an economic sa\'ing beyond im-

agination.

BOOKS Cotitiiuied from page lOS

who has dirilled at the sights and sounds

and odors in tlie outdoor worid.

JoHx R. Saunders.

Ant hill odyssey
- by William M. Mann

Boston: Atlantic-Little Brown, $3.50

AMONG the most difficult problems

one can have is to review a book by

someone whose company he has enjoyed

over a long period of time. One has the

feeling that he might discover tliat the

author does not write as well as he talks.

Bill Mann has demonstrated in tliis auto-

biography of the early part of his life that

anv such fears are wholl\- ungrounded.

He writes about interesting subjects with

such keen understanding that one lives

with him and meets tiie people about

whom he is writing.

In tliis book we grow up with a natu-

ralist and travel witlr him to various parts

of the world. We enjoy all the excitement

accompanying tlie many discoveries of a

great scientist in the making: the boy-

hood ambitions and indiscretions, the

thrill of finding things not known to sci-

ence, the almost reverent feeling that

Mann had because he was able to work

with men who had won greatness in tlie

field of science. Bill Mann professes to be

an entomologist, but he has always been

more than that. To be sure, his chief

interest has been insects, and particularly

ants, but his great love of all animals

has had a happy influence on his whole

life, as one gathers in Ant Hill Odysseij.

BUI differed from most kids—he not

only wanted to run away from home: he

did it. This early adventure was a tame

prelude to what was to follow in later

years, when he wandered over the face

of tlie earth on \arious missions of dis-

coverv'. A most interesting feature of the

ATTENTION CAMPERS!
o7 years experience outfltttnc Individuals, expeditions
and camping parlies, enables us to offer the finesi

equipment and service possible. We specialize In
tents, paf-ked sieepUig bags, clothing and cooking
r.iulpment. plu5 guns and fishing tackle. Free catalog
XH-3 on request. Note new address below.

David T. Abercrombie Co.

book is diat it co\ers onlv tliat part of

his life when tlie author was obtaining

his academic education. The story ends

when William M. Mann obtains his first

regular job with tlie Bureau of Ento-

mology, at what he calls the incredible

salary of $1800 a year. We hope that a

later volume will tell of his later explora-

tions and record the e%ents leading to his

appointment as Director of the National

Zoo. c. H. CURK-^N-.

Do ^ot Miss

The Man Who Stole

a Shooting Star

The story of the famous
Willamette Meteorite, which
many readers have seen in the

Hayden Planetarium: an ab-

sorbing article by Paul M.
Sears soon to appear in N.\TU-

RAL History.

THE FLIGHT OF BIRDS
--------by John H. Storer

Cranbrook Inst, of Science, Bloomfield

Hills, Mich., S2..50

94 pp., 176 illusts.

JOHN H. STORER is well known for

*-* his superb slow-motion films of flving

birds. With the assistance of foremost

experts in the fields of aircraft design,

gliding, and ornithology, he now has writ-

ten this important and thorough analy-

sis of bird flight. The principles of aero-

dynamics are first explained briefly with

the aid of drawings and photographs

based largelv upon wind tunnel experi-

ments. The structure of the featlier and

of the bird's wing are next described. In

the airplane the Hfting wing and the pro-

peller are separate entities, whereas in

the bird. Lifting surfaces are provided by

the tail and by the inner part of the

wings, while the outer or hand portion of

the wings furnishes most of the propul-

sion. When soaring, however, a bird may
rely upon air currents for propulsion and

use its entire wing surfaces for lifting. At

the other extreme, the wings of a hum-
mingbird function almost entirely as pro-

pellers, attached to the body by swivel-

Uke joints at the shoulders.

Guided by these basic principles, vari-

ous phases and types of bird flight are

interpreted with the aid of carefully

selected sequences from the author's fihns.

When necessar)', F. L. Jaques has pro-

vided sketches to depict more clearly the

position of the flight feathers. Most read-

ers will acquire a new understanding of

bird flight from this book and at the same

time be made aware of unsolved prob-

lems such as the difference in die design

of the wing in soaring birds of tlie ocean

and of the land. It thus should achieve

the dual goal of providing sound informa-

tion about the flight of birds and of

stimulating further observation and re-

search. Dean Am.\don.

Winners of the Wild Mammal Cryptomaze in the January

issue of N-\TURAL History: The three contestants submitting the highest

number of mammals listed in the main section (A-Z) of Jf^ebster's New
International Dictionary—1948 (unabridged), in accordance vvith the rules

of the contest, are: Dr. Henry S. Rich. Bronx, N. Y.—32 mammals;
Peter F. Bellinger, New Haven, Conn.—31 mammals; Richard G.

Beidleman, Fort Collins, Colo.—31 mammals. Each of these winners has

received a copy of Wild Animals of the World, illustrated by Mary Baker
and written by William Bridges, published by Garden City Publishing

Company.

Mammals both above and below the line in the main section (A-Z)

were counted, but variant spellings of the same name and words from
other sources were not. It is not in the rules of the contest to jump up
and down on the same square to form a double letter. Where any of the

aforementioned irregularities occurred, the conlestant was not disqualified,

but he was not given credit for the mammal.
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SEED PLANTS By Edward Dembitz

Part I. In this puzzle you are given a set of definitions, each with

a set of blank spaces, and a diagram to be filled in. Each definition

is a clue to a word whose letters you are to insert in the blank

spaces preceding the definition. These words appear in recent

issues of Natural History Magazine.

Southwestern Indians whose language i

used as a code in World W^ar II

13 19 20 II 2 15 20

7 14 22 14 15 II

iler (1861-1909). besl-knomt
scenes and drawings oj

Christn
sunshii

Eve. it once served
making festivals (2

3 20 19 23

12 17 13 19 25

17 12 4 6 10 15 14 24

22 7 4 9 14 16 23 2 19

13 5 21 22 22 24

for Weste
horses

Lighted on
in heathen
words)

Long-billed shore bird whose iving vibra-

tion while diving produces a '^song"

Large South African desert, home of the
Bushmen

Asiatic plant whose fibers were used by
the Egyptians in wrapping mummies

Biological station in Florida, named for

an American Museum Research Associate

Common Australian trees ivhose leaves

form the exclusive diet of the koala

Plant that traps pollen-bearing insects in

its flowers

Spider that spins a circular iveb of

radiating and spiral threads (2 tvords)

in all the letters above, transfer

the boxes in the diagram below.

15 12 10 21 22 17 18 25 12

Part II. When you have filled

them to the proper numbers in

When the diagram is com-

pleted, you will have a word
maze containing at least 36

names of SEED PLANTS
(flowers, trees, shrubs, vege-

tables, herbs, etc.). To find

one of these plants, begin

with a letter and move from

space to adjoining space in

any direction, including di-

agonally, until the name is

spelled out. You are not per-

mitted to form double letters

by jumping up and down on
the same square.

Copyright 1949
By Edward Dembitz

THREE PRIZES. The three contestants submitting the largest num-
ber of names of plants fitting this puzzle will each receive a copy of
The Wild Flower Guide, by Edgar T. Wherry, recently published by
Doubleday and Company.
Names of plants must appear in bold-faced type in the main A-Z

section of Webster's Netv International Dictionary—1948 (unabridged) in
order to be eligible. Names in bold-faced type below the line at the
bottom of the page are alloivable. Different names for the same flower,
tree, shrub, vegetable, or herb will be accepted. But scientific or techni-
cal names ivill not be counted unless they are in bold-faced type.

In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded.
Entries must be postmarked on or before April 1 atid be received by

April 6, 1949.

W inners and their scores will be published in Natural History for
May, 1949.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25
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BY

VERA and HENRY BRADSHAW

MOTHER Natiare, in addition

to creating things of great

beauty, has produced a number of

freaks. One of these outlandish,

awe-inspiring displays is "Devil's

Slide" in historic Weber Canyon,

Utah.

It is two gigantic horizontal

pieces of rock extending down a

steep hillside, and so closely does it

resemble a chute-the-chutes that, at

first, one wonders if it were not

built by human hands. Geologists

say no, that the queer formation

came about in a prehistoric age and

happened something hke this:

The rock layers had been created

in the earth over a hundred milhon

vears when along came a \'iolent

compressive force which folded and

upheaved them.

Many years after this, the simu-

lated slide was formed because a

layer of shale, tucked between the

two more durable Umestone layers,

eventually wore away and disap-

peared. Thus, the two protruding

sturdv limestone sides were left to

form the famous "Devil's Slide."

> A STRANGE PHYSIOGRAPHIC

FORMATION that almost looks as

though it had been built by man:

the Devil's Slide in Utah
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"Nature's TLittle Tank"
in Florida

Sirs:

Recalling Karl H. Maslowski's article

on the armadillo in the October, 1948,

Natural History, I offer the following

observations on this animal in Florida.

I have hved in Daytona Beach my en-

tire lifetime (50 years). About the year

1930, for the first time, there appeared

on the mainland of our county a few

little creatures that, after some study and
inquiry, were catalogued as armadillos.

It was, and continues to be, a matter of

conjecture as to how these little fellows

found their way to the eastern shore of

Florida, apprcximately 100 miles south

of the mainland of the United States on

the Florida peninsula. Your readers will

recall that the armadillo's movement
northward from Mexico during the past

100 years has not progressed nearly as

far eastward as Florida.

For a number of years, these little

fellows continued to inhabit the main-

land of our county. While it was not a

A

common sight to see tliem, they never-

dieless gradually grew in numbers, and
about 1940 they began to appear on the

island created by the Halifax River. This

island is about 3 miles wide and some
60 miles long. The river, if such it may be

called, begins and ends in the Atlantic

Ocean and is about a mile in width.

The island, as well as the mainland, is,

generally speaking, high and sandy, with

a growth of wild palmettos and large

numbers of citrus groves and vegetable

gardens. The armadillos seem to have

thrived and have now reached a popula-

tion equal to that of the other small

animals of our countryside, such as rab-

bits, squirrels, etc. As an e.xample, when
I was taking an early morning trip from

Daytona Beach to Ormond, a distance

of seven miles on the island referred to,

I saw eight armadillos scampering across

the highway. They do not yet cause ex-

tensive damage, but some of the people

engaged in cultivation have been troubled

A Floating airdrome. A camera study by Dr. Lorus J.
Milne, heralding the

return of warmer summer days

by them and are beginning to voice

concern.

This information may be interesting

for the record, and possibly you may

be able to give further facts concerning

the story of the armadillo in Florida.

Ray Selden.

Daytona Beach, Fla.

The following comments are offered

(•!•

W(^nJefi flmse,
99

a Film Portraying the American Mnsenni

The attention of readers is called to a new motion picture entitled "Won-

der House," which tells the story of the American Museum of Natural

History. It is one of the This Is America Series, produced by RKO-Pathe
News, and will be released soon after April 1. Persons interested in seeing

this unusual picture should a.sk the manager of their local theater when it

will be shown.

by T. Donald Carter of the American

Museum's Department of Mammals:

There are records of armadillos in

Florida as far back as 1922, when one

was taken near Miami. It was then dis-

covered that at the end of the first World

War, a Marine had liberated a pair close

to where this animal was taken. He had

brought the original pair from Texas,

Later, about 1924, some armadillos es-

caped from the Cocoa Zoo in Brevard

County. These animals also originally

came from Texas. Soon they were be-

coming quite common in that region.

About ten years ago, a friend of mine

reported that an armadillo was spending

much of its time under her house in

Rockledge. And three years ago, an ac-

quaintance who hves just north of Rock-

ledge told me that the armadillo had

become a common animal in tliat dis-

trict and had only lately crossed the

bridge over to Merritt's Island.

The armadillos around Daytona Beach

undoubtedly are descendants of tlie Cocoa

animals which have moved fardier north.

It is very possible that armadillos have
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A Bete Noire : a Vk'olf Spider of the family Lycosidae. Two of its four

large eyes are visible, as well as the four smaller ones. Photographed by

Henry B. Kane

been introduced elsewhere in eastern

Florida without our knowledge. I feel

fairly confident that the armadillo did

not find its way to the east coast of

Florida without human aid, although the

eastern mov'ement from Texas seems to

continue. The animals ha\^e successfully

crossed the Mississippi Ri\er and have

estabhshed themseKes in both Mississippi

and, more lately, in Alabama.

Do Eghimog Rub Noses?
Sms:

Do Eskimos really show affection by

rubbing noses, or is this only an idea

that has grown up?

John Roshek, Jr.

Dubuque, la.

Yes, Eskimos do show affection by

rubbing noses but not quite in the way
that many people have come to beheve.

Almost always the gesture is used by a

parent toward a small child, especially

after a long absence, or between chil-

dren. The custom has been obsers'ed

widely in the Eskimo region, from St.

LawTence Island in Bering Sea to East

Greenland.

A man and a woman do not ordinarily

rub noses. However, it was reported some

years ago that a bride and groom in

East Greenland customarily kissed each

other by rubbing noses.

A curious game has been reported

among the Eskimos of King William

Land, in which the wirmer goes around a

whole row of women, placing his arms

around their necks and nuzzling vio-

lently at their noses. As the game pro-

gresses, the wholesale nose-rubbing may

146

cause the noses of some of tlie women
to bleed.

From Alaska, we have occasional men-

tion of nose-rubbing as a greeting for

strangers in earher times. In 1826, when
the explorer Beechey visited St. Lawrence

Island, the Eskimos rubbed their noses

ago.inst his and further ex-pressed their

welcome by rubbing the pakns of their

hands over his face.

Kissing as we know it seems to have

been quite imknown among the Eskimos

before the coming of white men.—Ed.

Sirs:

. . . Being especially interested in the

study of ancient man, I find the articles

you have pubhshed on the later discov-

eries along this Hne in South Africa very

interesting and highly educational. There

seems to be an unlimited field ahead

for such work, and many more discoveries

may, of course, be made in the next few

years. Let us also hope that more interest

wiU be shown here in America in un-

earthing further evidence of Folsom Man.

I am very grateful to you for these

many wonderful items of interest and am
looking forward to more articles of this

sort in Natural History. With best

wishes for your future success, I remain

L. B. Simons.

Laton, Calif.

Animals in Silver

An unusual exhibit entided "Shining

Birds and Silver Beasts" will remain on

display in the 77th Street Foyer of the

American Museum through April 15. The
exhibit shows the work of Paul A. Lobel,

who has made a specialty of stylized

portrayals of animals in sterling silver.

Eclipses in the Planetarium

Eclipses of the sun and moon have been

charged with mystery and wonder since

before the dawn of history. Their strange

beauty has attracted the attention of

people in all ages. While much of the

mystery is gone from these phenomena
today, they are still of great interest to

the astronomer and hold a weird fascina-

tion for the layman.

Visitors to the Hayden Planetarium

during April will enjoy the splendors of

lunar and solar echpses beneath an un-

clouded sky. With time condensed and

the heavens under complete control, the

lecturer wUl e.xplain many of the strange

and interesting facts associated with

celestial blackouts. He will be aided by
the use of a special eclipse projector,

which v/ill clearly demonstrate the me-

chanics behind the phenomena. The audi-

ence will look into yesterday and enjoy

some of the memorable eclipses of the

past, to learn how they changed the

course of history.

April 12 is the date of the first of two

total lunar eclipses occurring this year.

On April 28, there wiU be a partial

echpse of the sun.

CONSERVATION
The Legislative Front

TTEARINGS are now vmder way in

-• -*• the House of Representatives on the

budgets for the various government de-

partments, and this is the time for con-

servationists to let themselves be heard.

Although Congress authorized $500,000

last year for the purchase of lands within

the Superior National Forest, to save the

wilderness character of this area from

destruction by resort developments, there

is only 8100,000 for this purpose in the

current Forest Service budget. This is

no time to temporize with the very seri-

ous threats that exist to the whole future

of the Quetico-Superior wilderness proj-

ect. The budget should be amended to

make the fuU amount of the authoriza-

tion available at once to the Forest

Service. Also, this is the time to insist

tiiat provision be made for an inteUigent

and co-ordinated management of the

wildlife of our National Forests. A start

in this direction can be accompHshed by

restoring to the budget the item of

8165,000 for a Division of Wildlife Man-
agement within the Forest Service, which

was dropped several years ago as an

economy move.

For years Congress has failed to meet
Continued on page 192
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
These gorgeous yellow flowers, which

are sometimes four inches or more in

diameter, adorn the spectacular and pe-

culiarly shaped tree known scientifically

as Cochlospermum ( or Maximiliana ) vita-

folia. It is particularly distinctive be-

cause when all other plants and trees

are dying, it bursts into full bloom, and

its beauty lends a golden life to a dying

landscape.

Its numerous seeds are clothed with

a siUcy down. The tree grows in rather

dry areas in Cuba and follows the Pacific

coast of Mexico to northern Colombia,

northern Venezuela, and southern Ecua-

dor. It has been planted for ornamental

purposes in the Virgin Islands and Puerto

Rico, where this color photograph by

Alonso Aguilar, Jr., was taken.
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How TO KNOW THE BIRDS
An Intioduction to Bird

Recognition

----- by Roger Tory Peterson

Houghton Mfflin Co., Boston, $2.00

144 pp., 4 colored plates, numerous

drawings by the author

pETERSON'S well-known eastern and
•' western field guides have done more

to promote the hobby of bird study than

any other publications of recent years.

Nevertheless, the mere beginner who
consults them to find the name of some

bird he has seen is often bewildered by

the hundreds of kinds of birds confront-

ing him. The present little volume is

intended to give such individuals an in-

troduction to the methods of field identi-

fication. The importance of placing a bird

in its correct family before proceeding

further is emphasized. As the author re-

marks, no e.xperienced birder compares

a reddish duck vsdth a reddish sparrow.

He first determines whether a bird is a

duck, a sparrow, or a member of some

other group by careful observation of its

actions, call notes, general appearance,

and preferred habitat. To aid in doing

this, various habitats are described and

the birds to be expected in each are

enumerated. Bird silhouettes are used to

emphasize the importance of outline and

posture in identification.

To permit application of the above

principles the families of birds of eastern

North America are briefly reviewed. The

better known species each receive a few

words of comment and are figured. In

the more difficult or numerous groups

only the plumages of the adult males are

considered. This book should enable any-

one to identify many of oui more con-

spicuous birds and while doing so to

become qualified to tackle more difficult

species with the aid of the Field Guide

or other manuals. Although intended pri-

marily for beginners. How to Know the

Birds will be valued by many others be-

cause of the numerous illustrations and

the fund of general information scattered

through its pages.

Dean Amadon.

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS
Old, Rare and Out of Print

CATALOGUES ISSUED
INQUIRIES SOUCITED

JOHN JOHNSON
Box 248 Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

YOUR NEW BOOKS

An AUSTRALIAN WILD
FLOWER BOOK

- - by Charles Barrett

Geoffrey Cumberlege,

Oxford University Press, Leighton House,

Melbourne, $3.00

205 pp., 47 illusts.

'npHIS httle book is for the rambling
-'- reader not necessarily trained in

botany. It moves along at a pleasingly

fast pace in discussing the wattles, gems

of the bush, heathlands, western vidld

flowers, orchids, alpine gardens, Tas-

manian flora, beautiful shrubs, wonder-

plants, and ferns—to give you a resume

of all the chapters—and is a "companion-

able guide to Australia's wild gardens."

All in all, about 13,000 species of

flowering plants are native to Australia,

about four-fifths of which are restricted

to that continent. Here and there are ob-

servations as to how these wild plants

do under cultivation and notes about

botanical discoveries of the early ex-

plorers. The pirate William Dampier

made the first botanical collection; and

so remarkable was the assemblage of spe-

cies around a place called Sting-ray Bay

that Captain Cook changed its name to

the well-known Botany Bay. Among the

"wonder plants" are included the pitcher

plant ( Cephalotus

)

,
Queensland's upas

tree {Pisonia Brunoniana) which some-

times catches small birds on the sticky

fruit, a subterranean orchid {Cryptan-

themis Slateri), and the "weird-looldng

drumstick grasstree" ( Kingia ) . For Amer-

ican readers, who are too often fed upon

cut-and-dried Uterary vegetation and care

little "for text-book botany, yet desire to

know more than the popular names of

plants seen on their rambles, and are in-

terested in Uttle biographies of species,"

Barrett's book should be an inspiration.

H. K. SVENSON.

The STARS ARE YOURS
by James S. Pickering

The Macmillan Co., $3.95

264 pp., 23 photos

TN The Stars Are Yours, James S. Picker-

•' ing presents a simplified approach to

astronomy. No higher mathematics is

used, and involved scientific explanations

are omitted. He begins vnth objects that

may be seen with the imaided eye and

points out tliat from this standpoint

"there aren't so many different kinds of

things to be seen in the heavens." Per-

haps from a beginner's standpoint this is

true, and most certainly this book is

written for a beginner.

The solar system is first discussed start-

ing with the sun. Each planet is then

taken up in the order of the distance of

its orbit from this central body, with the

asteroid belt and the sateUites of each

body introduced in their proper places.

The author misses few opportunities to

bring in interesting discoveries, such as

that of Olaus Roemer relating to the

speed of fight. Roemer observed the oc-

cultations of one of Jupiter's satellites and

"noticed a peculiar discrepancy in the

length of time it took the same moon to

make the passage across the far side of

Jupiter." The author concludes his brief

discussion of the solar system with a

discussion of the orbits and motions of

the planets, comets, and meteors. The
transition from this system to the stars

in the regions beyond is accomplished

by a series of excellent reproductions of

photographs taken by some of the leading

observatories.

The next step is logically the stars.

These are introduced with their system

of designation and magnitude. After a

short briefing in the meaning of such

things as stellar distance, size, mass, star

motions, spectroscopy, and the telescope,

the matter of star charts and constella-

tions is discussed and illustrated at great

length and in some detail. Appended are

useful tables, fists and names of stars, and

a brief discussion of the southern sky.

Quite a few errors appear in the text.

Gordon A. Atwater.

A New Theory of

HUMAN EVOLUTION
By SIR ARTHUR KEITH

E\^R since man's kinship with

the apes was recognized, there

has been controversy over the na-

ture and habitat of his pre-human

ancestors and the causes which led

to their evolution into homo sa-

piens. Now Sir Arthur Keith, in a

book finished, as he tells us, on his

eighty-first birthday, gives us the

results of his years' study of these

questions. $4.75

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY
Publishers

15 E. 40th ST., Oepf. 353, HEW YORK 16, H. Y.
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A HANDBOOK OF THE
BIRDS OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
----- by D. L. Sen^enty and

H. M. WhitteU

Paterson Press Ltd., Perth, Western

Australia, 15 shillings

365 pp., 32 figs., 2 color plates

T?EW readers of Natural History will

^ ever be fortunate enough to travel to

Australia. But even the others, so far as

they are bird minded, will be interested

in this very competent and practical

handbook of Western Austrahan birds.

It is the first thoroughly up-to-date Aus-

tralian bird book. Though each species

is adequately described, with due con-

sideration to the diagnostic field char-

acters, the emphasis throughout is on the

bird's biology. In fact, it contains a con-

venient summary of the most recent litera-

ture on the life histories of Austrahan

birds. The conservationist vwU find much
of interest in this volume. On the ground

that it kills lambs, bonuses on 94,090

heads of the magnificent Wedge-tailed

Eagle were paid between 1928 and 1948.

57,034 emus were destroyed in 1935

during a seven-month period. In Janu-

ary', 1946, during a single shoot, no less

than 960 ducks were killed, including 40

of the rare Freckled Duck, a bird un-

represented in most museums. The au-

thors' vigorous interest in conservation

gives us hope that such excesses will not

recur in the future.

The introduction includes a most in-

teresting and readable history of Western

Austrahan ornithology and a section on

bird geography. There are two colored

plates and 32 figures in black and white

(including 9 distribution maps). I can

recommend this volume without reserva-

tion.

Ernst Mai-r.

Flowers of prairie
and woodland

by Edith S. Clements

H. W. Wilson Company, $2.25

83 pp., 24 color plates

THOUGH the plates have become a

bit anemic (due to overprinting, I

suspect), this volume is a handy com-

pendium of the color plates that appeared

some years ago in the National Geo-

graphic Magazine. A few, such as the

Ijird's-foot violet, are badly off color, and

the pink gerardia [Gerardia tenuifolia)

WILD BIRDSJDD /%ij,»^TO YOUR GARDEN.

AUDUBON FEEDERS KEEP BIRDS
IN FULL VIEW WHILE FEEDING
Feeders with and without squirrel

guards, hanging and on pipe stands.

Write lor our toldar

y^- --_•. audiibon
jjj
workshop

is certainly not correctly named. An at-

tempt to show the evolutionary series

from Buttercups to Asters gives a com-

placent version of the subject, about as

far or perhaps a httle farther than one

would wish to go without controversy.

But the accompanying notes provide a

good deal of information about plant

families and the characteristics of indi-

vidual species portrayed in the plates.

The amateur can leaf through this book

and by means of the illustrations estab-

hsh for himself a pretty good foundation

for recognizing members of the chief

plant families of the temperate region;

since the whole area from California to

Maine is covered, this apphes also to the

professional. Refreshing touches appear,

such as the name "Spring Lily" for Ery-

thronium. There is much information that

is interesting and unusual, and at such

a reasonable price the book should be

accepted in the comprehensive spirit in

which it is written.

H. K. S\'ENSON.

Sweeper in the sky
by Helen Wright

The Macmillan Co., $4.00

253 pp., 3 illusts.

CWEEPER IN THE SKY by Helen

^ Wright is a biography of Maria Mit-

chell, whose life span was from 1818 to

1889, a period fraught wdth the begin-

nings of Woman finding a place for her-

self in the world outside of her home.

She was brought up in a strict Quaker

home in Nantucket Island, 30 miles from

the coast of the mainland, where the

great bulk of the United States is re-

ferred to as the Continent and where

everyone is interested in celestial navi-

gation because the men made their hveh-

hood by sailing the seven seas.

One of the most vivid impressions of

her childhood is that of bending over a

chronometer, steadily counting for her

father the moments preceding an annular

eclipse in February, 1831. As the author

says, "Maria Mitchell, 12 years old, was

never to forget that echpse—the dark-

ness, the stillness, the davming sense that

she was a part of a great and orderly uni-

verse." Very early her father reahzed

that "this child's eyes were unusually

sensitive to variations in color and form,"

a fact that certainly contributed to her

amazing success as an astronomer. In

1846, she discovered a comet which made

her the first recognized American female

astronomer. Many lasting friendships were

gained out of this discovery as well as

a medal from the Danish king. A trip

to Europe followed, on which she met

all the great astronomers of the continent.

Besides her work vidth astronomy, she

taught school and served as librarian in

the Atheneum, where such people as

Emerson, Melville, Lucy Stone, Horace

Greeley, and many others came to lecture.

Finally came her work as the head of

M^

the Astronomy Department of Vassar.

Here she taught her girls to sweep the

sky and to gain the companionship of

women studying together.

Miss Wright has written a book that

should have broad appeal because it is

not technical, but it falls short of making

Maria Mitchell, herself, a very interesting

person. However, her picture of the nine-

teenth century and of woman's place in it

is very graphic and extremely interesting.

Gordon A. Atwater.

The parasitic cuckoos
of africa

by Herbert Friedmann

Washington Academy of Sciences,

Washington, D. C, $4.50

204 pp., 10 plates

[
OST birds give devoted care to eggs

and young, but among others the

duties of parenthood fall entirely upon

one sex. Several small groups of birds

even avoid the trouble of incubating their

own eggs, depositing them instead in

the nests of other species.

The conunon cuckoo of Europe is fa-

mous for this "brood parasitism," of

which our own cowbird is another famil-

iar exponent. As a graduate student at

Cornell University, Dr. Friedmann made

a brilliant study of the cowbird and later

traveled in South America and Africa to

expand his researches. Africa has no fewer

than fourteen parasitic species of cuckoos.

In the present book he supplements

his own observations with all the rehable

pubhshed notes and with information

furnished by friends. He discusses and

describes all these parasitic cuckoos and

in addition gives detailed evidence about

more than a hundred other African birds

that have been reported as "fosterers" of

young cuckoos.

Parasitic cuckoos certainly had an-

cestors that built nests and reared their

own young. In Africa none now shows

any intermediate stage in behavior, save

that three of the smaller kinds sometimes

feed young they did not rear. Careful

Hb^;n^
m-y r.
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study of unusual cases must throw new
light on general problems of bird be-

havior.

Each species of parasitic cuckoo ap-

pears to have a special list of fosterers.

The great spotted cuckoo prefers mem-
bers of the crow and starling famihes;

the didrio cuckoo most often victimizes

weaverbirds. Of a few sylvan species,

almost nothing has yet been learned.

Since ancient times, men have won-
dered about the strange ways of the Euro-

pean cuckoo, but dviring the past 40 years

much of the mystery has been cleared

away. Now we are shown by Dr.

Friedmann what an inviting field awaits

similar investigation in tropical Africa.

James P. Chapin.

D.'ANA'S MINERALS AND
HOW TO STUDY THEM

- - by Cornelius S. Hurlbut, Jr.

John Wiley & Sons, $3.90

323 pp., 387 illusts.

CINCE the Yale mineralogy books have
^ been turned over to Harvard for re-

vision, it is not imexpected that the small

popular mineral identification work pub-

hshed by E. S. Dana in 1895 should be

revised and brought up to date by Dr.

Hurlbut, who has already revised the

larger Manual of Mineralogy. The new
edition has attempted to retain some of

the atmosphere of the older work, as well

as its popular approach. However, tlie

rewriting is extensive and has made the

book considerably easier to read; in fact,

this edition amounts almost to a new
work. There are long sections on the de-

terminative work of mineralogy, the

recognition of crystal shapes, the use of

the blowpipe, and the methods of per-

forming the other tests. At the end there

are determinative tables arranged to

eliminate unknowns on the basis of their

luster, hardness, color, and gravity. In

between we find a selection of common
minerals described in greater detail.

The position of this book has always

been equivocal, and the revision has not

much clarified the situation. Hurlbut is

an authority in his field; hence, the facts

are correct and often interesting. How-
ever, the mineral list is so abbreviated

that one wonders about the value of the

book. In the Manual will be found suffi-

cient instruction on testing and a longer

list of minerals. However, one cannot

recommend a book when the collection

it suggests for a beginner places anda-

lusite in its major group and relegates

one of the Mohs' hardness scale minerals,

topaz, to a lesser rank. The first nine

minerals of the hardness scale are funda-

mental for any collection. Mr. Dana, in

1895, may have thought himself for-

tunate to have "a skillful wood-engraver

Mr. W. F. Hopson" for some of his illus-

trations, but they only detract from the

modem appearance of this edition. Most
collectors pick up hints on how to col-

lect, catalogue, and arrange minerals from

their fellows, and they do not need in-

struction in these aspects. For the abso-

lute beginner with no contacts and no
opportunity to see collections made by
others, this book will undoubtedly have
some value, but for the average person

it does not seem to be as useful as Dr.

Hurlbut's revision of Dana's Manual of

Mineralosii. _
"-' F. H. Pouch.

Azaleas, kinds and
CULTURE

by H. Harold Hume

The Macmillan Co., $3.75

199 pp.

\ ZALEAS are fascinating plants, and
^ *- much has been written about them.

The latest addition to tlie literature on

this topic is a well-balanced, instructive,

and entertaining book that will be of in-

terest to everyone who grows Azaleas or

would if he could.

The author describes the various kinds

of Azaleas, has something to say on their

countries of origin, comments on soil re-

quirements, discusses the need for water,

shade, fertilization, et cetera, et cetera.

Certain varieties may feature plantings

out-of-doors, and otiiers need a green-

house (if winters are cold) to find their

ultimate expression in a floral abundance
exceeded by no other group of plants.

So extensive is the range of variation

found in Azaleas that almost every loca-

tion that will grow a plant will prove a

happy home for certain species of this

large group.

This variation covers size of plant and

habit of growth, color of flower, perma-

nence of foliage, temperature tolerances,

and other less obvious characteristics.

Some Azaleas are easily grovvai; others

are difiicult. All are beautiful and desir-

able plants; but, of course, some are

better than others. To one famihar onlv

with the spectacular bloomers, the more

modest and retiring species may appear

as drab as country cousins, but in reality

the quiet relatives repay a closer ac-

quaintance.

Azaleas are a challenge to any gardener

with the space and means to indulge a

plant hobby. Their appeal is immediate,

but the hold they may take is insidious.

So many beautiful kinds to choose from,

such a gratifying response to the proper

care, and finally what tragedy when tlie

winter snows depart and one discovers

that rabbits, too, like Azaleas.

Mr. Hume, in his book, provides the

proper background for the successful

study, growth, and appreciation of

Azaleas. With its splendid illustrations,

the book is enjoyable reading even for

those who cannot play in the dirt. And
a single reading will not dispose of this

book, for it is of a sort frequently used

for reference.
jj^ g^ Anthony.

A useful work of reference for all users of
timber, containing detailed descriptions of
nearly 200 different timbers, with micro-
scopic identifications of the woods in more

A Concise Encyclopedia of

WORLD TIMBERS
By F. H. TITI\4USS

THE science of timber technology first
<-anic into prominence largely as a result

of the investigations made hy American re-
search workers in the early years of the first
World War. Before this time the normal wood
consumer's knowledge of his material was
chiefly emnirical, and the results achieved

tists were neither appreciated
fully understood by the practical man.

S4.75
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The Last Refuge of Sanity?

Ecuador and the

Galapagos
Islands
by Victor Wolfgang von Hagen

author of Maya Explorer

IS it a luring, fertile land of untold

resources — or a violent paradox
where ancient civilizations battle with

new.' This stimulating, informal book
recreates its colorful past—where Alex-

ander von Humboldt sailed along its

shore . . . where Darwin conceived his

theories . . . rubber, .//
quinine, platinum were ^^ W'^//^-'-^'
discovered . . . Here, fZf.'^ljSfl^*^'' •

too, are the people of fc^^]iwi''-'-'i^i' -V*

;

Ecuador today: the C^T'f^' '
' ''^

headhunters, the hat
-^^^n//..".;*/

makers, and the sophis- ^im^'/ff;
ticated residents of

Quito. A "must" for

anthropologist, sociol-

ogist, historian.

Illustrated, $3.75

Al all bookstores
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FOR miles the road had grown
ever more difficult. Already we

had bounced and swayed and
jolted almost endlessly over its

troublesome irregularities. We had
plunged and bumped across any

number of "sand luggers," or dry

stream beds, but now we had
reached what appeared to be the

very grandfather of them all—a 300-

yard-wide bed of treacherous white

sand that shimmered in the op-

pressive heat and ofFered a most

insecure footing for wheeled ve-

hicles. For part of the way across it,

the track had been improved wdth

< A TuRKANA POLICEMAN, who proud-

ly sports an ivory lip plug. The Tribal

Police are recruited from the Turkana

^ The dust and noise of a lively dance

are irresistible to the Turkana. A colorful

performance was enacted for the expedition

by special arrangement
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TURKANA
The story of a recent expedition among

a tribe that lives in the arid and remote

northwestern portion of Kenya Colony

in East Africa

By Lt. Col. and Mrs. William
J.
Morden

Leaders of the Morden African Expedition

of the American Museum of Natural History

All photographs by Morden Afri

a kind of corduroy made of the

branches of such trees as could be

found round about, but we could

keep going only as far as the cordu-

roy extended. No sooner had our

first car left the uncertain "pave-

ment" of branches than it settled

axle deep in the dry sand and re-

fused to budge.

We had arrived in Cape Town
from New York two months earlier

and since that time had driven

north over almost 4000 miles of

good, bad, and indifferent African

roads. We had motored east and

north to Natal and the Orange Free

State. We had crossed the Trans-

vaal and Southern Rhodesia. We
had visited Victoria Falls and

driven the full length of Northern

Rhodesia. We had crossed Tan-

ganyika Territory and now, having

entered Kenya Colony from the

south, had finally reached its arid

northwest corner—the bare and re-

mote land of the Turkana, where
our expedition's most important

work was to be done.

Our party was not small. With us

were Kepler Lewis, the expedition's

anthropologist, who had accom-

panied us from New York; a white

hunter and a white mechanic, who
were in charge of our four motor

>-This Boringo Suk family
was intrigued by bits of Ameri-

can costume jewelry carried by

the expedition for trade purposes

A One of the safari cars deep in the sand near
Lake Rudolf—an oft-repeated situation in the Turkana
country

cars and other safari equipment;

and our seventeen native "boys."

And now we had' reached the

Turkana country. Our road had run

through the beautiful Kenya Irigh-

lands, skirted the slopes of distant

Mt. Elgon, and continued down
the mighty escarpment of the Rift

Valley. Here, with our ultimate

destination not so very many miles

away, we were crossing a dry re-

gion featuring thorny trees, equally

thorny bushes, and a curious variety

of anthills standing some 20 feet

high and pecuhar to this region. In

fact, this was an especially unat-

tractive place in which to get stuck!

Up to now any casual observer

would have assumed that there was
no native life whatever within miles

of us. We had caught occasional

glimpses of a few individuals along

the way, but there had been no
apparent signs of any for some time.

Nevertheless, bare and arid though

the country was and deserted

though it seemed to be, we were
about to have our first important

contact with the people we had
come so far to see.

Little obscured the nearer view
except some groups of acacias and
other thorn trees. There seemed to

be practically nothing that anyone
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A Termite hills like this one lend a touch

of fantasy to the arid Turkana landscape.

Some were about 20 feet high

could have been hiding behind.

Yet, to our surprise, natives we had

failed to see now began to mate-

rialize. Where they came from it

was hard to say, but in a matter

of minutes they began to arrive.

For the most part they were utterly

naked, though a few wore loose,

toga-hke robes of brown cloth that

were knotted picturesquely on

their shoulders. Every one of them

had some fantastic headdress. Theii-

hair was heavily daubed with mud
and was arranged on the backs of

their heads in strange, bunHke

masses to which ostrich feathers

gave the final decorative touch.

Naked though most of them were,

they went in strongly for "cos-

tume jeweb}'," and besides leg

bands of gazelle hide, they wore

necklets of beads and wire, ear-

rings, bracelets, and hp plugs made
of ivory or metal. But despite the

savage pictmre they presented, they

had all the good nature in the

world, and they turned-to vnth a

will to dig us out with their bare

hands. One chap actually ran, in

the broiling sun, all the way to their

somewhat distant httle village to

get a couple of shovels that must

ha\e been rare and valuable im-

plements among these simple peo-

ple. Much sand was dug out from

around our wheels, and armfuls of

branches were gathered from sev-

eral of the bare surrounding acres

to form a new foundation. After an

hour or so, a group of natives

pushed strenuously, and the car

finally climbed out of its sand trap

and struggled uncertainly across the

treacherous, dry stream-bed to

firmer ground.

Our immediate destination was

a little government post that lies

within 100 miles or so of the Abys-

sinian border and about 45 miles

west of Lake Rudolf—a place called

Lodwar, where a few white ad-

ministrators and a small group of

native police look after the welfare

of the inhabitants of some 35,000

square miles of this barren region.

And, at last, we made our weary

way into that remote outpost of

Empire on the afternoon of the

twenty-eighth of June.

One of the basic reasons for the

location of Lodwar, no doubt, is

the TurkweU River, which is dry

for much of the year but in whose
bed, as the natives long ago learned,

wells can be dug. It was not far

from the main well in this usually

nonexistent stream that we chose

our camp site—a pleasant spot in a

grove of wide-spreading thorn trees.

Because this was to be much more
than merely a temporary, overnight

stay, everything was set up with

especial care and with more than

usual thought for our comfort and

convenience. The spot we chose

was convenient, as well, to the

government boma (the District

Commissioner's administrative of-

fices ) , the Lodwar fort, and the few

other structures of the tiny settle-

ment. Even before the final details

of making camp had been com-

pleted, we set off to pay our first

call on the officials in charge of this

extensive but thinly populated dis-

trict.

We were cordially received by

District Commissioner Whitehouse

in his attractive and somewhat im-

posing flat-roofed house, which had

been built, in the absence of any

other structural material, of bricks

made on the spot. We also met two

other oflBcials of the post who hap-

^ An outpost of Empire: the boma at Lodwar, administrative center

of the district. Only a handful of white men and three white women

—one the wife of a former commissioner—had ever reached this spot

dM



pened to be there at the time in-

stead of off on tour of the district,

and a visiting "locust control man."

From them we learned something

we already knew reasonably well-

that we were far off the beaten

path in a land to which few out-

siders had ever come. Only a hand-

ful of white men and, we were told,

only three white women—the wife

of a former commissioner and two

of her friends—had ever reached

Lodwar.

Our purpose in coming to this

region was to study, photograph,

and collect among the Tmrkana.

Mr. Whitehouse, himself deeply in-

terested in the welfare of these

natives, assured us that he would

be glad to help in every way pos-

sible. He immediately assigned one

of his tribal policemen (members

of the Tribal Police are recruited

from the Turkana) to accompany

our party during our stay in the dis-

trict. Our pohceman was named
Loichamba, and he was a sturdy

chap of splendid physique, with

^ A Lodwar dandy. In addition to

other accouterments, the Turkana

carry seven- to nine-foot spears

the usual fine carriage of these na-

tives. His uniform consisted pri-

marily of a neat blue cloth kilt

edged with red, bearing in front

the initials T.D. for "Turkana Dis-

trict." He also wore a headdress of

ostrich plumes, a large pair of

metal earrings, and an ivory lip

plug as big as a ping-pong ball,

which stood out vividly before his

black chin. As we were shortly to

learn, Loichamba was as useful as

he was ornamental. He came to be

of the greatest assistance in oirr

work, accompanying us on all field

trips and spending the rest of his

time in our camp, representing

"The Law."

The detailed studies that the ex-

pedition was to make were cer-

tain to be time-consuming and diffi-

cult. Before turning to that phase

of our work, however, we were

anxious to visit Lake Rudolf, which,

surrounded by this arid portion of

northern Kenya Colony, is undoubt-

edly one of the world's least-known

extensive bodies of water.

>A Turkana woman in full dress, showing

the native mode in arm bands, necklaces, and

ear decorations. The hair is shaved on both sides

AMONG THE TURKANA

Urdike East Africa's other great

lakes, Lake Rudolf has no outlet.

Lying some 250 miles northeast of

Lake Victoria and reaching north-

ward into Abyssinia, it is fed by

the Omo River and some smaller

streams that flow from the north,

as well as by the usually dry Turk-

well River, which rises on the

northern slopes of Mt. Elgon and

floods down toward Lodwar dur-

ing the rainy season. Not yet truly

a salt lake, it has come, in the

course of time, to be something

less than fresh, though its brackish

waters are somewhat unpleasantly

drinkable. Too, it is slowly shrink-

ing, constantly giving up by evap-

oration just a little more than it

gains from the streams that feed it.

Unlike most of Africa's other great
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lakes, its surroundings, except per-

haps in the north, have Uttle to rec-

ommend them. When one considers

its remoteness and the harshness of

the surrounding country, it is not

surprising that Lake Rudolf, which

was discovered only in 1888, is so

little known and so seldom visited.

At Lodwar, however, we were

within 45 miles of its western shore,

and we felt impelled to visit it.

On die third day after our ar-

rival at Lodwar we started for the

lake. Leaving several of our "boys'

behind to keep the camp in order,

we left in tlie morning with two

safari cars and one truck, accom-

panied by the Assistant Superin-

tendent of Police, Mr. GriflBths, and

our Loichamba. We were quite con-

scious that difficulties lay ahead.

The road was a mere track in most

places, but a month or so earlier

the Commissioner had driven over

the route, and we followed the faint

trail he had left. Time after time

we sank deeply into the heavy

sand and had to be dug out. Under

the strain, one of the cars broke

down, and we had to send back

for repairs. Thus it was well along

in the afternoon before we finally

A A TuRKANA HOUSEWIFE with her treasure of beads made
of ostrich eggshell. Note also the earrings and discs

came to a halt amid the sand and

scrub about a mile and a half from

the water's edge. We had ridden

as far as our cars could take us but

still had some distance to go.

We were bound for a little fish-

ing camp that an earUer commis-

sioner had built on a sandspit a

A The girls must water hundreds of

wells like this. Sometimes the water is
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goats and cattle from river-bed

20 feet below the surface

short distance out in the lake. It

was a simple place, consisting of

nothing more than a few thatched

huts, or handas. In order to reach

it, we had first to reach the lake

shore and then to cross the shallow

intervening stretch of water in a

small, flat-bottomed skiff.

It was fiercely hot there in the

scnjb. but, as had happened before,

a considerable gathering of Turkana

quite suddenly appeared. They no

sooner learned that our duffel had

to be carried to the lake than they

wanted to help, so shortly we were

on our way—a long, irregular foot

safari, with bundles and packages

of \arying shapes and sizes bal-

anced on almost every mud-daubed

head.

So shallow was the water where

we reached it that we had to wade

out for 50 yards or more to the

rowboat, and many trips were

necessary before our luggage, our

bedrolls, our supplies, and ourselves

were finally dehvered beside the

handas on the sandspit. Our ar-

rival startled tliousands of bright

pink flamingos into the air, and al-

most as many big white pelicans.

As the great birds wheeled and

fluttered above the sandspit and

over the vividly blue water of the

lake, they seemed to shimmer in
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their flight until it was hard to dis-

tinguish one bird from another.

The sandspit supported aknost

no grass. In fact, there was httle

vegetation of any kind except a few

clumps of palmetto scrub that rat-

tled dryly in the breeze. But we
had no sooner dropped into our

camp chairs in the welcome shade

of tlie thatched roofs than tiie na-

tives went to work to prove what a

fisherman's paradise this remote

spot actually was. Dinner that eve-

ning—yes, and all the other meals

we had there—revolved primarily

about dozens of freshly caught

tilapia, or perch, a fish that exists

in the lake in enormous numbers.

The ones we ate were small, but

some varieties grow to immense

size. A hundred-pound Nile perch,

we were told, is not uncommon,

and we were assured that others

much larger had been caught here.

Incidentally, the fact that Nile

perch are common in landlocked

Lake Rudolf suggests that the lake

may once have had an outlet to the

Nile.

It seems strange that a region

offering so little in the way of vege-

tation should be so rich in life that

is dependent upon these brackish

waters. Never for a moment while

we were on what we called our en-

chanted isle could we fail to be

conscious of the countless lovely

birds. The fishes, which can be

caught so readily with seines and

fish traps, must be almost unbe-

lievably numerous, and they, in

turn, may explain the presence of

the crocodiles. We saw any number
of them as they floated silently

past, not far from shore. None vis-

ited the sandspit while we were

there, but we found their eggs in

the sand, and they must regularly

come ashore in large numbers some-

where thereabouts. Hippos, too,

were in the vicinity, rising and sink-

ing from time to time out in the

lake. They seemed to be watching

us, and the natives assured us tliat

they were merely inquisitive and

were kindly disposed toward visi-

tors. Certainly they had no hesita-

tion about coming ashore near

camp during the night. We heard

them grunting, and on our second

morning we found their tracks

within 30 feet of our huts, though

they had retiuned to the water

before dawn.

The morning we started back for

Lodwar we found our new friends,

the local Turkana, waiting for us on
the shore. Once more they helped

us carry our belongings back to

where the cars had been left amid
the sand and scrub. This particular

group of natives, it was said, had
formerly been unable to care for

themselves because of the great

aridity of the region in which they

had previously lived. Consequently,

by government direction, they had

been listed as registered paupers

and had been brought here to the

shore of the lake in order to be

taught to fish. Curiously enough,

despite the many fishes in the lake,

the Turkana were not inclined to

draw to any great degree upon this

supply of food. Thus, in the com-

parative absence of other food sup-

plies, some of them had suffered

from dietary deficiencies until the

situation was largely corrected by

the use of more fish, and especially

of more fish livers, which, in the

past, these Turkana had discarded.

Their general health had thus been

improved, and under the direction

of a government-trained native "fish-

ing expert," these people are now
learning how to live—and to Uve

reasonably well—on fish, together

with such products as the nuts of

the dom palm, which they grind

and cook. They are pitifully poor,

of course, for their only commercial

product is a small amount of rough

camel rope, which they make from

the fibers of the palm. So when we
rewarded them for the help they

had given us by distributing some

30 pounds of strong trade tobacco,

which they love, they were almost

pathetically grateful.

Our return to Lodwar, except for

A Mrs. Morden was hostess to the Dis-

trict Commissioner at the expedition's

Lodwar camp

> A PLEASANT SPOT in a barren land: the camp be-

neath wide-spreading thorn trees at Lodwar



A Harry Selby, assistant hunter, with two

Nile perch he caught in Lake Rudolf.

Some weigh 100 pounds or more

frequent diiBculties in the sand,

was ahnost entirely uneventful. On
the way, however, we came across

a herd of Grant's gazelles and

tried, as best we could in that rough

going, to "pace" one of them. We
got our car up to 35 miles an hour

on a fairly level stretch, but the

animal we were following suddenly

decided to leave us behind. It out-

distanced us so rapidly that we
estimated its speed at not less than

45 miles an hour.

By now we were ready seriously

to begin our work among the Tur-

kana. Already we had made quite

a beginning on the motion picture

record, and Mr. Lewis had a good

start on his collection of spears,

knives, and shields, earrings and lip

plugs, anklets, necklets, and various

other bits of decoration, costume,

and equipment.

The Turkana, we learned from

the British administrators, are di-

vided into some sixteen territorial

groups, but their divisions and sub-

divisions do not end there. There

are 28 different blood groups

(clans) based on paternal relation-

ships; and other group organiza-
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tions variously subdivide this wide-

ly scattered tribe. There is a chief

for each Turkana group, and a head-

man for each subgroup. Natives

pay their ta.xes on the basis of clan

membership.

The aridity of the country neces-

sitates a nomadic life, and the vil-

lages are not in reality villages at

all. They are always temporary, be-

ing composed of nothing more than

crude huts of branches, leaves, and

grass. Furthermore, each is in-

habited only by a family group—

a man with his wives, children, and

such other relatives as are not at

home elsewhere. No such group is

apt to include more than a score—

or, at most, two score—of people.

The men are often very tall, many
well over six feet. These taller ones

are inclined to be very slender, but

there are others who are not only

noticeably shorter but also sturdier,

more muscular, and more given to

Negroid characteristics, which are

less evident among the taller indi-

viduals. Loichamba was of this

stocky type. The women, in general,

are some four to five inches shorter

than the men.

The Turkana subsist, for the most

part, on their cattle, sheep, goats,

camels, and donkeys. They milk all

these except the donkeys. Milk ac-

tually forms one of the most impor-

tant parts of their diet, and they

not only drink it fresh but also after

it has soirred. They eat clabbered

milk, too, and make a kind of liquid

butter called ghee (a Hindustani

word) which serves them both as

food and as an oil with which they

grease themselves. They pay almost

no attention to agriculture, and the

British administrators have been

unable to interest them in widening

their vegetable diet. The country

does not really lend itself to agri-

culture, but even in the stream beds

where a few things could be grown,

they raise nothing but a little kaflBr

corn. The dom palm and a few

berry bushes supply them with

some food. The Turkana often bleed

their animals, catching the blood

in wooden bowls and mixing it with

milk or consuming it raw and fresh.

The men and boys tend the

herds, and the women milk and

water the animals. Sometimes the

very small boys help the women
with these tasks but not after they

have reached adolescence. In the

absence of natural water holes,

wells have to be dug in the beds of

the usually dry streams. The water

is sometimes found in holes no more

than five or six feet deep, butwe saw

several that went down twenty feet

or more. The task of passing the

water up from the bottom of these

A The natives, loving the out-of-doors, spend little time in their

sleeping huts. The villages rarely include more than 40 people
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big pits in bowls seemed ordinarily

to be performed by girls, who
poured it into little wooden troughs

from which the herds drank.

The weapons carried by the men
are comparable to those carried by
other East African tiibes. The
spears, which have leaf-shaped

blades, are generally from seven to

nine feet in length. The shaft is

made of wood, and the tip of the

handle, as well as the blade, is made
of iron. Usually these are carried in

well-matched pairs, and the points,

when not in use, are protected by
leather covers. Every man also car-

ries a club which is not unlike a

hocky stick in shape. Many of them
wear wickedly effective knife finger

rings; and circular, bracelet-like

knives are worn on the wrist. These

are ordinarily protected by leather

sheaths.

Religion seems to have no veiy

important part in the lives of the

Turkana, although they appear to

reverence a high god. They do not

seem to subscribe to formal beliefs

and prayers, but some wdtchcraft

is practiced. Its details, however,

are hard to uncover, and witch doc-

tors as such do not seem to exist.

Still, as natives often try to con-

ceal their secret beliefs and prac-

tices, it may be that some among
them are credited with mystical

powers and are designated as witch

doctors.

Life is not easy in this remote

land, but the Turkana nevertheless

seem to be happy and good-na-

tured. Among their limited pas-

times, dancing is by all odds their

favorite. They have dances during

the day, and they have them at

night. They sometimes even carry

them on for days without apparent

letup. There are hunting dances

and war dances, dances that have

to do with their herds, and others

that are meant to bring good luck.

And in all of them, everyone seems

tireless.

One of the most interesting

dances we saw was held at Lodwar,

where it was arranged for us by

the District Commissioner, and we
were able to record a part of it in

motion pictures. The story behind

it was a pastoral one, and both men

AMONG THE TXIEIKANA

.?A,

A This young lady is the daughter of a chief. The Turkana recognize

28 different blood groups based on paternal relationships

and women took part. Even the

children hopped and skipped about

the edges and were interested spec-

tators, though not actual partici-

pants.

The dance began late in the after-

noon, and it took the dancers some

time to "warm up." There were, in

all, about 100 of them from the

country round about. A number of

the men wore clusters of pink,

white, and orange plumes, and

some wore short goatskin aprons,

wooden sandals, necklets and pen-

dants of beads and ivory. Most of

them were naked, however, except

for the usual cloak of brown cloth

knotted above the right shoulder

or possibly an abbreviated skirt of

cloth made by wrapping a length

of cloth about the middle and tuck-

ing in the end at the waist. Some

adorned themselves with wide arm

bands of metal and other decora-

tions of copper wire and even

cowrie shells. Almost without ex-

ception they wore great lip plugs

of ivory, bone, or metal in their

lower lips. Some of these plugs,

prominently white against their

black chins, were Uttle smaller than

hens' eggs.

The women wore goatskin aprons

front and back and decorated their

ears heavily with great metal hoops

or discs or with a series of small

metal ear-hoops. There were neck-

lets of beads and ostrich shell and

anklets of iron. They also wore lip

plugs, though these were smaller

than those of the men, and some-

long and thin as cigarettes-were

made of copper wire or aluminum.

The women shaved their hair on

both sides of their heads, leaving a

center section that was smeared

with fat and wound into tight curls

as if for a pennanent wave. Some-

times these curls hung over the

ears and forehead almost like a

shiny rope fringe.

There was not a great deal about
Continiied on page 191



<It is

a shy little sparrow

of the grassy fields

A bird with an

insect-like voice

By

George A. Smith

Photographs by the author

Grasshopper Sparrow
THE grasshopper sparrow (

Am-

modramus savannarum) is a

common little bird in the eastern

part of the United States, but be-

cause of its seclusive habits and its

thin, insect-Uke voice it is not gen-

erally known. Indeed, its tone is

vers- near the upper limit of human
audibilitv and will, therefore, give

\-ou an opportunity to test your

hearing. Many persons cannot hear

the song at all. It is almost exactly

like that of the meadow grasshopper

and sounds something like tsick,

tsick, zee-e-e-e-e-e. The grasshop-

per sparrow lives in grassv fields

and seldom takes wing. When it

does fly, it rises only a few feet

above the ground.

The nest of the grasshopper spar-

row is rarely found, because it is

cleverly concealed under a cover-

ing of grass. To avoid giving as

much as a clue to the location of its

nest, the bird enters the immediate

area by way of a devious pathway

through the grass.

<Its nest

is cleverly concealed

under a covering of grass



:^

> The white eggs

are spotted sparingly

with black and a

delicate shade of lilac gray



rapidly made itself at hox

V parts^ the Unifed States

By John C. Pallister

Photographs by Lynwood Chace

A A CLUSTER of 59 eggs of the Mexi-

can bean beetle fastened by their

ends to the underside of a bean plant

leaf. Each is about as big as a pin-

head

NEARLY 100 years ago when
men had just started to study

the insects of the western United

States, they discovered a rather un-

common beetle in the semiarid re-

gions of southwest Texas, southern

Arizona, and northern Mexico. It

was oval, nearly hemispherical in

shape, about one-fourth inch long,

yellowish in color, with small

round, black spots, eight to each

wing cover. This radier attractive

little beetle was destined to become
famous—or infamous—as the "Mexi-

can bean beetle" and to rate as one

of the potent scourges of the Ameri-

can gardener and farmer.

But in 1860 southern Arizona was

the northern outpost of this beetle.

Farther south, in the more luxuriant

areas of central Mexico and of

Guatemala, the beetle was much
more plentiful, again disappearing

in Panama where the cHmate was

too humid for it. Some ten years

earher Mulsant had described this

insect from specimens obtained in

Central Mexico, although what are

now known to be merely varieties

he described under at least four

different names. For manv years
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A Having emerged from the eggs in large numbers, the young Mexi-

can bean beetle larvae begin devouring the bean leaf

entomologists knew it as Epilachna

corrupta, but in the 1930's E. vari-

vestis, which Mulsant had applied

to the typical form, was accepted,

and this name is used to the pres-

ent time.

This beetle belongs to the Coc-

cinellidae, commonly known as

ladybirds or ladybugs. Unlike most

of the Coccinellidae, which are car-

nivorous and feed upon aphids and

scale insects, this group, including

some other genera besides Epi-

lachna, are phytophagous, or plant-

eaters. This great difference has

moved many students of insects to

consider it advisable to classify

these plant-feeding species as a

separate family. Other biological

and stiuctural similarities are so
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marked, however, that the Epi-

lachna and the others still remain

as one of the major subfamilies of

the lady beetles.

In their native home the insects

fed upon a great variety of plants,

largely of the Leguminosae or pea

family. Some of the wild species of

the beans were the ones generally

consumed, but with the planting of

the snap or butter beans in the

gardens of the early settlers of the

western states, the insects found a

new source of easy living and de-

veloped quite a preference for

them. The Mexican Bean Beetle

was beginning to be noticed feed-

ing on bean plants in the southwest

United States as early as 1864, and

by 1883 it was reported from Colo-

rado as a pest. It spread rather

rapidly throughout the western

states until it ranged as far north

as Colorado and Utah.

The mountains to the west

stopped its spread into California,

and the more arid plains to the east

barred its progress in that direction.

In 1920, the beetle was suddenly

reported from three counties in

north-central Alabama. It had made

a commercial "jump" across this

great distance, supposedly by

means of a carload of alfalfa hay

shipped from Colorado. By the end

of that year the beetles were found

established in thirteen counties.

Government entomologists now re-

alized that they had a serious pest

to combat. A general quarantine to

try to stop the spread of the insect

was estabhshed. This quarantine

had to be abandoned the next year

because the insect had jumped the

boundaries of the quarantine, and

by the end of 1921, it had covered a

vast area in northern Alabama,

Georgia, and the eastern part of

Tennessee. At the end of the next

year it had spread into the western

part of North and South Carolina,

eastern Kentucky, and southern

Ohio. In 1927, it had advanced to

take in most of Virginia, Maryland,

Pennsylvania, all of Ohio, part of

New York and Michigan, and it had
even been found in isolated spots

in Canada. By 1930, southeastern

Canada and all of the United States

east of the Mississippi, with the ex-

ception of a strip along the Gulf of

Mexico, was overrun by this bug.

It is strange that while it was push-

ing so rapidly north, the beetle did

not seem to spread southward to

any great extent, and even now it

occurs only spottily in the extreme

south. The environment seems not

to be just right in this area for the

development of this creatme.

All this time, while extending its

range, it was causing tremendous

damage to the bean crop of the

eastern United States. Heretofore,

beans had been one of the most

easily grown and productive of the

staple crops of the country. People

did not know how to combat this

strange bug. The problem was

brought vividly to my attention in

the summer of 1926 while collect-

ing insects for the Cleveland Mu-
seum of Natural History. I was

working the hill country of south-

ern Ohio, and it was in this hilly

submarginal land that the failure

of the bean crop meant disaster to

the struggling, hard-working farm-

ers. When it became known that

there was a "bug man" in their re-

gion ( and news travels fast in these

hills), delegations would assemble

along the roads to waylay me to ask

aid in saving their beans from the

"yellow bug," as they termed it. I

couldn't offer much help other than

to suggest very thorough spraying

with arsenate of lead.

The adult beetles come out of

hibernation, where they have spent

tlie winter months under collections

of brush, trash, or leaves, as soon

as settled warm weather arrives.

Some may, however, delay their ap-

pearance until well along into sum-

mer. Because of this slowness on

the part of the beetles, beans

planted as early as possible after

late frosts sometimes suffer less

damage than those planted later.

After feeding on the tender young

bean plants for one to two weeks,

the females start to lay their orange-

yellow eggs, each depositing 500 to

600 of them in batches of 40 to 75

on the underside of the foliage. The

eggs are elliptical, nearly twice as

long as wide, and are carefully at-

tached at the end so that they all

stand vertically. They are about

1/20 of an inch long.

The eggs hatch in a week during

warm weather but may require at

>The larva is protected

by six rows of black-tipped,

branching spines
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least two weeks under more unfa-

vorable conditions. Out comes a

whitish or yellowish larva co\"ered

with six rows of branching spines,

black-tipped on the ends. It feeds

\oraciously for two to five weeks,

depending upon the temperatture.

The feeding is almost always on the

underside of the leaf, and this

makes irregular patches on the

leaves. The upper surface quickly

dries out, Idlling the leaf. When first

hatched, they all feed together. If

the leaf is somewhat dr\-, the first

hatched may de^ou^ the remaining,

unhatched eggs. As they grow

older, they still retain their gregari-

ous habits but tend to spHt up into

small, scattered groups.

Their spines sen'e the larvae in

protecting them from hungr%' birds.

Chickens and guinea fowl, although

feeding on other insects in a beau

field, will pay no attention to this

spinv food. Toads also will not

touch them. There are, however,

some insects that do not mind the

spines. Among these are tiger

beetles and carnivorous ground

beetles. Carnivorous stink bugs of

the family Pentatomidae are known
to spear these larvae with their

long beaks and suck them dry.

^^'hen full-grown, the lar\'a is about

5 3 inch long.

It is now ready for its last larval

molt. Like all CoccineUids, it fastens

the tip of the abdomen to a part

of the plant and starts to wiggle out

of the larval skin, not entirely shed-

ding it but pushing it back until

onlv the tip of the abdomen re-

mains in the skin. This is the pupal

stage, which lasts for five days but

ma^' drag out much longer in the

cool weather of fall. The pupa is

\ellowish and remains quiet until

about to shed its skin in the pupal

or last molt that the insect goes

through.

It is the adult beetle that now
emerges, but what a sorry looking

creature it is! The wing covers, or

elytra, are soft and flabby, pale in

color, without the prett}' black dots.

It doesn't remain so for long. In a

few hours the ehiia have hardened.

A When ready for the larval

molt, the Mexican bean beetle

does not wriggle entirely out

of its spiny skin but is held

by the tip of the abdomen
remaining within. The adult

beetle will emerge by break-

ing out through the upper

surface of the pupa

>• Magnified view of the un-

dersurface of the pupa. It has

been detached from its fas-

tenings on the plant for

photographing
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< Adults and larvae of the

Mexican bean beetle. Note
the places on the leaf al-

ready eaten away. When the

undersurface is consumed,
the leaf quickly dries out

and dies. These insects can

kill the foliage of a bean

plant in a short time

^The Mexican bean
BEETLE is one of the farm-

er's most destructive pests.

This shows a magnified

adult beetle feeding on the

underside of a bean plant

leaf. Spraying with one

pound of magnesium arse-

nate to fifty gallons of water

is recommended

The color has strengthened to a

bright yellow, and the sixteen black

dots have appeared. These dots are

sometimes variable in size and

number, which led Mulsant to be-

lieve he had at least four distinct

species. We now regard these vari-

ants to be subspecies or geographi-

cal forms.

The adults are strong fliers and

travel long distances hunting for

new bean fields to devour, for they

are almost as voracious as the

larvae. Not only do they eat the

foliage but sometimes even the pods

and stems. They are comparatively

safe from all natural enemies, for

like all true CoccinelUds, they ex-

ude a vellowish secretion from the

joints of their legs, which is very

ill-tasting. It would take a strong-

stomached bird to make ladybugs

a regular diet. This secretion vidll

stain the fingers of anyone who
picks up a lady beetle and may
even irritate sensitive skins.

Although snap beans and field

beans seem to be the favored food

of the Mexican bean beetle, so much

so that many home gardeners have

given up trying to grow them, other

members of the bean family are

also attacked. Lima beans, cow-

peas, soybeans, hyacinth beans, and

closely related plants, such as alfalfa,

kudzu, and sweet clover will serve

as food if the bean beetle's favorite

MEXICAN BEAN BEETLE

food is not at hand. Bean growers

have to wage a constant but none

too successful war against tliese

little pests. The use of arsenate of

lead has given way to magnesium

arsenate or calcium arsenate. One
part calcium arsenate with four to

eight parts hydrated lime is dusted

on the plants. One fault of a dust

control is the difficulty of applying

the dust to the undersurfaces of the

foliage where the insects are feed-

ing. A spray control of one pound

of magnesium arsenate to fifty gal-

lons of water seems to be much the

better, especially if the spray is di-

rected onto the underside of the

leaves.
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The

Man
Who
Grabbed

A
Shooting

Star

Ellis Hughes' skill

and daring in

moving a 15V2-ton mass

of solid iron

ended in a

curious tug-of-war

in the law courts

Bij Paul M. Seajrs

»»^^>(OE and catche a falling

\JJ staire . . .," taunted the

poet John Donne. He figured it

couldn't be done, and most sensible

folks would agree. But 300 years

later a resourceful Welshman

named Ellis Hughes took the poet

at his word, startling the scientific

world and sending lawyers and

judges scrambling through the legal

records of bygone ages in search

of a precedent—a precedent for the

ownership of a falling star.

True, falling stars, or shooting

stars (scientifically called meteor-

ites), had been found before. Every

respectable museum in Europe and

America boasted a specimen or two,

usually an unimpressive pebble-

sized lump of rusty or blackened

iron, sometimes with heavy stony

material mixed in. It was Ellis

Hughes' luck to stumble across a

shooting star weighing 151/2 tons—

and then to run away with it. Per-

haps "run" is the v^Tong word. But

he indisputably packed up the

thing and took it home, thereby pro-

viding certain Oregon lawyers with

some hvely professional exercise.

Before he tangled with shooting

stars and judges, Hughes had been

a miner in Wales and in Australia.

He had learned his trade uncom-

monly well; otherwise he could

never have made off with his stag-

gering astronomical treasure trove.

In 1902, he came to America and

settled with his wife and son in the

dense, wet, still primitive forest

along the Willamette River south

of Portland, Oregon. The Hughes

family lived modestly; the nearest

neighbor was a mile away, and Elhs

Hughes took plenty of time o£F for

his hobby—prospecting for minerals

around the near-by hills.

He had a prospecting partner

named Dale. One day the two men
came across a most peculiar rock,

on a hillside within a mile of

Hughes' home. Perhaps one of them

actually stubbed a toe on tlie thing;

more likely he spied it first and

swung a tentative, testing mallet.

The rock wasn't big, at first sight,

but it was pure metal, rust-flaked

and immovable. The result was wild

excitement.

They began to dig. Hughes called

the find a "reef"—a good Australian

term for a treasure lode. They de-

termined the metal was iron, for

gold or silver would have been

heavier. But the prospects for an

iron mine seemed wonderfully rosv,

even so.

Then they came to the end of

the reef. They had dug entirely

around a weirdly-eroded, bell-

shaped lump of iron measuring ten

by seven feet across and four feet

thick. The lode, they figured, con-

tinued farther underground.

*s f

>-The Willamette Meteorite—
largest single shooting star found in

the United States. When Hughes and
his prospecting partner came upon it,

they thought they had located an iron

mine
Photos by AMNH
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Dale and Hughes kept their find

an absolute secret. They might have

slammed their fists on the nearest

bar and babbled the news that

would have started another gold

rush—or, in this case, an iron rush.

Instead, they nosed around to dis-

cover who owned the land on which

the "reef" lay. The answer, by co-

incidence, was the Oregon Iron and

Steel Company, a concern with

conveniently absentee ownership.

Hughes and Dale hoped to buy

that particular piece of land.

Then, after months of secrecy

and suspense, they learned that

their iron reef was actually a mete-

orite, the remains of a giant shoot-

ing star that in a past age had

blazed to earth and embedded it-

self in this remote Oregon forest.

The records do not say how they

learned, but as a proper assay can

always tell the difference between

meteorite iron and any other metal,

they probably had an assay made.

Certainly they refrained from men-

tioning to the assayer that their

sample had come from a IS^/o-ton

mass, for the secret remained as

well kept as ever.

But Dale lost his enthusiasm when
this news showed that the iron vein

could not possibly run farther

underground. He left for Alaska

and thereby missed his chance to

share unsuspected—and unsettling

—honors with Hughes.

Hughes' home stood only three-

quarters of a mile from the giant

meteorite. The forest wilderness en-

sured privacy, and the distant

neighbors kept to themselves.

Hughes decided to fetch the great

chunk of iron quietly to his own
property. For motive power Hughes
had himself, his fifteen-year-old

son, and a run-down, undersized

horse. Hughes' other asset in this

preposterous bid for glory was the

> Transporting the meteorite to

the American Museum—an easy

job compared with Hughes'. He
moved the mass almost a mile, with

the help of only his son, a horse,

a wooden cart, a capstan, and his

own indomitable spirit

mechanical savvy he had picked

up in the mines.

First he built a rough heavy-duty

timber platform that rolled along

on sections of tree trunks. House

movers use similar apparatus to

roll buildings down a road. He set

this crude cart in place beside the

meteorite and then levered the

15V2-ton mass up and out of its

resting place. Not without major

difficulties, of course. But fortu-

nately the deep pits and channels

that eroded the face of the mete-

orite like wormholes made it easy

to attach chains. Whenever he

gained an inch, Hughes jammed
another wedge between the mete-

orite and the bottom of the hole.

Finally he capsized the monster di-

rectly onto the waiting cart and

chained it down.

Then he found the horse couldn't

pull the cart. That would have

licked most men, but Hughes

thought he knew the answer.

Sailors can't pull up a heavy anchor

by hand, so the anchor chain is

tied to a vertical post with spokes

sticking out for handholds. The
sailors push the post around, and

the chain winds up. It's called a

capstan. Hughes built a homemade
capstan and set his horse to wind-

ing a wire rope around it. The other

end of the rope tugged at the big

cart with the ungainly meteorite

perched on top. The arrangement

was so ingenious it deserved to suc-

ceed, and succeed it did, painfully

and by inches.

The wet forest soil repeatedly

mired the log rollers, and some

days they were lucky to pull the

cart its own length. Other days they

did better, but 50 yards was the

best day's haul. From August to

November of 1903, Hughes and his

son and the small bedraggled horse

thus toiled fantastically in the

soggy forest. Finally they reached

Hughes' own land. Feeling safe at

last, Hughes proudly announced his

find, counting on publicity to bring

buyers to his door.

Instead it brought trouble. True,

a gratifying swarm of curiosity

seekers trooped out from near-by

Willamette and, when the news

spread, from as far as Portland. But

there also came a peremptory mes-

sage from the Oregon Iron and

Steel Company, demanding that

Hughes give up the meteorite.

Hughes pluckily replied, "Nothing

doing," and thereby set a lawsuit

in motion.

The case came to trial in county

court, and the decision quickly

went against Hughes. But public

sympathy and admiration were

strongly on his side, and his lawyers

appealed to the Oregon Supreme

Court. By now many scientists were
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A Black-footed Albatross running for the take-off. It needs a head wind
and must run a considerable distance to rise

A Gaining altitude after the take-off,

Very few wing strokes are now needed

Ljiiant of tliE cZ7jLLT<^t%o±±
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A LBATROSSES may be regarded

2\_ as creatures of the air rather

than of the land and water; for al-

though they are entirely dependent

on the sea for their subsistence,

they pass by far the greater part

of their time flying. They remain

for long periods well out of sight

of land and appear to be almost

entirely independent of both land

and water for the purpose of rest-

ing.

When viewed for the first time

by the ocean traveler from the deck

of a vessel, an albatross never fails

to excite wonder and admiration

by its untiring and apparently ef-

fortless gliding. Its thorough mas-

tery of the air represents one of

the more remarkable achievements

of nature in adaptation to a special

environment.

Because albatrosses frequent the

open expanses of the ocean and

come to land only for a part of the

year to raise their young, they are

not famihar to most persons. They

choose small and remote islands as

nesting places—spots seldom visited

by man. To the great majority of

persons, therefore, they are reminis-

cent chiefly of stories of the sea

and of Coleridge's immortal poem

of the Ancient Mariner, in which

we find reference to the supersti-

i68

The king of sustained flight comes to land only to

raise its young and is a thrilling sight for sailors in

the unfrequented reaches of the sea

By Thomas M. Blackman
Photographs by the author

tion of sailors regarding the alba-

tross—surely an outgrowth of their

wonderment and admiration for

these birds:

And I had done a hellish thing

And it would work 'em woe.

For all averr'd I had hilld the hird

Thai made the breeze to blow.

A fallacy has persisted right up
to the present time in dictionaries

and general reference books to the

effect that albatrosses may attain a

wing expanse of seventeen feet. In

reality, the measurement from wing
tip to wing tip varies from about

seven feet in the case of several of

the smaller species to ten or eleven

feet in the Wandering Albatross,

which roams the southern parts of

the oceans around the globe. But

a bird with a ten-foot wingspread

needs no exaggeration when you

see it at close range.

The spectacle is imposing at any

time, but to observe the aeronauti-

cal skill of the albatross at its best

you should, see the bird following

close in the wake of the ship or

circhng about it in sweeping curves

when there is a stiff breeze and a

rough sea.

The great bird takes a position

perhaps twenty feet above the level

of the deck and twice that distance

behind the stern of the vessel, and

follows for hours at a time, with its

long wings outstretched and curved

slightly downward. At intervals it

may be seen to turn its head this

way and that, as though scanning

the surface of the water for any-

thing edible that may have come

to the surface. Occasionally it drops

behind and floats buoyantly on the

water, perhaps to pick up some-

> Black-footed Albatross and young.
A bird of this size can have such a large

wingspread because its "elbows" project

so far back. The Wandering Albatross

reaches 10 or 11 feet from tip to tip
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"Wf Black-footed Albatross coining in from the

™ ;rcean to land on Sand Island, at Midway. In

) :ormy weather, the hardy seafarer may tumble

I ead over heels as soon as its feet touch

thing that it has seen, but it soon

overtakes the ship and follows as

before. Apparently tiring after a

while of such an easy life, yet still

showing almost no perceptible

movement of its wings, it sweeps

downward on one side of the vessel

to within a few feet above the

waves. Banking sharply, it clears

one of them and descends into the

trough before the oncoming wave,

until the tip of one wing barely

touches the water. Then, just as

the observer imagines that the bird

must surely be caught by the ad-

vancing wave, the huge pinions,

still rigidly outstretched, slowly re-

sume the horizontal position, and

the albatross is lifted, apparently

by the air forced upward by the

heaving water, until it is carried,

still with wings rigidly extended,

over the crest of the wave. This

amazing feat is perhaps repeated

a time or two. Then, without ap-

parent effort, the bird glides up-

ward and forward in a sweeping

half-circle before the bow of the

ship and, continuing downward at

a greatly increased speed, passes

the vessel on the other side and

rises again to its chosen position

at the stern.

It seems likely that these birds

are first attracted to a ship through

curiosity, but on approaching it

they soon find that the motion of

the vessel creates air currents that

will help support them on their

continued search for food. The

^-/

habit of following ships is not, how-
ever, common to all albatrosses.

In the North Pacific it is usually

the Black-footed Albatross that

does it.

It has been said, with very good

reason, that an albatross in flight

looks unhke all other birds. It is

also true that the vwngs are unique

in that their extra length is acquired

by prolongation of the first and

second parts of the wing, the upper

arm and the forearm. The flight

feathers, in turn, are much shorter

than one might expect in such a

remarkably long wing. In other

long-winged birds such as the

swifts, swallows, terns, and frigate

birds, the reverse is the case. There

the flight feathers contribute a very

great deal more to the length of

the wing, while the upper arm and

forearm are much shorter. The pres-

ence of the bones throughout a

far greater part of the albatross's

wing gives it much greater rigidity.

This rigidity and the long and nar-

row shape of the wing make it

much more similar, both in appear-

ance and function, to the wing of

an airplane or sailplane.

This peculiarity of the albatross's

wing may be detected in many

photographs of the bird in flight.

The elbow and vinrist joints clearly

show as prominences on the front

edge of the wing. When the bird

is standing with its vdngs closed,

the elbows extend so far back that
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they often show as angular projec-

tions on each side of the nimp.

These features are clearly shown

in the accompanpng photographs

of the Black-footed .\lbatross.

Although s'ery graceful when
launched in the air, an albatross ap-

pears ungainly and sluggish on the

ground. When taking oflF, it has to

ha\^e a head wind and must run a

considerable distance before attain-

ing suflBcient speed to rise from the

ground. Once it is launched, how-

ever, very few strokes of the wings

are required to gain speed and

altitude.

At Midway the Laysan and

Black-footed ^Albatrosses made reg-

ular use of the road clearings and

the sloping sand beaches for taking

off. Coming in for a landing in

stormv weather was always hazard-

ous, and many birds were seen to

tumble over as soon as their feet

touched the loose sand. But the

real danger was for those unfortu-

nate individuals who were caught

by the vmsteady wdnd as they

glided in at reduced speed and

were blown into one of the clumps

of Scaevola bushes with which the

beach was lined. The bird was

often left hanging by its half-closed

wings among the branches, quite

unable to free itself, ft was not un-

common to find a bird in that pre-

dicament, but it was easy to release

it if aid had not come too late.

When walking betsveen the

clumps of bushes near the beach in

stormy weatlier, we not infre-

quently met an albatross as it swept

around the bushes only a few feet

from the ground to make a land-

ing. On two or three occasions I

just avoided having one collide

with me. One man, while walking

with two others, was hit in the

chest and nearly knocked off his

feet in this way. The bird fell in

a confused heap on the sand, but

after stnaggling to its feet and tak-

ing a few seconds to recover ftom

the shock, it continued its way on

foot, kicking the sand up at every

stride and running with its wings

half spread, apparently not seri-

ously injured.

That the birds should take such

chances when coming in from the

ocean need not surprise one. No
doubt thev have been flying in to

the islands in the same manner

ever since they first frequented

them, without the risk, until quite

recently, of meeting and having to

avoid any moving object taller than

a bird of their own kind. It must

be much easier for one of them to

crlide over the head of another al-
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batross walking on the ground than

to miss a man who might suddenly

appear in its track.

Thirteen different species of alba-

trosses are generally recognized.

Of these, nine fly over the waters

of the southern oceans from about

25 degrees S. to the Antarctic

Circle. These have their breeding

grounds on various soHtary and re-

mote islands lying between 30 de-

grees S. and 55 degrees S. In most

cases the islands are far from human
habitation and from regular trade

routes. Some of the more notable

are the Auckland Islands, Chatham
Islands, and Campbell Island, in the

South Pacific; Tristan da Cunha
and Cough Island in the South

Atlantic; and Kerguelen Island and

Crozet Islands in the Indian Ocean.

Of the remaining four species,

one, the only species confined to

the tropics, has its breeding ground

in the Calapagos Islands. The other

three nest on various smaU islands

in the western part of the Pacific,

between the equator and about 30

degrees N.

When one marks on a map of

the world all the places where alba-

trosses are known to breed, one can-

not fail to be impressed by their

apparent love of freedom. It is as

though these magnificent birds had

retreated before the advance of

navigation. It has always been the

larger birds that have had most

cause to fear the arrival of man,

with the dogs, rats, and other ene-

mies that generally accompany him.

It appears probable that the con-

ditions existing on all the oceans

between the latitudes of 60 degrees

N. and 60 degrees S. might meet

the requirements of life for the al-

batioss, whose food consists mainly

of squids and other forms of animal

life picked up from the surface of

the water. It is therefore significant

that aU the ocean areas that have

been used most for navigation

through history are entirely with-

out any breeding albatiosses. These

include the entire North Atlantic,

< Laysan Albatrosses on East-

ern Island, Midway. Only in the

Western Pacific or near the Gala-

pagos are you likely to see an

albatross north of the equator
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The upward curve of the

flight feathers near the end of the

wing is only seen during a vigor-

ous down stroke or when the laird

is soaring in stormy weather, as

shown here

the northern part of the Indian

Ocean, and the seas extending from

there to, and including, all the part

of the Pacific Ocean that is most

thickly studded vdth inhabited is-

lands. At the same time, the Gala-

pagos Islands, some of the more

recently discovered small islands of

the Hawaiian chain, and other com-

paratively insignificant islands be-

tween Hawaii and the Asiatic main-

land, little frequented by man, still

have flourishing breeding colonies

of albatrosses.

It is difficult to account for the

absence of their nesting colonies

from a great area in the southwest-

ern part of the Pacific by any other

reason than man's presence. This

seems true even if we assume that

these birds may have originated in

the southern hemisphere and been

guided more toward the eastern

part of the Pacific Ocean than the

western part by the prevailing

winds that sweep northward with

the Himiboldt Current.

Since the occupation in recent

years of some of the small islands

r^.

in the North Pacific, albatrosses

have been greatly reduced in num-

bers by the interference of man.

But happily several of the small

islands of the Hawaiian chain on

which the Laysan Albatross and

the Black-footed Albatross breed

were set aside by President Theo-

dore Roosevelt in 1909 to form the

Hawaiian Islands Bird Reservation,

ensuring the survival of those two

species. Less fortunate has been the

third and largest species of these

fine bii-ds in the North Pacific, the

Short-tailed Albatross. It had its

breeding grounds only on the Bonin

Islands and other small islands Iv-

ing to the southeast. This bird

appears to have almost disappeared

in recent years. It is now seldom

seen flying over waters where it

was formerly quite plentiful.

The present status of the largest

of oceanic birds of the North Pacific

illustrates the importance of giving

due consideration to the conserva-

tion of rare members of the local

fauna whenever innovations alter-

ing the character of the environ-

ment are contemplated. Especially

is their welfare a worthy cause

when the creatures have economic

or aesthetic value and are without

harmful habits.

North Pacific

^ ' > D. nigripes {Blaclt-footed Albatross)

D, d/bolrus (Short-loiled or Slellers Albatross)

Diomedea immutabilis (Laysan Albatross)

Golopogos Island

(o) Diomedea irrorata (Galapagos Albatross)

FLIGHT OF THE ALBATROSS

Nine Species in Soulhern Oceans

O Diomedea enulans (Wandering Albatross)

9 D. epomop/ioro (Royal Albatross)

A D. couta (White-capped Albatross)

A 0, bulleri (Buller's Albatross)

n 0. cli/ororfiyncfios (Yellow-nosed Albatross)

Ql D. chrysosfoma (Groy-heoded Albatross)

D. me/anop/.ris (Block-browed Albatross)

X P/ioebelrio fusco (Sooty Albatross)

+ P po/pebrata (Ligtit-montled Sooty Aibolros
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<Many beautiful lakes
adorn New Zealand. Here the

author sits beside Lake' Mar-
chant, after two miles thrdugh

rough bush from the head of

Caswell Sound

Discovering New Zealand
THE b.vo places chosen for col-

lecting the materials for our

New Zealand exhibits for the Amer-

ican Museiun's Whitney Hall of

Pacific Bird Life had exactly one

point in common. They were both

known for their dreadful weather.

The sub-Antarctic islands called the

Snares, swept by gales and rain,

were severe, majestic, gorgeous,

and exciting in their harsh beauty,

cold and uncomfortable to live on.

Lake Bruimer on South Island was

also swept by almost steady rain.

But it was a different proposition—

a beautiful and charming spot, fas-

cinating in infinite variety, com-

paratively comfortable.

The notes I made between the

Snares trip, which ended December

6, 1947, and the Lake Brunner

work, which began January 23,

1948, bristle with descriptions of

New Zealand botany. We saw

strange and wondrous things, what

with daisies and fuschias growing

all over large trees, and young trees

changing their whole appearance

before becoming adult. For the first

time in my life I felt neck and

neck with Bob" outdoors. He knew

little more of New Zealand plants

than I did. In fact, when I played

Eve and named the things I hked,

I would actually find those very

names in my noted naturalist's

notes!

An expedition seeks to capture the quintessence

of a remote land so that its beauty can "live" for

Museum visitors some 9000 miles away

By Gra.ce E. Barstow Mubphy
All photographs by Robert Cushman Muephy

• Robert Cusbman Murpby, Cbairman of the
Bird Department, American Museum.
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These botanical problems were

as upside down as the seasons. I

gradually learned to think of De-

cember as late spring and January

as full summer. But reaching high

over my head to pick a daisy, and

learning how kauris and lance-

woods transfigure themselves when
they grow up, were ever new ex-

periences.

We could not have worked up

the Lake Brunner Exhibit without

the several weeks of orientation

given us before the work started—

time for knowledge to be won and

to mellow into famiUarity. The

complicated, isolated flora that de-

veloped through the ages, with

scores of kinds of plants, gradually

fell into its pattern. We had been

sent by the generous New Zealand

Government, or taken by kindly

friends, all over South Island. We
had been set down in every type

of bush and had marveled at every

type of landscape from wildest,

somber Alpine scenery to wind-

swept pastures, and coast lines

where headlands embraced sandy

beaches. We had seen other lakes

enclosed by snow-capped moun-

tains and had picnicked among

beech trees beside rushing brooks.

When we finally reached Lake

Bnmner, we were at least partially

educated in New Zealand out-of-

doors.

There were five of us, in working

clothes, setting off together in the

pouring rain that summer morning:

Bob Murphy, of course; Dr. Robert

A. FaUa, who was the other Bob

of the Sub-Antarctic Expeditionf;

our two assistants, Ronald Balham

and Baughan Wisely; and 1. The

job of another museum exhibit, in

all its details, loomed ahead as a

big one. There could be no coming

back half around the world, so mis-

takes were out. Bob Murphy looked

as though he had something on his

mind.

The lumber launch, "Tikinui,'

makes a tour of Lake Brunner

every morning. As we boarded her,

a white heron sat on a treetop

t See Natural History Magazine: October,
November, December, 1948.
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A The lumber camp at Hohonu, on Lake Brunner, where the expedition

lived while collecting the New Zealand exhibit for the Whitney Hall of the

American Museum

across the cove. It was the only

explorer from the only heronry in

New Zealand, at Okarito, 150 miles

away.

The rain hid the mountains and

made even the near shore misty.

Yet we saw at once what a typical

picture of primitive New Zealand

nature this perfect choice would

give. Tall flax lined the lake shore

above small beaches. Rimu, the red

pine that always looks like green

waterfalls, towered above. The

bush behind gave promise of con-

taining everything we wanted.

Bob Falla had already tried to

draw a general plan of the exhibit

as he and Bob Murphy had im-

agined it. Bob Falla and I could

not see how everything could be

fitted into the eight- by ten-foot

space allotted. It seemed to me that

the whole Museum would be

needed to suggest adequately how
New Zealand looks and what Uves

and grows there. There is magic in

the skill that can create a repre-

sentative exhibit out of such quanti-

ties of material. Somehow Bob
Murphy took it home in camera and

packing boxes, notes, and paints.

From now on, we will have New
Zealand in New York. Will the

hordes who look realize the Chinese

puzzle confronting the expert who
collected, planned, evolved such an

exhibit—the sum in artistic form

and in scientific detail of our lake,

our bush, the mountain range we
loved at sight?

DISCOVERING NEW ZEALAND

The flax by the water's edge, in

eight-foot spears with longer flower

stalks now gone to seed; the matai

with its mossy, ferny trunks, and

slender perching lily leaves grow-

ing from its high, gray-lichened

branches; the great rimu with its

look of falling waters, must all be

shown at home. No picture of New
Zealand could be complete with-

out red-flowering rata trees, always

in bloom somewhere; a fuschia tree,

all over purple blossoms; the poi-

sonous, shiny tutu, generally low-

A New Zealand flax at Lake Brunner.

Its beauty enhances every landscape. It

was the source of most Maori textiles

and is still important industrially

growing; the manuka whose ghostly

mist of flowers had passed; the

plumes of toetoe; the miromiki, the

lovely towai, a host of others, and,

of course, the ferns. For of every-

thing that glows in all New Zea-

land, the ferns make their way into

one's very soul. High-towering tree

* A gnarled old totara supporting many "air plants," or epiphytes, overhung

Lake Brunner's almost uninhabited shore. The totara, related to the yew, is usually

tall and straight. The Maoris used it for canoes and carvings



A The kiekie (Freycinetia) sometimes almost completely covers large trees

in the bush with its graceful, slender leaves. It is a climbing member of

the screw pine or pandanus family

ferns, of which there are a dozen

varieties, ground ferns with six- to

eight-foot fronds of a score or more

kinds, tiny, filmy ferns on branches,

swathe every spot. Yet even as one

dreams of ferns, the trees flood back

insistently into one's thought. The

whole growth must be taken home

if one would give New Zealand.

"Tikinui" struggled on across the

lake to the lumber camp of eight

to ten small weather-beaten cabins.

Great rimu logs lay on skids along

the beach ready to be tugged to

the mill back at Te Kinga. Their

huge size made me think of Douglas

fir on the Olympic Peninsula in the

State of Washington.

A small, tightly built cabin had
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been assigned to us. We five hur-

ried to it out of the rain. Ronald

and Baughan had a big fire going

in no time, and we hung our wet

coats high on nails. We found one

stool and four boxes to sit down on

near the fire, but we were allowed

little time for sitting. At 9:30 in

the morning, we were called to tea

served with sandwiches and cake.

New Zealanders eat good food at

least six times a day—seven, if one

counts early tea in bed.

Rain fell heavily but did not stop

our reconnoitering. It was a match-

less spot! Everything we wanted

seemed to grow there at its best,

except red ferns and fuschia blos-

soms. I had set my heart on both

of these for our exhibit. On the

western seacoast, 25 miles away,

red ferns had enchanted me. I was

bound to bring all of you red ferns.

I hunted everywhere in vain, feel-

ing that as long as such remark-

ables existed, our Museum should

tell our part of the world about

them. We could not put one in our

exhibit unless we found it in the

section of the country we were

bringing home. Every time I had

a chance, I hunted for red ferns.

And all of us were hunting for

fuschia blossoms. Bob Falla had

said it was too late to find them in

the midsummer month of January.

I was most unhappy. But one day

Ron dived into camp carrying a

branch with one belated blossom.

It meant that everyone at home
could look at fuschias growing on

a tree.

Our first walk took us along the

beach, with its little, lapping waves.

It was a striped beach of about

fourteen narrow but definite bands

of pebbles, sand, and driftwood,

each band slightly undulating. It

was a very pretty thing, an ingeni-

ous beach. Its pattern continued

almost unbroken for a mile to the

point of sand which marks the ex-

hibit's center.

The edge of the forest was

trimmed wdth flat, small-leaved

cover plants. There were lichens

everywhere, on stump and branch

—apple green, dull green, bright

green with red spores, yellow,

orange. The mosses were varicol-

ored, too, but not so gay as the

lichens.

Toward the end of that first sur-

vey, walking down the beach, look-

ing into the tangled, beautiful

darkness of the bush, I saw Bob

Murphy relax. In fact, he almost

smiled, no doubt realizing that in

spite of heavy toil ahead, the wealth

he saw was what he wanted.

He portioned out the work.

Baughan was to paint in water

color each specimen as it came in.

Ron was to gather material and

press tlie plants. My job was to sew

up specimens both for drying and

for the formalin cans, to collect,

and to help wherever I could. Be-

cause a mere wife is that necessary
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release of tension, a steam exhaust,

I knew that offers or lack of offers

to help were equally risky. The kind

of collecting we were doing was

indeed nervous work.

So I had my notes and pencil, or

my book, in hand and succeeded

pretty well, I think, in being either

invisible or on the jump to help at

whatever came my way. And I

could always hunt again for that

red fern I craved.

"Saw off that dead limb with all

its growth intact," Bob called to

Ron.

"Do you want this big piece of

bark all over moss and ferns?" I

asked.

"Yes, it's a good one. Put it in."

We hardly stopped that first day

except to eat the good "cut lunch"

brought from Moana. Before the

warm, bright fire, we had a whole

stuffed squab apiece, tomatoes

fresh from somebody's garden, big

sandwiches thick with butter, cake

and tea.

Bob photographed and even be-

gan to speak again as the job

^ ToETOE, which resembles pampas grass,

belongs to the genus Arundo and grows

only in New Zealand. Its swaying golden

tassels are wonderfully beautiful

shaped up in his mind. The clouds

lifted, and he photographed the

half-exposed mountains which rose

in cadence like a melody far across

the lake. He needed pictures of

every kind of sky to choose from

for the final designing.

I took a chilly swim. "Tikinui" re-

turned. We left Baughan sketching

the rosy leaves of the pepper bush,

and Ron bringing in armloads of

specimens. The two Bobs and I

went back that first night to the

pleasant inn at Moana. But com-

muting ended then. Mr. and Mrs.

Watson at the lumber camp called

Hohonu, gave up their own room
to us in their little home.

The sweet smell of a summer
morning greeted us as we started

back to camp the second day. Bob
Falla had returned to Christchurch.

Big crates of supplies for our work

had come and were loaded on the

barge. They contained cans of for-

malin, 50 pounds of newspapers for

packing, tools, jars, burlap bags, ex-

celsior, and various other equip-

ment for moving a cross section of

lush virgin land 11,000 miles. A

A These conspicuous nursery nests of a New Zealand spider (Dolo-

medes) are often filled with hundreds of tiny spiders

A l^ROiESSOR Lance McCaskill, of Lincoln College, is giving the

newly-arrived American an early lesson in local botany. Mrs. Falla,

Mrs. McCaskill, and Margery McCaskill listen in
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A A NATIVE SPECIES of scaup duck which the New
Zealanders call "black teal." There are many families

like this in various waterways

> Gray ducks, the commonest of the

waterfowl, are at home in town or coun-

try throughout New Zealand

* Ronald Balham, of the New Zealand Fish and Wildlife Service, was a

member of the party at Lake Brunner. In this picture, he is trapping and
banding gray ducks to learn more about their dispersal

trunk contained preparator's equip-

ment, photographic supplies, plas-

ter for molds, and so on.

As the launch neared the shore

I thought of how the tree Une

graphically interpreted the two so

different exhibits my husband was

bringing home. At the Snares, the

roof of the only kind of tree is an

even, uninterrupted hne, v^dth no

tree taller than another and no

branch exposed. The look of that

even matting was as harsh as the

feeling on one's fingers of the stiff,

thick leaves. It gave an austerity to

the landscape which the nervous

evening flight of tlie millions of

muttonbirds accentuated. At Lake

Brunner all was waimth and wel-
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come. Each tree grew in its indi-

vidual way, not only in a great

variety of kinds but also in a great

variety of individual trees of each

kind. At the Snares, we were cold

and harried by discomfort. At Lake

Brunner, I would sit in the shade of

a fuschia tree beside the lake op-

posite the beautiful mountains.

Near me, the collections were being

completed in a suitable workshop.

A stone's throw away stood the cot-

tage to which Mrs. Watson cheerily

called us to good, warm meals

served in comfort.

When we first reached New Zea-

land we were constantly aware of

the comparative lack of roadside

flowers. I heard that there are some

in early spring on North Island, but

we saw almost none. Imported fox-

glove does not suit the landscape.

What wild flowers there are largely

consist of what I called "carpet

flowers," a name everyone took up.

They spread, flat to the ground,

over large areas, pink or purple,

yellow or white. We needed some

in the exhibit. As the bush was

heavy, they were hard to find.

I walked up the narrow logging

rail track and, in searching, found

two in a tree-denuded place. One
was a tiny white asymmetrical one

I knew. Its fine petals grow in two-

thirds of a circle. The other was a

still smaller, flatter plant, gone into

cerise berries. With the white pa-

perish one on the beach top, we
had three kinds, which may sound

dull and little, yet they had seemed

an important part of New Zealand

vegetation.

Baughan made line drawings of

them as he does of all the plants,

filling in with color. Mrs. Watson

had opened another cabin for him

so that he could work in comfort

at a big table. Ron pressed my Uttle

plants. He had been pressing small

white orchids when I came in.

These grow high up on the older

trees, leaves hanging down in slen-

der curvings.

Bob handed me the specimens he

was sewing into bags and worked

on making bird skins. When made
up, they are stuffed with excelsior

and packed in cotton for their long

trip.
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Bob was, of course, everywhere

at once, feeling faith in his assis-

tants and contentment in the work.

He made use of every scrap of sun-

shine by taking Kodachrome shots

of scenery, plant associations, and

detailed plant studies, such as a

row of branches showing the de-

velopment of lancewood.

Big boughs were nailed into the

crates. We sometimes tied on leaf

clusters in veils of cheesecloth. Yet

even when leaves wither and fall

off, their shape and size and habits

can be figured out by men used to

doing it.

After our first supper at Hohonu,

Bob said, "Come on up the beach.

I want to make a sketch of the plan

for the Group."

We sat on a log, the beach in

front of us, the forest behind, and
the mountains rising out of the far

shore four miles or so away. It

seemed at first that to concentrate

everything into a Group's small

space, some shifting must be done.

First we suggested moving the

mountains, and then we suggested

moving the lake. His design gradu-

ally came into being with the whole

forest and forest floor, lush with

growth, at the left, melting into a

background of painted trees. Noth-

ing was moved, except that the

point was turned a little to run into

the lake toward the right, leaving

space for the moa we were to dig

up the following week. The lake

beyond the point merged into the

background that Lee Jaques was to

paint, with its mountain range ex-

actly like the view in front of us.

With the moa on the beach, ducks

of several kinds and black teal in

the water, tuis eating fuschia ber-

ries, a fantail flirting from a rata,

a kiwi peering out from flax, and
pigeons, tits, and others, we both

felt content.

Bob later cut a small-sized tree

fern. He photographed it from

above to show the pattern of the

fronds and heart. The fronds were

cut off, measured, pressed in sec-

tions. Fresh fronds were preserved

in formalin. The trunk was cut in

two and tied up in a sack ready

for boxing. Even old brown fronds,

which fall like skirts around the up-

DISCOVERING NEW ZEALAND

A The supplejack grows every which way and is the toughest, woodiest,

and most luxuriant of the lianas. The Maoris aptly named it tataramoa,

which means "trip up the moa." It also trips up people

per trunk, were packed to go. Bob
catalogued and tagged each speci-

men. Baughan edged all his sketches

with notations. Ron changed the

papers in his press each day and

dried out the papers before the

roaring fire. I sometimes helped

him. He is taking extra care of

lichens and mosses—a typical fea-

ture of New Zealand rain forest.

Heavy rain often made indoor work

hard because of little light. Yet Ron
unwound his tightly rolled news-

papers over each specimen with

infinite care, so that leaf and frond

and flower were perfect, all mois-

ture gone. One of our special treas-

ures—some bright blue toadstools-

were sewed up in cheesecloth and

dropped into formalin.

Bob and I talked constantly of

specimens we wanted. The list

would grow shorter only to lengthen

again as we added now discoveries.

We collected tall, hard bracken.

The lawyer vine, so named because

when it gets its fingers on you, you

can't escape, hangs over many
shrubs and trees in deceitful dainti-

ness. Unlike most vines, it grows

upward on other stems or trunks

and falls backward on the outside

of its host.

Three women lived all year round

at Hohonu, completely isolated yet

cheerful—lovely women, with that

good breeding and sensitiveness

toward others that seems to be in-

herent in all New Zealanders, no

matter what their station in life.

Mrs. Watson took me up the log-

ging track for tea with Mrs. Hall.

We had buttered scones, cookies,

cakes, far more than I could eat.

As we went outdoors, a commo-
tion bubbled at the door. Someone

called: "A stoat!" I saw the family

cat pounce under the house. It

caught the frightened animal, which

I brought to Bob in a jar. It is now
in New York. For stoats must be

killed. They are one of the imported

pests that have injured the beauti-

ful pristine New Zealand wildHfe.

That same afternoon Mrs. Watson

and I decided on a wider jaunt to

hunt for my red fern. A high point,

heavily bushed, juts far into the

lake on the other side of our camp

from the beach. One of the men
took us in the small launch around

the peninsula so that we could walk

back through it over the rough

track. The boat had hardly touched

shore when I saw my lost love on

a cut bank and, shouting its name,

I dropped on my knees in front of:

THE RED FERN!
It was a httle one but very red.

Larger ones were found later.

We scrambled over roots and

fallen logs and up and down in

gullies. Many crowns of golden

ferns glowed like lamps throughout
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the dusk-filled forest. It was a very

bushy bush—a jungle with a ven-

geance. It was hung with lianas

called supplejack, doubled up in

knots and curves and twists. Every-

thing was covered with something

else growing on it. The rata vine,

related to the crimson-flowering

tree that also starts hfe as a vine,

was very thick. It, with ferns and

lichens and great long clumps of

leaves of liHes, tangled the forest

floor and aU the space above. The

trees were mostly totara and rimu

and what the country people call

birch.

When I spoke of birds, Mrs. Wat-

son said, "There are very few birds

here."

"Do you know why?" I asked.

She did not, and I told her the

tragic story of New Zealand wild-

hie. The country had, in its isola-

tion, developed a balance of nature

in which there were no mammals
at aU except two small bats. The
bird Hfe was not only prolific,

beautiful, and unique, but it was

also adjusted to the absence of

predatory beasts. When the pio-

neers came, they introduced all

sorts of animals: deer, rabbits,

hedgehogs, weasels, and, of course,

rats. These, having no enemies, ran

riot. The birds were wiped out al-

most to extinction. Now the Gov-

ernment and an aroused public in-

terest are protecting what are left.

But the dearth of birds is tragic.

Our Museum expedition was al-

lowed to collect one tui, one pigeon,

and so on, as each individual bird

is now guarded as far as is possible.

Mr. Watson, Mr. Hall, and four

of the men took me on the logging

tractor several miles into the hills.

As we ascended above the lake,

the lianas disappeared and the for-

est was more open, with rata and
rimu predominating, and a thick

undergrowth of coprosma and fern.

Tree ferns were left behind as we
climbed. I was happy to see a stand

of the dainty umbrella fern and
more red ferns. These, by the way,

turn green when adult.

The rough, narrow-gauge tracks

were laid on crude trestles over

rivers and smaU gulches. As we
went deeper into the bush, they
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were built on heavy ties laid across

the same sized rimu logs brought

dowTi to go to the mill: 40 feet

long, 18 inches or more thick.

Heavy mist soaked through every-

thing as we sat on the car edge

swinging our feet, our knees

brushed with wet bracken and

sedge found in the areas devastated

by earher logging. High up above

the lake, we were surrounded by

great, straight trees. Only those

with 2000 to 2500 board feet were

being cut. It was freehold land,

with no government supervision.

Mr. Hall gashed the trees that were

doomed—great beauties with hun-

dreds of years of growth. The men
felled them with a double-handed

saw. With a system of cables, the

donkey engine Hfted the heavy logs,

pulling them to the tracks and

swinging them into place on the

open cars, which were adjustable

in length to fit the logs.

The waste of wood was terrible:

all the branches, all the bark, and

great stumps. Huge logs lay every-

where, unused and blackened.

There would be no paper shortage

were this wastage used. Enough
fuel to warm a city lay about us.

I had already seen how much wood
was lost in the sawing process at

the mill across the lake. I have seen

it just as bad at home.

As we with our heavy load of

logs rushed down steep grades,

Mrs. Hall flagged us and gave me a

load of ferns and branches she had

gathered for us. She had found

ferns we had not seen, and fungus,

too. How could a woman who had

never seen a museum like ours

know OUT needs? Yet aU our lives

I've noticed that wherever Bob col-

A Primeval bush at Lake Brunner. The branches of the matai, or black

pine, are heaped two feet deep with mosses, ferns, orchids, and other epiphytes
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lects, everyone else sets to collect-

ing, also. One of the men brought

him a green lizard, a gecko.

We had a wild time getting off

that afternoon, packing and naihng

the crates. The work was not fin-

ished, so after a week of digging

moas at Pyramid Valley, Bob and

I returned to Lake Brunner by our-

selves. There's a little rail car that

runs at night from Christchurch on

the narrow-gauged tracks standard

in New Zealand. It is designed to

ensure perfect wakefulness.

As we stepped off at 6 a.m., a

spot of gold came over the hills,

and the whole gold ball followed

so brilhantly one could not face it.

The hne of hills and all the world

seemed to move toward it. A sweet-

faced woman stood at the door of

the small hotel, saying that early

tea was ready for us. "I can't leave

all this," I said.

She understood and brought the

tray outdoors.

Instead of sunrise colors, shining

light on ridges and purple shadows

in the valleys made a different

beauty. The sun had to travel high

before topping the mountains and

shining on the town. First it wasn't

there, and then it was. We had

hardly dared hope for the perfect

day that dawned for us in that so

rainy country. As we crossed the

lake, every peak and every marking

on each slope stood clear and

sharp. The men stopped "Tikinui's"

engine for camera studies of snow

mountains.

Landing at Hohonu, sitting in

front of the clear blue lake beneath

the forested mountains, it seemed

the most beautiful spot in all the

world. After the mist and rain and

hidden distance of our first visit,

the clarity and warmth and smooth

sun-dancing water seemed in-

credible.

We rowed to the sandy point and

landed on an equally sandy island.

Red deer had left their tracks for

us. A pied oyster catcher flew above

us. Some far-off birds swam in the

lake. Up the dark river, sunlight,

reflected from the water, ran down
the flax leaves Hke a play of inter-

mittent hght in electric signs on

Broadway. Manuka, of tiny leaves,

swayed gracefully in the wind.

"You row down while I take pic-

tures," said Bob, handing me the

heavy, hand-hewn rimu oars.

Though I had brought my bath-

ing suit, there was no time for

swimming. Frivolities are not in-

cluded in museum expeditions, nor

are 40-hour weeks ever known to

naturalists.

A The two miles of beautiful but heavy bush between Caswell Sound and

Lake Marchant were hard going

DISCOVERING NEW ZEALAND

Later, we rowed in the other di-

rection, around the high, heavily

forested peninsula, Bob's gun and

camera loaded.

"Watch for teal," said Bob.

"There are gray ducks."

"I don't want those, only black

teal."

Bellbirds were calhng from the

forest. A great darning needle with

enormous eyes lighted on the stock

of Bob's gun. Others mated on the

wing. We beached on white stones.

A black shag skimmed the water,

yet there were few birds for such

a wilderness.

A tui flew by, its white lace-shawl

shoulder feathers shovidng against

its dark iridescence. Great logs lay

half submerged, a graveyard of

trees. An eel lay on the stones in

clear, deep water. Bushy trees, cov-

ered with red flowers, showed at

the edge of the forest.

"That can't be rata," said I.

"No, it is kamahi," said Bob. "I'm

going to break through to the track

and take Kodachromes of yellow

ferns."

I started to get out of the boat

but fell asleep in a lump instead,

after the night we had had on the

rail car. Waking with the sun in

my eyes, I waded ashore to explore

while Bob was gone. Probably few

people had ever been there before.

After many months, I still see the

graceful sedge growing from white

stones, and the growth of all kinds,

now so familiar and so dearly loved.

Detailed study such as we had

made—such as all naturahsts always

make—rewards in detailed memory

of beauty.

One always makes discoveries.

A very fragrant white orchid grew

on low branches of host trees. It is

called autiimnalis because of its late

flowering. White violet-like flowers

grew with daisylike ones, all tiny,

on the stones. Three fantails played

about us in the trees—small flirting

birds who want to know what's

happening.

As we rowed back against a

heavy wind, we at last found the

clay we needed for the essential

leaf molds, in the corner of the

beach by the peninsula. Bob sUced

off pieces into a basin, and we hur-
Continued on page 192
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NORTH
POLE

Once the Great Lakes

poured south through

what is now Chicago,

and they may do so

again. The broad dent

left by the weight of

the Great Glacier is

rising, and even Hud-

son Bay may someday

be high and dry

Edge of ice sheet

South edge of saucer

^ The south edge of the

saucer-shaped dimple that the Great
Glader pressed in the face of North
America is shown by the curved line here.

The north edge is unknown because the territory

has not been explored

By

Richard Foster Flint
of Geology, Yale Urn-

Ups and
THE water surfaces of the

Great Lakes rise and fall

irregularly by as much as three

feet. This does not seem like a

large amount; yet in the harbors

and the ship channels through

%^hich the tremendous commerce
of the lakes is conducted, three feet

may make all the difference be-

tween safe clearances and the huge
costs of dredging the bottom.

In 1900, the city of Chicago

completed a canal connecting Lake

Michigan with the Mississippi

River basin. The canal allowed a

small part of the lake to escape

southward toward the Gulf of

Mexico, whereas all of the over-

flow had formerly passed o\er

Niagara Falls. Years later the lake

level began to fall, to the detriment

of installations at many points

along its shores. The city of Chi-

cago was sued on the ground that

its canal had caused the trouble.

While the U. S. Supreme Court

was considering the case, the lake

le\el rose again, proving the city's

innocence; and as if to reinforce

the proof, high-water storm waves
damaged shore property to the ex-

tent of millions of dollars.

Besides proving that you can't

please everybody, these rises and
falls of water le\'el bring up the

interesting question of their cause.

Probably it hes in long-term

changes in the weather over the

Great Lakes region as a whole. But
whether the changes result from

this or from something quite differ-

ent, the water fluctuations have

focused attention on far greater

changes in all the Lakes—changes
that have been going on for manv
thousands of years. For this world's

mightiest group of fresh-water

bodies has had a startling historw

tlie record of which is written

plain]\' in the Midwest landscape.

The story of how the events in that

history have been learned and

arranged in their proper order is

a fascinating example of how
natural science goes to work.

Ancient Beaches

To most travelers between Great

Lakes cities and the East, the steep

bluffs, beaches, and hummocky
\ellow dunes that mark the shores

of the lakes are a common sight.

Away from the immediate shores,

many a tourist with an eye for

landscape sees similar things along

his route. The highway he tra\els

follows a low ridge for ten or

twenty miles. Here and there the

ridge is replaced by a steep,

grassy bluff. The ridge looks like

a beach, and the bluffs Hke long,

low headlands cut by the waves.

Patches of knobbv terrain suggest

dunes, although instead of showing

\"ellow sand thev are covered with
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grass. And in front of the bluffs,

instead of blue lake water there is

mile after mile of nearly level

ground, its rich black loam showing

in plowed fields that stretch away
to the shore of Ontario or Erie or

one of the other Great Lakes.

Such an assemblage of ridges,

bluffs, and plains can only mean
that the lake shore once stood here.

It was abandoned long enough ago

to permit vegetation to heal the

steep cuts made by waves and to

clothe bare wind-blown sand with

grass. Yet the lake receded so re-

cently that the washing of rain

water and the slow creeping of the

soil have done little to dim the

original sharp outlines. Among the

cities situated on former shore lines

or on former lake floors are Chi-

cago, Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland,

Buffalo, Toronto, Saginaw, and

Superior. All these cities occupy

ground formerly under water, and

all have some streets or roads built

on broadly curving beaches or bars.

tions of the old shores, both on the

American and Canadian side. All

recognized what they were, but

none guessed why the lakes had

abandoned them. The right guess

was not made until much later.

Dry Rivers

Gradually, the outlets of the for-

mer lakes were discovered. These

outlets are the beds of great rivers,

dead and abandoned like the

shores that curve into them. The

dry river beds lead away from the

lakes toward the ocean, just as the

St. Lawrence River leads away

from Lake Ontario today. One of

these old river beds, nearly a mile

in width, begins on the western out-

skirts of Chicago and is the low-

level line along which that city

dug its canal in 1900. Another leads

eastward across New York State to

the Hudson River; for a time it

must have given to Manhattan

much of the volume that Niagara

has todav. Still another old chan-

nel, 700 feet wide, leading across

part of eastern Ontario, was cut 40

feet deep into a mass of earth,

stones, and boulders left by a for-

mer glacier. But the channel now
contains only the biggest boulders,

left behind because they were too

big for the outflowing river to

move. Their huge size tells us that

the river must have been a swirling

torrent, for it carried away every-

thing of smaller size.

The Great Lakes today are a

single connected system with a

single outlet, the St. Lawrence

River. The abandoned outlet chan-

nels seen along the high and dry

old shores suggest that the Great

Lakes basin as a whole is roughly

like a veiy broad, very shallow,

water-filled pan, with slight irregu-

larities in its rim. A very little tilt-

ing of the pan makes the water spill

over through any low place in the

rim, in one direction or another.

But the early naturalists kept think-

ins of the old shores as seashores,

Downs ofthe Great Lakes
raised a few feet above tlie sur-

rounding flats and affording ideal

natural causeways. The combined

area embraced by such features is

more than half as great as the com-

bined area of the Great Lakes

today.

So conspicuous is this array of

former shores, high and dry above

all the present lakes, that they

were noticed and reported more

than 100 years ago, during the set-

tlement of tlie Great Lakes country.

Between 1830 and 1840, a good

half-dozen geologists, engineers,

and surveyors published descrip-

>-When the ice sheet melted,

a large part of Canada rose. Hud-

son Bay therefore shrank, leaving

these beaches and bars to show

where the sea once extended. They

are comparable to the ones that

can be seen well inland around

the Great Lakes
Photo Deft, of Min

UPS AND DOWNS OF THE GREAT LAKES
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made during some submergence of

the land and later somehow lifted

above sea level. One, W. W.
Mather, writing in 1843, suggested

that "The Gulf Stream caused a

flow into Lakes Michigan and Erie

from the Gulf of Mexico" and on

across New York State into the

Hudson \^aUey. This was a \M:ong

deduction.

Such high-flown theorizing is all

ver)' well in the absence of many
facts. But gradually more facts

piled up, narrowing down the pos-

sibihties. It was found, first, that

instead of having only one aban-

doned shore, each of the Great

Lakes had many, one above an-

other. Indeed, there are places in

the Lake Hmron basin where as

many as five can be seen in a single

view. Then it was discovered that

in places the sand and soil in the

old beaches and flats contained the

fossil shells of clams and snails such

as live in shallow lake waters to-

day. From these facts it became

apparent that the shores were those

of lakes, not of the sea, and that the

lakes had stood at several succes-

sive levels.

Barriers of Glacial ke

Next it was found that although

the lowest, more recent shore hues

run all the way around the lakes,

the higher, older ones suddenly

end toward the north and simply

are not present around the north-

em sides of the basins. Meanwhile,

it was discovered that where\ er a

gully or an artificial excavation cut

through the beaches and lake-floor

deposits, these deposits were built

on top of the earth and stones left

by the great glaciers during the Ice

Age. This combination of facts

showed that the lake shores were

made after the glacial ice had

melted. It suggested fiurther that

the reason there were no shore Hues

in the north was because there the

lakes had washed against the

glacier itself. In other words, each

lake had a northern shore of ice,

which subsequently melted and left

n^ record of itself whatever.

While this picture of a huge S}"s-

tem of former glacier-dammed lakes

was becoming clear, an even more

remarkable fact appeared. The shore

lines were found to be not horizontal

but tilted. The higher and older the

shore line, the more steeply it is

tilted. All of them rise toward the

north. It is certainly surprising, at

first sight, that the former shores

are not "square with the world."

But it is not at all surprising that

no one discovered the fact until 40

years after the shores themselves

were first recognized. This is be-

cause no matter how hard vou look

at the beaches themselves you can't

see the tilt. The amount is too small

to be perceptible within the mile or

so of distance that the eye can en-

compass in a single view. But al-

though an inclination of 2 feet in

a mile is too sHght for the eye to

observe, a beach ha\'ing this in-

clination \Wll rise 100 feet when fol-

lowed northward for 50 miles. With

longer distances the rise becomes

more striking. A beach that is only

40 feet above Lake Michigan rises,

as it is followed 130 miles north to

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, to 400

feet above this level. Its average

inchnation between these points is

2 feet, 9 inches per mile.

Several decades of patient work

with surveying instruments have re-

sulted in fixing the positions and

altitudes of most of the shore hues.

The water surfaces of the present-

day lakes are hke gigantic spirit

levels, for they form angles with

the old shores that rise northward.

As it is obvious that the old shores

must have been level at the time

they were made, something must

^ As THE LAND ROSE with the retreat of the Glacier,

seacoasts were also aflfected. Here an old beach, 100

feet above the present one, is visible continuously from

left to right. The broad step in the headland at the left

was cut out of hard rock by storm waves when it lay

at sea level. Trout River, Newfoundland
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have deformed them since then.

The defonnation is not confined

to the Great Lakes. To the west,

as far as the Great Plains of Canada,

there are other tilted-up shores of

former ice-dammed lakes. To the

east, in New York and New Eng-

land, there are more tilted-up lake

shores. And along the Atlantic coast

itself, through New England, the

Maritime Provinces, Newfound-

land, and Labrador, old shore lines

made by the sea itself are tilted up.

Some of them are terraces sawed

by breaking waves through hard

bedrock, and many of them contain

the fossil remains of marine ani-

mals. In eastern Ganada some of

these shore lines reach as far as

700 feet above sea level, and in

their sands and clays have been

found marine shellfish and the

bones of whales and seals.

A Giant Bulge

Throughout this whole north-

eastern part of North America, the

tilted shore fines fall into a definite

pattern, in which there are two

elements. The first is that the area

of tilted shore fines coincides pretty

closely with the area covered by

the former great ice sheet. And the

second is that the direction of up-

tilting, regardless of the location

of the shore line, is toward the

Richard Foster Flint photo

Limits of additional

area covered by

lake water while the

ice sheet melted.

Abandoned outlets

Present-day outlet.

A The Great Lakes were formerly much larger, as shown by the outer line.

Niagara Falls has not always received their overflow. At various times since

the retreat of the Glacier, the lakes emptied into the Gulf of Mexico, the

Atlantic Ocean near New York City, and Hudson Bay

Hudson Bay region, which was the

center of the ice sheet when it was

thickest and most extensive. When
we remember that the lakes did not

exist until the ice had started to

melt away, all this looks as though

the tilting had been closely con-

nected with the ice itself.

And so it was. Hudson Bay fies

at the center of what was once a

gigantic depression in the solid sur-

face of the earth, a dimple with a

diameter of 2000 miles. If it were

not for all those shore lines, each

of which was originally horizontal

but is now bent upward toward

Hudson Bay, we would not know

that the dimple was ever there.

When the massive ice sheet lay on

the ground, its vast weight "pushed

in" the earth's surface, and when

the ice melted away, the pushed-in

area—a broad saucer-Hke depression

—was gradually erased as the

ground bulged up toward its origi-

nal position.

Rock that Flows

At first sight such a picture of

flexible ground does not seem to

make sense, for we can all see that

the rock at the earth's surface is

very brittle and quite unbendable.

However, its brittleness is decep-

tive. We all k-now that the materials

tips AND DOWNS OF THE GREAT LAXES

we use in daily Hfe bend before

they break; why should not rock?

Of course, it does. To produce the

effect just described, each foot of

rock only had to bend scarcely one-

one hundredth of an inch, if indeed

it did not break a fittle here and

there. But what, you may ask, was

going on underneath? A relatively

short distance beneath the surface,

the rock is not brittle at all but

instead is weak and bendable. The

weakness is the result of the tre-

mendous pressure exerted upon the

rock by the sheer weight of the

rock that overfies it. The farther

below the smrface we go, the greater

the pressure becomes. When it

reaches something hke 150,000

pounds per square inch, the rock

has become so weak that a shght

push in any direction will make it

flow like dough or putty. In short,

the rock is plastic. And it stays

plastic only as long as it is under

at least that much pressure—a pres-

sure three times as great as the

pressure inside a modern howdtzer

at the moment it is fired.

So the weight of the overlying

rock—a layer many miles in thick-

ness—keeps the rock down below

in a plastic state, all ready to flow

as soon as it is given an extra push.

But we are dealing vdth things on
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a big scale, and it takes something

pretty large to provide the push.

For that something a big ice sheet,

2000 miles in diameter and any-

where from 1000 to 10,000 feet in

thickness, will do very nicely. Built

of atmospheric moisture in the

frozen form we call snow, an ice

sheet constitutes an unusual and

extra load on the earth's surface. A
big ice sheet 5000 feet thick adds

another 2000 pounds per square

inch to the pressure beneath it.

That is the extra push. Take a

pound of margarine in one of those

transparent bags that distribute the

coloring matter through it. At ordi-

nary temperatures the margarine is

stiff and does not flow; it holds its

shape. Now press your thumb
slowly into the middle of the bag.

The pressure of your thumb is the

extra push necessary to make the

stuff flow—away from your thumb
where the pressure is greatest, to-

ward other parts of the bag where

the pressure is less. This is what

happens to the plastic rock ma-

terial many miles down when the

ponderous glacial thumb presses

upon it. The only difference is that

when your thumb is removed, the

margarine, being under no extra

pressure, stays where it is; it does

not "recover," whereas the deep

earth substance, being still under

pressure from all the rock on all

sides of it, flows back again as the

glacier melts.

It is evident, then, that the

"bulge" that tilted the shore hues

is not something new. It merely

wdped out a broad dimple that was

temporarily impressed in the face

of the earth, bringing the surface

back to where it was before. Terra

firma is certainly a misnomer for

the ground we walk on!

Putt'inq the Storij Together

Our tilted shore lines have got

us into some pretty deep water,

but with our picture of a margarine

bag firmly in mind, let us try to

reconstruct what occurred. First,

with a chilhng of the climate about

100,000 years ago, the winter snow-

drifts failed to melt during the

summer, and little bv little the ac-

cumulating snow formed vast gla-

ciers, one of which spread over the

whole northeastern part of North

America, reaching its greatest size

about 60,000 years ago. As it spread,

its great weight depressed the

ground beneath it, until in places

the ground had sagged as much as

2500 feet. This seems Hke a tre-

mendous depth; yet when we recall

that the radius of the sag was 1000

miles, its average slope could have

been no more than Di feet per mile

—too slight an inclination to be

seen by the eye.

Then the ice began to melt.

Along the coast the sea filled in

areas as fast as they were vacated

by the wasting glacier. Inland,

water from the melting ice was

caught between the edge of the

glacier and the ground that sloped

toward it. Around the lakes thus

formed and along the sea, storm

waves dashed against the shores

and cut cliffs, and longshore cur-

rents built beaches and bars. As

each lake basin filled with water, it

overflowed, and thus were cut the

great river channels, now dry, such

as the one in which Chicago made
its canal.

As the glacier melted and grew
thinner, its weight upon the ground

diminished and the vast saucer it

had pressed for itself began to get

smaller and shallower. In this proc-

ess, the horizontal shore lines that

wave and current had inscribed

upon the land were slowly bent up
toward the center of the saucer,

where the wasting ice still lingered

in the Hudson Bay region.

The change was a slow one. The
lakes began to be formed about

35,000 years ago, and the unbend-
ing has been going on ever since—

throughout a period more than 100

times greater than the time that has

elapsed since the Pilgrims landed

at Plymouth Rock. The ice disap-

peared from the center of the

saucer perhaps less than 10,000

years ago, but the saucer is not

fully erased yet. The determined

upbending is still going on around

Hudson Bay, creating a fantastic

collection of abandoned shore lines

in the process; and it still has 600

to 800 feet to ^o before the ice-

made depression will have been
completely obHterated.

A look \nto the Future

"Wait a minute," says someone.

"Was that figure 600 to 800 feet?

But how deep is Hudson Bay?
Mostly less than 500 feet, isn't it?

Well, then won't it . .
.?" Quite

true; it will become dry land. Mod-
erately dry, at least, for all the rivers

that now flow into it will gradually

have to lengthen at their mouths
until they join to form a single

trunk stream with its outlet some-

where near the Vk'estern end of

Hudson Strait—or Hudson Inlet, as

it will have to be called then. All

this is going to make our present-

day maps of North America quite

obsolete, for our continent wrill have

lost its one big inland sea.

The outermost parts of the great

dimple seem to have been erased

aheady, and in the Great Lakes re-

gion slow downbending toward the

southwest is now going on. Whether
this movement is connected with

the ice sheet or has another cause

is not know. But whatever the

cause, the northern shores of On-
tario, Huron, and Superior are

nearly stable, whereas the southern

shores of Superior, Michigan, and

Erie are sinking at a rate of more
than one inch every ten years! This

movement is measured accurately

by Government water-level gauges

and is independent of the rise and

fall of the water surface with which

we began this story. Its effect is to

deepen all southern harbors such

as Chicago, Milwaukee, and Cleve-

land while leaving those in the

north almost unchanged.

If this movement continues, it

will have one remarkable conse-

quence. Unless some land of dam
is built at Chicago, the sinking there

will make Lake Michigan spill over

once more and send its overflow

into the Mississippi River. The
small controlled overflow that al-

ready goes that way through the

canal could in time grow into a

really big river. Whatever water

flows out past Chicago robs Niagara

Falls of an equivalent amount; so

there is plenty of material in the

situation for a big legal argument.
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TO FIIVD

oney

One hundred pounds of it in one tree!

But the thrill of observing the marvelous

creatures that make it may be richer

reward than the golden treasure

By Arthur C. Parsons

PhotoffTaphs by the author

HAVE you ever seen a swarm

of bees pass overhead on a

warm day in the spring—a buzzing,

humming swarm which resembles a

rapidly moving smoke cloud that

soon disappears into the distant

forest? Or have you ever seen a

swarm forming a dense cluster two

or three feet long on the branch

of a tree? Have you wondered

where they came from and where

they are going? Every beekeeper

knows the answers, of course, but

those questions were answered for

me by the bees themselves some

years ago.

One warm afternoon in May, I

was photographing some of the

different types of ferns in a pasture

when I noticed some honeybees

coming and going through a small

hole in a dead black cherry tree.

The hole was only some four feet

above the ground, so I was able to

observe them easily. There were
so few of them tliat it was obvious

that no wild swarm occupied the

tree as yet. Apparently tliey were
merely exploring the possibihties

of the tree as a new home; but at

the same time, they were busily

engaged in removing wood chips,

sawdust, and other debris from the

cavity. A few days later my assump-

tion proved correct. A large swarm
came from a gnarled old cherry

tree about 500 yards away. This

old tree had been occupied for

about 20 years by a swarm of Itahan

bees that had escaped from an

apiary in the neighborhood. Many
people knew of this swarm and had
wanted to cut down the tree to

obtain the honey, but because it

marked the boundary between two
properties, the owners had refused

< Sportsmanship among honey
hunters. The procedure is to

carve one's initials in the bark so

others will know that someone
else discovered it first

A This bee's home is in a hollow tree

near the heart of our nation's capital. But

the serious hunter of wild honey will be

lured into woodlands he might never have

thought of visiting

permission. Now the swarm hov-

ered in the air for some time and

then settled on the Umb of a near-

by maple for about an hour. Taking

flight, it headed in the direction

of the tree in the pasture, and when
I arrived about half an hour later

there was a huge cluster of bees

around the entrance to the hollow.

They prospered there for five years

before bee hunters found and cut

the tree.

What prompted the bees to de-

part from their established home?
When a beehive or bee tree be-

comes too crowded, when there is

not enough space for the bees to

store a sufficient amount of honey

to sustain the colony through the

winter months, the bees provide

a new queen for themselves by
constructing large, more or less

cylindrical "royal cells." The grub

that develops from the egg laid in

such a cell is provided with "royal

jelly," a special food secreted by
the worker bees and fed to the bee

that is to develop into a queen.

When this new queen emerges, the

old queen and part of the swarm
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leave their hive to seek a new home
in a hollow tree or some cavity,

leaving the old home to the new
queen and the brood she will pro-

duce.

Preparing the new home for oc-

cupancy is no easy task. The ex-

plorers who foimd the hollow

merely started the work. The hol-

low must be cleaned out thor-

oughly. All dust and chips must

be removed, cracks must be sealed

against the weather and possible

enemies, and, most important of

aU, new comb must be made at

once for brood and for storage of

honey for the cold months to come.

To make the comb, the bees form

a chain from the top of the ca\'itv'.

Each worker has plates on the un-

derside of her abdomen on which

the wax forms. They scrape the

wax ofiF and use it to build the

comb. So, in a few days, there are

cells in which tlie queen can de-

posit her eggs and in which the

workers can store their honey. If the

season is good, more comb will be

built, for the bees never cease to

work as long as there are flowers

fi-om which to gather nectar and

space in which to store it. When
the comb is first built, it is water-

white in color. With age it becomes

)'ellow and finally dark brown or

black. The same comb is used year

after year, but it does have to be

repaired from time to time.

Hunting wild bees has been a

popular autumn sport in some parts

of the country ever since the colo-

nists brought the first bees and per-

mitted some of them to escape to

the forests. Bee hunters seem to

get the same thrill from locating

a bee tree that hunters do from

bringing down a ten-point buck or

fishermen from landing a fighting

trout or bass. In many cases, too,

a winter's supply of honey for

sweetening has been the incentive

for following the bees to their home
in a hollow tree.

Several methods are used in lo-

cating the forest homes of wild

bees, but probably the most popu-

lar is the use of the bee box. This

is simply a wooden box approxi-

mately the size of a cigar box,

fitted \vith a glass top that shdes in

grooves. A hole about one inch

in diameter is made in one end,

through which the bees can enter

and leave. A sUde is fashioned so

that the hole may be closed if the

hunter wishes to imprison the bees

for a short time. An old piece of

honeycomb about four by six inches

completes the outfit. The bait to

attract the bees is honey or sugar

syrup, which is poured into the

cells of the comb.

On a warm autumn day when
the frosts have stopped the honey

flow and the bees can easily be

attiacted to the bait, the box is

set up on a stump or stand in a

field near the woods. Now a piece

of comb is burned or a few drops

of oil of anise are poured on the

stimip to attract the bees. If there

are any wild bees in the immediate

vicinity, the first one will usually

appear within a few minutes. As

soon as she locates the comb filled

with honey or syrup, she drinks

her fill, rises, circles slowly in order

to locate her home, and then makes

a 'Ijeeline" for it. We need a

quick, sharp eye to follow her Une

of flight. In a few moments she will

return, and in a brief time t\vo or

three of her fellow nectar gatherers

will probably also arrive. We should

have a definite line established

after we have watched them de-

part once more. The next step is

to move the box two or three hun-

dred yards to one side and get

another fine. The tree is located

where the two fines cross.

Sometimes the bees have come
from such a distance that the two

< Honey from an oil well!
The hoard was discovered in

the vertical Samson post of this

abandoned well



lines are not easily distinguished.

It may then be necessary to follow

the bees for some time. So we keep

some of the bees in the box by

means of the glass cover and the

stopper over the hole at one end.

We release the bees at intervals of

a quarter of a mile or so. As we
get closer to the tree, the bees

become more mm:ierous. A hun-

dred or more of them may be fight-

ing for a place on the comb in the

box. A pair of good field glasses

or binoculars is now a help, for

with them we can examine the trees

ahead and possibly locate the en-

trance to the hidden store of honey.

This is a rehable and tested

method of finding a bee tree, but

you will have to use patience at

the beginning. And do not be sur-

prised if you foUow the bees

straight into a farmer's hive. Many
an experienced bee hunter has done

just that.

When the bees are rearing their

brood during the summer months,

some of the members of the colony

assume the duty of water carriers.

They locate the nearest supply of

fresh, clear water, preferably where

there is sand or gravel on which

they can perch while absorbing

their supply of moisture. If you
can find the watering place, find-

ing the tree is easy. Bees are rarely

far from good fresh water, so you

may rest assured that you are near

the tree. One summer I located

four trees just by watching the bees

fly away from roadside springs in

>-An inconspicuous hole the

only sign. Comb extends above

and below the hole in this maple

in western New York State

Virginia and Pennsylvania. All four

trees were visible from the high-

way.

The third method of finding wild

bees might be termed the acci-

dental method. For example, last

summer I located five swarms while

driving along the highways of

western New York and northern

Pennsylvania. One was in a sugar

maple, one in a white pine, one in

a hemlock, one in a locust, and

one in the partition of an unused

barn. Old bee hunters say, "Always

look for wild bees in a maple; they

hollow out easier," but they may
locate in any kind of tree if the

cavity is large enough. I examined

the swarm in the building by

gently prying loose a board on the

inside. The combs were almost

white, showing that the bees had

moved in that spring; and they

were almost filled with honey, al-

though the goldenrod flow had not

yet started. I put the board back

without removing any of the honey

or further disturbing the bees. At

other times I have accidentally

found wild bees while wandering

through the woods in search of pic-

tures of plants or animals.

Perhaps I have used the word
"tree" too loosely in the preceding

paragraphs, for wild bees will make
their homes in the most unexpected

V "',*''

places. Any cavity large enough

to hold a sufficient amount of honey

for the winter will be utilized. One
swaim moved into a chimney dur-

ing the warm months and was not

discovered until the first fires were

lighted in late October, when a

rain of dead bees fell into the fire-

place, along with a steady drip of

sticky honey. Another swarm has

occupied the six-inch pipe of a

gas well derrick in Pennsylvania

for some years. Soundings are said

to show that the comb ex-tends

some 20 feet down the pipe. Need
I say that the employees chmb that

derrick only during cold or rainy

weather? We have found them in

the Samson post of an oil well,

between the studding in buildings,

in an abandoned box trap once

used to catch rabbits, in stumps

and logs, and between the shutter

and window of a hunting camp.

The latter made a perfect observa-

tion hive. A swarm in Washington

moved into a hollow metal post

supporting a fire alarai box, and

another was said to occupy the
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< A DEAD WILD CHERRY tree that yielded

40 pounds of honey and comb. No
tree should be felled without the
owner's permission and a reasonable
share of the honey. Many leave the bees
to starve. These were hived and kept
over the winter as they should be

'' One of the combs has just been re-

moved, and the hunters are scraping the

bees and wood chips from it. The bees

from this hive are now working for a

farmer

forearm of a statue in Richmond.
Still another swarm chose the

drawer of a bureau that had been
left on the porch of a Marvdand
farmhouse. One more swarm in

Marv'land could not find a hollow,

so it built its comb outside against

a tree trunk. Wild bees, then, are

like gold—"It's where you find them
that counts, not where vou look

for them."

Wild bee hunters are somewhat
like fishermen in that they often

tend to exaggerate their catch.

Rarely does a bee tree -vleld less

than "a washtub full of honev." You
hear of "half a dozen buckets and
a dishpan full" or "all the pans we
had in the house and then some"
or "more than a hundred pounds."

Actually, the amount of honey de-

pends upon several factors—the size

of the cavity, the strength of the

swarm, the number of years the

bees have inhabited the tree, and
the weather during recent seasons.

When the swarm moves in, the

bees have to build comb, and be-

tsveen seven and twenty pounds of

honey are said to be necessary to

make one pound of comb. Thus
if a small swarm moves in late in

the season, some comb will be
made, but there will probably not

be time enough before frost to fiU

that comb with honey. The bees,

of course, will starve during the

winter. I have seen trees cut that

had comb but no honey, and I

have seen others that had 100

poimds by actual weight. The av-

erage yield is about 40 pounds.

However, an apiculturist with the

United States Department of Agri-

culture informed me that there are

i88

records of trees yielding several

hundreds of pounds.

The quahty and ty^pe of %vild

honey will vary considerably ac-

cording to location, chmate, and
the nximber of years the bees have
occupied the tree. Usually bees are

temporarily constant to a single

species of flower, but each comb
may contain a mixture of apple,

wild cherr)-, tuhp, basswood, clo-

ver, buckwheat, goldenrod, and
many other flavors depending upon
the part of the country in which
it is found. The new comb will

vary from water-white to Hght yel-

low, and the old comb wiU be black

and tough. The comb is usually

broken open when the tree is feUed,

so that the honey is mixed with

brood, dead bees, sawdust, chips,

and dust. Consequently, it has to

be strained before it can be eaten.

Nevertheless, many people Hke the

mixed flavor—so many, in fact, that

some bee himters make a business

of selling the product in small jars

at fancy prices. Personally, I Hke

one flavor at a time, and I prefer

that in comb honey taken from a

professional beekeeper's hives.

The honey is usually strained by
placing the crushed combs in a

muslin bag and hanging it above

the kitchen stove. The heat melts

the wax capping of the cells, and

the honey drips through the bag,

straining out whatever foreign mat-

ter there may be in the comb. The
beeswax is also preserved, either to

be sold or to be used for water-

proofing footwear, to make flatirons

ghde more smoothly, or to use on

thread.

Any beekeeper can tell vou that

his charges require constant atten-

tion. He must protect them from

rodents, larger animals, and dis-

eases such as American or Euro-

pean foul brood, which can deci-

mate a colony in a short time. Be-

cause wild bees do not enjoy that

protection their chances of stu-vival

are proportionately less. Death of

or injury to the queen may cause

the colony to die out. Foul brood

is always a danger. In fact, many
commercial beekeepers advocate

the destruction of wild bees be-

cause they cannot be controlled and

may serve as a source of infection.

However, surveys have indicated

that there is no more than one or

two per cent infection among wild

bees. I have never found foul

brood in a bee tree, but I do know
of one infected swarm taken from

a church steeple in Maryland.

Mice, rats, and squirrels will dis-

turb the bees if they can gain en-
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trance to the honey combs. One
swarm between the partitions of a

barn was raided so often by rats

that it finally left. The rats gnawed

the combs so that there was a con-

stant smear of honey on the boards.

Some of the larger animals, espe-

cially bears and skunks, are destruc-

tive to wild bees. The bear's liking

for honey is well known; it will risk

almost anything to get at a store

of sweets. I found one swarm of

wild bees in an old white pine

stump, but when I returned to

examine it, there was nothing but

sphnters, broken comb, and angry

bees buzzing around. The bears

had found it and had eaten all the

honey. On one occasion I watched

a bear attempt to break into a

gnarled old maple that had long

been the home of a swarm. He
was clinging to the tree with three

legs and trying to claw an opening

into the store of honey with his free

paw. Every moment or so he threw

his head back and wiped the bees

from his vulnerable nose. The
bear's fur is so thick that the bees

cannot penetrate to the skin, but

his nose is tender. Finally he gave

up and backed down the tree. Then
he looked up at the branches in

utter disgust and ambled away
through the timber.

Skunks will disturb bees if the

entrance to the tree is low enough

for them to reach it. One swarm
of bees was entering an old white

pine about two feet above the

ground. One evening I saw a skunk

approach the tree and scratch

around the knothole. Immediately

the bees boiled out to repel the

intruder, but he stood his ground.

When he had several bees in his

fur, he calmly began to pick them
out with his teeth. Apparently the

skunks like the acid taste of the

honeybee.

The chief enemy of wild bees,

as of other wild things, is man with

his ax and saw. All too often he

cuts the tree to obtain the honey

and then burns the bees to pre-

vent their coming to his bee box

when he hunts further. Sometimes

he kills the bees with sulphur

smoke before he attempts to open

the tree. That procedure saves him

a few stings, but it may scent the

honey. He may cut a block out

of a tree early in the summer, re-

move what honey there is, and then

leave the tree open to invasion by

other enemies. These practices, of

comrse, reduce the number of bees,

which supplement the activities of

our native bees in fertiHzing so

many of our domestic wild flowers

and trees.

Some years ago almost every

farmer had a hive or two of bees

tucked away in the corner of the

orchard. The bees helped to fer-

tihze the blossoms of his fruit trees

and other crops, and the sale of

honey added a few dollars to his

cash income. Because farm labor

is so scarce or because mechaniza-

tion has made so many one-crop

farms, the bees have to some ex-

tent been given up. Commercial

beekeeping on a large scale has,

it is true, increased for some years,

but here, too, a sHght decrease was

noted in 1948. Wild bees, on the

other hand, seem to be increasing

somewhat where second growth

timber has become large enough

to harbor them. I suspect that a

census of wild bees would show
that they are far more numerous

than we have ever imagined. For

example, I set up a bee box in my
back yard in a residential section

of Washington, D. C, and within

an hour bees from four different

swarms were carrying the honey

bait away. It might be thought that

they came from bee enthusiasts in

the city or from outlying rural dis-

tricts, because bees will travel sev-

eral miles from their nest. But two

of the bee trees were located in

the vicinity of the zoo, a third was
back of a famous hotel, and the

fourth, we beheve, was near the

estate of a legation, although it

was not located exactly because

cold weather caused the bees to

cease working. If there are four

trees in this vicinity, there must be

many more in the parks and neai-

by woods of Marvland and Vir-

ginia.

Since bees are so essential to the

fertilization of our agricultural and

forest crops and since the bees are

disappearing more and more from

our small farms, I beheve that we
should use greater judgment in the

cutting of bee trees. If we must

cut the tree to see how much honey

is inside, at least let us hive the

bees and feed them through the

winter so that they may work for

us during the follovdng summers.

Whenever bees are killed or left

to starve there will be two swarms

less next year, for each one would

have divided at least once. If the

tree in which the bees hve is a

good sohd one except for the hol-

low limb containing the comb, or

if the tree marks a corner or bound-

ary between farms, leave it as a

source of supply of other swarms.

We will profit in the end through

better crops and flowers.

All too frequently the bee hunter

looks upon a bee tree as his own
private property regardless of who
the real owner may be. I know of

at least two fine maple trees that

were cut on the property of a water

company. That property is also a

state game preserve, and both the

state and the water company had

"No Trespassing" signs attached to

the wire fence surrounding it. Ap-

parently there are some people who
cannot read, especially on a dark

Saturday night in October. The
trees were left to rot while the bees

were left to starve. No bee tree

should be cut without the permis-

sion of the owner, and he should be

given some choice combs for his

kindness.

Sometimes when the bee hunter

finds a nest that has not yet reached

its peak of honey production, he

will "stake his claim" by marking

the tree so that other hunters will

know of his prior discovery. It is

interesting that certain Indians in

Paraguay and Mexico are also

known to use property marks in the

same way to estabfish their right

to wild honey, as mentioned by

Herbert F. Schwarz in his recent

monograph on stingless bees.

"To the farmer the honeybee is

worth fifty times the honey she

produces," someone has said. Let

us protect the wild bees, or, if you

wish to eat wild honey, at least

preserve the bees in a hive. That

is only common sense.
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FISHES By Edward Dembitz

PART I. In this puzzle you are given a set of definitions, each
with a set of blank spaces, and a diagram to be filled in. Each
definition is a clue to a word whose letters you are to insert in
the blank spaces preceding the definition. These words appear
in recent issues of Natural History Magazine.

22 16 12

22 13 2S 20

24 15 10

"~ Mossy area—a source of fuel, and some-
^^ times used as a refrigerator (2 words)

~— Plant ivhose leaves form exclusive diet
* of Great Spangled Fritillary caterpillar

— Genus of ostrich-like birds that lived
'* in Wyoming about 50 million years ago

— Roman naturalist (a.d. 23-79) who gave
25 many plants their present names

14 19 13

— — — — A kind of fly whose larva is the chief
'5 '^ '5 18 enemy of the monarch butterfly

— — — — Material laid down in oyster farms as
" 5 7 6 points of attachment for spat

— — — — Dynasty during which Chinese domesti-
2 1 10 23 cated the goldfish

— — — — One of the simplest known animals,
12 9 16 17 named from the Greek ''to change'*

— — — — Widespread genus of herbs; also called
17 the speedwells because of their brief

blooming

— A reptile. One letter keeps it from being
^ a harmless mammal that everyone fears

— Given name of Swedish engineer lost in
lO arctic balloon flight in 1897

10 15 21

24 12 20 12

PART II. When you have filled in all the letters above, trans-

fer them to the proper numbers in the boxes in the diagram below.

When the diagram is com-

pleted you will have a word
maze which contains at least

31 names of FISHES of the

world. To find one of these

fishes, begin with a letter

and move from space to ad-

joining space in any direction,

including diagonally, until the

name is spelled out. You are

not permitted to form
double letters by jumping
up and down on the same
square.

Copyright 1949

By Edward Dembits

THREE PRIZES. The three contestants submitting the largest num-
ber of names of fishes fitting this puzzle will each receive an autographed
copy of North American Game Fishes by Francesca La Monte, a well-

knoivn handbook published by Doubleday, Doran and Company,
Names of fishes must appear in bold-faced type in the tjiain A-Z

section of Webster's New International Dictionary

—

1948 (unabridged)
in order to be eligible. Names in bold-faced type below the line at the

bottom of the page are allowable. Different names for the same fish

will be accepted. So will variants, alternative spellings, and scientific or

technical names, providing they appear in bold-faced type. Flagrant

disregard of the rules will disqualify a contestant.

In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded.
Entries must be postmarked on or before May 1 and be received by

May 6, 1949.

Winners and their scores will be published in Natural History for

June 1949.

The contest is open to everyone except employees of the American Museum and
the Doubleday Company and their families.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25
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THE MAN WHO GRABBED A
SHOOTING STAR

Cantimied iroyn page 167

interested spectators, too: the huge

meteorite was a prize plum for the

lucky museum that could first con-

clude a deal with the owner. But

—who was the owner?

The lawyers for the iron company

discovered at this point, with mucli

satisfaction, that a similar case had

been tried in Iowa in 1890. A zeal-

ous Iowa professor had rushed in

and bought a meteorite stone—

a

small one—that fell in a field. He
bought it, unfortunately, from the

man who dug it up and not from

the man who owned the land where

it fell. The Iowa court ruled that the

meteorite was -part of the land.

This made things look very bad

for Hughes, since courts are notori-

ously respectful of established

precedent. But Hughes' lawyers

were not done fighting.

No one had seen the giant Ore-

gon meteorite fall; no one knew
how long it had lain in the wet

forest, but obviously it had been

there for quite a while. Hughes'

lawyers simply argued that the

great chunk of iron was an Indian

rehc. They brought forward Indian

witnesses who testified that the

meteorite had been worshipped

and looked after and generally

treated with the respect that white

men accord important personal

property. And Indian relics, by es-

tabhshed law, are discarded per-

sonal property and belong to the

person who finds them.

It was a good argument, good

enough to give the opposing coun-

sel a bad time until the verdict was
announced. But again Hughes lost

the decision. His own industiy and
intelligence in moving the mete-

orite had cost him the case. The
court ruled that if a white man,
enjoying the mechanical resources

of civilization, had had that much
trouble moving the thing, the In-

dians could never have moved it

and made it their personal posses-

sion, and so it must have remained

a part of the land!

While the legal tug-of-war was
in progress, the American Museum
of Natural History, eager to acquire

the scientific ti^easure, opened ne-

gotiations vdth both Hughes and

the Oregon Iron and Steel Co.

When the Court decided in favor

of the Company (on July 17, 1905),

negotiations continued with the

estabhshed owner, and after a half

year of offers and counter-offers,

the Museum finally purchased the

meteorite for $20,600. Today it rests

on display at the Hayden Plane-

tariimi.

Legally, in the United States,

meteorites now belong to the per-

son upon whose land they fall. But

the skill and daring of Elhs Hughes
stiU excite occasional doubts in ad-

miring legal minds. For old cases

have lately been found in Europe

in which the courts held that

meteorites could not possibly be

part of the land but belonged to

the first finder!

Perhaps someday the situation in

America may be changed by legis-

lation. The scientists who specialize

in shooting stars would Uke to see

all meteorites become pubHc prop-

erty, with the finders hberally re-

warded. Meteorites are that rare—

and that important to science.

Winners of the W^estem Hemisphere Bird Cryptomaze
in the February issue of Natural History: The three contestants sub-

mitting the highest number of birds listed in the main section (A-Z) of

Webster's New International Dictionary—1948 (unabridged), in accord-

ance with the rules of the contest, are: Dr. Henry S. Rich, Bronx, N. Y.
—44 birds; Richard G. Beidleman, Fort Collins, Colorado—39 birds;

Al Anthony Mantovi, Staten Island, New York—33 birds. Each of these

winners has received an autographed copy of the Audubon Bird Guide—
Eastern Land Birds by Richard H. Pough, published by Doubleday and
Company.
Technical or scientific names of birds were counted only if they

appeared in bold-faced type. Scientific opinion favored the inclusion of

Hawaiian birds as being of the Western Hemisphere but not birds from
regions west of there. Variant spellings of the same name were not counted,
but different names for the same bird were. In a two-word name it was
not permitted to use two points of departure.

AMONG THE TURKANA
Continued from page 159

the dance that was readily imder-
standable to us. At first it consisted

mostly of jumping and chanting,

the men bobbing stifBy up and
down and alternating their jumps
with those of the women who faced
them in hne. The monotonous
chanting would continue for a time
and then die down into compara-
tive silence, after which it would
begin again. The dancers did not

confine themselves to this pattern

exclusively, however. Presently they

began their Elephant Dance, which
must have originated long ago, for

elephants are no longer found in

this region. In it, the men formed
a curving hne, each waving one
arm in sinuous imitation of an ele-

phant's trunk. Now and then, in the

more active periods of the dance,

the men—who alone took part in this

movement—rushed at the women,
who surrounded them, laughing

and swaying; and then everyone

would shout excitedly. As the

women moved about the men, they

coquettishly flipped up their goat-

skin aprons in the men's faces. The
children ran and jumped beside

the dancers, but no attention was
paid to them, and they came to no
harm.

Neither did the dancers cease

their now almost continuous rhyth-

mic jumping nor offer objection

when Mr. Whitehouse took us di-

rectly in among them for a close-up.

Actually, they pushed one another

aside so that we could see into the

middle of the circle, which had
then been formed by the dancers

holding hands. The performance

seemed to be some odd version of

our own children's game, "Farmer
in the Dell." A man, stamping,

jumping, and darting about in the

ring, would choose a woman and

pull her in beside him. She, in turn,

dancing about, would grab a male

partner to the accompaniment of

much yeUing and laughing as they

all pushed one another about.

Though aU appeared to be violently

excited by that time, the Turkana

remained both polite and consider-

ate as far as we were concerned,

and we enjoyed the fun.
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As darkness fell, the dance grew

wilder and began to take on such

erotic characteristics that Mr.

\Vhitehouse tactfully suggested it

might be best to return to his house.

There, after a late dinner, we
climbed the stairs to the flat roof

where we could relax in comfort-

able deck chairs. From this vantage

point we looked off across the

desert-like country, so fascinating

in the strangely white equatorial

moonlight. We talked of these peo-

ple, now so friendly, once so war-

Like. Off in the distance, with their

fires still glo\\"ing redlv through the

night, the Turkana were going on

with their dancing and shouting.

And even when we had thanked

our host and returned to camp, the

dance continued. As we fell asleep

we could still hear the faint and

rh\thmic native cadences.

Throughout the length and

breadth of Africa the forces of civi-

hzation are constantly at work,

changing the ways and ideas of

the natives. But in northwestern

Kenya the Turkana see httle of

these changes, and they are decid-

edly resistant to such forces as have

come from bevond their own bor-

ders. They seem likely to retain

their habits and customs longer

than manv other tribes; yet, in time,

no doubt even they will change.

The material collected by our ex-

pedition and brought back to the

-American Museum of Natural His-

tory shows a cross section of the Hfe

of the Turkana of today, and in

\-iew of the inevitable alterations

the years must bring, we beheve

the collection will become increas-

ingly valuable. And we know that

the experience of \dsiting the

Turkana was a pri\'ilege w-e shall

never forget.

DISCO\'ERING NEW ZEALAND
Continued from page 179

ried back with them to camp. We
worked the clay till it was malle-

able and then pressed the leaves to

be molded dowTQ onto it so that all

the contours were in natiural form.

Little walls of clay were shaped

around the edges to hold the plaster

we poured on the leaves. We made
it of the consistency of fudge frost-

ing when you spread it. "When firm,

we did the same thing to the other

side of each leaf. Bob had not made
such molds for 40 years, and I had

never made them, but they came

out well for use bv the preparators

at home.

There were long Hsts of last

things to do. I sewed up samples of

the beach in cheesecloth—driftwood

and all. We laid burlap bags on the

forest floor and filled them with

dead leaves and twigs and debris.

Think of the meticulous care put

into the creation of a museum
habitat group, sending stones and

dead leaves half around the world!

Bob cut bundles of sedge, and I

tore fibers off flax leaves to tie them

with. We caught the final pictures-

red berries of the supplejack, red

leaves of the pepper bush.We clam-

bered over the rough track for the

last time, the supplejack h\ing up to

its Maori name, tataramoa, which

means something Hke trip-up-moa.

Once I reached my hand to a tree

trunk for support and was pricked

b\' thorny lawyer. Near the camp,

the track was smooth. Such beaut}-

of gray-lichened trunks—grav war-

blers passing—bellbirds calling.

Such hurt always to be leaving what

one has loved so much.

Yet there were compensations!

\^'e left our itching, too! There are

se\'eral itchv insects in New Zea-

land. You think you are relaxed and

have mental contiol of such an ab-

surd torture, when whiz!—a wave
of it sweeps over you and all your

nerves are taut. Insect repellent

should come in gallons, not in

ounces.

The last sketch was made and

the last picture taken. The last care-

ful package was ready. "Tikinui"

came.

But we had no rata. We cotild

see the scarlet bloom on the eastern

mountains, but no one had been

able to get at it for us.

As we walked up the Te Kinga

road, all the townsfolk greeted us

by name, and a child ran out and

gave us flaming rata flowers. The
Group holds everjiidng you need

to see to know New Zealand as it

w^as before men invaded its primi-

tive perfection with their thought-

lessness.

CONSERVATION
Continued from page 146

the problem presented by the private

holdings that lie scattered within some

of our finest National Parks. The Park

Service has no control over the uses to

which the private owners of these lands

may put them, no matter how out of

keeping these uses may be with the char-

acter of the surrounding park land. This

year the Department of the Interior

budget contains an appropriation of only

SSOO.OOO for this purpose. At this rate

it will take over 65 years to buy up

these lands at present prices. Every year

the value of the lands increases, and

delay oiJy increases the ultimate cost.

In view of the millions of people who
\Tsit our National Parks armually,

$5,000,000 a year would be a much more

reasonable amount to appropriate at this

time.

These are on]\' a few examples of the

way consenation interests are being

short-changed year after year. If you

think conser\-ation problems should be

given more consideration, it is up to

you to let your Congressman know at

once how you feel, and in this case it

would be ad\"isable also to send a copy

of your letter to The Honorable Clarence

Cannon, Chairmjm of the Appropriations

Committee of the House of Representa-

tives.

Another example of our permy-wise,

poimd-foolish policy comes from the

field of research. Congress years ago au-

thorized a research vessel for the Fish

and Wildlife Service, to enable it to start

filling in the enormous gaps in our knowl-

edge of our marine fishery resources.

After Congress failed for five years to

make good on this authorization, a pri-

vaie corporation finally gave a research

vessel, the "Albatross IH," to the govern-

ment, and now it is King idle for an

appreciable part of each fiscal year be-

cause of inadequate appropriations for

its maintenance. When one realizes that

many foreign governments are support-

ing several such research ^'essels and

that the problems they are concerned

with are %ital to the future of a resource

that is yielding many miUions of dollars

worth of food annually, the shortsighted-

ness of such economies is quite ob\ious.

There is little doubt but that the research

that this vessel couJd carrj' on during

the months when it is King idle would
pay for itself many times o\'er through

increased \ields based on better fishing

practices.

RiCHAKD H. POUGH,

Curator, Conservation and Use

of Natural Resources,

American Museum of Natural History.
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LETTERS
Armadillos on the Increase

Sirs:

I am much interested in the letter

regarding the spread of die armadillo in

Florida in last month's Natural History.

I took a Kodaclirome picture of an

armadillo in Melbourne, Florida, in Jan-

uary, 1939. At that time it was rare and

considered a curiosity. This January and

February I saw two dead ones on tlie high-

way near Lake Washington and one about

twelve miles west of Melbourne, also one

alive on Merritt's Island. Friends have re-

ported seeing them within one to three

miles of Melbourne in different directions.

No doubt about an increase in the past

ten years.

J.
M. HOLLISTER.

Melbourne, Fla.

Sirs:

Baby Snails

My sister has a five-gallon aquarium in

which she keeps three goldfish and a fresh-

water mussel. On February 26, she bought

a snail, which five days later presented us

with eleven babies. The next day there

were six more, and on March 5, three,

making a total of twenty. Each was born

complete with shell and was about the

size of a small pea.

The only book I could find has an illus-

tration of a snail similar to ours and calls

it a Japanese snail. The book says that the

snail may be either male or female and
that the female, once impregnated, seems

to remain fertile for the rest of her life . . .

Could you tell me more about their re-

productive habits?

Ann Trainor.

Elkhart, Ind.

A The Nini:-kayed Starfish Luidia seiiegahnsh. This is the most easily

recognized starfish of the West Indies, because nine is such an unusual num-

ber for a sea-star. This individual is growing a new arm to replace one that

was lost. In life, it is a bluish or greenish gray. Photograph by Hugo H.

Schroder

The following information is offered by

Dr. Libbie Hyman, of the American Mu-
seum's Department of Fishes and Aquatic

Biology:

Nearly all fresh-water snails have both

male and female reproductive organs in

the same individual, but some do not.

Those that do not, usually have a little

round shell on top of the foot, which they

use to close the opening of the shell when
they withdraw within it. If a snail has this

so-called operculum, then, it is one of tlie

kind that is either male or female (dioe-

cious ) but not both ( hermapliroditic ) . In

many cases, it is not possible to tell

N O T I C E—Readers are encour-
aged to submit their own pho-
tographs of natural history
subjects. Those selected for pub-
lication on these pages will be
paid for at $3.00 each, with full

credit to the photographer. Re-
turn postage must be included.

whether one of these dioecious snails is a

male or a female. In other cases, the male

has a very obvious male organ protruding

on one side, shordy behind the head.

If Miss Trainor actually has what is

called the Japanese snail, belonging to the

genus Viviparus, the males can be distin-

guished by the right tentacle, which is

short and thick. Apparently this difference

can be detected even in newly hatched

snails. Also, the male does not grow as

large as the female.

It is said that mating occurs only once

in the life of the Japanese snail, so that

all of the young are the result of tliis mat-

ing. They are produced once a year, in

spring or early summer, but it is usual for

those of one batch to come in installments,

as Miss Trainor reports.

This snail has what serves as a brood

pouch in the space between its body and

the mantle. (The mantle is the skin that

lines the part of the shell that is free from

the animal's body. ) In this space the fe-

male lays its eggs, and they develop there

to the point of being small snails. The
presence of these young can be seen in

mature females, thus providing another

way of distinguishing the sexes, though it

is only applicable, of course, to sexually

mature individuals.

Most all snails have a courting behavior

similar to that described in Natxiral His-

tory for February, 1947. They usually

don't hang on threads as that one did, but

otherwise the behavior is much the same.

Although hermaphroditic snails can ferti-

lize tliemselves, they mate just the same

as dioecious ones do. In fact, the article

in Natural History was about a her-

maphroditic snail.

Junior to Senior
Sirs:

I would like to compliment you on the

different and unusual subject matter that

has appeared on your magazine covers,

such as the January, 1949, issue.

I have never seen this magazine before.

In grade school we had the Junior Natural
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History Magazine, which we enjoyed very

much.

Your Magazine is one of the most inter-

esting and factual (without being dull)

that I have ever read.

Eleanor Hall.

Barberton, O.

Prints Can. Be Bought
Sirs:

I am receiving Natural History Mag-
azine and like it very much.

In your March number, on pages 104

and 110, you have two very nice African

wildlife pictures. Is there any way that

I can buy the two pictures? I would

like to have them as big as the whole

page.

... I am from South Africa myself,

although it has been 45 years since I

was there.

H. Leyer.

Seward, Alaska

A photographic print or enlargement

of almost any illustration appearing in

Natural History Magazine with the

credit hne "AMNH photo" can be pur-

chased through the Photographic Divi-

sion of the American Museum, provided

it is for personal use. Copies of photo-

graphs otherwise credited cannot be pro-

cured. The prices range from 25^ for a

4x5 print to $17.50 for a 30 x 40 en-

largement, vrith many intermediate sizes.

A price list can be obtained by vsrriting

to the Photographic Division.

Many persons find these enlargements

attractive as Christmas gifts or birthday

presents. There are additional charges

for mounted enlargements and also for

photographs that are to be used for

reproduction. We cannot undertake to

provide prints of illustrations not credited

"AMNH photo."—Ed.

Adventures in Space
in the Planetariuwn

What problems confront those who
would explore the realms of interplanetary

space? What do we know of conditions

that exist in the upper reaches of the at-

mosphere and beyond? These are ques-

tions that will be seriously considered in

the Hayden Planetarium during May.

Visitors to the Theater of the Stars will

hear about the latest developments in

rocket propulsion and the many problems

of navigation in space beyond the earth.

The possibility of a man-made sateUite

win be considered in all its phases.

At the same time, the lecturer wiU dis-

cuss the latest information concerning the

moon and the planets, with special em-

phasis on the physical conditions they

exhibit.
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A Porpoise jumping for food in one of the stockade-pools at the

Lerner Marine Laboratory at Bimini
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the esteem of all who see them, hut they represent a dying art

Tracks in Desert Dunes Raymond B. Cowles

Delicate patterns in the sand are the signatures of a host of

desert creatures
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Morden 213

From a unique inn tucked high in the branches of a wild fig

tree, a panorama of African wildlife can be observed while

you enjoy the comforts of home
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A region rich in the remains of prehistoric animals and

entrancing in its spacious scenic grandeur
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Its wood, if seasoned, ranks among our hardest and most

specialized in use; the fruit, if ripe, is among our softest and

most delicious
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Exploration in one of tlie least known sections of Canada,

wliere the timber meets the tundra
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The snowy plover is a distinguished camouflage artist and
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
This photograph of Chief Hind Bull

was made at tlie annual Sun Dance near
"Stand-Off," at a place called Belly
Buttes, in Alberta, Canada. Chief Hind
Bull is wearing a typical war bonnet of

the Blood Tribe, made of eagle feathers

and tipped with horsehair. This spectacu-
lar headdress originated in this area
among the division of Indians known as

the Plains Indians. Only since the coming
of the white man has the feather bonnet
become symbohc, in the popular mind,

with Indians in general. Chief Hind Bull

was dressed for his Medicine Pipe Dance,
a part of the greater Sun Dance Cere-
monial. It was said tliat he gave away 22
horses and many other gifts on this occa-

sion. He is one of a number of so-called

Minor Chiefs of the Blood Tribe, the

Principal Chief being Chief Shot-Both-

Sides.

In western Canada, Indian reservations

are known as Reserves. The Blood Re-

serve of 356,000 acres is the largest in

Canada. The Blackfoot Confederacy in-

cludes, besides the Blood, the South and

North Piegans and the Northern Black-

foot tribes.

The photograph was taken by the late

Dr. Clyde Fisher,
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NATURAL HISTORY FIELDBOOK • TENETEHARA INDIANS

FISH COOKERY • COUNCIL FIRES • TOTEM POLES

The TENETEHARA
INDIANS OF BRAZIL

by Charles Wagley
and Eduardo Galvao

Columbia University Press, $3.75

200 pp., 12 plates, 1 map

AS exploration and colonization con-
^^*- tinue in Brazil's jungle-covered hin-

terland, it has been the fate of most primi-

tive Indian societies to collapse before the

impact of modern civilization. The Tene-

tehara Indians of northeastern Brazil, how-
ever, have been in contact with outside

cultures for three centuries and yet have

managed to adjust to changing conditions.

Living an essentially aboriginal existence

in the Amazonian rain forests, and witlrout

any understanding of commerce, they now
operate within the world commercial sys-

tem and are affected by market fluctua-

tions in London and New York.

The Tenetehara's adjustment to a chang-

ing world is the subject of this fascinating

and thoroughly readable book, the prod-

uct of a happy collaboration between a

"Every bird lover will revel in

these pictures, both verbal and
photofirapliic, of some of the

most brilliant and spectacular

birdlife on our continent."

—The N. Y. Times Book Review

FLIGHT INTO
SUNSHINE

By Helen G. Cruieksliank

Photography by Allan Criiicksliank

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY $5.00

North American and a Brazilian antln'O-

pologist. The presentation of Tenetehara

culture is balanced and full, and the work-

ings of the society are explained clearly

in terms of vivid anecdotes.

Although the essential core of Tene-

tehara culture remains aboriginal, much
has been modified tlirough contact first

with the Portuguese and later witli rural

Brazilians. The resulting changes in eco-

nomics, social organization, rehgion, and

folklore are traced with skill, and nu-

merous comparisons are made to related,

but less acculturated, Tupi-Guarani speak-

ing tribes.

The authors show how minor changes,

once accepted, may set up a "chain re-

action" tliToughout the fabric of a culture.

Thus the Tenetehara first acquired a taste

for manufactured goods. Subsequently

their economy was modified from one of

subsistence to one of production in order

to obtain trade articles. Today native cere-

monials are being abandoned because cur-

rent economic conditions simply do not

allow the Indians the time to perform

them. Having swallowed tlie initial bait—

and in view of increasing pressure from

without—it is only a question of time, the

authors believe, before the Tenetehara

become rural Brazilians.

Harry TscHOPnc, Jr.

FlELDBOOK OF
NATURAL HISTORY

- by E. Laurence Palmer

Whittlesey House, $7.00

664 pp., over 2000 illusts.

A DIRECT result of more than a third

'^ of a century of teaching field natural

history is this encyclopedic work of Cor-

nell University's Professor of Nature and

Science Education. It is one of the most

comprehensive one-volume field guides in

natural history available today. Over two

thousand subjects are included in this

handy reference, each illustrated with a

drawing or photograph and each provided

with a description for identification, as

well as data on range and relationships,

life history, ecology, and economic impor-

tance. There are five major sections, deal-

ing with stars, tire solar system, the min-

eral kingdom, the plant kingdom, and the

animal kingdom.

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS
Old, Rare and Out of Print

CATALOGUES ISSUED
INQUIRIES' SOLICITED

JOHN JOHNSON
Box 248 Mt. Vernon, N, Y.

jj-unjrijiiruruj-urLr

A land that has known glory

and despair —

bt4t never

disgrace

PARAGUAY:
An Informal History

by Harris Gaylord

Warren

ACOMPREHENSIVE, one-
. volume survey of four bloody

centuries in the "Little Giant" of

South America. Here are the social,

political, and economic factors that

have entered into Paraguay's de-

velopment—from its discovery and
the Spanish conquest to the violent

present. With accuracy and sim-

plicity, the book presents a vivid

picture of a strange land: the

ancient plants and animals, fan-

tastic creations of a capricious na-

ture; the Guarani, fierce in war
and cruel to their enemies; the

battles, revolutions and wars that

molded the land of today. Here,

too, are the many personalities

vitally linked with Paraguay's
story: Charles Ames Washburn,
United States minister during the

War of the Triple Alliance; the

peaceful and honest Ayala; Mori-

nigo who aided Axis spies.

An important book for archaeolo-

gists, sociologists, historians —
everyone who wants a better un-

derstanding of a country at the

diplomatic crossroads of South
America, a country whose future

is still uncertain—but whose pres-

ent again breathes revolution.

Il/iislraleil, mitps, S5.00

ECUADOR AND THE

GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS
by Victor Wolfgang Von Hogen,

author of MAYA BXPLORER

AN informal book
that gives a fasci-

nating insight into an
unknown, mysterious
and "schizophrenic"
land — from the great
heroes of the past to

the people of modern
Ecuador.

Illnslratcd, S3. 7 5
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Percy A. Morris

DON'T believe ever\-thing you hear about
snakes. This book ^ives some interesting
and surprising facts about them, show-
ing how useful manv of them are. It also
shows how to tell one kind from another.
and how to catch the harmless ones for
pets, if you like. Here, too. is informa-
tion about our few poisonous snakes

—

including flrst-aid for snake bite. A fine

introduction to the world of reptiles.

Girls, too, will have a kindly feeling for fhe
creatures after reading this book—see what
others say

"This revieioer is certain that it will

appeal jitst as strongly to the girls, not
to mention their elders of both sexes."

Saturday Re*-iew of Literature

"This fascinating account of many spe-
cies of sjuzkes shonld . . . do much to
dispel the usual female fear of this mem-
ber of the reptile family"
The World in Books

62 excellent illustrations, S3.00

ROCHS and RIViRS
OF AMERICA • Ellis W. Shuler

The things a man should know about
the earth he Uves on, engagingly pre-
sented by a well known geologist. Lifting
the science from its shell of technical lan-
guage, the author brings you its full scope
and wonder. He explains the origin of
earth formations from the soil beneath
our feet to unusual sights throughout
America especially worth seeing—our fa-
mous springs, caves, lakes, waterfalls,
canyons, and mountains. . . . Many fine
photographs, plus a fe^r hints on taking
good scenic shots yourself. S4.00

The Green Earth
Harold W. Ricketf. A charming invitation
to the layman to explore the colorful
world of plants. Discussing both their
practical side—structure, growth and
purpose—and their beauties, the author
shows how man depends on plants for
sur\-ival itself. Large, clear drawings
show the plant world as it looks through
the botanist's microscope. S3.50

Introducing Insects
James G. Needham. A delightful way to
become acquainted w^ith the common in-
sects. Covers a wealth of useful infor-
mation for grown-ups and youngsters.
"As lively as the subjects thereof/'

Science News Letler. S1.73

The Seashore Parade
Muriel L. Guberlet. Vacations at the shore
will mean more to 7 to 12-year olds
when they have read this charming book.
Interesting- as fiction is the colorful in-
formation about plants and animals of
.shore and sea. Illustrated in color and
black and white. S2.00

5-DAY EXAMINATION PRIVILEGE

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
15 East 26th Street, New York 10, N. Y.

SE.VD ME the books checked. After 3 days
will either remit foil price plus delivery
return the volames. (We pay delivery t

prepaid orders^—same return privilege.)

G Boy's Book of Snakes, ,1/orrts S3.(

a Rocks and Rivers of .America. Shuler 4.<

n The Green Earth, Rieketl 3.c

D Introdocing Insects, Needham 1.:

D Seashore Parade, Cuberlet 2.(

City State..

Extensi\e as is this field book. Dr. Palmer

had to leave out a section on historical

geolog}', a section on galls, and some tvvo

hundred additional plants and animals

which he had already prepared, just to

make room for the sections on stars and

rocks and minerals.

The author has included some of the

more important domesticated plants and

animals along with the %vild ones because

he beheves "that people want to know
more about cows, com, cod and chickens."

Much of the material was rewritten from

the Cornell Rural School leaflets, sponsored

by tlie New York State College of Agri-

culture, and from inserts which appeared

in Nature Magazine. The illustrations,

most of which are excellent line drawings

(the rocks and minerals and mollusks are

photographs), number over two thousand

and are the work of a corps of skilled

artists, including the late Mary Eaton,

Mrs. E. BuTckmyer, and the late Louis

Agassiz Fuertes. Scientific names as well

as common names are used throughout,

and tlie te.xt is simple and nontechnical.

The purpose of this book, which was

actually a decade in the making, is best

given in the author's own words, ".
. . the

author has endeavored to write the kind

of book he would have liked to have had

available when he began the study of nat-

ural historj' as a youngster, as well as a

book he can use now and in his old age

to add the research and experience of

others to what he may see for himself in

his experiences with natural history."

John R. S.mjnders.

cOUNCIL FIRES
. . -by Ellsworth Jaeger

MacmiUan Company, S2.93, 253 pp.

T T ERE is an e.xcellent title for the sub-

-* -* ject. It immediately brings to mind

stars, trees, wind, night sounds, and tlie

fragrance of cedar smoke. Is there a per-

son anywhere who has not been thrilled

to sit beneath a night sky, near a campfire,

and hsten to ancient stories?

Ellsworth Jaeger, Curator of Education

at the Buffalo Museum of Science, has

long been associated with camping and

has written such books as Tracks and

Trailcraft, Wildivood Wisdom, and Easy

Crafts. He knew Ernest Thompson Seton,

a master of ceremonies and without ques-

tion one of the great storytellers of our

time, and he includes in this book some

of the lessons he learned.

In this volume there is a wealth of de-

tailed information, copiously illustrated

witli pen-and-ink drawings. Step by step

the autlior shows how to plan and stage

a successful Council Fire. In detail, he

explains the making of various types of

Council Rings, then follows with the many
articles to be used in the ceremony, musi-

cal instruments, clothing to be worn, then

how to hold the council with dignity and

impressiveness. A few Indian melodies

are included and some colorful adapted

Indian dances.

NOW . . .

In one big,

handy book

OVER 2000
Stars, rocks, minerals,

plants, and animals

k^*v^ • Illus+ra+ed

r:-^^^ -»^ • Identified

• described

n: lovers of
all ages will find

in this easy-to-use field-

book the answers to

their questions on stars,

rocks, minerals, plants,
fish, birds, mammais
and other natural things
common to their sur-
roundings. It gives
abundant information
on over 2000 items, in-

cluding domesticated forms of animal and plant
life. With its help you'll be able to recognize, name,
and understand a surprisingly large number of
forms of nature. Arranged according to "family
group," this comprehensive guide to natural history
includes a picture of each item, describes its iden-

'ng features, and gives data on range, reproduc-
general economy.

7^ ?'«^^^^Wo^

NATURAL HISTORY
By E. Laurence Palmer

Director of .\ature Education for
Nature Magazhie

664 pages, 6i4-x9i4, over 2000 iUus,, S7
He

Describes and
Illustrates

STARS—Gives aid in lo-
cating constellations and
knowing the stars con-
tained in earh . . . tells
a'-out planets—their loca-
tion, size, movements, etc.

MrNERALS— Gives the
specific gravity, hardness,
streak luster, cleavage,
fracture, color, fusibility

parade. In this fieldbook
you will find accurate
answers to both complex
and common questions
about nature. Whether
you want to know more
about cows, com, cod,
and chickens, or about
stars, reptiles, mollusks.
or rocks, you'll find the
information you want
quickly and easily.

See the wide range
this book covers

The FIELDBOOK
OF NATURAL HIS-
TORY covers animals
from the very lowest or-
der to complex mammals
. . . plants and minerals
found from coast to coast
in the L'nited States to
the j ungles of foreign
lands . . . birds and
insects found in many
types of environment.
You'll find the informa-
tion you want in these
big sections: 1. The Skv
at Night. 2. The Solar Svstem—The Sun—Plan-
ets—The Earth—The Moon. 3. The Mineral King-
dom—Rocks—Minerals. 4. The Plant Kingdom

—

Thallophytes—Algae— Fungi— Brvophvtes—Liver-
vorts— , etc. 5. The Animal Kingdom—Inverte-

5— Anthropods— Arachnids— etc.

PLANTS—Views plant life
from the tiniest bacteria
to the largest seaweed . , .

introduces you to marine

both domestic and wild
totalling about 1000.

ANIMALS—Explains the
difTerence between varie-
ties and species; breeds
and strains . . . includes
fish, reptiles, birds, mam-
m^ils, shell fish, spiders,
inserts of nearly 1000

brates— Mollu

r-— SEE IT 10 DAYS FREE! -—^
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO. Inc.
330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18 \
.Send me Palmer's THE FIELDBOOK OF X\TU- !RAL HISTORY for 10 davs' evamination on ap- |
proval. In 10 days I will remit S'.OO. plus few
cents for delivery, or return book. (We pay for i

-Vddress

Booki sent r\ n approval i n r, S. and Canada only.
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"The Council Fire and the dance have

been associated for uncounted years," and

Mr. Jaeger devotes three chapters to this

interesting subject. First, he explains some

of the more simple dance steps u^ed by

the American Indian and then, in detail,

outlines the dances that could be used.

Council Fires contains an amazing

amount of information and appears at just

the right time to remind every camp direc-

tor that it should have a place on the

library shelf this svmimer.

Te Ata.

The art of fish
COOKERY

by Milo Miloradovich

Doubleday & Company, Inc., $3. .50

457 pp.

rISS MILORADOVICH, who is an

old hand at cookbooks, here gives

us a book of world-wide scope and ex-

tremely detailed information. It covers

fish and shellfish and also includes frog

legs and whale meat.

There is a short description of the ap-

pearance, average size, general distribu-

tion, and abundance of each animal. Mar-

ket forms, seasons, and producing areas

are given in tables. Market cuts are illus-

trated. We are told how to clean and dress

fish and how to shuck shellfish. Standard

measurements both dry and Hquid are

listed. The cooking time is clearly stated

in each recipe, as is also the state (very

hot, cool, chilled, etc. ) in which the dish

should be served. There is a hst of wines

to be served with the various dishes.

There are recipes for smoked, salted,

canned, and frozen, as well as fresh fish,

and tlie author tells us what carmed prod-

ucts may be substituted for fresh. There

is, finally, a good index.

One thousand b.vo hundred eighty

recipes are contained in this smaUish book,

which nevertlieless is printed in very leg-

ible, good-sized type. There are recipes

for canapes, sandwiches, salads, broths,

chowders, bisques, fumet, and bouillon;

patties and puffs; sauces and stuffings; and

every possible variety of broiled, boiled,

baked, fried, and otherwise prepared fish

and shellfish. The book is designed for use

anywhere in the world and is not confined

to our own fauna.

The jacket of The Art of Fish Cookery

fails to state one important fact: Every

recipe in this book has been actually tried.

They have, moreover, been tried in ordi-

nary kitchens. In telling how to make these

dishes, the author does not assume the

presence of a slave who can, as one old

southern cookbook casually directs, "beat

tliree hours," or of a staff of cooks and scul-

lery maids. It does not even assume a tech-

nical knowledge of cooking terms. It is a

well-organized, clearly and very appetiz-

ingly written book by an author who ob-

viously knows all about fine food from the

raw material to the final mouthful.

Francesca LaMonte.

The wolf and
THE raven
------- by Viola E. Garfield

and Linn A. Forrest

O^

University of Washington Press, $3.00

151 pp., 67 photos

jF all artistic productions of North

American Indians, totem poles, per-

haps, have aroused the greatest pubKc in-

terest and curiosity. When and where

these unique monuments originated, who
made them, and what they mean, is the

subject of the present book.

Totem pole carving was confined to the

Thngit and related Indian tribes of south-

eastern Alaska and western British Colum-

bia. As popularly used, the term is made

to embrace several classes of carvings that

had quite different functions; some served

as memorial columns or house posts, while

others were grave markers or family crests.

The carvings depict the heraldic devices

of families and lineages or illustrate the

mythological ex-ploits of animals, birds,

and supernatural creatures. Because of tlie

complexity of tliis highly conventional-

ized art style and of the native mythology,

the interpretation of totem poles requires

an intimate knowledge of Northwest Coast

symbolic art as well as familiarity with

the legends. The bulk of the book consists

of photographs of totem poles and of ac-

counts and explanations of the myths.

Today Northwest Coast wood carving

is almost a lost art, and many of diese fine

monuments lay rotting in deserted Indian

villages. In order that some might be pre-

served, the United States Forest Service

collected a nimiber of totem poles from

abandoned towns, restored them under

the supervision of native artists, and

erected tliem in several Alaskan parks. It

was this project of restoration and study

that led to the preparation of the present

volume by an antliropologist and a Forest

Service employee respectively.

Altliough a systematic summary of

Northwest Coast culture would have con-

tributed materially to a clearer under-

standing of both carvings and myths, this

book should appeal to those interested in

Indian art and folklore and serve as a use-

ful guide to the totem pole parks of Alaska.

Harry Tschopik, Jr.

CRUICKSHANKS AWARDED
JOHN BURROUGHS MEDAL

Allan D. and Helen G. Cruickshank

were awarded the 1949 John Burroughs

Medal for distinguished literature in the

field of nature.

The bronze medal was formally pre-

sented to Mr. and Mrs. Cruickshank at

the John Burrouglis Annual Birthday

Celebration on Monday, April 4, at the

American Museum of Natural History.

The award was in recognition of "Flight

into Sunshine", the story and pictures of

the Cruickshanks' photographing trip into

Florida.
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WE had often seen argillite

carvings in museums, and

we took it for granted that they

were of historic interest only. But

when we came upon carvings in

shops in Vancouver, we began to

suspect that the ancient art was

still aHve. When we reached the

Queen Charlotte Islands, off the

coast of British Columbia, we dis-

covered that the art was practically

on its deathbed.

Louis Collison, sixty-year-old

Haida Indian of Skidegate Mission,

is the last of the old masters. He
still works with a true eye and

skilled hands, though he says sadly,

"My father was better, and his

father better still."

Louis himself carves the soft car-

bonaceous shale only in his spare

time or when he feels like it. There's

more money to be made with his

fishing boat, going out after dog-

fish livers or trolHng for cod or

salmon. But when winter brings

the furious storms that turn Hecate

Strait into a maelstrom of angry

waters, he unearths some of the

llstone from a storage pit in the back

yard and sets to work. His is the

best work being produced today,

although another aging, half-blind

native may turn out a greater

quantity of inferior craftsmanship.

The Haidas of the Queen Char-

lotte Islands were long known for

their artistic skills, being culturally

one of the most advanced tribes

north of Mexico. Their craftsman-

ship in metal, stone, and wood set

them high among the North Ameri-

can tribes.

Apparently the carving began

with dishes, amulets, pipes, and

other small objects that were not

strictly useful but were real works

of art. Some were inlaid with irides-

cent abalone shell. Even then,

travelers bought any they could

find.

"These stone carvings are eagerly

purchased by persons looking for

Indian curiosities," wrote James G.

Swan in a Smithsonian Report in

1874, "and are generally regarded

by casual observers as idols, or ob-

jects of worship or indicative in

some manner of their secret or

mvstic rites. This is however an

^ Louis Collison, the last of th

old masters, carving a totem pol

with simple tools but in perfec

symmetry. The design tells thi

legend of the Raven Stealing thi

Sun



error. None of the tribes of the

northwest coast worship idols or

any visible symbol of their secret

religion."

The Haidas found their "slate"

carvings excellent items for barter

with the mainland tiibes, who in

turn sold them down the coast to

white traders. Wood and argillite

carvings made to serve the native

intertribal demand soon became im-

portant in the eyes of the natives.

Later the carvings became large-

ly totem poles, miniatures from

four inches up to twenty-four,

though the latter are quite rare.

These stone poles stylized the same

designs that were used on the tall

wooden totem poles. Argillite carv-

ing began around 1820, as far as

can be discovered, and the totem

poles did not reach their "golden

age" until 1840-60. Wooden totems

have not been carved on the Char-

lottes since 1880.

Louis Collison remembers all this.

He is familiar with the work of the

most outstanding of the argillite

carvers, Edenshaw and Chapman of

Masset, Queen Charlotte Islands.

These two lived in the same village,

but one was a chief, the other a

freed slave. It was beneath Chief

Edenshaw's dignity to notice the

work or even the existence of the

crippled slave. But they were rivals,

nonetheless.

Fortunately for posterity, their

work has been preserved in the

Cunningham Collection in Prince

Rupert. A shrewd trader, George

Cunningham would show Eden-

shaw the latest of Chapman's carv-

ings. The chief would snort—and

bring in something better next time.

But the honors remained even, for

both were masters of their craft.

Chapman, however, with his alien

background, could draw upon the

legends of his mainland tiibe for

inspiration.

An interesting feature about the

Northwest tribes was that certain

elements of their culture were re-

garded as personal or clan property.

Songs, dances, stories, and totems

could not be used by outsiders.

That attitude persists today in a

lesser degree. A craftsman now may
sometimes obtain permission to

use some other clan's motifs.

When we introduced ourselves,

Louis Collison was in the process

of carving the famous story of how
Raven brought light to the dark

earth he had created. In the com-

plicated tale, Raven stole first the

box of starlight, but that was not

enough hght. Then he managed to

steal the moon, but the earth was

still too dark. At long last, he con-

trived to snatch the box containing

the sun and attempted to fly away

with it. Unfortunately, he got caught

l^^^^j

:^p mm:

Maida Carvers
The satiny-black stone carvings of the

Northwest Indians win the esteem of all

who see them, but they represent a dying art

By Lyn Harrington
Photographs by Richard Harrington

except where otherwise credited
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in the smoke hole of the lodge long

enough to have his snow-white

plumage permanenth- blackened.

But he had hght for his earth.

Louis Colhson (his name was

taken from one of the missionaries

of a century ago) spoke infre-

quently and in soft, slurred English.

He was distinctly shy in my pres-

ence, so on later visits I kept well

in the background. He became

friendly and at ease with my hus-

band, e\entually permitting him

to take these photographs of the

process. For so shy a man, this

represented a great concession.

Only one deposit of the argiUite

is known along the coast. It is at

the foot of Skidegate Inlet, halfway

up the slope of the Slatechuck

Mountains. Two years ago Louis

made the long and arduous chmb
up the steep trail, now overgrown

and cluttered with the debris of

logging operations. Carrying pick

and shovel and crowbar is no light

chore for an elderly man, and on

the retm-n trip he had to carry the

heavy rock, as weU. But he had
enough to last him for several

years, at his present rate of pro-

duction.

The argillite is really a carbona-

ceous shale. Sometimes it is called

Haidite. Locally it is always called

slate. It is relatively soft when fii'st

quarried, containing about eight

per cent water, and is then easily

carved. Upon exposure to air, the

moisture evaporates and the rock

becomes very brittle and easily

spUt. To keep it in workable condi-

tion, ColHson wraps it in moist

cloths on the way home, then coats

it with glue, and finally buries it in

the earth.

He does aU his carving by hand.

On occasion, white neighbors have

pointed out that he could make

much better time with a power

tool. Louis just smiles and says,

Yah," in his gentle drawl. Power

tools have been tried, it seems, but

the slate chips too readily.

When the mood to carve comes

upon him, he saws a piece off the

block with an ordinary handsaw.

This piece, too. he coats with glue

to keep it workable. He tried wood-

working tools but didn't like them.

So he made his own, sometimes a

flattened nail or an oft-sharpened

paring knife. The argillite is quite

A Louis Collison sawing

a block of the dull, dark

shale to approximate size. It

is kept coated with glue

prior to use, to preserve its

texture for carving

Finishing touches with

a tiny chisel made from a

flattened nail. Mr. Collison

spurns the use of power
tools and other special

equipment

^'merZi>»My!SiKm!gKm^ams!!i^^si^.
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A A "slate" dish carved by the Haida Indians off the coast of British

Columbia, in the collections of the American Museum of Natural History

easily carved, being about as hard

as plaster though of a different con-

sistency.

His tools dull quickly, but he

can sharpen them on the whetstone

in his boathouse. He knows in ad-

vance just what he is going to

LAST OF THE HAIDA CARN^ERS

carve and sets about it in a leisurely

way, scraping and studying, turning

the stone from side to side. He's

never rushed.

Collison carves all his figures on

three sides, leaving the back

straight and smooth. His figures are

exactly symmetrical, perfectly bal-

anced, which is no small trick for

anyone and quite remarkable for

a fisherman untaught in the arts.

When he has finished carving,

the material is still dull, dark gray

in appearance, showing tlie tool

marks. These he eliminates with

sandpaper of various grades, until

the entire surface is smooth and

satiny. He digs into the confused

litter of a drawer in his small
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A Carved boxes, showing characteristic ornamentation of the Northwest Coast Indians. American Museum Collection

worktable, brings out a scrap of

cloth, and smears it with vaseline.

He scrapes a bit of graphite off a

soft, large logger's pencil and rubs

the carving with it until it is black

and shiny.

"They used to use shoe polish or

stove pohsh on them," he said. "But

that don't last long; rubs off." This

finish is long-lasting and not only

adds beauty but acts as a preserva-

tive.

The vaseline and graphite mix-

ture is rubbed thoroughly into every

little crevice of the carving and

worked into the porous rock. Then

Collison buffs up the carving until

it gleams with a high gloss, a shiny

jet-black piece of true Indian

carving.

When my husband asked if he

would carve a six-inch pole for him,

he rubbed his stubble cheek with

the back of his hand. He hemmed

and hawed, didn't have time, was

already two years behind vdth or-

ders . . . Well, when did he want

it? Two weeks? Louis wasn't sure,

didn't think it likely. But the pole

was finished when we returned,

sure evidence that Louis had taken

a fancy.

A six-inch pole might take two

or three days to complete, and his

rate of $1.50 an inch is certainly

not unreasonable. It always makes

for a better feeling all around if

there's a slight overpayment! Con-

sidering the skill that goes into

making the beauty of the true

argillite carving, the price is cer-

tainly trifling.

This is only one reason why it

is not popular with the young peo-

ple. The main reason is that the

Haidas are a proud people, long

the lords of the West Coast. They

do not want to maintain differences

between themselves and the domi-

nant white man. Native crafts that

widen the gap between the two

races haven't much appeal for these

people.

"Fella over in Rupert wants lots

of pieces," Louis told us with that

slow wide smile, and shrugged, "I

dunno . .
." Whether the fellow in

Prince Rupert would ever get them

was questionable.

The argillite carvings sold in

Prince Rupert are perhaps the poor-

est examples ever placed on the

market. Fantastically enough, it

was one of these crude carvings

that was chosen as a master-mold

for turning out plaster reproduc-

tions en masse. These brought a

price almost Uke that of the original

slate carvings, from tourists on the

steamships who didn't know the

difference.

It is not the first libel on the
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native craft. Before the war the

Japanese mined and carved the

argillite, easily copied the Indian

style, and turned out fine work-

manship. The leisurely native pace

was no competition for the indus-

trious Japanese. But in order to pre-

serve both the craft and the source

of the material for the natives, the

Department of Indian Affairs of

Canada bought the entire area and

reserved it for them.

Louis Collison learned to carve

by watching his elders and by ap-

plication. That's the way to learn

the art, he feels. When the Depart-

ment asked him to teach the native

children in the village school, he

acquiesced, but his shrug indicated

that it was uphill work. The young-

sters took it as another lesson, some-

thing to be gotten over with as

soon as possible

Possibly another artist will arise

from among these pupils, or per-

haps some of the young men who
casually turn attention to the craft

from time to time may yet produce

some fine work. But to all appear-

ances, Louis Colhson is the last of

the Indian masters in argiUite

carving.

A To GIVE the stone its

glossy black sheen, shaved

lead pencil is mixed with

vaseline and rubbed over

the finished carving

< A SHOEBRUSH finally

brings up the luster to

the artist's satisfaction.

Pride in a distinctive art

is giving way to a desire

to emulate the white

man. After Louis Colli-

son, there will be no one

to carry on this tradition
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A Where a creature cannot move without writing its diary. Those who
imagine the desert a lifeless waste will be astonished at the abundance of tracks

Tracks in

Desert Dunes
Delicate patterns in the sand are the signatures

of a host of desert creatures. Learn how to

read the story of their unseen Hves

Bij Raymond B. Cowles
Professor of Zoology,

University of California

Photographs by the

otheruiis

OUR camp had been located

close to the edge of a great

expanse of desert sand dunes in

southern California's Coachella Val-

ley. Here, cradled beneath the

towering, often snow-capped peaks

of Mt. San Jacinto and San Gor-

gonio and the lesser desert ranges

to the east, frequent winds of gale

force sweep down over the sun-

baked alluvial fans and dry washes,

to create and maintain the miles

of sand dunes tliat were our special

objective on this trip.

This was a class on their first

zoological field trip to desert re-

gions, and we were engaged in the

206

study of the environmental condi-

tions imposed upon plants and ani-

mals living in these areas. Until

midnight the class had been sub-

jected to a cold wind that howled

around our sleeping bags, rattling

gravel and sand against the canvas

covers we had turned up over our

heads for protection. However, by

sunrise not a breath of air was stir-

ring to suggest the previous night's

turmoil. This was most fortunate,

for the evening storm and morning

calm meant ideal conditions for the

special tyj^e of work we were hop-

ing to carry out.

Plants and animals with manv

A Occasionally the badger noses

along the dunes at night, searching

for fringe-footed lizards

interesting adaptations make their

homes in this wind-transported soil.

Some of them show a preference

for the outermost deposits, which

are as fine as dust. Here many

plants grow thickly, and the asso-

ciated animals find ample cover.

Other plants and animals live right

up to the borders of the dunes,

where the sand is as fine as that in

an hourglass, while others, fewer

in number, occupy the dunes them-

selves. These latter are the most

specialized of all the sand-dwelHng

organisms.

The forces responsible for these

sand dunes are, of course, the strong

winds that are so frequent in desert

territories; but paradoxically, the

dunes are at their best only where

the gales begin to weaken in force

and therefore deposit their loads.

Also, the dunes must have a source

from which the sand can be

brought. In desert areas, which are
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often remote from any point of con-

tact with either ancient or modern

sea beaches, the only sand avail-

able is carried by the rare but

usually violent rains and ensuing

flash floods, which strip the adja-

cent mountains of an accumulated

store of sand grains and gravel.

These sudden torrents of water

and debris smash downward, grind-

ing boulders into pebbles, pebbles

into sand, and finally sand into

mud. Eventually the muddy, turbu-

lent flood pours out over the al-

luvial fans and even to the desert's

edge. On these slopes and on the

deserts the water vanishes under-

ground, leaving behind it a new

cover of loose soil.

At this point the winds pick up

where the water left off and whirl

a new burden of sand to ever

greater distances, winnowing the

fine from the coarse until at last

the air-borne load is deposited to

form great stretches of uniformly

colored sand, a mixture of the vari-

ous-colored minerals of which the

mountains were composed, sorted

as to size and coarseness by the

diminishing velocity of the wind.

One of the most important rea-

sons for selecting this area for our

work was the inestimable advantage

of easy tracking. In the dunes them-

selves, as well as along the margins

of fine sand and dust, almost all of

the animals, both large and small,

emerge at one time or another to

write the story of their natural, un-

altered activities. We had come to

the desert in order to read these

stories.

By their shyness and frequently

by their nocturnal habits, most ani-

mals manage to conceal some of

their more fascinating activities.

Most life histories of small animals

must be learned the hard way; that

is, by long hours of patient watch-

ing in the field, in the hope of

gleaning an occasional fact bearing

on their lives by the chance detec-

tion of a few of those almost in-

stantaneous episodes that take

place. Observations on captive ani-

mals in the laboratory or zoo are

extremely helpful, since they pro-

vide many valuable hints of what

to look for. Nevertheless, such ob-

servations can be misleading and

should be checked against the be-

havior of each animal as it lives in

nature.

The shyness of animals does not

mean that they consciously con-

ceal the secrets of their lives from

us but that in order to survive at

all they must vanish from sight at

the faintest suggestion of a strange

sound or movement. Therefore,

only rarely do our thudding feet

and imperfect vision allow a

glimpse of their most intimate ac-

tivities or of the often deadly seri-

ous episodes in their daily life. At

best, their most dramatic moments

are past and over within seconds

or in a few quick heartbeats. In

order that it too may live, a preda-

tor strikes down its prey, and panic,

struggle, and suffering are over so

suddenly that the would-be spec-

tator very rarely sees any part of

the action. The same situation is

The road runner can hold its

own against a rattlesnake, but

more often it patrols the sandy

ridges searching for lizards. It

leaves the footprint shown at left

below a scorpion's burrow. Note

the double line of footprints made

by the scorpion as it emerged

from its hole and returned
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>The harmless spade-nosed
SNAKE, only a foot or so long, leaves

a perfect serpentine curve in the sand.

It is almost impossible to catch one

on the sand, but at night they cross

the highways

^ Can you tell which way spade-

nose was going? Other tracks here

are those of desert quail, scorpion,

and an unidentified mouse

a^

usually true of play, mating, and

often much of the courtship be-

havior. Further, during the day-

time when our eyes are able to

see well, a vast host of nocturnal

animals are either sleeping under-

ground or carrying on normal ac-

tivity in darkness and invisibility.

Animals that are subterranean may
also come to the surface chiefly

at night, when we can see only

faintly at best. It is for these rea-

sons that sand tracking can prove

to be a valuable aid to an under-

standing of an animal's life and
can reveal much that is new, un-

known, or possibly just guessed at.

To most people the sandy wastes

of the desert seem to be devoid

of life and interest. To the biologist

or naturalist, however, it is soon

apparent that the sand hills swarm
with life of the most interesting

kinds, much of it specialized for

the peculiar needs of its existence.

Most of the sand dwellers Uve

either just beneath the surface or

even deep underground, in either

case in complete or almost com-
plete darkness. But you may be
surprised to find how vividly they

leave their record during their al-

208

most universal night wandering.

Although records in sand are

notoriously impermanent, the fact

remains that they usually persist

for hours or sometimes even days.

Thus they provide a record that

endures a thousand times as long

as the dramatic event that took

seconds for its completion.

The study of tracks and the read-

ing of evidence on the way of life

of desert animals is chiefly an art.

Nevertheless, the use to which the

information is put is a phase of

descriptive science and requires

some scientific training to be of the

greatest value. Wholly new infor-

mation on some details of the lives

of birds, mammals, snakes, and
lizards, as well as many kinds of

arthropods, is easily available to

the naturahst. The chief require-

ments for pursuit of this interest-

ing activity are patience and aver-

age eyesight. Sometimes a modicum
of fortitude in the face of high

temperatures is needed, but the

tracker is most active only during

the most beautiful hours of the day

—early morning and late afternoon.

At either of these times the desert

heat has moderated, and the nearly

horizontal sunlight reveals tlie full

array of flamboyant desert colors,

reflected from the sand and some-

times from rare clouds. Always the

higher elevations of the mountains

receive the first and last rays of

the rising and setting sun.

The naturahst chooses these

hours near dawn and dusk not be-

cause the heat of the day is dimin-

ished but for the simple reason that

the tracks show most clearly under

such conditions. The harsh midday
sun, with its vertical rays of glar-

ing light, subdues the shadows and
almost obhterates from vision the

slight impressions made by the

feet, tail, and, in some instances,

the bellies of desert animals. When
the light rays strike the ground

obliquely, every inequality or dis-

turbance of the dusty surface

stands out so clearly that a photo-

graph sometimes looks like a pic-

ture of some curious bas-relief.

Trackers try to walk toward the

sun, or at least they work with the

light shining toward them, for then

the previous passage of an animal,

even one as small as an insect, is

marked by dark shadows against

a high-lighted and universally bril-

liant background.

Beetles reveal their locomotory

peculiarities by their curious out-

ward-toeing prints. These some-

times suggest the footprints of a

bird, because the three legs on

each side of an insect leave im-

prints resembling those made by

the three-toed foot of most birds.

The most conspicuous difference is

that birds do not toe outward so

sharply or take such short steps.

Tracks of tarantulas and scor-

pions would be diflBcult to distin-
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> The sidewinder leaves ladder-rung

tracks that mystified scientists for a

time. They are unlike any others you

will see. Instead of wriggling, the side-

winder flows smoothly sideways like

a flattened, rolling coil. Note marks

left by the belly scales

guish from each other except for

the fortunate fact that sooner or

later scorpions drag their "tails,"

leaving an identifying middle track.

When scorpions trails are first seen,

and when the track ends in an

obvious bvirrow, the novice is

tempted to dig down to capture

the occupant of the hole and dis-

cover who made these intriguing

marks. By such rash tactics the

identity of the occupant is often

revealed with painful suddenness

by a red-hot burn on the end of a

finger. Fortunately, west of Arizona

this burning sensation is the only

symptom apt to follow such a sting.

You can tell a jack rabbit from

a cottontail because the jack rabbit

walks or runs, whereas the cotton-

tail hops, simultaneously moving

the hind feet while the front feet

are taking single steps. The cotton-

tail thus produces a curious clover-

leaf pattern, which you will easily

come to recognize wherever the

animal has passed by. When fright-

ened, it hops or leaps, bunching its

feet to form another type of track.

Almost all individual trails are

crisscrossed here and there by the

tracks of two common desert liz-

TRACKS IN DESERT DUNES

ards. The tracks of the whiptail,

Cnemidophorus, which are thin

and rather sharply cut, are made

up of toe markings separated by

the groove of the hzard's trailing

tail. Those of the desert iguana,

Dipsosaurus, normally resemble

those of the whiptail except for

their larger size and thicker tail

mark. When this lizard emerges

from a cold burrow and has the

temerity to waUc across the open

desert, the dragging toe-marks in-

dicate the awkwardness and inefii-

ciency of a reptile's locomotion

when the temperature is low.

Sooner or later you will encoun-

ter the broad, "squatty" tracks of

the flat-tailed horned lizard. In

fact, the tracks will be much easier

to find than the animal, for this

rarest of California "horny toads"

has the habit of remaining com-

pletely motionless in the presence

of danger. This habit is fully justi-

fied by the perfection of the lizard's

concealment under or beside any

little wisp of cover or even in the

speckled shadows cast by creosote

bushes. This "homed toad" is one

of two or three species of lizards

that feeds voraciously on the fiery-

^f^^
ip
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A Late riser: a sidewinder basking in a

depression it made for itself. The rising

sun will soon force it to seek shade under

a shrub or in a rodent burrow

stinged agricultural ants. It is no-

table that both prey and predator

seem to exercise a considerable de-

gree of mutual respect. When the

lizard is lying near the burrows of

the ants, they remain below the

surface, appearing only from time

to time, with their actively moving

antennae just protruding at the en-

trance of their nest. Since the liz-

ard has been observed eating as

many as 60 of these rather large

ants at one sitting, the wariness of

the ants is not surprising. On the

other hand, if the Uzard happens

to be lying near the nest when it

is broken open, the excited occu-

pants swarm out onto its body, and

it beats a hasty retreat. This seems

to indicate that the lizard escapes

being painfully stung only when it

is the aggressor.

One of the more interesting liz-

ards, the velvet-skinned fringe-

footed lizard, or Uma, is caught by
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•< Cottontail rabbits move
both hind feet at once to

form tracks like these,

whereas the jack rabbit walks

or runs

a variety of techniques, the choice

of which depends mainly on the

time of year or time of day. In

April, May, or earlv June, one of

the more successful methods is to

walk along the steep leeward faces

of the larger sand hiUs. Here the

soil lies at a sharp angle of rest,

and any shght disturbance on or

just below the surface sends a

rivulet of sand flowing down the

steep slope. The resulting scars on

an otherwise unmarred surface

usually represent a night resting

place and an early morning stirring

of the lizard. If you grasp a hand-

ful of sand at the apex of the slide

area, you will often find yourself

in possession of one of these ex-

quisite reptiles. But a word of cau-

tion is needed, for the venomous

little side\vinder rattlesnake is also

in the habit of concealing itself

underneath the sand. So far, we
have found no sidewinders hidden

in these leeward faces of the dunes,

and probably none will be found

on such a steep slope; neverthe-

less, caution is suggested.

The fringe-footed lizard is among
the more dune-adapted of our liz-

ards. Its flattened body and smooth

surface te.xture seem to permit ex-

pert diving into and under the sand.

The feet are fringed with rows of

val\-ular scales, arranged so as to

facilitate pushing movements or

"swimming" beneath the sand. The
problem of sand or dust getting

into their eves, nostrils, and ears

is adequately solved by intricate

eyelids, valvular nostrils, and by

moisture in the nasal passages

which helps to collect and dis-

charge extraneous particles. Also,

there is provision for ample mois-

ture around the eyes. Finally there

are ejecting mechanisms, which

eliminate any dust that may have

passed the previous defenses.

This fascinating Hzard is so beau-

tifully matched to its background

of open sand, or for concealment

under creosote bushes, that one has

difficulty discovering it. Even when

seen, its agihty and its sudden dives

under the sand make it extremely

elusive. However, a close examina-

tion of these reptiles is worth the

effort of capturing one, for in the

hand they are astonishingly attrac-

tive, especially in the springtime

when the postnuptial color shows

as an almost orange-vermilion wash

on an otherwise snow-white under-

surface. On the back, the spotted

or ocellated pattern, which origi-

nally gave the animal its name of

ocellated sand lizard, is made up

of tiny dark maroon or almost black

spots.

Close examination of the head

reveals an organ so like an eye

that it is often referred to as the

third or pineal eye. This structure

is located on top of the head, be-

hind the true eyes. It so closely re-

sembles a real eye, with pupil, iris,

and curved lenselike covering, that

you might suppose it must have

i
some real function. But if there is

a use for the "eye," it has not been

demonstrated, although there does

seem to be a possibility that it may
function in regulating the tempera-

ture of the brain. This is now only

a hunch with no direct evidence to

support it. Several other species

of lizards with somewhat similar

habits have nearly as conspicuous

pineal structures. In any event,

whether the "eye" is useful or not,

the fringe-footed hzards are among

the most numerous occupants of

the sand dunes, and their abun-

dance indicates a high degree of

success.

Along the ridges where the

\'iews are best and where the sun's

first rays warm up the sand, these

lizards find a situation that seems

especially attractive to them, at

least during the early morning and

late afternoon. However, it is

along these same ridges that one

finds the "Maltese cross" tracks of

one of their most active enemies—

the hzard-eating ground cuckoo or

road runner. These active birds

forage along the crests of the

ridges, and you may be able to

follow their tracks for many hun-

dreds of yards. These excursions

are probably productive as a rule,

for they seem to represent a regu-

lar habit, and the most abundant

supply of potential food consists

of these beautiful little lizards.

Although no longer common, the

badger also makes excursions in

these dunes; but its activities are

chiefly confined to the night hours

when, according to information

gleaned from their tracks, they

"nose" along, sni£Bng at likely

places and occasionally finding a

sleeping fringe-foot.

Collecting and tracking daytime

animals is especially difficult in the

evening because of the confusion

that results from the day's accumu-
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<The fringe-footed
LIZARD, with flattened

body and beautiful,

smooth skin, is well

equipped for diving into

and under the sand
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lation of tracks. The scurrying ac-

tivities of round-tailed ground squir-

rels, lizards, and a host of insects

clutter the surface and make it

almost impossible to follow any one

trail to its conclusion. Sometimes a

similar situation is encountered in

the morning. Fortunately, the very

conditions that create the dunes

also supply a remedy in the form

of frequent windy nights that erase

all previous tracks and leave a

smooth "slate."

By taking temperatures at criti-

cal times, much can be learned con-

cerning the maximum and mini-

mum temperattires acceptable to

nocturnal animals and the approxi-

mate time of their activities. Even-

tually, it should be possible to ac-

cumulate valuable information on

the extent of their nightly move-

ments, both dvuring and after the

mating season, and also the degree

of population mixture and other

facts of general biological impor-

tance.

Observations are especially sig-

nificant whenever the usual evening

winds have been brief. One of the

more interesting animals of which

you may find evidence is the little

spade-nosed snake, Chionactis. This

small serpent makes almost per-

fectly symmetrical trails of sinuous

lines, a smoothly flowing succession

of continuous "S" tracks that start

from under one bush or hummock
and pass to another.

As in all snake tracks, the piling

of a faint accumulation of sand

behind the loops indicates that the

snake was moving away from those

portions of the curve. In spite of

this easy guide to where it went, it

is almost impossible to catch these

snakes in the daytime. Only twice

in hundreds of trips have we ob-

served them on the surface during

dayhght hours, although at night,

while driving along dark asphalt

highways on the deserts, they are

not uncommonly collected. These

harmless little snakes, a foot or so

in length, include in their diet in-

sects and other arthropods, even to

fairly large and powerful scorpions.

In the laboratory they feed on

centipedes, and even these seem of

formidable size for them.

Among other interesting tiacks

are the slanting 'ladder-rung" trails

of the sidewinder rattlesnakes. These

are totally unlike the tracks of any

other native snake, and for years

the mystery of exactly how they

were made baffled naturalists and

laymen ahke. Many hours of care-

ful observation of the moving

snake, and of the tracks it leaves

behind, failed to elucidate com-

pletely the problems of its loco-

motion.

One scientist, a man more in-

genious and with deeper insight

than his predecessors, visualized

the movements as those of a flat-

tened, rolling hehx, a one-and-a-

half spiral. The httle rattlers flow

smoothly sideways, hence their col-

loquial name. That there is a rolling

motion is shown clearly in the im-

print of the belly scales, which

form transverse, treadlike lines. No
shding movement could leave such

imprints, any more than a skidding

tire could leave its tread marks.

Slow-motion pictures show in de-

tail the sidewinding locomotion.

But a simpler way is merely to put

the snake into a refrigerator until

it is chilled into slow motion. For

purposes of study, this is as effec-

tive as the slow motion brought

about by the use of moving pictures

and trick photography. For those

who have access to the snakes and

are possessed of a desire to study

this method of progression, a chilled

sidewinder serves the purpose ad-

mirably.

In its native habitat, of course,

the sidewinder does not venture

abroad when air temperatures are

much below 65 degrees F. Chilled

sidewinders are rarely encountered

in nature and for very good rea-

sons. Like all other reptiles, cold

reduces them to helpless torpor,

and they become easy victims for

any active carnivore.

Thus the cold wind that howled

around our sleeping bags was a

source of comfort to the timid mem-
bers of the class. It meant that no

sidewinders were abroad so late

that night. Yet the following morn-

ing when the wind had subsided

and the morning sun began to heat

the subsh-atum, many of the ani-

mals buried under its protective

covering resumed normal activity.

Meanwhile, at the crack of dawn,

the class was at work reading the

evanescent record of night life on

the desert. Here was the depression

left by a sidewinder when he

paused as the temperature dropped.

Sand carried by the cold night

winds had drifted over the snake,

but he had vacated the spot when
the morning sun raised his body

temperature to the point where

he could seek the shelter required

to avoid the midday heat. Some
fringe-footed lizards were already

abroad, but the more observing

members of the class spotted some

telltale scars on shaded parts of

the dunes and readily captured the

still torpid saurians.

Round-tailed ground squirrels

and the whiptail hzard soon began

to swarm over the sandy surface,

obscuring the record. And yet if

time were taken, each member of

the class could read the record

and draw rehable inferences be-

fore the pattern was cluttered or

erased by the winds of the follow-

ing evening.

Sandstorms may occur at any

time, but they become less frequent

toward the end of spring. Late

April, May, and October, with their

cold nights and often hot days, are

probably the ideal months in which

to visit the desert. These months,

and also June, are certainly among

the best, if the student of reptile life

hopes to see all that the region

offers—and the desert at its prime

is unsrupassed.

For observations on birds and

mammals, unless special studies are

contemplated, the vwnter months

are most comfortable; but those

who plan to camp should recall the

words of the familiar song and re-

member that the sands of the desert

do grow cold and that snow and

ice are not unknown—even in the

famous town of Palm Springs.

Tracks in the snow are interesting,

too, but they are Hkely to be con-

fined to animals provided with in-

ternal heat—the birds and mam-
mals. Most reptiles, including the

snakes, will already have letired

for their months-long winter rest.
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A Overlooking a pool frequented by a

wide variety of African animals, Treetops

offers the naturalist or wildlife photographer

a unique opportunity. It is located almost

on the equator in the interior of Africa, but

electric lights, running water, and full-

course meals make this one of the world's

most remarkable hotels

THE past few years have

changed the character of much

of Africa, and the little town of

Nyeri, which lies in the upper

reaches of the Tana River valley

between the towering, snow-clad

peaks of Mt. Kenya and the mag-

nificent forests of the Aberdare

Range, clearly illustrates this. Not

many years ago great herds of

game roamed where Nyeri now
stands. Today, in the center of a

prosperous agricultural region, it is

a holiday resort, proud of its excel-

lent hotels, golf course, tennis

courts, pleasant homes, and beauti-

ful gardens. And yet, despite these

new developments the surrounding

country has changed less than one

might imagine. A friend who drove

in to see us from his farm only a

^-.?V4i

lurj
From a unique inn tucked high in the branches of a

wild fig tree, a panorama of African wildlife can be

observed while you enjoy the comforts of home

Bxj Lt. Col. and Mrs. William
J.
Morden

Leaders of the Morden African Expedition of the

American Museum of Natural History

Photographs by the Morden Afr\

few miles distant did not feel free

to remain for dinner. In driving

home after dark, he explained, there

was too much likelihood of meeting

elephants or rhinos on the road,

for among the forests on the near-by

mountain slopes the animals still

range almost as freely as they ever

did.

Our reason for visiting Nyeri was

not only to enjoy the comforts of

the delightful Outspan Hotel or

the attractions of the town. We

were on our way to a simpler but

much more remarkable inn that hes

a few miles away in the forest—

a

unique hostelry containing only

four rooms, which is built high

among the branches of a huge wild

fig tree beside a forest pool. It is

appropriately called "Treetops." In

reality, this strange inn is a kind of

glorified observation post from

which to watch the animals that

come nightly—especially during the

full moon—to drink and wallow in
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A En route to Treetops, signs remind

the traveler that he is not among tame

animals

the pool. It is a surprise to have

electric Hghts, running water, and

excellent food while observing the

nightly movements of a wide va-

riet)' of wild animals.

The idea was conceived by Eric

Sherbrooke Walker and his wife

when numerous visitors to this part

of Africa wanted to see more big

game than was easy to guarantee

on the usual trips into the forest.

Also it was rather risky on the

ground. Several times a party un-

expectedly encountered a rhino too

close for comfort. Mr. Walker had,

in his youth, been a lover of Barry's

play Peter Pan, and he and his wife

conceived the idea of a hotel in a

tree. After many expeditions into

the forest, he at last found the ideal

place—an enormous tree on the

downwind side of an open glade

frequented by all the animals, with

a pool in the middle. To make the

pool more to the animals' liking,

he added salt.

Treetops is open to visitors only

during the fuU moon, and we had

to make reservations several weeks

in advance. Shortly after noon, we

> At intervals along the trail to

Treetops, ladder rungs are nailed

to the trees to provide ready es-

cape in case of attack
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entered the station wagon to drive

the six or seven miles from Nyeri

toward Treetops. In addition to tlie

driver and several porters with

boxes of food and supplies, there

was the Assistant Manager of the

Outspan Hotel, who was to act as

general factotum, and a so-called

White hunter" carrying a heavy

double rifle. It was his duty to

escort us in safety to our quarters

in the tree. Having traveled among

big game in various parts of Africa

during the preceding months, we
were unimpressed with the impor-

tance of this precaution. We had

been advised not to bring our own
heavy rifles, because there is no

shooting here except for self-pro-

tection, as in some other sections of

Kenya Colon)' and elsewhere in

Africa. In fact, there is a definite

trend today toward big game pho-

tography instead of big game shoot-

ing.

We soon learned that no road

led directly to our destination. The

last half mile or so of the way was

nothing more than a winding path

through thick forest and dense

bush, along which we had to make

our way on foot. Also, we gained

a new understanding of that last

half mile when we saw that almost

every reasonably sturdy tree along

the trail had crossbars nailed, lad-

der fashion, to its trunk, up which

one could make a quick getawav

if elephants, rhinos, or buffaloes

made that seem like a good idea.

We didn't linger on that trail,

and after an uphill climb we
reached a little glade and caught

our first glimpse of Treetops. Di-

rectly beside a glassy pool a few

hundred feet in diameter stood the

huge fig tree, its massive trunk 5

or 6 feet thick, with several great

branches standing boldly out at a

height of 30 or 40 feet. Among
these branches was Treetops.

As inns go, it was, of course,

small. Yet high in that immense

tree, it did not seem so. We spent

little time observing it from the

ground, for the forest pressed in

close on every side and animals,

we were told, would soon be com-

ing to the pool. Naturally, we
wanted to be topside to see and

photograph whatever came while

daylight lasted.

By way of a narrow ladder we
began our climb into the tree; but

shortly the ladder led to a flight

of steps which, winding back and

forth, took us ultimately to this

treetop bungalow. The Assistant

Manager and two "'boys" accom-

panied us, and some suppHes were

sent up. The white hunter then

turned back with the other porters

to return to Nyeri. Even before

they had disappeared along the

trail, the ladder that formed the

lower section of our way into the

tree was hauled up among the

branches and made fast, leaving us

safely cut off from the ground. The
trunk of the tree itself was heavily

wrapped with barbed wire to keep

leopards and other climbing preda-

tors away.

The house in which we found

ourselves was what every child

has dreamed of—a fairy tale place

come to life. It was ideally designed

for its purpose and, to our surprise,



remarkably sturdy and motionL

There was no quiver, no shakej

one might expect in such a struc-

ture. And though its furnishings

were rustic and far from lavish,

everything was most comfortable

and complete.

A living room that may have

measured about twelve by fifteen

feet was carpeted with rugs and

contained a long table, together

with benches, chairs, and a desk

upon which lay a huge guest

book. Here, previous visitors had

described their experiences in great

detail, sometimes even with sketches

and verse. There was a full-sized

double bedroom and a smaller one

with a cot in addition to a bed. The
kitchenette contained a stove which

was later to become welcome, not

only for the meals it made possible

but also because as night fell the

air turned sharply chill. Two toilets

and a separate shower bath com-

pleted the interior arrangements.

Outside, for the observation of

wildlife, was an open balcony on

which we immediately set up our

motion picture camera. Somewhat
higher up in the tree a little plat-

form had been built to make pos-

sible a view across the surrounding

countryside.

For some time after our arrival

no animals appeared. However, the

sun was still high when, from the

small upper platform, we plainly

saw two elephants in an open spot

in the near distance, feeding on the

branches of small trees. And the

light was still good enough to take

some motion pictures in color when
a handsome waterbuck put in his

appearance not far away at the

edge of the pool. A doe appeared

as well, and a cinnamon-colored

bushbuck soon followed. None of

them paid any attention to us in

the tree. As the sun was setting,

four giant forest hogs with four

piglets cautiously approached the

water, stood there for a bit, and
then disappeared silently into the

forest. A little later we caught a

glimpse of a spotted hyena as he

looked hopefully about.

A family of hornbills had their

nest in the fig tree and, having long

since accustomed themselves to

"treetops"

NY famous person-

ages have climbed this lad-

'f'i:'der to sign the register in

Treetops. The ladder is

pulled up at night for

safety against prowling

animals. The trunk of the

tree is wrapped in barbed

wire

their strange neighbors, unhesitat-

ingly came to the living room win-

dow and looked in. Down at the

edge of the pool other birds were

numerous. As the sun slipped be-

low the horizon and the pool grew

dim in the shadows, the whole

vicinity was peaceful, with nothing

to suggest how many animals were

in the surrounding forest.

We were attended in our aerial

hotel only by the Assistant Manager

and the two native boys, but they

formed an entirely competent staff.

At the appropriate moment, we
were served what British Africa

universally calls a "sundowner,"

followed by a really delicious foiK-

course dinner, served amid such

amenities as could never have been

expected in such a place. The rooms

were adequately lighted by elec-

tricity, the source being two auto-

mobile-type storage batteries; and

on the balcony was mounted a

strong electric searchHght, ready

to be directed at such nocturnal

visitors as might appear.

The stage was certainly well set,

but to our disappointment the eve-

ning was quiet. The air grew colder,

and we began to appreciate the

heat of the stove, even though we
were within a degree of the equa-

tor. Toward midnight, we gathered

around its friendly warmth for hot

chocolate. Then, since no wild visi-

tors of consequence had appeared,

we decided to take a nap. But be-

fore this plan materialized, the si-

lence was suddenly broken by a

series of prodigious snorts that

seemed to come from directly be-

low us.

Here was what we wanted!

We hurried to the balcony and,

peering over, saw beneath us a

mother rhino and her very small

"toto," or baby, while another rhino

—larger and probably a male—was

snorting, stamping, and moving

about a short distance off.

We had not heard them ap-

proach, nor had they apparently

heard each other until they were

close. No sooner had they become

aware of each other than they be-

gan snorting energetically. They

made all sorts of strange noises and

shufHed back and forth, each plainly

doubtful of the other but not quite

wilhng to settle the matter with a

charge.

We flashed the searchlight on

them, drawing their attention mo-

mentarily, but when the light went

out, they resumed their snorts,

squeals, and tramplings. Finally,

however, they suspended their ar-

gument and disappeared into the

forest, leaving us sun'ounded once

more with the moonlit silence.

Again we lay down on our beds,

but shortly we were roused and

brought to the balcony by a new
racket below. This time it was a

great splashing; and in the light of

the moon, which was now well

overhead, we could see a big buf-

falo wallowing noisely in the shal-

lows below us. When the search-

light was turned on him, he lifted

his great head and stared upward,

but the moment the light was off

Continued on page 240
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•> Santa Elena CanyOxN, near the Park's \\esternmost boundary, with Mexico
on one side, the United States on the other. It was at this spot that smugglers
and bad men used to slip back and forth across the border

BIG BEND National Park de-

r^^•es its name from the fact

that the Rio Grande River, separat-

ing the United States and Me.xico,

makes a huge U-shaped bend in

this region. The Park's most mag-
nificent attraction is Santa Elena

Canyon, a 1500-foot cleft through

which the river flows.

It is said that everything in Texas

is big. The Park contains over 1000

square miles and is located in the

biggest county in the biggest state.

In it has been found the largest

known fossil tree (14 feet in di-

ameter) and the largest prehistoric

crocodile ( approximatelv 45 feet

long). Remains of this creature are

2l6

on display at the American Museum
of Natural Histoiy. Dr. Barnum
Broven, the weU-known dinosaur

hunter, discovered this huge animal

in 1940. It lived some 70 million

years ago and was almost half again

as long as the largest hving croco-

dile. Some of its teeth were five

and six inches long. Lush semitropi-

cal vegetation covered the Big

Bend when the giant crocodile

lived there.*

The Big Bend has attracted nu-

merous other scientific investi-

gators. Significant discoveries have

been made there by the Chicago

Museum of Nattual History-, among

* See Natural History for May, 1942.
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A region rich in-4he\

remains of prehistoric

animals and entranc-

ing in its spacious

scenic grandeur

By Sidney Ross
Photographs by Ross-Pix

nmio
others, particularly in the types of

mammals that lived 30 to 40 million

years ago.

In few other locaUties can be

found as magnificent and rugged

a combination of mountain, desert,

and river valley. Its mountains,

while by no means the tallest or

most impressive in the United

States, have a special brooding

majest\', which causes the visitor

from one of the crowded centers of

civilization to feel small and hum-
ble. Its deserts present tortured

vistas of sand and rock, with inter-

esting types of plants growing amid

the geological curiosities. Over all
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< The tiny Mexican village of

Bouquillas, just across the Rio

Grande, dozes in the sun. Its

dozen or so families and as many
dogs constitute the largest Mexi-

can town bordering the entire Big

Bend National Park area

'f Oldest "resident" of Big Bend Na-

tional Park is 107-year-old Gilberto Luna.

The ancient Mexican has lived in this re-

gion for almost 75 years, and the Govern-

ment is allowing him to pass his remaining

days here. Spry and alert, he makes a

living by herding goats and raising corn

and chickens

fV.^?
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of this sparsely settled region hangs

a great silence.

The climate of the Big Bend is

attractive to those who prefer to

avoid extremes. The mountains that

ring the location protect it against

high winds, and the dry desert at-

mosphere is generally mild and

bracing. Even in summer, the ther-

mometer rarely zooms up to the

point where it is unbearable.

Visitors to this Park will find

not only all manner of scenic gran-

deur but also human beings who
are every bit as fascinating. Every-

one in Big Bend is a personality,

from Mrs. Maggie Smith, who runs

BIG BEND NATIONAL PARK

a combination post office, general

store, and primitive health resort,

to "river rider" Aaron Green, nick-

named "Noisy" because he was

once heard to utter as many as ten

words inside of one week. Or per-

haps the visitor will want to stop

and exchange greetings with 107-

year-old Gilberto Luna and his 40-

odd grandchildren, or toss off a

cold drink with affable Polk Hinson,

who presides over a store at the

ghost mining community of Study

Butte.

Once you come to Big Bend, the

rest of the world becomes unreal.

Mail comes and goes only once a

week, and you don't feel like writ-

ing or receiving letters. As you ex-

plore this fabled territory, which

has been seen by Spanish conquis-

tadores, Mexicans, Apaches, Co-

manches, cattle rustlers, smugglers,

and bad men, the outside world

becomes unreal, and you feel your-

self slipping under the spell of a

land that has witnessed the meas-

ureless march of time.
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A Some imagine it a lifelike serpent with fangs bared. "Rattlesnake Rock" was said

by the Indians to have been set up by the Creator to guard Big Bend from intruders

< Attractive housekeeping

CABINS like this one ofifer com-

fortable lodging, with kitchen

facilities, bathroom, and

shower. All were built by

CCC boys. But tourist facili-

ties are still inadequate, so

write well in advance. You
can't phone or wire in the

Big Bend

2x8

>-WlLDI.Y PICTURESQI

Green Gulch Canyon p
sents a breath-taking par

rama of loveliness the y<

round. Deer and mounts

sheep can be seen in d

region
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< River rider "Noisy"

Aaron Green, whose
combined business and
social conversation

may total ten words a

week. As Agent for

the Department of Ag-
riculture's Bureau of

Animal Industry, he

guards the border
against the incursion

of cattle that may have

hoof and mouth dis-

>Weird forma-
tions like toadstools

dot the desert land-

scape near Terlingua

i-^^--
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A Near Bouquillas Canyon, the turgid Rio Grande divides

into three channels, and one can easily wade across the border

* Big Bend Ranger Harold F. Schaafsma, examining a petri-

fied log in the Terlingua area. The log looks like a piece of

ordinary wood, but try to lift it! The Big Bend area has pro-

duced the largest known petrified tree, measuring fourteen

feet in diameter, and there are various semiprecious stones to

interest the "rock hound"

A The ghost town of Study Butte was once a

thriving community. Its quicksilver mines once

produced 365 days in the year. Now it is almost

deserted, with three permanent residents and a

general store that is facetiously called "The Night

Club" by Big Bend people
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««XF it be not ripe," said doughty

J^ Captain John Smith, of the

persimmon he first tasted near

Jamestown, "it will draw a man's

mouth awrie with much torment."

And your own first bite into a per-

simmon fruit, unless you have been

brought up in the region where it

is a familiar article of diet, is al-

most certain to be an unforgettable

DL<0^.stummon
Its wood, if seasoned, ranks among the hardest

and most specialized in use; the fruit, if ripe,

is among our softest and most delicious

By Donald Culross Peattie

A The fruit

brated botanist

By Charles Edward Faxon, from Sargsnt's Silya of North America

is "exceedingly austere while green," wrote the cele-

Charles Sprague Sargent, "but luscious when fully ripe"

experience. It will be a day before

you can get the puckery taste out

of your mouth, and in all proba-

bility you will be disposed never

to make another trial of the fruit

whose name, Diospyros, means
"Food of the Gods." But that is be-

cause most people attempt per-

simmons before they are truly ripe.

At first green, then amber, a per-

simmon is not ripe until the skin

is deep orange, wrinkled, and un-

appetizing in appearance, and the

pulp is so mushy that one cannot

eat it without washing the hands

afterwards. That stage comes, most

commonly, after the fruit has been

frostbitten and then warmed by the

sun of Indian summer.

Close relative of the kaki or Japa-

nese persimmon, our native fruit

is not so large or handsome or firm

of flesh. Yet it is esteemed by con-

noisseurs, who will travel miles to

gather the fruit of a particularly

fine tree, and they tell you that the

art of eating a persimmon consists

(in addition to persuading one's

self that a fruit may be a perfect

mush and yet delicious) in avoid-

ing the skin altogether, for the in-

tensely tannic taste never leaves

that part of the fruit. Certain it is

that some trees produce large, some

small fruit; some fruits are deli-

cious, some never good at any sea-

son; some ripen in August, some in

December, and others hold their

fruit until spring. Obviously, amidst

such variation there are strains well

worth propagating and breeding.

During the Civil War, when Con-

federate soldiers boiled persimmon

seeds as a substitute for coffee,

Prof. F. P. Porcher pubhshed in

Richmond a book, Resources of the

Southern Fields and Forests, in-

tended to show the way to meet

the blockade of rebel seaports by

THE PERSIMMON



<A PERSIMMON TREE at the

University of Maryland, bare

after yielding the fruit that has

made it cherished there

^ The corky-looking bark

of the persimmon is easily con-

fused with that of the black

gum

HI plwtu^

^ The fruits are not so large as the

Japanese persimmon, but devotees

are reluctant to yield honors in flavor

L. IV, Brownell photo

utilizing the native products. In

this book he gives as a recipe for

persimmon syrup the following:

"The persimmons are mixed with

wheat bran, baked in pones, next

crushed and put in vessels, water

poured on, and all allowed to stand

twelve hours. Strain and boil to the

consistency of molasses." Porcher

adds: "A good vinegar very much

like and equal to white wine vine-

gar is made as follows: Three

bushels of ripe persimmons, three

gallons of whiskey, and twenty-

seven gallons of water. To those who

can get the persimmons, the vinegar

thus produced will be relatively

cheap, even at any price which the

elastic conscience can ask for the

spirits"—a thrust at war profiteers.

Professor Milton Hopkins^ tells

us how to make a persimmon pud-

ding:

"Three eggs, 1/2 teaspoon salt, 2

cups sweet milk, SM; cups flour, 1

qt. seed persimmon fruits, 1 pint

cold water, 1 teaspoon soda, 1 cup

granulated sugar.

"Wash and seed the fruit (to

make 1 quart, about 3 quarts of

whole fresh fruit required) and

soak them in cold water for about

""Wild Plants Used in Cookery," New York
Botanical Garden Journal, vol. 43. pages 71-76,

1942.

an horn-. Then run them through a

colander. Mix the other ingredients

in the order given stirring thor-

oughly. Pour the batter into a

greased pan and bake at 400° for

one hour or until the pudding is a

dark brown in color. Serve either

hot or cold with whipped cream or

hard sauce, and garnish with mara-

schino cherries. The pudding keeps

well in the icebox for several days."

Naturally, persimmons were an

important article of diet among the

Indians. De Soto was offered loaves

made of persimmons by the Indians

in the neighborhood of Memphis,

and he discovered dried persim-

mons (called prunes in the narra-

rative) in the villages deserted

before his warlike advance in Ar-

kansas. The English naturaHst John

Bradbury, while traveling up the

Missouri, was received among the

Osages and offered a bread called

staninca, made of the pulp of per-

simmon pounded with maize; he

described the taste as like ginger-

bread.

Le Page de Pratz in 1758 wrote,

in his History of Louisiana, of the

persimmon or placiminier of the

Creoles that: "When it is quite ripe

the natives make bread of it, which

they keep from year to year; and

the bread has this remarkable prop-

erty that it will stop the most vio-

lent looseness or dysentery; there-

fore it ought to be used with cau-

tion, and only after physic. The

natives, in order to make this bread,

squeeze the fruit over fine sieves

to separate the pulp from the skin

and the kernels. Of this pulp, which

is like paste or thick pap, they make

cakes about a foot and a half long,

a foot broad, and a finger's breadth

in thickness: these they dry in an

oven, upon gridirons, or else in the

sun; which last method of drying

gives a greater relish to the bread.

This is one of their articles of traf-

fick with the French."

But no matter how we humans

improve the breed, or cook the

fruit, the persimmon will never

mean to us what it does in the

lives of the wild animals. It is eaten

by birds, notably the beloved bob-

white, by the half-wild hogs that

rule the Ozarks, by flying squirrels
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and foxes, by raccoons and skunks

and white-tailed deer, and above

all by the opossum. According to

song and story, most 'possum hunts

end at the foot of a 'simmon tree,

and when Audubon came to paint

his great picture of the opossums,

he showed them devouring the

strange, puckery-looking fruits, high

in the branches of this grand old

tree.

Anyone can name a persimmon

when it is in fruit; but in its winter

nakedness or its heavy summer
greenery with those dark, gleam-

ing, tropical-looking leaves, the tree

is not so easy to identify. From its

leaves, it is apt to be confused

with the black gum, and both trees

have deeply furrowed and cross-

checked bark. But black gum bark

has rather regular narrow ridges

cut by remote cross checks, while

the bark of the persimmon is ir-

regularly broken into countless

small blocks; it has a distinctly rep-

tilian sort of corky hide. In winter,

the naked persimmon is revealed as

a not veiy graceful tree, with short

crooked branches and fine crooked

twigs; and in autumn, the leaves

fall very late in the season without

turning the gorgeous colors of the

black gum. But in the first hot

weather of summer the flowers ap-

pear, and all that is tropical-seem-

ing about this member of a very

tropical family is expressed in the

blossoms. True, the waxy-white

flowers do not make a brilliant

show (they are too small for that

and are overtopped by the foliage )

;

but they breathe forth from their

thick, jug-shaped corollas a heavy
perfume that is the very spirit of

the southern summer.

The persimmon often forms dense

thickets on diy, eroded slopes. Not

only has the tree a deep taproot,

but it sends out long stolons or sub-

terranean runners, which are both

wide-spreading and deeply pene-

trating. Trees grown from stolons,

however, are apt to be shrubby

and are very difficult to eradicate

once they have penetrated the soil

of an abandoned field. The finest

trees, from the point of view of

wood production, are, or were,

those growing under primeval for-

est conditions where competition

with other trees has forced them to

their maximum growth of 100 or

even 130 feet in height. Of course

the fruit on such a tree is unhandy

to pick, and the gatherer of per-

simmons greatly prefers the dense

bushy thickets that spring up on

the sides of gulhes and in old fields.

Although not a fast-growing tree,

the persimmon begins sometimes to

bear fruit at an early age. It suc-

ceeds in the most adverse sites—

on the coal lands of Illinois stripped

of all the topsoil, or in bottom
lands where the water may stand

for several months. A more adapt-

able tree would be hard to find,

and the extent to which it is cher-

ished in southern farmyards would
make one think it common. Ac-

tually it seldom occurs in pure

stands, and as soon as the lumber-

man tries to find specimens suitable

for cutting, he discovers that, wide
though the range of this species,

it is not individuaUy so very

numerous.

Persimmon belongs to the same

genus as ebony (Diospyros Ebe-

num ) of the Orient and betrays the

relationship in its heartwood, so

dark a brown as to be nearly black.

This, however, sometimes does not

develop until the tree is over a

century old; the very thick sap-

wood is a pale brown. Persimmon
belongs in the class of the very

strong woods and is surpassed in

our sylva only by honey locust and

black locust. When gi-een, it is not

so very hard, but no other wood
gains more in hardness when it is

well seasoned; it falls in the class

of the extremely hard woods, as

hard as mountain laurel and sur-

passed only by ironwood and dog-

wood among the woods of our

northeastern states. In weight it is

in the very heavy class. It shrinks

greatly in drying and will crack

unless the ends are protected by
paint or parafin. Difficult to glue,

it is never used in built-up or ply

or fabricated wood; but when once

seasoned properly, it retains its

shape to perfection. The more it is

used the higher and glossier its

polish.

Because the trunk is seldom more

than a foot in diameter, this tree

can never be an article of great

commerce, in spite of its valuable

properties and the good price it

fetches. Its strength as a beam can-

not be utilized because of the

rarity of dimension timber; indeed,

persimmon is commonly sold by
the cord. Almost all woods of any
value find special employment for

which their properties fit them
uniquely, and so because of the

hardness, smoothness, and non-

warping qualities of persimmon, its

chief use is for the making of shut-

tles for textile looms. Some woods,

valuable in many other ways, can-

not endure an hour under the

terrific wear of the looms without

cracking, splitting, or wearing

rough; persimmon, like apple and

dogwood, can endure 1000 hours

of furious activity in the mills. Be-

cause it stands wear so well, it is

employed in the lasts of children's

shoes, but it is too expensive for

use in shoes of adults whose styles

in footwear change often. The
heartwood has been used exten-

sively for the heads of golf clubs

because it does not crack under a

sudden or impact load and takes

such a high polish. It is used for

billiard cues and beautiful parquet

flooring, and in earlier days spin-

ning wheels were made of persim-

mon wood in the South.

The name of persimmon is old;

the Lenape Indians, with whom
William Penn treated, called it

pasimenan. But older still is the

geologic ancestry of this tree. Fifty-

five million years ago, when the

ancestors of the horse were small

and short-legged as ponies, persim-

mons of numerous species were

widespread in North America.

What is now the ranch country of

western Oregon, for instance, sup-

ported an extinct species
( Diospyros

oregana) whose closest living rela-

tives are now in Java. But many
changes in altitude and climate

have swept the ancient persimmons

from the West, and today this sin-

gle species, within the circum-

scriptions of our northern sylva,

lives on, as much a reminder of a

far-off time as the opossum, our

only remaining marsupial.
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A Twenty cakibou crossing a rapid on Little River. A typical Barren Grounds ridge

lies beyond, with dwarf birch thickets and small black spruces scattered over its slopes

In Caribou Land
Exploration in one of the least-known sections of Canada, where the timber meets the tundra

By Francis Harper
photographs by the author

FIRSTHAND acquaintance with

the Barren Grounds of northern

Canada and their foremost animal

denizens, the caribou, had been one

of my most cherished objectives for

nearly 40 years. Meanwhile, I had

pored over the accounts of these

animals by such explorers and nat-

uralists as Samuel Hearne, Sir John

Richardson, the Tyrrell brothers,

Buffalo Jones, Warburton Pike,

David T. Hanbury, Edward A.

Preble, and Ernest Thompson Seton.

At the same time my attention was

becoming strongly focused on Nuel-

tin Lake, lying across the Keewatin-

Manitoba boundary. This hundred-

mile-long lake had been crossed in

1770-71 by the intrepid Hearne, but

it had remained unvisited by any
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professional biologist during the en-

suing century and three-quarters.

Even on the latest official maps it

was represented merely by broken

lines. For an average distance of

some 200 miles in nearly every di-

rection there extended, until very

recently, a general vacuum in bio-

logical information—north to Yath-

kyed Lake and the Thelon River,

west to Lake Athabaska, south to

Reindeer Lake, and east to Hudson
Bay.

A presentation of this state of

affairs to the Arctic Institute of

North America led to a grant-in-aid

from that organization, with support

from the Office of Naval Research.'

^Reproduction of this article in whole or
part is permitted for any purpose of the Unit
States Government.

The way was finally clear to Nueltin

Lake and its caribou. When I ar-

rived at Churchill in the latter part

of May, 1947, the backward season

still offered a chance for a plane to

utilize the frozen lakes as ready-

made airfields. Eaves-high snow-

drifts and wintry blasts seemed to

say that spring was far behind. An
Army bulldozer cleared a way
through the drifts, and on the last

day of the month our twin-engined

Anson took off, with Johnny Bour-

assa in the pilot's seat.

The entire route to Nueltin Lake,

250 miles to the northwest, was over

a varying mixture of tundra and

patches of small spruce and tam-

arack—an unbroken wilderness save

for the Hudson's Bay Company post
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at Duck Lake, where we were to

stop briefly for refueling. Under

Johnny Bourassa's skillful naviga-

tion we made the post "right on the

beam" and landed nicely. Caribou-

eater Chipewyans promptly hitched

up a dogteam and hauled several

drums of gas from the warehouse.

Beyond this point it was altogether

new territory for the plane's crew.

Our problem was to locate the little

Windy River trading post at the

northwestern extremity of Nueltin

Lake—a veritable needle in a hay-

stack. Toward the end our course

might have been likened to that of

a mariner seeking a haven on an un-

known coast. Close to the Magnetic

Pole the compass becomes uncer-

tain, and even the most seasoned

pilots seem to have exceptional dif-

ficulty in finding their way over the

Nueltin area. When we arrived over

what appeared to be the northeast-

ern arm of the lake, it was difficult

to distinguish between the snow of

its frozen surface and that of the

surrounding tundra. We were seek-

ing a range of hills on the south side

of Windy Bay, which we hoped

would guide us to the cluster of log

cabins belonging to the Schweder

brothers. When the search was be-

ginning to look more and more du-

bious, Johnny made a sudden turn,

and a few minutes later we saw a

small tower rising from a group of

cabins half hidden in snowdrifts at

the mouth of Windy River. He
brought the plane down on the

bumpy surface of the near-by bay,

and we reached the camp to find it

silent and unoccupied.

In Churchill I had received an in-

vitation to make this camp my head-

quarters for the season. It was being

maintained as a trapping center and

trading post by two brothers, 22-

year-old Charles Schweder and 17-

year-old Fred. Their nearest neigh-

bors and principal customers are a

small group of Padlimiut Eskimos,

whose camps are on or near the

Kazan River some 60 miles to the

northwest. They also do a little trad-

ing with some caribou-eater Chipe-

wyans who live about the south end

of Nueltin Lake. They themselves

derive sturdy qualities from Cree

forebears.

In late afternoon the plane took

off for Churchill. Then began a sev-

eral days' task of portaging outfit

and provisions over a rugged quar-

ter-mile to the camp. Meanwhile, I

set up a skinning table beneath a

little window in the three-room log

cabin and by degrees got into the

swing of the season's biological op-

erations in a marvelously fascinat-

ing environment.

On the third day the door opened

softly behind me, and there stood a

six-foot-three, 190-pound giant look-

ing upon me with some wonderment
in his eyes. A few words of explana-

tion, a letter of introduction from

Churchill, and Charles made me wel-

come for the season. The unostenta-

tious, thoughtful hospitality of that

household is a treasured memory.

Charles had just then returned from

a trip by dogteam to his Eskimo
friends on the Kazan. He had cov-

•< Flying out of Churchill on

Hudson Bay, the plane deposited the

author and his equipment on the ice

at the northwest extremity of Nuel-

tin Lake, on the last day of May.

Left: plane mechanic Don Gallagher,

right: pilot John M. Bourassa

* Snow still lay eaves-high around

the cabins of the Schweder brothers

—traders, trappers, and travelers ex-

traordinary—with whom the author

made his headquarters
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A Solitary camp on Josie's Bay. The author passed a

delightful week here in July, when the midsummer lull

in the caribou migrations permitted him to turn his atten-

tion to plants, fishes, and birds

A Summer repairs: new roof-paper for the Windy
River Post, with fresh-cut grass beneath. In a few

months, only the tower and the smoke pipe will mark the

location of the cabin beneath the snow

ered the 60 miles in some 18 hours,

making only three one-hour stops to

"boil the kettle."

Several days later the other mem-
bers of the household returned with

another dogteam from the south end

of Nueltin Lake. First among them

was Fred, a keen Nimrod, trapper,

and fisherman, with a quiet smile

and a voice so soft as to be little more

than audible. Next was his ten-year-

old brother Mike, who proved to be

probably the best all-round cook of

his age in the length and breadth of

Keewatin; he performed yeoman
service in the kitchen whenever we
two were left alone in camp.

The remaining two members were
the first Eskimos of my acquaintance

—a fifteen-year-old boy, Ancteelik,

and his five-year-old sister, whose

original name had been shortened

to Rita. Their presence on the

Windy River was wrapped up in a

tale of stark tragedy on the Barrens

to the north; it was at the same time

eloquent testimony to the great-

heartedness of Charles Schweder.

The Eskimos are notoriously happy-

go-lucky, with little more thought of

the morrow than the grasshopper

of Aesop's fable. From time imme-
morial the Padlimiut have depended

upon the migratory throngs of

Barren Ground caribou (Rangifer

arcticits arcticus) for their main

sustenance. They know from expe-

rience that these animals follow a

general pattern in their spring and

fall migrations; but these move-
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ments are so variable that no man
may say with any degree of certainty

just when or in what numbers the

caribou will appear in a given local-

ity. So, in the fall of 1946, the Kazan

River band lost their gamble on the

coming of the tooktoo; all but the

merest fraction of the usual thou-

sands passed the upper Kazan to

one side. By the next spring eight

out of the band of 27 had met a grim

end by starvation. All the victims

were women and children; the men
and even some of the dogs survived.

Such is the status of chivalry in this

part of Eskimo land.

When Charles reported the situa-

tion in March after a 250-mile trip

to Reindeer Lake, the government

shipped emergency provisions by

air as far as Nueltin Lake. From that

point Charles hauled them by sleigh

to the Kazan. On one of his trips,

Anoteelik begged to be taken away.

Charles bade him come and take his

thin little sister with him. Their own
mother had already succumbed. So

the children became members of the

household on Windy River and

flourished thenceforth under
Charles's understanding care.

The vast bulk of the local caribou

ordinarily abandon the Barren

Grounds to winter in the "Land of

Little Sticks," stretching away south-

ward to the Churchill and Nelson

Rivers. The return movement
reaches the north end of Nueltin

Lake approximately in early May
and continues throughout June.

Thus it was in full swing at the time

of my arrival. The lakes and rivers,

still icebound, offered no impedi-

ment to the progress of the cari-

bou. In fact, the animals utilize these

open areas for their resting places,

where the wide outlook prevents

their ancient enemy, the wolf, from

making an unobserved approach.

During the plane flight from
Churchill we had noted three sep-

arate bands on the frozen surface of

Seal River, the largest numbering

about 40 individuals; then a few

others elsewhere, including 20 or so

on Windy Bay.

Along the south side of this bay

the rugged Windy Hills rise rather

abruptly to some 500 feet. But the

mile-long South Bay, meeting

Windy Bay at right angles, affords

a convenient break in the hills; and

the adjoining slopes are negotiated

readily by the caribou. So here they

converge from the neighboring

heights, making long, slanting trails

through the snow. They pass out of

the mouth of South Bay as through

a funnel, then follow a regular path

across Windy Bay, until they are lost

to view among islands or on the

limitless Barrens to the northward.

Until the "break-up" occurred in

mid-June, bands were seen almost

daily following this line of march.

The numbers in each might be any-

where from 3 to 75. They traveled

in long files and yet not altogether

in a single file. For the most part

they progressed at a moderate walk-
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ing gait. One morning most of a

band of 25 were lying down on the

bay ice, while a few remained stand-

ing.

Besides resorting to the frozen

lakes and rivers for their resting

periods, the caribou will select some

commanding hilltop for the same

purpose. About 75 appeared in mid-

day on a rocky knoll on the far side

of Windy River. While some kept

on feeding, many lay down on snow-

banks, apparently preferring these

to the plentiful patches of bare

ground. In the variety of their atti-

tudes on this height, the animals

were disposed perhaps more like al-

pine chamois than like the generally

conceived masses of caribou on the

low Barrens. What a subject for a

John Guille Millais!

The higher elevations may serve

for the nocturnal rest as well. On
June 20, for instance, as the setting

sun was casting a wonderfully clear

and golden light on the imposing

hill beyond the junction of Windy
and South Bays, two separate bands

of twelve to fifteen caribou were

making their way toward the broad,

plateau-like summit. These move-

ments may have indicated an urge

to spend the semidarkness of the

summer night on some high, open

area offering a good lookout for

wolves.

When the bay ice began to break

up in June, the caribou were forced

to pass around the bay and swim
across the Windy River. Our camp,

a few hundred yards up the river

from its mouth, was strategically

situated in their migratory path.

Time and again bands would ap-

pear on the hillock opposite us.

Some retreated at the sight of some

movement in camp or in conse-

quence of the ululations with which

ten Husky dogs greeted their ap-

pearance. Others, however, with

astonishing indifference, plunged

into the river and made their way
rapidly across. On at least one occa-

sion, several landed literally in our

dooryard, only to splash madly away
as I came forth to film them.

So the migration continued, in

gradually lessening numbers, as

summer came with a rush to the Bar-

rens. On July 1, the final band of

caribou passed our camp. During

the early part of this month the ani-

mals keep advancing, till they have

practically deserted the southern

Barrens. Meanwhile, the does bring

forth their fawns on green arctic

pastures far up toward the conti-

nental limits. Presently the aug-

mented hosts take up their south-

ward march—the mightiest, most

imposing phenomenon still to be

witnessed among the land mammals
of North America.

By the end of July an air of ex-

pectancy pervades the camp. "When
will the caribou come?" is the

thought in every mind. The hunters

roam the Barrens or occupy some

lookout post on high ground. But

July passed, and the first few days

of August; and still not a solitary

buck appeared on the horizon. It

was not until the sixth that Fred

brought in a hind quarter from the

first buck. That meant rejoicing in

camp; Mike was grinning from ear

to ear, and the two Eskimo kids were

talking to each other about the forth-

coming feast. Charles and Anoteelik

went off with pack sacks and re-

turned with meat for the hungry

dogs.

The normal pattern of fall migra-

tion in this area, as explained by

Charles and Fred, is somewhat as

follows. The caribou generally re-

turn from the north about the first

of August. Bucks are likely to form

the advance elements of the fall mi-

gration as well as the rear guard of

the spring migration; this suggests

that they may not go so far north as

the does. The forerunners come in

small and very gradually increasing

numbers, until presently a big move-

ment, composed of perhaps thou-

sands of individuals, will pass by in

three or four days. Oddly enough,

there is generally a definite retro-

grade movement northward into the

Barrens sometime in September.

Occasionally considerable numbers

may remain there during the win-

ter. In most years, however, the final

passage into the timbered country

may occur in November, and per-

haps the largest herds of the year

will then be seen.

Even by mid-August only a few

caribou had appeared. On the 20th,

however, Fred reported about 300

of the animals moving in our direc-

tion across the Barrens north of

A Author's sketch map of the regions around Windy River Post, at the northwest extremity of Nueltin Lake
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< The strangely-assorted "family"

at Windy River: the zoologist with a

dip net, Rita with a rag doll, Fred

with a Winchester, Mike with a game
bag, and Anoteelik with a caribou

spear

* Rita looks on while Fred and the zoolo-

gist prepare a caribou skin. Old hides nailed

to the logs of the earth-banked cabin help

keep out the winter cold

Windy Bay. On the same aftemoi )n

I enjoyed a glorious spectacle from

"Pile o' Rocks," a lookout point

nortliwest of camp. Only a couple

of miles to the south the imposing

Windy Hills shut off the \dew, but

in other directions my gaze swept

over the unending Barrens for dis-

tances of 10 to 25 miles before othei

hills rose to mark the horizon. T\\ o

ri\ers, two sizable lakes, and tundra

ponds almost without number were

\isible in this expanse of some 400

square miles. Off to the eastward

beyond Little River, several groups

of caribou, numbering from 3 to 20

or 25 individuals, were feeding

quietly. Their fresh dark autumn

coats showed up much more con-

spicuously than had the cream-buff

of their winter coats in June.

Presently the scene became live-

her, as the largest band, composed

of does and fawns as well as lordly

bucks with enormous antlers and

white manes, started to romp across

the Barrens. The mosquitoes and

black fhes, which harrj' the animals

tlaroughout the summer, may have

gathered in hordes beyond the limit

of quiet endurance. Or one or the

other of the two kinds of parasitic

flies that bring year-long misery to

the caribou may have been on the

rampage. The larvae of one burrow

beneath the skin of the victim's back

and become the disgusting warbles

that are found in numbers up to a

couple of hundred on a single ani-

mal. The other fly deposits its eggs

in the nostrils, and the resulting lar-
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vae infest the animal's throat. Both

parasites scourge their victims from

one summer to the ne.xt. The caribou

instincti\'ely fear the adult flies; thev

may endeavor to fend them off bv

an extraordinarily vigorous shaking

of their sides and head, or they may
simply stampede in the \ain hope of

outdistancing their tormentors. Thus

the sight of rapidly trotting caribou

becomes a familiar one, until Sep-

tember frosts put an end to the

winged pests.

As the eye swept farther over that

silent, lonely land, still other cari-

bou were disclosed singly or in

groups scattered here and there over

a couple of square miles. There was

no strong herding instinct as they

grazed at will. Even when on the

march, they straggled along, some as

much as 10 to 20 yards apart. After

a couple of hours, the movement
reached a lull; the lowering sun and

the cooling atmosphere, with a les-

sening number of black flies, indi-

cated that it was time to turn back

to camp. Never before had I so fully

realized my dream of watching

these wonderful creatures in the

wild freedom of their arctic home.

The far-roaming caribou put their

mark on the land to a greater extent

than any other North American

mammals of the present day. The
hoofs of generation after generation

ha\e beaten trafls and kept them
open, till there is a network perhaps

millions of miles in total extent oxer

the whole Barren Grounds and the

adjacent timbered country. They are

especially in evidence on the long

gravelly ridges in the Barrens. It is

xastly exhilarating to a naturalist to

direct his own course along these

ancient, well-marked paths.

On the afternoon of August 24,

Fred came into the cabin and an-
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nounced "a bunch o' deer" ( as cari-

bou are called in the North ) moving

along a ridge on the east. With

movie camera and tripod in hand,

and keeping under cover of the

small spruces that grovi' in the low

ground between the ridges, I came

up with several bucks as they

emerged into a small open bog. A
few moments later a lone, inquisi-

tive, one-horned doe appeared in

another part of the bog and began

to come closer. While engrossed

with this animal, I caught a move-

ment out of the corner of my eye,

and there the bog was full of cari-

bou! They had evidently come up

behind me and now stood only

about 50 yards away. I was abso-

lutely in the open, with not a vestige

of cover between me and the 75 to

100 caribou. This herd was com-

posed very largely, if not wholly, of

bucks. Quite unconscious of their

own power, they could have, if so

minded, utterly demolished me un-

der their hoofs in a few seconds'

time. It was an extraordinarily grati-

fying experience to have arrived at

such intimate terms with these mag-

nificent, peaceable denizens of the

Barren Grounds.

After a spell of rain that halted

camera operations, I returned to the

same bog and presently filmed a

band of 17 caribou as they ambled
unconcernedly along the edge of a

tundra pond, without even looking

in my direction. Then the largest

herd of my whole season's experi-

ence, numbering perhaps 150,

passed along a ridge on the opposite

side of the bog. A heavily maned
patriarch brought up the rear of

that superb throng. Like various

other individuals observed from

time to time, he seemed to be limp-

ing slightly, perhaps from old

wounds. The natives make a prac-

tice of seeking out the older bucks,

not at all for the glory of their ant-

lers but simply for the extra-thick

fat stored beneath their hides.

August 25 was a gala day on Little

River. My first station was on a

rather open slope, among clumps of

dwarf birch, with a clear view of the

crossing place at the rapid. A tem-

perature in the 40's, with a brisk

northwest breeze, suppressed the

black flies. While waiting for the

caribou to come into sight across the

river, I could drink my fill of the

rolling, drumlin-hke, rock-studded

Barrens, with little thickets of dwarf

birch struggling up the slopes and

copses of small spruce and tamarack

scattered along their bases. On the

near side of the river was a fringing

strip of willows, up to ten feet high,

through which the caribou had
made numerous trails.

The animals came along at inter-

vals from the eastward, in bands up
to 75 strong. The big movement was
definitely under way. A small num-
ber might make the crossing in one

or two files, but one of the larger

bands might spread out widely. The
towering antlers of an occasional

patriarch nearly doubled his stat-

ure. In buck and doe alike, marked
asymmetry in the main beams of the

antlers was common. Some of the

does were one-horned, and some
altogether hornless. Although sum-

mer was nearly over, many of the

does still retained a large part of

their previous winter's coat. Here at

the rapid the adults walked across

on the rocky bottom, but the favwis

were obliged to swim in the deeper

parts.

The larger the band, the less heed-

ful the animals were of possible

danger. It was evidently a case of

each individual depending for its

safety on the sheer numbers about

it. How different, on the other hand,

was the attitude of a single doe, ac-

companied by her fawn. In ap-

proaching the river, she would look

^ A BAND composed chiefly of big bucks, crossing Little

River. When seen head-on, their white-ringed snouts

give a comical touch to these majestic creatures. The
antlers will not lose their velvet until mid-September



long and carefully, both upstream

and down, for any possible lurking

foe. Instinct bade her take these

precautions in behalf of her heedless

offspring. The fawn was obviously

entrusting everything to its circum-

spect dam; its only concern was not

to be left behind. But the manner

in which her scrutiny passed right

o\er the motionless human figure in

plain view on the opposite bank

might have been tragic indeed un-

der ordinary circumstances. It was

perhaps the difficulty of keeping

close to the does at the river pas-

sages that led the fawns at such

places to give frequent voice to their

curious, explosive grunt—a raucous

gwuf or gorr. Perhaps it is equiva-

lent to calling, "Where are you,

mammy?" or "Don't leave me be-

hind!"

As the caribou emerge from the

river after swimming across, they

shake the water off their coats in a

cloud of spray. They may begin as

soon as their bellies are clear of the

shoal water, and they may repeat

the process a couple of times as they

climb up the adjoining ridge. The

action is much like that of a dog

under similar circumstances. The

shaking includes not only the body

but the head, ears, and tail.

Each day's vigil on Little River

brought delightful experiences. Au-

gust 26 was marked by mist squalls

and a maximum temperature of only

45°, and there was a slight slacken-

ing in the caribou pageant. But on

this and the following days I con-

tinued to enjoy unusual opportuni-

ties for studying the animals at close

quarters. Especially when the after-

noon sun shone on the glistening

autumn coats of the bucks, does, and
fawns was the broadside array su-

perb. They would pause now and

then to watch me crank up the cam-

era and only occasionally moved off

hurriedly. Then a band of them
might climb the steep ridge behind

me and halt in picturesque outline

against the sky to look at the strange

figure below them. At one time,

three or four mighty bucks were

grouped at the water's edge in a

pose fit for a Landseer's brush. Such

scenes represented life on the Bar-

ren Grounds in one of its most en-

chanting aspects. In this caribou

Elysium I felt that the field experi-

ences of a lifetime had soared to an

undreamed-of climax.

From in front the swimming ani-

mals present a curious appearance.

There is a whitish ring around the

end of a dark snout, strongly sug-

gesting the white lips of a black-

faced comedian. On land, the whit-

ish patches just above the hoofs, re-

sembling spats, give a dainty touch

to the trotting caribou. In the water,

they are so buoyant that the entire

line of their backs, including the tail,

projects above the surface. The tail

points straight into \he air, except

that the very tip droops backward

a bit. The heavy antlers of the bucks

force their heads a little lower, so

that the under side of the jaws just

touches the surface, whereas the

does keep their whole heads out.

Every caribou has a curious gland

in each hind foot, opening in the

cleft between the hoofs and supply-

ing an oily secretion to the hairs ad-

jacent. Apparently one of its func-

tions is to anoint the soft, growing

tips of the antlers while they are in

the velvet stage. A strange habit of

leaping into the air when starting off

in sudden and perhaps panicky

flight has been connected with this

gland by A. Radclyffe Dugmore. He
concluded that these frightened

leaps expelled the fluid from the foot

glands and that it served as a warn-

ing signal, for every caribou arriving

at such a spot, even hours after-

wards, would start violently and run

off with every indication of fear.

While watching the animals on

the Barrens, and especially at the

river crossings, I had exceptional

opportunities to glean information

on their feeding habits. During the

warmer months they showed a dis-

tinct preference for fresh green

foliage and herbage. Apparently it

is mostly in winter, when these

things are no longer to be had, that

they turn to their traditionally staple

food, the so-called reindeer "moss."

Charles said that he had seen them
digging through four feet of snow
in winter to reach the reindeer moss

beneath. This is actually not a moss

but a lichen—or rather several spe-

cies of lichens of the genus Cla-

donia. These grow everywhere over

the Barrens and far down into the

wooded country where the animals

range in winter. They are creamy or

pale grayish in color, with a slight

greenish cast. In their intricate

branching shapes they are distinctly

appealing to the eye; especially a

certain species (C alpestris) that

grows in the form of numerous little

coalescing domes.

In summer, when the sedges and

grasses shoot up in the bogs, the

caribou may be seen grazing there.

Among the deciduous shrubs, they

are distinctly fond of the leaves of

dwarf birch, and they likewise nip

off the terminal twigs, which they

share with the ptarmigan and the

Arctic hares. They browse content-

edly in the willow thickets border-

ing the rivers, and they also partake

of alder. In August and September,

when mushrooms of various shapes,

sizes, and colors enliven the Barrens,

the caribou feed upon them to such

an extent that the Eskimos give

these plants a name signifying "cari-

bou food."

It was interesting to notice that

when a band of half a dozen lay

down in the open to rest and pre-

sumably to chew the cud, each of

them faced down wind. In this posi-

tion their eyes would inform them

of any enemy coming from that di-

rection, while their noses would

serve for the opposite.

Among all the caribou killed lo-

cally, only a small proportion of the

hides are prepared for domestic use,

and practically none reach the fur

market. The children of the camp
generally take over the task of dry-

ing them. With head and legs cut

off, most of the hides are stretched

taut and pegged out on the ground,

fur side down; a few are nailed to

the outer wall of a log storehouse.

Eventually they are used for winter

clothing, blankets, sleeping bags,

upholstery, and tent material. Those

with the fresh, short pelage of early

autumn, before the long winter hair

has reached its full growth, are the

ones in demand.

Aside from primitive man, the

only other considerable predatory

foe confronting the Barren Ground

caribou in ages past was the wolf.
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A Three hardy Chipewyan Indians come from the south end of

Nueltin Lake for trading in late October. They had prepared themselves

for the freeze-up by bringing a toboggan and several sled dogs

A "Stone men" are set up along the ridges

by Eskimo and Indian hunters to turn the

migrating animals toward a strategic loca-

tion. A single pile may also be put up to

guide a hunter back to his kill

^ Fred, just in from the Barrens with a load

of caribou meat: a typical November scene

at remote Windy River Post, where the

Schweder brothers have fashioned an un-

usual but happy existence in the wilderness

A Zero weather on the last day of November,

a rocky ridge in the Windy Hills, where white

spruce sentinels withstand the blasts of the

arctic winter

Neither of these had any serious

effect on the size or condition of the

herds. In fact, the wolf, by eliminat-

ing the weaklings, the sickly, and

the less alert individuals, may be

safely considered a benefactor of the

species as a whole—a regulator and

preserver of its vitality. Up to a cen-

tury or two ago, when the baneful

effect of civilized man began to be

felt, the caribou throve and multi-

plied to a point where they prob-

ably strained the grazing capacity

IN CARIBOU LAND

of the Barren Grounds. They were

numbered by millions and doubt-

less owed their vigor and their suc-

cess as a species in no small measure

to their friendly enemy, the wolf.

By way of testimony on this point,

we may cite the only two regions of

the world where caribou do not

share their territory with the wolf-

Spitsbergen and the Queen Char-

lotte Islands. Instead of thriving in

the absence of such a natural preda-

tor, the animals of both regions are

the runts of the whole caribou tribe,

and those of the Queen Charlottes

are perilously close to extinction.

The lesson is obvious: it is folly for

man to imagine that he can benefit

the caribou by eliminating the wolf.

It is virtually axiomatic that no

predatory species ( other than man

)

exterminates its own food supply.

Long ago nature must have estab-

lished a fairly definite ratio between

the populations of the wolf and the

caribou. Although a certain fluctua-

Continued on page 239
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The snowy plover is a distinguished camouflage

artist and a born master of diversion strategy

By Lewis Wayxe Walker
Photographs by the author

THE snovvy plover, most be-

guiling bird to be found on

a Southern California beach, has

been called a variety of names, but

none of them are derogatory, be-

cause the adjective "cute" is used

as a prefix for all. Offhand, I feel

that the snowy is the only beach

bird that really fits this overworked

word.

Every mannerism, whether ex-

ecuted when there is need to lead

an enemy from the nesting area

or performed while procuring food

under the lip of a crashing breaker,

has a certain something that seems

to separate these birds from ordi-

nary shore-line feeders. Perhaps it

is their two-tone finish—immacu-

late breast and sand-colored back-
that magnetically draws the inter-

est of folk who normally show no

interest in birds. Perhaps it is their

absurdly round, egglike shape and

seemingly inadequate legs. It could

be their precision of movement,

for motion alone makes the bird

visible, while rigiditv' creates a
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perfect blend into sandy surround-

ings. To many sun-tan addicts

these "now-you-see-it, now-you-

don't" maneuvers are starthng ex-

amples of protective coloration.

The bird unconsciously utilizes

plumage in a successful struggle for

survival on exposed terrain where

there are no hiding places.

Their choice of nesting sites is

clear proof that the snowy plovers

depend upon deception, and their

abundance on beaches crowded

with week-end swimmers shows

that their deception has been suc-

cessful. Their eggs, three in num-
ber, are placed in a slight depres-

sion on the dry sand above the

high-tide mark. Sometimes bits of

shell, dried seaweed, or other debris

are pulled in to form a rim, but

such ornamentation is not a "must"

in snowy housebuilding. Traceries

of black are scrawled over the grav-

toned eggs, and if the nest is un-

marked, they blend into the sand

to the point of invisibilit}'.

For this reason, verv few nests

< A chick's-eye view of a bird

you may pass unnoticed on the

beach because of its efifective

natural camouflage

"^ A YOUNG SNOWY PLOVER,

which could not wander far

without evoking serious

anxiety in its parents

are found by accident. Instead, you

will locate them after a long wait

for the adult to disclose them. How-
ever, this wait is far from tedious,

because both parents will combine

talents that may well entice the

watcher away from the area. Thev
employ various ruses, depending on

the nearness of the human ob-

server and the imminence of nest

discovery. If the birds are only

mildly disturbed, their behavior

will give the impression that every

footprint in the sand is the nesting

site, and their solicitation for these

empty holes carries real conviction.

On numerous occasions, I have

been fooled into supposing that a

nest had been found when one of

the pair stealthily sneaked away
from its mate, who was fondhng
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imaginary eggs beneath its feathers.

If the watcher chooses a vantage

point close to the real nest, the

pantomime of the broken wing will

usually be enacted. However,

snowy plovers seem a little more
consistent than some of the other

birds that resort to this act. Kill-

deer and nighthawks often alternate

injuries from side to side and thus

spoil the illusion. But the snowys

usually "stick to their story" by

dragging only one injured member
as long as there is a chance that the

trick will work.

Several seasons ago, near the

Mexican village of Ensenada, I lo-

cated three young plovers that had

just come out of their shells. Each

of these tiny young could sit on a

nickel without overlapping the

edges. They seemed to forget their

parents' command to "freeze" as I

lifted them off the ground, for when
replaced on the sand, they scattered

at divergent angles. Near by there

was a rusted one-pound coffee can,

which I buried in the sand as a

corral to keep the young together.

Then from a distance I awaited de-

velopments.

The broken-wing act ceased as

soon as I left the vicinity, and the

adults flew off down the beach.

Five minutes later, however, they

stealthily returned in a series of

fast runs and dead stops and peered

into the buried can. Then, seem-

ingly unperturbed, they walked a

score of feet away and started to

catch kelp flies and other insects

A "Sandy" lying low amid his sandy background

that live on rotting seaweed. Occa-

sionally I could see the head of a

young one almost reach the rim

of the can in a vain attempt to join

its foraging parents.

Many more minutes passed be-

fore the adults showed by their ac-

tions that all did not suit them.

Their feeding gradually worked

toward their imprisoned chicks, and

they made several nonstop runs

past the can to look inside. Al-

though I was far out of hearing, I

imagine that these trips were made

to urge the chicks to greater effort,

for each time a parent approached,

the young would scramble about

in a wild endeavor to reach the

sand above. Finally, in the belief

that the baffled adults had met a

situation with which they could

not cope, I thought of freeing the

young. And then it happened!

Many will say that what I am
about to describe was accidental.

The specialist in animal behavior,

who usually knows what he is talk-

ing about, will argue that controlled

experiments do not show that birds

are intelligent enough to have been

"using their heads." However, no

one can object to my recounting

what I observed; and I, for one,

cannot blame it on instinct or acci-

dent.

The adults circled the rim of the

can and paused for the first time,

on the edge. Presently both started

to kick the loose sand at the chicks

below. Within several minutes the

efficacy of this maneuver became
apparent, for the heads of the

jumping chicks now came above

tlie tin, and sometimes they almost

chinned themselves to the surface.

A few more kicks by the adults

raised the floor level to a height

necessary for freedom, and then

the reunited family scurried down
the beach.

'^ Three of a kind: a trio which will someday exhibit the

same curious defensive behavior as their parents
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Cltu oi tke C^aoked! MA/atea
Like an oasis in a region of famine, the ancient settlement called Tuzigoot

flourished, but its fertility seems also to have spelled its doom

A RIZONA'S splendid cHff dwell-

y~^ ings and pueblo ruins have

for two generations been among
the state's leading tourist attrac-

tions. Some of them—such as

Montezuma's Castle and Casa

Grande—have become virtually as

famous as the Colosseum of Rome,

and every season new hordes trail

through them and exclaim over

them in half-a-hundred languages.

But not all of Arizona's ruins are

so renowned. For example, there is

Tuzigoot — City of the Crooked

Water. While it is one of the state's

most readily accessible pueblos and

is considered large and of excep-

tional interest, even by southwest-

ern standards, this is a place all

too seldom visited by the casual

traveler. Situated in the fertile

Verde VaUey of north-central Ari-

zona, between Flagstaff and Pres-

cott, Tuzigoot is reached via paved

U.S. 89-A to Clarkdale, where a

winding, graded road leads across

the Verde River to the ruin, only

a mile and a half distant.

This is scenic country. To one
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side rises the huge bulk of Mingus

Mountain, with a necklace of cop-

per mines around its throat and at

its feet the milling town of Clark-

dale. Beyond the town lies a flat,

green valley with pocket-sized

fields of alfalfa and velvety mead-

ows where fat, red cows and sleepy

burros graze and, now and then,

a little flock of sheep or goats.

Through this pleasant pastoral

scene winds the Verde, clear and

sparkling, with age-old cotton-

woods and willows overhanging its

banks.

It is this river that gives the old

ruin its name. What the pueblo may
have been called by the ancient

ones who built and occupied it is

something no man knows, but its

present name of Tuzigoot—City of

the Crooked Water—was given it

long decades ago by the Tonto

Apaches.

A short distance beyond the river

a short, steep rise brings the visitor

to the pueblo-style administration

buildings. Since the fascinating

hilltop ruins are partially visible

from the parking area, the natural

impulse is to begin exploration at

once. Much better understanding

and appreciation of the whole may
be had, however, by first touring

the splendid museum maintained

here by the National Park Service-

one of the largest and most com-

plete exhibits to be found in any

of our Southwest National Monu-
ments. Here it is possible to learn

virtually everything man knows of

the story of Tuzigoot.

It is a strange story, one that had

its opening about ten centuries ago—

possibly a couple of hundred years

before the Crusades. Great as this

time lapse has been, the green val-

ley surrounding Tuzigoot probably

appears little different today from

the way it did centuries ago when
Tuzigoot was young. Then, of

course, there were in the fields

neither cattle nor horses, since these

animals were unknown in Arizona

before the arrival of the Spanish

explorers, nearly six centuries after

this story opens. Otherwise the

scene was about the same. Even
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J r about six and one-half cen-

; ago, Tuzigoot was a village-

1( strategically situated for defense

rtile haven from drought

then the valley was checkerboarded

with productive fields, for these In-

dians were peaceful, thrifty farm-

ers who cultivated corn and beans,

pumpkins and cotton. From the

fruits of their labor they filled their

tables and granaries and wove cloth

to cover their bodies. To supple-

ment the natural rainfall, they ir-

rigated the fields by means of in-

geniously engineered canals and

laterals, which carried an assured

volume of water from the full-

flowing Verde.

For shelter, these First People

lived in wattlework huts. They

were a framework of closely set

poles plastered over with mud, and

because they were partially sunken

in the ground archaeologists have

>• The apex of the Tuzigoot ruin,

showing the dooriess rooms which

had to be entered by pole ladders

through small holes in the ceiling

called them pit houses. The floors

were of hard-packed earth. There

were no windows, and the whole

dwelling was strictly utilitarian,

but it sufficed to shed the rain and

to turn the not-too-chilly wind. For

implements these people worked
stone into a variety of forms, and

for cooking and storage purposes

tliey made buff-colored pottery ves-

sels. On the whole, life in the City

of the Crooked Water was relatively

complete without being complex.

But word of a good thing always

gets around, and about the year

A.D. 1000 these simple farmers be-

gan having callers from the north.

Like the Man-Who-Came-to-Din-
ner, these casual visitors remained

as permanent settlers. They were

A i:vi N BEFORE THE STONE VILLAGE was built, Indians living in wattlework
huts tilled the valley with the help of irrigation, and it probably looked
much as it does today

CITY OF THE CROOKED WATER

Pueblo Indians, and they brought

to the Crooked Water a lot of fancy

new ideas.

In the first place, they disap-

proved of living in valleys. Unlike

the Children of the Verde, they

had had experience with wars and

raiders, and they wanted to be lo-

cated on the heights, where they

might watch for possible enemies.

Further, they had progressed archi-

tecturally far beyond the primitive

wattle huts.

While the hut-dwellers looked

on, doubtless in amazement and
possibly in derision, these advanced

newcomers began the systematic

erection of compact stone-masonry

houses. They built them on a near-

by hilltop, commanding a view for

many miles on every side. Tuzi-

goot's first stone pueblo contained

only 15 or 20 rooms, and it prob-

ably housed no more than 50 or 75

persons.

Strangely, the pueblo showed
little growth during the next 200

years. Apparently things went along

smoothly and peaceably enough,

but there seems to have been no

land rush. Had climatic conditions

continued to be noi-mal, it is im-

possible to say how long this static

phase might have prevailed; but

farther north in Arizona and south-

western Colorado, a blight had
fallen upon the earth.

The year 1276 ushered in a great

drought cycle, which continued un-

abated for 23 years. During that

period, practically no moisture fell.
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Natural History

MINERALS, By Edward Dembitz

In this puzzle you are given a set of definitions, each with a set

of blank spaces (Part I), and a diagram to be filled in (Part II).

PAKT I. Each definition is a clue to a word whose letters you
are to insert in the blank spaces preceding the definition. These
words appear in recent issues of Natural History Magazine.

— — — — He explored Alaska and lejt his name on
2 18 6 29 a sheep, river, mountain, and porpoise

— — — — — — A priestess at Delphi who prophesied un-
11 35 37 31 16 42 der the influence of Datura seeds

— — — — — One member of this feathered family covers
12 7 3 15 4^ its nest in case of danger or absence

— — — — — — A basis of fruit fellies and a major com-
39 13 21 20 27 5 ponent of ramie gums

— — — — — Glacier-built earth forming much of Corn
34 22 16 4 10 Belt, once thought brought by bergs

— — — — — — He well deserved his name after he led the
36 42 26 30 41 22 party that discovered Yosemite

— — — — — In mythology, a beautiful maiden ; in ento-
9 38 24 11 31 mology, an immature form

— — — — — — Mediterranean insects that were the source
30 3 17 24 23 40 of one of the oldest dyestuffs (red)

— — — — — A tree and tvood used for rafts by ancient
33 32 26 40 32 and modern Peruvians

— — — — — — — — One flew a famous kite; one searched for
4 1 18 28 30 6 27 5 a famous passage

— — — — — — — A pudding ingredient familiar to all, made
37 18 39 16 19 25 18 from the poisonous cassava plant

— — — — — — — Hors d^oeuvre for the gourmet, piece de
42 28 25 31 19 14 35 resistance for the guanay

— — — — "King of the Museum Builders," ivho
36 32 1 34 taught techniques to many young scietttists

— — — — — — — — A beetle, named for its habit of rolling
10 8 24 15 29 23 33 8 12 balls of dung

— — — — — — A finchlike bird which, working com-
36 41 18 14 23 7 munally, builds world's largest nests

— — — — — — — — A new drug, claimed to cure livestock dis-

9 20 17 38 21 27 2 13 ease transmitted by tsetse flies

Copyright 1949 by Edward Dembit:

The contest is open to everyone except employees of the American ^Museum and of
John Wiley and Sons, and their families.

PAKT II. When you have filled in all

the letters in Part I, transfer them to the

proper numbers in the boxes in the dia-

gram below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 11

1
19

13 14

15 16 17 20 21

22 23 24 26 27 28

29 30 32 34 35

36 37 38 39 40 41 42

When the diagram is completed, the unshaded
spaces will form a word maze containing at

least 25 names of MINERALS. To find one
of these minerals, begin with a letter and
move from space to adjoining space in any
direction, including diagonally, until the name
is spelled out. Do not pass through or use
letters in shaded spaces while forming names.
But it is permissible to pass diagonally between
two, as from 17 to 11. Do not form double
letters by jumping up and down on the same
square. Do not skip squares in the middle of

a two-word name.

THREE PRIZES. The three contestants
submitting the largest number of names of
minerals fitting this puzzle mill each receive
a copy of the Manual of Mineralogy by
Dana and Hurlbut, an outstanding book pub-
lished by John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

Names of minerals must appear in bold-
faced type in the main A-Z section of Web-
ster's New International Dictionary

—

1948
(unabridged) in order to be eligible. Names
in bold-faced type beloiv the line at the bot-

tom of the page are allotvable. Different
names for the same mineral will be accepted.
So ivill variants, alternative spellings, and
scientific or technical names, providing they
appear in bold-faced type.

Flagrant disregard of the rules will dis-

qualify a contestant.

In case of ties, duplicate prizes ivill be
atvarded.

Entries must be postmarked on or before
June 1 and be received by June 6, 1949. You
need send only your list of minerals, not the
"checkerboard."

Winners and their scores ivill be published
in Natural History for September, 1949.

K!t»iiliX%%^>li36%%iiiXXSS^^

Seeds failed to sprout in the

parched fields; or, having sprouted,

the starved plants withered and

turned brown. Long before har-

\esting, their burned leaves were

rattling crisply in the hot wind.

Conditions at last reached the point

where entire villages were facing

death by starvation.

Perhaps some of these harried

236

people had heard rumors of a re-

markable Shangri-La a few days'

journey southward—a green and
luxuriant valley through which
flowed a crooked blue river, where
the Rain Gods still sent their life-

giving bounty to bless the earth.

Or perhaps they had not heard of

it. Perhaps they simply started forth

desperately and blindly, seeking

any port in the storm. In either

case, starving refugees from the

drought-stricken lands to the north

were soon pouring into the Verde.

During that 23-year drought, the

population of Tuzigoot doubled

and redoubled. And 100 years later,

the original hill was all but hidden

by buildings, and the influx had
spread to surrounding hills, where
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more than 20 new pueblos had been

built.

And then something happened.

No one knows exactly what. Pos-

sibly enemy invaders succeeded in

storming the hilltop villages, al-

though excavation has revealed no

evidence of widespread carnage or

battle devastation. More likely the

tremendous increase in population,

with resultant overcrowding and

lack of adequate sanitation, even-

tually resulted in contaminated

water with ultimate epidemics and

death. Whatever the determining

factor may have been, by 1400 or

very soon afterward Tuzigoot's

great stone pueblo had been aban-

doned to the winds and to its dead.

Nearly five centuries were to pass

before students of archaeology be-

gan delving into those ruins, by

then all but hidden beneath the

accumulated debris of the years.

With federal assistance and co-

operation of the Phelps-Dodge Cor-

poration (owner of vast copper in-

terests in the vicinity), the pueblo

of Tuzigoot was completely exca-

vated in 1934-35. Later, the ruin's

42-acre site, as well as the museum
and its superb collection, was

donated to Uncle Sam through the

interest of local public-spirited citi-

zens, and in 1939 Tuzigoot National

Monument was created by presi-

dential proclamation. Since that

time, the place has been adminis-

tered by the National Park Service,

with a resident custodian in charge.

That, in brief, is the story of

Tuzigoot.

Leaving the museum, a rock-

bordered path winds up the hill to

the masonry pueblo. It remains

largely as it was excavated, only

a few rooms having been restored

to illustrate the probable manner

in which they were finished and

equipped.

As southwestern pueblos go,

these rooms are singularly large.

Several of them are as much as

fifteen by twenty feet square, and

the average is around twelve by

eighteen feet. Compared to Monte-

zuma's Castle, where some of the

rooms are but five or six feet square,

these must have seemed little short

of palatial. Each room, it is be-

lieved, was occupied by a single

family.

There were no doors in the outer

walls. For the sake of safety, entry

was gained only by pole ladders

extending downward through small

apertures in each ceiling. The

pueblo was limited mainly to a sin-

gle story, although eighteen or

twenty rooms were originally built

with a second story.

On the west slope of the hill is

situated a group of rooms that

evidently had fallen into disuse

while the remainder of the pueblo

was still actively occupied. Now,

this City of the Crooked Water was

not modern either in design or in

plumbing. Sewage and trash were

simply heaved out through the

"front door."

As refuse and debris were cast

out by occupants of overlooking

apartments, it cascaded down the

slope into these abandoned quar-

ters below. In the course of time

this residue accumulated to a

depth of nearly a dozen feet—four

feet above the topmost walls of the

old rooms!

Unappetizing as this method of

trash-disposal must seem, contem-

plation of the practice becomes

even more abhorrent with the

knowledge that this and other

refuse piles on the hillside saw

Winners ot the .Seed Plant Cryptoniaze in the March issue of

Natural History: The three contestants suhmitting the highest number

of seed plants listed in the main section (A-Z) of IFebstei^s New Interna-

tional Dictionary—1948 (unabridged), in accordance with the rules of the

contest, are: Harold Eaton, Jackson Heights, N. Y.—189 seed plants;

Dr. Henry S. Rich, Bronx, N. Y.—178 seed plants; Catherine Van Aken.

New Haven, Conn.—162 seed plants. Each of these winners has received

a copy of The Wild Flower Guide, by Edgar T. Wherry, published by

Doubleday and Company.

double duty as cemeteries. It was

the common custom of these peo-

ple to consign their adult dead to

one of the several city dumps. In-

fant burials were more commonly

made within the pueblo itself. Ex-

cavations to date have disclosed

170 such interments. Some infants

were buried in wall niches, a cus-

tom that seems to be peculiar to

Tuzigoot.

On the east slope, after refuse

had accumulated to a depth of four

feet and many burials had been

made there, additional rooms were

built on top, the already interred

corpses being left to rest in peace

beneath the floors of the new liv-

ing rooms.

That this procedure did not de-

note callousness or indifference

toward death is indicated, archae-

ologists testify, by the splendid

burial offerings found with Tuzi-

goot's dead. Of more than 400

burials excavated here, nearly one-

third contained pottery offerings.

Many of these pieces were truly

magnificent specimens, apparently

traded from the north. Jewelry,

also, was a common offering to the

dead. Some of the finer pieces found

here include rare turquoise mo-

saic, in which the frog motif is of

frequent occurrence. One ensemble

of turquoise necklace and bangles

is said to be the finest of its type

ever taken from an American ex-

cavation. Other beads and brace-

lets are of seashell traded from the

Pacific Coast and the Gulf of Cali-

fornia.

Although these people were won-

der-workers in stone, having pro-

gressed farther in that art than

in any other handicraft, stone

weapons and other implements of

like nature were not buried with

the dead at Tuzigoot, as in the

pueblos to the northeast.

The inasonry of the city cannot

be said to be of a high type if one

uses such criteria as the pre-shaping

of stone, coursing, and the amount

of adobe mortar. However, the

stones were selected with care and

laid in such manner as to provide

a relatively smooth surface, both

on the outside and within. Almost

without exception the old walls still
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ines is the only watch ever to have v

10 world's fair grand prizes and 28 gold

medal awards. In observatory accuracy

trials, Longines has won countless prizes, bul-

citations. Longines watches hold

the present records for the most accurate

wrist watches ever tested at Geneva, Neu-

chatel, and Kew-Teddington Observatories.

In gold filled, $71 .50; in 1 4K gold, from $95.

Companion to the Honored Longines

riorities of construc-

tion and finish are inbuilt into Wittnauer

watches by Longines-Wittnauer, since 1866,

maker of watches of the highest character.

The Wittnauer watches at your jewelers are

outstanding for beauty, accuracy, and long

life ... in their price range, they offer you the

maximum quality and value. In gold filled,

from $39.75; in 14K gold, $59.50 & $71.50.
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stand, as true and four-square as

though laid with a plumb line.

Scattered along the pathway that

leads through the ruins and trod-

den into the dust underfoot He

countless bits of broken pottery.

Their fragmentary designs are still

as distinctly clear as when first

painted upon the clay, possibly six

or eight centuries ago. In many of

the rooms are corn-grinding stones,

lying just as they were excavated,

as well as the smoke-blackened

eyes travel over the honeycomb of

terraced stone walls to the fertile

Verde Valley below and on to the

coppery desert hills and purple

mountains.

Even as ten centuries ago, there

still winds through the valley a

placid river, smothered in cotton-

woods. Spreading away on either

side are fruitful fields of corn,

beans, and pumpkins. Irrigation

canals flow deep and unfailing,

watering fields in the valley just as

did the ancient canals in the days

before William of Normandy set

out on his conquest of England.

That Time and the World move
on is axiomatic. But here, in Ari-

zona's City of the Crooked Water,

the movement has been neither

very fast nor very far.

IN CARIBOU LAND

tion of that ratio could be expected

from time to time, each fluctuation

would be followed by a return to

more or less normal conditions. The

trend of evolution has doubtless

been toward perfecting the wolf in

its ability to capture the caribou,

and at the same time toward per-

fecting the caribou in its ability to

escape the wolf. Unequal progress

of this sort on the part of the two

species would presumably have

been rather disastrous to one or the

other. But it is nature's way to have

preserved a proper balance between

the abilities of the two species, and

thus between their populations. This

balance ( a rather delicate one ) has

obviously been upset to some extent

by the advent of civilized man to

the Barren Grounds.

Everyone is agreed that the num-

bers of the Barren Ground caribou

have declined very seriously during

the past half century. Herds of a

hundred thousand to several mil-

lions, such as were reported in the

I890's, are not in the least likely to

be seen again. The primitive human

races inhabiting the caribou terri-

tory are themselves dwindling;

neither they nor any natural enem-

ies can be charged with primary

responsibility for the deteriorating

status of the caribou. For thousands

of years Eskimo, Indian, and wolf

worked their will on these animals,

and they still flourished amazingly.

It is civilized man, with his destruc-

tive inventions and his inordinate

demands upon wildlife, who must

shoulder the major burden of re-

sponsibility. As a somewhat minor

example, the prospectors who have

IN CARIBOU LAND

destroyed the food supply of the

caribou by burning off large areas in

their winter range, merely to facili-

tate a search for ore-bearing rocks,

have been grossly indifferent to the

general welfare of both men and

animals.

Perhaps the worst threat of all to

the caribou has been the introduc-

tion of reindeer culture along the

arctic coast. This has resulted in

interbreeding between the wild car-

ibou and their inferior domesticated

relatives. When and if this mixture

extends to all the herds of the Bar-

ren Grounds, the caribou may be

written off the record as a pure spe-

cies; the animal will have become

extinct through dilution, as the biol-

ogists express it.

The big movement of August 24

to 28 had represented the peak of

the fall migration. For a couple of

more days, however, the caribou

continued to pass in moderate num-

bers. On the 30th I returned for

another session at Little River and

was amply rewarded with camera

subjects and notebook material. It

was a wonderfully pleasant, balmy

day on the Barrens, with a tempera-

ture rising close to 70° and bringing

out a few black flies and even mos-

quitoes. There was just a zephyrous

breeze, instead of the rude, discom-

fiting half-gales so prevalent in this

well-named area— Windy Lake,

EXPERIENCED OUTFITTERS
Primarily our business is supplying equipment to

expeditions all over the world. We have specialized

in outfitting for 57 years and gained much useful ex-

perience. Let us help you make your trip successful.

Write your needs to Dept. NH-5. Now at new address
with Rod and Gun Shop.

David T. Abercrombie Co.

Windy River, Windy Bay, and Win-
dy Hills! There was a light blue sky,

with a few wisps of clouds drifting

lazily along, also a light haze around

the horizon, such as I seemed to

recollect from faraway boyhood

days in New England when the

chestnut burs were opening in

October. Just before and after the

fly season, at the beginning and the

end of summer, the Barren Grounds

are verily in their finest moods.

September and October came and

went, with caribou still about in fair

numbers. After the final freeze-up

Country Home for Sale
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

vicinity of Ridgewood
16 miles from N. Y. City

HOUSE contains 2 master suites, each

consisting of bedroom with fireplace, bath,

cedar-lined closets, plate glass picture win-

dows and Andersen casements. 3 other bed-

rooms and 1 other bath and a newly made
powder room. Beamed-ceiling living room
with fireplace in 200-year-old wing of

house, random width oak flooring; lounge
room, dining room, kitchen, laundry, pan-

try, breakfast room. Oil heat, 1550 gals,

storage. 2-car garage, machinery and stor-

age outbuildings, covered well, under-
ground gasoline storage, city water and
electricity. Price includes G.E. freezer,

G.E. garbage Disposall, Electrolux refriger-

ator, Norge stove. Easy washer, Ironrite

ironer. Gravely tractor, power lawnmower,
power sprayer, other valuable equipment.

GROUNDS: Nearly 17 acres, 570 road
frontage. Very gradual slope back into

tamarack swamp, a natural bird sanctuary,

thickly set with blueberry bushes, white
azalea, black spruces, tamaracks, red maples,
where owner has built skating pond. About
6 acres in this swamp, which is as wild as

they come—a sort of "wilderness area" in

your own back yard. Roughly 8 acres in

dry woods, planted pine grove, field, gar-

den, fruit. About 3 acres park-like rear

yard, completely enclosed by high rustic

fence assuring utmost in privacy, safety

for children and pels; every species, nut
tree, conifer and shade tree obtainable
from nurseries, and a superb swimming
pool 36 by 16 feet. House, outbuildings,

grounds, in perfect condition and repair.

PRICE complete $40,000, worth far more.
Offered by owner: Dent Smith, Box 509.

Ridgewood, N. J., or telephone Allendale
1-3047.
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on Xo\ember 1, they were less fre-

quent in the \-icinit\- of camp; but

during the second week of the

month, Charles found thousands

mo\ing southward from the Kazan

River area, in herds up to 300 strong.

That probably represented their

final withdrawal from the Barrens

to pass tlie remainder of the winter

in the timbered countr)' south of us.

On December 4, a Norseman air-

craft, which had left me pleasantly

marooned for nearly three months

bevond the appointed time of de-

parture, floated down onto the ice

of Windy Bay. Two hours later I

was off for Churchill. The Barrens

and their caribou were behind me,

but their memory' will linger on-

delightful. indelilDle, and yet well-

nigh unbelie\able—to the end of

mv davs.

TINGUISHE

W //^
99

a Film Portraying the American Museum
The attention of readers is called to a new motion picture entitled "Won-

der House," wliich tells the story of the American Museum of Natural

Histor)'. It is one of the This Is America Series, produced by RKO-Pathe

News. Persons interested in seeing this unusual picture should ask the

manager of their local theater when it will be shown.

"TREETOPS" Continued from page 215

he returned to his splashings and

gruntings, either unconscious of us

or unwilHng to be botliered.

Throughout the night the pool

alternated betsveen utter silence

and the \-isits of animals. Unfortu-

nately, a fog came up and partially

^ -^

obscured our \ iew. Often we heard

sounds we could not interpret-

more splashing, more grunts, and

movements in the bush. Sometimes

we only knew that heavy bodies

were moving in the shadows. The

mother rhino and her baby reap-

peared from time to time, circling

down to the water and back through

the bush on a regular tour; but as

dawn approached, the forest fell

still. Then the fog began to lift,

and as it thinned we saw the cinna-

mon-colored bushbuck in the early

morning light; and the waterbuck

also retvurned.

We were sleepy at breakfast, for

we had been awake all night, but

we had enjoyed every moment of

the experience and were reluctant

to \ea.ve for Nyeri when, about ten

o'clock, the white hunter and his

bovs reappeared on the forest trail.

The ladder was lowered, and we
made our way to the ground. We
examined the rhino spoor and the

place where the buffalo had wal-

lowed. We took pictures of Tree-

tops from the ground, and finally

we made our way back to where

the station wagon was waiting.

In another half hour we were

once again looking out across the

flower gardens of the Outspan

Hotel toward Mt. Kenya, standing

so high against the sky. .\heady we

were finding it difficult to beheve

that Treetops had been real and

not imaginary.

WILD BIRDS ADD /%g^g/»y TO YOUR GARDEN.

AUDUBON FEEDERS KEEP BIRDS
IN FULL VIEW WHILE FEEDINS
Feede

ands.

A An unusual portrait of a prairie dog photographed by Russell "VC'. Walker
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Molting Mantis
Sirs:

Recently, while making a series of color

slides of various insects for use in the

San Diego schools, I noticed that one

of my models—a praying mantis—was

casting its skeleton. As quickly as I could,

I set up a camera for black-and-white

shots. The result, as you see here, is

rather queer.

In the first picture, the fierce-looking

mantis appears to be battling another in-

sect while walking on thin air. But give

the photograph a quarter turn and you

will see what is actually happening. The
mantis is just completing a molt. Its

skeleton, which it wears outside its body

like other insects instead of inside like

ours, is hanging by one leg from the twig,

with the molting insect suspended below

it. All that remains is for the mantis to

unsheath the left foreleg. This operation

took considerable effort and necessitated

the change of position shown in the other

photograph.

W. W. Wheatley.
Lakeside, Calif.

W^holegale Measures JVeeessary

Sras:

Your interesting article on the Praying

Mantis in the March issue of Natural
History prompts me to inquire how one

may introduce these insects into the

garden, where you point out they are

beneficial.

I tried several years ago to establish

them on my 46 x 110 city lot by means
of an egg case obtained from a gardener

in Ohio. Although we followed instruc-

tions, none of the insects ever appeared

in our neighborhood. The gardener from

whom we obtained the egg case has since

discontinued that item. Where can I get

some mantises or their eggs?

H.
J.

NOTTAGE.
Portland, Ore.

The following advice is offered by Miss

Alice Gray, who is "Official Mantis

Keeper" in the American Museum's De-

partment of Insects and Spiders:

I assume that the praying mantis you
attempted to establish in your garden

was the Chinese Mantis, a very large

oriental species now common in the east-

em United States. Since there are no
recorded native mantises in Oregon, it

may be that the chma e is unsuitable;

but the creatures are hardy, and it seems
more hkely that your experiment failed

through not being sufficiently extensive.

I gather that you placed one egg mass
in your yard and permitted nature to take
its course. If conditions were favorable,

about 200 little mantises would have

LETTERS

A NOT TWO INSECTS FIGHTING but

a single praying mantis struggling with

"itself." Turn the picture one quarter to

the left and you will see that its skeleton

is suspended from one leg and is sus-

taining the weight of the struggling in-

sect. The mantis is almost free

> HERE THE POSITIONS have been re-

versed, and the mantis is doing its utmost

to free the one remaining foreleg. Notice

the old eye-casing and the skeleton of the

antenna. The white "threads" are mus-

cular tissue pulled from inside the old skin

hatched out. Being hungry and active,

they would have soon dispersed over a

wide area. With average luck, two, or at

most three, of them would have reached

maturity.

Mantises live only one summer and

mate but once. The female devours the

male during mating and produces a

single mass of eggs. Therefore, e\'en it

three of the brood matured, with both

sexes represented, and if, with the whole

state of Oregon to wander in, diey all

contrived to meet, only one fertile egg

mass could have been produced. This

would put you right back where you

started. The hkelihood of doing even this

well is exceedingly remote.

If, on the other hand, you were to

introduce a large number of egg masses

into a relatively small area, the odd mem-
bers of the several broods would run a

chance of pairing up. The second genera-

tion would be much more likely to equal

or exceed the first, and the species would

be closer to becoming established in the

district. If you really want wild mantises

in your garden, you will have to use

wholesale measures. Secure the co-opera-

tion of tlie neighbors and colonize the

entire neighborhood. But first make sure

that there is no law against shipping man-
tises into the state, by asking your State

Department of Agriculture. There should

not be, since mantises are strictly in-

sectivorous and inoffensive to man and

beast.

The egg capsules of mantises are sold

by plant nurserymen and by scientific

supply houses. Here are a few likely ad-

dresses: Butterfly World Supply House,

Inc., 289 East 98th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.;

Wards Natural Science Estabhshment,

Inc., P. O. Box 24, Beechwood Station,

Rochester, N. Y.; General Biological Sup-

ply House, Inc., 763 East 69th Place,

Chicago 37, 111. These concerns may
keep eggs under refrigeration to prevent

hatching. Such retarded eggs would be
rather expensive, but the season is too

far advanced for you to obtain any other

kind this year.

Mantises are reasonably plentiful in the

East, but a great many egg masses are

needed, and supply house prices are high
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e\en in season. Why don't you postpone

the experiment until next spring and ar-

range to ha\e tlie eggs collected by an

enthusiastic amateur? In winter, when

the capsules bulk conspicuously on the

leafless Uvigs, scores or hundreds can be

found in a single day almost anywhere

within the mantis area. This includes

Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and

Pennsylvania. If you have no co-opera-

ti\e friends Lving in this part of tlie

world, vou could put a small advertise-

ment in a winter issue of some magazine

read bv young naturalists. An unrestricted

offer of as much as five cents apiece

would probably produce an inundation,

so \'0u had better invite correspondence

before placing your order.

Ha\-e the egg masses sliipped whOe

tlie weatlier is still cold. Distribute diem

widely over the neighborhood, since o\er-

crowding leads to cannibahsm and starva-

tion. Tie the twigs bearing the capsules

securely among the branches of shrub-

bery, with the convex end of each cap-

sule uppermost. Then all you can do is

wait. Even if tlie experiment is succeed-

ing, you may not know it until the leaves

fall, revealing the new generation of

eggs. A mantis in its natural habitat is

virtually invisible.

If die program for naturalizing the

mantis in Oregon sounds too ambitious,

3'ou might like to rear a few specimens

as pets. Secure a single egg mass and

place it in a jar with some moist earth

or paper to keep the atmosphere damp.

When the insects emerge, Hberate most

of them, keeping no more than you can

conveniently tend. For each of these,

prepare a separate cage made of. a wide-

mouthed bottle with an inch of damp
soil in the bottom and a piece of clotli

over the top. A branching twig should

be fitted into each bottle, so that the

mantis will have a place to cling while

molting.

Water your mantises daily by sprinkling

the insides of the cages. More captive

mantises die of drought than of any other

cause.

In the city, where no wild food is

available, I feed young mantises with

fruit fhes raised for the purpose. Aphids,

or plant Hce, from the garden would do
equally well. So would almost any small

insect except ants. Ants eat mantises.

As your pets grow larger, they become
easier to feed. They will accept earth-

worms, caterpillars, spiders, and almost

any little creature that is not too shelly.

They will even take bits of cooked meat
offered with a slight swinging motion to

simulate fife. Although their appetites

are enormous, mantises can go for many
days without eating, if they have to.

To lovers of mantises as pets it seems
unfortunate that their life span is so

short. Even if unmated, they die peace-

fully of old age at about the time of the

first heavy frost.

I hope that this answers your query,

and wish you the best of luck in your

study of a most fascinating insect.

Kature'g Deep Freeze

If modem man could step back into

tlie past some fifteen thousand years, more

or less, he would find a surprisingly rich

and \aried mammal fauna in Alaska. He
would see not only such mammals as

live there today but many others which

have disappeared completely from the

western world. Mammoths, mastodons,

horses, and other mammals which exist

today only in the Eastern Hemisphere

were just as much North American citi-

zens as the caribou and the moose.

Back in this remote period nature in-

stalled a metliod of refrigeration which

has preserved samples of this vanished

fauna so efficiently that it is possible

today to encounter an occasional animal

or part of an animal still in the flesh. Deep

deposits of fine silt in the valley of the

Yukon have been washed away in hy-

draulic operations, and these beds are

the burial grounds of thousands of

Alaska's frozen fauna, usually encoun-

tered as bones. From the grass roots down
this silt is perpetually frozen, a freeze

deep both in space and in time.

On June 13th, a special exhibit in the

77tli Street Foyer of the American Mu-
seum will show parts of these prehistoric

mammals encountered in the flesh in

nature's deep freeze. The face and fore-

hmbs of a baby mammoth is the out-

standing feature of the exhibit.

The specimens shown are part of the

Childs Frick Laboratory collection se-

cured in co-operation with the University

of Alaska and the Fairbanks Exploration

Company.

Museum Acquires

Great Gull Island

An island with a bright future as a

wildlife laboratory came into the posses-

sion of the American Museum of Natural

History on March 31, when the War
Assets Administration awarded Great Gull

Island to the Museum at a 100 per cent

public benefit discount.

Great Gull lies between Plum Island

and Little Gull Island some seven miles

nordieast of Orient Point, the northern-

most of the two eastward-projecting

"flukes" of Long Island. It is seventeen

acres in extent and has served for more
than fifty years as an army fort guarding

one of the sea approaches to New York

City. Prior to 1898, the island was the

site of a thriving tern colony estimated

at 7000 birds. It was here that the late

Frank M. Chapman made his first field

e.xpedition for the American Museum in

the summer of 1889. Following this visit,

and at Dr. Chapman's suggestion, the

Linnaean Society and the American Mu-
seum arranged for warden protection of

the island's sea birds, until the colony

was destroyed by the building of Fort

Michie.

Great Gull is also notable as the for-

mer home of the litde-known and novv

extinct Gull Island mouse. It is ideally

situated for ornithological studies, offer-

ing fine fishing grounds for sea birds on

all sides and being located on a well-

known autumn migration route for birds

crossing to Long Island from the Rhode

Island coast.

Although the Museum will have title

to the island, the Linnaean Society of

New York has volunteered to plan and

carry out research work and assume the

costs of administration. A "Gull Island"

Committee has been forpied to direct

operations, with Christopher K. McKeever,

well-known Long Island ornithologist, as

chairman. Museum members of the com-

mittee will be Dr. Robert Cushman
Murphy, Chairman of die Bird Depart-

ment, Dr. Lester Aronson, Chairman of

the Department of Animal Behavior, and

Richard H. Rough, Curator of Conserva-

tion.

Immediate plans for the island center

around the effort to estabfish the com-

mon tern as a breeding bird once again,

and this summer ex-periments with decoys

wiU be carried out. Some changes in the

island viall probably be necessary, such

as demohtion of certain army structures

and the planting of trees and shrubs, but

this work will be delayed until the breed-

ing season is ended.

Later work may include banding and

other migration studies, bird behavior

studies, and possibly efforts to induce

other species such as the osprey, petrel,

and eider to nest on the island. Popula-

tion research on small mammals is being

considered, and several eastern universi-

ties have expressed interest in the island

as a site for other natural history studies.

Deserted and desolate now. Great Gull

Island seems destined to a busy and use-

ful future as a field laboratory and re-

search station.

Robert S. Abbit, Jh.,

President, Linnaean

Society of New York.

End of the World
at Hayden Planetarium

During July and August, visitors at

the Hayden Planetarium will have oppor-

tunity to witness a graphic program on

the question of the ultimate fate of the

planet Earth. Will the Earth someday

freeze when the last atom of energy

leaves tlie Sun? Or may we experience

the dread catastrophe of a cosmic colli-

sion? These and other questions will be

thrillingly discussed.

Through June, the subject of the Plane-

tarium show will be "Our Daytime Star

—the Sun." Fountainhead of life and

energy on the earth, the sun is by far

our most important star. The Planetarium

show brings vividly to mind the impor-

tant role it plays in almost every aspect

of our existence.
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Ecuador and the
galapagos islands

- by Victor Wolfgang von Hagen

The University of Oklahoma Press, $3.75

290 pp., 17 photos, 3 maps

TN the author's words, this book is an

".
. . informal history, told through

the personahties of those who have trav-

eled, lived, written, or died vwthin the

land of the republic on the Equator."

It also contains a liberal sprinkHng of

natural history and ethnology, all of it

related in von Hagen's briskly paced,

though occasionally florid, style.

The history is lively and colorful, and

the author's knowledge of it is clearly

based on extensive research. The re-

viewer was less satisfied, however, with

von Hagen's treatment of the contem-

porary highland population—particularly

the Andean Indians and the cholos, or

half-castes. Throughout diis section "race"

is confounded with "culture" in an alarm-

ing manner, and the resulting confusion

detracts, inevitably, from his picture of

Ecuadorian society. This is doubly un-

fortunate since von Hagen impHes tliat

what he describes for Ecuador is true of

the Andean republics generally.

In dealing with the Colorado Indians,

and with the head-hunting Jivaro of the

Amazonian jungle, von Hagen is on

firmer ground, since his knowledge of

both tribes is based on first-hand investi-

gation. In describing the fear-ridden head-

hunters, the author explodes the myth
( if it stiU needs e.xploding ) that the primi-

tive is a Rousseauist "natural man."
The high point of the book, in the re-

viewer's opinion, is the section on Ecua-
dor's desolate island outpost, the Gala-

pagos—long a haunt of pirate, whaler,

naturalist, and romantic escapist. The his-

tory of these "cinder heaps" is traced

from their accidental discovery by Spanish

explorers to the occupation of the islands

by the United States Navy Air Force dur-

ing World War II. Two chapters are de-

voted to Charles Darwin; it was his ex-

perience with the unique fauna of the

Galapagos, von Hagen maintains, that

ESCAPE Su*K*H&t
Enjoy life in romantic gpring-like

flower-lined Cuernavaca. Cosy home-
BpuD apartments $45 a month up,
furnislied; honses $65 to S500.

' KEN BELDIN,
Salinas 14-a, Cuernavaca, Mexico.

(Also ask for list of ovailable sound
first mortgages earning 10%.)

led the great naturalist to propound his

theory of evolution.

The book is well illustrated and con-

tains a very useful bibliography.

Harry Tschopik, Jr.

Cream hill

by Lewis Gannett

with lithographs by Ruth Gannett

The Viking Press, $3.50

191 pp.

ON any highway leading from a large

city to the rural countryside you

will see them, these people of the week-

end world. They travel in cars packed

to bursting capacity with their belong-

ings. Representing every class and station

in life they come in conveyances ranging

from modern super station wagons to

rickety old jalopies, but all have one ob-

ject in view—to reach that shack or cot-

tage in tlie country in as short a time as

possible. The exodus from the city starts

in earnest Friday afternoon and increases

in volume until Saturday night. The

week-end countryman is a modern or

new kind of being that is tlie product

of the automobile. He is, as he needs

must be in some ways, eccentric. Anyone

that will work at a job all week and

then spend his rest days at manual labor,

pestered by a host of tormenting insects

and inconveniences, could hardly be con-

sidered exactly normal. The choice loca-

tion is an old homestead of medium pro-

portions that can be renovated and made
livable for week ends. The more dilapi-

dated it appears the greater the appeal

to prospective purchasers. During the

past ten or fifteen years every available

shack within two hundred miles of New
York City has been singled out and com-

mandeered by someone. Witii increasing

competition, prices have risen from a

few hundred dollars for a twenty-acre

tract up into the thousands.

When Lewis Gannett bought a home-
stead on a Connecticut hilltop twenty-

five years ago he got in on the ground

floor and was one of the privileged few
that had a , wide choice in selection.

Strangely enough, he found that his great

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS
Old, Rare and Out of Print

CATALOGUES ISSUED
INQUIRIES SOLICITED

JOHN JOHNSON
Box 248 Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

great grandfather had been a settler on

this very hill. From his experiences in

making the house livable for week ends,

linked with personal past history, Mr.

Gannett has written this entertaining and

useful book that will delight the country-

minded. It is a book that the city reader

wiU also enjoy, and the week-ender will

find it most helpful in developing the

background of his own particular estate.

In this interesting narrative is told how

year after year Lewis Gannett and his

family slowly learned vidth changing ex-

periences. Eventually they came to inter-

mediate terms with the hilltop, its people's

past and present, its plants and trees. As

most readers are already aware, Lewis

Gannett is a world traveler with broad

experience and has traveled all over Eu-

rope, visited Russia and the Orient. He
now lives in New York when not vaca-

tioning at Cream Hill.

George G. GooDvnN.

High jungle
by William Beebe

Duell, Sloan and Pearce, $4.50

379 pp., 49 photos

fLflGH JUNGLE is the twenty-second
-*-' book written by Wilham Beebe.

Like the others, it is an account of ob-

servations in the field, the mental im-

pressions they invoke, and the philosophi-

cal asides in which tlie author may
discourse on a surprisingly wide range of

topics. This book is based upon field work

in Venezuela, mostly during residence at

Rancho Grande, and covers a period in-

cluding parts of 1945, 1946, and 1948.

As always, William Beebe plans his

work well, is accompanied by a compe-

tent staff, and brings back masses of ma-

terial. The area worked in this case is

a rich one; Rancho Grande is in a tropical

rain forest, a high jungle in the fullest

sense of the words. Also the party had

ready access to other environments rang-

ing from tlie waters of the Caribbean to

dry and desert conditions. The field of

interest was comprehensive, and nothing

escaped attention from the highest to the

lowest animal or plant. One moment the

author may be noting the ubiquitous vul-

ture on high aerial patrol, the next turn-

WiLDJIRDSJDD^^^^^f TO YOUR GARDEN

IIDUBON FEEDERS KEEP BIRDS
FULL VIEW WHILE FEEDINB

's with and without squirrel

i, hanging and on pipe stands.

Write lor our loUn
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ing some logs for subterranean encounters.

This inquisitive turn of mind, this readi-

ness to explore even the most trivial (to

a casual observer) contact with nature,

provides William Beebe with some sur-

prising data. All die aids of modem
science are called into play, from high

power telescopes to compound micro-

scopes. No creature' he meets can, there-

fore, feel a secure sense of privacy. Like

Helen of Troy, he may expect to see his

private life exposed in print.

"Although we were one yard away, no

slightest doing, no casual or intentional

activity was hidden from our prying eyes,

no intimacy was foreign to our gossip

sheet." From the chapter "Private Lives

of Jungle Falcons."

Although some space is devoted to the

higher vertebrates and to events that

would impress the veriest tyro, of which

a landshde is a good example, a great

many pages are devoted to lesser crea-

tures, less obvious happenings, and epi-

sodes outside the experience of practically

every reader. Because of this wide cov-

erage of subject matter, the average

reader may find his interest waxing and
waning as the topics vary. This reviewer

noted that reader appeal, for him at least,

was a fluctuating quality.

The book is well illustrated with ex-

cellent halftones.

H. E. Anthony.
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PiLCHUCK: THE LIFE OF
A MOUNTAIN

by Harry W. Higman

and Earl
J.

Larrison

Drawings by Edmund
J.

Sawyer

Superior PubUshing Company, Seattle

$3.50, 281 pp.

WELL might we envy a man whose

work brings him in intimate asso-

ciation with a mountain for sLx years. But

we who have more prosaic things to do

can be grateful that he and his companion

have given us a delightful account of the

mountain and the abundant hfe they

found on its broad, forested slopes.

One of the authors. Earl J.
Larrison, is

a young biologist. For his doctorate in

the Laboratory of Vertebrate Biology at

the University of Michigan he elected to

study the ecology of a single mountain

from base to summit. He chose Pilchuck

Mountain on the western edge of Wash-

ington State's Cascade Range, 33 miles

northeast of Seattle. There, in an area

five by eight miles, Larrison and Harry

W. Higman, mountaineer and outdoor

enthusiast, ranged from dripping, ever-

green "rain forest" at the base to the

mile-high, wind-battered crest at timber

line—and together they wrote this story.

The authors invent three likable char-

acters, led by "Doc," a biologist, who

manage to communicate to the reader the

fascination and excitement of discovering

the amazingly diverse plant and animal

colonies that make a mountain a little

world in itself. They found 52 kinds of

mammals and over 50 different plant as-

sociations, discovered 75 small lakes, and

describe in easy, nontechnical language

their personal experiences with animals,

birds, weather, camping, forests, bogs,

cirques, and even ferns, mosses, and

lichens.

"Doc" is a much-needed pubhc rela-

tions man for biologists. Although slightly

didactic, he clearly explains the inter-

related fife cycles of plants and animals

and the importance to man of maintain-

ing some semblance of the original "bal-

ance of nature." But Pilchuck, like most

of the remnants of our once great wilder-

ness, is a last-ditch stand against the

encroachments of civilization. Can the

pitifully few "Docs" convince Americans

how vital it is to save some of our wilder-

ness heritage in time?

Weldon F. Heald.

The ways of a mud
DAUBER

- by George D. Shafer

Stanford University Press, $2.50

78 pp., 10 plates (4 in color), 10 figs.

M^[ANY an inquiry addressed to the

American Museum's Department of

Insects and Spiders is: "How can I get

rid of them?" This sort of question is

asked not only with reference to insects

that are destructive or uncleanly but also

with regard to bees and wasps that are

essentially beneficial. Those more con-

cerned with the possibility of now and

then being stung than witli the oppor-

tunity of making interesting observations

may acquire a new viewpoint in reading

this book. It was written by a retired

professor of physiology who at the age

of 75 intrepidly feeds wasps with drops of

honey placed on his finger and has enough

fellow-feeling for these creatures to go

to the trouble of replacing a broken

wing in one crippled individual with a

whole wing derived from a dead speci-

men of the same species.

This act of surgery failed of its ob-

jective, but the disabled Sceliphron

cementarium repaid its \yould-be bene-

factor by revealing many of the tech-

niques of its specie. It became a "caged

animal," supplied by its "keeper" with

building material for its cells and with

prey in the form of spiders, and it per-

formed under his very eyes.

Observations on structurally perfect

specimens of the mud dauber were also

undertaken ;n number—in fact, the study

was extended over five years—and the au-

thor was enabled to make new and valued

contributions to our knowledge, notwith-

standing the fact that Sceliphron is one
Continued on page 287
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A thrilling expedition

to Lower California

by air, sea, and land

to locate and study

the breeding grounds

of an animal which

until recently was

thought by scientists

to be close to extinction

A Dr. Carl Hubbs and Errol Flynn,
leaders of the expedition to the nursery

of the Gray Whales. The well-known film

actor's father is a biologist at the Uni-

versity of Belfast and a friend of Dr.

Hubbs

FEW animals in the history of

American wildlife have been

lost and found as often as the Cali-

fornia Gray Whale in the hundred

years since its discovery. Although

its weight of 20 tons and length of

50 feet makes this whale plainly

visible on a broad expanse of ocean,

it has apparently disappeared on

three separate occasions.

Postglacial skeletons in Europe,

including one that was found when

the mud of the Zuyder Zee was be-

ing drained, indicate that the Gray

Whale was formerly native to the

eastern Atlantic. And, if some old

whale drawings, presumably Amer-

ican, and vague descriptions of

"Scragg" whales can be used as cir-

cumstantial evidence, they may
once have occurred along our east-

ern seaboard.

A century ago it was estimated

that these marine mammals passed

San Diego at a rate of "a thousand

a day" in a southward migration

that continued practically unabated

for a full three months. This abun-

dance was followed by relentless

persecution and then by virtual

disappearance. It seemed that this

shore-loving species was doomed,

and even Captain Scammon, a man

l/ljirserij of the

Grau lUhales
By Lewis Wayne Walker
Photographs by the author except where

otherwise credited

with the peculiar attributes of a

whaler, a great naturalist, and the

exploiter of the whales' breeding

grounds, forecast their inevitable

extermination. Less than a quarter

of a century after the publication of

his book on marine mammals, the

Gray Whales were thought to be

extinct along our western coast,

and for several decades scientific

mention of the species was gen-

erally couched in the past tense.

Their next reappearance in the

early nineteen hundreds was far to

the west and many thousands of

miles away. Dr. Roy Chapman
Andrews was studying the un-

known whales of the orient and
in his research, descriptions of some
mammals that twice yearly passed

along the coast of Korea re-

minded him of the lost Grays—not
only in physical characteristics but

also in temperament. These ru-

mored whales were devoid of dorsal

fins. They were coastal in habits,

and the translation of their Japa-

nese name was "Devil Fish," the

identical term used years before by

whalers of California and Mexico.

Soon after his arrival at a distant

Korean whahng station, village

whistles summoned townspeople to

the docks, and under the wavering

shadows cast by flares, Dr. Andrews

saw a tremendous carcass on an

incoming boat. It was a Cahfornia

Gray, beyond a doubt; and in the

weeks that followed, scores of the

dead mammals were brought to

port where their carcasses were ren-

dered for their oil and stripped of

their edible meat. Many were

measured, and a few skeletons were

preserved, for it was then surmised

that the species might be on the
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"way out" even on Asiatic shores.

Rediscovery of these lost animals

presented peculiar problems of

migration and range. Korea vi'as

thousands of miles from the whales'

established home, and according to

previous concepts the Grays were

coastal mammals and not denizens

of the deeper parts of the Pacific.

Had the whales crossed to oriental

shores in the recent past, perhaps

forced by the incessant pursuit of

the American whalers? If so, had

they gone directly across the deep-

est of all oceans or by the long

northern route by way of the Aleu-

tians? Or had the species been split

for eons into two separate bands—

one frequenting the coast of Korea,

the other formerly resident along

the coasts of California and western

Mexico? These questions have

never been definitely answered. But

again, if we may rely on the sketchy

evidence of century-old paintings,

credence is given to the two-band

theory, for there are some ancient

Japanese prints that portray ani-

mals having most of the characteris-

tics of Gray Whales.

Until the end of the last war it

was believed that Japan had a com-

plete monopoly on "Devil Fish"

and that our band had been ex-

tirpated from former haunts. But

when Dr. Garl Hubbs joined the

staff of the Scripps Institution of

Oceanography, another chapter on

the elusive California Grays began

to unfold. A gigantic whale hunt

began—a hunt wherein not an ani-

mal was killed but which probably

called into operation the most im-

posing array of equipment ever

used in the study of a single species

of wild creature.

It all started on a small scale

when students manned field glasses

^ One of the elusive creatures, probably a calf, photographed

from a hovering helicopter. The Gray Whale reaches a length of 40 to 50

feet and a weight of 20 tons. Ruthless commercial slaughter was thought

to have exterminated them in the last century

r

A When the expedition's helicopter was

downed by a dead battery, a message for

help, spelled out with turtle shells,

brought relief. The battery was dropped

by improvised parachute

-
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from lookouts on the Institute roof

on the cliffs at La Jolla. From this

vantage point they counted the

number of whales passing during

specific periods of time and charted

their routes on shore-line maps.

Their findings, published in news-

paper articles, aroused the interest

of local citizens, and observations

from amateur naturahsts up and

down the coast poured in. After

correlating these scattered bits of

data. Dr. Hubbs was able to fore-

cast the arrival of a group of whales

seen hours before far to the north.

In this way, routes of travel and

cruising speeds of six or seven miles

an hour formed into definite pat-

terns, as an astounding total of 200

whales were counted during day-

time hours between December of

1946 and February of 1947.

During this same period there

were constant reports of alien sub-

marines in offshore waters, but in-

vestigation usually disclosed crea-

tures that blew 20-foot geysers three

or four times in rapid succession

and then submerged for about

seven minutes. As a result, in co-

operation with the Navy some at-

tempts were made to tabulate

movements with the use of under-

water sonar. The government's pri-

mary interest was based on identi-

fication, while Scripps Institution

hoped to determine the numbers

that passed nocturnally. This mod-

ern phase of investigation unfortu-

nately started after tlie migration's

peak, and so it met with only medi-

ocre success. But the fish and

flotsam that registered on the deH-

cate instruments indicated that re-

sults might be secured when the

passage was at its height.

Additional naval co-operation is

scheduled for some future date

when an effort will be made to

determine the type of communica-

tion used by whales. During the La

Jolla observations, groups of the

cetaceans were often seen to sub-

merge and rise almost simultane-

ously although separated by at

least a quarter of a mile of open

water. This occurred too frequently

to be mere coincidence, and Dr.

Hubbs feels that dehcate instru-

ments may make audible some sort

of whale signal—perhaps in the

supersonic or perhaps in a very low

frequency. Porpoises, small cousins

of the larger cetaceans, utter a con-

stant series of pigUke squeals and

grunts when feeding and travehng.

By late January the southward

movement had reached its peak,

and it was plainly evident that the

migration could no longer be

looked upon as just a few survivors

of an almost extinct animal to be

watched, recorded in scientific jour-

nals, and then virtually forgotten.

Instead, the numbers had taken on

such magnitude that the creatures

were potentially valuable to both

the United States and Mexico. Thus

the study abruptly changed from

one of purely academic interest to

a vitally important research project

with an international bearing. Help

of the Coast Guard was requested,

and this branch of the service co-

operated by granting Dr. Hubbs
permission to be an observer on a

few of their southward mercy
flights. Thus in February of 1947,

Photo by G. E. Kirkpatrick

Scammons Lagoon, a famous place

in American whahng history, was

scanned with powerful glasses from

the plastic nose of a P.B.Y. Far

below, 101 whales were counted

swimming in the winding channels

and in the surf at the entrance to

the lagoon. Even at that early date

some of the cows were accompanied

by a single newborn calf.

Before this Mexican inlet was

found by Scammon, it teemed with

breeding whales, calving and nurs-

ing their young undisturbed. How-
ever, about 1850, Scammon's boat

chased some whales into the

breaker fine on the edge of the

desert that forms Sebastian Viscaino

Bay. Although the water was shal-

low and dotted with sand bars that

precluded deep dives, the quarry

mysteriously disappeared. Search

for the animals disclosed a narrow

channel running between the break-

ers parallehng the beach and open-

ing into the whale-choked lagoon,

now bearing the Captain's name.

For several years, Scammon suc-

cessfully kept this valuable loca-

tion secret, and his boat, the brig

"Boston," with its share-paid crew,

was the envy of the fleet. It would

make a trip around the Horn and

return with a load of oil in a few

months, a decided contrast to the

two- and three-year antarctic jour-

neys made by other New Bedford

vessels. According to rumor, how-

ever, the secret was divulged in a

peculiar way. Another whaling craft

sailing north of Cedros Island de-

tected on an offshore breeze the

distinctive odor of blubber being

rendered. This scent, stronger with

every minute of progress, led the

strange boat to the breaker line and

enabled a lookout in the crow's-

nest to see the masts of Scammon's

ship over the large white dune that

marks the lagoon entrance.

News of this marine treasure

spread rapidly, and the next spring

found 40 or 50 ships jockeying for

the best channel positions and har-

<The expedition's tempo-

rary camp overlooking San

Ignacio Lagoon, the nursery

of the Gray Whales
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A These unprecedented pictures of the Gray Whale were taken from the

helicopter, here seen hovering over the wake of one of the huge creatures

pooning every passing whale. The
slaughter was not only easy but

thorough. Floating flag-marked car-

casses dotted the placid waters,

which soon became red with the

uncontrolled butchery. With almost

every kill a suckling calf was left

to die as an orphan, and within a

few years it no longer paid the

whalers to venture into the plun-

dered nursery.

A hundred miles beyond Scam-

mons the Coast Guard plane car-

ried Dr. Hubbs over San Ignacio

Lagoon. Here a count of 67 whales

was recorded, and a few hours later,

after an injured fisherman had been

taken aboard, 94 were tallied on

the return over Scammons. Al-

though this flight was hurried and
inconclusive insofar as accurate

numbers were concerned, it proved

that the whales had returned to

haunts vacated long ago. Thus ten-

tative plans for a future expedition,

heretofore based on mere theory,

were considerably strengthened.

Several of these southern trips

were made. Meanwhile, observa-

tions continued at La Jolla, where
a constant stream of visitors

watched the whales as they traveled

> Octopuses were caught by hand
in crevices about 15 feet below the

surface. When correctly cooked, they

resembled the meat of the abalone

a narrow, invisible path that took

short cuts from point to point. Oc-

casionally the animals were seen to

twist about in peculiar gyrations

with flukes exposed, leisurely

thrashing the water. The signifi-

cance of this maneuver is unknown.

Perhaps it was just a stretching of

muscles, tired from the straight,

headlong monotony of their swim
from the arctic. Perhaps it was a

phase of courtship unseen by us

because most of their bodies re-

mained a score of feet below the

surface. Sometimes one of the tre-

mendous animals would jump com-

pletely out of water, landing with

a resounding splash. The reason for

this action is also unknown but

is believed to be caused by the

need to take visual bearings or by

the irritation resulting from the

barnacles that stud their broad

backs.

A few individuals of the numbers

passing the Institute strayed from

their route and ventured near shore,

becoming temporarily lost in the

maze of kelp. Yet despite the fact

that both Oriental and American

whalers formerly considered "Devil

Fish" the most dangerous of ceta-

ceans, these baffled animals rarely

attempted to use their tremendous

strength to break a path through

the seaweed. Instead, they just

swam about the clear areas aim-

lessly, eventually blundering upon
exits leading into deeper water.

During this first spring, the Uni-

versity of California's research

yacht, the "E. W. Scripps," was

made available for offshore work

and was tentatively scheduled for a
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Mexican cruise if financial backing

could be procured for the expedi-

tion. Here a friendship of long

standing between Professor T.

Thompson Flynn, biologist of the

University of Belfast, North Ire-

land, his son, Errol Flynn of Holly-

wood, and Dr. Hubbs prompted the

actor to assume the expenses for

such an expedition, then set for the

following year.

The schedule, planned by Dr.

Hubbs and Errol Flynn during the

remainder of 1947, worked to per-

fection in its rendezvous midway
between the lagoons. Slow trucks,

slightly faster boats, one helicopter

with limited range, and five speedy

planes were synchronized into an

effective unit and reached the dis-

tant point according to schedule.

The truck camp was established

and ready for occupancy at Punta

Abreojos hghthouse when the yacht

came into sight. At almost the same
instant we heard the drone of ap-

proaching planes. These had left

San Diego three or four hours be-

fore, flying over a cactus-strewn ter-

ritory that had taken us a full week
to cover by truck over practically

nonexistant roads.

The meal that first night was
completely indigenous. Merely what
the region provided gave us a truly

bountiful repast. Five minutes of

barefoot beach scratching had un-

covered half a sack of four-inch

Pismo clams, while Coyote Lagoon,

a small inlet a few miles away, had
an abundance of mangrove oysters

of two delectable species of bivalve,

which we actually picked from the

roots of trees.

Mangrove thickets border most
of the lagoons in this section of

Mexico and are usually established

where the plants will be completely

out of water at the lowest tides.

The roots, however, drop from high

tide level like a series of stilts to

form an impenetrable leafless jun-

gle, creating the unique oyster beds
of the region. In some spots where
current and other conditions are

ideal, a single root will support sev-

eral layers of dehcious oysters, to

be harvested with a machete or ax,

instead of with a rake.

Several aspirants to membership

252

in the "Bottom-Scratchers" (an ex-

clusive club of Southern California's

expert goggle fishermen) were stu-

dent seamen aboard the "E. W.
Scripps," and they retrieved sea

food delicacies from underwater

that were not available along the

shore lines. Almost every time these

swimmers bobbed to the surface

they would have large abalones

stuck to their chests or would be

clutching strugghng lobsters or oc-

topuses removed by hand from

crevasses ten or twelve feet below.

Bert, the cook, watched the larder

grow, first with anticipation, then

with dismay, as it became higher

and richer with each passing

minute.

Reconnaisance flights the next

morning radiated from the hght-

house and covered both lagoons in

an endeavor to select the best spot

for the actual whale observations.

The broad expanse of Scammons
was well populated even though it

contained but a fraction of the

number of whales that had fre-

quented the spot a century ago.

If our planes had been amphibious,

this lagoon would have been our

choice, but low-flying land planes

beyond gliding distance from shore

presented dangers we did not care

to court. The long and narrow San

Ignacio Lagoon was more inviting,

and we selected a dry tidal flat on

its eastern beach as a temporary

campsite for the helicopter. This

machine, owned by Paul Mantz,

three-time winner of the Cross-

country National Air Races, had
been delayed by a weather clause

in a movie contract but was due to

arrive within a few days. In an
endeavor to have the new location

ready for work, we made our first

mistake.

Mangrove stumps, salicornia, and
other vegetation created hazards on
the proposed San Ignacio tidal flat

runway, and the entire personnel

of the expedition was required to

make it safe for the heavy cargo

planes that were to transport gas,

gear, and grub. On our departure

from the lighthouse (our pre-

arranged meeting place), a note

and map were left for the helicopter

crew, describing the location and

directing them to a beach a half

mile away, where one of us and a

cache of gasoHne awaited their ar-

rival. By midafternoon the new
strip was leveled, and the workers

walked to the planes warming up

on the desert clearing near by. At

approximately the same time, the

lookout at the beach gas depot saw

the helicopter drop out of the sky,

hesitate while the note was read,

and depart a moment later in the

direction of San Ignacio Lagoon.

Somewhere en route the air-

borne "windmill" passed the north-

bound planes, and when it arrived

over the new strip, found the spot

deserted. Other mud flats of similar

nature had been passed on the way,

hence both pilot and mechanic con-

curred in the behef that there might

have been a last-minute change of

location. Gas was running low, but

a faulty generator made it impera-

tive to keep the motor in operation.

A 20-mile search for a camp not

yet established used the remaining

fuel, and a forced landing was made
on a lonely point. Then, according

to the papers, the heficopter was

"Lost in the Wilds of Mexico"!

Seventeen hours later, after a

long search, the hehcopter was lo-

cated almost by chance and at a

time perilously close to the deadhne

set for notification of the Coast

Guard. One neck of land projecting

into the lagoon had been by-passed,

and before giving up. Dr. Hubbs
suggested a quick look "to be sure

we have covered the area." The
plane was turned, and soon the

grounded helicopter was seen dead

ahead. G. E. Kirkpatrick, San Diego

Zoo photographer and pilot of the

search plane, blew a tire on the

landing, and while he cleared a

runway for an attempted take-off.

Dr. Hubbs gave the famished heh-

copter crew a lesson on survival.

Their only food in over 24 hours

had been a hght lunch packed in

the States, and the last of their

water had gone some hours before.

After Kirkpatrick's hurried depart-

ture to prevent search by the Coast

Guard, they remained worried until

it was demonstrated by Dr. Hubbs
that the oysters and clams were not

only edible but very good.
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bits of junk can build!" The Cub's

battery was placed in the center of

a cardboard carton that was stuffed

with seaweed. This was wrapped in

bedrolls and then tied on the under-

side of the canvas.

Later that afternoon seven of us

crouched around the open hatch

of the cargo plane as it circled the

stricken helicopter. Bill Murray, ex-

Army Air Force Colonel, called di-

rections as he banked in for the

crucial run. At his command, cargo

and canvas were shoved into space.

This was our first attempt at spot-

bombing, and with the proverbial

beginner's luck it almost finished

the helicopter. We watched the bat-

tery hurtle directly toward the ma-

A A TRIO OF PORPOISES in perfect

formation

^ California Gray Whale blowing. A rainbow is sometimes produced in

the vapor expelled from the two blowholes. Barnacles are visible on the back

Several hours later a five-gallon

can of gasoline padded with a mat-

tress was dropped to the helicopter.

This fuel was placed in the tanks,

but the weakened battery failed

to start the motor. More hours

passed. The next time the marooned

machine was circled, the crew of

the cargo .plane saw the words

NEED BATTERY spelled out in

twelve-foot letters composed of

large sea turtle shells gathered from

the shore line. The dead battery

really complicated rescue plans.

The Cub's battery could have been

substituted, but this craft was

grounded with tire trouble, and the

expedition had no other conveyance

suitable for a landing on the lonely

point. Although doubtful if the bat-

tery would stand an aerial delivery,

we set to work designing and mak-

ing an improvised parachute. If this

rescue project were to fail, a 1500-

mile replacement flight would be

necessary, and at least a day's ob-

servations would be lost.

When the ten-by-ten tarpaulin

was finished, a motley collection of

ropes, cords, and hausers hung from

the four corners, and its primitive

appearance prompted the remark,

"Yes sir, the best that brains and

NURSERY OF THE GRAY WHALES
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< Oysters that grow on trees.

At low tide, thick clusters of the

shellfish were exposed on the roots

of the mangroves, providing a

welcome addition to the expedi-

tion's commissary

^ At high tide, the oysters were

underwater, and the mangroves
looked like low shrubs

chine we were trying to save. In

the five or six seconds of its descent

we duplicated, high in the air, the

same muscle-straining body-EngUsh

used by the grounded crew, in an

effort to ha\e the heavy cells miss

one of the projecting rotors. For-

tunately, the hehcopter was not hit.

After rendezvousing at the base

camp, the remainder of the after-

noon was spent on mechanical

work, even though whales and their

diminutive cousins, the porpoise,

could be seen blowing offshore in

a tantalizing manner. The drone of

planes and the strange sight of the

hehcopter's return from its forced

landing had the effect of primitive

tom-toms in calling natives to coun-

cil. By dusk a score of curious

turtle fishermen, the lagoon's only

human inhabitants, arrived at our

base. Some had walked barefooted

many miles over the cactus-strewn

desert. Others arrived by burrow,

and a few had pongas, or rowboats,

pulled up on the beach. These
fishermen, who eked a living from
the waters harboring the whales,

were voluble with information

gleaned in past years. They pointed

out the localities where the greatest

concentrations could be expected,

and in many other ways were of in-

valuable assistance.

The first reconnaisance flight con-

sisted of a speedy trip around the

shores of the lagoon. At the mouth
where the ocean breakers were
pounding against barrier sand bars,
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the channels were dotted wdth

whales. The majority of them

seemed large and were not accom-

panied by calves. In the days of

Scammon, most of the animals

killed at the entrances to the lagoon

were buUs, and according to his

theor)' the males only ventured into

the lagoons for quick breeding

forays with cows that had just given

birth to young.

However, the central channel,

which ran far into the desert,

seemed to be the main arterial high-

way, with a steady stream of family

groups traversing its blue ribbon

of deeper water. Of the scores of

whales below, ver\' few were seen

swimming up the lagoon, but many
were heading in the direction of

the Pacific. Subsequent trips dis-

closed that they more or less fol-

lowed the tides—up on the incom-

ing, back on the outgoing.

From the ^'antage point of the

hovering hehcopter, this tendency

of one-wav travel emphasized an

odd trait that probably would not

have been noticed from a surface

craft. With but few exceptions,

mothers wdth calves were on the

right-hand side of their offspring,

and in the next few days we found

this to be the usual position when
the whales were undisturbed. How-
ever, when we hovered ten or fif-

teen feet above their backs we
could drive the calves from side

to side, but there were occasions

when we saw the mother definitely

shield the offspring with her body,

slowing her speed if the young

lagged behind.

Turtle fishermen became con-

stant \isitors, and they talked about

the raids of killer whales that some-

times entered the lagoon. Accord-

ing to their obser\'ations, a mother

Gray Whale would occasionally shp

under a calf and place her bodv
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A Green turtles caught by the Mexican fishermen, who alone

frequent this desolate section of the coast

between it and the killer in an en-

deavor to protect it from these

fierce, 20-foot marauders that will

successfully attack animals four

times their length. They also re-

ported that the mother would some-

times lift her calf partly out of the

water with her offside flipper. Aside

from these maneuvers, our inform-

ants stated that the Grays made no

attempt to fight off the orcas but

just seemed resigned to their fate.

On the first few fhghts it was

obvious that the nearness of the

helicopter disturbed the whales,

causing them usually to seek deeper

water. However, by hovering be-

hind and to one side, we found it

possible to herd the animals in any

desired direction, and before long

subjects to be photographed were

being coaxed into shallow stretches

where deep dives were impossible

and where muddy trails Ungered as

sinuous paths against the normal

blue of the lagoon. After this had
been done a few times, we noticed

a decided change in whale tempera-

ment. Instead of swimming along

in a placid manner, some of the

Grays churned the water with flukes

and fins until their wakes became
swirhng cauldrons of foam. Before

such displays of angry power, the

pilot invariably Hfted the craft to

a safe 25 or 30 feet. It was easy to

visualize the small-boat wreckage

of a century ago—crew spewed into

the water and at the complete

mercy of barnacle-studded tails and
flippers of the enraged animals.

NURSERY OF THE GRAY WHALES

From a distance some of the

blowing Grays appeared to be al-

most white, but closer scrutiny dis-

closed that the effect was caused by

a solid layer of barnacles. These

shellfish more or less completely

covered most of the older animals.

Newborn calves, which seemed to

be about fifteen feet in length, were

a glossy gray-black vwthout the

scars and barnacles that marred the

skins of their elders. A few of the

hehcopter observers reported see-

ing their whiskers—short, bristly

hairs that protrude around the

mouth area.

On our arrival at San Ignacio

Lagoon the Mexican fishermen

scoffed at the traits of meanness so

often ascribed to the whales in the

works of Scammon, and they

rowed their pongas through groups

of whales with impunity. The large

beasts usually scattered at their ap-

proach. However, after the elusive

helicopter had pestered the whales

for a full week, they evidently be-

came more like the "Devil Fish" of

old. On my last day in the lagoon,

cleaning up campsites and paying

off debts incurred by the expedi-

tion, a boatload of excited natives

hurried to the command car and

told of the persistent attack by a

mother ballena. They had been

crossing the channel to reset turtle

nets and barely gave a second

thought to a whale that submerged

after a noisy blow. Suddenly, how-

ever, they were thrown from their

standing positions at the oars, and

they saw a giant whale nudging

the stern of their ponga. The initial

strike was the hardest of the attack,

and they felt that the boat's com-

bination of flat bottom, extreme

buoyancy, and small size was all

that prevented a cave-in of the

stem. The whale continued to bat-

ter and nudge as oars were used on

her broad nose to push the craft

shoreward. She only desisted when

the water became so shallow that

her wake was a ribbon of brownn

mud.

Occasionally some of the whales

tarry too long in the shallows and

become stranded by lowering tide.

Unlike most other cetaceans, how-

ever, which die when there is not

enough water to cradle their great

weight, the Grays are able to sur-

vive and take to the water with

the next rise in level. Curiosity

prompted the turtle fishermen to

open and examine one whale that

died in the lagoon, and they re-

ported buckets of sardines in the

carcass. Until the Flynn-Hubbs

study, very little was known about

the diet of the Grays at the southern

end of their range. Scammon be-

lieved they spurned food when

about the nursery, but he did re-

port the occasional finding of sea

lettuce in their stomachs—a decided

contrast to the information that we

gleaned from the fishermen.

Comparatively Uttle is known

about the breeding cycle of the

CaUfornia Grays. Adults harpooned

on their leisurely northward trek

from the lagoons contain fetuses

that are extremely small, due to

recent impregnation, but scanty

records of whalers report embryos

twelve feet in length taken from

cows on the southward migration.

This would seem to indicate that

each productive cow gives birth

every year, although some authori-

ties beheve that the breeding cycle

is a two-year affair. If this latter as-

sumption is correct, future investi-

gations will probably disclose a

band of nonbreeding or resting

cows in some other locaHty. Prac-

tically all that we saw in the lagoons

were accompanied by newborn off-

spring, and the few barren indi-

viduals were probably two-year
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olds just reaching full maturity.

The growth of the young is truly

phenomenal. Born between twelve

and seventeen feet in length, they

reach over twenty within a month,

when they head for northern

waters. The winter following the

spring of their birth they return to

the south as yearlings, almost full

grown but not ready to propagate

until another season has passed.

By International Whahng Agree-

ment, protective laws were passed

on the Grays in 1936, and all coun-

tries enforced them except Japan,

in 1937. Kilhng continued in the

orient until 1942, but all countries

are now adhering to the interna-

tional covenant. It thus seems that

the future of the Gray Whale is se-

cure and that conservation meas-

ures were effected in time. However,

even the small concentrations seen

from the helicopter represent un-

told wealth, not to smugglers, as in

the days of the iUicit fur seal pelts,

for 20-ton animals cannot be smug-

gled conveniently, but as a mone-

tary goad to a sudden repeal of

protective laws.

When we consider the tragic his-

tory of these whales—in Holland,

along our Atlantic coast, off Cali-

fornia, and in the orient—it is plain

that they are vulnerable, and at

present anything short of complete

protection would be disastrous. Al-

though their population is now on a

rapid upswing, there is still no sur-

plus for harvest. With modern kill-

ing devices, a single season of pur-

suit could force the Grays into their

fourth disappearing act—one from

which they might not return.

At present both San Ignacio and
Scammons should be set aside as

temporary sanctuaries until practi-

cal conservation plans are formu-

lated. Some day, perhaps within the

next decade, these cetaceans wiU
reach the saturation point, just as

the fur seals have done on the

Pribilofs. Then the population will

level off, and any excess can go
toward the needs of man. But pro-

tection should certainly be con-

tinued until their numbers once
more approach the "thousand a

day" of less than a hundred years

ago.
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Know the insect orchestra and

you can clock the temperature

By Cle\'e Hallenbeck

<<T WONDER if it's cool enough

J_ for a jacket?" inquired a

young woman at an evening lawn

party last summer.

"Just a minute," I volunteered,

"and I'll give you the temperature."

I gazed at my watch a few sec-

onds, then advised her, "The tem-

perature is 72 degrees. Hardly cool

enough for a jacket—or is it?"

She thought I had a tiny ther-

mometer on mv watch and wanted

to see it. But I had merely timed a

tree cricket that was chirping in the

near-by shrubbery. I had counted

his chirps for 7 seconds, doubled

the number, and added 46, which

gave me the air temperature.

The crickets are the best known

of all insects in respect to their re-

sponse to temperature and tempera-

ture changes. Indeed, one cricket

has come to be known as the Tem-

perature Cricket (Oecanthus ni-

veus). My interest was attracted to

this subject some sixteen years ago

when I read a discussion of the

work of Dr. Dolbear and Dr. Edes,

who had timed crickets against the

thermometer. Applying a formula

that Dolbear had worked out, I

found that the black field cricket

(
Gryllus assimilis ) responded well.

If you counted the number of chirps

it made in 14 seconds and added 40,

you had the temperature. With the

temperature cricket, you came

closer if you added 42, instead of

40, to the number of chirps in 14

seconds. A formula that Dr. Frank

E. Lutz gave for this cricket in-

structs you to count the chirps for

15 seconds and add 40.

The black field cricket is a rather

exasperating thermometer, for he

does not often chirp for fourteen

seconds without a break. For this

cricket, it is better to count the

number of chirps for seven seconds

and double the number. The tem-

perature cricket, however, other-

wise known as the Snowy Tree

Cricket, is a steady singer and can

be heard nearly every night in sum-

mer. He is a common cricket,

though many mistake his nocturnal

chirping for the music of some tiny

species of tree frog.

But the best insect thermometer

I have ever found is one that, for

want of a precise name, I shall have

to call Mr. X. It is certainly a

species of cricket, but I have never

seen one for certain, for it is secre-

tive and shy. It prefers shrubber)'

and thick-fohaged vines to trees

and remains silent and concealed in

the daytime. I have never known
one to be more than five or six feet

above ground. Its chirp is a single

syllable, unlike the two-syllabled

call of the snowy tree cricket. Dr.

H. F. Strohecker informs me that

there are only two species of bush

crickets in the region of RosweU,

New Mexico—Cycloptihim compre-

hendens Hebard and Hoplosphy-

rum horeale. From mv description

of its call, he thinks Mr. X is the

latter.
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Photo by Edwin Way Teak

A Black field cricket (Gryllus assimilis). Count the chirps for 14 seconds

and add 40. The sum will be the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit

Whenever I sought this cricket

with a flashlight at night, it became

mute and hid. The Editor of Natu-

ral History urged me to capture

Mr. X dead or alive, explaining that,

while he could not compete with

the "wanted" signs we see in post

offices, there would be a modest

reward. So, equipped with molasses

as bait, I fared forth to capture the

elusive Mr. X.

I apprehended a culprit I felt

sure was the one I had heard sing-

ing, and immediately afterwards,

his music ceased. I sent it to be

identified by an eastern specialist.

Alas, he pronounced the specimen

immature and therefore incapable

of making sound. We shall in time

learn the identity of Mr. X, but

until some rather puzzfing differ-

ences of opinion can be resolved,

we shall have to call him by that

name. Meanwhile, I can assure you,

after careful studies with stop watch
and thermograph, that Mr. X will

tell you the temperature if you
count his chirps for 14 seconds and
add 46.

This western cricket merits spe-

cial attention because it lives in the

open and so, hke the snowy tree

cricket, gives us the free-air tem-

perature. Also, it lasts all summer
and chirps through the night—or

until the temperature is down to 55

degrees. From about mid-June until

frost, its chirp, regular as the tick-

ing of a clock except for a gradual

slowing down as the night cools, is

heard from dusk to davwi unless the

temperature reaches 55 degrees be-

fore daylight. In a quiet neighbor-

hood it is audible to a distance of

100 yards. This insect apparently

uses the same spot night after night;

at least, I frequently have heard

what I assumed to be the same
ones chirping from the same spots

every rainless night throughout the

summer. I seldom have heard more
than three or four on any one night,

and in the daytime I could have

pointed out the very spots where,

the following night, crickets would
take their stands.

I placed a thermograph (a con-

tinuously-recording thermometer

)

within two feet of the nightly posi-

Designed by
Cleve Hallenbcck

A The cricket thermometer quickly gives you the temperature for three
different crickets. With a straight edge, line up the white dot in the center

with the number of chirps in ten seconds. The top scale will then give you the

temperature
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'ayt06 did it f

aytee didn't f

'oy-tee did I -

ate didof

'ate did —

designed by
leve Hallenbeck

CRICKETS'
CHIRPS PER
MINUTE

^ <B

u " i"
^

S" 1" s

194 ISO 168

172 160 146

151 140 124

JZ9 ISO 102

108 100 SO

86 80 5S

65 60 36

(43) (40) (14)

(22) (20)

-ALL INSECTS QUIET ABOVE THIS

- Bees idle above this

Grasshoppers noisiest

Bees amiable above this

Cicadas sing above this

Bees irritable below this

Grasshoppers mute below this

•Bees cluster in hive below this

Ants stay borne below this

Bees vicious below this

Grasshoppers can't fly below this

-ALL INSECTS MUTE BELOW THIS

/ J 't:i by Lynwood Ch

-All insects helpless below this

-All insects dormant below this

< A SYNOPSIS of the evening's

symphony, showing the rigid

schedule followed by the various

insect musicians, as well as some

incidental activities. How fast they

run through the score depends, of

course, upon how fast the tem-

perature drops

A The katydid sings "Katy-

did-it" when the temperature is

77 degrees or higher. At 74

degrees, he loses the accent on

the last syllable and sings

"Katy-didn't." And so down,

until at 55 degrees he becomes

mute

tion of one of these crickets near

my open bedroom window and

counted and recorded its chirps at

intervals during the night without

leaving my bed. It was a simple

matter later to compare the counts

with the temperature record. The
experiment was repeated at inter-

vals diiring the simimer. A similar

method, I may remark, was used in

investigating the responses of other

insects to temperature changes.

The katydid (Pterophylla ca-

mellifolia) , a green, tree-dwelling

cousin of the crickets, is still another

insect thermometer. He is confined

to the eastern half of our country,

and rural folks in that region are

familiar with the nocturnal chorus

of this insect in early autumn. As

long as they last, katydids are toler-

ably good thermometers, but with

scores of them in a single tree and

all of them vociferating about Katy's

guilt, it may require a stealthy ap-

proach and a selective ear to isolate

the song of a single one. Few per-
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sons, therefore, have probably ob-

served that the katydid's staccato

chirps change with the nightly fall

of temperature.

He begins singing at dusk, and

if the temperature then is 77 de-

grees or higher, he starts with

"Kay-tee did it!" stressing each syl-

lable. By the time the temperature

has fallen to 74 he loses the accent

on the final syllable and proclaims

that "Kay-tee didn't!" With each

additional faU of slightly over three

degrees, the call becomes, in suc-

cession, "Kay-tee did," "Kate didn't,"

"Kate did," "Didn't," and "Did." (A

sharp-eared acquaintance of mine

says the last two calls are "Katy"

and "Kate.") In northern distiicts

in September—the month of the

katydids—the temperature usually

is below 75 degrees at dusk, and so

the insect begins with "Kay-tee

didn't" or "Kaytee did." Inciden-

tally, Katie can say nothing in her

own defense, for female katydids

are voiceless.

Of course, we must use our im-

aginations a bit in transforming the

katydid's rasping call into words.

We may illustrate it by using K for

accented and k for unaccented syl-

lables, thus:

Temperature Katydid's Call

77 or higher K-^K-K-K
74 to 76 K-K-K-k
70 to 73 K-K-K
67 to 69 K-K-k
64 to 66 K-K
61 to 63 K-k
58 to 60 K
55 to 57 k

Below 55 Katydid mute

The changes in his call do not

occur abruptly. The final syllable

gradually weakens as the tempera-

ture falls, until it ceases or at least

becomes inaudible. Then the next

syllable similarly weakens and fades

out. Also, all the chirps grow

weaker and less frequent as the

night advances, and the last calls

are husky buzzes, apparently pro-
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duced with an effort. The tempera-

ture may be somewhat different in

different trees or in different parts

of the same tree, and then one can

fancy a dispute going on, some

katydids affirming and others deny-

ing Katie's guilt. When I was a farm

boy in Illinois, I believed that the

gradual weakening of the wrangle

was due to exhaustion. Since during

the katydid season the temperature

normally falls to about 45 degrees

by morning, the katydids become

silent long before daylight; some-

times by midnight.

That ground-dwelling relative of

the crickets and katydids, the grass-

hopper, sings only in the daytime

and loves the sunshine. Conse-

quently, he is a difficult subject, for

the record of a thermograph or

thermometer exposed to the sun is

les

)W

lie

lis

[0-
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Photo by Lynwood Cha

A The grasshopper sings only in the day-

time and is a difficult subject to time against

the thermometer. He cannot jump until the

thermometer reaches 39 degrees, is unable to

fly until it reads 47 degrees, and is mute be-

low 61 or 62 degrees

>• Temperature accuracy of

cricket. The four arrows show the

only places where the insect did

not agree with the telethermo-

scope, and in no case was the

difference more than one-quarter

• degree. It is possible that the in-

strument did not respond as

quickly to a change as the cricket

did

INSECT THERMOMETERS

utterly worthless. In addition, the

grasshopper becomes silent or

moves away when approached, and

his call, unlike the shrill chirps of

the cricket oi; the staccato call of

the katydid, is a buzz of varying

length. The length and frequency

of the buzz appear to be governed

by the temperature, but this insect

has bafSed my attempt at correla-

tion. However, I have found that he

cannot jump until the temperature

rises to 39 degrees, is unable to fly

until it warms up to 47 degrees, and
is mute until the temperature rises

to 61 or 62 degrees. From that tem-

perature on up to 85 degrees his

buzz becomes louder and more
frequently repeated.

The three types of insects I have

discussed—the cricket, katydid, and
grasshopper—all belong to the Or-

thoptera ( "straight-winged" insects

)

and produce their notes by fric-

tion between their outer wings or

between these and the thighs of

their hind legs. There is another

order, the Hymenoptera ("mem-
branous-winged"), including bees,

wasps, Diptera, etc., which are

voiceless, but they nevertheless

show definite reactions to tempera-

ture changes.

Some of the reactions of the

honeybee have been known to bee-

keepers ever since the invention of

portable thermometers. Bees gather

into a compact cluster within the

hive when the temperature falls to

57 degrees and do not "break clus-

ter" as long as the temperature re-

mains below that figure, although

they still are able to fly at 40 de-

grees. As the temperature sinks

below 57, the clustered bees begin

buzzing to generate heat and thus

are able to survive the winter.

Honeybees are almost vicious at

temperatures in the lower 50's and
are still cross in the upper 60's.

However, as the air warms up, their

disposition improves, and from 85

degrees on up they are almost ami-

able. (But there are other factors

that influence their disposition.

They are gentlest when busiest,

other factors being equal.) Bee-

keepers avoid disturbing their bees

in cool weather or right after a

rain, but on a warm summer day

a busy hive can be dismantled and
its comb frames scattered about

without arousing the wrath of a

single bee, provided it is done
gently. Bees are inclined to loaf at

temperatures above 103 and work
best under outdoor temperatures in

the 80's, but they maintain 98 to

100 degrees in their hives when
building honeycomb, at least at the

place where they are building.

The common housefly seeks

wamith at temperatures below 55,

which means that with the ther-

mometer at or below that figure the

fly would rather enter your house
Continued on page 285
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AHuRUMA NuJiKAs A(jt lb un-

known, but estimated on events he

can remember, it would be between

95 and 100. His eyesight is excep-

tionally good, and he still delights

in taking an active part in the catch-

ing and preserving of eels during

their yearly migration
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An ancient native art is still practiced today

in the land of the Maoris

By William
J.
Green

EVERY year millions of eels

migrate to the sea from New
Zealand's rivers, and it is then that

the Maoris take their harvest of eel

food. They set their traps (hinakis)

in the rivers or use other methods

customary in their locality to gather

the slippery, squirming mass of eels

that help to keep hunger away dur-

ing the winter months. Somewhat
confusing to the outsider is the fact

that the word "tuna" means eel in

that far southern land.

For centuries the Maoris have

been taking tons of eels annually

from every stream and lake in the

country, but the eel population

never appears to lessen. Even to-

day, when the Pakeha (Paleface) is

fishing the streams every day for

eels and dispatching them to

Britain and Europe to assist the

food supply there, the number of

eels does not yet seem to have de-

creased.

But there are many places in

New Zealand where the Pakeha

may not fish. These are the ances-

tral fishing grounds of the Maoris.

One such spot is at the outlet to

the sea from Lake Forsyth in Can-

terbury, South Island of New Zea-

land. Here eels have been caught

for centuries by several Maori

families, the method having been

handed down through scores of

generations. Today the descendants

of those ancient eel-trappers still

catch the eels in the old-fashioned

way, preparing them for trading as

their ancestors did and making a

good living from their catch wher-

^ecUcuKxi

ever there are Maoris willing to

buy.

Scientists have discovered that

the eel is a source of valuable oil, a

poultry food, and a fertilizer, as

well as one of the richest vitamin-

packed foods in the world. From
5000 tons of eels can be extracted

oil worth $100,000, plus 2000 tons of

fertihzer worth $30,000. The oil,

which is in demand as a diluent for

the fish-oil industry, is very rich in

vitamins. The older and bigger the

eels, the more vitamin A and D they

contain; and the oil content is so

great that they require no fat when
being fried.

Since his coming to New Zea-

land from Polynesia, the Maori has

learned to value the eel as perhaps

his greatest delicacy. To ensure that

the trapping never failed, he

studied the eel and learned every-

thing he could about its habits. Al-

ways he is ready when the annual

migration begins, for the eels are

in their best condition when they

start their journey. When the vast

swarms of eels leave their homes
in the lakes and upland waters and

head for their breeding grounds in

the sea, the traps are in position

and the harvest begins.

In North Island rivers, the

method of catching eels during

their annual migration to the sea

is by means of eel weirs
( fa tuna )

.

These are composed of wooden
fences with uprights set closely to-

gether to prevent the eels from

passing through. The fences are ar-

ranged in V-shape, with the open

apex downstream, or in two parallel

rows slanting across the cinrrent.

The traps, termed hinaki, are usu-

ally made of vines, with a funnel

entrance, and are set at the lower

ends of the weirs.

At Lake Forsyth, in the South

Sa^^kM. ^-tjri'4'fc"-

A Mr. Wharerau Whaitiri demonstrates the method of catching eels during

migration, while Mr. H. Nutira watches with a knowing eye
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Island, a much simpler method is

used. The lake is separated from

the sea by a shingle bank, and a

channel is cut into the shingle at its

lowest point, nearest the sea. The
channel is approximately fifteen

yards long by one yard wide, and

into it the eels squirm so quickly

and thickly that they are readily

pulled out with a modern gaff. The
side of the artificial channel has

been used for generations, and only

the local Maoris who have ancestral

rights may use it.

Only the legendary Tuna Tuora

remain behind when the eel migra-

tion starts. They are the giants—ac-

tually permanently sterile females.

This explains the individual weights

of40, 70, 80, 96, and even 130 pounds

that have been taken in some of the

great inland lakes. These giant eels,

according to Maori folklore, come
barking out of the river at night,

looking for lonely men to devour.

^ A VIEW of the whata, or drying struc-

ture, laden with eels drying on the banks
of Lake Forsyth

A After the first drying, the eels

are boiled for ten minutes. This renders

them more pliable for eating. They are

then hung up for a final quick drying

before being packed and forwarded to

other Maoris in New Zealand. This pic-

ture shows Mr. Nutira removing the

cooked eels from the pot, while his

wife bones them in the background

>• While the men attend t

the drying of the eels, the

women are kept busy makinj k,

flax baskets, in which the eel;

will be transported when finallj INJ

cured
'>^:'

^.'^''''^^^''^^^'''•''''''^''^•''•'''^•^'is'SK'.^J^J^JWjmjmjmjmjm.!r^!S ^
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To protect themselves against this

menace, the ancients used to hght

fires and scatter the hot ashes in

the belief that Tuna Tuora could

not cross such a barrier in search of

victims.

Prepaiation of the eels is a task

shared by men and women alike.

The eels are split lengthwise, and

the intestines and whole backbone

are removed. The liver, which has

a very high oil content, is always

removed and eaten as a special deli-

cacy. At this stage the eels are

called "green," and they are hung

out on tvJmtas to dry. The skin is

not removed from the fish, because

it too is valued for its food proper-

ties. The whata is usually built hke

an inverted "V" and runs north and

south to take advantage of the pre-

vailing northeast and northwest

winds. At night the eels are re-

moved indoors. The wind is the

drying agent. If the sun is shining,

they have to be protected with

matting.

Prehminary drying takes four or

five weeks. After this the eels are

boiled for ten minutes and then

returned to the wliatas for several

days of further drying. When this

process is completed, they resemble

hard strips of leather, but they can

then be eaten just as they are, or

they can be boiled or braised.

It is in this dry form that they

are sold or exchanged for mutton-

birds with other Maoris of the far

south, or for cod with the natives

of the Chatham Islands. Any sur-

plus from the catch during the brief

period of migration is carefully

stored to ensure suppUes during

the winter months, when the trap-

ping is never very good.

Fresh eel tastes rather like trout,

and for the white man the favorite

method of cooking is stewing. First

the flesh is plunged into boiling

water for a few minutes to rid it of

some of the oil. The fish is then

dredged in flour, pepper, and salt

and placed in boihng stock into

which an onion stuffed with cloves

has been added, plus some mace
and lemon juice.

After gentle simmering for half an

hour, the fish is removed and the

gravy is strained and thickened.

The fish is returned for thorough

heating before serving, and some-

times a little port wane is added.

Stewed New Zealand eel is a treat

for those with discriminating pal-

ates.



Thundering Waters
A descent into the little-known northwestern section of the Grand

Canyon to settle conflicting rumors about a spectacular waterfall

IN a decade of desert exploration,

we had never aimed at a more

elusive objective than Thunder

River. Arising in an unknown quad-

rangle in the northwest corner of

Grand Canyon National Park, it

was almost as lengendary as the

golden stream of Pactolus. Several

parties were said to have visited the

gorge since its discovery in 1904,

but no one had apparently been

down there for a number of years.

Conflicting tales of the thundering

waters of this fabulous river had

grown up.

Dr. Harold C. Bryant, Superin-

tendent of Grand Canvon National

By Philip Ferry
Photographs by Alfred Schmitz

Park, first proposed the expedition

to my friend Al Schmitz and me,

after briefing us on the strange

story of Thunder River. From time

to time over the years, he had re-

ceived exciting reports of magnifi-

cent waterfalls in the canyon, al-

ways sighted from a distance by

a park ranger, a wandering cattle-

man, or some local explorer. Some

reported mile-long cataracts foam-

ing hke Niagara and tumbling

down the canyon with a roar hke

thunder. Even persons who had

never seen the river declared that

from points on the North Rim they

had heard the thunder of its falls

and cataracts. None of these ac-

counts were ever substantiated in

full by other narrators; no two

agreed on even the broadest as-

pects. But they concurred on one

point: the sight was stupendous.

The most violent disagreements

concerned the origin of the river,

its size, and the length of its falls.

Local tradition had it that the river

issued full-born from a tremendous

fissure in the canyon wall to go

charging down the canyon hke a

stampede of wild horses, plunging

over great drops and rushing along

with mad fury. Hade Church, com-

mercial packer and guide, esti-

"f Canyon of the Colorado River from the North Rim, with Thunder River out of camera range at left



The two long drops of Thunder Spring Fall

> The wild water of Thunder River

mated the falls to be 500 feet, while

Jonreed Lauritzen, who in 1941

published an account of his visit,

denied that any falls existed. Fur-

ther, he contended that the river

had a most uneventful birth, issu-

ing mildly from a spring at the base

of a cliff and never, throughout its

8-mile course to the Colorado, ex-

ceeding 75 feet in width. This

description was so at variance with

other reports that Lauritzen could

account for the discrepancy only on

the ground that the water volume

must vary with the seasons. Yet all

the conflicting reports suggested

that few of the narrators had ever

been close enough to the river to

estimate its true character with any

degree of accuracy.

It was months before Schmitz

and I decided to hazard such an

expedition, but the bewitching

fables of Thunder River were irre-

sistibly intriguing, and the difficul-

ties presented by such an under-

taking were a challenge not easily

dismissed. So we engaged the serv-

ices of Billy and Tuffy Swapp,

local cowpunchers, whose familiar-

THUNDERING WATERS

ity with Thunder Canyon made
them valuable guides. The trip was

scheduled for April, in the hope of

getting into the canyon when the

water was at its fullest, to confirm

or disprove the tales about the falls.

Early on an April morning, 1948,

we loaded our gear into a jeep, and

TufiFy drove us nine miles through

a driving snowstorm to the take-ofi^

point near Little Saddle, located

at the very brink of the chasm.

Here he left us, and Billy took over.

We walked our horses to the

edge of the great chasm and looked

several thousand feet down into a

tortured land of red and buff can-

yons. Pointing toward the east, be-

yond a great fin of red sandstone

that stood in lone solitude above

the canyon floor, Billy said, "Thun-

der River flows through a smaller

canyon that is three levels below

this point. I doubt if you can recog-



nize it from this distance. It's twelve

or fifteen miles from here."

We studied the depths of the

canyon with some misgivings.

"I don't understand," Billy con-

tinued, "why anybody wants to go

into that gloomy hole! Even the

animals dislike the place. We al-

ways get out as quick as possible."

We looked at Billy apprehen-

sively but mounted our horses, and

he led us down a precipitous trail

that fell away into the canyons.

There were five of us poised for

the attempt on Thunder Canyon.

The gear each carried included

sleeping bag, poncho, camera, ex-

tra shoes, personal items, and emer-

gency equipment. We had climbing

ropes to help us up and dovsoi the

canyon walls. And since we hoped

to put on record for the first time

aU the pertinent data on Thunder

River and its canyon, we were

equipped to compute the height of

the canyon walls, the width of the

river, and the velocity of the water.

We even had a thermometer to take

the water's temperatiu-e!

Without a guide it would have

been virtually impossible for us to

locate the beginning of the trail.

Once Billy pointed it out, it was

plain enough, but we could see that

down on the flat it petered out

completely and Billy would have

to rely entirely on his knowledge of

the country.

Taking off from Little Saddle,

the trail dropped abruptly in a

series of switchbacks that plunged

down the face of the cliff through

the familiar Kaibab and Coconino

formations. However much it wan-

dered about, it always managed to

return to a steady course eastward.

Nearing the interesting geological

formation called the Fishtail, it

leveled off on a bench of the Supai

formation. Continuing eastward, we
made our way over the henna-

colored sandstone for six or seven

miles. Billy was careful to point

out the occasional pools of water

trapped in sinkholes in the sand-

stone, knowing how necessary the

water would be to the animals on

the uptrail back—knowing, too, how
vital it would be to anyone who
might become separated from the

party.

At one confusing spot, it was

necessary to make an abrupt right-

angle turn to skirt a chasm that

blocked our path. Billy dismounted

and whittled out a wooden arrow,

then scratched in the words "Thun-

der River, 6 mi." and set it upright

in a cairn of boulders. For the first

time the trail to Thunder River had

a trail-marker.

Threading in and out of a maze

of canyons that would have baffled

a mountain sheep, we eventually

found ourselves at the top of the

Red Wall, an infalhble geological

signpost in the Grand Canyon coun-

try. The trail down the wall was

j^

y'o Kanab
kor Marble Canyon

h
Supai

Hilltop

GRAND CANYON
NATIONAL PARK

so steep that we dismounted and

made the descent on foot, taking

care to avoid the hooves of the skid-

ding animals.

Dropping down to the second of

our three benches, we found our-

selves at the head of Surprise Val-

ley, a saucer-shaped depression

with ohve-hued desert vegetation.

Continuing eastward, we made our

way across the valley and up the

farther slope of the saucer. Reach-

ing the rock-rimmed lip, we peered

over into a wild canyon that opened

at our feet, and got our first glimpse

of Thunder Spring and Falls. A
final drop of 1000 feet and we stood

at last in full view of our objective.

This route approached the spring

from the topside and paralleled the

creek for its entire length. The trail

ran so close to the creek that at

times the water actually flooded the

trail. This approach gave us a full-

faced close-up of Thunder Spring

from the time it issued from the

canyon wall to its confluence with

Tapeats Creek, a few hundred feet

away. We set up camp at the foot

of the tumbling creek, and its rush-

A
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A The party erected a trail marker,

the first to show the way toward

Thunder River

> Camp near Tapeats Creek, whose

rushing waters lulled the party to

sleep each night
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ing waters lulled us to sleep each

night.

Looking at tlie magnificent spec-

tacle, we had to admit that the men
who told the tallest tales had been

most nearly correct in their descrip-

tions. Thunder Spring does indeed

issue from the canyon wall, and it

does (at least at the season when
we saw it) form a magnificent

waterfall in its long drop to the

canyon floor. The fall is remarkable

in that it is not formed by a stream

tumbhng over the canyon rim. It

originates in a subterranean source

and pours directly out of the cliff

wall, about midway between can-

yon bottom and rim top.

At the time of our visit, the water

issued in twin streams from two

vertical sHts in the cliff wall, per-

haps 1000 feet above the canyon

floor. The two streams fell 50 feet

in a V-shaped pattern and then

merged to form the first waterfall.

From this point, the fall has a form

similar to that of Yosemite Falls,

in California, for it drops 100 feet

in a straight fall, then glissades a

few yards over a rocky shelf, to

drop away again for 150 feet.

Finally it glides down the canyon

in a long cascade that runs a short

distance to a juncture with Tapeats

Creek.

While Hade Church's stupen-

dous yarn about a 500-foot water-

fall would seem a considerable ex-

aggeration, his estimate was a mat-

ter of individual interpretation.

Taking the fall from the point

where it issues from the canyon

wall to the spot where it levels off

A Tapeats Canyon, with Tapeats Creek in foreground

into a rushing cascade, the over-all

drop could be close to 400 feet. As

explained, however, the plunge is

broken into three distinct drops.

Viewed from the rim top, where

most of the witnesses stood, the

moving white sheet would undoubt-

edly tend to flatten out into an

unbroken plane and thus create the

illusion of an uninterrupted plunge.

At its widest point, just at the

first drop, the fall is perhaps 100

feet wide. Its plunge is not a smooth

one but is interrupted by a rocky

background that causes it to ripple

gracefully down the cliff face. The

full career of the stream—Thunder

Creek, as it is called at this point

—is not more than 1000 feet. Tum-

bling and roaring down the narrow

canyon, it runs at a right angle

toward Tapeats Creek. At its junc-

ture with the creek, it separates

like the tines of a trident and enters

the larger stream in three distinct

arms. All in all, it is a magnificent

spectacle.

Thunder River is well named, al-

though no one knows who named
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it. In 1869, Major Powell, the origi-

nal explorer of the Colorado River,

saw only the confluence of the lower

river with the Colorado and named
it Tapeats Creek after a Paiute In-

dian in his employ. On some maps
it is so identified; others call this

stream Thunder River, much to the

confusion of map makers and ex-

plorers. With a roar it rushes along

at a rate we estimated to be 20

miles per hour, a speed normally

reached only by floodwater racing

down a narrow gorge. Always it

is a charging demon rushing head-

long to a union with the Colorado.

The bursting of water out of the

chff walls appears to be a char-

acteristic feature of the region. At

frequent intervals throughout the

canyons, openings in the sheer walls

give evidence that water may have

issued from them at some time in

the recent past. Indeed, flanking

Thunder Spring itself are several

cracks in the chlf walls from which

water gushes in graceful falls that

are miniatures of the main fall. It

may be that a large subterranean

stream flows through the district,

breaking through the cliff walls at

various points, changing its course

over the years, and forming the fre-

quent minor chasms that charac-

terize the region.

Thunder Creek may not be

unique, therefore, in issuing from

a vertical wall, but its impressive

birth 1000 feet above the canyon

floor, its width and plunge, and its

short, explosive run to a junction

with Tapeats Creek are impressive

beyond words.

On our last day in the canyon.

Thunder River gave us a near-tragic

demonstration of its velocity and

ferocity. On our way out of the

canyon, as Schmitz was delicately

guiding his horse through the foam-

ing rapids formed by the joining

of Thunder River and Tapeats

Creek, the nervous animal lost its

footing and plunged sideways into

the stream, landing full on the

rider. Robbing to the surface,

Schmitz managed to shake loose

from the stirrups. With his heavy

photographic equipment strapped

to his back, he was caught up by

the racing rapids and projected

downstream, head foremost and

backward, helpless to save himself

and unable to see where he was

heading. He hurtled along too fast

for us on shore to aid him and

finally was brought up against the

bank 100 feet downstream, where

he managed to struggle ashore. His

back was painfully bruised, and

some of his valuable photographic

equipment was lost.

Every Kodachrome he had taken

in Thunder Canyon was ruined.

After two years of planning and

preparation, culminating in days of

photographing, the film that was to

be a major reward of his visit to

Thunder River had suddenly be-

come a water-soaked loss. Although

the other photographers in the party

had been busy taking pictures,

Schmitz, who had been most in-

strumental in projecting the expedi-

tion, emerged without a single

color picture of his own.

With the aid and counsel of Rilly

the packer, who has run cattle into

the region since boyhood, we were

able to solve much of the mystery

surrounding Thunder River. The

confusion is caused by a duphca-

tion of names and by the fact that

not one but two streams are in-

volved. When Lauritzen speaks of

Thunder River as issuing "mildly

from the ground," he is correct in

describing one stream. When Hade

Church and Ranger R. E. Laws, of

the National Park Service, contra-

dict him by declaring that Thunder

Creek pours spectacularly out of

the chffside, they, too, are correct.

However, the two factions are de-

scribing different streams. That R.

E. Laws was referring to Thunder

River and not Tapeats Creek be-

came dramatically evident when we
found his signature scratched into

a large sandstone boulder at the

head of the steep trail leading down

to the stream. The date accompany-

ing the name was Feb. 15, 1924.

Further confusion is added by

the fact that Tapeats Creek rises in

what local cattlemen call Bridger

Canyon—and there are two Bridger

Canyons! Tapeats Creek is desig-

nated by the U. S. Geographic

Board as the main stream, which

arises on the North Rim of the

Grand Canyon and flows southwest

to the Colorado. Thunder Creek or

River drains southeastward into

Tapeats Creek.

While we had planned to explore

upstream in Tapeats Creek the

great volume of water, together

with the rocky nature of the stream

bottom, rendered such a venture

too precarious to undertake. While

Tapeats Creek is not deep ( except

in spots where there are pools 20

feet deep), it is exceedingly svWft.

We were able to ford it only by

horse and then at carefully selected

spots. Billy assured us that during

previous visits he had found the

water at the ford only knee-high;

this time it reached his hips. Gen-

erally the water is crystal-clear, but

at this time of high water it was

muddy and opaque.

While travel upstream was not

practicable, there were no appreci-

able obstacles to our progress

downstream to the Colorado River,

and we made the round trip several

times during our stay. This is

rugged country. The canyons are

narrow and rough and give evi-

dence of having seen convulsive

action in tlie past. Tumbhng cliffs,

prodigious boulders, and sinking

terraces all combine to make the

narrow gorge a jimnble of twisted

terrain. However, to an experienced

walker progress is not diflicult. We
walked down Tapeats Creek to the

Colorado without drawing a deep

breath, making the trip in an hour

and a half. While we did not suc-

ceed in getting down to the Colo-

rado itself because of the unusually

high water, we were within plain

sight of it and can state that reach-

ing the river is not an impossibility

in September or October, when the

water is low and the stream navi-

gable on foot.

Tapeats Creek follows a snaky

course, and its sloping bottom keeps

it tumbhng along at a rapid rate.

We can say positively that, contrary

to frequent reports, there are no

waterfalls in this part of the main

stream, though there are reports of

one farther upstream. There are

many short rapids that drop two

to four feet, but these can hardly

be called falls. Nearing its junc-
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A Looking out of Tapeats Canyon
toward the Grand Canyon and the South

Rim beyond. Tiny Tapeats Creek in fore-

ground is actually more than 30 feet wide

ture with the Colorado, the in-

cline increases rapidly, and the

stream hurdles over a rough course

of low terraces and boiling rapids.

Throughout the major part of its

rampaging course, it is a boulder-

strewn cauldron.

While the creek is generally re-

ported to be 75 feet wide, we found

from actual measurements that it

falls far short of this figm-e. We
measured the stream at the widest

spot we could find, where Thunder

River joins it, and it measured

a modest 38 feet. From various

other measurements, we estimated

that its average width from be-

ginning to end probably does not

exceed 25 feet. However, it dis-

charges a tremendous volume of

water, and no doubt the spectacle

of this racing torrent has exagger-

ated the size of the stream to per-

sons sighting it from the high rim.

The conclusion could easily be

reached that the foaming cataract

is of Hoodlike proportions.

While the facts about the river,

its springs, and its falls have been

highly romanticized, the exciting

tales concerning the fishing are gen-

uine enough. The stream abounds

THUNDERING WATERS

in finned whoppers whose size and

avidity are fabulous. Looking at

such fishes, we could appreciate

why the packer-guides are able to

command outrageous prices for

packing fishermen into the canyon.

The only bait required—the fierce-

looking little insect called hellgram-

mite—is found in the stream itself,

under the rocks.

The region has been a happy

hunting ground for locals, who
have had the fishing to themselves

for years. Even so, only a few dozen

persons have visited Thunder Can-

yon in the years since its discovery

in 1904. A crude register in the

canyon shows a total of only 50-odd

names—all local residents. No en-

tries appear between 1940 and 1947.

The scarcity of visitors over the

years has permitted the trout,

^ Tapeats Creek steepens its incline sharply as it approaches the

mighty Colorado. Throughout much of its course, its boulder-

strewn channel is turbulent and angry. But at low water, the route

would be passable right down to the Colorado



EVEN to those who know them

not, the oceans are restless,

and in the affairs of men there is

a tide to be taken at the flood. The
ebb and flow of the seas, pulsing in

rhythm \viih the sun and the moon
as they pull together or in opposi-

tion, has entered the mind and

literature of mankind. For centuries

the glamor of distant lands and the

thought of wnd-fiUed sails have

caused boys to run away to sea.

As the \^'ind blows, so the water

moves. The ocean currents are set

in motion not only at the surface

but in layer after layer, until even

in the cold and dark abyss, the

waters flow slowly but steadily over

the deep-sea ooze. The whole enor-

mous mass of the ocean is in ever-

lasting movement, swept by the

high winds above, deflected by con-

tinental shores, warmed by the

equatorial sun, and cooled by polar

ice, but above all, spun by tlie

spinning earth.

The Spin

OF THE SEA
Symbolic of restlessness throughout the ages, the

oceans circulate relentlessly on their ordered paths,

shaping the course of history and affecting the

destiny of nations

By N.
J.

Berklll
McGill University

Each of the seven seas spins

slowly about itself like a great

Catherine wheel, each in its own
way, with streamers swinging away
from the rim. The winds help set

the water in motion, and the earth's

rotation tiurns the direction of flow

to the right in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, to the left in the Southern.

For the western world the North

Atlantic has become the best known
ocean, and each of the various cur-

rents that make up the great ocean

wheel has played its part in the

destiny of nations.

The southern half of the wheel

is formed by the Canaries Drift,

southwest from the Straits of

Gibraltar. Farther along, it swings

west to northwest toward the Carib-

bean and Antilles and becomes

known as the North Equatorial

Current. This was the course that

Columbus sailed and also those that

followed him for the gold of the

Spanish Main. On their way they

saw tropic birds, tuna fish, and
dorado, or dolphin fish. Columbus,

in his diary, also noted seaweed,

and crabs with the weed, far from

land. He was, in fact, saiUng vnth

the wind and current along the

southern edge of the wheel, and

the weed that he saw came from

the great eddy that forms its center,

known the world over as the Sar-

gasso Sea.

The Sargasso Sea was probably

known in legend long before Co-

< Many taste the violence of the sea

where breakers beat upon rocky

shores. But more momentous in the

affairs of man are the ponderous

currents that stir it tirelessly through-

out its farthest reaches



lumbus, even to the Phoenicians.

It is a dark translucent blue, highly

sahne, with innumerable patches

of yellow-green floating seaweed,

sometimes matted together acres

across but more generally scattered.

It is an area of slowly turning or

still water where sargassum, or

gulfweed, accumulates. The weed
propagates by the vigorous growth

of its yellow fronds, breaking up
into parts as its weight increases

or waves disturb it. Old growth

sinks, new sprigs with their blad-

ders rise buoyantly to the surface.

While the sargassum weed is prob-

ably descended from a rock-fast

form similar to one now found in

the region of the Gulf of Mexico,

the great masses in the Sargasso

Sea are self-sustaining, growing

vegetatively and vigorously, form-

ing no spores and in other ways
exhibiting a complete adaptation to

a floating, drifting existence far re-

mote from shore and shallow water.

Whatever its source and how-
ever well the Sargasso Sea main-

tains itself, it is something more
than an enormous eddy 1000 miles

from any land, and it is of im-

mense age. The weed shelters a

host of small sea animals—specially

adapted crabs and other crusta-

ceans, angler fish camouflaged like

the weed, sargassum anemones,

worms, and a host of others, all

symbohc of the semipermanence of

their pecuhar world. The sargassum

fish, or angler, not only resembles

the weed but can quickly change

its patterns and shades as it changes

its environment. Like other fishes

of the same group, it has a "fishing

rod" with "bait" extending from its

forehead and a tremendous gape

to its jaws, so that it can take in

fish almost as large as itself.

The Sargasso's northern rim of

flowing wind and water is far more
strident than the tropical siren of

the south. Driving north from the

ci|;ents

4«WARM
^beCOLD

' Most familiar of the great circular

arrents that flow in all the oceans is

le Gulf Stream. Part of it flows past

ngland and Norway, but part turns

juthward to meet the North Equatorial

urrent and thus complete the circle
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> South of the equator the currents flow

counterclockwise. The South Equatorial

Current turns southward past Brazil to

the latitude of Uruguay and Argentina

and then flows eastward to join the Ben-

guela Current

Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico, the

Gulf Stream pours out through the

narrow straits of Florida. Then it

flows to the northeast along the

course of the continental shelf and

finally swings across the whole span

of the Atlantic as the West Wind
Drift. This completes the circle

and brings the water from the

warm cauldron of the West Indies

and the equatorial Atlantic to the

shores of western and northern

Europe.

The stream driving between
Cuba and the Florida Keys is equal

to about one thousand Mississippis

where the river enters the sea. Be-

yond the straits, the stream is rein-

forced by the Antilles Current,

swinging up from the southern and

western rim of the Sargasso Eddy.

This, however, is not the only con-

tribution of the Sargasso Sea to the

Gulf Stream. The great Sargasso

Eddy, circulating clockwise, roUs

from the outer margin in toward

the center, then down into the

depths and out toward the margin

again at a lower level. A vortex is

created like that of a whirlpool,

though on a gigantic scale, concen-

trating the sargassum weed toward

the center and carrying warm water

down into the depths. This water

warms the colder layer beneath and
draws it out toward the northern

edge of the Sargasso Sea. This low-

level current, flowing out from the

vortex, discharges more than twenty

miUion tons of water into the Gulf

Stream each second.
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< Clockwise in the north, counter-

clockwise in the south, the chief cur-

rents of the Pacific resemble those

of the North and South Atlantic,

though on a larger scale

What is produced must be con-

sumed, and the great flow of the

warm Gulf Stream eventually

reaches high latitudes in the region

of Spitzbergen. There it becomes

cool and slowly rotates about an-

other sinking center, falling to the

sea floor and moving back toward

the equator through the oceanic

abyss. Tropical heat and polar cool-

ing thus add a vertical wheel sys-

tem to the spinning spirals of the

surface.

Except for this system, western

civihzation would have remained

an essentially Mediterranean so-

ciety, for it is the Gulf Stream and

its offshoot, the North Atlantic

Drift, that have brought a temperate

chmate as far north as the Arctic

Circle in Norway. To recognize this,

it is ordy necessary to realize that

on the two sides of the Atlantic,

Labrador and Deimiark lie at the

same latitude.

Thus the temperate Gulf water,

entering the North Sea and the Nor-

wegian Sea, made the bordering

lands attractive to man. At the same

time, however, the prevailing oppo-

sition of the wind and currents dis-

couraged all but the most hardy

from attempting to sail west. In

fact, most of the expeditions were

of short range, to Britain, the

Faroes, and Iceland; thence to

Greenland and the Vinland of Eric

the Red. It was only this last ven-

ture that may have had the assis-

tance and not the opposition of

nature, for the Greenland Current

and Labrador Stream flow south to

the American side of the North

Atlantic.

These are cold, polar currents

streaming south to replace warmer

water dragged across the Atlantic

along the rim of the Gulf Stream,

and they bring semiarctic condi-

tions to the bordering lands, at

least in winter. But they also create

one of the greatest sea fisheries in

the world. The Grand Banks of

Newfoundland are part of the sub-

marine plain, or continental shelf,

bordering North America in this

'' Around the Antarctic Con-

tinent, the sea moves con-

tinually eastward, in what is

known as the Antarctic West
Wind Drift

region. It is here that the cold

southward-flowing Labrador Stream

meets the warm subtropical waters

of the Gulf Stream as it flows to

the northeast. As a result of the con-

vergence, the rich surface water

from the north sinks to the sea floor

and establishes ideal conditions for

the fisheries. In this region where

the warm and cold waters come to-

gether, a cold wall of water effec-

tively forms a barrier to many

southern forms of Hfe. At one time

a U. S. Coast Guard Cutter lying

across the cold wall found the sea

temperature at the bow to be 34

degrees and at the stem 56 de-

grees F.

Such a sinking of cold waters

brings to the fore the three-dimen-

sional character of the ocean cur-

rents. The surface spinning of the

North Equatorial Current and the

Gulf Stream, with the Sargasso Sea

as its eddy, has its counterpart in

a slow up-and-down rotation of

waters. The cold, heavy water from
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the north sinks to progressively

greater depth as it moves south be-

neath the Gulf Stream and flows

slovv'ly across the floor of the ocean

toward the equator. In the tropical

zone, surface water is continuously

being warmed and evaporated, so

that water continuously rises from

below to replace it, drawn even-

tually from polar sources.

Accordingly, surface water and

deep water in the same area may
have little in common and may
differ in direction and rate of flow,

in temperature and salinity, and in

qualities dependent upon the pene-

tration of hght. In a way partly

understood, part mystery, the eels

of two continents have exploited

the North Atlantic System. The
mature eels of both America and

Europe enter the sea and by some

means find their way through cold

dark waters, across thousands of

miles, to breed in deep water be-

low the western part of the Sargasso

Sea and probably to die. How eels,

or any other fish for that matter,

can sense even the existence of cur-

rents over the oceanic abyss is ob-

scure, unless they can follow the

demarcation line between two adja-

cent streams of salt water, differing

perhaps a little in temperature or

salinity.

The sweeping of the young eels

by the Gulf Stream, on the one

hand toward the American coast-

hne and on the other across the

Atlantic to the European coasts, is

a tale well known and often told,

but occasionally stranger things get

caught up in the same maelstrom

to make outlandish voyages. During

the hurricane of 1900, the coffin of

the actor Charles Coghland is said

to have been swept out to sea from

Galveston, Texas, apparently to

drift in the circulating waters of

the Gulf of Mexico until it was
drawn into the outpouring Gulf

Stream between Cuba and Florida.

Thence it floated northeast until by
some chance it was blown from its

transatlantic course into the mouth
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, to

come ashore near the actor's old

home at Prince Edward Island, a

journey of some two thousand

miles!

In more recent years, a mysteri-

ous microscopic menace of the sea

moved up the Atlantic seaboard

from southern waters and later

crossed to Europe. First appearing

in 1930, it attacked the eel grass

in innumerable bays and estuaries

in Florida, and in 1931 it swept

northward in a destructive wave.

By 1932, the eel beds had vanished

from the coast from Cape Hatteras

to Nova Scotia. It crossed the At-

lantic vdth the West Wind Drift,

travehng at much the same pace

as the larval eels, and first affected

the western end of the English

Channel toward the end of 1931.

Late in 1932, the first marked effects

were evident. When it invaded the

sheltered waters of northern Eu-

rope, the eel grass died, the sup-

porting banks broke up, and a rich,

shallow-water fauna disintegrated.

Even migratory geese and other

birds suffered as they flew south

from summers in the arctic, de-

scending in vain along the coast to

feed off the stricken beds.

Water movements have been in-

vestigated to a great extent by the

method of casting sealed bottles

adrift in the sea, containing infor-

mation as to the place and time of

liberation. Recently one such drift

bottle, set free at Sidney, Nova
Scotia, arrived at the coast of South

Australia after possibly the longest

bottle voyage known. To have ac-

complished this, the bottle must

have drifted northward and east-

ward across the Atlantic wdth the

Gulf Stream, then south with the

Canaries Stream to the Equatorial

Current. Possibly some storm blew

it from the North Equatorial into

the South Equatorial Current, so that

it entered the Brazil Current instead

of ending up in the region of the

Sargasso Sea. The Brazil Current

carried it down the east coast of

South America toward Cape Horn.

Here it must have been caught up

in the sweep of the Antarctic West
Wind Drift, to be carried east across

the South Atlantic and Indian

Ocean and finally to reach the

shores of Australia.

Each of the oceans has a system

of currents hke that of the North

Atlantic, and the similarity is so

clear that there is plainly a general

scheme. The origin of the move-

ment is from the great equatorial

streams that flow from east to west.

The motive force comes from the

continual action of the Northeast

and Southeast Trade Winds, which

drive the surface water of the equa-

torial belt continuously to the west.

The force exerted by the earth's

rotation on bodies free to move on

its surface is further seen in the

deflection of these broad currents

north and south of the equator.

In the north the deflection is to

the right or clockwise; in the

south it is to the left or counter-

clockwise.

The North and South Atlantic

show this clearly. In the north, the

North Equatorial Current ( the part

of the Equatorial Stream lying to

the north of the equator ) flows west

and spins to the north as the Gulf

Stream. The part lying south of the

equator, the South Equatorial Cur-

rent, also flows west, but it turns

to the south at the coast of Brazil,

and its warm waters extend their

benevolence far down the eastern

coast of South America.

In the Pacific there are no land

masses to confuse the pictiu-e, and

the great spinning movements of

the North and South Pacific are

well developed. In the North Pacific

the circulation resembles that of

the North Atlantic. The North

Equatorial Current flows west

across the waist of the Pacific to

the Philippines, thence northward

as the "Black Current" of Japan,

and eastward to North America.

The circle is completed by the cool

California Current flowing south-

east to join the eastern end of the

Equatorial Stream. Kamchatka, in-

cidentally, is kept cold by a re-

placement current comparable to

the Labrador Stream.

In the South Pacific, the reverse

system is seen again, and in some

ways this system is of greater in-

terest. Matching the Cold Benguela

Current of the South Atlantic, the

Humboldt Current swings north

along the west coast of South

America, carrying water of sub-

antarctic origin almost as far north

as the equator. Near the equator it
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turns west as the South Equatorial

Current, and the circle sweeps past

the Galapagos in a grand arc

through the Polynesian Islands.

The cool waters of the Humboldt

Ciurent hold more oxygen and car-

bon dioxide than most other waters

of similar latitudes, and they also

receive much organic matter from

the outpouring of the coastal rivers.

From these and other causes, the

current is abundantly rich in micro-

scopic vegetation and in innvmier-

able small marine animals that de-

pend upon it. This dense com-

munity in turn supports an almost

infinite population of fishes, among

them the abundant httle herring-

like anchovetas. While the coastal

fisheries of Peru and Chile are im-

portant, sea birds are the chief di-

rect benefactors, especially the

guanay (a cormorant) and peUcan.

The guanay feeds mainly upon the

anchovetas and other small fish and

crustaceans.

These multitudes of birds breed

and rest on the coastal islands and

have done so for so long that their

excrement, or guano, has accumu-

lated in enormous masses and has

become world famous as a source

of nitrate for fertiUzer. Much of the

prosperity of Peru depends upon

this resource and therefore on the

continued protection of the birds.

The guanays are of antarctic

origin and have probably nested

for more than 100,000 years on the

coast and islands of Peru. Only the

cold temperature of the Humboldt

Current makes it possible for them

to exist so far north.

Occasionally, at irregular inter-

vals, a warm tropical current in-

trudes between the Peruvian coast

and the cold water, with disastrous

effects. The rise in temperature in

the coastal waters kills the fishes

and smaller organisms, producing

such decomposition and liberation

of hydrogen sulphide as to blacken

the paint of ships. When this hap-

pens, the guanays suffer according-

ly, and a few years ago millions lost

their fives from malnutrition.

The penguin is another antarctic

sea bird that has exploited the pres-

ence of the Humboldt Current,

thriving on its abundant fish and
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tolerating tropical latitudes only be-

cause of the cool water. There are,

in fact, two penguins that have mi-

grated into the tropical latitudes,

the Peruvian penguin and the even

more adventurous Galapagos pen-

guin, which is actually in the equa-

torial zone.

Currents of diverse origin usually

do not mix, and Wilham Beebe, on

his Arcturus Expedition to explore

the Humboldt Current, actually

saw the line of water separating

two westward-fiovidng streams of

warm water some 200 miles south-

east of the Cocos Islands, close to

the northern edge of the Humboldt.

Flowing at somewhat different rates

and with several degrees difference

in temperature, the junction cre-

ated a rip of foaming water against

which all the floating jetsam for

miles was held, including logs of

wood covered with barnacles and

sheltering crabs and small shore-

loving fish. The rip was followed

for 100 miles or so and was the

focus of all lands of animal life.

As many as 38 species of trees,

plants, and seeds were found. The

steady flow to the westward at

about two miles an hour would

evei-tually carry the survivors of

many shore and even land forms

across vast spaces of the ocean, per-

haps to colonize islands in their

path.

The westward sweep of the cur-

rents from the coast of Peru has

given rise to much speculation as

to whether the islands of the Pacific

were colonized by natives from Asia

or South America. The recent voy-

age of the raft "Kon-Tiki," drifting

4000 miles with the South Equa-

torial Current from Peru to the Low
Archipelago, shows at least the pos-

sibility of the western passage."

There is one remaining spinning

system that stands apart. This is in

the antarctic. Here the waters flow

in the same direction as the earth

rotates on its axis, truly reflecting

the spin of the earth. In other

words, while the earth is constantly

turning toward the rising sun, the

waters of the Antarctic are turning

even faster in the same direction, as

< The larva of the

fish fly is a horren-

dous creature quite

unlike the winged

adult it will become

,,..,. ..tg^

• See "Voyage of the Raft 'Kon-Tiki,'." by

Thor Heyerdabl, Naturai. History, June, 1948.

though to hurry on ahead. The flow

of water is due to a number of

factors, but one of the most power-

ful is that the ocean in the tem-

perate and tropical latitudes is

warmer and lighter, and the ocean

surface there is actually higher than

the cold water to the south. Con-

sequently it flows down a gentle

slope toward the antarctic, where

the earth's spin swings it toward

the east. It is also aided in the

same direction by strong westerly

winds forever blowing from west

to east between latitudes 40 de-

grees and 60 degrees S., blowing

from the right toward the warm
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Fish Flu
Fluttering about on lacy wings,

it shows little resemblance to the

spiny, underwater pirate from

which it developed

By Edwin Way Teale
Photograph by the author

LIKE the mayfly and the great

J silk moths (Polyphemus, Ce-

cropia, and Luna), the fish fly,

Chauliodes pectinicornis, lives but

a short time and probably does not

eat at aU. It emerges late in spring.

The insect shown here was photo-

graphed in mid-June. On lacy

wings that are gray-brown and

spotted with white and have a

spread of as much as three and a

half inches, the fish fly flutters about
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duiing the hours of darkness. Fe-

males deposit masses of from 1000

to 2000 oval, reddish-brown eggs

on branches and leaves and stones

that overhang the vi'ater.

From these eggs hatch larvae that

resemble minute spiny worms. They

drop into the water to live for many

months as predaceous, aquatic crea-

tures. Lurking under stones or

clinging to submerged logs, they

obtain oxygen from the water

through gills and grow until they

reach a length of an inch and a half.

They are closely related to that

favorite food of the bass, the larva

of the Dobson fly, variously known
as the hellgrammite, the flip-flap,

the alligator, the water grampus,

and the conniption bug. But, un-

like the hellgrammite, which lives

under stones only in rapids and

riflles and swift-running streams,

the young fish fly is often found in

sluggish water.

At the end of its aquatic life, it

creeps up the bank to pupate under

a log or stone or in the earth. The
cinnamon-brown adult emerges

with long antennae "feathered" on

only one side. This feature gives

the insect its colloquial name—"The
Comb-Horned Fish Fly." Rather

secretive, it clings quietly to vege-

tation throughout the day. Because

of this habit, it is observed but

rarely, in spite of its large size, strik-

ing appearance, and wide distribu-

tion east of the Rocldes.

A The fish fly (Chauloides pectinicornis)

a short time and probably never eats

lives in its adult form only

gB t.'Lt.'.S.^'.'.^^^T.'.».S.«.»-^.----S.^^^^^-»»»'t^SL^^T^«t^^^S.S^^.^.^»,^»-»».»...^»^^»,».». »t.».».tS^»»...».».»...»^

rising sun. Thus it is called the

Antarctic West Wind Drift.

The Antarctic Drift flows steadily

around the Antarctic Continent

without let or hindrance, little

knowTQ and little traveled except

for whaling ships and an occasional

antarctic expedition. The giant

whales have vanished from the

northern hemisphere, only their

smaller cousins surviving, and now
in the West Wind Drift of the ant-

arctic alone do the "great whales

go sailing by, round the world for

ever and aye." Apart from the effect

of the slaughter by floating whale

factories, the whales abound in
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these waters because their food is

abundant. The largest whales feed

mainly on relatively minute shrimp-

like forms that thrive in the cold

nutrient waters of the far south.

Where these organisms are, the

whales are hkely to be.

Even in the Drift, however, there

are currents within currents, and

these are utilized by the whale

shrimps to limit their own particular

drift. Just as an expert balloonist

can guide his direction of travel

by controlling his altitude, so the

shrimps and other small forms keep

within the bounds of the Antarctic

Drift. They are swept slowly to the

north froin the region of the Ant-

arctic Continent, and as they ap-

proach the warmer water they sink

from the surface layers into deeper

water. There they drift with the

countercurrent moving in the oppo-

site direction, south to the Antarctic

Continent. In this manner they tend

to circulate slowly to the north and

south, though all the time being

swept to the east and round the

world as long as they live.

So the earth turns and the seas

spin, affecting profoundly the lives

of all that live upon the land or in

the immensity of a salt and watery

world.
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CARNIVOROUS

By Walter Henricks Hodge
University of Massachusetts

Photographs by the auth>

A One of the butterworts, showing its

rosette of tongue-shaped leaves. Approxi-

mately 25,000 glands to the square centimeter

pour out the sticky "butter." This substance

holds and digests the luckless insects that get

caught (black dots visible here). The edges

also curl inward to aid in digestion

INSECTS that eat plants are com-

mon enough; in fact, to some of

us who are gardeners they are too

common. But plants that eat insects

are freaks perhaps unsurpassed in

interest by anything else in the

green world. Among the majority

of plants, the process of food get-

ting is so orthodox as to be unspec-

tacular, and so it is difficult to be-

lieve that there are plants that feed

upon juicy insect steaks. Yet such

plants are not uncommon through-

out the world from the arctic to the

tropics. Plants of this sort are

called carnivorous or insectivorous.

Some of them actually possess a

kind of vegetable "stomach," com-

parable in its action to the stomach

of an animal.

These green insect-eaters are, of

course, sedentary and thus, unlike

roving animals, are unable to run

after and catch their prey. This

fact troubles them not in the least,

for they have evolved some of the

most sensitive snares, diabolical

traps, and wells-of-death imagin-

able. With these varied tricks up

their vegetable sleeves, they can be
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The most curious "food-faddists" of the botanical world

are an assortment of plants that capture and digest insects

instead of deriving their nourishment from the soil

assured of an almost constant and

fresh meat supply.

Carnivorous plants are eminently

successful in their unusual mode of

life. In fact, their leafy parts have

at times become so modified that

they no longer possess sufficient

chlorophyll for normal food syn-

thesis. Instead, their leaves serve

as bait and are colored with attrac-

tive hues of red or purple. They are

so bizarrely modified that they

might be mistaken for flowers. Fur-

thermore, these plants are so inde-

pendent of the normal sources of

nitrates that they are able to inhabit

extremely poor soils. About all they

need from the substi'atum is water.

Some, indeed, are wholly aquatic,

such as the majority of bladder-

worts; but most of them must be

sought in bogs or marshes, where

f Venus's-flytrap, with its curious, colorful, quick-acting leaves



their weak root systems, acting

merely as water pipes, are often

buried in nothing more than wet

mats of moss.

Of all the carnivorous assemblage

the sundews, belonging to the

genus Drosera, are the most wide-

spread, the most numerous, and ap-

parently the most successful—at

least if abundance, world-wide dis-

persal, and number of species are

a measiu-e of success. Despite its

ubiquity, the little sundew, because

of its size, is not well known by
Mr. Average Man. Yet on most

every sphagnous bog, near many
a springy rill, and even on many
a high Andean mountainside, it

spreads its expectant whorls of tiny,

frequently spoon-shaped leaves.

Befitting its size, its prey consists

of insignificant winged creatures-

gnats, midges, mosquitoes, and the

like. Woe betide any dipterous bi-

plane that sails unwarily into its

glistening leafy orbs, for it is soon

ensnared in viscid blobs of glue,

nature's original flypaper. Charles

Darwin, whose researches on in-

sectivorous plants are classical

reading, considered the leaf of

Drosera one of the most "incredible

and wonderful" things known to

him in the whole field of botany.

It pays to look closely at the

structure of such a morphological

gem. Sundew leaves vary in shape,

being round, hairlike, or spatula-

shaped according to the species,

but all have a similar basic struc-

tui-e. Those of the common sundew
(D. rotundifolia) are typical. Flat,

platelike blades with the diameter

of a lead pencil are borne on elon-

gated, tapering petioles. From the

upper surface and edges of these

leaves arise several hundred green

or purplish hairs, sometimes called

"tentacles," which serve as the traps

for insects. On the central part of

the leaf the tentacles are short and

stubby, but as one progresses to the

margins they become much longer.

Each hair is clublike at its tip, the

swelling being a tiny oval gland

possessing the complex digestive

properties of secretion and absorp-

tion. When functioning properly,

each tiny hair produces sticky drops

of a fluid that glisten in the sun-

light, giving to the leaf as a whole

the appearance of an elfin crown

studded with dozens of shining dia-

monds.

What happens to the gnat that

Hops its six-footed landing gear into

this sparkling orb? Plenty! Not only

its legs but also its wings and body

are hopelessly ensnared by this hv-

ing vegetable flypaper. In short,

Mr. Gnat is in the hands of a green

octopus, whose tentacles at the first

touch of the insect begin a char-

acteristic slow, bending action. This

brings the hair tips as well as their

trapped prey into the center of the

leaf, until the leaf looks like the

inflexed fingers of a clenched hand.

All the hairs, with all their glands,

can now effectually contact, hold,

A Over the dangerous area

of the glandular blade wan-

ders an inquisitive ant. The
Venus's-flytrap in the mid-

dle has already caught an

ant and will soon digest it

The leaf closes
QUICKLY, and the ant has

little chance to escape

from this curious botani-

cal "stomach"
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A A COMMON SPECIES OF SUNDEW (Dro-
sera rotundifolia) , spreading its expect-

ant whorls of tiny spoon-shaped leaves

and digest the insect morsel; and

the hairs remain in this position

until digestion is effected.

The leaf is now acting for all the

world like an animal stomach, for

in the temporary enclosure formed

by the hairs, the glands discharge

a digestive juice possessing all the

properties of pepsin, the ferment

produced by our own stomachs.

This ferment will digest any nitrog-

enous insect material, and it has

even been shown capable of soften-

ing such tough substances as car-

tilage and bone, bits of which have

been placed experimentally on the

leaves. When absorption is com-

plete—after several days—the ten-

tacles again expand, and the trap

is ready to repeat the process.

When we remember that plants

have no muscular or nervous tissue,

the whole procedure seems remark-

able. And the sensitivity of the

mechanism that carries it out is

perhaps unsurpassed by anything

in the whole field of botany. It has

been shown that a bit of ordinary

hair weighing only 1/78,740 of a

grain, pressing on one gland, is

sufficient to cause movement of a

Drosera hair, yet such a particle on

the supposedly dehcate human
tongue is too light to cause any sen-

sation! Inedible foreign particles.

A The glandular hairs have folded

upon a tiny insect at extreme left.

On the other two leaves the hairs

are wide-spread. {Drosera rotundi-

folia)

upon touching the surface of a sun-

dew gland, may cause bending, but

apparently the leaf soon "realizes"

its mistake and reopens quickly.

The force of the wind or drops of

rain cause no reaction, and so the

plant is spared much useless

energy; but let food in the form of

an insect aHght and the glands

really react. Thus there is appar-

ently both a mechanical and chemi-

cal reaction. Darwin showed that

one twenty-millionth of a grain of

phosphate in aqueous solution is

fully sufficient to cause a reaction.

Ten seconds after such an infini-

tesimal chemical stimulus, a ten-

tacle will show appreciable move-

ment; in ten minutes it may have

reached the center of the leaf.

Although Drosera is the largest

genus of a family ( Droseraceae

)

boasting over 100 species in the

temperate regions of both the North-

ern and Southern Hemispheres,

there are other sister genera equally

interesting. Most of these are rare

plants with a peculiar distribution,

often exemplified by local abun-

dance in only one tiny locality on

this earth of ours. One such ex-

ample is a plant that has devised

not the flypaper technique but

rather a clever mechanical trap.

This plant is the all-American Ve-

nus's-flytrap [Dionaea muscipula),

found only on the Atlantic coastal

plain, chiefly near Wilmington,

North Carolina. On grassy, pine-

sprinkled savannas, in the company
of gaudy sabbatias, insignificant

burmannias, and orange habenarias,

this curious plant spreads its leafy

rosettes hke a bear trap and awaits

whatever prey may appear. The
leaves of Venus's-flytrap are more
spectacular, larger, and much more
rapid in action than Drosera's ap-

paratus. Furthermore, they show
greater complexity of structure, for

the functions performed by the ten-

tacle alone in the sundew are dis-

charged by three different struc-

tures in Dionaea.

Each flytrap leaf consists of a

flat spatula-like stalk which sup-

ports a roundish blade divided by

a midrib into sensitive, symmetri-

cal folding halves. The two halves

are held open at an angle of up to

80 degrees. The upper surface of the

blade is often colored a beautiful

red owing to the presence of mul-

titudes of minute closely-packed,

short-stalked glands. Their purpose

is purely secretive and digestive, al-

though their brilliant color un-

doubtedly serves as an insect lure.

Rising from the surface of each

half of the leaf blade are usually

three stiff hairs which act as ultra-

sensitive triggers to set off the

whole insect-catching mechanism.

To complete the complex apparatus

are a series of rigid marginal spines,

which interlock like the teeth of a

bear trap when the leaf is closed.

These are not sensitive.

Dionaea is called a flytrap. Ac-

tually the plant probably captures

more creeping insects like ants,

beetles, etc., than it does flying

forms. Over the dangerous area of

the glandular blade wanders an in-

quisitive ant. It is usually safe so

long as it doesn't brush against one

of tlie upright triggers. If it does,

even though the touch be momen-
tary and slight, zip!—and within a

second or two (under proper tem-

peratures) the leaf-halves evenly

and fiimly close. The triggers,

hinged at their bases, fold neatly

flat against the leaf surfaces while

the ant is firmly held. Its body
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A Thecommonest Amer-
ican PITCHER PLANT, Sar-

racetiia purpurea, photo-

graphed in a New England

bog

The tubular, pitcher-

shaped leaves give the plant

its name and are the organs

that capture and digest in-

sects

Dm

A All the hairs of the

hood near the orifice of the

pitcher plant point the same

way and form a shoot-the-

chutes

> When they are cut open

and drained of water, the

lower portions of the pitch-

ers are seen to be plugged

with insect carcasses

iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimii iiiiiiiiiiiiHi in I imimiiiiiiiiiiiininiim
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fluids, if ruptured, provide a neces-

sary incentive for the surface

glands, which immediately begin

pouring out digestive fluids, and

Dionaea's temporary leaf stomach

thus goes into action. A week may
be required for assimilation, after

which the leaf reopens, ready for

another mouthful.

Another type of meat-eating

plant is seen in the butterworts—

various species of Pinguicula ( Len-

tibulariaceae ) . These fraternize

with the httle sundews on moors,

moist peat lands, and bogs; and on

the eastern Carohna savannas they

may even be found rubbing leafy

elbows with the Venus's-flytrap.

Butterworts also spread into moun-
tainous terrain, where they may
rear their small but colorful snap-

dragon-shaped flowers from wet
rock crannies or springy places.

The tongue-shaped leaves of but-

terwort rosettes look superficially

more like normal everyday plant

leaves, yet if one gives a leaf a

microscopic look, pecuharities ap-

pear. For one thing, its whole upper
surface is peppered with tiny

glands, roughly 25,000 per square

centimeter of leaf surface. Any kind

of pressure upon the glands by a

foreign body causes them to se-

crete. If, in addition, the object

happens to be nitrogenous, as in the

case of an insect, they pour out

quantities of mucilaginous and acid

digestive hquid. The plant gets its

common name from the fact that

the leaf practically exudes "butter."

Pinguicula also has a power of

movement shown by its leaf mar-

gins. Although these exhibit a more
or less permanent inrolling, the ef-

fect is increased when insects are

stuck on the surface glands. By en-

compassing them with the margin,

more secretive surface is put to

work in digestion, and thus a more
efficient type of temporary plant

stomach comes into play.

Of all the queer insectivorous

plants thus far considered, only the

butterwort has found a place in

man's economy. Shepherds in the

Alps have long used its leaves in

curing the udder sores of milch

cows. The glandular secretion of

the blades apparently acts as an ex-

cellent antiseptic. And on a Lap-
land journey over 200 years ago,

the great Swedish botanist, Lin-

naeus, noted that the inhabitants

had observed that the secretion of

Pinguicula glands acted similarly to

rennet. Indeed, if fresh milk is

poured over the leaves of the but-

terwort, a tough mass called taet-

miolk is formed, which is a favorite

dish of those northern regions.

The all-American pitcher plants

(Sarraceniaceae), famihar insectiv-

orous plants common in bogs from
the Gulf Coast to Labrador, have
pioneered their own way of catch-

•< Besides a baited path of nectar
and a capping hood, this pitcher plant
of our southeastern states (Sarra-
cenia minor) possesses thin trans-

lucent spots of tissue that fool the
insects trying to escape by flying (see
upper right pitcher leaf). These
pitchers are often brim full with
captured insects

> Southern "trumpets" {Sar-

racenia flava), one of the tall-

est of the pitcher plants

ing insects, and although the shape

and style of the traps may vary in

the chfferent genera and species,

they all follow a basic pattern.

The nmnerous colloquial names

applied to the species of Sarracenia

—pitcher plant, sidesaddle flower,

trumpet, huntsman's horn—aptly

describe the hollow tubular leaves

that serve this genus as insect traps.

Without exception the leaves are

attractive organs, often brilliantly

colored with pin-pfish-red reticula-

tions or stripes on a green or yel-

low background. Not only do the

leaves of these curious plants re-

semble flowers in shape and color,

but they also mimic them in the

possession of nectar glands. These

exude fruity-smelfing fluids of

honey-like consistency, which en-

tice the most reticent of insects

from afar. But pitcher plants don't

stop with perfume, for in many an-

other way they have made it easy

for any insect to buy a one-way

ticket to oblivion.

Just suppose a fly catches sight

of the leaf of the common pitcher

plant, Sarracenia purpurea. It im-

mediately attempts a landing, find-

ing to its delight a beautiful plush-

hke "front porch," the hood, which

serves as an admirable landing field.

What is more, heavenly odors (at

least to an insect) exude from a

portal near by. No job to walk

toward it either, for all the hairs

on the plant door mat are bent



thoughtfully that way! At this point

the insect, having reached the

sweet-smeUing threshold, may be

shghtly punch-drunk and perhaps

even staggering a wee bit on its

six wobbly legs. A stumble is all

that is now needed, and with it

another insect is precipitated down
the smoothest and most slippery

shoot-the-chutes to be found in na-

ture. At the dark bottom, the insect

lands with a splash in water, foul-

smelhng water, for this is a cistern

choked with insect "soup." In many
cases the insect's wings become

wet, eliminating its chances of fly-

ing out. Even if it reaches the sides,

its doom is still sealed, for at the

water level is another zone of long,

downward-directed hairs. The wa-

tery fluid exerts a quieting influence

and stupefies the prey, for it con-

tains protein-digesting enzymes se-

creted in quantity by glands on the

bottom walls. Epidermal cells in

the same region are constantly ab-

sorbing the nutrient solution result-

ing from decomposition and diges-

tion. Pitcher plants are thus really

well fed.

In the job of wholesale insect

slaughter it must at least be said

that Sarracenia is humane; in fact,

it has been but recently shown that

this commonest of pitcher plants

produces a powerful painkiller. Am-
monium extracts from the leaves

have been used by Philadelphia

physicians for over fifteen years as

injections, and they are said to be

superior to alcohol or novocain in

at least three ways : anestliesia from

Sarracenia extracts does not pro-

duce numbness, does not destroy

nerve tissue, and is longer acting.

The leaves of the common pitcher

plant are also pitfalls for ground-

inhabiting insects, for its pitchers

are often deeply sunk in masses of

wet sphagnum moss. In such sites

only the erect hoods remain un-

buried. These sunken pitchers are

so open to the elements that they

are generally full to the brim with

rain water, which dilutes the con-

sistency but apparently not the ef-

ficacy of the digestive fluid. In most

of the other Sanacenias, the hoods

are not erect but bent over (like a

jack-in-the-pulpit spathe ) , acting as

capping protection to the pitcher

mouths. The result is that little if

any rain ever enters. What liquid

is secreted is limited to the lower-

most narrow and basal portion of

the tubular leaf. Even with pitchers

thus partly covered by a protective

cap, the plants are still very effec-

tive; in fact, the Lesser Pitcher

Plant (S. minor) of our southeast,

with a helmeted cap and a baited

path of nectar nanning from the

ground to the orifice, surpasses all

other species in insects captured.

Its semidry pitchers are often

stuffed with the bodies of ants.

This Lesser Pitcher Plant and the

Cahfornia Pitcher Plant (Darling-

tonia californica) have, in addition,

an interesting device for sealing the

doom of insects that might be able

to fly out of a fairly dry chamber.

This is a "skyhght" situated in the

crown of the hood. This window is

actually a thin, transparent spot in

the tissue of the leaf. An insect fly-

ing against the window in an ef-

fort to escape is, of course, only

knocked down again into the well

below. Seldom does it find the

opening by which it entered.

It is not strange that pitchers full

of decaying insect remains should

attract carrion insects. In fact, many

of the latter perish in their danger-

ous quest. But the queer thing is

that at least some of these carrion

seekers actually pass a portion of

their hfe history unharmed in these

wells of death. One small fly (
Sar-

cophaga sanaceniae ) has the knack

of passing safely in and out of the

leaf traps and lays its eggs among

the pitcher's insect remains. The

larva of the fly, apparently un-

harmed and unconcerned by the

digestive enzymes of the cistern,

feeds upon the carrion mass and

then bores through the thicker

walls to pupate in the earth.

Dming the recent war, our fight-

ing men in the jungles of Malaya

and on the islands of the South

Pacific undoubtedly ran across the

most bizarre of all pitcher-bearing

plants, those belonging to the ori-

ental family, Nepenthaceae. Not

unknown in our own country, spe-

cies of tropical Nepenthes are some-

times groviTi for their novelty in

A The various tropical nepenthes dis-

play giant-sized pitchers, sometimes large

enough to hold a pigeon. The nectar-fla-

vored margin curls sharply inward and thus

prevents crawling insects from escaping.

Note the hood poised delicately above

warm, moist conservatories. The

plant is primarily a climbing, scram-

bhng one with giant-sized pitchers

slung in the air at the ends of the

leaflike petioles, like so many Chi-

nese lanterns. In addition to the

liquid-fifled chamber, pitchers of

this genus possess a tiny hood and

a honey-secreting margin with a

sharply revolute edge, which keeps

crawfing insects safely within. In

general pattern, the leaf of Ne-

penthes is thus similar to the preda-

tory leaf of the Sarracenias.

Quite a gamut is run from the

sundew to tropical Nepenthes, yet

these queer insectivorous plants,

unrelated though they are, show

harmony and similarity in at least

one point—they have investigated

the possibihties of a new kind of

food supply, and, what is more,

they have aU apparently made

good.
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A AvoCETS IN FLIGHT in the type of country where they are most at home I

Avocets Have lurnea-Up Bills
Scenes at the Bear River Wildlife Refuge in Utah

depict the home life of one of our most attractive shore birds

A photo series

By

Hugo H. Schroder

282

TS sharply contrasting colors,

graceful form and carriage, and

long uptiu-ned bill make the avocet

a bird of distinction. It is rare east

of the Mississippi, being most com-

monly found near the prairie ponds

and alkahne lakes of the interior.

It constructs its simple nest on the

ground among grass or low herb-

age, at not too great a distance

from the water. Three to five eggs

are laid, although occasionally more

than one female wiU lay in a single

nest.
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A One of the parents walking to the nest,

which contains two eggs and one newly hatched

youngster

The adult's plumage is

black and white, its head and

neck brown. The legs are light

blue

'' The male and female are very much alike. The female is

slightly smaller on the average, but some females are larger than

some males

>
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Natural History

INSECTS, By Edward Dembitz

In this puzzle you are given a set of definitions, each with a set

of blank spaces (Part I), and a diagram to be filled in (Part II).

PART I. Each definition is a clue to a word whose letters you are

to insert in the blank spaces preceding the definition. These words
appear in recent issues of Natural History Magazine.

— — — — — — A mammal that a dog is named after
t 31 28 19 16 35 f German)

— — — — — What o}-sters do before they R in season
1 13 32 37 14

1'̂ — — — — — — — To pursue a hobby that keeps one unf/er-
30 13 16 7 25 2 21 ground (colloquial)

— — — — — — "Reverent" insect; the female eats the male
3 9 14 34 22 10

— — — — — — — 19th century astronomer (1818-1889) ; one
29 33 15 27 4 26 18 7 of first women elected to Hall of Fame

— — — — Predatory bird, enemy of baby penguins
1 21 20 5 on the Snares Islands

— — — — — — — A male or female beetle, despite the name
18 5 28 8 6 25 19

— — — A favorite of crossword puzzles and of
38 24 22 Hawaiian culinary art

— — — — — —. Australian bay named by Capt. Cook for
17 36 15 31 2 12 a branch of biology

— — — —. lAdornment for the rooster, larder for the
27 36 29 17 Ibee

— — — — — — — — Nautilus-like relative of the octopus; also

9 23 19 24 14 32 20 34 a shipmate of Jason

— — — — — — — A genus of ants, producers of pungent acid
11 24 23 3 22 27 5 ivith similar name

— — — — An Australian tree that ensnares birds in

20 38 9 30 lis sticky fruit

— — — — — —. An African weaverbird given to raids on
37 4 12 10 31 4 grain fields

5 — — — — — — — .4 light-producing beetle
^ 11 33 35 26 11 7 8

PART II. When you have filled in all

the letters in Part I, transfer them to the

proper numbers in the boxes in the dia-

gram below.

When the diagram is completed, the white
spaces will form a word maze containing at

least 18 names of INSECTS. To find one of

these insects, begin with a letter and move
from space to adjoining space in any direc-

tion, including diagonally, until the name is

spelled out. Do not pass through shaded spaces

while forming names. Do not form double
letters by jumping up and down on the same
square. Do not skip squares in the middle of

a two-word name.

THE PRIZES. The tfiree contestants sub-

mitting the largest number of names of

insects fitting tliis puzzle will each receive

a copy of Ralph B. Sivain's Insect Guide,

recently published by Doubleday and Com-
pany.

Names of insects must appear in bold-

faced type in the main A-Z section of Web-
ster's New International Dictionary

—

1948

(unabridged) in order to be eligible. Names
in bold-faced type below the line at the bot-

tom of the page are allowable. Different

names for the same insect will be accepted.

So ivill variants, alternative spellings, and
scientific or technical names, providing they

appear in bold-faced type.

Flagrant disregard of the rules will dis-

qualify a contestant.

In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be

awarded.

Entries must be postmarked on or before

July 1 and be received by Jidy 6, 1949. You
need send only your list of insects, not the

"checkerboard."

THUNDER RIVER continued from page

planted as an experiment by the

Forest Service several years ago,

to reach what is well-nigh the limit

of size for stream fishes. One fisher-

man in our party took the limit of

fresh rainbows in 30 minutes. The
fish ranged in size from fingerlings

to 21 inches, the prize catch being

a speckled beauty that weighed

2% pounds when cleaned.

There is no likelihood that Thun-

der River ever runs dry, and the

presence of the fishes bears this out.

Originating as it does in springs, the

stream has no inlet through which

fish could enter. Hence it is logi-

cal to assume that the stream varies

httle in volume. Low water could

not support fish of such proportions,

and it is most unlikelv that the fish

fight their way upstream from the

Colorado, since its muddied waters

have never been known to support

sizable trout. It is doubtful that

Thunder River trout migrate. Once

established in the stream, it is hkely

that they remain within its narrow

confines, which probably accounts

for their huge size.

Taking a critical view of the
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fishing, perhaps a word of caution

is in order. While at the present

time Tapeats Creek is an angler's

paradise, the fish could not survive

a large-scale invasion. Obviously a

stream whose entire course can be

covered on foot in a single day is

fatally susceptible to overfishing.

Hence it is important that bag Hm-

its be observed. The stream could

be maintained as a sort of natural

forcing ground where rainbows

might be permitted to reach their

present gigantic proportions before

succumbing to a lure or a fly.

The fishing can never constitute

the sti'ongest magnet for visitors to

Thunder River. In the final analysis,

the country itself is the greatest

attraction. The area has the earthy

beauty characteristic of the mesa

and canyon country—an elemen-

tal beauty compounded of red

and buff-colored sandstone walls

set off by the silvery sparkle of

spring and creek and the rich green

of streamside vegetation. Lining

the streams are cottonwoods, red-

bud, and Arizona ash; colorful

blooms such as scarlet mimulus and

princess plume; and a profusion of

lush green ferns. It is a scenic won-

derland offering in compressed

form a cross section of canyon

scenery unsurpassed in the whole

Grand Canyon country. Viewed in

tliis light, it is a preserve of the

first magnitude; and it should be

protected as an unspoiled wilder-

ness area that vwU provide adven-

ture, exploration, and recreation for

future generations.

Years may pass before the area

is made accessible to the general

pubhc. The National Park Service

may elect to hold it, like some of

our undeveloped National Monu-

ments, as a reserve against the day

when the pressure of the country's

population requires its develop-

ment. Fortunately, the area is

within national park boundaries, so

there need be none of the pro-

longed conflict that invariably ac-

companies every effort to set aside

areas of national park cahber. But

the task remains to make certain

that if and when this area is made

more accessible, its wild, natural

beauty will be kept unspoiled.

INSECT THERMOMETER Continued fr,

than leave it. Like the bee, it is

unable to fly at temperatures below

40 degrees.

With the single exception of the

malaria-bearing mosquito
(
Ano-

pheles) I never have seen an in-

sect flying at a temperature below

40. All noise-producing insects with

which I am acquainted are mute at

temperatures above 106 and below

40, some even below 65. At the

lower Hmit of their vocaHty they

are silenced by the cold, but above

105 degrees, though they can be

quite active, they probably remain

quiet because of the intense heat.

All insects of my acquaintance are

motionless, though not necessarily

dead, at temperatures below 32.

I have observed reactions to tem-

perature in several species of in-

sects other than those already men-
tioned but have not been able to

check these with a temperature re-

corder. Thus the ticking of that

beetle popularly known as the

"deathwatch" {Anobium notatum)

in the walls of frame houses appears

to vary with different temperatures.

Then there is the firefly, or "light-

ning bug," common to our eastern

states. Perhaps everyone has ob-

served that its flashes are more

rapid early in the night than later

and cease entirely before morning.

But in the open the firefly is con-

tinually on the vdng, and when
confined for observation it becomes

nervous and doesn't work its flash-

light regularly.

The "snapping beetle" {Elater,

various species), which suggests

the beetle-shaped "snapper" famil-

iar to all children, snaps more fre-

quently in warm weather than in

cool, but it snaps its thorax only

when held in a certain position and

is affected by the warmth of one's

hand.

I also have observed that the note

Winners of the Fishes Cryptomaze in the April issue of Natural
History: The three contestants submitting the highest number of fishes

listed in the main section (A-Z) of Webster's New International Dictionary
—1948 (unabridged), in accordance with the rules of the contest, are:

Harold Eaton, Jackson Heights, N. Y.—56 fishes; Dr. Henry S. Rich,

Bronx, N. Y.—50 fishes; Al Anthony Mantovi, Staten Island, N. Y.

—

45 fishes. Each of these winners has received an autographed copy of North
S^ American Game Fishes by Francesca La Monte, published by Doubleday
S and Company.

INSECT THERMOMETERS

produced by the wing vibration of

many insects—for example the fly,

honeybee, mosquito, and bumble-

bee—becomes noticeably slower as

the temperature falls, but the insect

itself can change the pitch when

frightened or angry. Every bee-

keeper knows, from the pitch of its

hum, whether the bee that is flying

about his head is angry or merely

curious. The wings of the housefly

ordinarily produce a note well up

the scale, but I have seen them so

chilled that they could not produce

the lowest audible note, which

means their wing vibration was less

than about sLxteen per second. I

also have noted that when the tem-

perature is as low as 65 degrees,

the vibrations of a grasshopper's

vidngs are nearly slow enough to

be counted, but by the time the

temperature has risen to 85 degrees

its wings may produce an audible

note.

The field offers opportunity for

some interesting but unremunera-

tive research. I believe that if the

reaction to temperature of all our

common outdoor insects were well

known, the farmer in his field would
be able to determine the tempera-

ture with a tolerable degree of ac-

curacy almost any hour of the day.

Insects are not more sensitive to

temperature changes than are

warm-blooded animals, but, unlike

the latter, their body temperature
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is practically the same as that of

the air around them. Their metab-

olism does produce a tiny amount

of heat, but it is radiated as fast as

it is generated, and they can warm
themselves only by exercising en

masse, like the bee cluster I men-

tioned. Remembering how the hu-

man system is afiEected by a bodily

temperature only two or three de-

grees above or below its normal

98.6 degrees, we can readily under-

stand how profoundly an insect may
be affected by a change ten times

greater. When we are "chilled to

the bone," medical men tell me,

our internal temperature is only

two or three degrees below normal.

Unlike animals, whose voices are

produced by the vibration of mem-
branes, the voices of insects are the

result of muscular action, as also

is the vibration of their wings, and

therefore any chilling sufficient to

slow down muscular movement
serves to lower the pitch of both

wings and voice.

The "Insect Thermometer" shown
herewith is almost entirely self-ex-

planatory. In the "Crickets' Chirps

per Minute" columns, numbers in

parentheses are only theoretical

\'alues, for I never have heard a

cricket chirping in temperatures

below 55 degrees.

The "Cricket Thermometer" pic-

tures a little device that I once

made for my own entertainment. To
use it, we count the cricket's chirps

for ten seconds, then bring the

lower end of the pointer to the cor-

responding number on that cricket's

scale. The upper end will then in-

dicate the temperature of the place

where the cricket happens to be.

For illustration, if a black field

cricket is chirping at the rate of 18

chirps in 10 seconds, we place the

lower end of the index at 18 on that

cricket's scale (as shown), and the

upper end shows the temperature

to be 65 degrees.

The third drawing is a copy of an

actual two-hour record of tempera-

ture and the chirps of our friend,

Mr. X. It reveals strikingly the sensi-

tivity of that cricket to temperature

changes; in fact, it surprised as well

as gratified me. The chirps were

counted every 5 minutes, and for
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greater accuracy were counted for

60 seconds and then multiplied by

14/60 in order to obtain the num-

ber for 14 seconds. This explains

the fractional chirps indicated by

the chart. Thus, for the first count,

at 7:30 p.m., there were 132 chirps

in one minute, which reduced to

30.8 for 14 seconds. Instead of

a thermograph, a telethermoscope

was used—a quite accurate instru-

ment which measures temperature

in terms of electrical resistance. On
only four of the 25 counts were the

chirps and the temperature record

not in practical agreement. These

four are indicated on the chart by
short arrows. It is quite possible

that the difference, which in no case

amounted to more than one-fourth

of a degree, was due to a slight lag-

error in the instrument and to the

fact that the cricket was more
quickly responsive to temperature

changes than was the thermal coil

of the instrument—which is not re-

markable when we remember that

a cricket isn't one-twentieth the size

of the thermal coil of a teletheraio-

scope.

BOOKS Continued from page 246

of the commonest as well as one of the

most widely disseminated of the wasps

and has engaged the attention of a num-

ber of qualified observers.

One of the special objects of Professor

Shafer's inquiry was to determine the

significance of die little white pellets

visible through the body wall of the wasp

larva and constituting nearly five per

cent of the weight of the insect when it

reaches maturity. But the nature and

function of these pellets are too interest-

ing to be summarized briefly, and the

reader is referred to die volume for an
adequate account.

Herbert F. Schwabz.

The universe and
dr. einstein

------- by Lincoln Barnett

William Sloane Assoc, $2.50

127 pp., 4 illusts.

""pHE brief way to express a theory
-*- is to put it into mathematical form.

A simple way to obscure its meaning is to

write a long book about it. In The Uni-

verse and Dr. Einstein, Lincoln Barnett

has hit a happy medium. He has neither

written a long book nor has he delved

too deeply into mathematical equations.

This book is written for die nonmathema-
tician whom Einstein described as "seized

by a mysterious shuddering when he

hears of 'four-dimensional' things, by a

feeling not unlike that awakened by
thoughts of the occult. . . . And yet there

is no more commonplace statement than

that the world in which we live is a

What 6/rd \s Th;s?
An unusual 'photograph by Walker Van Riper

Denver Museum of Natural History

To Bible writers I was known;

In few museums have I been shown.

Like Jenny Lind of voice sublime

I chose gay '50's as the time

For Metropolitan debute

But laid six eggs of grayish hue."

Make your guess,

and then turn to

page 288 for the answer.
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four-dimensional space-time continuum."

By shaving off the obscuring whiskers of

higher mathematics, the author, for the

first time, has revealed the distinguishing

characteristics of Einstein's tlieories.

Mr. Barnett, being a newspaperman,

protects his reader from the icy chiU most

people feel when brought into immediate

contact with abstract time and space re-

lationships. He first prepares tlie reader

with concrete demonstrations of the place

that realism, as evidenced by our senses,

holds with respect to abstraction, before

stating that "it is the mathematical ortho-

doxy of the universe that enables theorists

like Einstein to predict and discover

natural laws simply by the solution of

equations." Our senses of sight, sound,

touch, taste, and smell might be com-

pared with tlie abutments on a suspen-

sion bridge. Each abutment is separate

and distinct from every other, but all are

linked together by the roadway and sup-

porting cables, which might be pictured

as the abstract part of the relationship.

Scientifically, the whole structure is tied

togedier as a complete unit through the

medium of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Our senses sample various sections of this

spectrum; scientific abstraction through

the medium of mathematical equations

fill in the balance of it. By pointing up

the recognized limitations of man's senses,

the role of Quantum physics and the

mathematical process of interpolation and

e.\terpolation are reduced to understand-

able simplicity. Thus the author lays the

groundwork for this lucidly clear presen-

tation of Einstein.

Gordon A. Atwateb.

Cook and the opening
of the pacific

------ by
J.

A. Williamson

The Macmillan Company, $2.00

251 pp., 6 illusts.

HE name of Captain James Cook is

one of the most illustrious in the his-

tory of the exploration of the Pacific

Ocean. And this is rightly so because

his achievements as an explorer and navi-

gator in tliis vast region are of the first

rank. But aside from his Pacific exploits.

Cook is hardly known at all. Like a

musician in a symphony orchestra who
emerges dramatically from anonymity to

play his brief solo. Cook appears sud-

denly in English history as a seasoned

and practiced navigator to play his bril-

liant, eventually tragic role in the South

Seas.

A man of humble birth and little formal

education, he became a highly skilled

navigator and chart maker largely by self-

education. Entering the Royal Navy at a

relatively advanced age, through the un-

conventional avenue of an apprenticeship

on coastal colliers, he made a phenome-

T
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nal rise in a very short time. His selection

by the Admiralty to command a scientific

expedition to the Pacific in 1769 seemed

a logical choice after his noteworthy sur-

veys and charts of the Canadian coast,

which occupied him for a number of

years and demonstrated his exceptional

skill in unknown or dangerous waters.

Cook's three expeditions to the Pacific

are classics of their kind. His explorations

were sound and definitive. He solved sev-

eral geographical problems that had be-

mused European scholars for centuries.

His surveys and charts were unexcelled

and remained tlie basis of Pacific naviga-

tion for many years. His accounts of what

he saw of native life and natural history

remain invaluable sources for modern

students.

But Cook's achievements represent a

culmination of a long exploratory history

of the Pacific and can be appreciated only

in the light of his predecessors. The merit

of this entertaining and informative book

on Cook and the Opening of the Pacific

lies precisely in the fact that this historical

perspective is provided. Mr. Williamson,

the author, has brought forth a note-

worthy character in British history and

has illuminated through the career of a

distinguished man the slow advance of

knowledge. ^^^^ l. Shapiro.

AnsMver to "What Bird Is This"
on page 20T

In 1850—the same year that Jenny

Lind made her Metropolitan debut—eight

pairs of this bird were brought to New
York City. The birds did not thrive, and

two years later more were imported.

Those that survived the winter in confine-

ment were freed in Greenwood Cemetery.

They increased in the ensuing years to

millions and spread over the whole

country.

We called the photograph "unusual"

because in fourteen years it is the first

picture of the common EngUsh Sparrow

that has been submitted to Natural
History.

The English Sparrow is mentioned in

the Bible. It lays five or six grayish-white

eggs speckled with brown, and raises

several broods each year. Even if there

were only one brood each year, a pair

of English sparrows could multiply so

rapidly that in the twentiedi year over

seven billion sparrows would theoretically

be hatched. Obviously, natural checks

prevent tliis unlimited increase. In North

America the English Sparrow increased

very rapidly, because food was available

and there were relatively few natural

enemies. The population has now reached

the saturation point in the available habi-

tat. In fact, it has sharply decreased in

many urban centers. Formerly, the spar-

row found a plentiful supply of food in

the undigested seeds in horse droppings.

The advent of the automobile therefore

greatly reduced tlie number of sparrows

in cities—their favorite home.
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LETTERS
ytotha Mating

Sms:

The accompanying photograph of a

pair of Cecropia motlis shows the male

in the process of fertilizing the female's

eggs. It is a picture I had sought to get

during a long period of photographing

our native plants and animals in their

natural setting.

The picture was taken early in June.

The female had emerged early in tlie day

from a cocoon I had collected, and by

evening I was able to move her out of

doors. The following evening at about

8 p. M., she was discovered \vith the

male, approximately ten feet from where

she had been placed.

K. D. RoCKrwELL.

Rochester, N. Y.

Earthquakes — More or Legs
Sms:

I read with great interest the article

in the April issue of NAXtnEiAL History,

"Ups and Downs of the Great Lakes,"

by Richard Foster Flint. It was an inter-

esting explanation of many geographical

feat\n:es to be seen in the Great Lakes

region, and it seems to explain the mild

earthquakes that are occasionally felt

in this region.

I wish to inquire whether tiiere is

reason to suppose tliat as the processes

described in the article progress—that

is, as the areas formerly covered by the

ice sheet rise back up to "normal"

elevation and the areas generally to the

south subside and tilt back to "normal"—

the earthquakes ex-perienced in this

region wiU tend to become more and

more severe, approaching in severity

those experienced in the Pacific Goast

region. It would seem that the readjust-

ments to be made in tlie latter region

are so much greater in magnitude than

those for the Great Lakes region, since

the mountainous elevations involved are

so vastly greater, that such a develop-

ment would be unlikely. Nevertheless,

I would greatly appreciate an opinion

on the point.

George R. Metcalf.

Erie, Pa.

The following comments are oEFered

by L. Don Leet, Seismologist of the

Harvard University Seismograph Station,

to whom the author of the article defers

for an opinion:

Reader George R. Metcalf has raised

an interesting point. There are several

Unes of evidence, both from observation

and from theoretical considerations, that

make it highly improbable that there will

be any increase in the number or severity

of earthquakes caused by crustal read-

justments following unloading of the ice.

even if we were prepared to admit tiiat

all earthquakes in die previously glaciated

areas can be traced to tliat cause.

On theoretical grounds, it is prac-

tically certain that the most rapid read-

justments were made at the beginning

of the process and that the rate of re-

covery of original level decreases pro-

gressively. On the basis of historical

records, the earthquake activity in

northeastern North America has been

cyclical rather tlian crescendo. At the

same time, the question has been raised

whether these earthquakes are really the

result of crustal recovery from the ice

load ratlier than from more fundamental,

deep-seated forces, because of the strik-

ing lack of symmetry in their distribution

with reference to tlie area co\ered by ice.

inter-national Interest

Sirs:

As indication of the far-flung interest

in and influence of Natural History, it

occurred to me that you might be inter-

ested in the following remarks in a recent

letter from my brother. Rev. Livingston

Bentley, a missionary at Tabriz, Iran:

"The Natural History Magazine ar-

rives witli commendable regularity. We
have grown used to irregular and unre-

liable mail service. Under the circum-

stances the deHvery of N.atuhal History

has been quite satisfactory. You and

the American Museum would be pleased

to see what happens to it. For one thing,

I took a particularly interesting copy

( Paricutin Volcano, etc.) to Tehran to

show to the principal and science teacher

of the EngUsh-speaking school. They both

declared it to be ideal for the needs

of the school and said tliey would sub-

scribe. This is quite an interesting school.

Though it was established for missionary

children-, it now contains Armenians,

British, Iraqi, Afghans, Indians, Dutch,

Swedes, Czechs and Chinese—20-odd

nationaUties drawn from the families of

diplomats, government advisers, busi-

nessmen, etc. Headed and taught by mis-

sionaries, it is a strong Christian influence

working in an atmosphere of inter-na-

tional friendship. I have also loaned a

lot of copies of Natural History to

tlie nurses and student nurses in our

hospital. When all the people who can

really read them have seen diem, they

go to the boys in the Sunday School, who
can't read English but are fascinated by

the pictures. Your gift does a lot of good."

Cogswell Bentley.

Rochester, N. Y.

Needed! A Man With Vision

Sms:

May I comment on your admirable

article, "S O S for African Wildlife."

The domestication of African antelopes

is not an untried solution. It has long

been established diat the eland, our

largest antelope, being a very docile ani-

mal, can easily be tamed to suit man's

requirements. ( See Stevenson-Hamilton

"Wild Life in South Africa" and others).

It only needs a man with vision and

capital to carry out this experiment on a

great scale. On rock paintings found by

thousands all over southern Africa, the
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eland is ohen depicted in such a way

that it suggests a more intimate relation-

ship to man than that of hunter and

prey, and some of our archaeologists are

inclined to think that the people who

produced the paintings had abeady do-

mesticated the eland with success. Why
should we not be able to do it again?

The Kruger National Park is not over-

stocked. Although it has suffered from

semidrought conditions for the last seven-

teen years, it can still carry more animals

than it does. This, at least, is the opinion

of the warden. Colonel Sandenbergh, who

gave me the information only three days

ago. The graceful impala has been spread-

ing rapidly through the Park and, being

a destructive grazer, has indeed become

something of a problem. Its chief enemy,

the wild hunting dog, which was almost

wiped out by a canine epizootic, is

slowlv coming back and may, we hope,

master the impala problem soon.

I spent four days dvuring Easter in

Skukuza, on the Sabi River, and observed

from the car two Uons, one leopard, one

cheeta, two spotted hyenas, one rusty

genet, several thousand impala, a score

of kudus, one sable antelope, one ostrich,

fiftv-two giraffes, nine hippopotami, one

large herd of zebras and wildebeest,

baboons and warthogs almost every-

where, a few httle steenbuck, one pair

of bushbuck, and sbrty-three different

species of birds. This along roads where

the bush is often so thick that an animal

standing only a few yards away cannot

be seen. Considering that this wildlife

paradise is only eight hours nm by car

from the largest tovni in Africa south of

the equator, its value cannot be over-

emphasized.

Dr. W. Gh-ges.

Johannesburg, South Africa

America and Atrica

The following note appeared in

the July issue of the Journal of the

Society for the Preservation of the

Fauna of the Empire, published in

England

:

"Under the title 'SOS for African

Wildlife,' die March number of the

beautifully produced magazine of the

American Museum of Naftiral History

publishes an vugent appeal for the preser-

\ation of the fauna of the continent.

"In sending us the number in question

—with a few spare copies for loan to

interested members-Mr. Richard Pough,

Curator of the Department of Conser%'a-

tion and Use of Natural Resources,

writes:—'! find many people here in this

couBtry have a sincere desire to do what

they can to further tlie conservation

of Africa's fascinating mammal fauna, but

it is hard to tell them what they can do.

With this in mind, I should like to ask

you to be sure to let me know if there

e\'er is anything practical that Ameri-

cans can do, so that I can include some

mention of it in Natural History Maga-

zine.'

"It is a difficult question to answer.

Americans are alive to the fact which

our owTi people are apt to o\'erlook, that

A A HERD of elephants on the way to a wateri
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Photo by A. King, from Leon

ng place in South Annam, Indo-China

the preservation of the fauna of Atrica

is a matter concerning the whole world,

and that to allow it to be destroyed is

to commit a crime against mankind. But

how is that view to be impressed upon

those who control the destinies of the

African fauna? How can Americans inter-

vene without apparent presumption and

the risk of rebuff?

"We hope that this correctly conceived

approach to the question may find ex-

pression through the International Union

for the Protection of Nature. But we

should prefer that British Governments,

central and colonial, might take this en-

lightened view without outside prompt-

ing.

"Probablv the most useful course the

Americans could take in these ultra-com-

mercial times would be to visit Africa

in their tens of thousands asking to be

shown the fauna. Let the Governments

concerned be convinced that there is

good money to be made regularly out of

li\'ing animals in their natural state and

there will be good hope of a reprieve

for the condemned. Perhaps, also, funds

might be made available for that extensive

organized research into the problems of

fly-bome and infectious diseases which

have so far received such niggardly

support."

.\ugust 3, 1949

It'g a Pigh
Sirs:

In your article "Ancient Bushman
Brushwork" (February, 1949), I note that

some of the cave paintings found 200

miles from the sea are interpreted as

representing a school of dolphins. Even a

hasty glance at the picture shows that

fish are represented and not dolphins ( cer-

tainly not the dolphinfish).

It is virtually certain that the fish rep-

resented is one of the peculiar African

family Mormyridae. The small, vertical

caudal fin and the two pairs of paired fins,

as well as the general body shape, sup-

port this opinion. It is difficult to make
out with certainty which species is

shown . . .

I presume that the painting of what
was taken to be a marine animal 200
miles inland meant something to the ar-

chaeologist. Since instead the painting

represents a fresh-water fish, the signifi-

cance may be of a different sort. It is

possible that the species represented

lives only to the northward of the

painting, but still in the interior . . .

Carl L. Hubbs,
Scripps Institution of Oceanography

La JoUa, Calif.

Beat Chance host
Sms:

Your readers might be interested to

know that probably the best chance there

ever was to study the breeding habits

of the trumpeter swan has been lost.

Continued on page 332
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
Here we see the interpretation of a

traditional Indian dance by one of its

foremost professional exponents, Reginald

Laubin, who with Gladys Laubin recently

presented a program for American Mu-
seum audiences.

This dance, the Brave Heart Dance,

was transmitted to Reginald Laubin by

White Eyes, an old Northern Cheyenne

who has since passed away. It was cus-

tomarily performed to entertain visitors.

A song was sung in honor of a well-

known warrior, and he, in turn, was

expected to sing his "vision song" and to

dance for the visitors. He was free to

dance as he pleased so long as he incorpo-

rated a number of conventional and sym-

bohc movements and followed the dai>ce

song.

Evidently Reginald Laubin caught the

spirit of the Brave Heart Dance from old

White Eyes, for the Pine Ridge Indians

have always received his presentation

enthusiastically, and the old people say

he dances like "old times."

The color photograph was taken by
Franz Burko, of London, England.
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The voice of the coyote
------- by

J.
Frank Dobie

Little, Brown and Co., $4.00

386 pp., numerous spot drawings

'TpHIS book is packed with material on

coyotes, both original and second-

hand. The author, in addition to pos-

sessing a wide personal experience with

these animals, has evidently read every

available account that bears in any

manner upon his subject, and he quotes

extensively on the behavior of coyotes.

He acknowledges his indebtedness to

the works of Miss L. E. Barclay, G. B.

Grinnell,
J. J.

Matthews, and a veritable

host of others. The attractiveness of the

book is greatly enhanced by Olaus Murie's

inimitable dravvdngs of coyotes and other

creatures.

The main subject of the book is coyote

behavior, including both factual accounts,

based upon numerous reports and on

firsthand obser%'ations, and coyote-lore,

founded for the most part upon Indian

folk tales. Stress is laid upon the animals'

adaptabiUty—including a suggestion that

some coyotes may be able to reason in

a primitive way from cause to effect—

and upon their teamwork, their cioriosity,

their psychology, and their "singing."

Instances are given of coyotes coming in

the dead of winter to houses to be fed

and of the ensuing friendships between

them and their human benefactors.

A full 50 pages of the book are devoted

to coyote legends. The coyote loomed

large in the symbolism of the American

Indian tribes, and Mr. Dobie tells tale

after tale, some of them after the order

of Uncle Remus and Br'er Rabbit.

The biological portion of the book is

chiefly assembled in a single chapter.

Dens, mating, raising pups, scent, food,

hunting, the different kinds of coyotes

and dog-coyote hybrids are some of the

subjects considered.

It is plain that Mr. Dobie likes coyotes

—at least in moderation—and that he is

a true conservationist. He has no kind

words for poisoning campaigns, which

COYOTES HIMALAYAS • HORSES

bring death not only to the coyotes but

to innumerable other creatures of our

North American fauna. Nor does he spare

the latest type of "sportsman" who shoots

from low-flying airplanes. His story of

the "King Ranch" (p. 51 ) probably illus-

trates his ovsm views on the subject of

live and let live, or balance in Nature.

The young sportsman was denied per-

mission to shoot coyotes on the King

Ranch because they were needed to "keep

the jack rabbits down." When he wanted

to shoot the rabbits, the answer came,
".

. . we've got to have the jack rabbits

to feed the coyotes."

The book is copiously documented,

and there is a useful index.

G. H. H. Tate.

Handbook of frogs and
TOADS of the united
STATES AND CANADA

by Albert Hazen Wright

and Anna Allen Wright

Comstock Pubhshing Co., $6.50

640 pp., 125 plates, 37 maps

Tj^ROGS and toads are ubiquitous in

^ the United States—even the dryer

deserts and the higher mountains are

likely to be inhabited by one kind or

another, and there is scarcely a person

in the country who is unacquainted with

the "local toad." Because of its importance

as a laboratory animal or as a factor in

pest control, the tailless amphibian has

some impact, however indirectly, on the

lives of most people.

It is not inappropriate, therefore, that

a 640-page book should be devoted to

the frogs and toads of the United States.

The Wrights seek to provide die pubhc
and the scientist with information that

has been accumulating since America was
first settled. Like the better modern hand-
books, it includes means of identification

(of eggs, tadpoles, and adults), as well

as descriptions of the voice, habits, habi-

tats, breeding, and behavior. Distribu-

tions are indicated by means of 37 maps,
which include three to show life zones
and rainfall in the United States.

WEBBS SHELL BOOKS NATURAL HISTORY ROOKS
Handbook for Shell Collectors, 1500 Illst

Foreign Land Shells, 1400 Illustrations

United Stales Mollusca, 1400 Illustrations

A real shell library for S15, or $.5 each.
7000 species of shells in stock for sale

Write what vou would like to buy
W. F. WEBB

2.Sl.i 2ml .\ve. No. St. PclcrshurR 6, Fla.

Out-of-Print
Astronomy, Meteorology, Geology,
Botany, Gardening, and Zoology.

Co/o/ogues Issued

JOHN JOHNSON
R.F.D. #2 North Bennington, Vt.

After more than 40 years devoted to

the study of approximately 60 species of

American frogs, the Wrights find many
problems unsolved: "In a book of this

sort evidence ought to be presented with

not too much youthful certainty or elderly

obstinacy." Stress is laid on the necessity

for studying hving animals, and no one

is in a better position to insist on this

than the Wrights, who have personal

field knowledge of virtually every species

discussed. They have little patience vnth

such dubious investigators as the chap

who dug out a few ancient specimens in

alcohol and then talked familiarly about

the supposed frog he had heard call along

the Wabash River.

There are shortcomings, of course, but

scientists and the pubhc aHke will wel-

come the advent of a book that only

"the Wrights of Cornell" could have

written.

C. M. BoGERT.

GEOLOGY

by H. H. Read

Home University Library, 0.xford

University Press, $2.00

248 pp.

'npWO years ago Dr. H. H. Read came
to the United States by invitation to

address the Geological Society of America,

a recognition of his remarkably success-

ful effort to interest geologists in the

problem of the origin of granite and in

the work that has been done by leaders

in many different lands over a long

period. His summation of the situation

revived controversy and interest among
geologists in this special field. This Uttle

popular book should be equally success-

ful in stimulating the interest of the lay

pubHc in the subject of geology.

The book is not a textbook, as are most
of the elementary geological works. It is

more of an essay, rather long it is true,

but more literary than statistical. For this

reason, it should be well received by
adults who have not taken geology in col-

lege and who do not plan to study the

WILD BIRDS ADD /%a/MH TO YOUR GARDEN'

AUDUBON FEEDERS KEEP BIROS
IN FUtt VIEW WHILE FEEDING
Feeders with and without squirrel

guards, hanging and on pipe stands.

Wr/te /or oyr fo/der

audubon jnj workshop
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BIRDS of
CONCORD
By LUDLOW GRISCOM

FEW bird groups have been observed

so continuously as have the birds of

the Concord Region. Thoreau began it

over a hundred years ago and hundreds

have followed him. In this book Mr.

Griscom, using the fascinating early re-

cords and contrasting them with contem-

porary data, shows the various influences

of civilization— both good and bad — to

one group of bird life after another.

16 illustrations, $5.00

At all bookstores, or

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
44 Francis Avenue
Cambridge 38, Muss.

YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
DESERVE THE BEST
DEVELOPING SERVICE

Discriminating photographers
— professional and amateur—
rely on Corvelle's individual-

ized service to give them prints

that teU everything their camera
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Just mail us your film and
instructions in the handy mail-

ing bag we furnish. Soon you'll

receive prints developed to your
individual taste. From 35 mm
film, we bind special 2x3 prints

in booklet form for easy filing

and reference.

Write today for complete
price list, mailing bag and sam-
ple 2x3 booklet.
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Film Pack &
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subject. It is just good reading; and at the

same time it makes clear many of tlie

earth's features and geologic history about

which any observant traveler will have

wondered.

The illustrations are all diagrams and

number only 30. The chapter sequence

starts with sediments and the historical

development of man's familiarity with

his home. The igneous rocks and the

inner forces enter later, along with ex-

planations of the contortions of the crust

that have made the mountains. The de-

velopment of Ufa and evolution is ade-

quately but briefly treated near the close.

The American reader may be un-

familiar with some of the British localities

that naturally come to tlie author's mind
for illustration, but this is about the only

criticism one can make of the book. Dr.

Read has made an excellent job of pro-

ducing a really original approach to

geology for the general reader. His brief

bibhography at the end suggests more
technical books for those who wish to

follow the subject further.

F. H. POUGH.

THE VALLEY OF FLOWERS
- - by Frank S. Smythe

W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., $5.00

325 pp., 16 illusts.

'"pHIS is a book about mountain
-*• climbing and about the fascinating

flora observed and collected during a

sojourn in the high Himalayas. The
author is a skillful mountaineer, a good
field botanist, and a person sensitive to

the beauties about him. He writes well
and is rather more successful in holding
reader interest in the day-to-day events
than is usually the case with books of

this nature.

The book will make its greatest appeal
to those rugged souls who can not be
content to stay at the bottom of a moun-
tain if there is any possible way to get
to the top. These pages show how severe
a demand the Himalayas place upon the
human organism and how clever and
daring a man must be to conquer them.
But if the reader chances to hold the
belief, ascribed to Van Dyke if memory
is not at fault, that the only good reason
for climbing a mountain is something very,
very disagreeable at the bottom or some-
thing very attractive at the top, then
this book affords the very pleasant
pastime of climbing by proxy. Few of
us will be tempted, after reading it, to
go and do hkewise.

But apart from the vicarious thrill of
panting up perilous ridges, inching over
treacherous slopes, or trusting to fingers
and toes to keep one's self from falling
off into the landscape, the reader can
revel in splendid mountain scenery and
the beauties of a plant association that
must be vigorous indeed to endure the
ice, snow, and long periods of low tem-

peratures. Held in suspended animation

for most of the year by the rigors of an

environment one might well think fatal

to plant life, these hardy mountaineers

spring to active life when the brief cycle

of sun-inspired growth arrives. As if

to recompense themselves for such a dis-

mal existence in the dark, cold earth,

the plants go on an orgy of bloom, as

well they must if seed is to be set and

the species perpetuated. The author had

a definite program to make the most

of this fleet harvest period, and the

flower lover will find particular enjoy-

ment in the pages telling of the flora.

There are 16 illustrations in full color.

They are striking and beautiful as a

whole, but a few suffer from faulty regis-

tration and poor color rendition.

H. E. Anthony.

Along Yellowstone and
grand teton trails
..---.- by Joyce R. and

Josef Muench

Hastings House, $2.75

101 pp., 99 illusts.

pEPRODUCED in sheet-fed gravure

are 110 excellent reasons why the

uninitiated must journey to western

Wyoming and the answer to why those

who have already visited Yellowstone and

the Jackson Hole country almost always

long to return. This writing-photog-

raphing team have provided a brief text

by way of introduction and a series of

highly artistic camera glimpses of the

Mammoth Hot Springs, the geyser basins,

Yellowstone Lake, the Tower Falls area,

and the Grand Canyon of the Yellow-

stone. Interpolated is a sequence por-

traying the Teton range, mostly from

levels easily reached by tourists. These

are die peaks that "look as mountains

really should," and the reviewers' only

complaint is that more pictures of them
were not included in this collection. The
thousands who each year visit Yellow-

stone and the Tetons will cherish this

book and let memory color the sky, the

trees and rocks, the meadows full of wild

flowers.

Lonus
J.

AND Margery
J.

Milne.

Birds : a guide to the
most familiar american
BIRDS

by Herbert S. Zim
and Ira N. Gabrielson

Illustrated by Gordon Irving

Simon and Schuster, $1.00

157 pp.

TNTENDED for the beginner, this little

pocket bird guide contains colored il-

lustrations of 112 of the most famihar or

characteristic American birds. Tiny dis-

tribution maps show the seasonal occur-
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reiice of each species in the various parts

of the United States. A paragraph of text

on each page gives the more important

facts about the bird figured, and com-

pares it witli related species. The intro-

ductory pages tell why, where, and how
to observe birds. As might be expected

from the authors' background, conserva-

tion is emphasized. For the more serious

student there is a discussion of bird

photography, bird banding, and other

worth-while activities. As a first step in

field identification, the principal groups

of birds are listed and characterized.

Data on migration, nesting habits, and

food have been gathered into lengthy

tables.

From the foregoing it will be evident

that the authors were guilty of no great

exaggeration when they wrote: "This

book is crammed with facts. The more

you look, the more you will find." How-
ever, most bird students, especially experi-

enced ones who already know many of

the "facts," will be attracted chiefly by

the excellent colored illustrations based

upon paintings by Gordon Irving. Ex-

ecuted with care and skill, they reflect

careful observation both of birds and of

the many native plants used in the color-

ful backgrounds. Only occasionally does

either the draftsmanship or the color re-

production invite adverse criticism. No
one interested in American birds will

regret spending a dollar for this book.

Dean Amadon.

The great horse omni-
bus

- Edited by Thurston Macauley

Ziff Davies Publishing Company, $5.00

462 pp., 33 illusts.

'

I
'HIS collection of narratives relating

to the horse have been selected from

the works of no less than 67 well-known

authors, with whom most readers are

familiar. The point to be stressed, how-
ever, is that Mr. Thurston Macauley was
able to select stories and sketches from

many books that oiJy touched upon
horses en passant, without equine matters

being their main theme. Thus it differs

from most anthologies heretofore com-
piled for presentation to horse lovers.

The subtitle "From Homer to Hem-
ingway" informs the reader that he will

follow throughout the ages anecdotes

and narratives that cannot be described

otherwise than as an excellent potpourri.

Nevertheless, each of the chapters has

its points of interest for horsemen who,
taken as a whole, seem never to tire of

talking of horses or of reading what has

been written about them. This applies

whether the reader of this book peruses

the 46 pages of "Tale of the Gypsy Horse"
or only the two pages devoted to "Man
O' War."

As is pointed out in the Foreword,

some of the excerpts are necessarily brief

in order that this work should not be-

come unduly extended. However, this

does not apply to "A Footnote to Horse

Racing" by John I. Day, Jr., of the

Thoroughbred Racing Association, whose

38 pages are a delight to read because of

the valuable data they contain regarding

the thoroughbred—past and present—in

its relation to Racing as we know it

today. An equally instructive Appendix

gives a list of Derby winners and other

statistics of interest.

This anthology is well written and

beautifully illustrated, and it should re-

ceive its proper place in contemporary

Horse Literature.

A. P. Fachiri.

Birds in Britain
._-.----- by Frances Pitt

The Macmillan Co., $7.25

576 pp., 16 colored plates, 49 black-

and-whites

TN this large volume. Miss Pitt, a nature

-* columnist for a London paper, has at-

tempted to present "a survey of the bird

life, wild, feral, and domestic in Britain

. . . with the special view of assisting

the recruit to the study of ornithology."

A lengthy introduction of some 90 pages

considers a wide variety of topics about

birds, including even such technical ques-

tions as the "formation of geographic

races." The remainder of the book is

devoted to informal accounts of the birds

of Britain based largely upon the author's

extensive ramblings in the British Isles

and on the continent.

A painting of the British Goldfinch by
Winifred Austen is used as a frontis-

piece. Sixteen other colored plates by
Roland Green portray most of the better-

known British birds; a number of species

have been grouped on each plate. The
book is further illustrated by a multitude

of photographs; so many that even the

author lost track of them and used the

Continued on page 334
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"The final word
on the subject.

The voice
OF THE

COYOTE
By J. FRANK DOBIE

"Dobie knows far more coyote

tales than the coyote will ever

know. As a biographer of ani-

mals, preferably wild, he has

the touch of a master."

—GEORGE SESSIONS PERRY

"Saturated with the lore of the

range, the brush and the border

country." —TIME*

With more than

forty illustra- \ c

tions by Olaus

J. Murie. $4.00

"The old-time

primitive Alaska."*

OUR
ALASKAN
WINTER
By CONSTANCE AND
HERMONHELMERICKS
"Tells of winter exploits along

the bleak seacoast between

Point Barrow and the delta of

the prodigious Mackenzie River

. . . the best book yet done by
the ingenious Helmericks."

—

N. Y. Times Book Review'^.

"Unique in its account of the

life of the Eskimos . . . engag-

ing and entertaining."— Chi-

cago Tribune.

With 32 photographs and maps.

$3.50
Af all book$fores

LITTLE. BROWN & CO.
BOSTON
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The skin of the baby mammoth
fitted snugly into a Home Freezer of

eight cubic feet capacity (above).

The skin of a five-months-old African

elephant of comparable size was
folded into a similar position for

comparison (lower left). The mam-
moth (right) lacks ears and hair,

lost either through damage in the

long ago or by more recent events.

Lumps behind eyelids may be eyes

^:«n

.*»'•

^*t'M

NATURE'S

By Harold E. Anthony
Chairman and Curator, Department of Mammals

American Museum of Matnral History

'**'***»hj|
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From a painting by Charles R. Knight, in the American M
A Restorations of the Woolly Mammoth owe their fidelity to the existence of the actual hair and flesh of this

rugged denizen of long, bleak winters and brief summers

Out of the frozen past comes a brilliant discovery

—

part of a creature in the flesh—to evoke tangible

thoughts of a distant era when the Woolly Mam-

moth roamed the north

THE average person finds it fas-

cinating to speculate on the

animal life of the past, particularly

on those creatures that have disap-

peared from the face of the earth

and are known today only from fos-

sil remains. Fortunately for popular

education, extensive collections of

skeletal material tell us a great deal

about the vanished animals of the

past, and comparison of the fossils

with animals living today enables

the specialist to restore parts not

completely preserved. But no mat-

ter how logical and convincing

these restorations may be, they can-

not make as dramatic an impression

either on the scientist or the lay-

man as does an ancient animal in

the actual skin and flesh.

Certain special conditions must

occur, of course, to check decom-

position of a fallen animal and en-

sure its preservation more or less

intact down to our own time. But

discoveries of this sort have been

made from time to time, and sur-

prisingly enough, the arctic does

not hold a complete monopoly on

them.

In Starunia, Poland, for example,

specimens of the Woolly Rhinoceros

have been preserved from glacial

times in a silt impregnated with

salt and crude oil. Some decompo-

sition took place before the tissues

were completely embalmed, but the

carcasses that have been excavated

can still be regarded as animals in

the flesh. The hair, which had come

away from the skin, was recovered

from the silt in sufficient quantity

to show length, texture, and color.

These fossils, therefore, give a very

exact idea of how the Woolly

Rhinoceros appeared when alive.

No imagination is required to sur-

round the bones with flesh and

finally to clothe the animal in hair.

But nature's most effective

method of preserving animal tissue

for tens of thousands of years is

the same as the one we use today,

namely sustained low temperatures.

No doubt there have been many
areas where animals of the distant

past have been frozen at death and

given the required refrigeration to

preserve them indefinitely. But in

the great majority of cases, sooner

or later, and usually sooner, na-

ture's icebox has been accidentallv

defrosted. The carcass has then

thawed and, with the passage of

time, only the bones have per-

sisted, at best. The missing parts

are never seen by human eyes.

In certain regions of the far north,

however, these initial refrigerations

have never thawed. Summer tem-

peratures have not been high

enough or of long enough dura-

tion to melt the ice and frost more

than a few inches below the earth's

surface. If a frozen carcass acquired

only a thin blanket of silt or ice

while it lay at the surface, there

was a good chance for it to survive

in the flesh. In time, the covering

would increase through snowfall

and mud from spring floods, and

eventually there would be the typ-

ical tundra blanket of grasses, mos-

ses, and lichens to protect it fur-

ther. In that event, the animal

became a part of the permafrost

zone, a layer of perpetual frost

often some hundreds of feet thick.

This zone might be called nature's

deep freeze, because it is truly deep
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The H-iDRAULic OPERATIONS are a dramatic demonstra-

tion of the mass screening of a landscape, whether for

fossils or gold. At Cripple Creek the "giant" strips off

sun-softened muck. Huge dredges sift through the strip-

ped gravel clear to bedrock

!tcd States Smelting Refining Peter Maas Photo

both in space and in time. It has

been in existence perhaps hundreds

of thousands of \'ears and should

persist for untold thousands into

the future. The thought of what

may e.xist in this vast icebo.x if

onlv man may raid it is a most in-

triguing challenge to the imagina-

tion.

The fact that frozen mammals
have been disco\ered in Siberia is

well known to the average reader.

Reports of these finds reached

Western Europe centuries ago.

Perhaps the earliest firsthand re-

port was brought by Ides, a Dutch

traveler who crossed Northern

Siberia in the interval between

1692 and 1695. Peter the Great of

Russia, in 1722, sent orders to

Siberia to secure a mammoth in the

flesh, but it was not possible to

recover a complete specimen. Some
of the early discoveries were of

entire animals, but thev were

slowly ex-posed on river banks, and

travel was slow over the vast wilder-

ness areas in that day. As the frozen

flesh thawed, it was promptly de-

voured by polar bears, wolves,

foxes, and other carni\-orous ani-

mals. In some cases, several years

passed before a partially buried

animal completely thawed and the

last of the soft parts disappeared.

This in itself indicates how favor-

able this northern climate is to the

preservation of animal tissue by
freezing.

The classical example of the

Siberian discoveries is the Beresov-

ka Mammoth found on the Bere-

sovka River, a tributary of the

Kolyma. This was apparently an

entire specimen of the Woolly

Mammoth when first found in

August, 1900, by a native. He was

led to the spot by his dog, which

was attracted by the odor of what

was to it edible flesh. Wolves had

already been working on the car-

cass. Not until September, 1901,

did a competent scientist reach the

spot and start excavation, and some

damage had been done by preda-

torv animals and by putrefaction.

It is possible to draw some inter-

esting and rather precise deduc-

tions from the circumstances con-

nected with this specimen.

A landslide had exposed the

body, which was "sticking partially

out of the ground." The carcass

rested on an ice bank embedded in

frozen earth, and its position was

that of an animal struggling to get

out of a pit. A broken foreleg and

fractured pelvis indicated an acci-

dent, such as a heavy fall. This was

a sudden event, for there was half-

che\\'ed food in the mouth, ^'er^•

likelv the fall brought a shower of

earth with it, which smothered the

mammoth at once. The time of the

accident was late summer or early

fall, because the grasses in the

stomach had seeds on them.

The Beresovka Mammoth was

carefully removed, skinned, and

sectioned to permit transport, and

finally reached St. Petersburg. It

was mounted and placed in the

museum of the St. Petersburg

Academy of Science, posed in the

attitude in which it had been

found, struggling to exti-icate itself.

Fossil remains of the Woolly

Mammoth have been reported from

Alaska over a period exceeding a

century. The explorer Otto von

Kotzebue, on his voyage of discov-

ery in 1815-18, wrote of the quan-

tib,' of mammoth's teeth and bones

exposed to view by melting ice.

Since that time numerous finds ha\'e

been made of bones, teeth, and

huge curved tusks. But discoveries

of mammoth remains in the flesh

are meager, as far as Alaska is con-

cerned. The record for arctic Amer-

ica does not approach that for

Siberia. In 1929, Tolmachoff re-

ported no less than 34 frozen mam-
moth carcasses known to him. It is

possible, however, that Alaska's

score may rise in future vears.
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There is sufficient evidence to show

that the mammoth was not uncom-

mon among the animals of Alaska

in Pleistocene times.

The most productive areas may
prove to be the regions north of

the Arctic Circle, as has been the

case in Siberia. But modern meth-

ods of mining have greatly accel-

erated exposures in the region of

Fairbanks, Alaska. These operations

are opening up formations that

might have remained unexplored

for decades if left to the normal

climatic forces. The Fairbanks Ex-

ploration Company, a subsidiary of

the United States Smelting, Refin-

ing and Mining Company, has

been operating hydraulic dredges

there for several decades. The

gold-bearing gravels lie beneath a

stratum of muck, which must be

thawed and washed out of the way.

This operation at any one place

may requii^e a year or more. Acres

and acres of surface are system-

atically exposed, and this is going

on in a number of sites. The turn-

over of muck is proceeding on a

vast scale.

In 1929, arrangements were made
by the Frick Laboratory of the

American Museum with President

Charles E. Bunnell of the Univer-

sity of Alaska to single out and

salvage desirable material uncov-

ered in these stripping operations.

The heartv co-operation of the

Fairbanks Exploration Company
made this a verv successful venture

* Peter Maas sets about removing the limb bone of a mammoth exposed

in the muck of Coldstream Creek. Durable specimens can survive washing

from a bank, but anything fragile is menaced by the high-pressure stream

'rtcr Maas Photo

from the start. The great interest

shown by these organizations has

resulted in the accumulation of a

very large collection of bones of

various animals and an occasional

specimen with skin and hair at-

tached. Mr. Roy B. Earhng, in

charge of the Alaskan operations,

and the members of his working
force are continually on the watch
as new surfaces are exposed.

The first Museum expedition

went to Fairbanks in 1929, and
the field work was under the di-

rection of Mr. Peter Kaisen, an
experienced veteran in field prac-

tice. In later years, the collecting

has gone on without the necessity

of sending parties from the Mu-
seum. Mr. Otto W. Ceist, a resident

of Fairbanks, has been the active

collector working in conjunction

with Messrs. Bunnell and Earhng,
and conditions are favorable to

make the most of whatever is un-

covered.

Perhaps the first Woolly Mam-
moth "in the flesh" to be recorded
from Alaska is one that L. S. Quack-
enbush examined on his expedition

of 1907. This specimen was found
in a bank near Elephant Point,

Eschscholtz Bay, and by the time

excavation was completed, not

much of the softer tissues remained.

Pieces of soft flesh, tendons, some
skin and hair, and finally the "end
of the tail encased in skin and
hair" are mentioned in his report.

This latter item seems a fitting

souvenir of a vanishing mammal,
but it does not tell us much of the

part that vanished.

Now the latest find to qualify

as mammoth in the flesh really

brings us face to face with the ani-

mal. This specimen is the skin

covering the face and one foreUmb
and also the trunk. The animal was
a baby in its first year and was
washed out of the muck on Fair-

banks Creek, August 28, 1948, by
the Fairbanks Exploration Com-
pany. By coincidence, a baby Afri-

can elephant, said to be about five

months old, recently flown to New
York, died before it could be con-

ditioned to a zoo existence and was
presented to the American Museum
by the Trefflich Bird and Animal
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AMNH photos

A Tusks. The Fairbanks area must once

have been the home of many mammoths
A Vanished creatures that once roamed the Alaskan scene: a small-

scale model showing how much was lost to us at the close of the Ice Age

Company. The distance from eye

to eye in the baby elephant is nine

and one-half inches, as compared

with ten inches for the baby mam-
moth. The undernourished elephant

weighed 169 pounds; a fair guess

for the mammoth would be 200

pounds. The mammoth is more

nearly related to the Indian than

the African elephant, but for a

gross comparison the African ani-

mal is sufficiently close.

This mammoth skin had some

flesh and connective tissue adhering

to it, but the skull and limb bones

had dropped away. The water that

washes the muck after it is thawed

by the sun is under high pressure.

If the specimen as it reposed in

the bank was anything more than

the blanket of skin and trunk, the

jet of water scattered any other

parts before the unique character

of the material was known. The

water is loaded with black mud
after the stream washes into the

muck, and objects in the runoff are

difficult to detect.

The skin and trunk were em-

balmed, sent by air express to the

American Museum, and stored in

a cool place. On June 14, the special

exhibit featuring this material and

a few other samples of Alaska's

Pleistocene fauna was opened to the

public in the 77th Street Foyer.

The baby mammoth was placed in

a Home Freezer and kept at a low

temperatme, which simulated the

condition under which it had been

preserved for so many years.

How long the creature may have

been preserved in nature's deep

freeze is a matter of conjecture at

best, but the evidence permits us

to set limits within which the baby

mammoth must have had its day

on earth. A conservative estimate

places the extinction of the Woolly

Mammoth at some 15,000 years ago.

But this species first appears well

back in Pleistocene time, and its

sojourn in Alaska is measured in

the hundreds of thousand years.

With the mammoth parade passing

across the Alaskan stage for so

many years, it is not easy to say

just when one animal dropped out,

particularly if it came from an un-

disclosed site in the muck and was

discovered with other debris at

the foot of the bank. Certainly thou-

sands of years have passed since

the baby mammoth hved and

breathed, perhaps tens of thou-

sands, possibly a hundred thousand

years or more.

And there were many features of

this time that have passed with him.

The fauna then included the horse,

the mastodon, a huge bear larger

even than the giant Alaskan Brown
Bear, a large wolf unhke any living

today, a large lionlike cat, a huge-

horned bison, a camel, an antelope

resembling the present-day saiga

of Russia, and two extinct relatives

of the musk ox, not to men-

tion species that are still hving in

Alaska. Prior to the discovery of the

baby mammoth, the Museum had

received from the Fairbanks muck
the following specimens showing

skin and hair: the foot of a horse,

the foot of the super-bison, the

foot of a young mammoth with long

reddish hair, and nearly the entire

carcass of an extinct musk ox. This

material was dry and hard, and it

would be misleading to describe

it as "in the flesh." It may have

been frozen in the muck at one

stage, but if so, it dried out as

soon as it thawed. It is not known
why so many animals of this late

Pleistocene and early Recent fauna

became e.xtinct. Chmatic change is

often evoked to account for disap-

pearances of this sort. Consider-

ing the continent as a whole, it is

true that there were marked oscil-

lations, with mild periods alternat-

ing with cold. The ebb and flow

of ice sheets, which varied from

2000 to 10,000 feet in thickness,

pushed faunas and floras over wide

areas during this time. But the con-

tinental ice sheet did not reach the

Fairbanks region, and the pub-

lished discussions on climatic

rhythm in that area are not in com-
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Photo by Giiffiiis Sliidw Faiibanki .l/cnka
A The Cleary Creek mammoth skull, now in the museum of the
University of Alaska, is a fine example of the finds exposed by stripping
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plete agreement. Some writers con-

clude that the climate was much
milder than at present at the time

when the vanished fauna prospered,

and prosper is certainly the word,

as shown by the abundance of

bones. Others argue that the climate

during the time in question could

have been pretty much as it is now,
pointing out that there were plants

identical with those of today.

Let us consider how a mammoth
would have fared if it had been
living in Alaska's present climate.

It was well protected against cold

by its woolly covering and long

outer pelage, up to 20 inches in

length. Under the skin, nature pro-

vided a layer of fat up to three

inches or more. The animal fed on
grasses in the short summer, pulling

them up with its trunk, which ter-

minated in two lobes capable of

grasping. In winter it browsed on
shrubbery, the bark and twigs of

trees, and probably mosses, as does

the caribou of today. Both caribou

and moose survive the present Alas-

kan winter despite the heavy snow
and the low temperatures. It seems
hardly necessary to have a milder

climate in order for the mammoth
to exist, and a milder climate would
lessen the hkehhood of a carcass

being frozen and held intact for

thousands of years.

The present muck deposits in the

DEEP FREEZE

Fairbanks region are explained by
geologists as the result of a two-
phase cycle. The first phase was
brought about when the original

Yukon drainage system was blocked

by glacial ice. This caused the

sti-eams to become sluggish and
lakes to form, in the bottom of

which great silt beds were depos-

ited. The second phase followed

the melting of the ice barrier and
perhaps some surface upHft. The
stream gradient increased, and the

present Yukon-Tanana drainage

system was established. During tliis

period, erosion by flowing water
was rapid, and silt was washed
down into the valleys to form a

muck, which happily includes con-

siderable amounts of plant and ani-

mal material and ice. There is an
apparent odor of organic decay
when the muck thaws today.

Especially during spring floods,

organic material could be covered

in these chilly deposits. It was a

time when unwary creatures might
easily be entrapped, especially a

heavy animal like the mammoth,
during spring floods. Furthermore,

this shift of deposits might well in-

clude mammals entombed earlier

in the original upland muck; but

such a journey down a swollen

river could hardly favor the preser-

vation intact of any frozen carcass.

A specimen of this sort, thawed

from a bank and tumbled down-
stream to a new resting place,

would almost certainly lose in the

process.

Under a climate similar to the

present, the heavy mammoth might
bog down and be buried during
spring freshets. Or it might break

through thin ice into a pit in the

muck, or die in the winter and be-

come so covered by snow, ice, or

spring mud that the initial freezing

never relaxed. A landshde along the

bank of a stream at the spring

breakup would cover it and put it

in the zone of permafrost.

Primitive man was contempo-
raneous with the mammoth in

Europe. He drew pictures of the

animal on cave walls. No doubt
man was co-existent with the mam-
moth in Alaska. But we have far

less evidence of early man tlian we
do of the mammals among which
he lived. This scarcity of human
remains may be due to a higher

degree of intelHgence: man avoided

the dangers that destroyed and pre-

served stupid mammals. Or man's

methods of disposing of his own
dead may have been a factor. Per-

haps he was simply not so numerous
as the other animals. But in con-

sidering the latent possibilities of

the frozen Fairbanks formations,

one cannot overlook the chance that

man himself may be included in

the list of Alaska's frozen relics.

It will be interesting indeed if

a human being comes from nature's

deep freeze. One is tempted to pre-

dict that his appearance would be
in keeping with the times and with

the Woolly Mammoth—in short,

that he should surely be a man with

hair on his chest. But the Mongoloid
peoples who inhabit most of the

arctic regions today are not nearly

so hairy as the Caucasians of the

temperate zone, and we may be
fairly sure that even at that distant

date, man in the far north lived

more by his wits than by his natural

protection from the elements. His
intelligence probably made him a

match for the towering mammoth.
And if brains and brawn ever came
to a deadlock, we might even some-
day find both together, in a double
knockout.
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> Panic must have played an im-

portant part in driving the animals

ashore. They lay helter-skelter, ex-

hausted by efforts to reach deeper

water

^ When two had been placed in the

truck, they were liberally sluiced

with sea water to forestall heat stroke

#
^^ As PROMPTLY AS POSSIBLE, they

were lowered into the oceanarium.

Both swam well, but only one sur-

vived longer than eight days

When 46 pilot whales were driven by some unknown

terror upon a Florida beach, one was successfully

transferred to the famous oceanarium. Hundreds of

visitors have been entertained by his interesting

behavior, and he has given scientists an opportunity

to study him at close range

By Henry Kritzler
Associate Curator, Marine Studios

Photographs by James J. BowE, Marine Studios

THE stranding of the pilot and

false killer whales is an event

that occurs not infrequently on

ocean shores in many parts of the

world. Indeed, the natives of the

Faroe and Orkney Islands make
sure of a winter food supply by

driving schools of pilot whales into

shallow waters, where they are dis-

patched easily. But, for causes un-

related to human activity, these

cetaceans, which share with sev-

eral other species the common
name "blackfish," may run aground

almost anywhere. Such landings

take place periodically on the coast

of southeastern United States.

Apparently no one witnessed the

stranding of some 46 pilot whales

on the beach about 8 miles north

of Marineland, Florida, on October

7, 1948. They must have come
ashore during the early morning
hours, because when they were dis-

covered at about 7:30 in the morn-
ing, the tide was almost at the ebb.

Most of them were lying quietly

just above the low-water mark, ex-

hausted by vain attempts to return

to deeper water. The writer, prob-

ably the second person to reach the

scene, found them at about 8:00

o'clock, when the tide was just be-

ginning to turn.

The distribution of the whales on

the beach gave every indication

that panic must have played an

important part in driving the ani-

mals ashore. They were scattered

helter-skelter over appro.ximately a

mile of the beach. There were two

main groups at the extremes, with ,

a few individuals scattered in be-

tween. One large bull, stranded be-

low the low-water mark, had al-

ready expired, but all the rest were

THE PILOT
still living. The surf was moderate,

the sky overcast. There had been

no storm, so the stranding could not

be atti-ibuted to inclement weather,

which occasionally drives individ-

ual whales of various species

ashore. It was diought that the one

bull had drowned, having grounded

in water too shallow to permit him
to right himself and yet deep

enough to cover his blowhole. On '
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WHALE AT MARINELAND
none of the whales could we see

any of the abrasions usually found

on the bodies of helpless cetaceans

tumbled ashore by heavy surf. They

had clearly beached under their

own power.

At the time of my arrival, they

were aU lying quite still. The si-

lence was broken only by the sound

of the surf as the tide turned and

by the breathing of the whales.

THE PILOT WHALE AT MARINELAND

However quietly they lay, they

were definitely not asleep, as could

be seen in the active movement of

their free eyes. All were lying on

their sides, the shape of their bodies

rendering any other position im-

possible. It was interesting to note

how sensitive their skins were. The

slightest touch immediately evoked

closure of the free eye. This sensi-

tivity has since been borne out by

the behavior of a pilot whale re-

cently kept at Marine Studios. This

specimen, a male, was the smallest

of the group, measuring about seven

and one-half feet in length. The

largest, also a male, was just under

twenty feet long. The sexes were

nearly evenly divided, and none

of the females ( some of which were

as much as fifteen feet in length)

was in milk. This supports the



< With the next tide, most of the

pilot whales remaining on the beach

were soon awash. But their efforts to

reach deeper water only worked them
into the sand

> The largest, a male, was

almost 20 feet long. The big-

gest females measured about 15

feet

"^ The mouth forms quite a cavern,

for the snout is short and the head

wide. The pilot whale is more tad-

pole-shaped than its cousins, the dol-

phins

theory that pilot whales enter

southern waters to mate, whereas

calving takes place in higher lati-

tudes.

I noted quickly that two of the

animals were no larger than me-
dium-sized dolphins and could

therefore be easily handled. At the

nearest telephone, I called for a

truck, padding, a sling, and a num-
ber of men. While awaiting the ar-

rival of this assistance, my com-
panion and I shuttled ' back and
forth, pouring water over the two
to keep them from overheating.

Cetaceans lack sweat glands (which
would, of course, be supei-fluous in
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the sea), and being warm-blooded

animals arc therefore at a terrible

disadvantage when removed from

their nati\e element. They cannot

rid themseKes of excess body heat,

which accumulates rapidly. Aside

from the heat produced for main-

tenance of the normal body tem-

perature and by muscular exertion

incident to the struggle, they ob-

sorb heat from the sun. This rising

temperature is one of the common
causes of death in stranded whales.

When help arrived, the two small

whales were lifted on the sling and
placed side by side in the truck.

They were liberally sluiced with

sea water, and a tubful was taken

along so they could be sprinkled en
route to Marineland. There they

were hoisted from the truck and re-

leased in the oceanarium. Both

swam well and seemed none the

worse for their experience.

I immediately returned to the

scene of the stranding, accompanied

by Mr. James J.
Bowe, who made

the photographs illush-ating this ac-

count. By this time the tide had
begun to mount and most of the

whales were awash. As the water

splashed about them with each in-

coming wave, those that still had

enough strength threw themselves

about violently in vain effort to ex-

tricate themselves. This thrashing

served, in the main, only to anchor

them more securely, for they sank

deeper and deeper into the soft

sand. They swallowed quantities of

sea water and regurgitated it

promptly. The inevitable drownings

were witnessed as blowholes were

submerged in the rising water. The
huge flukes were tossed high in the

air as they buffeted the beach with

their tails. By noon more than half

the number had expired.

We revisited the scene in mid-

afternoon, when the tide had re-

ceded enough to permit motoring

on the beach. Many of the smaller

specimens had by that time been

driven nearer the high-water mark.

A great crowd of sight-seers was
at hand, many of them anglers hav-

ing their pictures taken, rod and
reel in hand, seated on the prostrate

carcasses. Seldom do disciples of

Izaak Walton have such an oppor-
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tunity to secure photographic "evi-

dence" in support of their fish

stories.

Since the two young males that

had been placed in the oceanarium

in the morning seemed to be doing

so well, it was decided to take one

or two more. So, with the aid of

a number of onlookers, a ten and

one-half foot female was lifted onto

the truck and, in another half hour,

was swimming between the two

young males in the tank at Marine

Studios. A fourth, a female slightly

less than nine feet in length, was

taken in the late afternoon. Little

hope for the survival of this last

specimen was entertained, because

she had an enormous sunburn blis-

ter on the upper side—eloquent tes-

timony of the more deep-seated

heat stroke to which she presently

succumbed.

Of the remaining whales, one, a

male about twelve feet long, was

hauled to a service station as a

tourist attraction. In the course of

the next few days, great quantities

of formaldehyde were pumped into

the carcass by an experienced mor-

tician employed for the purpose.

A A NINE-FOOT FEMALE was hoisted

into the truck on a second trip, but she

did not survive the effects of exposure

on the beach

Special tackle for moving
large fishes and marine mammals
into the oceanarium is part of

the routine equipment at Marine
Studios

After four months, it was still en-

tire, but it could only be called a

sad caricature of the graceful crea-

ture it was in Ufe.

During the following night all

but four of the remaining whales

were hauled away to a rendering

works. The last four were interred

where they lay by means of bull-

dozers, at the instigation of county

authorities. So, after less than a

day and a half, there remained on

the beach no evidence of this inter-

esting event.

A number of theories as to the

cause of the stranding have been

put forth. Some press writers, per-

haps with a view to exploiting

the sensational, attributed it to

"'mass suicide," apparently unaware

that lower animals do not deliber-

ately destroy themselves. A more

reasonable view is that the whales

accidentally swam ashore in mad
pursuit of their prey. But since I

have learned firsthand that pilot

whales feed preferably if not ex-

clusively on squid, and since no

squid of suitable size or numbers

are to be found close along these

shores, I am incHned to discount

this theory. If, indeed, the pilot

whales mate during their sojourn

in southern waters, it is quite pos-

sible that panic broke loose as a

result of competition between

males. In any case, fright seems to

have been involved, and, judging

from the reception given the four

captive whales by the bottlenose

dolphins in the oceanarium, it is

also possible that these smaller but

more agile and aggressive ceta-

ceans, which abound in inshore

waters here, were responsible.

On a coast that descends as

gradually as our Atlantic seaboard,

such stranding must result in death

to most if not all the victims. As

indicated in the foregoing, the end

comes quickly as a result of drown-

ing or overheating. As a matter of

fact, if a cetacean should get back

into the sea after several hours'

exposure to the sun, it is quite likely

that it will expire anyway. Some
authorities, in recent press releases,

have indicated that the pilot whales

would probably die of suffocation

due to collapse of the lungs under

the animals' own weight. While

this may be fikely in the case of

larger whalebone whales, in which

the rib cage is much reduced, the

thoracic skeleton of the dolphins is

quite adequate to permit fairly

normal breathing when stranded.

Porpoises captured far off shore

show no distress when carried to

Marine Studios on the deck of the

collecting boat, as long as their

hides are kept moist. The pilot



< When the opportun-

ity was taken to measure

the stranded pilot whales,

it was interesting to note

how sensitive their skin

was. Whenever it was

touched, they closed their

free eye

'^

> The young pilot

WHALE apparently

loses some of its

teeth through wear,

and the adult has only

five or six functional

pairs in each jaw

whale is just a large porpoise or

dolphin and has a very similar

skeleton.

The Fate of the Four Captives

It was inevitable that anyone who

had the opportunity to observe

these animals in the oceanarium

over a period of time should com-

pare them with the smaller dol-

phins. Indeed, the pilot whale is

classified as a member of the dol-

phin family; but certain differences

were immediately apparent. The

pilot whales have far less of the

sleekness and tapered streamlining

that characterize the dolphins. They

are more tadpole-shaped, the head

and trunk being heavier and more

definitely united. The eyes are set

at the widest part of the body, in

compensation for the fact that they

cannot turn the head up and down
and from side to side as do the

dolphins. The eyes are also set at

such an angle that, without rolling

over, the pilot whale is unable to

see beneath itself. The snout is

short and, especially in older males,

is overhung by an enlargement that
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appears to be a less comphcated

counterpart of the spermaceti or-

gan in the sperm whale. ° The short-

ness of the snout and the width of

the head make for a relatively

enormous gape when the mouth is

open. Yet the jaw angle is quite

narrow; fully two-thirds of the gape

is taken up by great fleshy jowls.

In contrast to the great number of

teeth in the dolphin, adult pilot

whales have no more than five or

six pairs of functional teeth in either

jaw. Younger ones have as many as

eight or nine, but apparently sev-

eral are lost by wear as they grow

older. Once the animal has caught

something with its teeth, which are

limited to the front of the mouth,

it handles it chiefly with its efficient

tongue and jowls.

The pilot whale's flippers are

quite attenuated, with a pro-

nounced bend at the "knuckle," and

are rather less movable than those

of the dolphin. Like the dorsal fin,

' Dissection has revealed that the pilot

whale's spermaceti organ, like the narwhale's,
is less specialized than that of the sperm whale.

It is a pad of oil-filled connective tissue, which
not only serves to buoy and cushion the head
but also is intimately connected with closing the

nasal passages when the whale dives.

thev serve principally as stabilizers,

but to some extent they are used as

rudders as well. The tail is quite

long and, particularly in the males,

very much compressed laterally.

The effect is much accentuated in

old bulls by a pronounced crest on

the upper edge. This crest makes

identification of sex quite easy at

a considerable distance. Other out-

standing characteristics of the older

males are the very high, hooked

dorsal fin and a hump rising to the

base of the fin from just aft of the

blowhole. The spermaceti organ

of the buU is particularly broad.

In fact, whereas in the speiTn

whales the principal axis of the

spermaceti organ viewed from the

front is vertical, it is horizontal in

the adult male pilot whale, produc-

ing a very different appearance.

Young male pilot whales resemble

the females in that they lack the

liump and have shallower abdo-

mens than the older males, but they

do show the beginnings of the

caudal crest. The spermaceti or-

gan does not begin to protrude be-

yond the tip of the snout in young

males until well after weaning. The

blowhole is of the semicircular dol-

phin type, but its leftward displace-

ment is very much more obvious.

In bright Hght the iris of the eye

narrows down to a horizontal slit,

but in dim light it is almost circular.

This, coupled with the jet black

color of the hide, broken only by a

gray kedge-shaped mark on the

breast, suggests that the pilot whale

is primarily nocturnal. The activity

of the captive whales supported this

conclusion. In every respect, there-

fore, the anatomy of tlie pilot whale,

as compared with the dolphin,

seems to adapt it to the nocturnal

pursuit of prey that is capable of

some speed but not of quick turns.

And the squid seems to meet these

requirements. The dolphin, which

feeds to a considerable extent on

fishes, must be and is able to exe-

cute intricate maneuvers, which

have not been observed in the more

rigid and inflexible pilot whale.

The four whales exhibited a gre-

gariousness not at all surprising in

a species so strongly characterized

by the herding instinct. They re-
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A In the oceanarium, the pilot whales kept so close together much of the

time that their bodies touched

A Nightly feedings accustomed the

nocturnal pilot whale to the feeding

platform. Visitors were entertained

by the obvious pleasure he derived

from being patted on his bulbous

snout

^ Soon at ease in their surround-

ings the pilot whales were not afraid

of the diver with his food basket.

They did not molest the smaller

fishes in the tank but preferred

squid, shipped to Marine Studios

with some difficulty

mained together almost all the time,

their bodies generally touching.

They stayed at or near the surface

almost continuously, only the small-

est making shallow dives from time

to time. It has long since been

reahzed that pilot whales habitually

rest in this position—with blowholes

and the back and dorsal fin above

the water surface, the rest below.

The function of the spermaceti or-

gan as a buoy is at once apparent.

When the animal was resting, it

used the flukes only enough to op-

pose the current in the tank.

The last one to be brought in—

the one that was sunburned—failed

rapidly, its tail dragging at steeper

and steeper angles as it lost

strength. None of the whales

showed the slightest interest in the

food fishes (blue runners and mul-

let) offered them or in the small

porgies and grunts exhibited in the

same tank. All had difficulty open-

ing the eye that had been in contact

with the beach.

The porpoises, which adopt a

distrustful attitude toward any new-

comer in the tank, even if it be a



newly-born porpoise, clearly re-

sented the presence of the whales.

At first, this animosit)' was made
manifest only by the jaw-clapping

with which male porpoises tlireaten

one another. But on the third night,

there was open hostihtv. A night

attendant watched helplessly while

the porpoises rammed and bit the

whales. The whales were entirely

on the defensiv^e and sought only

to avoid the attacks. One of the

whales was prettv badlv scratched,

but the only serious outcome was

the death of an infant male porpoise,

born in the oceanarium less than

six months previously. During the

fight it was noted that when
pressed, the pilot whale was capable

of as much speed as either of the

two species of dolphins exhibited in

the tank. The fight lasted about an

hour and a half, and no further

incidents of the sort occurred.

Three of the pilot whales died

within eight days after capture.

The first one to go was the badly

sunburned female. It survived

scarcely 48 hours. At autopsy, the

congested condition of the cerebral

blood vessels confirmed the diag-

nosis of heat stroke. The second fe-

male died after seven days in cap-

ti\'it>', and in this specimen as well,

the post-mortem examination re-

vealed signs of heat exhaustion. Por-

poises have been known to live two
weeks after suffering irreparable

damage due to overheating. The
third whale, one of the young males,

died on the eighth day. A futile at-

tempt to force-feed it with fishes

and crabs was made on the day
before. Handling necessitated by
this maneuver probably hastened

its end. All the while, we were mak-
ing frantic attempts to secure squid,

since it was apparent that the pilot

whales would take no fish. A small

amount of squid was received on
the ninth day, and during the earfier

hours of the following morning the

last survivor had his first meal since

before stranding.

The Story of the Last Suro'wor

During the first two weeks after

he began feeding, the only surviv-

ing whale was restricted to a ration
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of 20 pounds of squid a day. When
an adequate supply—a whole car-

load, as a matter of fact—was se-

cured, the ration was increased

Uttle by little until he was eating

40 pounds a day. Growth, which is

extraordinarily rapid in cetaceans,

was apparent in a short time. After

4 months it was estimated that he

had put on from 100 to 200 pounds.

He was quite fat and had devel-

oped a prominent paunch. He had

increased in length about a foot.

At first, the squid had to be tossed

to him as he swam about the tank.

If they fell into the water directly

ahead of him, he was apt not to

see them and occasionally swam
right over them. The spermaceti

organ made it impossible for him
to see anything within eighteen

inches directly ahead. So the at-

tendants soon learned to drop the

food a little to one side and near

enough to enable him to swerve and

grasp it before it was snatched up
by the more active fishes and dol-

phins. When the long-snouted dol-

phins were thus able to steal a

squid, they quickly swallowed the

morsel, but the bottlenose dolphins

wanted only to play with it. They
would toss it into the air again

and again, eventually letting one

of the numerous sheepshead or trig-

gerfish make off with the battered

remains. When the whale became
more active and aware of the con-

sequences of this competition, he
learned to throw his weight about

in order to drive the fishes and
turtles away.

Three whale feedings were

scheduled for each 24 hours—in
midmoming, midafternoon, and the

early hours after midnight. It was
during the night feeding that he
was gradually conditioned to be-

ing fed from a small platform jut-

ting over the water at the edge of

the tank. In this stage of his train-

ing he would cruise about in tight

circles, taking a single squid each

time he passed the platform. The
dolphins, turtles, and fishes also

learned to come to the platform and
for a while constituted something

of a nuisance. It was found that the

dolphins could be frightened away
merely by waving a pole over the

water; but the turtles, exhibiting

the mental sluggishness that always

overtakes animals whose bodies are

encased in stout armor, had literally

to be shoved aside to enable the

timid pilot whale to come in and

get his meal. Presently, however,

the youngster began to be aware

of his own powers of strength and

to share in the task of dispersing

the rabble by ramming them with

his spermaceti organ or by biting.

This phase of feeding soon gave

way to a new, more satisfactory

method. He eliminated the circling

about and merely stayed alongside

the platform, tail down, snout and

jaws out, as the squid were placed,

one by one, between his teeth. It

was not until this was accomplished

that the attendants were able to

feed him fish. Since he had spurned

blue runners and muUet when these

were offered, 100 pounds or so of

cold-storage herring were ordered

from New England. The whale

gave every indication of surprise

when he found herring instead of

squid in his mouth, but he downed
them. He did not seem to digest

the fish as well, but this may have

been due to overfeeding. Herring

constituted somewhat more soHd

fare than the soft, boneless cephalo-

pods. So the diet of squid alone was
renewed, and he thrived on it.

When feeding time came and

the attendant approached the plat-

form with the pail of squid, the

whale usually arrived first. He
moved away from arm's reach only

to butt turtles out of the way, and it

was evident that he derived pleasure

from being patted on his bulbous

spermaceti organ between mor-

sels. When the pail was washed out,

the whale glided away, aheady
aware that this act signalized the

end of the meal. He usually spent

the next hour or so napping at the

surface, in the characteristic sleep-

ing position described earlier.

During the first two or three

months of captivity, the whale slept

chiefly at night, for periods of as

much as two hours at a time. There

was too much activity and noise

in the oceanarium during the day.

When he adjusted better to his

surroundings, he could be seen
Continued on page 331
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IT may flash like emerald gold

one minute, then, as quickly,

dim into invisibility. How could

anything so entrancingly beautiful

be scarcely mentioned in books on

mosses? It is so little known that

my first view of it brought the

thrills of original discovery.

My path in search of this re-

markable plant has bristled with in-

terrogation and exclamation points.

It was late in September when
my hfelong friend, Miss Mary Lam-
prey, sent us, her callers, in search

of this rare botanical treasure. For

many years she had been harbor-

ing its growth in her barn cellar

on a New Hampshire hillside. The
sight fairly made us catch our

breath. We saw on the hard-

packed, cellar-bottom soil — be-

tween barrels and piles of boards,

between a wagon body and a

chopping block—aisles of dazzling,

sequin-flecked, green-gold carpet-

ing! We gazed in fascinated amaze-

ment. What magic bmsh had sur-

passed all previous achievements

to produce these emerald-gold

surfaces!

We stooped to scrape up a spoon-

ful of the soil to look at it more
closely. Instantly all its goblin-like

luminosity faded out, and there

appeared just plain black dirt! Ab-

solutely nothing to clutch but well-

trodden earth! Not a sprig of moss

did we see! Not a particle of lichen-

like growth met our eyes!

Straightening up, we looked

about. There, again, on the granite

underpinning, on and under a

straddling sawhorse, were splashes

of glittering green. These spots

were not only a bright green; they

glowed as if electric lights were

behind them. We could scarcely

believe our eyes, still less explain

the wonderful spectacle.

Days passed. Several libraries

were searched without finding men-

tion of Luminous Moss in textbooks

or encyclopedias. At the New
Hampshire State Library, the late

Dr. A.
J.

Grout's Mosses With a

Hand Lens did give the most in-

triguing description of Schistostega

that has yet been written by an

American. He had been impressed

as we had with the peculiarities of

Adventures in search of a most remarkable botanical oddity

By Ellen Emeline Webster

its luminosity and with its fleeting

"temperament."

After noting both Dr. Grout's

eulogy and the utter neglect of

other students to list Luminous
Moss, my curiosity was sufficiently

aroused to write the botanical de-

partments of several colleges. All

the professors responded gener-

ously.

The aggregate of facts received

was most valuable. Two professors

sent me the quotation I had already

copied from Dr. A.
J.

Grout's

Mosses With a Hand Lens. The
earlier specific name of osmunda-
ceae had been changed, I was told,

to pennata. And Schistostega pen-

nata had been reported in New
Hampshire from Lost River Gorge,

Franconia and Dixville Notches,

and Tuckerman's Ravine, but only

one of these professors had actu-

ally seen it. All colored illustrations

of mosses of any kind, so far pub-

lished, were very old; even the

uncolored ones used by Dr. Grout

were more than century-old copies

(about 1836) of Bryologia Euro-

paea. And an ecological study of

Luminous Moss, published in 1918,

had been prepared by Viscount

Yasumochi Toda at the Imperial

University in Tokyo. I succeeded

in obtaining this from the Gongres-

sional Library at Washington, D. C.,

and copied it almost in its entirety.

The marvelous research of Toda
thrilled me to the finger tips. But

I ran into nomenclature that was

as unintelhgible as the "Mene,

xMene, Tekel, Upharsin" that floored

King Belshazzar. The bryological

terms "Ghromatophore, Ghloro-

plastid, Gytoplasm, Prothallium,

Pteridophyta, Protonema, Spo-

rangium, and Archegonia" needed

a Daniel for interpreter. Without

attempting to pose as a Daniel and

with the use of as few jaw-break-

ing names as possible, I give my
version of the growth of Schistos-

tega.

Although Luminous Moss, be-

cause of its oddities, is placed in a

family by itself, it is a moss, and

its development follows more or

less that of all mosses. It has a

stem, leaves, and roots. The anemic-

looking plant, which Toda refers

to as a "shoot," is about an eighth

of an inch high, with sickly, biUous-

green leaves. Like all mosses, it is

flowerless, but at a certain season

it sends up tiny stalks, each stalk

bearing aloft a capsule (sporangi-

um ) , which contains the spores that

serve as seeds. When the spores

are "ripe," the capsule opens and

the spores are scattered.

After hours of concentration over

various authors, the growth of a

spore into a moss plant has become

somewhat, though not altogether,

cleai to my mind. The spore is as

a speck of dust that has to be mag-

nified about 500 times to appear

as large as a grain of pearl tapioca.

Yet that speck is filled with a color-

less sap in which are grains, or
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chloroplasts, that contain chloio-

phvll
(
green coloring matter ) with

starch, sugar, and whatnot. These

pigment cells in tlie Luminous Moss

change shape according to the

amount of humidity, temperature,

dii-ection, and intensity of light.

Our spore of Luminous Moss, let

us sav, has found a spot that is

moist without being soppy. If the

atmosphere has a humidity of over

90 per cent and a temperature be-

tween 60.8 and 77 degrees F., with

a dim light-too dim for other

mosses to grow—the spore will,

within a month's time, send out

a threadhke tissue called "proto-

nema." Each spore seems to possess

a personalit)' that grows without

rhyme or reason, producing differ-

ent shapes, sizes, contents, and

positions. It reminds me of Ezekiel's

vision in which he saw "as it were,

a wheel in the middle of a wheel

. . . and their rings full of eyes." To

call the pigment cells "eyes" is

appropriate because eyes may

glitter.

The thread, elongated from the

spore, starts horning within its tube

a series of cells which, like beads,

may string along in a row or, Uke

grapes, cluster into a bunch. Cer-

tain of these cells may start a real

moss plant, called a "shoot"; or fila-

mentous thread-sized tubes may be

produced, or a chain of lens-shaped

cells, and so on, changing direction,

ramifying, but always with the

specks of chloroplast suspended in

the cell fluid.
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Photograph by Elbert D. Currier

This protonema is mighty im-

portant. It isn't actually the moss

plant, nor can it even be called the

root to a moss plant. It is a thread-

like runner connecting moss plants.

The dictionary defines it as "a fila-

mentous structure developed from

a spore, on which the leafy plant

arises as a lateral shoot." This fila-

mentous structure, until magnified,

is finer than a strand from a spider's

spinneret, but it is tougher than

the moss plant proper. It excels the

moss plant in its abiUty to with-

stand heat, cold, drought, flood,

variation of light, and poor nutri-

tion. The luminous plant may live

at a dying rate or lie dormant for

years and then revive when normal

living conditions are restored. Diu:-

ing a long drought, the plant

shrivels and its cells store up oil

for holding its vitaUty, instead of

the starch that is needed in the

cells of the protonema to give out

the angehc light. And it is for an

explanation of this light that our

curiosity has been whetted into

active research.

Dismiss all thought of the "shoot"

with its leaves, roots, and capsule-

headed stalks, for no part of them

is luminous. Concentrate on the

protonema and, what is more, con-

centrate only on its bean-shaped

cells. There are spherical cells in

the protonema, but they do not

perform the trick of lighting up any

bed of moss.

One authority has likened the

bean-shaped cell that contains the

< "Oldfields," the picturesque New
Hampshire farm where Miss Mary Lam-
prey found the rare moss growing. Despite

the unique fascination it holds for botanist

and layman alike, few have ever seen it

'^ Within this opening to the cellar of

the barn the Luminous Moss glistens like

a sequin-flecked carpeting of green gold.

It vou pick it up, it at once loses all its

refulgence

Photograph by Dr. Charles I. Lyon

pigment granules ( chloroplastids

)

of green coloring matter to a bi-

convex lens having an upper and a

lower wall. Split this bean cell open

and its outer walls would show tlie

curve of a parabola. The chloro-

plastids must be concentrated in

the basal area of this paraboloidal

wall, not scattered hit-or-miss fash-

ion on the upper as well as the

lower half. Moreover, these bean-

shaped cells must lie at right angles

to the ray of light that acts the

part of torch. If the ray travels

along the optical axis, it is so re-

fracted that it hits the pigment

granules, and the consequent de-

composition of carbon dioxide pro-

duces a "ghtter." It seems that if

the source of light is moved, the

chromatophores change theii' posi-

tion in the dkection of the new
light in about a week.

The light enters as white light;

it emerges as a luminous green. Sci-

entists state emphatically that this

is not what is known as phospho-

rescent light but something alto-

gether different, yet nonetheless

startling in effect. And startling is

none too emphatic a word. Grass

is green; many mosses are vividly

green, but they do not glow. They

do not shine and glitter like cats'

eyes in the dark. You come away
from a bed of Luminous Moss really

hugging yourself because of the
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The plant enlarged and in natural

size, from a drawing by Ethel Hutchinson

novel sight. As the gleaming luster

from a ruby, a diamond, or an

emerald attracts and holds our at-

tention by its consummate beauty,

so Schistostega, by its luminosity,

must always surpass all other

mosses because of its individual

radiance—a radiance that comes

from reflected, never from direct,

light. Always, in order to see it,

the observer must stand with his

back to the opening that furnishes

the light. Only when you are di-

rectly between the tiny parabolic

reflectors and the source of light

will the moss shine. But use care

not to shut off all the source of light.

Also change position to receive

reflections from various angles in

order to discover the complete

areas of the sheets of goblin gold

to be found growing in that par-

ticular cave or cellar.

Which of ovu" American bryolo-

gists is going to write another chap-

ter to the life story of Schistostega

that will be outstanding in signifi-

cance? Already three whom it was

my privilege to bring in contact

with one another are to be credited

with beginnings: Miss Mary Lam-
prey, our generous hostess; Mrs.

Ethel Hutchinson of Canaan, N.

H., who did noteworthy research

and produced slides for the micro-

scope; and Dr. C.
J.
Lyon of Dart-

mouth College, who was the first

to produce kodachromes of Schis-

tostega.

Mrs. Hutchinson, a person of cy-

clonic enthusiasm, has been study-

ing with our most eminent

Ijryologists and collecting New
Hampshire mosses for ten years

but had failed in that time to find

Schistostega. Learning the location

of Miss Lamprey's surprisingly pro-

A One leaf and part of the stem of

the Luminous Moss, enlarged many
times, showing the leaf cells. Neither

the leaf nor any other part of the

true plant gives off the light. It comes

from the protonema—the primary

threadlike substance from which the

plants themselves grow

fuse growth of Luminous Moss,

she let no moss grow on the soles

of her shoes until she had visited

this barn cellar several times. She

stood on her head in the mud to

make observations and found that

the tiny mosses were in fruitage.

She collected soil and plants, and,

following my notes from Toda, she

made transplantings and actuallv

succeeded in starting growths of

leaves and witnessing the gleam of

the protonema from her own Lumi-

nous Moss, but the plants did not

survive the winter.

That is by no means all she has

accomplished. She has separated

all the different parts of the plant

and made a series of slides for the

microscope. She has sent a score

or more packages of the moss,

which she names as "the most

beautiful thing of the sort in all

nature," to various bryologists, and

has held correspondence with mem-
bers of the Sullivant Moss Society.

Five of Dr. Lyon's films with

descriptive paragraphs were sent to

Dr. H. S. Conard for presentation

on the Chicago program of the

Sullivant Moss Society in Decem-
ber, 1947. These bryologists consid-

ered this display truly wonderful.

Buoyed up by these thrilling de-

velopments, I determined in 1948

to be on hand when Schistostega

The capsule with its spores burst-

ing forth in a cloud under pressure

of the cover glass on the microscope

slide. This, like the other drawings,

were made by Miss Hutchinson with

a camera lucida from the actual

slides. Magnification 440 times

A The protonema with the light-

bearing cells, from a specimen

mounted in glycerine and enlarged

440 times

had lighted her lamps. I was re-

warded by an even greater display

than that of 1947. This moss with

"beaming green . . . burnished

through every fiber into fitful

brightness" had spread as carpet-

ing over the length and breadth of

the cellar, from within a foot of

the entrance to the opposite wall;

yet should you carry a handful of

the scintillating soil, an illuminated

foundation stone, or a glowing

board into the bright sunlight for

a studied view, not a vestige of a

glimmer would reward your efforts!

Truly a mystery plant!
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A Old Faithful's four-minute display every sixty-five minutes helps to draw
about a million visitors to the Park each year. But there are more than 10,000

distinct hot-water features in Yellowstone, only about 500 of which have been
named. In 1920, 99 per cent of the visitors reached the Park by train; 7 years

later 99 per cent were arriving in their own cars.

^wMm

JOHN COLTER trapped in the

Yellowstone area as early as

1807, but his accounts were called

impossible. And when the famous

storyteller Jim Bridger began his

explorations in 1830, his exaggera-

tions further convinced people that

it was a myth. Not until 1869 did

expeditions begin to bring back

accurate and convincing knowledge

of the world's most fantastic dis-

play of thermal wonders.

The Washburn -Langford-Doan

Expedition of 1870 reached the Up-

per Geyser Basin on a clear Sep-

tember day. Coming out of dense

woods, the travelers were dazzled

by the glorious eruption of a tow-

ering column of water and steam.

With a roar, the fountain spread

like a magic tree, growing lacy

A Deep in the geyser, water under

pressure from the weight of the

water above produces superheated

steam. Bubbles of this steam, rising

in the tube, suddenly convert addi-

tional quantities of water to steam,

accelerating the eruption. Steam

chambers that lack outlet above the

water level also doubtless play a part

< Grotto Geyser erupts every two

to eight hours, but it is perhaps

more famous for its cone. The color-

ful convolutions show how elaborate

the cone of a geyser can become
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Since the first rumors of "Colter's Hell" fell on in-

credulous ears about a century and a half ago,

millions of visitors have thrilled to Yellowstone's

matchless array of natural marvels

Bij Joyce and Josef Muench

branches that blossomed in the sun-

Hght.

Since that summer, when they

spoke of it as "Old Faithful, the

Guardian of the Valley," this best

loved of all Yellowstone's surpris-

ing features is estimated to have

erupted half a million times, every

65 minutes or so, day and night and

in every season.

Without its regularity. Old Faith-

ful would not have become the

symbol it is. Its rhythmic depend-

ability is what captures people's in-

terest and curiosity.

"It's almost time for Old Faith-

ful!"

A ranger takes his position at a

safe distance, and a camera appears

in almost every pair of hands.

There is a rumble and hissing of

steam, and the tremendous roar of

rising water hardly drowns out the

gasps of delight that have come to

be part of its performance.

Why does Old Faithful erupt at

such regular intervals? The force

behind the eruption is, of course,

the pressure of steam. Its sudden-

ness is due to the fact that condi-

tions in the tube beneath the cone

prevent large volumes of water

from reaching the boiling point un-

til a given moment.

Water that is under pressure will

not turn into steam at the normal

212 degrees F. Greater heat is nec-

^ Opal Terraces. One of the most rapidly depositing formations at Mam-
moth Hot Springs is Opal Terrace, at the foot of Capitol Hill. Its delicate

form and pastel shades make it a thing of beauty



essaiy. The weight of the water in

the tube of the geyser makes the

pressure higher near the bottom of

the tube than at the surface. It is

not ordinarily possible to heat

water hotter than its boiling point

(212" F. at sea level); it simply

boils and goes off into the air as

steam. But the water deep in a

geyser, being under pressure, e.x-

ceeds the normal boiling point of

water. The hot rocks with which it

is in contact gradually raise its tem-

perature beyond this point, and the

narrowness of the tube above pre-

vents the heat from being distrib-

uted upward to where the pressure

is less. Eventually, however, the

water at the bottom reaches its own
boiling point, and bubbles of

superheated steam are sent vio-

lently upward through the tube.

.Suddenly water in various parts of

the tube, already near the critical

314

point, produces steam. Water is

forced violently out at the top, and
this further reduces the weight of

the column. Conditions thus com-
bine to hasten the conversion of

large quantities of water into steam,

and the geyser "blows its top."

It seems likely that steam cham-
bers like those shown in the dia-

gram on page 312 also contribute

to the sudden violence with which
this and other geysers erupt. If

steam is quickly generated in such

a chamber and cannot escape with-

out forcing a quantity of water out,

a fairly long eruption might result

from a relatively small cavity.

If a large piece of tmf is thrown

into a geyser, the eruption may be

hastened. The turf plugs the tube

and thus causes the lower water to

heat up more rapidly. Soap, espe-

cially, is believed to hasten a

geyser's eruption. The Chinaman's

< Liberty Cap was built by a hot

spring rather than a geyser. Material

gradually deposited by the water

formed layer upon layer of traver-

tine, until a height of 37 feet was
reached. The spring no longer flows,

but a tiny plant is struggling for

existence at the top

'^ Monument Geyser has a slender, co-

lumnar form, taller than a man. It erupts

almost continuously, but most visitors

never see it because its secluded valley can
only be reached on foot

Spring has become famous for an

accidental eruption that is said to

have been provoked when a

Chinese laundryman was washing

his clothes in it. His soap or a

piece of clothing dropped down in,

and the geyser threw his wash

some 40 feet into the air. The in-

tentional use of soap or other ma-

terial for this purpose is frowned

upon by park authorities.

Fears that Old Faithful may be

"losing its pep " are entirely unjusti-

fied, according to Dr. Phihp F. Fix,

who has recently made a study of

its modern performance in com-

parison with all the earlier records.

The famous geyser erupts just as

often and plays to the same height

as it did in 1870, according to Dr.

Fix's studies, published in the April
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> Punch Bowl Spring is de-

lightfully colored, and it bub-

bles constantly in a particularly

attractive setting

'' Angel Terrace provides a wintry

scene in summer. The spring has

sheathed the ground with gleaming de-

posits, killing the trees that were caught

in its path

N^ Fishing Cone. When the level of Yellow-

stone Lake is low, it is possible to walk over

to this cone of hot water rising from the cold

basin of the lake. Fishing is not permitted

from the cone, but old stories tell how one

could catch fish in the cold water and cook

them a few inches away in the hot.

Geysers and hot springs alone do not make
Yellowstone an incomparable spot for the

student of nature. Remarkable opportunities

to observe wildlife and a wide assortment of

geologic oddities, from petrified forests to

entrancing gorges, place it high among the

world's true wonderlands

issue of the American Journal of

Science. It also apparently dis-

charges the same volume of water

as it did in 1870.

Old Faithful is not always as

regular as popular reputation im-

plies. In 1948, it erupted twice only

33 minutes apart, and on one occa-

sion in 1941 it waited 91 minutes.

But these are the recorded ex-

tremes, and in average interval, it

is amazingly dependable. Precise

records taken 70 years apart show

only a difference of about a sec-

ond in the average interval of 65

minutes, 6 and a fraction seconds.

The quantity of water discharged

each time by Old Faithful has

often been exaggerated, Dr. Fix

explains. A figure commonly given

is 750,000 gallons, but fairly accu-

rate gauging 20 years ago esti-

mated the quantity to be between

10,000 and 12,000 gallons. The

height of the eruption is usually

about 120 to 150 feet.

Much additional information of in-

terest on geysers can be found in

Hot Springs of the Yellowstone
National Park, by E. T. Allen and
Arthur L. Day. Publication 466 of

the Carnegie Institution of Wash-
ington, 1935.

THERMAL WONDERS OF YELLOWSTONE
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A Adult. The golden-eyed lacewing fly, about

three-quarters of an inch long, has beady, golden

eyes and pale green, lacy wings. During the day, it

patrols the foliage of trees and shrubs in search

of plant lice and other small insects. In the even-

ing, it flutters to the nearest light

GOLDEIV-E

THIS little fairy-winged insect

(
Chrysopa oculata ) , found

throughout most parts of the coun-

try, is generally seen in the eve-

ning fluttering among low-growing

shrubbery. When viewed at close

range it is as beautiful as its name
suggests, but when crushed, it is

liable to give off a sickening odor

of which a skunk could well be

proud.

The golden-eyed lacewing Hy is

of particular interest because of the

unusual manner in which the fe-

male places her eggs. Her young,

known as aphis lions, are so hun-

gry when they hatch that the first

one out will eat up all the eggs

containing the others if it happens

to find them. In view of this ten-

dency, it is fortunate that mother

lacewing secretes a series of stifle,

A strange cycle of insect life that almost anyone can observe

Bij George A. Smith

silklike stalks and attaches an egg

to the end of each one. Then when
a hungry aphis lion hatches, it

crawls down from its egg stalk and

goes away in search of something

else to eat.

Aphis lions are of great economic

importance because they destroy

countless numbers of plant lice, as

well as many other injurious sap-

sucking insects. During its growing

period of about 10 days, one aphis

lion will devour as many as 300

or 400 plant lice. As it moves over

a plant infested with lice, it leaves

a graveyard of empty skins behind.

So greedy and fearless is this little

dragon-shaped larva that it will at-

tack almost anything, from one of

its own brothers to the tough skin

of a human hand placed in its

pathway.
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> Eggs. The female

lacewing fly places her

eggs on a series of

stiff, silklike stalks.

There the first of her

greedy offspring to

hatch will not eat up
all the eggs containing

the others
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< Larva. As soon as the larva, known as an

aphis lion, hatches, it climbs down from its

cradle and goes away in search of juicy plant

lice. Picking up the lice one by one in its needle-

pointed jaws, it drains them of juices

> Pupa. After satisfying its appetite, the aphis

lion curls up on the underside of a leaf and spins

a spherical, silken cocoon around itself. In about

sixteen days, the adult lacewing fly emerges by

cutting an opening in the cocoon

GOLDEN-EYED LACEM'ING EL'S



}ack Johnson
The stor) of an endearing rebel

on the campus of an eastern college

'' This little maid cried when he kissed her, but think if he were your size

318

By Lelaxd Griggs

JACK JOHNSON, a worthy name-

sake of a famous American

pugilist, entered Dartmouth Col-

lege directly from the baclcwoods

of Maine. His career was not un-

like that of many a college boy: he

wasted his time in outside activities,

such as out-of-town trips, picnics,

and athletics. He flunked out at

the end of his freshman year, and

he has never returned to a class

reunion.

There is a strange myth abroad

in the north countiy that httle bears

are really not "born" at all. When
I asked an old river warden in New-
foundland where they did come

from, he told me that they were

created by the devil without either

father or mother. Jack certainly had

plenty of the devil in him; but

there is no doubt that he was

bom in a perfectly natural way
while his mother was asleep in her

winter den. At birth, if he was a

normal bear cub, he was a tiny

helpless thing weighing less than

a pound. When he came to me
in early spring he was about the

size of a small house cat.

At - first he was a lean, sickly,

and very homesick cub, requiring

more care than I could give him.

I put him out to board with a

kindly old lady who had always

shown much interest in my pets.

She took him into her home and

ga\'e him the best of motherly care.

By day he was tied to a leg

of her kitchen stove, and by night

he slept in a box in a warm corner

behind the stove. Every time he

cried, she took him in her arms,

patted him, and gave him a saucer

of milk. For exercise she took him
to walk twice a day, up and down
the village street. Under this treat-
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A His daily bath

ment he soon became fat and

happy. When I took him back, he

was in the pink of condition.

A student of animal behavior

once remarked that a kitten is a

shapeless mass of protoplasm until

it molds itself into a cat by exercise,

especially by play. Jack acted on

this theory; he spent most of his

waking hours in vigorous play. His

first playmate was a puppy that

lived next door; but this arrange-

ment was not very satisfactory, for

the puppy played one game and

Jack another. Jack wanted to box

and hug—a bear's normal method
of defense—while the puppy tried

to learn the art of hamstringing

and throttling. Each, of course, un-

beknown to himself, was preparing

for his own special part in the

struggle for existence. Jack, puzzled

and irritated by the puppy's style

JACK JOHNSON

of play, once spied a cat asleep on

the porch. Perhaps a cat would

know how to box; but in this he

was very much mistaken. When he

cautiously sneaked up on puss and

gave her a smart uppercut to the

jaw, she Hew into a rage and

scratched his face. Poor Jack, who
outweighed the cat by several

pounds, came whimpering back to

me with a bloody nose. He never

took on a second cat.

After the small boys and girls

of the village discovered Jack, he

had plenty of company every day,

ready for any sort of play. But he

was only a little cub, quickly tiring

of a roughhouse, often falling asleep

right in the middle of a game.

Sometimes the boys would drag

him around the lawn by a hind

leg without waking him—but I am
not so sure he was as sound asleep

as he appeared to be. Once a little

fellow of about five years old was

trying to rouse him, when the bear

suddenly came to, grabbed the kid

by the heels, and slammed him

down on his face. This boy was

usually very well behaved and

never used any swear words; but

that was just too much. He came

up to me sobbing and stuttering,

"Doc, I am sick of this damn foolish-

ness." It was a long time before I

ventured to tell the kid's mother

of this shocking incident.

Jack was an affectionate little

scamp who loved to hug and kiss

his playmates. On one occasion,

after sitting quietly for a few

minutes in the lap of a little maid,

he suddenly gave her such a hug

and smack as drove her into the

house bawling. No wonder! He
always gave a rugged kiss, and if

he did not like the taste he followed

it with a smart box on the ears.

Jack liked to visit the boys'

camps near Hanover. Needless to

say, he was always welcome, espe-

cially at swimming time. Although

he was a clumsy little cub, he was

as good as the rest in the water. If,

after a race or two and some snap-

ping at bare heels, that old tired

feeling came over him and he

crawled out on the shore for a

nap, he was usually tossed right

in again. The rougher the play the

better; Jack was no quitter at that

kind of game. He stayed with the

boys until a counselor blew the

"all out" whistle.

Jack also made many friends

among the older folks. Everybody

knew him by name. One day on

my way home to dinner we were

passing a workman who had just

opened his lunch box. The man
otfered the bear a ham sandwich,

which made a mere mouthful; then

a second sandwich followed the

first, and a third and a fourth until

the sandwiches were all gone. Next

Jack grabbed the mince pie out

of the man's hand. Even the coffee

disappeared to the last drop. I

offered the poor hungry workman

a half dollar for a dinner at a lunch

cart, but he refused saying he had

never enjoyed a meal more.

As Jack grew older he began to
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A He would box your ears one minute . .

.

. . . And kiss you the next

lose friends. One such person was

a kind-hearted old lady who hved

in the next street. E\ery time we

passed her door she came out with

a cookie or a piece of candy for

the "little dear," as she called him.

But when she offered him a drink

of milk in a small glass, too narrow

for his big muzzle, he proceeded

to knock the glass, milk and all,

into the middle of the street, and,

not content with that show of

temper, he tore off about a square

yard of the lady's pink skirt—and

that square yard was about all

there was to that particular skirt.

Jack brought me the skirt; but

since neither Jack nor I had any

use for such a garment, I folded

it up and left it on the lawn. She

never called him "little dear" again.

Every time after that day when

she saw the bear coming, she ran

into the house, slamming and lock-

ing the door behind her.

Jack also managed to get in

wrong with the rector of the church

that I attended and for whom I

acted as chauffeur. This good man
was traveling all over the county

visiting the sick and conducting

missions—"saving souls" as I called

it. I believed that we could save

more souls if we took Jack along

as an added attraction in drawing

a crowd of sinners. We tried the

experiment, and all went well until

Jack performed a little trick that

the college boys had taught him—
unt\'ing knots, especially shoe-

strings. When my rector found

that he could not tie his shoestrings

as fast as the bear could untie them,

he insisted that we leave the bear

at home, as he thought it undigni-

fied for the rector of St. Thomas
Church to ride through the main

street of the village with his feet

over the windshield of the car.

And, furthermore, he said that

there was really no truth whatever

in my ridiculous statement that

with the help of a bear we were

sa^ing "four or five souls to the

gallon of gas."

One by one Jack's old friends

dropped away; but the college boys

stayed by him to the end. They
tauEjht him manv tricks to which

I never gave official approval. Eveiy

bear, of course, knows how to hug;

but Jack was taught to turn an or-

dinary bear's hug into a hard, low

football tackle around the ankles.

He sometimes dropped his victim

right in his tracks.

One morning as I was on my
way to class, a freshman happened

to be strolhng across the campus,

his hands in his pockets, his little

green cap on the back of his head,

ne\'er dreaming of impending dan-

ger. Somebody called out to me,

"Let's see if Jack will take him on."

It looked like a long chase, but

I gave the signal, "Go get him

Jack," and away he went. He made
a splendid tackle and dropped the

poor freshman flat on his face.

There was great applause from the

spectators as Jack galloped back to

me, much pleased with his success.

I afterwards apologized to the

freshman, who admitted that, al-
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though he had heard that Dart-

mouth was a wild place, he was

greatly surprised to be attacked by

a bear right in the middle of the

campus.

This little trick of a football

tackle once led to a near tragedy.

As Jack was starting to tackle a

student, a finely dressed gentleman

came around the corner by the

Hanover Inn just in time to get

the tackle meant for another. The

poor gentleman was considerably

disturbed. Even after the students

had explained that it was really

an honor to meet the famous Jack

Johnson, he turned a'vay in anger,

muttering to himself that this was

to be his last trip to Dartmouth

College.

Jack was invited to join the Dart-

mouth Outing Club and became

one of its most active members. He
attended all the strawberry short-

cake feeds that were held that

summer. Since he was too tired and

lazy to tramp very far, he was car-

ried in a big pack basket by one

of the heelers of the Club. He
thoroughly enjoyed these trips,

standing up with his paws on the

edge of the basket, viewing the

landscape and now and then taking

a nip out of the heeler's neck. As

soon as he arrived at an Outing

Club cabin, he stretched himself

out on the porch in the warm sun

and slept there until the sun went

down, when he dragged his bones

into the cabin and sprawled out by

the fireplace. Nobody disturbed him

until supper was over. Since it was

a rule of the Club that every mem-
ber must do his share of the work,

Jack had to get busy. He could not

be trusted to hull strawberries, but

he made a very good dish-washer.

As soon as the feast was ended,

some heeler hauled him up on the

table. He made the circle of the

great dining table licking eveiy

dish perfectly clean, doing a much
better job than the heelers ever did

with their dish mops and towels.

Everything disappeared — cream,

potato salad, coffee, lemonade, and

on one occasion even a bouquet of

violets. When the work was over,

he jumped down by the fire again.

With a deep bearish sigh of con-

JACK JOHNSON

tent he fell asleep, his black belly

blown up like a football.

Jack had many other invitations,

one of which caused me much

anxiety. It came from William

Jewett Tucker, ex-president of

Dartmouth College. Dr. Tucker had

long since retired, but, although an

invalid and confined to his room,

he never lost his keen interest in

all things that pertained to Dart-

mouth. The college men of my time

looked upon him as a sort of saint

and holy man, and although I

knew that Jack Johnson had little

respect for God, man, or the devil,

we accepted the invitation to make

a friendly call. I gave the bear a

bath, fluffed up his fine glossy black

fur, put a big blue ribbon around

his neck, and off we went. Mrs.

Tucker met us at the door and led

us into the sickroom where the

old, white-haired man was lying

on his couch. Jack behaved very

well for a bear. He walked up to

the couch, stood on his hind legs

with one paw on the edge of the

couch, and offered the other paw
for a handshake. With this little

ceremony over, he climbed into a

chair and proceeded to rock back

and forth until his eye caught sight

of the doily on the back of the chair.

It was tied with four bowknots! He
promptly untied the knots one after

another until the doily was free;

then he sat there waving it about

in great delight. But I knew he

would soon be ready for more mis-

chief and suspected that he might

be casting an eye on Mrs. Tucker's

shoestrings. I bade my hosts good-

by, and we departed. I knew by

Dr. Tucker's smiles and chuckles

that our visit had been successful.

As a freshman I had sat in the

college chapel and gazed in awe

and reverence at the president's

inspired face, never dreaming that

some day I should see him shaking

hands with a bear.

In the fall, as the frosty mornings

appeared. Jack began to make

preparations for his long winter

sleep. His appetite was boundless;

he ate everything that came his

way, from ice cream to June bugs.

While he was laying on his reserve

fat, he must have consumed several

bushels of carrots as well as a large

supply of sweet potatoes and dog

biscuit. He worked every day stuff-

ing leaves and rubbish into his den

until he had a good soft, warm bed.

One morning in early December

after a big snowstorm, he failed to

appear, and I shoveled a huge pile

of snow all over his den. I never

saw hide nor hair of him until

March, when he reappeared ap-

parently none the worse for his

long nap.

As the summer wore on I decided

that it was high time for Jack and

me to part. He rarely showed any

temper, but he was getting rough

and hard to handle. An old friend

of mine from Springfield, Vermont,

had asked for him and had prom-

ised to be very good to him. I

summoned this new master to come

and take Jack Johnson away. One
evening the man drove up in an

old model T. Jack jumped in beside

him on the front seat, and tliey

drove down the street and around

the corner. Jack never said good-by

nor even looked back. I never saw

his homelv black face again.

^ Doormat at an outing club cabin
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Chioochkies
By Karl W. Kenyon

I'. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Photographs by the author

When the Least Auklets abandon their rocky nests for

less tempestuous seas, the islanders of the north know

that the somber grip of winter will soon take hold

C/ •«--

-<^-

AThe choochkie's
FACE is decorated with
short whisker-like
plumes. Their color pat-

tern is variable, as shown
here. In winter, the mot-

tled breast becomes
white

THE mist\- north wdnd ruffles

their feathers as tliev perch

in scolding, chirping bands along

the wave-tossed boulder crests that

line Pribilof beaches. The Aleuts

caU them Choochkies. which to me
seems much more appropriate than

our prosaic Least Auklet. \o larger

than a robin without a tail, they

were the first birds to catch my
eve as we approached St. Paul

Island's foggy cliffs. Like swarms

of giant bees, flock after flock sped

on whirring wings close over the

Bering's duU waters and then van-

ished in the mist.

Much rock-rolling
is needed to find these

birds deep in the crev-

ices among the tumbled
boulders of the Pribilof

beaches
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Beneath the weather-rounded

boulders of the beach, where the

fur seals gather to bear their young

and carry on their noisy courtship,

or among the moss- and lichen-cov-

ered rocks of inland island slopes,

these diminutive members of the

auk family appear equally at home.

They choose to place theii- single

white egg in a deep recess beneath

the tumbled boulders or in some

crevice of the basaltic cliffs and

talus slopes. When they choose the

rocks of a seal rookery as a nest

site, they apparently care httle

about the bleating and slapping of

flippers raising a steady din above

their heads. Fearless of the bicker-

ing swarms of seals, the choochkies

dodge in among their noisy neigh-

bors, ahght near their home crevice,

snatch a quick glance at the seals,

then vanish among the rocks, chit-

tering and muttering.

Their home-coming, though, is

not always peaceful. Once as I

watched the constantly moving sea-

side panorama of seals and birds,

I saw a choochkie attempting to

land on a rock that lay almost under

the nose of a harassed cow seal.

The little bird made several at-

tempts to land, but the seal invari-

ably snapped at it, just as a dog

might snap at a buzzing fly. The

bird was not easily discouraged. It

circled repeatedly out over tlie

water, then back toward its chosen

rock. Suddenly the seal became in-

volved with a near-by animal in an

CHOOCHKIES

A As THEY SWEEP IN Over the cliffs toward the inland nesting grounds, many
Least Auklets are caught in nets held aloft by Aleut hunters

A The Least Auklet
feeds on shrimplike
crustaceans of the sea.

Webbed feet are aided

by wing motions under-

water, so that the bird

may be said to fly both

above and below the

surface

•<A DOWNY Least
Auklet just taken

from its burrow be-

neath the cobbles of a

Pribilof beach by a na-

tive islander, Alex
Galanin
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argument o\er her rookeiy space,

and in tlie ensuing confusion tlie

choochkie defdy s\ver\ed to a land-

ing and slipped out of sight. Ap-

parentl\', seals ha\e little taste for

birds and seldom concern them-

sehes \\-itli their tiny neighbors.

Choochldes are birds of the North

Pacific and Bering Sea and are sel-

dom seen, even in winter, as far

south as the coast of Washington.

Unimportant as thev mav seem to

us. they are a happy sign of coming

spring to the wnter-bound Aleutian

and Pribilof Islanders. When the

choochkies arrive, the natives know

that the grip of winter has broken.

E\en while drifted snow lies packed

deep in the little gullies and among

the rocks, the choochkies hiu-tle

over the beaches and cliffs, headed

toward favored nesting spots.

During the long \\'inter months

hunting is poor on the islands, and

the springtime choochkies are a

welcome table luxury. As they ar-

rive the Aleuts set out to catch

them, much as the Eskimos of

Greenland gather the dovekies that

live in similar spots along the shores

of the North Atlantic. .Armed with

o\ersized dip nets, the .\leut men
and boys hide along cliff edges

where the choochkies pass. Hea\\'-

bodied and small of wing, the birds

maneuver poorly on short notice.

As a flock approaches, nets shoot

up, and an unluckv bird or two is

gathered from midair. Unlike the

Eskimos, the Aleuts prefer their

birds cooked rather than raw.

I once watched several of the

younger boys catching choochkies

without nets. Thev hid among the

rocks just beyond the breaking surf,

where flocks habituallv passed. As
the birds flew in low overhead, the

boys swung at them with short

sticks. Surprisingly enough, they

knocked down several. Choochkies

are inquisitive, and the boys have

discovered a trick that brings addi-

tional flocks into range. Crouching

among the rocks, almost out of

sight, the hunter holds up a dead

choochkie. As a flock approaches

he shakes the dead bird rapidly,

making it appear to flutter. His

other hand is ready with the stick,

and as the flock veers to investigate.

a skillfulh' aimed swing may bring

down another tast)- morsel for

dinner.

By the time egg laying begins,

choochkie hunting is over and the

birds continue their summer nest-

ing season unmolested bv human
hunters. This was not true in years

past. One day on St. Paul I was

talking to Gabe Stepetin, a native

of the Pribilofs and a senior mem-
ber of the community. He men-

tioned that when he was a boy the

people gathered the eggs of the

choochkies as well as the birds. He
went on to say: "Pretty soon the

big colonies near the village began

to get smaller, so we have not taken

the eggs for many years. When I

was a boy it was no trouble to go

out and gather a whole canful of

choochkie eggs in a morning." Since

the eggs are no longer taken for

food, the birds apparently hold

their own verv well. Such numbers

of them swarm about the islands

that the small percentage now taken

for food apparentlv has no effect

on the population.

Of the two Pribilof islands, St

George attracts more nesting

choochkies than St. Paul. But on

St. George, the largest colonies are

nearly a mile from the sea along

broken, rock)' slopes and hillsides,

whereas on St. Paul they nest only

among the boulders of the beach.

The Pribilof blue fox is numerous

on both islands and apparently

makes the nesting grounds some-

what hazardous for unwary birds.

One morning I hiked across one of

these nesting colonies while groups

of choochkies scolded from every

lichen-covered boulder. A Uttle way
ahead a blue fox scampered nimbly

from among the rocks and, after

staring boldly in my direction, took

up an escort position about 50 yards

ahead of me. He trotted over the

rough terrain at just my walking

speed, watching the birds and caus-

ing them to dart into the air or

disappear among the rocks as he

approached. Suddenly an unwary
bird popped from a crevice. It was

headed toward the fox and seemed

unable to gain altitude rapidly.

Hardly breaking his step, the fox

threw his muzzle up just as the

bird passed and snatched it from

full flight. With little more than a

faint flutter, it hung Ufeless in his

jaws. Such episodes must frequently

be repeated, yet both choochldes

and foxes have probably been on

the islands for centuries and the

large bird population continues.

Choochkies gather their living

from beneath the sea, where, like

others of the auk family, they use

their wings to help in swimming.

Unhampered by table manners,

thev approach their nesting grounds

and waiting chicks with not only

a mouthful but a throatful, as well.

Frequently, in this overstuffed con-

dition, they sit along the tops of

the rocks near their homes to chirp

and enjoy the company of their

neighbors. While sitting thus, it is

a common sight to see the small

crustaceans that they have recently

gathered oozing from the edges of

their bills. When they feel that

something may be lost, they jerk

their heads upward, making several

quick gulping motions. In this wav,

the\' are apparently able to keep

their own meal and the one re-

served for their young settled in

place. A chick that an Aleut boy

had dug from beneath the rocks

was stuffed so full of the Uttle pink,

shrimplike crustaceans that they

constantlv protruded from the cor-

ners of its bill.

Early to arrive on the Pribilofs,

the choochkies are also one of the

first birds to leave as summer
closes. In early August I hiked

along the rocky beaches where a

few weeks before choochkie notes

sounded from beneath every rock,

but I found that none remained.

Unlike other island nesting sea

birds, they leave well in advance

of stormy fall weather, to pass the

winter at sea from the Aleutians

and the Commander Islands south

as far as Japan. November's winds

were heaping up stormy seas when
I last saw choochkies. We had

headed south and were leaving the

tempestuous Bering Sea to enter

the sheltered Aleutian passes. Little

flocks of ten to twenty choochkies

burst from the dark sea ahead or

dived from sight when our dipping

bow tossed forth a deluge of sprav.
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CLOTHES
MOTHS

By C. H. CuRRAN
Curator, Department of Insects and Spidei

Museum of Natural History
A A FEMALE CLOTHES MOTH laying eggs. She herself is a harmless creature,

completely without appetite—but she can produce 100 or more ravenous larvae

How to know them when you see them, and how

to protect your furs and fabrics from their ravages

CLOTHES moths are gener-

ally considered to be Public

Enemy No. 1 by the American

housewife. Her husband may have

the same idea, and with good cause.

There is scarcely a family that has

not suffered from the depredations

of these tiny but voracious crea-

tures, and once they become estab-

lished in a household they are diffi-

cult to dislodge. The size of the

adult moth is about twice that of

a large grain of rice. Their live

weight is about equal to the rice,

and it would require five or more

dead specimens, from which the

moisture has evaporated, to equal

the weight of a lusty Hving speci-

men.

The three kinds of moths that at-

tack our clothes originated in Eu-

rope, and they have probably been

associated with man from the time

he began using fur for clothing.

Unused or discarded pieces of fur

about his primitive dwelHngs would

have provided ideal breeding places

for the moths, just as fur coats that

are not in constant use do today.

Primitive man probably paid no at-
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tention to the tiny yellowish or

grayish moths that rested on fur

pieces. He was very different from

the housewife of today, who be-

comes alarmed at the sight of any

small moth in any part of the house

and rushes to kill it. Quite often

the offending moth is a harmless

creature that has flown in through

the window, attracted by the lights

in the home. More often the moth

may be one of those that feed on

cereals, nuts, or dried fruits—insects

that originate in the kitchen rather

than in the clothes closet, chest of

drawers, or storage trunk. Almost

90 per cent of the moths brought to

the American Museum by alarmed

housewives belong in this latter

category; less than 10 per cent are

clothes moths.

It is very doubtful if householders

see five per cent of the clothes

moths in their home. Like almost

all moths, the adults are naturally

nocturnal and fly only at night un-

less disturbed; but they may fly

about a room on dark days or when

the blinds are drawn. Unlike most

moths, thev are not attracted to

light but always prefer shadows

and dark places. They have become

so accustomed to darkness that they

are able to survive in sunshine for

only a few hours. Thus when a

clothes moth flits about a lighted

room in order to find new materials

upon which to lay its eggs, it will

usually hug the shadows. And it

is most adept at escaping from

clapping hands and a vigorously

wielded fly swatter. For a moth, it

can run extremely fast and can

quickly sidle out of sight behind

some piece of furniture. If the moth

you are chasing lands on a bright

area and makes no attempt to reach

the shadows, it is almost surely not

a clothes moth.

Unfortunately, the killing of an

adult clothes moth is not of much
importance in preventing damage.

The only possible advantage would

be in killing a female that still had

most of her hundred or more eggs

to lay. It is not the winged form

that eats your clothing. The adult

moth eats nothing. During the

caterpillar stage, clothes moths eat

enough to last the rest of their

lives. Enough nourishment is stored

by the caterpillar to enable it to

build its cocoon and change to the

pupal stage, the process whereby

all the elements in the body break



down and ultimatelv reassemble m
the form of a moth whose only

duts' is to propagate its kind.

There is some question as to

which of the clothes moths is the

most destructi\"e. This is not be-

cause the larvae of any particular

species eat more than another kind

but because one species predomi-

nates in some parts of the countr)'

or in some parts of a state. An in-

experienced person has difficult)' in

recognizing the t\vo common forms.

The Webbing Clothes Moth is the

only one that has come to my at-

tention, with one single exception,

vet many entomologists state that

the Case-bearing Clothes Moth is

the most common! Not a single

case-bearer has been brought to

the American Museum in the past

20 years, and in all the buildings

I have examined, the pest has al-

ways been the webbing one.

The webbing clothes moth is

known as TineoJa biseUiella, and

tlie adult is readily recognized

when one becomes familiar with it.

It is creamy in color, with a brick-

red head, pointed wings, and a

length of approximately a quarter

of an inch. Specimens brought in

for identification are usually badly

mangled from having been crushed.

Sufficient experience enables one to

identify them, though with most

small moths a nearly perfect speci-

men is usually necessary.

The Tineola larva is quite char-

acteristic because it spins silk

wherever it goes. As it feeds, it

more or less covers itself with a

silken canopy; and if it wanders

from the tunnel it has eaten in your

clothing or bedding, it leaves a

silken trail, possibh' to enable it to

return to its original grounds. As a

general rule, the caterpillar is able

to find sufficient food for its full

growth within an inch or less of

the place where it starts feeding;

but if it finds the food there untasty,

it will travel, nibbhng as it goes

(and leaving a silken trail), until

it finds a spot to its fikdng. It is

Tineola s habit of building an extra-

heavy canopy over its principal

feeding place that causes it to be

confused with the case-bearing

species.

* The clothes moth destroys only when it is a caterpillar, but it's in the

housewife's interest to kill it in every stage. A turning point in man's age-old

warfare against this insect can be gained through wise use of modern remedies

(iO

The eggs of the clothei moth

ore layed singly in places

where the coterpillors will

find food. Preferred places

ore stained or soiled ports of

dothing Qr\6 other woolens

or lint-filled cracks in floors

aT>d walls. Dry cleoning

protects orticles.

LIFE CYCLE

OF THE

CLOTHES MOTH

When Itie larvo, or coter-

pillor, i» removed from i»»

coie or tunnel, it looks like

fhij. II ii only during the

caterpillar stage thot ma-

terials valued by house-

holders are destroyed.

The webbing clothes moth is

creamy in color, with <a reddish

head. The case-bearirig clothes

J 11 moth is doll cream, vvilh dork

1 n spots on the wings. The moth

itself is entirely hormless, since

it takes no food of any kind.

But its presence is a w arrving of

potential damage.

The silken cocoon of the

clothes moth contains the

pupa in a sarcophogous-like

case. Inside this the essential

organs of the caterpillar

break down and reassemble

to produce the flying iruect.

The larva of Tinea pellionella

builds and carries its own house

around with it. Externally, the case

looks like the material upon which

the caterpillar is feeding, because

it is composed of short, chewed-off

pieces of that material fastened to-

gether with silk. If the material

should be a plaid, the pattern

would be lost because there would

be a blend of the various colors.

Because the caterpillar adds to its

house as it grows, many who have

reai'ed the moth to study its life

history have amused themselves by

feeding the lan^ae different colored

wools at different times so as to

produce cases of intriguing pat-

terns.

Regardless of how the outside

of the case may look, the inside al-

ways bears a stout hning of smooth,

pure white silk. Since the case is

built as soon as the newly born

larva begins to feed, it must be

frequently enlarged, and the cater-

pillar has evolved a most efficient

manner of doing this. It is the same

procedure that a tailor follows when

he has to let out trousers to accom-

modate the expanding midriff of a

gentleman who is becoming portly.

The offending trousers are ripped

from the top at the seams, and a

long, narrow, V-shaped enlarge-

ment is made. The case-building

lai"va has no seam to cut, since the

case is solidly woven silk. But it

has no real worry. It merely chews

a narrow hne in the case from the

front end to a little behind the

middle, forces the resulting slit well

open, and fills the space with new

lining. Then it repeats the process

on the opposite side. One end of

the house having now been en-

larged, the caterpillar turns around

and goes through the same pro-

cedure at the other end. Obviously,

this process would soon result in a

silken, wool-covered case that

would be much constricted in the

middle. But the caterpillar takes

care of this by shtting tlie case in

the middle, spreading it, covering

it on the outside vvith pieces of its

foodstuff, and lining tlie inside with

new soft silk.

The case-bearing clothes moth

produces only one generation each



year. When the lar\ a has become

full-grown in the fall, it walks off

in its case and seeks a place in

which to spend the winter. It may
crawl from carpets or clothing upon

which it has fed to the underside

of a shelf or ceiling or into any

crevice that will provide protection.

In such a place it remains in a tor-

pid condition until the following

spring, when it changes to a pupa.

About three weeks later the adult

moth emerges. If it is a female, she

finds a mate, then goes about the

essential business of locating suit-

able material upon which to lay

her eggs. The adult moth is dull-

cream in color, \vith a number of

dark spots on the front wings and

paler, unspotted hind wings.

The third species, Tricophaga

tapetezella, is not too common in

America, but where it occurs, it

causes fully as much destruction as

the other lands. It usually shows a

strong preference for furs and

woolens, in which it builds silk-

lined timnels that enable it to move

at will from one feeding place to

another. It pupates within a tunnel.

Perhaps its chief interest lies in the

fact that it is known to breed in the

pellets of indigestible bones and

fur regurgitated by owls. The eggs

are laid in the pellets during tlie

warm days of spring, and the larvae

grow to maturitv' by fall. This moth

is supposed to be the only one of

our clothes moths that is able to

survive northern winters out of

doors. Its outdoor life history has

Photo courtesy Du Pont Co.

not been thoroughlv studied in

North America, and we cannot state

positively whether it can survive

if there is not a heavy protective

covering of snow. Actually, the

moths that lay eggs in owl pellets

mav have passed the winter in in-

fested buildings.

According to aU the textbooks,

clothes moths feed only upon ani-

mal products, and the list is a rather

long one. If we wish to make it

short, we may say in a very general

way that the larvae feed upon fur

(hair) or feathers, which may be

classified as modified hairs. They

also feed upon casein and miUc

products. They are not supposed to

feed upon plant products or silk,

but one of the heaviest infestations

I have seen occurred in cheesecloth

—and, strangely enough, woolen

goods in the same home were not

attacked.

This particular infestation oc-

cmred in Canada at a time when

I was running the first test of cal-

cium cyanide as a fumigant for in-

sects in flour mills. An uncle in-

formed me that his house was full

of clothes moths and asked me to

investigate, hoping, I am sure, that

I would fumigate his home. I ex-

^^m^mn^^

A The larvae of the clothes moth

amined the house. There were nu-

merous clothes moths flying about,

since the bhnds had been kept

down, but I could find no trace of

moth damage in carpets or other

woolen goods. The attic had more

moths than any other part of the

house, yet I could find no woolens

stored there. The only thing in the

attic, other than wooden furniture,

was a huge box of cheesecloth that

had been used as insect screening

during the summer. Naturally, I was

not interested in that, and it was

only after I had left the attic that

I decided to take a look at it. When
I opened the box, my eyes popped.

Clothes moths were swarming over

the cheesecloth by the hundreds,

and a casual examination showed

that it was interwoven with the

webs of the webbing clothes moth.

I quickly closed the top and gave

instructions to have the whole thing

taken to the back yard and burned.

This was done, and the infestation

disappeared. In this case the cheese-

cloth had been used two seasons

before and had not been washed

before storing. It probably had en-

trapped thousands of small insects

and, in spots, had become stained

by grease. It provided an ideal

breeding place for the moths, and
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A In typical eating position: the

lowered head of the larva, with lower ja\v

pushed into the nap. The creature often

finds all the food for its growth within

an inch of where it starts feeding

< Treated fabric unharmed {lejt) ; un-

treated fabric badly damaged (right)
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A A PERFECTLY CLEAN coat in an airtight bag will stay moth-free, but

it's safer to rely on cold storage. Larvae are inactive below 40 degrees F.

they made the most of the oppor-

tunit)'.

A chief source of infestation is

soundproofing material. At one

time, felt was commonly used for

this purpose. It is stiU used for in-

sulating water and heating pipes

and as a cushion in hangers in the

flooring. Once these felts become

infested, the moths will come out

wherever they can find an opening,

and the whole building is exposed

to their attack. How the moths find

their way into the felt is a mystery.

They breed there by the millions;

those that find their way out attack

•carpets, clothing, and furniture.

Where clothes moths are ob-

served flying about in numbers that

are really alarming—ten or more a

day—the chief source of supply may
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be some rather small, unnoticed ob-

ject. In one apartment a thorough

examination of carpets and closets

revealed only two or three laivae.

Attention finally focused on a

stuffed owl that stared wisely from

the top of a tall bookcase. When
its feathers were rufB.ed, moths

swarmed from it, and beneath what

seemed to be outward complacency

there was a labyrinth of silken tun-

nels and threads.

At a summer home in central

New York State a moose head,

which for 20 years had gazed

mournfully from above the fire-

place, was the cause of an annual

infestation in a New York apart-

ment many miles away. The moths

swarmed from the head and laid

their eggs upon blankets and

woolen clotiies that hung unused

during the warm summer months.

Blankets brought back from the

countiy were found to be infested

each year.

For several years, clothes moths

appeared in considerable numbers
in my office at the Museum. I was

not worried because there was

nothing in the office that could be

damaged. Finally I became curious

and made a thorough search. In

the back of a coat closet, tucked in

a pair of high boots, were the re-

mains of a pair of woolen socks that

had been stored a few years before

in anticipation of another field tiip.

Later, the original source of this in-

festation was found, quite fittingly,

in the Lepidoptera room, where a

quantity of green felt had been

stored, years before, in an unused

insect cabinet.

We must not get the idea that all

infestations occur in unusual places.

Far from it. In a New York City

apartment on Park Avenue, where

the carpets were deep and springy,

the moths flew about freely behind

cmtains drawn to prevent the sun-

hght from fading the colors, but

very few caterpillars were found

about the edges of the rugs. How-
ever, in the lush carpeting that cov-

ered the stairways, the story was

different: dozens of larvae were

found on each step and riser. From

these almost continuously darkened

areas, the moths had spread through

the whole apartment, and if left

undisturbed they would have even-

tually infested every square foot of

carpeting.

It is generally believed that

clothes moths cannot withstand

freezing temperatures and that stor-

age of woolen clothing and furs

outside during the winter will pre-

vent damage. At one time I shared

this belief, but I have long been

completely disillusioned. When I

retiirned to Canada after the First

World War, I brought back almost

no souvenirs, but I did want to pre-

sei-ve my uniform as a reminder

of the days I had spent with a fa-

mous Scottish regiment. To be sure

that nothing would happen to it,

I placed it in a trunk with other

possessions and put this out on an
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unheated, enclosed sleeping porch.

In winter the temperature was fre-

quently colder than 20 degrees F.

below zero for days at a time, and

I was certain that everything was
safe. It was two or, perhaps, three

years before I had occasion to open

the trunk, and the sight that met

my eyes was anything but hearten-

ing. Clothes moths were swarming

in the trunk, and my prized kilts

were white with webbing and more

thoroughly riddled than if sub-

jected to several rounds of buck-

shot from a twelve-gauge gun.

In those early days of insect con-

trol the methods of preventing

damage from clotlies moths were

crude and not too efficient. It may
seem foolish to refer to the early

1920's as "early days," but when
the conditions of those times are

analyzed, one realizes the wonder-

ful advances that have been made
during the last 20 years. At that

time paradichlorbenzol, commonly
known as dichloricide, was unheard

of as an insecticide; it was a waste

product of industry. Its first use in

America was for the protection of

museum collections from insect

pests, about 1924. Its use as a pro-

tection against clothes moths came

several years later, and it was not

until the early 1930's that it gained

its rightful popularity.

Previously, the common proce-

dure against clothes moths had been

to pack woolens and furs in moth
balls. Camphor was the favorite

substance, and I can well remember

wearing my winter clothing or my
dress suit for several days with the

odor of camphor contaminating the

pure, fresh air. Of course, my
mother hung out all the unen-

tombed clothing in the bright sun

to dissipate the telltale odor, but

somehow it would cling, and when
one came from outside into a warm
room, there would be tilting of

noses and knowing looks. Then, too,

it was embarrassing to have some-

one remark: "Well, I see you're

coming out of the moth balls."

Later came naphthalene balls and

crystals. They were much less odor-

ous and their stench less lasting.

Also, they were evidently less effi-

cient. It is possible that camphor

did kill most clothes moth caterpil-

lars when used in sufficient quan-

tity, but naphthalene kills very few.

The best it does is to prevent moths

from laying eggs on stored mate-

rials.

Early in the present century there

developed a belief that cedar chests

would prevent damage by clothes

moths. The idea probably origi-

nated from the fact that grand-

mother, or great-grandmother, al-

ways stored the warm articles used

in winter in a cedar chest, and they

were never damaged. In the days

of grandmother and great-grand-

mother, cedar was a common wood.

There were large trees that yielded

fine lumber, and chests made from

them had a pleasant odor. We know

that some insects do not like cer-

tain odors, but it has never been

proved that the clothes moth does

not like cedar. It might like the odor

just as much as we do. Even if it

doesn't, cedar chests lose their

cedary smell after a few years. The

fable about the protective powers

of the cedar chest may be explained

by the fact that houses in grand-

mother's day were poorly heated.

Often, during the night, the water

in the pitcher on the washtable in

the bedroom would freeze over.

Many times have I broken the ice

and doused my shivering face in

those cool, health-giving waters. In

the cold houses of those days the

clothes moths could only indulge

in feeding for three or four months

of the year, and they did not de-

velop rapidly as they do now in

buildings having a temperatm-e of

sixty or over almost every day in

the year.

Grandmother had one method of

protection that will do a good job

today. Several times—two to four—

during the summer, she would take

all the blankets, winter coats, and

furs outside and hang them in the

bright sunUght to air. She didn't

know, of course, that sunhght

meant death to the clothes motli

caterpillars. Maybe she thought that

airing just helped preserve the

clothes; but regardless of that, she

was employing a wonderful method

of clothes moth control. She would

also have the carpets and rugs taken

outside in spring and autumn and

given "a good beating." That was

to get the dust and dirt out of them:

it got any unwary clothes moth
larvae out, too.

Dichloricide ushered in a new
era of clothes moth control. For

the first time, we had a handy ma-

terial that would not only keep

clothes moths away but would ac-

tually kill the larvae. True, it is a

slow killer, and even in a sealed

ti'unk it might take a week or more

to destroy the pests. It was used,

and still is, in various ways. A half

pound or more of the crystals, de-

pending upon the size of the area

to be protected, may be placed in

drawers, trunks, or clothes closets.

In the latter it should be placed on

the highest shelf in a shallow con-

tainer, such as a saucer, or hung

from the ceiling in a cheesecloth

bag. The gas given off is heavier

than air, and if a deep container

is used, the gas is unable to escape

over the sides. Crystals are many
times more efficient than "cakes" or

pellets. To protect carpets during

the summer, they may be lightly

sprinkled with dichloricide crystals,

then rolled, wrapped, and sealed in

heavy paper.

When you use your vacuum

cleaner in reverse and blow the

fumes of dichloricide over your

rugs or cai-pets, you may be doing

some good. However, since the ma-

terial is a very slow killer it is obvi-

ous that such casual treatment is of

no lasting value. In my tests I have

found that larvae may remain active

for at least four days when their

woolen foodstuff is covered with

crystals; then, when removed to

fresh air, they develop normally.

One of the simplest ways to pre-

vent damage to clothing, blankets,

and carpets is to place them in

cold storage. At temperatures be-

low 40 degrees F., the larvae are

wholly inactive, and young larvae

are unable to survive two or three

months at this temperature. Full-

grown larvae, to be sure, may sur-

vive such treatment for as much as

six months, but in the spring, when

you are usually thinking of cold

storage, all the larvae are young.

Clothing that has been in frequent
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use does not harbor moths, but it

should not be stored at home with-

out first being dry-cleaned, because

soiled clothing attracts moths much
more than clean clothing. Dry-

cleaning kills both eggs and larvae.

But vou'd better not trust your fur

coat to home storage. Better put it

in cold storage.

Both of the above procedures

are merely emergency measures. To
get rid of the pests, you must de-

strov them where they have become
entrenched. Aiter we had moved
into our present home, we learned

that one closet had a reputation of

being heavily infested with clothes

moths. Our neighbors told us after

we had discovered it ourselves.

Ever)' spring and all during the

summer an occasional clothes moth
and sometimes a half dozen at a

time would be seen dancing merrily

over the clothing. They had taken

up tlieir abode in the lint and dirt

that filled the cracks in the floor,

shelves, and walls, and deep down
in these cracks they were protected

bv the hut from the fumes of di-

chloricide and from heavy spraying

with rotenone, pyrethrum, and

DDT. Each spring, Uke guerrillas,

they would sally forth from their

stronghold, and almost inevitably

some article of winter clothing

would be damaged. Had the closet

been kept closed and sealed for

several weeks, it is possible that the

pests might have been eliminated,

but it was in almost daily use.

The moths were driven out of

the closet by the use of a special

lamp shade heavily impregnated

with DDT. The shade was placed

over a 50-watt lamp and the hght

turned on for several days. Later,

the lamp was lighted only a few

hours a week. The idea seemed fan-

tastic. It did not seem possible that

such a simple device could do what

really drastic measures failed to

accomphsh. Three things combined

to produce the result. Clothes moths

do not like light, and they need a

The Bottle Palm
By Walter Henricks Hodge

/.. H. Bailey photo

A A BULGING MIDRIFF makes the middle-aged Bottle Palm the butt of

various jokes but provides the Cubans with a number of useful objects

ON the sandy savannas of ex-

treme western Cuba and on

the near-by Isle of Pines grows

the Bottle (or Barrel or Belly)

Palm, Colpothrinax Wrightii, one

of the most curious of the great

group of palms.

Just what is the purpose of the

curious sweUing on the trunk is

unknown. Possibly it represents a

region for the storage of reserve

foods. Certain it is that the strange

tumid growth does not ordinarily

appear until the tree matures,

for young trees usually lack the

bulge.

Since palms, like most mono-

cotyledons, lack the important

cambium layer that causes diame-

ter growth in most trees, the sudden

swelling in middle age must be

explained as a subsequent swelling

of cells already formed. The
Cubans, not without humor and

seeing a resemblance between their

tree and the surplus avoirdupois

that sometimes appears among
humans, have nicknamed it the

barrigona—hteraWy the "potbelly"

tree." Moreover, they put it to

strange uses. HoUowed out, the

swollen sections of trunk occasion-

ally are made into canoes, crude

barrels, watering troughs for domes-
tic beasts, or even crude beehives.

This is not to be confused with the barriguda
or "barrel-bellied" tree of Brazil iCatianillesia
arborea Schumann), described in the May
1946 issue of Natural History.
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certain amount of moisture. The
light was unpleasant enough, but

the heat also dried the air. In addi-

tion, and more important, the heat

from the hght caused some of the

DDT to volatilize and spread

through the closet. Air currents

were also set up, and fine crystals

were carried from the shade and

settled on walls, floor, and cloth-

ing. For three years now the clothes

closet has been safe, and so have

others in the house which have re-

ceived the same treatment.

Not all treatments are so simple.

When the infestation is general,

drastic procedures are necessary.

Where carpets are infested and

where the cracks in the floor serve

as a continuous source of infesta-

tion, there is need of special meas-

ures. Spray materials, such as DDT
or chlordane, must be forced under

high pressure into carpets and into

the cracks in the floor. Where insu-

lation is the source, materials must

be used that will result in moth-

proofing. Fumigation with cyanide

is useless. This extremely danger-

ous gas is lighter than air, and even

an abnormally heavy dosage will

not penetrate carpets or lint. It is

work for an entomologist who
knows his job.

Cyanide fumigation has a place

in moth control, but I do not think

it belongs in the home. Pieces of

furniture, such as mattresses, rugs,

chairs, and couches, may be sent

out for treatment in vacuum fumi-

gation chambers, but even this

method is not wholly approved be-

cause unless moths are completely

eliminated in the dwelling, rein-

festation may occur. However, it

does a fast job, and other control

measures may be undertaken while

the furnishings are away.

Furniture and mattresses are

treated nowadays with some of the

new insecticides in a highly volatile,

fireproof carrier. Long needles are

injected into the packing of the in-

fested article, and the spray forced

in under very high pressure. Suffi-

cient gases disseminate through the

packing to kill moth larvae, and a

protective residue is left.

We repeat that one very simple

precaution should always be taken.

Clothing and other woolen goods

should be dry-cleaned before being

stored, to remove any stains or

gi-ease: the larvae love contami-

nated places, and if they find none,

the article of clothing may escape

damage.

How much damage does the

clothes moth do? Well, it probably

destroys a half-million suits of

clothes and other garments each

year, with a value in excess of $25,-

000,000. Add to this another $10,-

000,000 or more for cold storage

and an additional $10,000,00 for

protective chemicals and you get

some idea why it pays to keep the

clothes moth out of your home.

THE PILOT WHALE AT MARINELAND Continued from page 308

sleeping at the surface at almost

any hour of the day.

There was no doubt in the minds

of his captors that at first the young

whale was lonely. This was to be

expected in a species as gregarious

as the pilot whale. For a long time

he confined his activities to the

south half of the tank, and this was

perhaps erroneously interpreted as

an effort to place as much dis-

tance as possible between him-

self and the porpoises, which spent

much of their time in the north

half. Eventually it was realized that

this was only due to the fact that

the nocturnal whale sought the

shade of the southern wall, while

the dolphins were more at home in

the sunnier portion.

Little by httle the whale became

accustomed to intimate association

with the other animals. Gradually

the dolphins came to accept him as

a member of the community, and

rarely one or more of them would

entice him into a game of chase.

Usually when they approached in

a spirit of playful pugnacity, he

threw himself on his back, the

better to follow their movements

with his eyes. At the end of a series

of spirited dashes about the tank, in

which the participants (including

the whale) sometimes threw them-

selves out of the water, the dol-

phins retired to the sunny side

and the whale to the shadow

side, to rest. The whale squealed

through his blowhole just as the

dolphins did when excited. One
day tlie whale discovered the jets

through which fresh sea water was

forced into the tanks. These power-

ful streams of water coming from

the bottom of the tank held a sort

of fascination for both the whale

and the dolphins. All of them

seemed to derive some sort of

pleasure from thrusting their heads

directly into the powerful stream. It

is probable that the torrent exerted

a caressing effect on their extremely

sensitive hides, and anything that

may produce such a feeling is

eagerly sought by all the captive

cetaceans.

Thus, when an attendant scrub-

bed the walls of the tank with a

scrubbing bnish on a pole, the

whale came to him to be scrubbed

also. Whale and dolphins alike

spent many of their waking hours

rubbing themselves on the hapless

loggerhead and green turtles. The

whale, lacking companionship of his

own kind overdid this to the ex-

tent that he suffered abrasions, par-

ticularly to his eyelids, from the

claws and sharp beaks of the turtles.

One of the most outstanding play

characteristics of porpoises is that

of mouthing and tossing into the

air dead fishes, pebbles, feathers,

and other objects encountered in

the tank. So it was not at all sur-

prising when the whale began to

take notice of such objects. He had

not taken to playing catch but had

been observed snatching floating

objects from the drain vortex in the
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center of the tank. He carried

them a short distance away, let

them go, and followed them back

into the whirlpool to take them
again and again.

Unhappily, the brief saga of the

world's onl)' capti^•e pilot whale was
brought to an abrupt close on July

6, almost nine months to the day

after his capture. In April, he had
received a setback when the bull

porpoises, mad with mating fever,

had buffeted him mercilessly with

their snouts and tails. Although two

of the latter were replaced by fe-

males, the rough treatment was

resmned late in June. About ten

days before he died, a decided loss

in appetite was noted. It was not

until an autopsy was performed

that the cause of this was deter-

mined.The right ramus of his lower

jaw was fractured. Half-healed rib

fractures, probably dating to the

LETTERS Continued from page 290

You'll recall in my article about tlie

swans in Alberta (NAxtjRAL History,

Oct., 1948) I mentioned a pair breeding

on the ranch of one Joe Tomshak, near

Grande Prairie. They should ha\e had

eggs this coming year.

The female picked a fight with a mov-

ing automobile about a month ago and

was killed. Too bad!

DuANE Featherstonhaugh.

Duanesburg, N. Y.

Beggar's Bowl
Sirs:

The article you published in the Janu-

ary- issue on the largest seed in the

world — the Seychelles nut — was most

interesting.

Soon after I read the article, I noticed

what appeared to be a half section of a

Seychelles nut on the arm of a native

beggar in the bazaar of Kuwait town, near

the head of the Persian Gulf. He was
utilizing it as a begging bowl. Later,

while visiting in the home of Lt. Colonel

and Mrs. H. R. P. Dickson, I asked Mrs.

Dickson if she had ever seen one of

these bowls and if she could tell me
something about its origin. From her col-

lection of Middle East curios she pro-

duced a specimen of a half section of

Seychelles nut which had been made
into a begear's bowl. I took the ac-

companying two photographs of it.

Colonel and Mrs. Dickson have re-

sided in Kuwait for over twenty years.

He is a retired British Pohtical Agent.

Mrs. Dickson has studied the plant and
animal life of this area for many years

and is considered the local authority on
it.

At my request, Mrs. Dickson wrote

33-

trouble in April, were also found.

Yet he did not starve to death, since,

in addition to his blubber, thick

layers of adipose tissue were found.

His passing was a great loss to Ma-
rine Studios not only because he

constituted a truly unique exhibit

but also because he had become,

through his eager response to kind-

ness and good care, endeared to all

who were concerned with his

welfare.

the following interesting account regard-

ing the Seychelles nut:

"I have spent many years in the Persian

Gulf and Iraq, and up to some years

ago these half nut-shells were carried by
every fakir and beggar from Persia and

Afghanistan who wandered through the

cities of tlie Middle East. They are still

used today but are not seen so often. In

them food and money are collected. Two
rings were screwed into the upper over-

hanging portion, and a chain was at-

tached, through which the beggar put

his arm. The inside was completely

scooped out, leaving only the wrinkled,

veined, and ebony-hard shell. On the out-

side, usually only a portion of the rough

husk was left; the rest was cut away and

was poUshed.

"Among some of the tribes of the lower

Euphrates in southern Iraq, this half shell

is used today as a drinking cup in the

large guest chambers that are made of

reeds from the marshes. It is dipped into

the large eartlienware water jars ( hub )

which stand just inside the entrance of

every one of diese dark, cool guest or

council chambers. The belief is wide-

spread that no matter how sick or ill

a person is who may drink from this bowl,

the infection cannot be transmitted to

anyone drinking after him.

"I have had one of these bowls for

many years. It was presented to me by

the Sheikh of the Fatla tribe. Sheikh

Mizhir bin Faraun, who lived near Um
al Barur, Middle Euphrates, on the edge

of the marshes.

"It was indeed a high honor to be

presented with one of these valued bowls.

The Sheikh himself did not know what

the bowl was made from or from where

it came. He called it Kashkul, which is

the name by which it is known in these

parts.

"Here in Kuwait, the sea captains and
sailors who trade between Kuwait, Basrah,

India, Zanzibar, and Arabia will tell you
that diese shells are found washed up on
the coast of Goa—Portuguese India. They
believe that they are some kind of great

oyster shell from the bottom of the sea.

Every household here many years ago

used one of these shells to drink from.

They were of various sizes, some small
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and some large, and they usually had the

overhanging top removed. There are still

some in use in the Shia Mosques here.

They are attached to the wooden stand

below the water jars by a small chain

passed through a ring on the bowl.

"Some years ago, when some officers

of the Royal Navy who were visiting this

port saw the bowl hanging in my draw-

ing room, they told me that it was made

from the half shell of a very large nut

which grew in the Seychelles group of

islands."

I thought these extra details might be

of interest to some of your readers.

WlLLI.AM C. BuiE.

Kuwait, Ahmadi, Persian Gulf

My sincere compliments to you and

to your staff on the entire June, 1949,

issue of Natural History Magazine.

My personal compliments are of little

moment. But in all walks of life I hear

many expressions of appreciation from

persons of varied interests and occupa-

tions, to whom your magazine brings a

new appreciation and understanding of

tlie world around tliem and the inter-

relations of This with That.

I should like to learn that others also

are writing you of their understanding

and appreciation of the fine work that

the Museum is doing. Your magazine is

the only inkling most of us have of what

really is going forward.

"Much Interested."

New Jersey

'"Stern" Words

Sirs:

As a subscriber to your very excellent

magazine, which my family and I enjoy

immeasurably, I am taking the liberty of

calling your attention to an error in the

excellent article, "The Spin of the Sea,"

by N.
J.

Berrill.

My daughter and I took the courses

at Columbia on oceanography, and Dr.

Berrill's article was intensely interesting

until I reached page 272, third column,

in which Dr. Berrill states:

"At one time a U. S. Coast Guard

Cutter lying across the cold wall found

the sea temperature at the bow to be 34

degrees and at the stem 56 degrees F."

Someone should have told Dr. Berrill

that the bow and the stem are one and
the same part of a vessel. The probabili-

ties are that most of your subscribers

picked this up, but I just wanted to

make sure that you have done so.

Eugene A. Schmitt.

New York, N. Y.

Thanks to Mr. Schmitt's kindly

comment regarding this "shp that

passed in the night," Natubal His-

tory Magazine will in future try

LETTERS

What cJl&ouf Q)(zx

cJlmong cflnlmafs?

By Edward Dembitz

With some species of animals, it takes an expert to tell the male from

the female. With others, the distinction between the sexes is quite

marked, not only in the reproductive organs but in major physical

characteristics, habits, and their relationship to man.

The questions below test your awareness of these latter differences.

Indicate your opinion on each question by circling either the M
(male), the F (female), or the B (both male and female). Then turn

to page 334 for the correct answers. A score of twelve right is well

above average.

1. Which crickets chirp? M F B

2. Which African elephants have tusks? M F B

3. Which nightingales sing? M F B

4. Which mosquitos bite humans? M F B

5. Which diamond-back terrapins are marketed for food? M F B

6. Which spiders spin webs? M F B

7. Which lions have manes? M F B

8. Which katydids say "Katy-did"? M F B

9. Which kangaroos have pouches? M F B

10. Which caribou bear antlers? M F B

11. Which horseflies bite horses? M F B

12. Which lyrebirds have lyrelike tails? M F B

13. Which musk deer yield musk? M F B

14. Which honeybees are the "workers"? M F B

15. Which fireflies emit light? M F B

16. Which fur seals are taken for their fur? M F B

Correct answers on page 334

to remember whether it is coming

or going.—Ed.

Minus Tail Feathers

Sirs:

At the feeding station in my window,

one chickadee was definitely boss. In fact,

he was dubbed Hitler, so emphatically

did he dictate. This bird could not be

mistaken for any other, not only because

of his manners but because he had

a dark streak Uke a scar across his pale

breast.

In early March, Hitler suddenly ap-

peared one day without a tail. In the

blustery winds and the snow, he looked

about as ridiculous as a man in shorts

at a Christmas party.

In about two weeks a beautiful new

tail was fully grown—but alas, in a short

time only one feather of that remained,

and in two more days he was again tail-

less.

Now he is sporting tail Number 3 and

is as belhgerent as ever. Is this a cus-

tomary procedure in the molting season?

If not molting, could he have lost all

those feathers in fights?

Muriel Thomson.
Kitchener, Ontario

The following comments are offered

by Dr. John T. Zimmer of the American

Museum's Bird Department:

Miss Thomson's account of the chick-

adee's tail is interesting, although the

experience is not uncommon among birds.

There is every possibihty that the

bird's tail became frozen to its perch dur-

ing one of the cold nights, so that it

was pulled out when the bird attempted
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to depart in the morning. Such occur-

rences are not at all rare. A fight with

another bird or a near escape from a

predator)' cat could have been the cause,

but considering the weather at the time

and its repetition shortly thereafter, I

belie\'e tlie first explanation is the correct

one.

When the bird is healthy, featliers lost

by accident are promptly replaced, at

least up to a certain point. The limitations

ha\'e not been determined for the vast

majoritv of birds. In fowl, it has been

reported that the regular body plumage

can only be replaced three times between

periods of regular molt, but the primary

flight feathers of the wing are less re-

stricted. It would not be surprising to

find the tail feathers also less limited than

the body feathers since, Hke the primaries.

they are of much more importance in

the bird's existence. Nevertheless, they

probably have a definite Hmit of ex-

haustion. Comparative figures on such

details would make an interesting study.

It has been found that when the capa-

bilities of a feather follicle, which is the

cavity from which the feather grows,

have been exhausted by repeated activi-

ties of this sort between molts, normal

growth of a new feather nevertheless takes

place at the next molting season. If the

successive feathers are pulled out as

soon as they grow, necessitating un-

broken continuity in replacement, some
breakdown of pigmentation appears to

occur that does not happen when there

is an appreciable interval. Full details

of this and other interesting circumstances

have vet to be established.

BOOKS Continued jr.

same one twice (pp. 13 and 566). Many
of the photographs are uncredited and

were evidently taken by Miss Pitt her-

self; others are by such talented bird

photographers as Eric Hosking and G. K.

Yeates. Birds in Britain opens with a

passage from The Canterbury Tales and
closes to the stately rhythms of Paradise

Lost. AU in all, enough poetry about birds

is quoted to fill a fair-sized anthology.

This is an informative, if somewhat
diffuse, volume. Every bird student will

find much of interest in its pages, even

though he is neither a beginner nor a

resident of the British Isles.

Dean Amadon.

The twelve seasons
by Joseph Wood Krutch

William Sloan Associates, $3.00

188 pp.

T70R the author, the year begins more
^ properly in April, and his "perpetual

calendar for the country" begins and

ends with Spring Peepers, as a sort of

annual resurrection antedating the sources

of Easter. And as each of the months

brings changes in weather and in ani-

mals and plants, it suggests a train of

thought relating man to the natural world

around him. Throughout, Professor

Krutch is impressed with man's unwil-

hngness to consider himself just one of

the living things, to say, "We're all in

this together." The untidiness of Nature

puzzles him, and he concludes that "the

God who planned the well-working ma-
chines which function as atom and solar

system seems to have had no part in

arranging the curiously inefficient society

of plants and animals in which everything

works against everything else ..." in

a struggle that "goes on inconclusively

millennium after millennium."

The neutral position of Nature in these

struggles for survival seems particularly

strange since man is so ready at all times

to take sides. The author feels the futility

of interference but notes a diminishing

interest in doing so, a casual or negligent

attitude toward life, as the size of the

organism decreases. When confronted

with single-celled animals visible only

through the microscope. Professor Krutch

finds himself wondering about his rela-

tionships to them. To him the discontinu-

ity in size separates his activities from

their worlds far more completely than

from any possible men on Mars. No
interplanetary travel can bridge the gap
and allow him to understand their lives.

Even among some things slightly larger,

the same problem exists for him. "Two-

Answers to Quiz on page 333

1. MALE (it's his love song, some
experts say)

2. BOTH (females' are shorter and
less curved)

3. MALE 90% of time, but female
has occasionally been
heard to sing

4. FEMALE (male feeds on plants)

5. FEMALE with few exceptions,

since they attain the

salable length of 6",

while males rarely at-

tain 5"

6. BOTH
7. MALE
8. MALE ( female replies with weak

chirp)

9. FEMALE
10. BOTH (in all other North Amer-

ican deer, only males
have antlers)

11. FEMALE (male seldom bites. It

feeds on pollen and
plant juices.)

12. MALE
13. MALE
14. FEMALE (but they're sexually

undeveloped)
15. BOTH
16. MALE (but years ago, before

present restrictions.
both sexes were taken
indiscriminately

)
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legged creatures we are supposed to love

as well as we love ourselves. The four-

legged, also, can come to seem prett)'

important. But six legs are too many from

the human standpoint. Notliing that has

them can be regarded with any sense of

great intimacy."

The distinctive feature of life in the

country around the year is not that "it

is empty or that nothing happens, but

quite simply that there is so much here

wluch is not man . .
." The whole book

stresses the importance of human kin-

ship to living things as a guide in

making man more humane, less machine-

Kke, with warmer thoughts and stronger

emotions. Faith in the future, in the

return of the seasons, in the continuity

of Ufe and of man, is the essence that the

author distills from observations near his

Connecticut country home.

LORUS
J.

AND MaRGEBY
J.

MiLNE.

Our summer with the
ESKIMOS
...--.-by Constance and

Harmon Helmericks

Little, Brown and Company, $3.50

239 pp., 33 illust.

f^ OING to live in Alaska appeals to

^^ thousands of young people in the

States, particularly those in the North-

west, as an adventure of the sort that our

grandparents experienced on the Ameri-

can frontier during the last century. The

few hundred who actually do go each

year discover that Juneau, Anchorage,

Fairbanks, or Nome are very similar to

any small town "outside," and the jobs

they must take to earn a living are no

difierent at all. The Helmericks are rep-

resentative of the small percentage who,

having escaped from the United States

Midwest and having been transported to

Alaska (at a very high freight rate), ac-

tually do become acquainted with the

country.

This book tells the story of a summer's

experience in a fairly simple and straight-

forward fashion. They left the cabin in

which they had spent the winter on the

Alatna River, just south of the Brooks

Range, and after some difficulties had

themselves and a small outfit flown over

to Umiat on the Colville. Here they

assembled a canoe and vrith a small

Photo by Greuzetnann, from Leon

A Take-off "in tandem" a remarkable action shot of godwits taking flight

motor went down to the Arctic Ocean

and eastward to Beechy Point, where they

foimd a trading post and a small con-

centration of Eskimos. These people are

the rather acculturated remnants of die

fairly large population diat once hved

Whinners ot the lUineralg Cryptomaze in the May issue of Natural

History: The three contestants submitting the highest number of minerals

listed in the main section (A-Z) of Webster's New International Dictionary—
1948 (unabridged), in accordance with the rules of the contest, are: Harold

Eaton, Jackson Heights, N. Y.; Dr. Henry S. Rich, Bronx, N. Y.; Miss

Stella Keabbenhoft, Sabin, Minnesota. Each of these winners has received

a copy of the Manual of Mineralogy, by Dana and Hurlbut, published by

John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

yotjr new books

up the rivers tliat flow down to this

north coast, and the Helmericks' inci-

dental descriptions of their present cus-

toms and attitudes are the best parts of

die book.

Misadventmres building a sod house,

trying to accumulate fuel for the winter,

and acquiring an outfit of skin clothing

are detailed. They went caribou hunting

and seaHng and made a trip to Barrow

for suppUes for the native store at

Beechy Point. None of the mistakes that

all strangers make in this exacting environ-

ment are glossed over, and the obvious

honesty of this simple story recommends

it. This is the second in a series of three

books narrating the extended journey

made by the Helmericks in northern

Alaska. James A. Ford.
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MUSEUM ANNOUNCEMENTS
Museum Expedition

Leaveg for Afghanistan

The first American archaeological ex-

pedition to Afghanistan left the American

Museum of Natiu-al History by plane on

July 12 for Karachi, India. Led by Walter

A. Fairser%-is, Jr., special field assistant

of the Museum's Department of Anthro-

pology, the expedition is seeking traces

of what are believed to be some of the

earliest cultures in the southern areas of

Afghanistan near the Dasht-i-Margo, the

fabled "desert of death."

The expedition will work in co-opera-

tion with the Afghanistan Minisby of

Education in exploring areas that it is

hoped will yield CNidence of prehistoric

cultures in Cenb-al Asia. According to

Mr. Fairser\ds, these prehistoric cultures

in Afghanistan may have been among the

earhest forerunners of basic eastern and

western ci%Tlizations.

This wiU be the first of a series of expe-

ditions that may co\er several years. The

ex-plorations will be divided into two

general phases, consisting of studies of the

Paleolidiic period and the earhest Neo-

lithic, ranging from 2000 to 3000 years

B. C.

Mr. Fairservis is accompanied on the

expedition by Louis Dupree, a graduate

student in archaeology at Harvard Uni-

versit)', and Henry W. Hart, an architect

and graduate student at Yale Umversit>'.

Dupree accompanied last year's Peabody

E.\-pedition, which explored traces of pre-

historic man in French caves. Fairservis

did extensive archaeological work in Mon-

golia and China during the past war

and has also worked on the famous

Mongolian collections of the American

Museum's Central Asiatic Expeditions.

The expedition will also be accompanied

in the field by several Afghan students,

who will assist in excavations and will be

trained in field study activities.

Special field equipment was sent ahead

by boat, to be picked up by the expedi-

tion at Karachi. The archaeologists expect

to remain in the field for appro.ximately

six months.

Expedition

to L'pper Amazon Tribes

Lewis N. Cotlow, whose previous ex-

plorations have taken him deep into the

jungles of Central Africa and the Amazon

Basin, is making his third visit to the

Jivaro Indians (pronounced HEE-va-roe).

This Ecuadorian tribe is popularly known

because of its practice of shrinking human

heads to the size of an orange. From

Quito, Ecuador, Mr. Cotlow expects to

travel to Cuenca to establish his opera-

tional base and thence into the territory

of the Jivaros. He is accompanied by

Jules Van Dyk Bucher, noted motion pic-

ture photographer, and expects to spend

about six weeks in the Ji\'aro hinterland.

After a similar mission in Peruvian

Amazon Territon,-, the party plans to

travel down the Amazon from its head-

waters to the sea, a hcird and difficult

journey of 3000 miles, of which the first

800 are the toughest. This journey will

include a protiacted stay among the

Yaguas Indians. These, because of their

long fiber skirts, were belie\ed to be

women warriors by the Spanish conquis-

tadors and are the reason why the river

was called the Amazon.

Wliile the primarv- purpose of the

expedition is to obtain motion pictures

and stiU photographs of little-known

Indian tiibes, Mr. Cotlow hopes also to

collect ethnological material for the

American Muserun. He expects to return

to Xew York late this fall.

Donhey
"Sheleton-in-Motton"

The final masterpiece of one of the

great osteologists of the century, the late

S. Harmsted Chubb, has been placed on

exhibit recently in the Hall of Compara-

tive Anatomy at the American Museum.

This exhibit will rank high among the

more than 30 other examples of Mr.

Chubb's artistry on display in the Mu-

seum—creations that won him world-

wide acclaim as the originator of truly

artistic "skeletons-in-motion."

In this exhibit, a donkey is shown in

the posture it assumed when fighting off

the attack of a botfly by gnawing its

hind leg with its teeth. It w'ould be

hard to imagine any position more diffi-

cult to depict accurately yet gracefully,

but like all of Mr. Chubb's other master-

pieces, this is a true work of art as well

as a scientifically accurate representation.

Students of art, to whom anatomy is

of such fundamental importance, have

alwavs received inspiration and technical

enhghtenment from Mr. Chubb's mount-

ings.

Eskimo Life Portrayed

An unusual collection of photograplis

from the shores of the Arctic Ocean will

be on display at the American Museum

until September 7. The exhibit comprises

approximately 45 pictures showing the

influence upon the Eskimo of American

and European contact and portraying the

modern life of one community in northern

Canada.

This remarkable series is the work of

the Reverend Canon J.
H. Webster, mis-

sionary of the Church of England at

Coppermine in the Northwest Territories,

Canada, who has spent 22 years in the

arctic.

The exhibit, entitled "In Parka and

Igloo," is made up of four groups of

black-and-white photographs: People,

Building a Snowhouse, Travel by Dog

Team, and the Search for Food.

In the Planetarium

During September, visitors to the

Hayden Planetarium will have oppor-

tunity to inquire into the mysteries of

time and timekeeping, in a program en-

titled "Time by the Stars." The demon-

stration will explain how the astronomer

checks his time by the stars, why our

clocks and watches differ from sundial

time, and other related questions.

Wildlife Poster Contest

Again this vear the annual Conserva-

tion Poster Contest of the National Wild-

life Federation \vill be held for contestants

in all grades from the seventh through

the twelfth in high schools. The contest

will be divided into two groups, with a

separate prize for each. Group No. 1

wU cover all contestants in the seventh,

eighth, and ninth grades, and the first

prize will be SIOO. Group No. 2 will

cover the high school grades through

the senior year, and the first prize will

be S250. The subject of the poster is:

"Soil and Water-and Their Products."

All entries must be received by January

10, 1950. Rules of the contest may be

obtained by %vriting to the National Wild-

life Federation, Washington, D. C.

Mammoth Cave Threatened

Kentucky's famed Mammoth Cave is

seriously threatened by a proposed flood

control dam across the Green River near

Mining City, according to the Wildlife

Management Institute. If the dam is

built, periodic flooding will permanently

damage characteristic geological forma-

tions in the cave, the National Park Serv-

ice points out. Water level retention

above 421.2 feet will cause flooding of

both the Echo River and New Discovery

sections of the labyrinth, and plans call

for a maximum surface elevation of 450

feet.

The Mammoth Cave area was purchased

by the people of Kentucky at a cost of mil-

hons of dollars and was presented as a

gift to the people of the nation. Conserva-

tionists feel that the recreational and

educational values of the cave cannot be

replaced by artificial means and that the

invasion of such an area by flood contiol

and power projects is not consistent with

the pubhc purpose behind it. The Na-

tional Park Service firmly supports this

view, and tlie Secretary of the Interior

has already protested vigorously to the

Secretary of the Army against the con-

struction of the dam.
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LETTERS
True Feet of \alMre

Sirs:

Like many out-of-towners, I thought

for a long time that New York Citv had

everything to ofFer except the true feel of

Nature. That was before I came to the

citv and discovered that a. dime's subway
ride would deposit me in a jungle where

hundreds of animals climb, leap, creep,

and pounce—motionless behind their glass

cages, each frozen into its own lifelike

stance in its own natural habitat. Animals

from every continent and from all the

oceans, right in the midst of skyscrapers.

Recently, I decided to spend my few

days of vacation doing animal sketching,

and, naturally, I first searched tlie zoo

for models. There I found plenty of ma-

terial, but, belie\e me, the material did

everything but pose. So I tried my luck

before die glass cages in the American

Museum. Not only did I find models that

willingly posed for me in their most nat-

ural positions, but I discoxered fishes,

birds, and other animals that I had never

known existed. And what amused me
most { like a photographer who prefers

"candids" of people rather than studio

poses, I, too, wanted my models to

"be themseKes"), the animals, though

stuffed, appeared to retain their special

personalities. The ferocity of the shark is

Great Hornbill Belted Kingfisher
Hummingbird Toco Toucan Mexican Ivory-Billed Woodpecker

/ ^
Blue & Yellow Macaw

Gray Owl Great Potoo

LETTERS

Sailfish Mako Shark (man-e-\ter)

337



/-^^

Moose (female)

written in its face. The male chimpanzee

is a show-oflF, while his spouse regards

him resignedly, obviously unimpressed by

his uncouth antics. The aardvark totters

about without a single opinion on impor-

tant issues, while the pelican grins apolo-

getically at its odd appearance. The cow
moose, despite her size, is suffering from

an inferioritv complex. The lion, on the

other hand, has no doubts about himself

and looks about with contemptuous as-

svirance. The elephant has a reputation to

maintain and is trying hard to look wise,

educated, and like someone who has

plenty to say. The Alaskan bear surprised

me; he seems to have a humble opinion

of his place in life and manages to look

quite gentle and self-effacing. The gib-

bons are completely unseff-conscious,

which is something you certainly couldn't

say of the capybara. And so on. Every one

of the animals appears with an individ-

uality of its own.

When I finished these drawings, it oc-

curred to me that, since they originated

right in Natural History's own home,

your readers might enjoy a few of them.

Perhaps there are many like myseff, who
did not realize what fun there can be in

sketching in this great museum. It is like

traveling wherever you want to go. I felt

like quite an explorer before I was

through. Stephen Baker.

New York, N. Y.

Artists can get folding chairs at the

door, and there are thirteen acres of

jungle and desert, sea and sky. Wheel
chairs are available for "convalescent ex-

plorers." The American Museum of Nat-

ural Historv' is open to the public every

day in the year, and there is never an

admission fee Ed.

Sea Monster
Sirs:

In October, 1946, I was notified that an

odd-looking animal had been discovered

lying on the beach at the southern tip of

the Kenai Peninsula, Alaska.

Mr. William Renfrew, a local attorney,

flew me to the spot in his float-equipped

plane. The animal was eighteen feet, ten

inches from tip to tip. The head mea-
sured three feet, six inches long and two

feet, two inches wide. There were 22
teeth in the lower jaw and 20 in the

upper. The actual toodi, when extracted

from the jawbone, measured four and a

half inches long.

An antliropologist from the University

of Alaska made a special trip to view my
pictures. However, he could not make a

positive identification, and when he

reached the place on the beach, a bad

storm had destroyed all the remains ex-

cept a part of tiie skull and the backbone.

At no time could we find evidence of the

rib structure. However, the anthropolog-

ist expressed tlie opinion that the animal

was a species of killer whale. The ques-

tion is still debated here in Alaska. Per-

haps you can settle the argument.

Don Knltdsen.

Anchorage, Alaska

The following comments are offered by

Dr. Harold E. Anthony, Chairman and

Curator of the Department of Mammals
at the American Museum:

It is not often that reports of sea mon-

sters, of dubious identity, are as well

documented as the one photographed and

described by Mr. Knudsen. With such

evidence as he suppMes, we could doubt-

less find a suitable name even for the

Loch Ness monster.

The animal beached on the Kenai

Peninsula is the Pacific Killer Whale,

Orcinus rectipinna, a giant member of the

porpoise family. The large teeth and the

size of the animal make die identity cer-

tain. Killer Whales are not uncommon in

Continued on page 382

"Sijcns^l^c;^
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
The Great Horned Owl is our only

large owl with ear tufts or "horns." With

its length of about two feet and wing-

spread of four feet or even more, it is

our fiercest and strongest owl, and it is

a formidable enemy of many woodland

creatures. However, it draws most heavily

on the ranks of the prolific rodents, in-

cluding farm rats, and is valuable in con-

trolling tjee-girdhng species like rabbits.

As early as February, the Great Homed
Owl may be seen nesting, even when
snow covers both nest and bird. It rarely

builds is own nest, taking instead the nest

of a hawk or crow, and it will protect its

young with a ferocity that prompts the

observer to approach cautiously. Like

other owls, it hunts at night or at dusk,

and especially in autumn its deep-toned

hoots and blood-curdling shrieks provide

one of the woodland's most eerie vocal

effects.

The Great Homed Owl seeks shelter in

dense forests and swamps and may be

seen in suitable environments in almost

any part of the United States. The color

photograph reproduced on the cover was

taken by Hal H. Harrison.
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Ai/\RT AND SCIENTIFIC
THOUGHT
--._..- by Martin Johnson

Colmiibia Uni\ersit)' Press, $3.00

200 pp., le'plates

np HE relationship of art to science, their
-"- complementary- aspects of a whole,
somewhat as tlie ob\erse and the re\-erse

of a coin, seems possible as a thesis only
in an age like ours. In the eighteenth

centnr\-, when art was primarily represen-

tational and science depended upon the

exidence of one's senses, the distinction

between the two must ha\e appeared
more evident and beyond the need for

reconciliation.

Dr. Johnson suggests tliat science has
been frustrated in the past because of a

failure to acliieve a healdiy relationship

with art. Both are concerned with the

communication of pattern, form, or struc-

ture. But where science builds on a logi-

cal basis and seeks to e\oke in all minds
a common and identical pattern, art

may be fantastic and permit a varieh- 6f

equally valid reactions. Even the con-
trast of the logicality of science and the

fantastic in art, he suggests, is becoming
blurred as modem science deals more
and more with concepts bevond sense

perception. One might comment on tliis

notion by pointing out that the concepts
of modem physics and chemistry are

sense perceived by mechanical extensions

of our senses and aim at the disco\ ery of

the real real behind the apparent real,

quite unlike the modem aesdietic formula-
tions of pure abstraction.

To illustrate his general thesis that

science and art must be reconciled. Dr.
Johnson presents first a series of essays on
what he calls the fantastic or imaginative
element in art. These include Beethoven's
final quartets, Chinese jade carvings,

Byzantine manuscripts, Gothic ivories,

the Russian ballet, and the poetry of

Walter de la Mare. In all these forms of

art, structures and patterns are para-
mount. Their pertinence, however, is not

NATLRAL HISTORY BOOKS
Oiit-of-Print

Astronomy, Meteorology, Geology,
Botany, Gardening, and Zoology,

Catalogues Issued

JOHN JOHNSON
R.F.D. =Z North Bennington, Vt.

always e,\actly striking, especially since

no one is likely to contest the existence

of form in these examples of art despite

the highly individual interpretations pos-

sible of any one of them.

Following tliis, the author deals with

several examples in the history of science

of the failure of the scientific and the

imaginative to maintain a healthy bal-

ance. The final section is devoted to an

analysis of Leonardo da Vinci as a su-

preme example of a great spirit frustrated

by the lack of a scientific sympathy in the

age in which he lived. This analysis, as

well as those of earlier periods of scien-

tific fmstration, are presented with schol-

arship and insight. The claims are inter-

esting and novel, if not completely con-

vincing. Hahry L. Shapiho.

The story of jade
by Herbert P. Whitlock

and Martin L. Ehrman

Sheridan House, $12..50

i-^-J. pp. 179 illusts.

/"\NE of tile great disappointments of
^^ Mr. Whitlock's life was the unfor-

tunate series of events that delayed the

pubhcation of his final work until after

his death. We hax'e waited many years

for this capstone to Mr. Whitlock's Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History career

as Curator of Minerals and later, as Cura-
tor Emeritus and Research Associate in

Jade.

Mr. Whiriock's familiarity with jade

came late in life, as he found himself

thrust into the study of Chinese art and
symbolism during the time of his acquain-

tance with Dr. Isaac Wyman Drummond,
to whose memorv' this book is dedicated.

He prepared himself well for the later

A breath-taking, scientifically accurate preview—

in text and 48 amaz-
iiif,' pictures (16 in

full color) of space-
ship travel to the moon
and planets. S3. 95

CONQUEST
^SPACE^ •

THE

/

/ ///
By Chesley Bonestell and Willy Ley

THE VI.KING PRESS, 18 E. 48th St., N. Y.

gift of die Drummond Collection, which
included many notable jade objects and

contained many primitive-type ceremon-

ial pieces, so different from the stylized

and finished carving of the classical

Chien Lung time. As his study of the sig-

nificance of the carvings progressed, his

interest became less mineralogical and

more mystic. He read all that he could

find on the subject, and he discussed the

topic with authorities from otiier institu-

tions. From this he e\ol\ed a very clear

picture of the significance to the educated

Chinese of the manv figures that we find

in the carvings.

Much of this lore he has placed in his

final book. It is not of as much interest to

mineralologists as it is to the collectors

and lo\"ers of fine jade carvings. In it are

explanations of the traditions that im-

pelled the artist to use this or that motif

on his piece. And natural history is there

in truth—depictions of the tortoise, the

fish, the bat, tiie hare, the lotus, and
the peach of immortality.

It contains so many scattered bits of

Chinese myth and legend that it is not

a book to sit and read; it is one to which

to refer when some particular point is

brought up or in which to find an ex-

planation of some special combination of

symbols. Besides, it is a handsome book,

beautifully illustrated and nicely pre-

sented—trulv, a worthv setting for the

final publication of one of our curators

of whom everyone was fond.

F. H. P.

A CONSER\'ATION
HANDBOOK

by Samuel H. Ordway, Jr.

The Conservation Foundation, Sl-OO

76 pp.

r \ this little pocket book, a member of
-'• the staff of the Conservation Founda-
tion sets forth his conception of the mean-
ing of many of the terms that are in

common use among conser\ationists. Or-

ganized into 10 chapters relating to as

WEBBS SHELL BOOKS
Handbook for Shell Collectors. 1500 Hist
Foreign Land Shells, 1400 Illustrations

United States Mollusca, 1400 Illustrations
A real shell library for 815, or 85 each.
7000 species of shells in stock tor sale

Write what you would like to buy
W. F. WEBB

2.515 2n(l Ave. No. St. Petersburg 6, Fla.
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many different fields of conservation, the

brief discussions suggest some of the

many aspects of each topic. The defini-

tions are tliose of a layman and, al-

though scientists will not agree with all

of them and will find many oversimpli-

fied, that undoubtedly constitutes the

book's greatest virtue for the average

reader. Richard H. Pough.

Historical geology
by Carl O. Dunbar

John Wiley and Sons, $5.00

567 pp., 350 figs., 17 illusts.

Ij"\*ERYONE interested in natural his-

-^ tory should have in his library in-

formation on the history of the earth and
of its life. Here is a book that can be

highly recommended for this purpose. It

summarizes the whole subject, from the

origin of the earth to the coming of man,
in tlie light of the latest discoveries and
with the unexcelled authority of the Pro-

fessor of Paleontology and Stratigraphy

and Director of the Peabody Museum of

Yale University.

General principles are stressed, and the

discussion is organized around these. The
abundant illustrative details are drawn al-

most entirely from North America, bring-

ing the story close to home for American

342

readers and travelers. The numerous,

carefully selected figures include magnifi-

cent photographs of rock outcrops and

geologic features, restorations of a great

varietv- of prehistoric animals, and 34 new
maps of the inferred geography of North

America at different times in the past.

These maps represent in the main the

last work of tlie late Charles Schuchert,

acknowledged leader in this study. They

ingeniously avoid appearance of knowl-

edge where none e,\ists by attractive use

of clouds- over marginal parts of the

landscape.

This is a textbook for college courses

in historical geology. It is a new book,

but it succeeds and in part derives from

the classic and time-tested Yale te.xt, suc-

cessive versions of which were written by

Pirsson and Schuchert (1915), by Schu-

chert ( 1924), and by Schuchert and Dun-

bar (1933 and 1941). The success of

Dunbar's new version for class use can

be confidently predicted. Although not in-

tended primarily for self-study, the book

is among the best for anyone seriously

interested in this subject. Such a reader

will, however, also want more explicit

direction for obtaining regional geologic

information.

A set of color sfides further illustrating

the text is available from the publisher.

G. G. Simpson.

Sports fishing roats
by S. Kip Farrington

W. W. Norton, $4.00

154 pp., 71 illusts.

COONER or later this book had to be
^ written. That it has been written and

is now available to the sports fishing pub-

lic is another creditable milestone in the

progress of the autlior, who has in previ-

ous books shared his widespread angling

experiences with others.

In the introduction to Farrington's lat-

est publication, Michael Lemer calls at-

tention to the popularity of angling

throughout tlie world and describes the

author as being eminently qualified to

write about sports fishing, the boats, and

other equipment employed in this highly

interesting pastime. Mr. Lerner's stamp

of approval, thus expressed, should be all

that is needed to assure other anglers ( if,

indeed, such approval is needed) that the

book is worthy of a choice place in their

libraries.

One of the fine things about the book

is die simple and straightforward manner
in which it is written. From the begin-

AFRICAN NEGRO STATUETTES
Interesting tribal figures, hand carved by

natives of equatorial Africa.

Maferiat: teakwood, ebony, other native woods
Size: about 4 In. high. Price: Only $1.50 ea.

Send check to EAST-WEST
200 East 94th Street, Brooklyn 12, New York

— Itlusfrafed folder on request—

ning to the end, there is no doubt in the

reader's mind concerning the author's

knowledge of the subject he is discussing.

Each chapter is complete in its details.

There is no glossing over, and there is no

pussyfooting. Farrington certainly calls a

spade a spade. He tells why he Hkes cer-

tain boats and their equipment in a posi-

tive manner, and if he doesn't like certain

other boats and their equipment, his state-

ments are just as positive. He describes

the boat that is ideal from his point of

view. He tells of the thrill of catching fish

from your own boat, and he goes thor-

oughly into the matter of choosing a fish-

ing guide to operate your craft. He tells

of his choice in fishing equipment, and he

tells why he has favored it. He points out

the pleasures that may be derived by

combining cruising and fishing.

In other words. Sports Fishing Boats

is a complete detailing of the subject,

thorough and sound, authored by a

sportsman who has, perhaps, fished in

more boats and more places than any

other living angler. It highly deserves a

special niche in every sportsman's book

collection. Eel Roman.

Wild flowers in the
ROCKIES

- - by George A. Hardy

and Winifred V. Hardy

Illustrated by Frank L. Reebe

H. R. Larson Publishing Company
301 1st Ave. N., Saskatoon, $7.50

125 pp., 50 illusts.

'"p'HE freshness and delicacy of Mr.

Beebe's treatment of his paintings is

perhaps the first tiling to strike one on

opening this little book. The right-hand

pages throughout are devoted to colored

reproductions — four to a page — from

Beebe's originals in water colors. For

the flower-lover who wants to become
acquainted with the form and appearance

The first four volumes of

VICTOR W. VON HAGEN'S

Regional Guides to

Latin America
SACSAHUAMAN— 16 pages, 7

photos, bibliography, map. 50?

CUSCO— 32 pages, 16 photos, bib-

liography, 2 maps. 750

MACHU PICCHU— 32 pages, 16

photos, bibliography, 2 maps 75?

LIMA — 32 pages, 16 photos bib-

liography, map. 75? ,

From your bookseller or the Publisher.

Send for free descriptive bruclmre.

FREDERICK FARNAM ASSOCIATES, INC.

60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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of wild flowers and has not too great a

curiosity regarding their structure, these

attractive paintings are just right.

The text to each set of four pictures

IS carried on the opposite page. On the

wrapper the writing is described as

"ahnost lyrical, giving the reader ... a

feeling of almost sensual pleasure." In

an average of nine lines to the species

Mr. and Mrs. Hardy, by abbreviating the

purely descriptive parts to the utmost,

contrive to leave themselves four or five

lines for lyricism. And they do it well.

Of the water knotweed, for example,

they write ".
. . Like little torches

held erect above the surface, they

flaunt their charms in undisputed rule

among their kind . .
." Actual descrip-

tion is boiled down to "flowers" one line;

"leaves," one line; "height" and "habit,"

one line shared between them.

The familiar plan of classification by

color is adopted — a good enough plan

when the color of the flower is unequivo-

cal; but because of the vagaries of some

species this method is not always satis-

factory. In this book the arrangement is

yellow, blue, pink to purple (which in-

cludes red), and white to green.

Wild Flowers in the Rockies really re-

fers to the Canadian Rockies, with special

emphasis on the flora of Jasper National

Park and Banff National Park.

Some 200 of the approximately 500

species in the area have been portrayed.

These represent 42 plant families. Such

concentrated description naturally re-

quires a glossary to explain the botanical

names employed, and one is provided.

There are also a brief list of references and

indexes to common and technical names.

G. H. H. Tate.

The natural history of
mosquitoes

by Marston Bates

The Macmillan Company, $5.00

379 pp., 16 plates, 9 figures

TN bringing together a summary of

* almost everything that is known about

mosquito biology. Dr. Bates has rendered

a distinct service to every student of these

generally unpleasant insects, including

students of medical entomology and those

interested in public health. The question

of mosquito control is not considered

except for the natural control by their

enemies, contained in a chapter on "Mos-

quitoes in Relation to Other Organisms."

Dr. Bates discusses the habits of tlie

adults, including the time and distance

WILD BIRDS ADD r^a/l^ TO YOUR GARDEN

'
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Feeders with and without squirrel
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jjj
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of flight, their resting places, length of

life, and the seasonal distribution. All of

these show definite variation among the

species that have been studied up to

the present time. Many kinds of mosqui-

toes travel as much as a mile; a few

travel farther; and some are much less

explorative. The food habits of the adults

are varied. Some prefer mammals of

certain kinds, and man is generally not

a preferred host. The wild four-footed

animals of any region are the preferred

hosts, but as a rule domestic animals,

such as donkeys, horses, cattle, and goats,

furnish desirable meals. Some kinds feed

as readily upon Guinea pigs as upon don-

keys, but others ignore Guinea pigs if

other food is available. Some kinds of

adults Uve only on the juice and nectar

of plants; indeed, this is probably true

of all male mosquitoes, although there

have been reports of males sucking blood.

In cases of this kind, it has generally

been found that the biting "males" were

hermaplirodites or gynandromorphs.

The eggs are generally distinctive, and

close study of them enables the speciaUst

to recognize the genus and very often the

species. In Anopheles, the malarial mos-

quitoes, the eggs of each species are

recognized especially by variations in the

"floats," but other characters are also

available.

The larvae, or wrigglers, all differ both

in minute characters and in their habits

and habitats. Most mosquito larvae live

very close to the surface of the water,

but there are some deep-living ones that

obtain their oxygen from the stems of

aquatic plants. Some prefer shade, while

others like sunshine. They live in water

wherever it is found, but none five in

sea water. Holes in trees and the axils

of plants hold enough water to produce

mosquitoes adapted to that type of exist-

ence. The pupae conform to the larval

habitat.

There is much about the diseases

transmitted and more about the separa-

tion of species and races and the classi-

fication of mosquitoes. Laboratory and
field studies, and the many problems

posed by these phases of study, receive

full attention, based upon the long ex-

perience of the author as a field officer

with the Rockefeller Foundation in

Europe, Africa, and South America.

This is essentially a textbook and ref-

erence, but it contains a world of knowl-

edge, presented in an interesting and
readable manner, so it will appeal to the

layman who has only a slight interest in

these pests. C. H. Curran.
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A "The Inca Ruler," with a young
Nusta, or "Woman of the Sun"

he would be dashed to pieces and

become offal for the birds.

The tremendous amount of man-
power necessary for such an enter-

prise was supplied by the mit'a, a

primitive system of labor ser\ice

by which each taxpayer was re-

quired yearly to give a certain

amount of time to the state.

Through this system, many thou-

sands may at times have been at

work on the fortress; and by the

time it was completed, there wa.s

scarcely one in all the realm who
had not had some contact with it.

whose sons, brothers, fathers had

not worked on it.

Much of the hmestone used was

quarried close by. Just north of th(

fortress, over the plateau, two

graded roads to the limestone quar-

ries are still distinctly visible; and

within the quarry area, partly fash-

346

ioned rocks can still be seen. All of

Sacsahuaman, however, is not of

limestone. When the Indian archi-

tect desired somethLng unusually

durable, he had the laborers drag

huge polygonal blocks from quar-

ries as far distant as 21 miles; this

type of rock was used in the finest,

most sohd of Inca construction.

How did these Indians cut the

huge rock masses and then move
them overland? How did they move
one of the greatest single pieces of

the fort—a monolith 27 feet high, 14

feet broad, 12 feet tliick, weighing

upward of 200 tons? The answers

can only be phrased in broad terms.

As for tools, their principal and

practically only implement was the

stone celt, for despite the fact that

the Incas and other tribes worked

bronze, gold, and silver, they were

architecturally in a neolithic, or

"new stone age," stage of culture.

For transporting the rocks, the In-

dians had neither horses nor o.xen

until after the Spanish conquest; the

domesticated llama was capable of

carrving only 75 pounds and was

never used for draying. The stones

were dragged by human power

alone, pulled over wood or stone

rollers bv ropes made from the

tough fibers of the agave. A ramp of

earth was constructed to raise the

burden to its appointed place.

Like certain other advanced In-

dians, the Incas sUt huge masses of

rock by drilhng and inserting

wooden pegs which, when wetted,

swelled and cracked the rock. Also,

they heated the stone with fire and

then doused it with cold water,

which also caused spUtting. They

finished and dressed the surfaces

with celts of stone.

It is presumed that they worked

from some sort of pattern. A work-

man would bring to the quarry the

shape, more or less, of a desired

stone, and a piece was selected that

could be trimmed to the proper

dimensions. This stone was then

dragged to a designated spot, where

it was cut, shaped, and dressed

until all its sides would fit the

other rocks about it, no matter

how erratic the angles. Each stone

was made slightly beveled on the

face, and near the joints it was

worked down sharply to the faces

of the surrounding rocks. Time has,

in some instances, altered this per-

fect alignment; weather erosion,

earthquake, and violence have made
some changes. Yet the edges are

still wonderfully fashioned and cut

with a precision that inspires the

A iHt lou.NDAiio.N of oof ot the square towers, from which the Indians

made their last stand in the siege of the fortress by the Spaniards over four

centuries ago. It was near here that the Inca chieftain, seeing defeat certain,

plunged over the battlement to his death
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A The size of the three mighty bastions can be judged from the human figure in front of the lower wall at left

admiration of all who see them. It

is almost impossible to conceive,

without seeing it, the variety of

shapes of these stones and the ap-

parent facility of the Inca stone-

masons in handling them.

Year after long year passed while

stones were transported and fitted

together, and the raw materials

grew into this structure of tremen-

dous proportions.We don't know the

exact date, but perhaps about the

year 1508, 70 years after it was be-

gun, there stood the greatest work

the American native ever produced.

Facing the city of Cuzco, the

eminence of the fortress presents a

sharp, steep front, almost perpen-

dicular, in itself ahuost impreg-

nable. The Inca military architects,

however, took no chances; on these

heights they built three stone ter-

races, hard to scale, easy to defend.

The principal fortifications of Sacsa-

huaman, facing directly north,

> On the terraces below

Salla Marca Tower are the

ruins of the dwellings of the

fortress refuge

THE SIEGE OF SACSAHUAMAN

dominated a huge flat pampa.

Along this side for 1800 feet, almost

Ys of a mile, ran a herculean wall

composed of 3 massive lines,

broken into 46 parts, each support-

ing a terrace and parapets rising to a

combined height of 60 feet. It was

not, of course, a solid wall but was

cunningly built with salients, retir-

Photu h\ A Guillen

ing angles, and buttresses, making
it so formidable that no Indian

enemy ever attempted its direct

assault.

There were only three entrances

to this huge fortress, three door-

ways only large enough to allow

one man to pass tlirough at a time,

with one doorway for each of the



tures whose exterior walls were
covered with gold, beaten and
shaped into place in such a fashion

that the stones looked more like

golden ingots.

Sacsahuaman was, in fact, Cuzco
in miniature, with its soldiers,

priests, Nustas (selected women),
and nobihty in constant attendance.

It was not, in a proper sense, a for-

tification; it could not prevent an

invasion of Cuzco, for it com-
manded only one road, to the north.

It was a refuge for the people in

case of general attack, a place

where sacred treasures could be
stored and where the soldiers could

withstand, if hard pressed, a siege

for months.

f

A ThI, CLN IKAL DOOKVi A"i leading to the

third tier of forts, where only a few

warriors were needed to hold off a body
of the enemy. It was the forcing of this

gateway by the Spaniards in 1536 that

led to the fall of Sacsahuaman

>• A FLOCK OF LLAMAS in front of the

great walls of Sacsahuaman, showing bj

comparison the immense size of the

blocks

three tiers. To enter the fort one

had to pass through these or scale

the sixteen-foot walls. The gates led

from one parapet to anotlier,

through the sieve of defenses, to the

top of the fortress where there seem
to have been two square military

towers, one at each end.

At the extreme east end of the

fort, where the principal buildings

were located, was the circular foun-

dation of Muyu Marca. Although

archaeologists disagree as to its

precise functions, Dr. Luis Valcar-

cel, who excavated the structure,

beheved it to have been a reservoir,

with a capacity of 50,000 gallons. It

was still standing in 1560 when the

Inca liistorian Garcilasco de la Vega
left Cuzco for Spain, and he de-

scribed it as a reservoir "of good
water, brought from afar, under the

ground." However, this chronicler

often mLxed fancy with fact, and his

description has been doubted. How
the water was brought up to the

reservoir, which stands 50 feet

above the plaza, still remains a

mystery.

On the upper level of the fort,

facing toward Cuzco, were the

quarters of the commander of tlie

fort and its soldiers, for Sacsa-

huaman had a permanent garrison

tliat guarded the walls and kept in

repair a great storehouse of arms—
"bows, arrows, lances, copper axes,

and cotton jackets," wrote a con-

quistador who saw them. In addi-

tion to the barracks for the troops,

there were houses for the priests of

the sun and habitations for die Inca

and his principal officers—struc-

> The base of Muyu Marca,

which is believed to have been

either a circular tower or a

reservoir for water



There are rumors, never con-

firmed by actual excavation, that

the city was connected with the

fortress by a tunnel through which

the people could escape in case of

assault. Such a tunnel, a half mile

in length, cut through solid rock,

overtaxes one's credulity; but in

view of what the Incas did accom-

plish, some have accepted its exis-

tence. It is certainly true that the

fortress was honeycombed with

tunnels, high enough for soldiers to

pass erect from one place to an-

other. In these underground rooms,

the Incas placed their trophies;

here, too, they stored their golden

objects against confiscation by pos-

sible invaders.

Even when one discounts the

legends that have grown up about

it, this mighty fortress, with its

golden-plated buildings, its painted

walls, its throngs of soldiers and

nobles, must have seemed, to those

who saw it at its apogee, one of the

great edifices of Peru. Word of its

marvels went even beyond the far-

flung Inca borders and so deeply

awed all tribal enemies that none

ever attempted to attack it. Sacsa-

huaman was considered impreg-

nable, and so it was until the white

man came.

The conqueror Pizarro made his

capture of the Inca Atahualpa in

1533, and the fabulous empire col-

lapsed. Later the Spaniards poured

into Cuzco, taking possession of the

A The herculean walls of Sacsahuaman show an intricate mosaic of massive

stones, neatly shaped and bonded at the corners. The shaping of these blocks

with stone tools and the transporting of them without draft animals inspire the

modern visitor with wonderment and admiration

ancient capital and partitioning it

among them. For two years the

Pizarro brothers sat in the city,

divided the wealth of the realm,

and took over the Indians' func-

tions, while Diego de Almagro, as-

sociate in the conquest, ever hun-

gry for more gold, took off for Chile

to search for his dreams. This di-

vision of the Spaniards left the city

widi only a small garrison headed

by the three Pizarro brothers:

Hernando, Gonzalo, and Juan.

On the night of April 18, 1536,

the Indians suddenly rose in revolt

against the white men who had

usurped their empire and reduced

them to slavery. All over Peru, at a

given signal, the Indians attacked.

They surprised men and women
alike in this sudden burst of

savagery.

The Spaniards were caught com-

pletely unprepared, for so sure

were they of the docility of the

Indian that most of their troops had

followed Almagro to Chile. There

were less than 200 troops left in

Cuzco, many recovering from

wounds, and of these only 78 were

cavalry. In addition, there were

about 2000 Canari Indians who de-

tested their Inca overloads and had

tlirown in their lot with the

Spaniards.

The uprising was led by the Inca

Manco Capac. Created Inca by his

conquerors, he soon understood

that he was a mere puppet. On the

pretense of bringing a golden

statue to Hernando Pizano, he was

allowed to leave Cuzco. Once out

of the Spaniards' hands, he planned

revolt and planned it well.

All the chiefs of the various clans

were called to the war meeting. It

was agreed that they would simul-

taneously attack Lima, where Fran-
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CISCO Pizarro had founded his capi-

tal, en\elop Cuzco, and wipe out

all tlie isolated Spanish outposts.

On tlie appointed day, tlie Peru-

vians con\erged upon Cuzco from

four directions. Thev came in great

masses, like swarms of locusts.

How many tliere actually were we
do not know, but the Spaniard,

nibbing his eyes in astonishment,

said there were 200,000. In an up-

welling of sound, in which the

harsh notes of shell trumpets min-

gled with triumphant cries, the In-

dians moved upon the cit\'.

Within hours, Cuzco was a "sea

of flames," according to an anony-

mous Spanish knight who was

there.* WeU did he remember the

scene he describes, for in all the

European wars in which his associ-

ates had participated there had

never been a battle "so cruel and so

pitiless." No quarter was given on

either side. Because the roofs of

Cuzco were of ichu grass and as

inflammable as tinder, the city was

soon ablaze. The Indians succeeded

in the first few days in driving the

Spaniards into the great plaza—

Huakaypata. There beneath the

light of the many fires, the white

men were excellent targets for the

missiles that rained down on them

from the Indians at the base of the

fortress. Death fell upon them night

and day, and whenever one of the

Spaniards had the ill luck to fall

into the hands of the Indians, his

head would next day be thrown

back to his comrades, amid the

constant rain of fire.

At the same time, the Indians at-

tacked Sacsahuaman, killing the

few Spaniards in attendance and

disemboweling their Caiiari vassals.

On the seventh day of the siege,

the position of Cuzco looked hope-

less. Couriers were sent to Chile to

warn Diego de Almagro, but they

never got through. Others were

sent to Lima; all but one were

killed. In Lima, Francisco Pizarro

was having his troubles, too. The
city was being attacked ferociously.

Still, he managed to dispatch three

relief columns to Cuzco. All, how-

ever, were decimated.

" Relacion del

1536) republished
a<-l Cusco rwritten
iia in 1934. pp. 9-24.

In Cuzco, it was chaos. The mag-

nificent buildings the Incas had

taken centuries to build were

gutted, and those not destroyed

were pulled down by the Spaniards

to gi\'e room for their most effec-

tive weapon, the cavaliy. But the

Indians developed a defense against

this, too. They put up an elaborate

system of barricades and staked

pits in the parts of Cuzco they held

and outside the citv Hmits.

For six weeks the Spaniards

fought from house to house, retreat-

ing here, counterattacking there. It

was a losing fight all the way.

Then fell a stunning blow, and it

came from the mighty Fortress of

Sacsahuaman, standing formidable

and defiant on the heights of the

city. From the base of the fortress

the Indians fired every type of

weapon they possessed — rocks,

spears, fire bombs. The casualties

on both sides were enormous, but

every time a Spaniard was killed, it

was as though 500 had died, so

great were the odds against them.

It became obvious, we learn from

our anonymous chronicler, that the

Spaniards must either break the

siege or perish. Hernando Pizarro,

toughened by the interminable

wars of Italy and not one to turn his

back on a fight, talked to his men in

the rough language of a soldier:

"You see, men, that we are tired

and worn, our horses galled. The

fortress in the hands of the enemy
is the source of all the danger that

rains down on us. If we do not

capture the fortress, we die."

So leaving a small force in the

plaza, they split up into three as-

sault forces and, with squadrons

of Cafiari Indians who remained

loyal, they succeeded during the

first days in driving the Indians

back into the main fortress. They
tried to force the gateways but

were repulsed. Then, making crude

ladders, they raised them against

the great stone walls and from sev-

eral sides began the assault.

Juan Pizarro, the youngest of the

fighting Pizarros, tried on the third

day to lead his group through one

of the three doorways; but as he

did not wear his helmet because of

a head wound, he was struck by a

propelled rock and fell mortally

wounded.

His death only served to increase

the exertions of the Spaniards. The
Incas were consequently forced to

send reinforcements, which our

anonymous chronicler, awed by the

immense numbers of Indians, put

at 5000. With the reinforcements

came a command from the Inca

ruler that the fortress was not to

yield. But as the Spaniards con-

tinued to press the attack—always at

night, because the Indians loathed

night fighting—the Indians soon ex-

pended all their suppfies of spears

and stones.

The center tower, Salla Marca,

was the last to hold out. The fev-

ered Inca resistance died with the

Inca general. In the words of the

historian Prescott, ".
. . the Span-

iards . . . overpowered the few com-

batants who still made a show of

resistance. But the Inca chief was

not to be taken; and, finding further

resistance ineffectual, he sprang to

the edge of the battlements and,

casting away his war-club, wrapped

his mantle around him and threw

himself headlong from the summit."

The taking of the fort was the

turning point of the struggle. Al-

though the siege continued for 16

months, and 800 more Spaniards

were killed, the Indians' attempt at

reconquest was over. The final blow

came with the return of Diego de

Almagro from Chile with his great

host of men; the Inca knew then

that tlie test of strength had ended

in Spanish victory.

A good part of Sacsahuaman was

now reduced to ruins, and the capi-

tal city was rubble. The Spaniards

removed most of the smaller stones

from this great fortress, to rebuild

Cuzco, and today Sacsahuaman is

almost leveled to the massive rocks

that form its bastion—an epitaph to

one of the greatest battles ever

fought in history. Yet, enough is left

of this, the greatest engineering

work of the American Indian, to

imagine the rest. Broken but proud,

the Fortress of Sacsahuaman re-

mains as the early Spaniards wrote

of it, ".
. . greater than the bridge

at Segovia or the buildings of

Hercules."
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Their extraordinarily long, grasping tails play

a prominent part in their unsurpassed

repertoire of treetop acrobatics

By Thomas M. Blackman
Photographs by the author

MONKEYS of all kinds are a

source of interest to young

and old. When seen in the zoo,

their lively and tireless activity

draws crowds around their cages;

but when seen in their natural en-

vironment among growing trees,

SPIDER MONKEYS

they present a far more interesting

spectacle.

These animals are generally so

shy and retiring in their natural

state that even an experienced field

naturalist finds it difficult to study

their ways at close quarters. The

<The tail is longer than the head

and body together. Toward the end,

its lower surface is hairless and forms

a very sensitive grasping or-

gan—almost a fifth hand

exception is, of course, the monkeys

in and around the cities and villages

of India and other countries of the

Orient, where they are regularly

protected by religious custom and

allowed to roam where they will-

through gardens, streets, and ba-

zaars-and frequently to pilfer to

their heart's content anything in

the way of food that they find un-

guarded. But monkeys that have

not lived under such protection, or

have, as in many countries, been

regularly hunted for food or fur,

display a very different attitude.

Between these two extremes, we

sometimes have the opportunity to

observe the animals when, after

having been kept in cages, they are

allowed to roam with ample room

among ti-ees that are effectively iso-

lated in some way to prevent their

escape.

For such an opportunity to study

the ways of spider monkeys, and

others, I am indebted to my friend

Mr. Frank H. Locey, who for many

years owned a dairy ranch near

Honolulu. The old Honolulu Zoo

had been disbanded some years be-

fore, and all the larger animals had

been disposed of, leaving only a

few smaller ones and a collection of

birds to form the Honolulu Bird

Park. Due to his public spirit and

interest in animals, Mr. Locey main-

tained a private zoo at his ranch

for several years. He acquired an

Indian elephant and three nearly

full-grown chimpanzees from Mr.

Christian R. Holmes' estate on

near-by Coconut Island, as well as

a Bactrian camel and several

smaller animals, including monkeys

of six different species. This com-

pensated for the local deficiency to

the satisfaction of hosts of Hono-

lulu's children, who had free ac-

cess to the zoo daily.

At one time a siamang gibbon

was to be seen at Waialae Ranch;

and for several months two spider

monkeys, both females, were al-
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lowed their freedom in the trees

surrounding the house and gardens.

But most visitors to the zoo were

not aware that this added attraction

existed just beyond the fields of

Napier grass, growing nine or ten

feet high, between the house and

the ranch buildings.

The spider monkeys remained

there for se\eral months, appar-

ently quite contented \%ath their lot,

the only bar to their escape being

the fields of grass surrounding them.

The)- had the free run of a large

Chinese banyan, two huge monkey-

pod trees, twenty tall coconut

pakns, and numerous smaller trees,

including fig, mango, custard apple,

carambola, and papaya. I need

hardly say that they helped them-

selves to anything that took their

fanc)'. They showed great partiality

for figs and mangoes, and such

fruits as they found edible seldom

had a chance to ripen. These two

monkeys quickly put an end to the

nesting of house sparrows and rice-

birds in the top branches of the

large monkeypods in front of the

house, but thev were not aggressive

toward birds that settled in the

trees. Eventually, due to the cut-

ting of some branches of the trees

and the clearing of underbrush, the

monkeys became alarmed, and next

morning they were found to have

crossed the surrounding fields to

some trees bordering a roadway.

There one of them came to an un-

fortunate end on some overhead

electric wires, and the other was
safely captured.

A while later two female crab-

eating macaques were allowed their

freedom in the same manner. Bv
that time, the sparrows and rice-

birds had rebuilt their eighteen

nests in the two monkeypods, but

the macaques quickly destroyed all

the nests and apparently ate what
eggs and young birds they con-

tained. The monkeys then inspected

the coconut trees, where there were
nests of both myna birds and house-

sparrows among the debris at the

bases of the leaf stems. The mon-
keys were frequently seen to chase

the birds out of such places. They
would run along the midribs of the

leaves until they swayed down-

ward so much that it was even diffi-

cult for them to hold on. Mean-

while the mjma birds would chatter

and scream and fly around, making

repeated swoops to vyithin a few

inches of the monkeys in a fruit-

less attempt to drive them from

their nesting places.

The spider monkeys, of which

there are a number of species, are

indigenous to tropical America; and

it is evident in many ways that they

are more highly specialized for an

arboreal life than any other mon-

keys. Their extremely light weight

enables them to climb with ease

among the thinner branches of the

trees where an animal of only

slightly heavier build could not

follow. Their arms and legs are re-

markably long and slender, endow-

ing the animal with great reaching

power; and the prehensile tail,

though it varies in length some-

what in difi^erent species, is gen-

erally longer than that of any other

monkey ha\'ing a prehensile tail.

So light and attenuated is the whole

animal that on first sight it has

quite a weird appearance, with its

tiny head, pinched and shrunken

cheeks, strangely elongated hands

and feet, and extremely long tail.

When the animal is not asleep,

its tail is always on the move,

slowly coiling and uncoiling, ever

ready to take a firm grip on any

object within reach. It serves not

only as a fifth hand but also as a

safe anchor, which is always ready

to fix to a passing branch whenever

the animal needs additional sup-

port or even in case of a fall. The
tail is considerably longer than the

head and body, and toward the end

its lower sm^face is sensitive and

devoid of hair, forming a very ef-

fective grasping organ. It is some-

times used as a rope by which to

swing while hands and feet are

in use for the purpose of gathering

fruit and conveying it to the mouth.

It might even be regarded as the

spider monkey's most prominent

feature, for it attracts one's atten-

tion far more than does the little

pinched face.

The tail is frequently used to

grasp objects that are not within

reach of the hands and feet, and it

sometimes serves also as a hfe line

while the animal sits dozing upon

a branch high up in a tree, with the

end of its tail twined around a

thinner branch. But when there

were no thinner branches within

their reach, I sometimes saw these

two monkeys, on hot afternoons,

sleeping upon a thick horizontal

branch in a more startling pose.

Both were sitting lengthwise, one

behind the other, each with its arms

resting upon its knees, its head

hanging forward upon its chest, and

its tail curved upward, forward,

and then backward, high above its

head, in the form of a question

mark!

In the tropical forests of South

America large tracts of land be-

come flooded armually in the rainy

season; and it has even been sug-

gested that this fact may have in-

fluenced the evolution of the pre-

hensile tail among the monkeys and

other arboreal animals of that con-

tinent. Such an explanation, how-

ever, is not without defect. To be

sure, many of the monkeys of South

America possess prehensile tails,

whereas among the monkeys of

other regions prehensile tails are

unknown. And when leaping from

tree to tree, monkeys are known

sometimes to suffer accidents by

falling to the ground. But after fall-

ing into a river, they ha\"e been seen

to swim safely ashore. Actually, a

fall into a submerged tangle of vines

and other vegetation of a tropical

forest might have more serious re-

sults.

Compared with other monkeys,

spider monkeys are unusually quiet

and gentle in their behavior; but

they require ample room for exer-

cise to exhibit their remarkable

feats of swinging and leaping. Al-

though fruits and nuts form then-

main diet, they search among the

foliage for insects of many lands.

Those at Waialae Ranch appeared

most to enjoy a large mantis, nearly

three inches in length, which was

sometimes quite plentiful. The

monkeys often came down to the

lower branches to take raisins from

the hands of those whom they had

learned to trust; and when ofiiered

a mantis they would snatch at it
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A Swinging confidently from its tail, the

spider monkey uses its other members for

gathering fruit or insects and conveying
them to its mouth

quickly, as though aware that it

might fly away. Taking it in both

hands, they would hold it up and

bite pieces from it at their leisure,

in the manner of a child picking

the wing of a chicken.

When at Waialae Ranch one eve-

ning I witnessed a demonstration

of the agility and hght weight of

these animals. The sun was low in

the sky, and as I sat looking across

the lawn, its rays passed beneath

the spreading branches of the great

monkeypod trees and fell full upon

the smaller fruit trees. While I ad-

mired the rapidly changing play of

light upon the varied coloring of

the foliage, I noticed a sudden

movement in a small fig tree. A
branch then bent downward, and

the head of one of the spider mon-

keys appeared, raised high above

the foliage to take stock of its

surroundings. Again the branch

swayed downward beneath its

weight, and the monkey pulled it-

self onto a stronger branch, with

its whole body now clearly in view.

Then, climbing along the branch,

it was able to leap to the next tree,

and it quickly disappeared from

view.

Almost immediately its compan-

ion appeared, and I watched it as

it climbed along the same branch

until the branch again bent down-

ward, this time lower than before.

That did not seem to please the

monkey, which was evidently intent

upon following its companion. The
branch continued to bend, and it

went so low that it dipped into

some long rough grass. The little

animal seemed desirous of avoid-

ing this grass, possibly from an in-

stinctive dread, possibly from actual

experience, for most likely these

monkeys had been caught wild, in

a region where snakes or other

enemies may have lurked. Our little

friend appeared to be undecided

as to its next move. It looked anx-

iously around, and its attention was

drawn to three tall stems of Napier

grass growing near by. The stems

were still green and scarcely half

an inch in thickness but reached

high above the undergrowth. After

again looking anxiously around, the

monkey reached out, grasped one

of the frail stems, and attempted

to climb upon it. Although a spider

monkey is remarkably hght in build,

the grass stem was far too frail to

support so large an animal. In spite

of the monkey's efforts to retain its

balance, it had to decide quickly

whether to pull itself back to the

branch on which its tail still re-

tained a hold, or to trust itself for a

moment to the single stem of grass,

which obviously would quickly bear

down beneath its weight. Much to

my surprise, it decided in favor of

the single grass stem; and subse-

quent events seem to indicate that

it showed remarkable power of ob-

servation and foresight, although,

in reality, it was probably guided

>• On the ground, the sim-

ian aerialist appeared timid

and unsure of itself

chiefly by experience. No sooner had

it released its hold upon tfie branch

than the grass stem began to sway

over; but by a sudden movement
the monkey grabbed another stem

and pulled it until it crossed the

one that was bending beneath its

weight.

Although its fall into the rough

grass now seemed delayed, the posi-

tion of the little animal appeared

little less precarious than before,

for although the two grasses sup-

ported one another, both were now
likely to sway over in either of two

other directions, and the monkey
still had a difficult task to maintain

its balance. It seemed as far as ever

from being in a position to make

the upward leap into the small tree

through which its companion had

disappeared. Undaunted, however,

it now reached out a hand and

grabbed the third, and last, of the

tall grass stems and pulled it across

the other two. It then had, if not

a firm support, at least a sort of

tripod which might support its

weight for a few seconds, provided

it remained quite still. For a while

it was motionless, as though rest-

ing in preparation for its next

move. The nearest branch of suf-

ficient strength was then about

three feet away and about that dis-

tance higher than the monkey's

head. But after again looking

around, the agile little animal took

a sudden leap upward, landed

safely with one hand grasping the

branch, and quickly disappeared

among the foliage in the direction

of its companion.

SPIDER MONKEYS



A The durability of "grass-root" bricks is demonstrated by the old Isleta Mission, built before 1629 and still used as a place of worshipi

I
BUILD my house natural, out

of grass and earth, like the

world is made." The Spanish-Amer-

ican farmer was telling how he had

grown the bricks for the family

home.

Long stacks of these sod bricks,

called "terrenes," were piled in his

front yard to dry in the intense New
Mexican sunshine. They had been

harvested from a terron field only

two miles away, in bottomland

along the Rio Grande between

354

Some of the oldest houses in the United States were

built of grass-root terrones, which required no molding

or baking, and their cost is one-third that of adobe

By Alton A. Lindsey
Department of Biology, Purdue I'nivcrs'ty

Santa Fe and Albuquerque. After

several months' seasoning, the

stacked terrones would be laid up

in the wall.

The builder picked up a brick to

point out the infinite number of

small rootlets, in place as they had

grown, firmly binding the heavy

clay soil. The dried plant tops

showed the roots were largely of

salt grass and rushes.

"This is not what we call an
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adobe," he explained. "Those are

made by mixing adobe soil with

water and straw, then molding the

mix in wooden forms. But a teiTon

—the grass saves us plenty work!

I cut these with a machine dragged

behind a truck. The Indians near

here cut terrones by spade; they

have for hundreds of years."

He turned proudly to the wall of

his partly built house. Upon the

standard concrete foundation he

had laid up tiers of teiTones to a

height of three feet. The fourteen-

inch length was placed the long

way of the wall; the width of the

bricks determined the wall's thick-

ness as eight inches, before plaster-

ing. The terrones were inverted so

that the grass tops could be nestled

firmly into the mud between the

bricks. Orthodox bricklayers using

cement mortar playfully term it

"mud," while the terron-user mixes

authentic mud and calls it "mortar."

I asked why he had poured an ex-

pensive concrete foundation but

used common, garden-variety mud
for mortar.

"Pull that wall down," he invited.

Seeing my hesitation, he grasped

the upper tier and vigorously tried

to shake the wall. It failed to show

the slightest vibration. The right

mixture of mud is far superior to

cement mortar, because it forms a

better bond with earth bricks.

In moist sedge meadows border-

ing the middle Rio Grande, the

natmal vegetation consolidates the

surface soil into a firm sod. The

fields used for growing terron sod

are reserved for that purpose alone,

and not even grazing is allowed.

It is said that a young lady visit-

ing a fur farm once asked; "How
often can a fox be skinned?" The

same question arises regarding a

terron field, but the answer is dif-

ferent. After a layer of terrones has

been removed, it usually takes about

ten years for the plant gi-owth to

produce a sod suitable for another

crop of terrones.

Indians of the Rio Grande valley

probably originated the use of this

unusual building material. Isleta

Pueblo, fifteen miles south of Albu-

querque, is constructed of ten-ones.

Situated on a knoll beyond reach

of floodwaters, the one-story houses

A Benny Garcia, an Isleta Indian, the only full-time terron cutter in the

country. He uses the primitive spade method, though several part-time cutters

have devised effective homemade machines that are dragged behind a truck
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< Close-up of the operation. The
broad-leaved plant is Anemopsis

(yerba mansa) ; the narrow-leaved

ones are ]uncus (rush) and Distichits

( salt grass ) . These blocks w^ill be used

at Isleta Pueblo and Albuquerque

* Nature's gift to the Southwest-

ern housebuilder : terrones stacked

for seasoning

seem as permanent as the ground

with which they blend so harmoni-

ously. There is no reason to doubt

that the oldest Isleta houses were

standing when Coronado explored

New Mexico in 1540—400 years of

continuous use!

During the nineteenth century,

terrones were more commonly used

than any other building material in

the Rio Grande bottomland villages

and farms of central New Mexico.

The wall of a barn north of Albu-

querque, built about 1850, contains

exceptionally large terrones. These

can scarcely be called "bricks," as

they are blocks of root-bound earth

22 inches long, 14 inches wide, and
9 inches thick. Two men were
needed to cut and lift one of these

giant terrones, and the structures

built of them were massive and
durable. This barn wall withstood

the disastrous flood of 1874, which
swept away buildings made of

adobes and ordinary terrones, al-

though terron houses are much
more resistant to floodwaters than

adobe houses. During the summer
following this flood, some of the

Spanish residents moved to higher

ground and founded a new village.

East Alameda, built of terrones cut

from a near-by meadow.
Among the early Spanish inhabit-

3SC^

ants, a young man about to be

married had no housing worries.

It was customaiy for him to build

a terron house for his bride, ad-

jacent to his parents' home, using

one wall of the latter as the starting

point for the new dwelling.

Up to a point, the best terron

houses are those built most slowly.

Since terron walls inevitably settle

somewhat, the builder should allow

time for this as the walls go up.

After each five or six tiers of bricks,

he waits a few weeks before pro-

ceeding. Perhaps this helps explain

the popularity of terron construc-

tion, as this leisurely building pace

seems to suit the charming regional

temperament.

Nails driven into a terron hold

firmly and do not damage the brick.

This makes possible a novel method

of applying plaster, whereby stuc-

co netting may be dispensed with.

The terron wall is densely studded

with roofing nails before being plas-

tered with modern stucco. How-
ever, an even simpler method is

often followed. A mud "plaster"

is applied over the teiTones with

no preparation; the projecting

roots and dead grass tops serve to

hold the plaster satisfactorily.

Most owners replaster every three

or four years. A good workman
achieves a most pleasing and ap-

propriate finish with his humble
medium by relieving the plane sur-

face with a network of broad, shal-

low fissures. The effect reminds us
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'' A RUSH PLANT removed from a terron

which had been held firmly together by many
such rootstocks and roots. The stout horizon-

tal stem tunnels the sod

Alton A. Lindsey photos

A The skeleton of a terron is the firm mass of interlacing roots.

All soil can be removed from the brick by soaking, washing, and
kneading, yet the plant material will still hold the form of the

original block

of the broad bark-plates of an aged

western yellow pine and suggests

that the house, like a tree, has

grown up from the ground itself.

Plastering the outside is prin-

cipally for the sake of appearance.

In the dry climate of this region,

there is scarcely any weathering

of terron walls. Even unplastered

adobes, which wear away a great

deal faster, lose but one inch in

twenty years, and this only where

they are not protected by eaves.

Many terron homes in the country,

and most barns, are left unplas-

Barnes and Caplin photo from Western Ways

tered. It is often possible to tell

at a glance, while driving past,

whether the bricks are terron or

adobe. This is due to a color

difference, the high organic con-

tent of terrenes making them darker

brown, on the average, than adobes.

And if one stops to examine the

house at close range, there need

be no question which it is. A ter-

ron house shows the roots and

rhizomes, and often the grass tops,

in the inverted bricks.

The use of sun-baked bricks in

arid lands of the world goes back

to antiquity. To express the height

of impracticability we say, "like

making bricks without straw," and

true to tradition, workmen in our

Southwest invariably add straw in

mixing adobe. Yet modern engin-

eering tests have proved that the

addition of straw or any other

organic matter really weakens the

adobes. Tests in a material-testing

laboratory showed that straw de-

creased the compressive strength of

the resulting adobes by 52 per

cent! There is some temporary ad-

vantage in its use, however. At

first straw apparently helps to hold

the soft, moist brick together during

handHng and drying.

The strength of sod bricks is per-

fectly adequate for the one-story

houses typical of New Mexico. Rare-

ly, one sees two-story structiures

built of terrones. Compression ma-
chines show that the average ter-

ron is capable of withstanding a

pressure of 194 pounds on each

square inch of its surface. This is

about equal to the average strength

of adobes, which are three times as

costly.

< After the top six inches

have been removed for build-

ing blocks, Nature will auto-

matically provide a new crop

of bricks in about ten years
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The grass roots tie each terron

together so well that an old terron

building can be dismantled by pry-

ing the bricks apart with a crowbar.

They remain undamaged and can

be used again in a new house. This

does not hold for adobes, however;

they are completely ruined during

removal from an old wall.

The best terron plants are those

that spread by underground rhi-

zomes and have profuse finely-

branched root systems. Of all the

plants in terron fields, salt grass

best combines these requirements.

Its horizontal subterranean stems,

sometimes several feet long, have

tough, sharp buds that can punch

their way through hard adobe soil.

Most of these rhizomes form a

dense network in the uppennost

three inches of soil. It would be hard

to exaggerate the thoroughness with

which salt grass roots and their

myriad root hairs peiTneate the sod.

The grasses are notable for the

great branching of their fibrous

root systems. An investigator

found that one grass plant had roots

with a total length of 387 miles!

On these roots, this plant had

about fourteen billion root hairs.

Another plant occurring in ter-

ron fields is the small rush, }uncus.

Barnes and Caplin photo from Western Ways

whose massive rhizomes are beset

with the bases of upright stems.

The tiny spike rush makes up in

numbers what it lacks in size. A
few other sedges and grasses assist

in building terron sod. The most

conspicuous plant in these moist

meadows is the least important

one, the yerba mansa. This mem-
ber of the lizard's-tail family has

large white flowers and broad, plan-

tain-like leaves. Its stolons creep

along over the surface, and its thick

vertical roots weaken ratlier than

strengthen terrenes.

Vegetation takes much longer to

build usable terrones on a light

sandy soil than on one with much
silt and clay. In fact, a pure sand

could probably never be sufficiently

rootbound. Although underground

stems develop remarkably, the small

roots cannot become abundant.

Terron plants would perish if de-

pendent on the eight-inch annual

rainfall. They are all sedge meadow
species with high water demands.

During the six months of the grow-

ing season, a given area of salt

grass loses twenty-four inches of

water to the atmosphere. This is

four times as much water as the

same area receives from precipi-

tation.

< Window casings are built

right into the wall. After lay-

ing five or six tiers, the builder

allows them to settle for a few

weeks

The water table is found high in

the soil, where it is in balance with

the water level of the adjacent Rio

Grande. Both the river water and

the alluvial soil of the bottomland

have high salt concentrations. From

the water table, moisture carrying

dissolved salts rises through the soil

pores by capillary action. When it

reaches the soil surface, the evapo-

rating water leaves behind the salts

which form a so-called "white al-

kali" deposit. This contains the

chlorides and sulphates of sodium

and magnesium. Few plant species

can survive such a high concentra-

tion of soluble salts, which makes

it more difiicult for the root hairs

to absorb water. But the salt grass

and other teiTon plants are espe-

cially suited physiologically to flour-

ish under these conditions. The cells

of ordinary plants are largely un-

able to absorb these salts; conse-

quently, the salt solution around

their roots draws water out of them.

In contrast, the plants native to

alkali flats and salt marshes permit

the chemicals to enter freely

through the cell membrane, which

tends to balance the inner with

the outer concentrations. Their

inner tissues actually taste salty. In

this way terron plants not only

avoid losing their body water from

the roots but are capable of absorb-

ing the additional moisture they

need.

The popularity of terron con-

struction has decUned greatly in

this century, except for a brief

boom during the recent war years.

Due to the scarcity of other materi-

als, many ten^on houses were built

then, by families representing all

three of New Mexico's population

groups.

Years ago many Spanish-Ameri-

cans made their living by terron

cutting, which has since dwindled

to the world's smallest minor Indus-
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try. An Isleta Indian, using the

primitive spade method, appears to

be the only remaining full-time

terron cutter. The sight of him

plving his archaic trade along

the highway mystifies tourists, and

they often stop their cars to find

nmn intd L aplin phntos from Weste.

out what on earth is going on.

Most of us, on seeing our first

unplastered terron house, are in-

clined to feel scorn for this inex-

< Mud is used for mortar.

Such a wall withstands rain

and flooding better than

adobe

pensive native material. This

attitude is quite unjustified. Many
large, modern terron houses, finish-

ed with stucco, are not recognizable

as being of terron construction.

No houses are cooler in the hot New
Mexico summer or easier to heat

comfortably in winter. It does not

follow from these facts that earth

is really a good insulator. Inch for

inch, earth bricks have inferior in-

sulating qualities when compared

with wood and most conventional

materials. But because of the very

much greater thickness of terron

or adobe walls, they give the great-

est year-around comfort. From this

standpoint, as well as availability

and economy, the terron, in its

proper setting, is a splendid natru-al

building material for people "living

close to the soil."

^ A ONE-STORY HOUSE in Isleta Pueblo, New Mexico, built

entirely of terrones. The wall has been left unplastered
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. . . Jlieir iun-lialited win^i u/ideS/jread

J^liaJou'i atiitenin^ on the dampened iund . . .

over

Santa Monica Bay

What man is earthbound,

when a crumb for a bird can

build a ladder to the sky?

By Ruth Dudley
Photographs by the author

SEA GULLS are a common but

ever lovely sight over Santa

Monica Bay in Southern CaUfomia,

especially in the late fall and winter.

You see them resting on the shore,

their shadows gUstening on the

; f
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dampened sand, or soaring grace-

fully through the clouds, their sun-

lighted wings widespread.

The California Gull with its gray

back and wings and bright yellow

biU is a prominent coastal visitor.

The slate-backed Western Gull and

GULLS OVER SANTA MONICA BAY

the pearl-gray-backed Herring Gull

are much in evidence, too, as is

the red-billed Heermann's Gull.

In the summer many go inland

to nest, so they're not so much in

evidence. And since their food

seems quite plentiful, they're more

^oii a bit of breucL into

the air ana tneu deftlu

ccitcli it on tite winq

content to go their busy way. But

from late fall through spring they

grace our coast with their beauty,

depending on small fishes for the

mainstay of their diet. And when
fish aren't too plentiful, they're

eager, indeed, for any nourishing

bits their many human admirers

toss to them.

Go down to the shore with some

food scraps and you'll soon see a

beautiful sight. They'll probably

spot you coming and circle around

and around, curious to see what

you have, eager for your offerings.

Toss a bit of bread into the air.

Watch them spy it at once! In they

come, circhng cleverly, swooping

gracefully. Deftly they catch a bite

in midair or dart swiftly to snatch

up stray morsels that drop to the

sands.

Their wings make a soft rustling

sound overhead as they jockey for

position just above you. Their bright
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j/n tkeij come

du'ooving gracef-ull^ . . .

^ytrid mo I

ind more oj- them

eyes, ever alert, miss no tiny crumb.

Closer and closer they come.

They almost dart down to take

bread from your hand-almost-but

they're not quite sure of you yet.

Perhaps tomorrow they will be.

Bread eaten, away they sail-

away and away into the California

sky. But if you linger there at all,

if there's anything left in that sack,

they're not fooled. CircHng back

over the seashore, they are instantly

at hand to seek more—and more—

and more.

It's a beautiful thing to see-the

grace of these gulls-over Santa

Monica Bav in Southern California.
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So completely

is the mole adjusted to life

in his lightless labyrinths

that he

even goes through

the motions

of digging in his sleep

ICtttb IKtng
of the

Underworld

By Tom McHugh
All photographs by the autho

THE sod cracked and heaved

upward. First one side and

then the other of a small ridge

were pushed up. Nothing stopped

the work of this subterranean earth-

cleaver as he forged on through

the soil. Stalked plants fell over

on their sides and small roots were

torn apart with a faint crunching

sound.

My curiosity could wait no

longer, and I quickly plunged a

trowel through the ridge to trap

the animal in the blind end of his

tunnel. But even that was not

enough to corner him. By the time

I had brushed away the top of the

ridge, the only remaining sign of

the creature was a patch of velvety

fur and a httle pink tail. I

rapidly seized the tail and started

pulling, but pulling on that organ

was about as successful as trying

to uproot a small tree—it just didn't

work.

Finally, by removing all the earth

A Nature's little "sand hog" depends on broad flat forefeet and strong claws.

His eyes are almost useless. Kathryn and Byron Jackson have interpreted him as

saying ".
. . Night or day, rain or shine, it's ail the same in a life like mine"

around him, I succeeded in puUing

out all seven inches of a gray furry

mass. With its broad, spadelike

feet and pointed pink snout, it

gave every indication of an animal

that was truly "king of the under-

world." Few animals have become

as speciaHzed for a narrow existence

as this common mole.

Putting the mole on a hard-sur-

faced dirt road was ample proof

of this. Completely ill-adapted to

walking above ground, he traveled

over the road with an awkward
waddling gait. The ungainly stride

was obviously due to the fact that

his legs extended out to the sides,

rather than beneath him.

When I placed him on some

looser soil, he immediately sought

a path of escape. Rather than

waddle off into deeper grass, he

quickly put his nose to work at

LITTLE KING OF THE UNDERWORLD

finding weak spots in the ground.

Placing his forefeet close to his

snout, he pushed the earth aside.

Again his nose became active, not

in boring or in shoving aside the

dirt, but in discovering a suitable

spot to place the feet for the ne.xt

side stroke.

In less than a few seconds he had

completely vanished from tlie up-

perworld and its attendant bright

colors and pleasant breezes. He had

disappeared into a world of damp
earthy smells, perpetual darkness,

and sounds little stionger than the

weak grating noise made by an

earthworm inching along through

its tunnel. The mole's fife is one of

blind confinement.

Like most animals that dwell in

undying darkness, the mole has

very poor eyes. Scarcely the size

of a pin head, each one neverthe-
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less contains all the elements of a

normal eye. But most of these ele-

ments have greatly degenerated,

and the mole can probably do no

more than tell hghtness from dark-

ness.

In the Hghtless chambers of his

underground home, however, the

mole needs no \-ision and no apolo-

g\'. With his naked snout and small

pink tail he perceiv-es the earth

about him. Both structures are

densely covered with sensory cups

and tactile hairs. Running from

these to the brain, a network of

nerve trunks conveys the vital mes-

sages. When the mole is backing

up in his burrow, the tail serves

Hke an eve in the back of his head.

In going forward, the nose is never

used for loosening the soil. Rather,

it makes rapid and detailed exam-

inations in order properly to direct

the powerful claws.

Of course, the mole's ears are

also very valuable sense organs.

Since big external ears would rapid-

ly become clogged with dirt, the

mole has none. Instead, two Httle

skuU holes fead into inner organs

of hearing that are powerfully de-

veloped.

Besides the ears, nose, and tail,

other modifications adapt the mole

to its subterranean life and com-

plete the story of this remarkable

speciahzation. The fur is velvet)'

and offers scarcely any resistance

to the animal's passage within the

tunnels. The neck is so short that

the forelegs seem to sprout from

the sides of the head. With this

arrangement, the mole can bring

his forefeet together in front of his

nose for excavating earth from the

end of the biurow.

The big, Ihpper-hke forefeet are

the very essence of his moleness.

The claws of the forefeet are broad

and spadehke, and in digging they

are pushed against the earth Hke

so many shovels. Compared with

the rapid digging of an animal hke

the dog, the mole is slow indeed.

Unlike the dog, the effectiveness of

the mole's claws is not due to the

momentxmi gained before they

strike—rather, it is due to the great

muscular force with which they

are pushed. The large size of the

forefeet makes them an adequate

base for the enormous claws and

gives them a large capacity for

transferring piles of loose earth.

Even the hind feet are webbed to

kick earth through the tunnels.

Although these adaptations have

been known for some time, their

exact method of use for digging

was long a mystery. Since moles

do not expose themselves at the

siuface while burrowing, field

studies could give only general

ideas concerning the animal's move-

ments.

Naturalists long beheved that the

mole could easily "swim" through

the eartli, much in the manner that

a person ghdes through the water

by the breast stroke. It took some

clever experiments by Dr. F. L.

Hisaw to prove that "swimming"

was not the usual case.

Dr. Hisaw constructed boxes

with glass sides and bottoms so

that the burrowing creatures could

be watched from the side and

from below. In this way he found

that progression was, to be sure,

made by a swimming motion if

the soil was loose. But if the soil

was packed until it was as sohd

as that normally found in nature,

the mole did not "swim," but dug.

The digging is done entirely with

the forefeet. The way in which

these are used can be demonstrated

by placing a mole on a table and

holding it down with the palm of

the hand. The mole might be ex-

pected to resist this force by raising

its body and strugghng out, but it

^ A MOLE HILL like this at the surface indicates

where the mole has been digging a deep tun-

nel and has pushed the dirt up into a pile

^ If you poke a stick into a mole hill, you will find a

soft place into which the earth falls to the tunnel system

below. The mole later plugged the hole shown here
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does not. Instead, it rotates its body,

puts one forefoot on the table and

the other against the hand, and

pushes with a slow but strong

motion.

Moles use the same type of move-

ment when they are excavating

their surface runways. One foot is

placed on the floor of the tunnel

while the other pushes the earth

up to form a ridge. The sod is

thrown up on the right and then

on the left and in front. There

is every appearance of industrious

work as the mole presses forward

at the rate of about 12 to 15 feet

an hour.

Besides these surface runways,

which are used for collecting food,

moles also dig deep passages that

are used as headquarters and for

thoroughfares to feeding grounds.

The deep tuimels may be from

six inches to two feet below the

surface of the soil.

At this depth the earth cannot be

pushed upward or to the side.

Instead, it must be loosened and

carried away. After a quantity of

dirt is freed and piled in the tun-

nel behind the mole, the animal

turns about and pushes the earth

out of the burrow with one of its

broad paws.

^ A SECTION has been cut through the sur-

face runway to show how the earth has been

split and pushed up to form the tunnel

A An average man would have to lift 4800 pounds to equal the strength

of a mole. It can exert 32 times its body weight in this position, with forefeet

thrust against the thumb and fingers of the hand

As the soil is forced up through

the entrance, it falls down on all

sides and foims tlie familiar mounds

that we call "mole hills." Some-

times this earth may be packed

into a discarded part of the tunnel

system.

Like most people, moles eventu-

ally become discontented with their

homes and begin remodeling.

Whereas human beings rebuild

their houses for better appearance,

the mole does so for food. As the

mole remodels, he drives a new
tunnel beneath the old, pushing

the earth into the discarded burrow

above.

This seems to be a clever way

of saving labor. The remodeling is

obviously for the purpose of feed-

ing on earthworms and insect lar-

LITTLE KING OF THE UNDERWORLD

vae, which require moist earth. If

the animal were to construct an

entirely new system deep enough

to reach this food, he would not

only have to break the hard dry

surface but would also have to

remove much earth to reach the

proper depth.

Since these tunnels are a vital

defense against predators from the

outer world, breaks in them are

rapidly repaired. Soon after a rup-

ture occurs, a httle pink snout ap-

pears and cautiously explores the

opening. The snout is quickly with-

drawn, and, within a minute, the

break is plugged with a mass of

soil.

Moles even use their digging

habits to capture dangerous prey.

They have been known to force
(Continued on page 383)



< Mobility is inherent in the

entire equipment represented

in this camp at Lockerbie, near

the northern tip of the Cape

York Peninsula. George Tate

is seen at work on his collec-

tion under mosquito netting.

The bicycles were useful in col-

lecting where roads, or paths

existed ''
I

^^J

By

L.
J.

Brass
All photographs by Archbold Expedii

V

Camps on CapeYork
Fortune and misfortune in Australia's northern no matffe,,

land: vignettes conveying the true essence of expedition life

CAMPS are more than tempo-

rary stopping places to the

expeditioner. They are important

focal points in the memory of those

who travel off the beaten tracks.

One does not, in retrospect, go di-

rectly back to the mountain ridge

where some new plant was found

or to the exact spot where a rare

mammal was trapped. It is from

camps as local points of orientation

that the mind's eye carries one back

over the trails of the years. That is

so wath me, at any rate.

On the Archbold Cape York Ex-

pedition in the spring and summer
of last year, we lived in camps as

varied in associations as they were

in kind. We camped by the sea and

on the mountains, in the sodden

gloom of rain forests and in fire-

swept open country. Some of our

temporarv homes had such unortho-

dox amenities as floors underfoot,

a stove for the cook, and even a

shower bath with running water.

Others were thoroughly primitive

and had little to recommend them

for comfort.
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The most wretched camp on the

trip, and I think in the whole of

my experience, was high on the

east slopes of Mt. Bellenden-Ker,

more than halfway to the 5200-foot

summit. We found its name. Tick

Camp, not at all fitting, when with

two local men, Bill Kerns and Sven

Nielsen, Dr. George Tate and I

climbed tlie mountain in April and

stayed there two memorable nights.

"Water, water eoeryiufiere ..."

We knew that mountain would

not be easy. We had been told

stories of men who had cracked up

on the long climb and had to be

helped to Tick Camp and water.

The Bellenden-Ker area, with 160

inches of annual rainfall on the

coastal sugar-cane lands below the

mountain and perhaps well over

200 inches at high elevations, is the

wettest part in all Austialia. Mois-

ture-demanding rain forests cover

the slopes and formerly occupied

most of the now cultivated lands be-

low. But so rapid is surface nmoff

on the very steep sides of the moun-

tain that lack of water is a difficulty

expected by the occasional parties

that make the cHmb. The only sure

camping supply within 3000 feet of

the summit is at Tick Camp. There,

clear cold water can be dipped from

pools in the granite sand of a gully

head crowded with graceful Orania

palms and tree ferns.

Scarcity of water would not be

one of our troubles, we felt, as we
set out from the cane cutter's bar-

racks we were using as a collecting

base. The weather had been rainy.

Streams coming down from the

mountain had roared in spate every

night; and early that morning, for

the first time in four days, we had

seen the main peaks exposed

through the white clouds that had

been hanging over the summit

ridge. If we had any misgivings,

they were about our gear, which

I'm sure would not have been ap-

proved by an expedition outfitter

back in New York. Most of our

equipment was on a ship strike-

bound down the coast, and we
were making shift without it. We
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> A "gammon" shower
approaching on the strong

southeast wind that blew

day and night at Newcastle

Bay. The camp was situated

on the sand dunes behind

the low trees at right

'' Crossing the peninsula

toward Newcastle Bay, the

truck became stuck in a

boggy gully. The fallen tree

was one of many blown

down by a cyclone

had no tent or fly, nor could we
have carried one in any case. Food,

bush knives and a tomahawk, cam-

eras, a blanket, and a change of

clothing apiece were as much as

we could tote, besides papers and

boards for collecting plants. George

and I were rather proud of packs

we had fashioned from "Sugar Mix-

ture" fertilizer sacks found in the

barracks. Bill had his Austrahan

army pack and ground sheet—relics

of the New Guinea campaign. Sven

carried his things in a 70-pound

sugar bag — the Austialian Bush-

man's holdall. Both wore the shorts

and shirt that are practically uni-

form garb in that tropical part of

the country, and for ease of travel,

Swen went barefooted.

Starting out along grassy head-

CAMPS ON CAPE YORK

lands of the cane fields, we entered

the deep shade of the rain forest

by a path slashed through a border-

ing raspberry thicket. Then, after

crossing a little stream where we
paused to cut helping sticks, we
began to climb by a faint old

trail marked by stubs of cut under-

growth and here and there by a

blaze on a tree.

The Bamboo Zone

The first 1400 feet of slope was

very steep and hard going. Foot-

ing was bad on a clayey soil left

wet by the rains. The morning sun,

quickly gaining strength and shin-

ing on the treetops, set up hothouse

conditions in a forest much en-

tangled with lawyer vines and a

climbing bamboo. Lawyer vine is

'^ Geoffrey Tate and some butterflies

he caught at Newcastle Bay. He col-

lected reptiles and amphibians, as well

as insects and other invertebrates

a name facetiously applied by Aus-

tralians to climbing rattan palms of

the genus Calamus, the thin stems

of which are used for cane furni-

ture. From their prickly leaves hang

slender thongs of tendrils armed

with hooks as unyielding in their

hold on clothing or neck or ear as

the grip on clients of the fabled

gentlemen of the law. The inch-

thick green stems of the bamboo,

hanging from the trees and sprawl-

ing in loops on the ground, were

nuisances in other ways. They made
a perfect slide when trodden on un-

warily. When cut, their sharp ends

often caught our shins or whipped
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across the trail to snag our packs.

Above the bamboo zone the for-

est became fairly open underneath

and the gradients temporarily less

steep. The sky by this time had

clouded over, the air had become

cooler, and we had gotten our sec-

ond wind. There were places where

the big white flowers of a rubia-

ceous shrub filled the forest with a

delightful, gardenia-like fragrance.

This shrub occurred only on the

crest of a spur ridge, where, with

increasing altitude, a mat of ex-

posed surface roots formed a soft

brown covering on the ground.

Traveling a bit farther, we stopped

at a trickle of water in a gully to

boil the tea billy and eat lunch. We
had climbed about 2000 feet.

Mist now hung in the treetops,

quieting the biids, which up to then

had been busy and noisy enough,

though not conspicuous. In the still-

ness, broken only by the soft

crackhng of our fire, the moving
things of which we were most con-

scious were leeches. From a safe

seat on cut leaves of a fan palm,

which the blood-hungiy pests could

not cross without being seen, we
watched them standing on end, an
inch or two high, on the leaves and
twigs that strewed the ground,

leaning and wavering sensitively

in our direction and looping their

way toward us.

Early on the climb, Sven and
Bill had often stopped to scrape

one off a foot or a leg with their

knives, then grimly bisect its ex-

tensible and remarkably tough, dark

body against a tree or rock. George
and I, with trouser bottoms stufl^ed

into tops of socks, and legs well rub-

bed with carboHzed soap, were not

so much bothered, although all

four of us were bleeding somewhere
from the attentions of the loathsome
things. One had been discovered

HOBA^V VAf'J^^^'DEUSEN

serves, aessert at Newcastle
Biy. Joe McLaughlin, thq

c^ok, is on his left and^

Oforge and Geoffrey Tate/

acBoss th«nable i /

I

as it attached itself in a corner

of my mouth. Another had crawled

into my shirt and escaped notice

until I felt an itching, burning sen-

sation under my right ann, where

oozing blood was slowly coagulat-

ing. Investigating at my belt hne,

I found the enormously distended

leech that had dropped off after

its feeding. The blood from the

bites was kept flowing for a time

by a secretion from the mouth area

of the leeches, which retards coagu-

lation—and attracts other leeches.

Sven's bare feet were a horrible

sight by the time we stopped at

the lunch camp, and Bill fared

only slightly better. The tender

skin of a war wound on one of his

legs was a fa\'ored place for attack.

Tick Camp

• So far, apart from the annoyance

caused by leeches, we had done

well enough. But as we shouldered

our packs to go on, rain began to

fall — cold rain that soaked us

through and added weight to our

poorly protected loads. No one had

much to say, even about the in-

creasing leech pest, until the end

of a hand-and-foot struggle that

brought us to the crest of the main

southern spur of the mountain at

3100 feet. From there on, up and

down along the narrow crest, the

going was easy, and I was glad

of it. My legs were beginning to

give out when a dim shape, with

horizontal lines blurred by rain,

showed ahead in the forest, and Bill

inquired, overcasually it seemed

to me, "What do you think of it?"

There was nothing imposing

about Tick Camp. If conditions

had permitted me to take a picture

of it, you would have seen just a

few patches of charcoal where

campfires had burned, a rusty can

or two, and an open, very leaky

little lean-to shelter thatched with

palm leaves. The shelter stood in

tall forest and faced out over the

edge of a precipitous slope that

dropped off into the clouds. Bill

and Sven had built it on an Easter

visit two weeks before. The poles

of its frame were tied to living sap-

lings with split lawyer cane, and a

few still green leaves lay spread

on the ground for a floor.

In the pelting downpour, our

guides went after more palm leaves

to enlarge and improve the shelter,

while I star-ted to light a fire. Under

the roof, a stick of green ghittoe

had thoughtfully been left hanging.

Ghittoe {Halfordia scleroxyla) is

a tree of the rue family, common
in the mountain rain forests. Green

or dry, its timber, bushmen swear,

will burn under the worst condi-

tions. This would not. Nor would

dead ghittoe. I split the yellow, oily
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< Camp by a quiet water

hole in open forest near the

Jardine River, on the far

northern part of Cape York

Peninsula

* The Expedition lived in

this World War II radio hut

at Iron Range. The thick rain

forest in the background was

rich in plant and animal life

wood in slivers thinner than a

match and arranged them above

the wet ground on flat-split billets.

Still it would not burn. Wooden
safety matches, carried in my oiled-

silk tobacco pouch, wovild strike,

but that was all. Their stems would

not burn as kindling, nor would

so-called waterproof wax matches,

which would not even strike. The

fibrous inside of rotting lawyer

canes, which the rain forest abo-

riginals use for starting fires, was

tried without success. Newspaper

from the plant presses took up mois-

ture so rapidly that the paper itself

would not ignite, let alone set fire

to the wood. And the rain kept

pouring down. It dripped and

trickled through the roof of what

was now a fairly roomy hip-roofed

shelter, with eaves down to the

ground. It drifted in the ends of

the shelter as ground spray, and

water seeped up from the trodden,

peaty soil.

Of necessity, the fire-making job

became a problem for all hands.

Wet, chilled to the bone, tired, and

constantly pestered by leeches, we
tried every trick we knew. Our

puckered hands shook so with cold

that it was hard to strike a match or

arrange the slivers under the drip-

proof shelter of Sven's wide felt

hat. Finally, after efforts lasting

a full two hours and a half, by

means of a bit of waxed paper

that George remembered he had
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in his pack, we got a fire going.

And when it did burn, it filled the

shelter with pungent, choking ghit-

toe smoke, which drove us out into

the rain to wipe streaming eyes and

gasp for breath.

"And so to bed ..."

®A fire inside, big enough to keep

us warm in the night, would have

shriveled the palm-leaf roof with

its heat and let in all the rain. So,

revived by hot tea and a meal of

bread and canned beef, we set

about building an extension to

the shelter—a "skillion" in Aus-

tralian parlance. The fire soon

drove off the leeches, and we
sat dozing before it well into the

night. When the downpour slack-

ened a bit, we spread wet blankets

on wet palm leaves and turned in.

Lightweight plastic-coated nylon

raincoats were a boon to George

and me. We could not travel in

them, but worn over our wet

clothing they kept the wind out.

Worn over dry clothing while we
slept, they retained our body heat

and saved us from being soaked by

water that dripped from the roof.

At dawn, the rain looked as

though it would never stop. But

we had food enough for only

another day, and weather had to be

disregarded if we were to achieve

our objective of examining the

upper levels of the mountain. We
wanted to compare the ecology

with that of the mountains of New
Guinea and of lower mountains on

the Cape York Peninsula, and to

collect plants which so far as is

known occur only on the top of

Bellenden-Ker. One of my side

interests was the collecting of seeds

of Meston's mangosteen, endemic

on this mountain and reported to

have a fruit quite good to eat. I

had been asked to obtain seeds for
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experimental planting and cross-

breeding in Florida.

Trivial though it now seems,

changing back into clothing that

was not only half wet but befouled

by smoke from hanging in the

shelter seemed even more of an

ordeal than the subsequent cer-

taint)' of a cold drenching and more

leech bites, and we lingered at the

fire to warm the sorrj^ garments be-

fore doing our changing.

Elfin Woods

On the 2000-foot chmb that

morning, the rain forest of tallish,

straight trees, in which I searched

unsuccessfully for the mangosteen,

reached close to the summit. There

it gave place to montane cloud

forest, very different in character

and largely so in floristic make-up.

This was the well-named elfin wood
of tropical mountains — gnarled,

crowded, stiff, often misshapen

small trees, at most sixteen to

eighteen feet high, heavily mossed

on stems and branches and deep

in moss on the ground. Soft moss

cushions, absorbent as bath spon-

ges, dripped amber drops of water

they could not hold. The rain was

almost sleety up there. Shifting,

swirling mist limited vision to a

few yards, giving an eerie effect

in such surroundings and producing

the curious, padded silence peculiar

to mountaintops when the mists are

down.

\'\'ooroonooran, the aboriginal

name for Bellenden-Ker, has an apt

natural suggestiveness for the sum-

mit as we saw it. It is perpetuated

in the name Leptospermum ivoo-

roonooran, by which botanists know
a striking, umbrella-topped tree

that grows bigger than any other

in the elfin wood. Another remark-

able ti-ee found nowhere else is

the ti-ee heath DracopJnjUum Sa-

ijeri, with bell-shaped pink flowers

and long narrow leaves that sheath

the branches. We searched in vain

for the beautiful red flowers of Aus-

tralia's only rhododendron, Rho-

dodendron Locliae, which grows on

this and a few other northern moun-
taintops. The only really colorful

things were big salmon-pink slugs,

conspicuous on the leaves of h-ees

and apparently well adapted to con-

ditions that were anything but

congenial to us.

Six hours after leaving it, we

A Pack horses were used in

the rough mountain country.

This resting place is surrounded

by casuarina trees, "oaks" to

Australians because of the grain

of their wood

> From Bonanza Creek
Camp, on the headwaters

of Archer River, gear and
supplies were carried on
pack horses to camps on
the Mclllwraith Range

< Willie, Mr. Brass's na-

tive assistant, on the rocky

heights of Tozer Range

AJl
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were back at Tick Camp, preparing

for our second and last night in its

drippy shelter. This time we made
sure of more comfort, though the

rain kept on and there were itchy

new leech bites and inflamed old

ones, about which we could do

nothing. More leaves were put on

the roof and more on the grovmd,

and there were bundles of plants

for pillows. Only three inescapable

drips disturbed me—one on my feet,

one on my body, and one that spat-

tered beside my head. Such was our

experience in a mountain haven

that others had named for a pest

we did not see.

Happier Days

One of our most pleasant camps

was in the Mossman River Gorge,

60 miles north of Bellenden-Ker,

where we lived under good condi-

tions in rich rain forest that was a

naturalist's Eden. As guests of the

caretaker of a small hydro plant,

on a do-for-yourself basis, we had

the use of electrical cooking appli-

ances and a telephone, as well.

There were delectable pineapples,

bananas, and papayas from Jim

Cobb's garden; and there were hot-

tish days, during which Geofi^rey

Tate wielded his butterfly net in

the clearing or went with me into

the forest to collect more humble in-

sects in moss and under stones and

rubbish, while I gathered plants.

Clear, cool water rushed between

great gi-anite boulders in the river,

not far from a slowly swirling, al-

most emerald-green pool in which

we swam at midday. On still eve-

nings, Hobart Van Deusen, after

setting his traps, would take gun

and head lamp to hunt tree-dwell-

ing mammals of nocturnal habits

and shy rain forest wallabies, which

go by the name of paddymelon.

There were only we three of the

nine men who made up om- full

party on the more northern parts

of the Peninsula.

Our farthest camp of all was on

Newcastle Bay, less than nine miles

from Australia's northernmost point,

the tip of Cape York Peninsula, and

only a hundred miles across the

island-studded Torres Strait from

territory that George and I had

worked in New Guinea on a previ-

ous Archbold expedition. It was

rigged in the shelter of low, wind-

clipped trees on sand dunes im-

mediately behind a broad, open

beach, with the kitchen fly and

George and Van's mammal depart-

ment on one dune, Geoff and I on

the next, and the tent of our three

blackboys on a third. Little streams,

heading in a boggy hollow where

pitcher plants grew and running

among pandanus trees where they

passed between the dunes, provided

water somewhat peaty but good to

drink.

Day and night, a strong south-

easter blew without letup, sifting

sand into our tents and our food

or driving showers in from the sea

and back over the land. These frog

showers, or gammon showers, as

they were called, would perhaps

be the only rain for months, for

this was May and the wet season

had ended several weeks before.

We were in territory in which (ex-

cept on and about the higher moun-

tains, of which Bellenden-Ker is

an example) the year is divided

into well-marked wet and dry sea-

sons. Good rains would probably

come from thunderstorms in No-

vember, but the big rains of the

nor'west monsoon would not arrive

until about the New Year.

The Pattern of Life

This climatic rhythm, with rain-

fall enough to support rain forest

in the most favored situations, and

a long dry season well suited to

drought-resistant grasses and trees

in the drier locaHties, prevails both

ill northeast Australia and parts of

neighboring south and southeast

New Guinea. There is geological

evidence of direct land connections

between the two areas in times

since the evolution of modern plants

and animals. It is therefore not sur-

prising to find, in large areas of

New Guinea having pronounced

wet and dry seasons, a Eucalyptus

and tea tree [Melalenca) type of

open forest vegetation typically

Australian in character, inhabited

by characteristic Australian birds

and Australian mammals such as

wallabies. Nor is it surprising

that ti-ees and other plants with

origins in the Malaysian center of

plant distribution, of which New
Guinea is a part, should comprise

much of the rain forest flora of

northeast Australia, and that in
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these rain forests should be found

riflebirds and the cuscus, repre-

senting New Guinea faunal groups.

These are examples of only some

of tlie gross aspects of the complex

pattern of plant and animal dis-

tribution in Austraha, New Guinea,

and the great Malay Archipelago

hdng between Australia and Asia.

These and other origins, distribu-

tions, and relationships are estab-

lished as far as materials for study

and present understanding go.

Three Ai-chbold expeditions to New
Guinea contiibuted much to knowl-

edge of the fauna and flora of that

rich island area. It was the need

for more materials for study—both

collections and observations on en-

vironments—that took us to tlie

Cape York Peninsula, on the bio-

logical highway between Australia

and New Guinea. In its northern

parts especially, httle is known of

the plants and of most groups of

animals.

Pi Rough Traoel

•Newcastle Bay Camp was reached

by crossing the tip of the Penin-

sula by an old disused road that

passed through rain forest as well

as open forest of bloodwood {Eu-

calyptus tenninalis) and tea tree.

The wet season had left the grass

high, obliterating the road in the

open forest; and a cyclone had

cluttered much of the area with

fallen trees. In the open forest,

most of the down timber could be

dodged by detouring through the

long grass. In the dense rain forests

there was nothing to do but to

clear the road or cut a new one

with axes and machetes. With a

driver more timid than Dick Hol-

land, who did our transport there,

or a truck less sturdy than his war

surplus four-by-four, the last eight

miles would have taken more than

the five hours in which we did it.

Dick drove over everything the

truck could climb, knock down, or

crush with its weight. And that

rough trip yielded a very good col-

lection of spiders and insects,

shaken down on the mixed load of

baggage and men.

An unusual way of acquiring

specimens? Perhaps. But nothing

to approach Van's shooting of the

marsupial flying mouse, Acrobates,

on a night hunt from Newcastle

Bay Camp. Van shot into a flower-

ing bloodwood tree. The animal fell

and he lost it in the grass. Next

morning, mindful of flesh-eating

ants. Van visited the spot bright

and early. A long search disclosed

nothing but a python, coiled under

a log and bulging with something

it had swallowed. Van had found

his Acrobates, but the tiny creature

was not the cause of the bulge.

With it inside the snake was a

bandicoot, a somewhat piglike,

small, giound-inhabiting member

of the great diversified group of

Australian marsupial mammals of

which the largest and perhaps most

widely known, are the kangaroos.

As the dry season advanced, we
moved south in stages, examining

the rain forests of the wetter areas,

the tracts of dry, scrubby vegeta-

tion known as turkeybush, and the

open forests or savannas that cover

most of the country and are burned

over almost every year after the

grass dries. With us then was Don-

ald Vernon, of the Queensland

Museum, collecting birds and mam-
mals for his institution. He was

always an energetic helper in such

community jobs as setting up and

dismantling camps. Our culinary

department, very important on a

long expedition, was in the care

of Joe McLaughlin, an old-timer on

the Peninsula and a friend of every-

one.

Scattered Settlers

®It was a vast country, very thinly

inhabited. In a few areas, miners

of gold and tin and cattle ranchers

lived, sometimes with their families,

in the isolation of the outback. Few
of the aboriginal natives roamed

their old hunting grounds. Most of

them were gathered at missions on

the coast or were working for white

men. Our shifting community was

one of the main centers of white

population on the upper Peninsula.

Coen township, the largest center

in 350 miles, had only 2.5 voters.

At Iron Range we lived in a

building that Americans knew as

the radio station of a big military

airfield in World War II. Mostly,

our camps were what we made

of them, with tents and flies, a

minimum of portable furnishings,

and ingenious improvisations on the

part of Joe. Sometimes we slept

under the open sky, not troubling

to rig unnecessary shelter but put-

ting up mosquito nets to keep off

the dew. There were few mosqui-

toes to bother us in the dry season

and not much risk of malaria.

Leeches would not be much in evi-

dence again until the wet season

and then only in rain forest locali-

ties.

Some of our camps were beside

the rough, two-wheel-track roads

we traveled by truck. Others, up

in the mountains, were reached by

pack horse train or by cutting trail

and carrying all the bare essen-

tials ourselves. Homes were hos-

pitably thrown open to us

wherever there was settlement,

and the splendid pioneer women-

folk were liberal with dainty

eatables, which Joe, with his

simpler grocery stock, could not

achieve. There were also feasts of

our own contriving, as when fresh

vegetables and fniit reached us

from the monthly boat that plied

the coast or when Joe cut chops

and roasts from a fat wild porker

brought in by one of the black-

boys. The boys, cooking their share

in their own way, sang a contented

corroboree down by the creek.

Fresh meat always was an event.

It meant a change from the dry-

salted beef that hung for keeping

on the poles of the tents and, with

good yeast bread baked in a camp

oven, was the foundation of most

of our meals.

For us each day brought events

—things new to the collection,

something fresh to discuss, succes-

ses, disappointments—for not every

day was, or could be expected to

be, a good day for all of us. But

as time goes by, most of the days

will lose identity as days. There

vdll be a sorting and arranging and

synthesis of our recollections of the

Peninsula. And the rearrangement

will be largely a grouping by the

camps that were our living places

and the centers of our activities.
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A HoRNTAiL drilling in tree trunk to lay eggs

Drillers

OF THE

INSECT WORLD
By Lynwood Chace

INSECTS are frequently equipped

with finely fashioned tools that

can do just as complete a job as

any of the best made by man. Here

the horntail is shown at work, drill-

ing a hole in the trunk of a tree

by means of a drill and ovipositor

that extends from the insect's ab-

domen. Into this hole, approxi-

mately half an inch deep, the horn-

tail will deposit her eggs. The

highly magnified view below shows

the nicety with which nature has

designed this implement.

Mechanically amazing as this im-

"^ Close-up showing the ovipositor of the horntail

plement is, the situation is perhaps

more astonishing from tlie philo-

sophical point of view. One might

suppose that such a difficult and

ingenious method of laying eggs

would guarantee security for the

future generation of young horn-

tails. But not so. If an insect be-

longing to one of several species of

Thalessa happens along, it will lo-

cate the larvae of the horntail

beneath the bark by methods no

one has ever explained. Then, with

a drill approximately three inches

long, it will proceed to lay its own
eggs in the horntail's larvae!

»»^^^^xl«xx»sv«5«JK»«5«s^^
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The Story

of the

Almost a century ago, Pere David rescued

from oblivion the curious deer that bears his

name—one of the few "wild animals" that

has never been seen in the wild

By Willy Ley

•'"ly
/I" Y preparations for tlie joui-

j_Vj^ ney were completed sev-

eral days ago, and I can start

out bv about the end of February.

Because of this intention, I hurried

to have my last shipment for the

Museum packed; it consists of the

skins of mammals and birds and

a few live plants which I have en-

trusted to the intelhgent care of

Monsieur Alphonse Pichon, attache

of the French Legation, who is

going to return to Paris."

These lines were written in the

city of Peking in 1866, and the

writer was a French missionars' who
was an enthusiastic and well-in-

formed collector of animals, plants,

and geological specimens. His

name was ^\rmand David—Pere

David at the time he wrote these

lines and Abbe David after his

final return from China, where he

had traveled for the first time in

1862. The contributions of the

naturalist-missionary to the natural

history of the Far East were numer-

ous and varied, but his fame rests

mainly on a discover)' he made
just before he started to write his

diar\'. The nature of this discoveiy
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is disclosed in the Hues of his diary

immediately following those quoted

above:

"The principal item in this ship-

ment is the Sse-pu-hsiang, a kind

of large reindeer of which the fe-

male is antler-less. For a long time

I have tried to obtain a specimen

of this interesting variety of the cer-

vidae, still unknown to naturahsts,

which I know to exist in large nimi-

bers and for centuries in the

Imperial Park Hae-Dze, a few

Chinese li to the South of the

capital."

Father David's name for the

park is not the one used by sinol-

ogists, but there is no doubt about

the locality to which he referred.

Several miles south of Peking was

the Imperial Hunting Park, called

Nan Hai-tzu, which at the time

of Father David's visit was con-

siderably larger in extent than the

city itself. The area that later

became a park seems to have been

a kind of hunting or pleasure

ground for the emperors of China

for many centuries, but most of

the time it was more or less open

ground. It was probably walled

in about 1400; in any event the

wall was centuries old when Father

David saw it. Needless to say, no-

body was permitted to enter the

park, especially a foreigner.

Having heard that animals were

kept inside the park under the

guard of soldiers (mostly Tartars),

Father David decided that he

would at least look at them, even

though there was no way of wan-

ghng permission to enter. Early in

1865, he cHmbed the wall and saw

several game animals he knew well.

But he also saw a large herd—he

estimated it at 120 head—of a big

staglike animal that he had never

seen before. He was also certain that

no other naturalist had seen it, and

it naturally became his ambition to

record this unknown animal in the

catalogues of science.

His diary contains some informa-

tion that must have been supplied

by native friends. He learned that

there was a death sentence awaiting

anybody who dared to kill one of

these animals. But he also learned

that the Tartar guards violated that

law themselves on occasion, when
their menu grew too short or too
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monotonous. Nevertheless, their

fear of the law was strong enough

to prevent them from selling any-

thing that might be evidence; they

would neither part with a skin nor

with the bones or antlers. As re-

gards the latter, there was a slight

e.xception; Father David reported

that the insides of the antlers re-

sembled ivory so much that pieces

(presumably after the outside had

been ground off) were sold as ivory

and ti-ansformed into various uten-

sils by Chinese craftsmen.

Father David also learned the

Chinese name of the animal, Sse-

pu-hsiang. This means "not like

four" or, more elegantly, "four dis-

similarities." It is supposed to ex-

press the thought that the animal

does not look like a stag, a goat,

an ass, or a cow. Later the deer

was often referred to under the

more handy name of Mi-lu. This,

however, was not known to Father

David. In any event, he did what

he could to obtain some evidence

concerning this strange creature

for the Museum in Paris. He prob-

ably repeatedly postponed the

trip he wanted to make into the in-

terior just for this reason. But for

a long time his quest remained, to

use his own term, "unfruitful."

At long last, in January 1866, he

got two complete skins en assez

bon etat (in passable condition),

possibly by devious metliods, which

he unfortunately did not record in

detail. Shortly tliereafter, the

French Legation obtained three

more Sse-pu-hsiang through the

good offices of the Imperial Minister

Hen-Tchi. These, alas, did not sur-

From Richard Lydckkers The Deer of All Lands

A Completely extinct in the wild, Pere David's Deer is happily

represented in several zoos. During wartime restrictions, half the

Woburn Abbey herd starved, but it has provided the London Zoo-

logical Society with seven and the Bronx Zoo with four. Four others

will go to Australia soon

vive the trip, but Alphonse Milne-

Edward in Paris had material for

the first scientific description.

As is customary, the first de-

scriber had the privilege of pro-

posing a scientific name, and

Milne-Edward chose Elaphurus

davidiamts. In English-speaking

countries, "Pere David's Deer" has

become the usual appellation. This

is nice in that it honors the dis-

coverer, who might have had to

pay dearly for his scientific curi-

osity. But it is not quite so short

and simple as Milu, which is the

common name on the continent.

Even at first glance, Pere David's

Deer appears to be a pecuHar crea-

ture. In size, it is rather large; a

full-grown stag vidll stand four

feet at the withers, about the same

as a red deer. But its general car-

riage is quite different, a fact that

has not always been known to taxi-

dermists who mounted specimens.

Instead of carrying its head high

Uke a deer, the milu usually carries

if low, more like a cow. The whole

attitude has been termed "slouch-

ing" by Lydekker. The tail is un-

usually long for a deer and is equip-

ped with a hairy tassel like that of

a donkey. The animal has both

neck and throat manes. It has

rather large, wide-spreading hoofs,

which fall together with a loud,

clicking noise when it walks slowly.

The antlers are especially strange.

They are large and look at first

glance as if they might have been

put on wrong. The main fork

curves forward, dividing at least

once. The hind prong, which is un-

divided, is very long and is directed

backward in a way that is unlike

any other antler known.

Usually only one young is born,

in May. The fawns are heavily

spotted with white, but as the ani-

mal grows up, the spots vanish. The
females seem to retain them a httle

better than the males. The adults

have a grayish-red coat in summer,

which shades to whitish tints on

the underside. In winter the coat

is a grayish-buff. The call of the

adults is more a bray than the

typical call of deer.

After Milne-Edward's description

had appeared in the Comptes
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Rendus des Seances de TAcademie

des Sciences (1S66, page 1090),

where the name Milu is used for

the first time, the directors of all

zoological gardens had a brand

new dream—to acquire and exhibit

a pair of milus. The various lega-

tions in Peking suddenly received

instructions concerning zoological

matters, and they were usually suc-

cessful on a small scale. After all,

the Imperial Hunting Park was

not actually used for imperial hunts,

and Pere Da\id himself had pointed

out that he had been told that no

hunt had ever taken place there.

In 1869, two live specimens were

presented to the Royal Zoological

Societ\' of London by Sir Ruther-

ford Alcock, and in 1883, the same

Society- bought two more in China.

One specimen arrived in the Berlin

Zoological Garden, where it Hved

unhappily and lonely for many
vears and indoctrinated many Ber-

liners \\ith the beUef that "stags

in China look like that."

The Duke of Bedford, father of

the present Duke, decided to add

the milu to the collection of rare

animals in his park at Wobum
Abbey. He bought all the milus

that could be bought am'where. It

was at Wobum Abbey that a sur-

prising discovery was made: the

milu sometimes sheds its antlers

twice a year, instead of once!

^^^Iile the heads of zoological in-

stitutions were still dictating letters

to Peking, the milus of the Nan-

Hai-tzu Park suffered a catastrophe.

In 189.5, the Hun Ho river caused a

disastrous flood, which sentenced

thousands of peasants to death

from starvation. The same flood

also undermined the ancient brick

wall of the park, and many of the

animals enclosed there, including

the rare milus, escaped and were

killed and eaten by the starving

populace.

StOl, it cannot have been the end

of the whole herd. Some must have

survived, because it is reported that

"the Imperial Hunting Park was

thrown open in 1900 and all the

deer in it killed by the Interna-

tional troops." In 1901 only one

milu, a female, still existed in Pek-

ing. It stayed aUve until 1920.
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A One of the Bronx Zoo's Milus, with the first fawn ever born in the

Western Hemisphere. Its white spots will disappear with growth

This was the last Chinese milu,

for the major mystery surrounding

this animal is that it has never been

found in the wild anywhere. When
Pere David saw the large herd from

his place on the brick wall, and

when his discovery was reported in

Eiu-ope about a year later, most

naturahsts began to wonder about

its normal distribution. None were

kno\\Ti from the reasonably weU-

kno\%'n areas of China near the

coast, so its habitat must probably

be found in the interior. The possi-

bility that it was otherwise extinct

and had survived only in the park

did not occur to anybody. The nat-

xn-al assumption that there had to

be wild milus somewhere was ap-

parentlv strengthened bv reports of

ti-avelers who told that native

guides, especially from the north-

ern parts of China, had told them

about occasional small herds of Sse-

pu-hsiang. But all these reports

were mistaken. The guides reaUy

meant reindeer; and this was dra-

matically demonstrated in 1904

when a hunt undertaken bv Chinese

netted eleven Sse-pu-hsiang that

were to be shipped to Woburn
Abbey. Ten of the eleven died dur-

ing the journey to the coast; the

ele\'enth proved to be a reindeer.

Some entries in Pere David's later

diaries must be founded on the

same mistake. It is important to

note that Pere David never saw any

of the animals he was told about.

Possibly native Chinese, li\dng a

considerable distance from Peking

and knowing nothing about the real

milu, took the term "four not alike"

and fitted it to an animal they knew,

the reindeer.

Regarding the original habitat of

the milu, there are two theories.

One is that it was brought to China

by the Manchu. This idea, however,

while somewhat romantic in tinge,

has nothing else to recommend it.

In fact, it mav refer, through these

mistaken reports, to the reindeer.

The other is that the milu's original

home was on the large plains of

Chihli Province, which in former

centuries were immense reed-cov-

ered swamps. As agriculture ad-

vanced, drainage of the swamps

and cutting of the reeds gradually

left the milus homeless, so that they

dvvindled in number and finally

survived only in the area that be-

came the Imperial Hunting Park.

A precise parallel to this can be

found in the fate of the European

bison or wisent, which also roamed

over most of Europe when the con-

tinent was still covered with dense

forest. It receded with the forests

imtil it finallv survived only in an

Imperial Hunting Park—the famous

forest of Bialowiecza, not far from

the spot where before the First

World War the three empires of

Germany, Austria, and Russia met.
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A In I he velvei. Pere Da\id's Deer withstand!, cold well. E\en

the growing antlers do not seem to suffer frostbite

In fact, the parallel goes so far that

the largest number of pure-blooded

wisents still alive are now at

Woburn Abbey, too.

The idea that the milu preferred

such areas as the former swamps of

Chihli Province is also bolstered by

observations of the Woburn Abbey

specimens: "In England during

summer they are very partial to

water, often wading out as far as

they can go and sometimes swim-

ming; at this season they feed

largely upon water-plants, especi-

ally rushes. The long and widely

expanding hoofs, which form one

of the characteristic features of

this species, are evidently adapted

for walking on marshy ground."

(Lydekker, 1901.)

After the destruction of all the

Chinese milus except the one fe-

male, most living milus existed at

Woburn Abbey, about twenty of

them at that date. It can be said

right now that the story has a

happy ending; there are today

more than 240 milus in England.

An inquiry about the growth of

this herd and especially about win-

THE STORY OF THE MILU

ter care of the animals was kindly

answered by the present Duke of

Bedford. In a letter dated April 15,

1949, His Grace informed me that

the number of milus at Woburn
Abbey as of that date was 242—45

stags, 119 hinds, and 78 last year's

calves of as yet undetermined sex.

"Eighteen Pere David's Deer

were originallv imported from vari-

ous Continental zoological gar-

dens," continued the Duke of Bed-

ford, "but of these at least three

never bred, so that the present herd

is descended from not more than

fifteen animals. By the end of 1913,

137 had been born, 47 had died and

35 had been killed owing to old age

or disease, and one had been sent

away. During my father's life-time,

1 think, only two stags were sent

away, one to Karl Hagenbeck in

Germany and one to the London

Zoological Gardens. During the

summer of 1914, 20 calves were

born, and there were 88 animals in

the herd. During the First World

War, however, quite half the herd

perished of starvation, as the au-

thorities insisted on sheep and cat-

tle being turned into the Park and

did not allow enough hay to be pro-

vided for winter feeding. I had to

put up a great fight to prevent

official folly from having similar

disastrous consequences in the last

war."

In resistance against winter

weather, the survivor from Old

China has proved rather hardy.

"The deer here run in the open

Park, where they have access to

open-fronted sheds, which are used

a good deal by the adult animals,

but rarely by the young ones. The

sheds are unnecessary from the

standpoint of giving protection

from the cold, as the deer are able

to stand very severe weather, and

even the growing antlers of the stag

do not seem to suffer from frost-

bite. . . . The only artificial food

that is necessary in winter is hay,

but of this there must be an ample

supply. If there is any shortage and

the young animals are allowed to

get into a low condition, a number

are lost from parasitic worms. Un-

like most deer, Pere David's do not

care for the branches or fruit of

trees, nor do they eat turnips.

Apart from grass, the only natural

food for which they show any fond-

ness is certain water plants."

Since the herd is now so large,

it has been possible to restock

zoological gardens from Woburn
Abbey. A total of seven animals

have been given to the London Zo-

ological Society, but through the

natural course of events there are

now eight. Likewise, New York re-

ceived four and now has five, a

fawn having been born on April

10, 1949, the first bii-th in the

Western Hemisphere. During this

year, four milus will be shipped to

Taronga Park near Sydney, Aus-

tralia, and four to Dr. Heck in

Munich, in exchange for Mongolian

wild horses {Eqinis przhevahki).

In the course of time, more and

more people in various corners of

the world will be able to see a

milu again, discovered not quite a

century ago near Peking. Extinct in

nature and almost extinct even in

captivity, it was saved at a time

when to any sane observer the case

must have seemed hopeless.
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Sand-hill Crane
Still Calls

ONCE heard, the far-reaching

call of the sand-hill crane is a

sound that never can be forgotten.

The notes roll out Hke a ratchet on

a giant pulley, though not without

a certain \ibrant, musical quahty.

And when a group of these great

birds fly over with their clattering

notes of song, the impression is

startling. A flock of cranes on mi-

gration, flying foUow-the-leader

fashion high in the sky, leaves no

uncertainty' as to their identity, for

thev never fail to sound their char-

Reminiscent of the broad unspoiled wilderness, its

distinctive cry and the pattern of its wings against

the sky will always thrill the fortunate observer

By Henky H. Sheldon
Photographs by the author

acteristic notes, which can be heard

from one to three miles away.

One of my early impressions of

the sand-hill crane came while on a

survey of the big Bad Lands of South

Dakota. No great wilderness is

.>S.

?i^^A %^d

more profoundly desolate and silent

than these badlands; so when a

flock of sand-hill cranes gave voice,

I thought I had never heard any

bird notes so beautiful and satisfy-

ing. The sight of them a mile high

was equally inspiring, and as the

late naturahst Vernon Bailey so

aptly described them, "I watched

their southward flight until all was

gone but the sound of their magnifi-

cent voices."

During the lu-st settlement of the

white man in Oregon, sand-hill

cranes were abundant; in fact, even

as late as the first years of the pres-

ent century, a flock of a hundred or

more was not an uncommon sight.

But today the sand-hill crane is con-

sidered a rare bird over its entire

range, which extends, in the breed-

ing season, from Canada to Cali-

fornia and as far east as South

Dakota and even Michigan. The

mountain meadows and marshes of

the western states are its natural

nesting haunts. In the fall it leaves

them to migrate south to Mexico

and Florida.

Those who stick to the paved

highways will not see these big

* Just hatched. A day later,

the other ctiick emerged. Sand-hill

cranes build their nests in the

water, as a rule in a swampy
meadow near a jungle of cattails

where the young can seek safety
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A A PAIR of anxious parents that came close but changed their minds about landing

birds, and assuredly they present a

sight worth viewing. Usually a

high-powered binocular will be

necessary if you want to watch

them feeding. They eat frogs,

snakes, grasshoppers, field mice,

and, in fact, almost any creature

that can be subdued by their pow-

erful beaks. A meadow mouse that

dares to course its runway is

snapped up in a flash, sometimes

flipped into the air, caught, and

swallowed with the aplomb of a

juggler. Cranes are also fond of a

variety of vegetable matter, includ-

ing grains, but they do not often do

any great damage to grain fields,

because it is their habit to avoid

association with man.

During the breeding season,

which begins in April, the cranes

stage a courting dance which, from

the accounts of those who have

been fortunate enough to observe

it, must be a most spectacular and

amazing sight. S. S. Visher's de-

scription has been called the best

account of this performance. Briefly,

the great birds, perhaps 20 or more,

gather at a chosen site on some high

piece of ground where they can

command a view in any direction

for half a mile. They begin by rais-

ing their heads to their extreme

height, then bowing low. After re-

peating this several times, they be-

gin bouncing like feathered balls,

leaping over one another with wings

half spread. The speed increases as

> This little fellow was lost

temporarily. Its plaintive call

was a weak whistle, but the

parents heard it and came

new flocks fly in to join, and after

an hour or more the dance becomes

a wild frenzy.

Many species of birds perform

these nuptial antics of courtship,

but my imagination tells me that

these cranes, standing four feet high

from toe to beak, could put on a

show to outdance anything else in

the bird kingdom.

Most people unacquainted with

the general features and character-

istics of the crane confuse it with

the great blue heron, which is often

wrongly referred to as a crane. As

the two birds belong to widely

separate orders, they are obviously

quite different. However, one not

up on birdlore might easily be un-

certain whether he saw a heron or

a crane, especially if the bird were

standing at a distance. Both birds

are blue-gray in color, and though

the crane is the larger, distance and

light alter the apparent size of all

creatures. In such an instance, be-



A A PAIR OF CRANES near the nest, apparently unaware that the cameraman was hiding nearby in the sagebrush

havior would be the sole means of

identity. Once on the wing, there is

no mistaking either bird. The crane

Hies with neck and legs stretched

full length, while the heron pulls

it.*- long neck into the feathers of

its breast and resembles the crane

only in its outstretched legs.

Despite the crane's isolated habi-

tat and its wary nature and habit of

feeding in open areas where its

keen eyesight prevents any foe from

too close approach, it is dangerously

decreasing in iiumliers. The chief

380

cause is the encroachment of civili-

zation upon its comparatively re-

stricted haunts.

Up on the Malheur National Bird

Refuge, which runs parallel to the

Steens Mountain Range for some

.30 miles, 90,000 acres have been

fenced. This great area comprises

a variety of terrain suitable for

the propagation of such precious

species as the sand-hill crane, trum-

peter swan, American egret, glossy

ibis, and others. This is just one of

several of Uncle Sam's bird havens

that have been set aside for the pro-

tection and preservation of our

wild fowl.

Here the sand-hill crane is in

its chosen element—an expansive

meadowland, watered by streams

that issue from the alpine Steens

Mountains and flow eventually into

the great Malheur Lake and marsh-

land. This avian paradise had al-

ways been home for the cranes, and

thanks to wise and farsighted con-

servationists, it remains their refuge

indefinitely.
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A Tree

with a

Maltese

Cross

Bij Marie Copeland

NATURE does some queer

things, but almost everyone

who sees this section of a tree

agrees that it is one of the strangest

oddities he has ever seen. As the

photograph shows, the tree con-

tains a well-nigh perfect design of

a Maltese cross.

Two hunters were tramping the

timbered foothills of the Rocky

Mountains in western Montana

when they paused to rest at the foot

of this yellow pine. Its peculiar

shape — like a four-leaf clover —

caught their eye. Returning later

with a crosscut saw, they felled the

tree and found that the curious

cross extended the entire length of

the tree trunk. Much of the tree,

however, was rotten and was dis-

carded by the finders. The trunk

was about fourteen inches in diam-

eter.

So perfect is the outline of the

cross that at first glance one asks:

"Is it inlay work made by man?"

But Nature's "inlay" is more real

and convincing than any handiwork

man could create. Each tiny hue,

indicating a years growth of the

tree, is easily traced completely

around the face of the block. In the

center or heart the grain forms a

convincing rephca of the all-seeing

eye, similar to that used in the em-

blem of Masonic Lodges.

The cross is now a part of the

writer's collection at Yakima, Wash-

ington, among numerous other

northwestern curiosities gathered

over more than a quarter of a cen-

tury.

What force could have disturbed

.^_JJBBE WITH A-TVTALIESE Lttt

this tree to produce such an unus-

ual formation? Was it struck by

lightning? Did the winds blow? Or

was it stricken with some dread

tree sickness? Many persons have

pondered over this question, but

perhaps the best answer is offered

by Dr. William M. Harlow, of the

New York State College of Forestry.

He writes as follows:

"This is without doubt one of the

most interesting tree sections I have

ever seen. Although at first the

pattern may seem unexplainable, a

careful study of the ring growth

makes clear what happened to the

tree. The "eye" effect near the cen-

ter is not unusual and has resulted

from some injury, perhaps a fire

scar, when the tree was quite small.

Notice how the rings cover the scar

and eventually join again to form

complete circumferences.

"Now, look at the top of the cross

and notice that a similar condition

has developed along the flat surface

shown. On the other three faces the

new wood has completely covered

the scars. What caused the scars? It

seems likely that this tree was

blazed on four sides to mark it, per-

Photo by U'iUaid Hatch

haps for land survey purposes. The

Maltese cross consists of heart-

wood; the rest of the cross section

is sapwood. Although even the sap-

wood of this pine, as well as that of

other trees, consists largely of dead,

empty cells (in this case tracheids

or 'fibers'), it does contain a cer-

tain amount of living tissue, namely

the wood rays, and living cells

around the resin canals. When these

living cells die, heartwood forma-

tion is said to take place; and at this

time various chemical substances

may be deposited, which usually

make the heartwood darker than

the sapwood. When the tree was

blazed, heartwood formation was

initiated earlier than normally

would have occurred, because all

the living cells from the cut faces

were deprived of radial communi-

cation with the cambium and bark.

This accounts for the curved 'bay'

between each two faces.

"If this explanation does not sat-

isfy the reader, he can easily test it

by actually making a 'four-square'

set of faces on a living tree and ob-

serving the results over a period of

years."

a' 'not'
-^/



LETTERS Continued from page 338

Bering Sea and the North Pacific, where

they prowl in relentless search of prey.

They are the most ferocious of marine

animals, able to swallow seals and tlie

smaller porpoises at a gulp, and e\en to

kill the true whales. The Eskimos in their

skin boats have great respect for the

Killer Whale and avoid any encounter

with it.

Insectn that
Outwit Carnivoroutt Plants

Sirs:

Dr. W. H. Hodge made out a most in-

teresting case for the plant kingdom in

his article on "Cami\'orous Plants" in the

June N-\TURAi, History. The inference

would certainly be that insects must be

verv stupid if, in spite of having brains

and eves, they let mere plants overcome

them. But not all insects deserve this op-

probrium. For example, the water in a

pitcher plant leaf is a fine aquarium, full

of microscopic food particles, and the

pitcher plant mosquito takes advantage

of it. This insect by-passes the downward
pointing bristles by flitting into the open

throat like a hehcopter, descending to

lay eggs on the water surface, then rising

to escape again. The wrigglers that hatch

from the eggs feed on the microorgan-

isms that congregate over the drowned

bodies of other insects. Each wriggler

tosses itself to the surface film and presses

a breathing tube through to the air above.

Its gullet squeezes the pitcher plant water

from each food particle before the food

enters the stomach. And apparently no

significant amount of the digestive juices

secreted by the plant leaf enter the mos-

quito wTiggler's skin, since it lives on,

grows, pupates to a bullhead and finally

emerges, to fly away to the open air be-

yond the pitcher's throat. But only one

kind of mosquito—Wi/gom!/!a—makes use

of the pitcher pond in this way.

Sometimes the pitcher plant mosquito

gets caught by another inhabitant of

pitcher leaves—the pitcher plant spider,

which spins a net across the open pitcher

and catches insects going in either direc-

tion. The web is hung across the hp of

the leaf, and the spider spins a silken

life fine on which to descend toward the

water. But during rains, spider and web
may both be swept into the pitcher,

where the former drowTis and becomes

food for the plant just as does a bird's

egg or a cube of meat placed in the

water.

Several kinds of flesh flies—relatives of

the common blow flies—also take, advan-

tage of the pitcher plant's food collection.

From a safe landing strip where take-off

again is easy, one of these fhes vvdll de-

posit its living maggots high up on the

plant. The maggot slips down the hair)'

throat, falls into the water, but is at home

immediately. The decaying insect bodies

A Pale maccots, fat and well fed at the

pitcher plant's expense, operate at the

bottom of the vaselike leaf, scavenging the

depths of the trap for the drowned decay-

ing bodies of insects and spiders. Given
time, these would emerge through a hole
in the pitcher's side and become flesh flies.

The pointed end is the head. Two dark
spots toward the opposite extremity are
air pores, which the maggot brings to the
water's surface at intervals for breathing

shown in Dr. Hodge's photograph are

perfect food for the scavenging maggot.

And for air it merely extends its body un-

til the hinder end is at the water surface.

Respiration occurs through a pair of

fancy air pores surrounded by water-re-

pellent hairs. The maggot grows as it uses

up the plant's collection of drowned in-

sects. Finally it bores a small hole tlirough

the pitcher wall, WTiggles through to free-

dom, and pupates for transformation into

the parent type of fly.

Fartlier south, where pitcher plant

leaves ha\'e umbrella tops that keep out

excess water in heavy downpours, a soli-

tary wasp has taken the habit of cutting

a hole near the pitcher bottom to drain it

completely. Then it brings in straw and

lea\es to build a nest in which to rear its

young. The pitcher plant still can use

such a leaf for synthesizing foods in sun-

light, but the protein-catching, water-

holding feature is gone for good.

< Wrigglers of the Pitcher Plant Mos-
quito are found only in the water col-

lected in pitcher plant leaves. In this very
restricted niche they thrive on microscopic
animals and plants, which in turn derive

their nourishment from the decaying in-

sects the plant leaf has caught. The
wrigglers are immune to the digestive

juices secreted by the leaf

A The Pitcher Plant Spider spins a web across

the throat of the leaf and catches insects as they

slide toward the depths of the trap. It snares still

others (such as the Pitcher Plant Mosquito) as they

emerge like helicopters from the liquid below. The
net photographed here shows indication of having
been broken and repaired at least once—probably
when some insect fell through and was caught by
the plant

A The maggot of a flesh fly makes its way to

the surface and opens to the air above a large cup-

shaped cavity, from which breathing tubes lead

downward throughout its body. The aquarium
water in which this specimen was photographed
was saturated with air, as evidenced by the small

bubbles on the glass wall. However, this curious

animal has become so used to life in a poisonous

environment that it absorbs nothing from it other

than decaying food material

All of tiiese are ways in which poten-

tial prey make use of the carnivorous

plant for ends that do the plant no good.

Perhaps careful observation will yet reveal

some insect or spider that steals the sticky

drops from sundew and puts them to

some special use. Or some animal of

small size may be found that speciahzes

in stealing the insects from a Venus's-fly-
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trap or through the trap door of a blad-

derwort. Once we found caddis cases in

a pitcher plant leaf, suggesting still other

and yet unknown inhabitants of insec-

tivorous plants. No doubt those that can

watch these interesting and unusual kinds

of vegetation more closely can add greatly

to what is already known of them.

LoRUs
J.

and Margery J.
Milne,

University of New Hampshire.

Durham, N. H.

Tribute to the Dance

Sirs:

The cover of your September, 1949,

issue does credit to a sincere and talented

young man. It is a real pleasure to see

Redge Laubin, receive such fine publicity.

No one deserves greater credit for his

complete, accurate, and warm portrayal

of the life, tlie costume, and the dance of

the first Americans. . . .

Dr. Clayton G. Rudd.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Friendly Raccoons

Sirs:

As a member of the American Museum
of Natural History of many years stand-

ing, I take the liberty of sending you the

following account of a recent experience

with raccoons, which may be of interest

to your readers.

Together with two friends and a guide,

I spent two nights this July at Inlet Camp
on the Upper Ausable Lake in tlie Adi-

rondacks. About 7 p.m. a young female

raccoon came to the cookhouse porch. I

tossed her a flapjack, which she took im-

mediately; then, of her own accord, she

climbed onto the porch. All four of us

were sitting only a few feet away.

It suddenly occurred to me that I might

lure her still closer. I offered a bit of

chocolate, and she took it at once. The

next piece I held at my knee; and at the

next, she had her front paws in my lap.

At the next, she had all four paws up and

was sitting contentedly in my lap show-

ing not a trace of nervousness. This all

happened in broad daylight while the

four of us were talking in ordinary voices,

and others were moving about getting

more flapjacks and syrup for her. If we

had had a camera, we could have taken

innumerable pictures, as she stayed in my
lap about twenty minutes and only left

after all the food was gone. She had even

licked my fingers for the final drop of

syrup.

We were the first occupants of this

camp this year, and the other near-by

camps had barely been used. As she was

a vearling, her experience with humans

could therefore only have been as a kitten

the previous summer.

The following night we were waiting

for her, but instead a large male raccoon

came, and the same performance was re-

peated almost exactly, except that he was

so big tliat he could only get his front

paws in my lap. Even so, his face was

within eight inches of mine. His manner-

isms and personahty were totally differ-

ent; he was aggressive, impatient, and

determined, also completely without nerv-

ousness or fear, whereas the female was

gentle and unhurried. Neither animal had

ever seen us before or had become

famihar with our voices, scent, or motions.

Our guide and others with whom I

talked all said that they had never seen or

heard of anything fike this. I know that

raccoons are easily tamed, but I would

greatly appreciate it if you would tell me

if you have had other similar incidents

reported.

Mrs. Edward Clarence Dean.

Byram, Conn.

The following comments are offered by

Mr. T. Donald Carter of the American

Museum's Department of Mammals:

Mrs. Dean's account is very interesting.

On rare occasions, for no apparent rea-

son, an individual mammal or bird will

lack the accustomed fear and seek the

society of humans. But it would seem

very strange if two such animals should

make their appearance at one time, and I

would rather suspect that these raccoons

had been associated with people at some

previous time. The most logical explana-

Uon would be that they were either in

captivity and had been liberated or had

escaped, or that during the previous sum-

mer this family had been attracted to one

of tlie camps, perhaps to visit the garbage

pail. If animals are offered tempting food,

they can be induced to take it from the

hand. It does not take some animals long

to learn how and where such handouts

may be obtained. The fact that the

first raccoon showed no nervousness is

good evidence that the procedure was not

a new experience to her.

LITTLE KING OF THE UNDERWORLD Continued from page 365

earth against the nests of yellow-

jackets until the insects were com-

pletely crushed or smothered. The

attacking mole then safely de-

voured both the young and adults.

The mole's adaptations have con-

fined him to a life in Ughtless laby-

rinths. The round of his experiences

consists mainly of smells of fresh

moist earth, plant roots, and vari-

ous worms and grubs he seeks out

for food. Digging hangs so heavily

on his mind that he may sometimes

be seen going through the motions

of digging even in his sleep.

These earth-cleaving and feed-

ing habits do not go completely

unobsei-ved, especially if they ap-

pear in the garden or on the golf

course. Prized daffodils are felled,

and key golf shots are shaken from

their course.

Fortunately, there are two sides

to the matter. Moles are injurious

Winners of the Insect Cryptomaze in the June issue of Natural

History: The three contestants submitting the highest number of insects

listed in the main section (A-Z) of Webster's New International Dictionary--

1948 (unabridged), in accordance with the rules of the contest, are: Harold

Eaton, Jackson Heights, N. Y.; Dr. Henry S. Rich, Bronx, N. Y.; Dr.

Ellsworth Smith, Madison, Conn. Each of these winners has received a

copy of The Insect Guide, by Ralph B. Swain, published by Doubleday and

Company, Inc.

only when they appear in concen-

trated gardens or in golf courses.

Elsewhere they do a world of good

by eating large numbers of destruc-

tive insects. In fact, just one mole

can consume about 40,000 insects

and worms each year.

Through the ages they have also

played an important part in the

evolution of the soil. By constantly

moving and stirring it, bringing up

subsoil, and carrying down organic

matter from the surface, they have

contributed to the natural building

up of soil fertiUty.

With man's occupancy of the

land the value of moles as culti-

vators ceases. Their natural pro-

cess is much too slow. But in

the uncultivated areas of the earth,

the little king of the underworld

still remains a useful citizen—the

symbol of one of Nature's most

complete and successful ventures

into the realm of subterranean

darkness.
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MUSEUM ANNOUNC iNTS

Is Indian Culture Oriental?

Possible evidences of trans-Pacific traf-

fic from Asia to North and South America

long before the time of Columbus form

the tlienie of an unusual exhibit titled

"Across the Pacific?" which will be on

display at the American Museum through

October.

The exhibit is the first ever to assem-

ble a wide range of \aried materials

showing striking similarities in the an-

cient cultures of Asia and the Americas.

It does not attempt to pro\e that continu-

ing contact occurred in early times but

rather is designed to present some of the

reasons why anthropologists are becom-

ing more and more interested in deter-

mining whether the ancient civilizations

of the Far East contributed to the de-

velopment of American Indian cultures.

In art, musical instruments, weapons,

and architecture, many marked similari-

ties occurring in Asia and the Americas

are displayed in the exhibit. For exam-

ple, the totem poles of the Northwest

Coast and similar monuments from the

interior of Borneo are shown to be almost

identical in many cases in both form and

subject. It is now believed that tiiis art

style probably spread in ancient times

from China to islands of the East Indies

and Melanesia, and it is possible that the

American Indians received it from the

same source, either across the Pacific or

around its shores.

Further interesting similarities are

shown in the designs on vases and stone

sculptures of the middle and late Chou

dynasties of China and cultures of Mexico

and Guatemala, as well as in the Budd-

liist and Hindu art of India, Java, and

Cambodia. An unusual section de\'oted \o

musical instruments of South America

and Oceania points out amazing resem-

blances between the Panpipes of Melan-

esia and Bolivia, the shell trumpets of

Melanesia and Mexico, and the unusual

nose flutes of the Philippines and South

America.

Another liigli light of tlie exhibit is a

display of head-hunter trophies from

Oceania and South America. The human

lieads and skulls on display in this section

show an amazing likeness in general

treatment and in the way in whicli they

have been decorated.

This thcnic constitutes one of the most

fascinating riddles in the science of man's

early cultural development. It is hoped

that readers of Natural Histohv will

soon have opportunity to weigh the pros

and cons in an article by Dr. Gordoi

Ekholm, who, with Dr. Robert von

Heine-Geldern, supervised the prepara-

tion of the exhibit.
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"itii Artist Loolis at Nature"

A special exhibit of drawings, litho-

graphs, and oil paintings by Miss Vera

Andrus will be open to the public until

October 18 at the American Museum of

Natural History. The display includes

some 40 pictures of shells, driftwood,

flowers, and plants and will be based on

the theme, "An Artist Looks at Nature."

Miss Andrus, a member of the staff of

the Metropolitan Museum of Art and

teacher for the City College of New York

Adult Education Program, has prints in

the permanent collections of the Library

of Congress, the Metropolitan Museum

of Art, and the Minneapolis Institute of

Arts. Her first "one-man" show was held

in New York in 1932, and she has since

exliibited throughout this country as well

as in Canada, South Ajiierica, and Europe.

Miss Andrus is a member of the Na-

tional Association of Women Artists, from

which she recei\'ed the medal of honor

in 1941 and the members' print prize in

1949.

Native Danees

Traditional ethnic teclmiques will form

the basis for a group of exciting new

dance works to be presented this fall at

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, in the series called "Around the

World with Dance and Song."

The forthcoming dance programs will

include a number of new artistic dance

forms created within the framework of

ethnic styles. The programs will demon-

strate how strict adlierence to traditional

techniques need not limit dance creati\e-

ness or prevent artists from enlarging and

molding certain ethnological materials

into interesting and varied new dance

patterns.

The new series, to be held in the Mu-

seum's main auditorium, will include an

afternoon program especially adapted for

children at 3:30 p.m. and an evening pro-

gram given for adults by the same artists

at 8:30 P.M. It will consist of seven

Thursday programs from October 13

through January 26.

The fabulous American dance artists

Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn will open

the series on October 13 in a remarkable

"Denishawn" program. On October 27,

Hindu and Tibetan dance styles will

form the basis for a program of fascinat-

ing, brilliantly costumed dances by Sujata

and A.soka, accompanied by authentic

native music.

"The Americas in Concert Dance," a

group of gaily colored dances derixed

from the folkways and social forms of tlie

American people, will he presented by

the Dudley-Maslow-Bales Trio on No-

vember 10. Included also in the series

will be the exciting primitive dances of

Claude Marchant, formerly a leading

dancer in "Show Boat," and a group of

vivid, skillfully conceived Spanish danees

by Federico Rey and Pilar Gomez. The

dances of Bali, Java, and Sumatra will be

offered by Soekoro and Devi Wani and

their Indonesian troupe.

For the final program of the series, the

\ersatile and talented Hadassah will ap-

pear with her colorful new company in

dances of the Orient and the Near East.

Included in the program will be the

powerfully moving "Shuvi Nafshi" and

the lyrical, fightly humorous "Fable."

There will also be a number of new

works in the Israeli, Indonesian, and

Hindu dance forms.

Further information can be secured by

calling Mrs. Hazel Muller, at Endicott

2-8500, Extension 248. All seats are re-

served, and orders for tickets will be

filled in the order received.

Antarctic Skies and Telescope
Making

During October, audiences in the Hay-

den Planetarium will travel to the ant-

arctic regions to enjoy the stars that

circle over the South Pole. Beneath con-

stellations that we never see in our mid-

northern latitudes, they will become ac-

quainted with the problems of time and

navigation that have confronted our ant-

arctic explorers.

A special fall course in telescope mirror

making will begin on October 4 and 5 at

the Hayden Planetarium.

The class, a combination lecture and

laboratory session, is conducted jointly

with the Optical Division of the Ama-

teur Astronomers Association and will be

held in the fully equipped optical and

machine shop of the Hayden Planetarium.

The course includes lectures on elemen-

tary optics and on the design, construc-

tion, and use of telescopes. Each student,

under the guidance of a competent

instructor, may grind, polish, and figvu-e

a six-inch telescope mirror. This Pyrex

mirror for a reflecting telescope becomes

tine property of the student upon com-

pletion of the course.

Students will attend one night each

week, either Tuesday or Wednesday, for

20 three-hour periods. The course is ac-

cepted for credit by the Board of Edu-

cation of New York City. Further in-

formation may be obtained by telephon-

ing or writing the Amateur Astronomers

Association at the Hayden Planetarium,

ENdicott 2-8500, Extension 300.
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LETTERS
Insects as Food

Sirs:

You may be interested in the accom-

panying photographs showing but one

example of man's many uses of insects

as food.

This Zapotec Indian near Oaxaca,

Mexico, offers as an appetizer to accom-

pany the drinking of alcohohc mescal,

fried or toasted "caterpillar pretzels." He
would call them gusanitos del maguey
(little agave caterpillars). These are

actually the larvae of one of the skipper

butterflies (Aegiale hesperiaris Walker),

which are found throughout the seniiarid

districts of Mexico. They plague the

fleshy leaves of the several species of

maguey (Agave spp.), an ever-present

source of Mexico's popular and potent

alcoholic beverages: pulque, mescal, and

tequila. Instead of attempting the chemi-

cal eradication of these pests, the Indians

long ago hit upon a better solution: drey

eat them! So popular are they tliat they

may be found in most native Mexican

A Stringed caterpillars, offered by

a Mexican vendor as appetizers to be

dipped in salt and eaten with the mescal

in the small jar

> The maguey plant, in

which the caterpillars are found

food markets and are even canned for

the grocery store trade.

Like the writer, many a tourist has

tried these gusanitos and has found thein

tasty and as appetizing as pretzels. For

ease in handling, they are threaded into

bunches and are individually salted when
eaten (note small glass of salt). The indi-

vidual pottery container at the left con-

tains mescal.

Many aboriginal peoples throughout

the world appreciate the food value of

insects. Besides the Mexican Indian, I

have seen Carib Indians dig out the juicy

grubs of palm beetles and devour them

with great relish. I have also seen high-

land Andean Quechua and Aymara with

equal gusto hunting and eating "nutty-

flavored" head lice.

Professor Essig, distinguished Cali-

fornia entomologist, has recently summar-

ized the nutritive value of insects in

these words: "Great masses of insects are

probably as nutritious and as wholesome

as are oysters, crabs, lobsters, and even

other types of meats ordinarily eaten by

civilized human beings."

W. H. Hodge.

Amherst, Mass.

Saved by a Porpoise

TN the October, 1947, issue of Natu-
* RAE History Magazine, Mr. George

G. Goodwin of the American Museum's

Department of Mammals discussed briefly

the ancient legend that a porpoise will

push a drowning person toward shore.

Like a number of other stories about

the behavior of animals, tliis belief

seems on first sight to be ahiiost too fan-

tastic to be considered seriously. It has ap-

parently been passed down from classical

times, and seafaring folk have doubt-

less always been ready to defend the

porpoise as the only animal that comes

to the aid of a drowning man.

IV. H . Hodge photos

The porpoise is known to be an ex-

tremely inquisitive and playful creature.

It will roll imder and nudge to the sur-

face any partly submerged object that

is not too large. Furthermore, when a

young porpoise in the tank at Marine

Studios in Florida died during the night,

its bereaved parent was found the next

morning supporting the young one at

the surface. This was interpreted by some

as an effort to help the young one breathe

if life yet remained.

We now have the following very in-

teresting account from the wife of a

well-known trial attorney residing in

Florida. She prefers that the location and

names be omitted, because the near-acci-

dent was at least partially the result of

the inattention of the owner of the bath-

house where it occurred. The "porpoise"

involved was probably a dolphin, in the

opinion of Dr. Frank W. Preston of

Butler, Pennsylvania, a keen student of

natural history who induced the lady to

write her account of the experience.

Along these shores the word "porpoise"

is frequently applied to animals that are,

strictly speaking, dolphins. Dr. Preston

forwarded die account to Dr.
J.

Kenneth

Doutt of tlie Carnegie Museum of Pitts-

burgh, who in turn sent it to Natural
History Magazine. We print it verbatim,

as follows

:

"My adventure vith a porpoise oc-

curred six years ago, but the facts are

still vivid in my memory and can be

accepted as true and accurate.

"We had at the time a narrow beach,

reached by a flight of slippery and a bit

rickety steps. When I went out to my
cabana, no one was in sight, nor did

anyone appear when I went swimming,

although my husband had asked the

owner to keep his eye on me while he
was away.

"The waves were not over two feet



high, and I waded out just waist deep

before I realized that there was a terrific

undertow. Just as I started to turn back,

the undertow swept my feet from under

me and knocked me flat in the water.

1 swallowed a lot of water and, in spite

of repeated tries, could not get my foot-

ing. I tried to call, but between the

water in my lungs and mv real fright,

I suppose my voice was not loud enough.

I realized that, while only about ten feet

from shore, there was no way I could

make it, and I kept thinking, as I gradu-

ally lost consciousness, please God can't

someone push me ashore.

"With that, someone gave me a tre-

mendous shove, and I landed on the

beach, face down, too exhausted to turn

over. I kept thinking that I miost turn

over and thank the person who helped

me. It was several minutes before I could

do so, and when I did, no one was near,

but in the water about eighteen feet

out a porpoise was leaping around, and
a few feet beyond liim another large fish

was also leaping.

"When I got enough energy to get back
up the steps, a man who had been stand-

ing on the other side of the fence on
the public beach came running over. He
asked me how I was and said that he
had seen only the last part. It was the

second time, he asserted, that he had seen

such a thing happen. He said that when
he had arrived, I looked Kke a dead
body and that the porpoise shoved me
ashore. It was his belief that the porpoise

was trj'ing to protect me from the other

fish, which he described as a fishtail

shark. God certainly was with me."
Here we have the first personal ac-

count that has come to our attention of

a porpoise beha\-ing as legend has said

it should. It is easy to conclude, without

reflection, that the air-breathing por-

poise was intentionally helping a creature

who would drown if deprived of air.

But most students of animal behavior
will probably explain the rescue as a

result of the animal's natural curiosity

and playfuhiess. They will doubt that

there was any intention on the part of

the porpoise to save the swimmer either

from drowning or from the "shark."

Porpoises do not ordinarily have any
acquaintanceship with human beings, do
not know whether they breathe air or

water, and cannot be supposed to feel

love or sympathy for them. To some, an
account like this may seem adequate
e\idence that they do, but the scientist

will say that any simpler explanation that

satisfies the facts should be gi\'en stronger

credence.

It is a mistake to analyze animal be-
havior in terms of human thoughts and
emotions. Even in human evolution the
idea of doing a good turn for an unknown
neighbor is relatisely recent. It would
be naive to assume that the porpoise said

to itself, "I would want someone to do
this for me" ("Do unto others, . . .") or,
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"It seems the onlv decent thing to do.

This shark can probably go without one

meal, whereas the person will die if

left alone" ( "To each according to his

needs . . .").

True, there is an indication that a

parent porpoise will apparentlv try to sup-

port its ailing voung at the surface. The
young of some marine mammals cannot

swim at birth, and when a baby harp

seal, for example, accidentally gets into

tlie water, its mother wiU swim under it

and help it up onto the ice again. Some
may argue that the porpoise was merelv

going tluough its instinctive routine with

a person instead of a baby porpoise. Is

it not "a wise parent that knows its ovm
cluld"? Perhaps, but mavbe it is a stupid

porpoise that doesn't. The mother seal,

again, concerning whom more is known,
unerringly picks its own ofi^spring out

from among hundreds that all look alike

to us.

So, what was going on in tlie por-

poise's head when it pushed the swim-
mer ashore? There is general agreement

that the creature is sport\- bv nature.

Under training, perhaps it will e^-en co!!-

duct itself as "a good sport"—but scarcely

in terms of human standards until it

has been taught the rules of the game.

Even a cynic might find it hard to re-

main unmoved by die appearance of a

porpoise at tlie scene of a sinking ship,

but let's not be too hard on an interest-

ing and inteihgent animal if it does not

always attend to all the women and chil-

dren first.—Ed.

Sparrotrs and Wrens
Sirs:

In my garden in the country I have a

WTen house, which has been inhabited this

summer by a pair of house wTens. Late
in June I noticed a sparrow sitting on the

ledge in front of the small, round open-
ing through which the wrens enter the

house. The wrens were obviously en-

raged, but the sparrow continued to sit

tiiere hour after hour. When I drove the

sparrow away, the wrens burst into song
as if trying to express gratitude at then-

liberation. Since the door to the house
is too small to enable the sparrow to

enter, I am at a loss to understand what
the sparrow was trying to accomplish.

The conduct I have described was re-

peated day after day for several days.

So long as the sparrow occupied the ledge,

the wrens could not enter their house.
After I drove the sparrow away, tlie

wrens would enter and leave the house
freely; but no sooner was my back turned
than the sparrow would be back and the

contest would continue. Can you tell

me whether this type of behavior is com-
mon and, if so, what the sparrow is seek-
ing to accomplish?

Wayne McMelle.v.
Chicago, 111.

The following explanation is offered

by Dr. John T. Zimmer, of the American

Museum's Department of Birds:

The incident reported by Mr. McMU-
len is good CNddence of the obnoxious

character of the English sparrow, or as

it is called in its homeland, the house

sparrow. When it can gain entrance to

tlie nest of a wTCn or some other bird

that it can intimidate or find away from
home, it may destroy the nest and even

break the eggs or kiE the nesthngs. It

ma}' dien take possession of the site

for its own nest-building activities. When
it is unable to force its way into the

opening, it may, as in the present case,

take a position where it can perhaps

find some opportunity of exercising its

destructive quahties. It is something like

a cat watching a mouse hole. So long

as there is evidence that the rightful

owner is in residence, the sparrow may
continue its behavior, even tliough it

secures no personal gain from it, at least

until it finds a more promising object of

attention. Should the wrens give up the

struggle and lea\^e, the sparrow's interest

would probably cease.

There is little tliat is admirable about
tliis sparrow, although it has been found
to eat Japanese beetles in considerable

numbers. That is one mark on the credit

page for many on the debit page.

Pertidioua Bumblebee
Sirs:

On a bonny spring dav some years

ago, I retired to a woodsy, flat-floored

dell in quest of the Dutchman's-breeches,

flourishing profusely in the rich alluvial

soil. But—what a name for flowers so

exquisite and daintily perfmned!
I was annoyed to find that most of

tlie ones I had gathered were more or

less marred by tiny crescent-shaped in-

cisions near the tips of the straddling

"kniskers." It was as if the cuts had been
made with a midget's manicure scissors,

and they had caused rusty discoloration

and shri\'eling. Many of the unplucked
blossoms showed similar blemishes.

In a long acquaintance with the spe-
cies I had ne\er before observed the
phenomenon, and I was at a loss to ac-

count for the apparent vandaUsm. It

would most natmrally be attributed to

some mischievous insect—mavbe an ant.

But what was die why of it-on a whole-
sale scale suggesting system and purpose?
A buxom bumblebee, her sable jacket

resplendent with plushy gold, was bus-
thng busily from flower to flower—obvi-
ously a queen whom the genial mid-May
sunshine had invited from her winter
hibernation.

Presently my casual interest became
intent: her technique was strikingly novel!

Ignoring the conventional avenue or-

dained by Nature to insure the cross-

poUination vital to the perpetuation of
many plants, she embraced each blossom
like a long-lost friend, then deftly but

Continued on page 431
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This remarkable color photograph,

taken by Miss Constance Stuart, the only

woman from South Africa to serve

as photographic correspondent in tlie

last war, portrays two young women of

the Ndebele tribe in South Africa. Many
groups of this tribe have adopted the

ways of neighboring peoples and have

thus lost their cultural identity. But the

group represented by these two girls,

though only a short distance from the

capital city of Pretoria, have preserved

to a remarkable degree the Ndebele lan-

guage and much of the traditional cul-

ture. Their dress is distinctive and artis-

tic, with abundant use of beads, bangles,

and circlets of brass. Those who uncon-

sciously encourage the native to conform

to the white man's gadget civilization

might well think twice before hastening

the day when such a rich artistic tradi-

tion is thrust into the forgotten Hmbo of

vanished cultures.

Further information about this inter-

esting tribe is contained in an article by
the distinguished anthropologist Dr. I.

Schapera, on page 408.
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Scientist-artist on the staff
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Evolution • Conquest of Space • Insects

Indian Birds • Hawk Sanctuary

= The insect world
^ ______ by J.

Henri Fabre

= Edited with an introduction and

= notes by Edwin Way Teale

= Dodd, Mead & Company, $3.30

= 333 pp., with pictorial end papers

= TT is probably safe to say that no

^ -' writer on insects has won such sensa-

= tional recognition as did
J.

Henri Fabre.

^ It was sensational because it came, after

= years of relative obscurity, in a tidal wave

= of fame at the close of his life when he

S was already 84 years of age. The turning

= point was the completion of his monu-

S mental work—Souvenirs Entomologiques

= —and the homage paid to it by writers

= of distinction. At last the genius who had

^ shunned the worM of men in his devo-

S tion to a field of interest that most men

^ pass by unnoticed received acclaim not

= only in France but throughout the world.

= The last volume of Fabre's Souvenirs

SS Entomologiques was published in 1907.

= By 1911, a selection from this marvelous

^ quarry of entomological information was

= published in Enghsh, and such was the

S interest aroused that volume after vol-

^ ume, presenting new assemblages of

SS material from Fabre's great work, were

= issued over the ne.xt decade or more.

S Fabre's position in entomology as in

= literature is one of assured eminence, but

= it is inevitable that with time the wild

= enthusiasm of the first years of an au-

= thor's recognition by the world should

= lose its initial fervor. This is evidenced

= in Fabre's case by the fact that several

= of the chapters in Teale's thoughtfully-

= prepared and well-balanced anthology

= have been resurrected from sources "now

= out of print." It is to be hoped that the

= anthology, which brings together die most
= stimulating and delightful of Fabre's field

S explorations and experiments, will not

= only be valued for itself but may act

= as an incentive to wider reading of this

S author.

SS Teale has done an admirable task of

= editing. Not the least of his virtues as

= an editor is his self-effacement. The
^ text is not weighed down by encumber-
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ing chains of comment, but a condensed

statement preceding each chapter gives

just the right amount of information re-

quired for a full appreciation of what

foUov

Tf

Herbert F. Schwahz.
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HE CONQUEST OF SPACE
Text by Willy Ley

Paintings by Chesley Bonestell

$3.95

160 pp., 59 plates, 18 figs.

'TpHE mystery of the night sky has
-*- always stimulated man's curiosity.

From the time he became acquainted

with the nature of the moon and planets,

he naturally pondered what it would

be like to visit them and how this might

be achieved.

Chesley Bonestell and Willy Ley have

done a splendid job of highlighting the

subject of interplanetary travel in The

Conquest of Space.

Millions have enjoyed the beautiful

and scientifically accurate paintings that

Mr. Bonestell has done for Life, Coronet,

and other magazines in recent years.

These have included the earth as seen

from a transcontinental rocket ship, close-

up views of the lunar landscape. Mars and

Saturn from their near satellites, and

dozens of like subjects both in color and

black-and-white. Over 50 of them are

reproduced here with appropriate cap-

tions. To peruse them is Hke taking an

imaginary journey through the solar sys-

tem on which we see our corner of space

from a new perspective. They are not

only fascinating to the layman but will

withstand the critical examination of the

astronomer for, as mentioned in the intro-

duction, they are executed by "a poetical

mathematician with a paint brush."

The text, by Willy Ley, has been care-

fully prepared to answer the hundreds

of questions that perplex the nonscientist

when he considers the problem of inter-

planetary travel. There are four chapters

covering the basic problems of rocket

travel, a discussion of the dimensions

and dynamics of the solar system, and

interesting data concerning what is known

WEBBS SHELL BOOKS
Handbook for Shell Collectors, 1500 Hist

Foreign Land Shells, 1400 Illustrations

United States Mollusca, 1400 Illustrations

A real shell library for S15, or $5 each.

7000 species of shells in stock tor sale
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of the physical characteristics of the

moon and planets.

Chapter IV, called "Vermin of the

Skies" discusses the asteroids. We feel

that the title of this chapter is not in

good taste, but here Mr. Ley has followed

a precedent of long standing. The book

contains about a score of figures drawn

by Mr. Ley to amplify tlie text. On the

whole, it is a valuable contribution to

modern popular astronomy.

Robert R. Coles.

Indian hill birds

_______ by Salim Ali

Illustrations by M. G. Henry
O.xford University Press, $8.00

240 pp., 72 plates

'TpIMES and fashions are changing
•^ rapidly in India today, but the popu-

larity of the Indian hills as a refuge

from the hot or trying weatlier below

is bound to endure. For the many who,

in search of relaxation, are drawn to

their birds, the present splendid book

is intended.

The author, Mr. Salim Ali, leading

ornithologist of India, is also a lifelong

student of its birds in the field. Remem-
bering his early days which were handi-

capped by the lack of a suitable book,

he set out "to meet the wants of the

average visitors to the hills" by writing

"a handy book that would tell them by

simple word and picture something of

the birds they meet . .
." He has suc-

ceeded admirably. Comparison of size,

appearances in the field, simple keys,

and tables of distribution identify the

birds. But the book is much more than

a guide to identification, foi: under each

bird a great deal of information is also

given as to habits, food, calls and song,

nesting, and other phases of behavior.

This information is very complete and

is written in a beautifully concise, non-

technical language.

Close to 300 species, Himalayan as

well as peninsular, chosen as being the

most likely to attract the attention of

the visitor to the hills, are covered in

the book. Of these, 117 are brilHantly

illustrated in 64 superbly printed color

plates, and twelve additional species are

illustrated by photographs. In some cases

both male and female plumages are

shown. The color plates, painted espe-

cially for this book by Mr. G. M. Henry,

are beautifully done and include many
species that have never been depicted

before.

We are told that the book is primarily

intended as a field book. But the infor-

mation given by Mr. Ali on the birds

that he covers is so complete and up-

to-date scientifically that the professional

ornithologist will often refer to it. Par-

ticularly helpful are the notes and tables

on distribution, altitudinal movements,

and habitats, as well as the two well-

chosen end papers showing the paths of

the monsoon, land elevations, and mean
annual rainfall.

The bird watcher in India and the

student of Indian ornithology will be

grateful to Mr. Salim Ali and Mr. G.

M. Henry for their very fine book. The
only regret an American reader is bound

to have is that he is too far away to

slip it into his pocket and set off for

the beautiful hills.
Charles Vaurie.

Hawks aloft
The Story of Hawk Mountain

______ By Maurice Broun

Dodd, Mead Company, $4.00

222 pp., II illusts.

TTERE is the story of one of the

' -*• world's most remarkable sanctu-

aries. It is also a heart-warming record

of courage, devotion, and idealism.

For many decades Hawk Mountain,

on the Blue Ridge of Eastern Pennsyl-

vania, above Drehersville, was a death-

trap for migrating birds of prey. Eagles,

vultures, falcons, and hawks of many
species, utilizing the favorable updrafts

over this ridge, came within easy shotgun

range of the hordes of hunters who waited

for them among its rocky crags. For

many of tlie local people, shooting at

Revised edition of "one of the finest books

about fishes issued in this country.

THE LIFE STORY OF THE FISH
HIS MANNERS AND MORALS

By Brian Curtis

JDRIAN CURTIS has
brought a tremendous
amount of knowledge to-

gether and written it in as

simple and engaging a

manner as seems possible,

all without compromising
in the least the scientific

principles by which the in-

formation was assembled.

It is by far the best popu-

lar exposition of fishes and
their living we have yet

seen." — CHRISTOPHER
W. COATES of the N. Y.

Aquarium, in Scientific

Monthly.

*ChIcago Tribune

HARCOURT, BRACE AND COMPANY

J. THINK this must be one

of the most all-embracing

books about fish that has ever

been written . . . vi^hether you

are a fisherman or not. But

for a real fisherman, this is

one of the luckiest books he

could come on : he will read it

again and again."

_NEGLEY PARSON

Fully Illustrated with

Drawings and Photographs

At all bookstores • $3.75

383 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 17
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Hawk Mountain was tlie high point of

the year. It mattered little what they shot

or whether they killed it or merely

knocked it down to lie helpless and

suffering for days on the rocks far below.

Then, foreigners from New York in-

vaded tlie community and leased tlie

property and sought to bar them from

their "sport."

It was into such a situation, accom-

panied bv veiled threats of violence, that

the Brouns had the courage to step when
Mrs. C. N. Edge, of tlie Emergency
Conservation Committee, asked them
to become custodians of the area. How
they held off the hordes of hunters, won
places for tliemselves in the hearts of

a once hostile community, and built the

area into a year-round sanctuary sup-

ported by thousands of members famous

the world over, is the story of this book.

In a very informal fashion Mr. Broun

tells of his old pre-Revolutionary stone

residence on the side of the mountain.

He recounts legends about it and its

living ghosts—the wild cave rats—with

which they share it. He tells of the

changing seasons and the birds thev

bring, of his "Pennsylvania Dutch" neigh-

bors, and the many naturalists from

far and wide who have made pilgrim-

ages to Hawk Mountain.

The final chapters dealing in detail

with the remarkable hawk flights will be
especially interesting to the ornithologist.

After explaining the reasons for the

flights and the weather conditions that

favor them, the author summarizes his

data covering twelve years of flight ob-

servation. During that time he has re-

corded tlie passing of 179,619 birds of

prey, of 16 species. It is possibly a good

omen for the future of our much perse-

cuted hawks that 1948 was the best year

of aU.

We shouldn't assume, however, that

one Hawk Mountain sanctuary will solve

the problem. Hawks are still slaughtered

every fall at many points on the Blue

Ridge and elsewhere. Until right-think-

ing people everywhere rise up in indigna-

tion at this wanton and senseless

slaughter of some of the finest birds that

fly, and display the vision of Mrs. Edge
and the courage of the Brouns, our

hawks will not be safe.

Richard H. Rough.

Nature and its

applications

- Compiled by Jessie Croft Ellis

F. W. Faxon Company, 83 Francis St.

Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

$17.00, 861 pp.

'

I
^HIS imposing inde,v is a most valu-

able tool for anyone wanting "a pic-

ture of . .
." The compiler of such a

monumental work deserves the heartfelt

thanks of hbrarians especially, as well

as of the many artists and students need-

ing to know how things look. The index

covers many important sources includ-

ing the National Geographic Magazine,
two Encyclopedias, and this magazine.

Personally, I would ratiier have included

the Animal Kingdom or Illustrated Lon-
don News than the Woman's Home Com-
panion. And while I appreciate the value

of the three pages of references under
"Lion" and the four pages under "Palm
Tree," etc., I cannot help wondering
how much we will use tlie eighteen pages

under "Animal" and the fourteen pages

under "Flower." ,, _
Hazel Gay.

The world of life
A General Biology

- - _ _ by Wolfgang F. Pauli

Houghton MifEin Co.,

653 pp., 524 figs.

TN this very comprehensive work. Dr.
•* PauH combines the art of story tell-

ing with the concise accuracy of the

scientist. His subject matter ranges from

the vastnesses of interstellar space to the

formidable eugenic problems that now
confront man. He not only brings out

biology in strong relief from its setting

in the inorganic cosmos but also covers

its every aspect with a fine regard for

time relationships and the evolutionary

concept. Also, throughout his broad

i»>;»r>.i»-«.-tf.».«r.».«i

With 97 rare photographs
and 5 maps $10.00

A Selection of the NATURAL
HISTORY BOOK CLUB

;K»!§»§"§ll^"§»^»iiS E. P. DUTTON & CO., Inc.,
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The only record which ever could have
been written of the little -known
savage races of Tierra del Fuego.
WHEN LUCAS BRIDGES was born on that far-off

island in 1874, it was virtually an unknown land. Out-
side of a few settlements of sheepmen, the 18,000 square
miles of mountain, forest, marsh and lake was inhabited
by fierce and hostile tribes—the Yaghan and the hostile

hunters of the interior—the Ona.

Young Bridges grew up among the Yaghan Indians and
knew them well. As a young man he gradually built up a
friendship with the Onas and eventually learned their lan-

guage and became an initiated member of their tribe.

Today only a few hundred of either tribe remain alive,

and this account of their customs and lives is a unique
record—and fascinating reading.

Uttermost Part
of the Earth

By E. Lucas Bridges
Intioduction by A. F. Tschiftely

558 pages—at all book stores

300 Fourth Avenue, New York 10 §!MMMMMMM)^
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treatment of the origin, behavior, struc-

ture, growth, and heredity of living

things, he particularly stresses the human
history of the concepts underlying them

in such a way as to make them appear

natural and inevitable, rather than mi-

raculous strokes of genius. In thus hu-

manizing the founders of biology, he

inspires the conscientious student to go

and do likewise.

In his method. Dr. Pauli strikes a

happy medium between oversimphfica-

tion and a plethora of scientific terms.

He is convinced that the former has

reached a stage where it eidier distorts

tlie facts or gives the theories a finality

tliey do not deserve. Some burden, he

feels, must be placed on the student

himself, who can reap his reward only

after hard work and hard thinking.

All in all. The World of Life, though

not directly applicable to the laboratory,

is an excellent portal through which to

enter any of biology's specialized fields,

and it merits a wide sale and use as a

general text book. It is profusely illus-

trated by photographs and drawings, and

the artist, Elmer Smith, is to be highly

commended for tlie clarity and instruc-

tive value of his sketches.

George H. Childs.

Beyond the Caspian
- _ - by Douglas Cairuthers

Published by Oliver and Boyd
Tweeddale Court, Edinburgh, 22/6

290 pp., 25 illusts.

EYOND the Caspian gives an inti-

mate insight into a land where few
outsiders have penetrated and where still

fewer are apt to gain access for many
years to come. There may have been
changes in the political influences affect-

ing this remote and forbidden land since

Douglas Carruthers was there, but the

customs of the local people are as age-

less as the country itself. Mr. Carruthers

has a story to tell—a tale that everyone

will enjoy, and he has told it well. He
takes the reader to the now almost

legendary cities of Samarkand and Buk-
hara, two of the most intriguing cities

that the world has ever known.

Of Samarkand he says, "Samarkand has

an atmosphere and character of its own,

superior to those of any other Eastern

city. It is a beautiful city in beautiful

surroundings, a pleasure city as it were,

created especially for some super-man,

in fact, Timur's throne. Its atmosphere

is entirely aesdietic and academic. It

exudes—or rather did exude—art, learning

and religion. That is its charm."

Here are authentic facts that read like

fiction. I can vouch for them because

I have been across the same endless

deserts and aBcaK flats, where Mr. Car-

ruthers made friends with the nomads.

I, too, climbed up into the rarified air

on the roof of the world, where he crossed

YOUR NEW BOOKS

B

through treacherous mountain passes, on

the trail of some prized specimens. Don't

let the fact that Beyond the Caspian was

written by an explorer and collector of

natvu-al history specimens lead the reader

to e.xpect just another travelogue and a

big game hunt between its covers. It is

a colorful, entertaining, and informative

exposition of well-chosen subjects that

are delightfully refreshing, and it is told

with the simplicity and charm of an

accomphshed writer.

George G. Goodwin.

Gemstones
by G. F. Herbert-Smith

Pitman Publishing Corporation, $8.50

537 pp., 44 plates, 145 figs.

'T'HE appearance of the first American
* printing of this, now standard, work

on the stones used in jewelry, marks

its return to fill a demand that has long

gone unsatisfied. The 9th Edition was

printed in 1940 and was a complete

revision of a book tliat had gone through

eight editions since 1912. The changes

introduced in the American printing are

unimportant in comparison with the

thoroughness of Oie revision of the 1940

volume, but they will, nevertheless, add

somewhat to the value of the book. The
really good news about Dr. G. F.

Herbert-Smith's book is that it is again

available, after being out of print for

the last four or five years.

The first section deals with the physi-

cal characters of the minerals used as

gems and now includes a long chapter

on crystallography, as well as discussion

of color, specific gravity, luster, hardness,

and the like. An ensuing short section

deals witli the technology and history of

the use of jewelry stones. The principal

part of the work discusses the stones

that are of chief interest to the jeweler,

and following it are shorter sections,

now no longer headed "semi-precious"

since the phrase is in bad repute, on

the less well-known gems. Many of these

stones are of interest only to collectors

and mineralogists, but it is very grati-

fying to find them described in some

detail in this book. At the same time,

this section increases the general inter-

est for nonprofessional readers.

Pearls and organic products that find

jewelry application, such as amber, ivory,

and tortoise shell, are described in the

closing sections. The pages on ivory

and plastics are considerably expanded

over the 9tli Edition. They are appropri-

ate to such a book, which now becomes

the only convenient work in which this

information will be found. In appendices

at the end are numerous tables; specific

gravity, compositions, crystal systems,

color, refractive indices, and so on, which

will be found very useful for reference.

A new fist of admissible names, as ap-

proved in Great Britain is found in this

edition.

JVill Indian culture survive

White domination?

THE INDIANS
OF THE

SOUTHWEST
A Century of Development Under ffie

United States

by EDWARD EVERETT DALE

IS OUR government a land-grab-

bing monster or a beneficent god-

father.' Here is a frank, vivid study

of how the Indians of the Southwest

lived for one hundred years under

the United States—their frustrations,

their struggles to survive. It reveals

in realistic detail the problems of the

government, the tenacity of the tribes,

their resistance to white settlement

and their efforts to retain their own
culture.

A "must" for those

who want to un-

derstand the na-

tives of our land

—their past and

future. Ilhts., bib-

liography, index,

S4.00.

Send for your copy todoy
(Postpaid witli easli order)

UNIVERSITY of OKLAHOMA PRESS

NORMAN. OKLAHOMA

From any standpoint, except the purely

romantic interest in jewelry stones to

which some recent American books on

gems cater, this work is excellent. There

is nothing that can be compared with

it in Enghsh, and the only work in any

other language (G rman) is now out of

print. We cannot recommend it too

liighly for anyone with an interest in

gems or in tlie gemnological aspects of

mineralogy. Its many illustrations and

four color plates also make it an attrac-

tive book for reference, for study, or

for reading. p. ^ PouoH.

The meaning of
EVOLUTION -A Study of the

History of Life and of its Signifi-

cance for Man
By George Gaylord Simpson

Yale University Press, $3.75

364 pp., 38 illusts.

THIS book, based upon the twenty-

flfdi series of Terry Lectures deliv-

ered at Yale University in 1948, is an

interpretation and a critique of the

modern concept of evolution. It results

from a quarter-century of brilliant re-

search and careful thought by one of our

leading students of the subject. Conse-

quently, its publication is an event of

great significance to students of organic

evolution the world over.

Continued on page 431



To most of us, pahn trees and

the tropics are s^^lon^-mous,

and why not for this amazing as-

semblage of nearly 3000 species of

plants glories in torrid climates and

populates most hea^-ih- the wet

equatorial regions of the world. Ac-

tuallv tropical America is the real

paradise for palms, although tropi-

cal Asia is also an important center.

Brazil with her endless square

miles of wet Amazon countr\-, prob-

ablv can boast of more lands of

palms-some 500 species-than any

other conntr\% ihoudi Colombia,

too, has an abundant palm flora.

Tet there probably soli exist hun-

dreds of unknown species in these

two countries alone.

So rich is the heritage of our

Western Hemisphere in tiiese won-

doful plants that a certain group,

Ae palmettos, e\ en wander as far

ncBih as the Carolinas, while an-

other group, the hone%- pahns, reach

as far south as Chile. In between

these, another group, the South

American wax palms, instead oi

mo\TDS south or north, chmb the

vertical slopes of the northern

Andes not only past the usual upper

limits of palms at 4000 feet not

onlv past the 11,000-foot timber

line, but actually to the unbeHe\--

able altitude of 13,450 feet, on

the Colombian-Ecuadorian frontier.

The remarkable thing is that these

wax palms are also the world s tall-

est pahns, often attaining a trunk

length of 200 feet, a height that be-

ains to approach that of the loft\-

CaKfomia redwoods and Australian

eucalyptL

Pahns are unique among trees,

for of the monoeots—that great

group with parallel-veined leaves,

which includes such plants as

orchids and grasses, hhes, iris, and

cannas—onh- the family of the

pahns has exolved the arboreal t>-pe

PALM&
Princes

y \ PALM-GIRT LAGOOX has always been a symbol of the idyllic life of

the tropics, widi food, shelter, and clothing always widiin reach

of oro^vth to any substantial degree.

Actually pahns are not true trees.

Except for a superficial resem-

blance, their trunks are quite unlike

those of oin conunon trees, which

sport the famihar hard central core

of wood which increases in diam-

eter annuallv and is surrounded by

a fairly soft ring of bark. Palms lack

a growing layer and scarcely in-

crease the diameter of their trunks,

which have a soft spong)- heart sur-

rounded by a hard ring of stirong

Ea'ing GoHoaJflJ photograph



A Its crisp, tender terminal buds make the cabbage palm (Euterpe)

sought after wherever it grows. A view on the slopes of the central

Andes of Antioquia. in Colombia

fibers. Often this outer layer is so

tough as to repel the blows of all

but the keenest ax. For this reason

manv a settler clearing a tropical

forest spares the palms, for they

dull his ax too quickly, and after aU,

thev add beauts- to a jungle garden

plot.

And for the same reason the fi-

brous trunks of certain tougher-

than-ordinar\- pakns find man\- con-

structional uses in hot cHmes. In the

Amazonian settler's shack split palm

trunks take the place of oak floor-

ing, for thev resist termite attack

and are more lastins than anv other

material. Trunks of the pahn called

chonta (GuiJieJma^ are filled with

some of the toughest yet flexible

black fibers knowTi. For this reason

the species is much in demand and

is even semicultivated bv lowland

Indians of South .America for the

construction of bows, spears, dag-

gers, blowguns. and blowcrun darts.

The wood of this abundant and

easilv cttowti palm is awaiting an

enterprising sporting goods manu-

factmer who is looldng for a flex-

ible %et strong wood for such arti-

PALMS—PRINXES OF THE PLANT MORLD

A Fruit clusttrs of a California date

palm, one of the many palms that

figure prominently in commerce
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< Climbing the Cuban roy^

palm for the cabbage bud an^

tor leaves, for thatch. Of all the

royal palms, the Cuban is the^

most beautiful

f
^ All over the moist tropics,

a palm hut is the favorite na-

tive home. This Cuban bohio

is made entirely from various

parts of the Cuban royal palm

cles as fine fishing rods and the like.

With but few species grovwng in

temperate latitudes, it is small won-

der that palms are strangers to most

civilized peoples, who grow up

rather with oak trees, pines, or

maples. The potted infant palms in

OUT florist shops give little idea of

394

the majesty of the mature trees, and

it is only after a trip to the sunny

southland that the winter visitor

can really appreciate the palm's

stately beauty. And who does not

gasp at his first gUmpse of savannas

peppered with stubby palmettos, of

seacoasts girt with wind-combed

< Waterproof and well venti-

lated: a roof shingled with palm

thatch in the lowlands of northeast-

ern Peru. Constructed of materials

readily available without cost, such

a building will solve the housing

problem for a quarter of a century

coconuts, or busy city streets colon-

naded with the slaty shafts of royal

palms!

Scarcely a dozen of the several

hundred species of palms grown in

the warmer parts of the United

States are natives, and of these the

majority reside in subtropical Flor-

ida. Most of the palms that rattle

their leaves along the parkways,

that enhance our southern homes, or

skirt onr subtropical sea beaches are

immigrant exotics; yet in their na-

tive homelands they claim a vast

NATURAL HISTORY, NOVEMBER, 1949



range of habitats. Depending upon

the species, they revel in bright sun

or dense shade, in swampland or

desert, prairie, seacoast, or moun-

tain.

If Mr. Average Man is unfamil-

iar with palms in nature, he is just

as unfamiliar with their many eco-

nomic products. To him coconuts

A The author's wife holds up a newly

described species of yanga (Geonoma), a

small palm from the mountain rain forests

of Dominica. Its leaves were used for

thatch by the Island Carib Indians—the

"cannibals" of Columbus' voyages. The
pea-sized fruits are seen at right

A Palm flowers and fruits push out of

curious boat-shaped spathes (left fore-

ground), which are usually hidden at the

base of the giant leaves

and dates are everyday novelties of

the corner fruit store or ingredients

of a favorite cake or pudding. But

little does he realize that in their

countries of origin certain palms

constitute the very staff of life of

the people. In the realm of economi-

cally important plants, palms stand

second only to the grain-yielding

grasses.

Thus throughout the Pacific isles

the coconut {Cocos nucifera) is

king—indeed, wdth over 1000 uses,

it is one of the world's most im-

portant trees. In its island habitat

the coconut is always found close to

the sea. Conditions there are best

for its development, and it flour-

ishes in greatest luxuriance a few

feet above high water mark. Under

cultivation, it can be found at great

distances inland, even at an alti-

tude of 2000 feet, but in such places

nut production falls. The results are

similar when the species wanders

into the subtropics. Hawaii's coco-

nut palms of precivilized times

yielded such poor crops that the

fruit was a luxury for the privileged

males. Woe betide the woman who
dared touch it.

Humans have greatly increased

the territorial domain of this palm.

It has become so closely linked to

agriculture that, like many another

long-cultivated and protected plant,

it has lost whatever aggressiveness

it ever possessed and succumbs

easily to any choking undergrowth.

How real this plant-man partner-

ship has become is reflected in a

Cingalese proverb, which avers that

"the coconut will not grow out of

the sound of the sea or the human
voice; nor will it thrive unless you

walk and talk amongst the trees."

For such care, the coconut gives

bountifully. The ripe meat and its

many uses are too well knowm to

list, yet in the Pacific isles the fruit

is not used so much by people as by

livestock. All domestic animals get

their coconut meat rations. Guam
natives use this natural food to fat-

ten up a delicacy, the abundant

land crab. If fresh coconut meats

serve only the livestock, the milk

serves only the people and is, on

many a tropic isle, the only bever-

age of the natives.

The coconut can boast the origi-

nal sealed milk bottle, for what con-

tainer could have been more con-

venient or durable on a long sea

trip than nature's own tough coco-

nut bottle? Pacific islanders have

for years kept their boats stocked

with this sealed water supply for

emergencies. And perhaps the

Spaniards, on their early sailing

trips from the PhiHppines to Mex-

ico, copied this Pol)'nesian habit,

thus introducing the coconut to the

western shores of the New World.

Bligh's memorable voyage in the

"Bounty's" Hfeboat might not have

been successful without the nour-

ishment provided by the nut. In his

journal one can find such descrip-

tive entries as: "May 6, 1789: ovu"

aUowance for the day was a quarter

of a pint of coconut milk, and the

meat, which did not exceed two

ounces to each person: it was re-

ceived very contentedly . . .; May 9,

1789: in the morning a quarter of a

pint of coconut milk . . .; and for

dinner, I divided the meat of four

coconuts, with the remainder of the

rotten bread."

The coconut attains its greatest

marketable value as copra. Indeed,

in Polynesia this pahn product is

the only export of commercial

value. Nuts to be used in the copra

trade are allowed to mature on the

tree. When they fall, the meat is

pried out and aflowed to dry in the

sun on mats or platforms. The copra

finds its way to the world's manu-
facturing centers to be converted

into a large series of fatty products.

The United States normally uses

20,000,000 pounds annually.

Natural oil, to the tune of 50 per

cent of volume, has elevated copra

to a station where the crop can

practically never be overproduced.

Butter-starved postwar Europe

craves copra by-products for con-

version into butter substitutes,

while America uses them for soaps

and oleomargarines.

Use of soap and oil obtained

from copra originated in the Pacific

islands, where for centuries the na-

tives have anointed their bodies and

hair with Macassar oil. Mixed with

sandalwood, the same oil imparts

fragrance to the hair of island beau-
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< A FINE COCONUT PALM at

Trinidad, British West Indies

* It is in certain parts of the South Pacific that the coconut palm reigns

supreme. Here is a shipment of coconuts from Tuamotu. The United States

alone imports 20 milHon pounds of dried coconut meat yearly

ties—apparently the fragrance that

inspired one wiiter to remark:

"Among the islands of the Pacific

the smell of rancid coconut oil al-

\va\'s brings to mind visions of

brown-skinned natives and thatched

roofed huts nestling beneath groves

of coconut palms."

Milk, copra, and the tough, elas-

tic fibers known as coir all come
solelv from the coconut fruit. If any

other plant offered this variety of

economic usables, we would call it

important; but the coconut palm

doesn't stop with these mere fruit

derivatives. It offers as further

proof of its usefulness additional

products made from every conceiv-

able portion of its vegetable body.

The single terminal bud makes

an excellent salad. The beverage

toddy is fermented by the Pacific

natives from sap tapped from young

flower spathes. Leaves, besides be-

ing the chief roofing thatch, are also

woven into hats, baskets, and mats.

A The wood of some palms is so hard as to resist all but the keenest ax. These
are weapons of chonta : a ceremonial dagger and three blowgun darts tipped

with curare and wrapped with kapok floss to fit the blowgun

A Buttons and various articles of artificial

ivory are made from the hard white seeds of

the tagua palm (Phytelephas), whose fruit

clusters are shown here in cross section
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or are made into brooms or torches.

Imported "porcupine wood" is hard

and handsome, excellent for cabinet

work and veneers; in its homeland

it is part of a coconut trunk.

What a tree is this palm! Picture

just one day in the life of a Polyne-

sian: a morning coconut oil mas-

sage; rations of coconut mash for

the domestic animals; a full-course

dinner with coconut milk entree,

coconut-fattened crabs in a salad

with fresh coconut buds, served on

platters fashioned from coconut

shell, followed by a dessert of coco-

nut pudding. After dinner comes

conversation in the flicker of coco-

nut oil lamps, which illuminate the

faces of a household rechning on

coconut mats in their shelter fash-

ioned from coconut wood and

thatched with coconut leaves. Out-

side, serenely nodding over all,

what should one find? Why, of

course, a coconut palm!

Dates are to the Arab equally es-

sential, and on the size of the har-

vest from the date palm may de-

pend the wealth if not the very

existence of many a desert tribe.

But each tropical region can boast

of its own palm favorite. In

northern South America it is the

pejibaye, or peach palm, with an

AMNH photo

A The silhouette that spells romance and gentle living: a palm-shaded hut on the

Yasawa Islands, Fiji, with the Whitney South Sea Expedition schooner at anchor

A Carved from the vegetable ivory of

the tagua palm: the likeness of Sucre,

liberator and national hero of Ecuador

edible fatty fruit. In Malaya there is

a palm triumvirate, which includes

the palmyra with over 800 uses, the

starch-producing sago palm, and

the much chewed betel-nut palm. In

Cuba the superbly beautiful palnia

real (royal palm) is protected by

law, for the peasants derive from it

a home, the simple native hohio,

hewn from its timber and thatched

with its leaves, while they are oc-

casionally fed by its bud.

Little do we realize the part

palms play in each one of our own
daily lives. Brazil helps to keep our

streets clean by sending us the

coarse bristles from the leaf stalks

of the piassaba palm for the brooms

of our cities' "white wing" depart-

ments. From the island of Madagas-

car comes raffia, the soft, dried leaf

tissue of a palm that is important

for its use in basketry. From the

strong flexible stems of certain high-

climbing palms of faraway Malay is

derived rattan, woven into baskets,

furniture, or the cane seat of the

chair you may be using at this

moment. Add the palm oil in Palm-

oHve soap, which comes from the

crushed nuts of the west African oil

palm; the shredded coconut in your
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wife's layer cake; and the fat in

oleomargarine with, its copra origin.

The powder)- protective wax that

co\ers the leaves of Brazil's car-

nauba palm gives strength to yom-

favorite phonograph record and im-

parts a high protective pohsh to

your waxed floors and automobile.

The buttons on yoinr new dress are

of vegetable ivory, machine-cut

from the tough seed of Ecuador's

ivor)' nut, or tagua pahn. And the

resinous substance called "dragon's

blood," obtained from a Sumatran

rattan palm, is a constituent of the

ver\' finest varnishes. Why, we can't

get away from palms!

Although the commercial fibers

and waxes obtained from the leaves

of various pahns are of greatest

value to us, the most important

single function of pahn leaves

throughout the whole great range

of their growth is as thatch. Pahn

leaves become the shingles of prac-

tically all primitive tropical homes.

This is due to their universal avail-

ability and general impersdousness

to water. On numerous instances,

while on a tropical trip of plant ex-

ploration, my native guides have

whipped up an overnight shelter in

five minutes merely by cutting

down an ever-present pahn and

properly arranging the cut-off

leaves over a thatching pole. Even

in the heaviest tropical downpour,

one can be snug and dry under

such a crude palm-leaf shelter.

More permanent tropical dweUings

are more carefully thatched, the

roofs being woven together with all

the care and technique used in

making a finely woven basket. Such

native thatching will shed water for

years and is cool, in addition. Even
the white man accepts this as the

best in tropical roofing.

Besides keeping one dry, young

palm leaves are an excellent emer-

gency food everywhere in the moist

tropics. The edible portion is the

palm bud, or so-called "cabbage."

Like a cabbage—though a cyhndri-

cal one—it is made of tightly packed

young leaves that are tender, crisp,

and white. The innermost ones are

naturally the choicest, having the

flavor of cabbage—hence the name.

They may be eaten either raw or
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cooked. Certain palms, especially

the so-called cabbage palms (Eu-

terpe), have particularly delicate

buds, but almost any pahn bud may
be eaten. To taste pahn cabbage,

just feU any pahn tree; the plant

wiU be killed, but in a food emer-

gency anything goes.

Despite their long association

with man, pahns are perhaps less

completely known than any other

group of flowering plants. This is

partly due to the very local occur-

rence of certain species. Many a

tiny island or an isolated mountain

valley boasts of a native pahn un-

known elsewhere. But the chief rea-

son why we do not know them bet-

ter is that most palms are so tall

that botanical study is rendered

difficult. To classify new plants, the

great botanical museums of the

world must acquire pressed speci-

mens of each species for study and

permanent reference. Most plants

in one way or another can be fitted

into an herbarium case on a stand-

ard size (llxl6-inch) paper mount.

But not palms. Think of yourself as

an exploring botanist charged with

pressing ample material of, say, a

tahpot pahn, whose leaves may be

25 feet long, to say nothing of the

gigantic flowering branches. You
would probably just forget it, and

that is what many a field collector

has done. This has resulted in a

nxmiber of strange situations, and

many of these plants, seemingly

common enough—often even grow-

ing at a botanist's doorstep—have

proved to be entirely new to sci-

ence. For instance, on the tiny Brit-

ish Caribbee isle of Dominica there

grows abundantly a cabbage pahn

locally called pahniste, which has

been illustrated on local postage

stamps for vears. Yet no scientist

had ever studied this palm until

1940, when it proved to be an en-

tirely new species!

Facts hke this have stimulated

the interest of at least some pro-

fessional botanists, who are deter-

mined to give pahns the careful

study they truly merit. The most

celebrated student and collector of

pahns of our times is a nonagenar-

ian, the very distinguished dean

of American horticulture—Professor

Liberty Hyde Bailey, who after

completing a full and active hfe at

Cornell University decided to

study pahns. At an age when most

individuals are sitting at home,

basking quietly in retirement. Pro-

fessor Bailey may be found doing

what is even tough for a young man
—cHmbing tropical mountainsides

or penetrating the Amazonian jun-

gles in the search of pahns, old or

new! Since his "retirement" he has

built up at Ithaca one of the larg-

est and best herbarium collections

of pahn specimens to be found in

the world. Dr. Bailey's distin-

guished studies on this group have

been honored by a monument of

living pahns growing in the famed

subtropical Florida garden of an

equally distinguished botanical ex-

plorer. Dr. Davdd Fairchild, who
has also been a devoted student of

the palms.

Despite the trouble they give the

collector, not all pahns are giants.

Certain palmettos of the Florida

pinelands and of the West Indies

are dwarfs scarcely three feet high,

with no trunk at all. And not all

pahns are trees, for Malayan rat-

tans are scrambhng vines that clam-

ber upon forest trees often to a

height of 200 or 300 feet. But the

majorit)' of pahns assume the con-

ventional aspect, with straight un-

branched trunks topped by feather

dusters of large clustered leaves.

Actually the leaves of palms are

regularly shed below as new young

ones appear at the top, where they

are formed by the all-important

single terminal bud that is buried

deep in the feathery-green crown.

Along the many streets where

pahns have been planted, pedes-

trians mil do well to keep an alert

eye for old falling leaves, for a sin-

gle leaf of, say, a royal palm may
easily weigh more than ten pounds

—no joke if it lands upon an unsus-

pecting head. And speaking of

royal pahns, whose trunks often

look like columns of poured cement,

a lady visiting a tropical garden for

the first time is said to have asked

in all earnestness how and why
they ever planted those green plants

so high on those cement pillars!

Even the novice can distinguish

Continued on page 429
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The Lost World

of the

TAKAHE

In a dramatic rediscovery, New Zealand's flight-

less, brilliantly-hued Notornis has been rescued

from over 50 years of oblivion

By Robert Cushman Murphy
Lamont Curator of Birds, American Museum of Natural History

Photographs by Geoffrey Orbell and Carl C. Sorensen

THE hope of discovering plants,

animals, human beings, or

handiwork pertaining to a closed

epoch has always exercised a pecu-

liar fascination. It is the theme of

Conan Doyle's Lost World and of

Hudson's Green Mansions. It is the

quasi-reality behind credence in

sea serpents, the reconstruction of

imaginary continents such as Moo
and Adantis, and the currently re-

ported search on Mt. Ararat for

timbers of the Ark!

Recently, two actual finds of this

category have stirred popular im-

agination the world over. The first

was the capture off the South Afri-

can coast of a fish, Latimeria,

related only to lobe-finned relatives

that have been extinct for scores of

milhons of years. The second was
the rediscovery of a bird, the takahe

(Notornis), which had Hved into

modern times but of which only

four specimens were knowTi. The
last of these was collected in 1898.

It is noteworthy that Latimeria

was recovered from remote depths

of the sea and Notornis from New

THE LOST WORLD OF THE TAKAHE

Zealand, its only known home and

the most remote and isolated of

our earth's temperate land masses.

The takahe was first recognized

and described in 1848 from skulls

and other bony fragments found in

postglacial deposits of North Is-

land. The Maori aborigines knew
the bird when Europeans arrived,

but not until 1851 did an example

in flesh and feathers come into sci-

entific hands and the post-mortem

security of the British Museum.
The subsequent history of the spe-

cies was sketchy because the bird

was rarely seen, and only three

more were taken and preserved

during half a century. Two of these

went to Europe and one remained

in a New Zealand institution, the

Otago Museum of Dunedin, where

it is still exhibited. Few if any of

the world's naturalists, with the fate

of the moas in mind, beHeved that

a takahe would ever again cross

life's stage.

What h It?

The takahe is a large rail or gal-

A Close-up of the head of the Notornis

linule, flightless though not wing-

less, brilliantly blue, indigo, and

green in the hue of its silky plum-

age, and equally gaudy in the reds

of its large bill and big-footed legs.

It is a bulky relative of another

and stiU common New Zealand

bird, the strong-flying pukeko or

swamp hen, which every traveler

sees as he passes through the

countryside.

Among land birds, rails have

shown an exceptional ability to

populate distant oceanic islands,

even very tiny ones. From tropical

Pacific areas the pukeko reached

New Zealand under its own power

and within modern times. We can

be certain of tlie latter assumption

because, although it far antedated

the coming of white men, its traces

have never been found among the

abounding subfossil skeletal relics

of New Zealand swamps and lime-

stone fissures. If it were a tiuly

ancient biid in the country, the

evidence could not have been

concealed.

Perhaps we should think of the
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takahe as the scion of a very much
earlier pioneer, that is, a flying im-

migrant belonging to the same
general stock as the pukeko. Later,

in the complete absence of preda-

ceous mammals and reptiles—the

outstanding ecological character-

istic of primitive New Zealand-
it could afford to grow big and
flightless.

Until the coming of European
settlers with their devastating satel-

lites such as pigs, dogs, cats, and

rats, and the predaton,' wild animals

like stoats and weasels, which they

also introduced from Britain, the

takahe found plenty of safe retreats

among high mountain valleys sur-

rounded by dense forests of antarc-

tic beech.

The Rediscovery

New Zealand is a land of enthusi-

astic and competent amateur natu-

ralists. One of them, Dr. G. B.

Orbell, a physician of Invercargill,

cherished at least a half behef in

the continued existence of the taka-

he in the fastness of all but inac-

cessible wooded ranges of the

South Island Alps. He had long

collected every available account

and rumor, old and new. and in the

New Zealand autumn (April) of

194S he set forth with a group of

companions from the western shore

of Lake Te Anau into the pathless

forest.

The nature of the New Zealand

wilderness deserves a word of ex-

planation. In the southern half of

South Island the moisture borne bv
westerly winds from the Tasman
Sea is precipitated by the moun-

tains to such an extent that certain

areas receive annual rainfall of 200

inches or even more. This, com-

bined with the ameliorating influ-

ence of the ocean around an island

considerably smaller than Britain,

produces an unexpectedly mild

climate. The result is that New
Zealand forest, or "bush," as the

residents call it, bears a strong re-

semblance to tropical rain forest,

even in a latitude corresponding

with that of Montreal. Great trees

stand close together, and the shrubs,

ferns, mosses, lichens, hverworts,

lianas, orchids and other epiphytic

growth not only give a strange and

elfin aspect to the woods but also

make progress in trackless areas ex-

tremely slow and difficult.

At Lake Te Anau, which extends

north and south for 35 miles in a

„ , f1^^^
< Mr. Neil McCRis^ \(

^

TRE and Dr. G. B. Orbell Y \
with two of the livi;

birds

^ The two birds on the lake shore.

Their homeland is one of the most

inaccessible sections of New Zealand

tf

drowned valley, the contrast be-

tween the primitive wilderness and

the country that has been con-

quered and utilized by man is very

marked. To the east, the forest

has been largely felled, and there

are now extensive areas of grass-

land devoted to sheep and cattle

range and in part to agriculture.

To the west, on the other hand, the

territory is still virgin and unin-

habited, and arms of the lake pene-

trate the adjoining poorly explored

Fiordland of the west coast.

It was into this terrain that Dr.

Orbell struck, working his way
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Copyrighted photo by V. C. Browne

A An aerial view of the two wild valleys where the takahe has been redis-

covered. The explorers went up the gorge from Lake Te Anau, at bottom

through the forest to an altitude of

nearly 2700 feet, until he found a

hidden valley and lake, unrecorded

on any map but agreeing with

descriptions he had received from

old Maoris and frontiersmen. On
this first visit the party heard only

an unfamiliar bii'd voice and ob-

tained an impression of a footprint

in the mud, which was subsequent-

ly identified as that of Notornis.

Armed with such encouragement

to his growing conviction, Dr.

Orbell and three companions re-

turned to the same region in the

following spring (November), car-

rying cameras and 50 yards of fish

net. On this occasion his enthusi-

asm was rewarded by sensational

success. He obtained numerous

photographs, including those that

illustrate this article, together with

a reel of 8-mm. color film that we
subsequently had the pleasure of

viewing during the sessions of the

Seventh Pacific Science Congress

in February of this year. He also

captured two adult birds, by sur-

rounding them with the net, for

close examination and measure-

ment. Both, of course, were later re-

leased and, as Dr. Robert A. Falla,

Director of the Dominion Museum
at WelHngton, has written: "It is

significant of a healthy advance in

pubHc as well as scientific senti-

ment that no one has demanded a

specimen to prove" the rediscovery

of Notornis.

The Takahe's Way of Life

Some time after the cabling of

the news to the outside world,

where it was received with extra-

ordinary interest, as evidenced by

the amount of publicity in the press.

Dr. Falla was commissioned by the

New Zealand Government to join

Dr. Orbell and other members of

the original party in a third inves-

tigation of the takahe and its en-

vironment. This trip was made last

January and involved the setting

up of a camp in tlie valley. Dr.

Falla has been so kind as to put a

copy of his unpublished notes in

> Dr. Robert A. Falla,

sketching the bird while Dr.

Orbell holds it. Adjacent is

one of his field drawings



the hands of the present wiiter.

To these we are indebted for most

of the information in tlie following

paragraphs.

The homeland of the takahe is

in glacial valleys clothed -with

coarse grasses and wiry scrub that

offer little abundance or variets'

of food to bird Ufe. The same is

true of the surrounding beech

forest, where the floor is thick witli

moss. The streams and lakes, dam-
med up by morainal material in

these \'alleys, Ukewise appear to

harbor singularly httle plant and

animal hfe. Keas, or mountain par-

rots, on the neighboring ridges, a

few pipits, the kiwi, and several

species of New Zealand ducks are

almost the only native fellow resi-

dents of the takahe, which is ap-

parently the dominant species of

the association.

The takahe proves to be exclu-

sively a vegetable feeder, thus shar-

ing the browsing and grazing habits

of the many extinct species of moa.

It was observed to strip the flowers

4

and seeds of snow grass {Dan-

thonia) by running its powerful bill

along the stalks from base to tip.

Bundles of sedges were pressed to

the ground with one foot and up-

rooted with grubbing strokes of the

beak, after which the succulent

bases were bitten off. Even the

fleshy stalks of a spiny and forbid-

ding New Zealand plant known as

the Bloody Spaniard (AcipJiijIla)

were devoured after the sharp and

thorny leaflets had been picked off

one by one. Dr. Falla infers that

a diet thus restricted would require

the consumption of such large

quantities of plant food that a

Notornis population might have a

strongly modifying effect upon the

vegetation of any limited area. He
adds in his notes that if the "moas

had similar habits, and there is

good evidence that they had, the

native vegetation formerly must

have been subjected to browsing

and grazing pressure of consider-

able magnitude."

The ground-built nests, the eggs,

and the black, downy chicks of the

takahe were all discovered during

this January, or midsummer, visit.

About 30 nests of the season were

examined, but it is not known that

they were all occupied because it

is a habit of gaUinules to construct

several nest platforms. It appeared

probable from observation that

most breeding pairs of the takahe

succeed in rearing only a single

chick, but it is uncertain whether

this is due to the birds' inability to

save more than one from predatorv

enemies or whether it is a natural

response to the rigors of the habi-

tat and the paucity of food in rela-

tion to hearty vegetarian appetites.

The total population of takahes in

the neighborhood of the camp was

not accurately determined, but it is

beHeved that two adjacent vallevs

may have supported colonies total-

ing between 50 and 100. Twelve or

fourteen different adult birds were

actuallv seen by members of the

party.

< The first white womAT^
to hold a Notornis: Miss

Joan Telfer taking the bkd
from the net

Not until this summer (the New
Zealand winter) was it learned

how the hardy takahe fares during

the season when the South Island

Alps are snowbound. A party that

included Mr. E. G. Turbott, a lead-

ing ornithologist of the country,

broke its way into the high valley

on August 22, finding signs of seven

takahes and sighting two.

It appeared that in winter the

birds wander rather widely over the

snow, seeking shelter and food in

the fringes of the beech forest, to

which they may be largely confined

throughout the periods of north-

westerly weather that bring the

heaviest falls. Each such cycle is

preceded, however, by a strong

thaw, and at such times the birds

promptly return to the open coun-

try to feed upon the re-exposed

snow grass.

The Future

Official New Zealand responded

with dramatic thoroughness to

the takahe's need of the most

rigid possible protection. Here, it

seemed, was an opportunity to

atone in part for the ignorance or

lack of foresight that had led to

the loss of so large a proportion of

the native faima and flora.

Within a month after the dis-

covery, the Government proclaimed

a closed sanctuary of 400,000 acres

to afford inviolability to the mere

500 acres, more or less, in which

the hving birds were found. Re-

garding the next steps in the pro-

gram, Dr. FaUa has written:

"As far as the Te Anau colony

is concerned, it is imperative to ease

the predator pressure or prevent

it from increasing; and a plan for

this already is being operated by

officers of the Department of In-

ternal Affairs. The possible exist-

ence of other colonies also is being

investigated; and with the present

active revival of exploration in

Fiordland, and the fact that takahe

country and unmistakable traces of

the birds can now be recognized

easily, results may be expected."

Perhaps the long-delayed rescue

of the bird from oblivion may prove

to be the blessing that will enable

us to keep it forever.
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OLNEY, Illinois, 250 miles

south of Chicago, is popu-

larly known as "The Home of the

White Squiirel." And the claim is

no idle boast, because nearly 1500

perfectly white squirrels are esti-

mated to live there. They can be

found at any residential point in the

city, being perhaps more numerous

near the city park in the hghtly

populated northern edge of Olney.

The first white squirrel was dis-

covered about 1902 near Sumner,

Illinois, 20 miles east of Olney. Mr.

George W. Ridgely saw one in the

woods near his home south of Sum-

ner. It disappeared for a short time

but reappeared with a cream-col-

ored mate. Mr. Ridgely wanted to

trap them and tried to enlist the aid

of a neighbor, who, since he had

not seen one of the white ani-

mals, promptly remarked that Mr.

Ridgely was either drunk or crazy.

However, after several fruitless at-

tempts the squirrels were captured

in a trap rigged in a limb den. Mr.

Ridgely kept them for a while and

then sold them to a saloon owner,

Mr. Jap Banks. Banks exhibited

them in his window until a state act

made it illegal to keep wild animals

in captivity for display purposes.

The squirrels were given to two

boys and permitted to run loose.

The male was killed, but the female

raised a Htter. From then on, the

animals bred and thrived steadily.

They will interbreed with gray

squirrels but not with the larger fox

or red squirrel. Progeny of a white

and a gray squirrel is usually gray

or white or any shade between.

At various times, pairs of the

animals have been taken to other

sections of the country, but so far

as is known they have never mul-

tiphed elsewhere. Battle Creek,

Michigan, is noted for black squir-

rels, but a deal whereby the two

cities would exchange their special-

ties recently fell through.

We are assured that these white

squirrels are the albinistic form of

our common gray squirrel. The fact

that they will interbreed freely

with the gray squirrel while not

mixing with the fox squirrel helps

prove this point, according to Mr.

T. Donald Carter, of the American

WHITE SQXJIRREL TOWN

A One of Olney's many distinguished citizens

X nil's Studio photo

Museum's Department of Mam-
mals. The photograph, he adds, also

shows this to be the case.

"Albinistic or white gray squir-

rels occasionally appear anywhere

within the range of the gray squir-

rel," states Mr. Carter, "and at times

a colony of albinistic animals be-

comes established, as has occurred

at Olney. Ernest Thompson Seton,

in his Lives of Game Animals, men-

tions such a colony at Greenwood,

South Carolina. He states that in

1916 there were about 100 white

squirrels in this colony and that

they had been observed there for

about 22 years. Another colony,

which I personally visited, was at

Bloomfield, New York, not far from

Canandaigua. I do not know if this

colony is still in existence. At the

time of my visit, about twelve years

ago, there were a number of white

gray squirrels about the town.

"The black squirrel, which is

common in certain sections of the

northern states and Ontario, is the

melanistic form of the gray—the op-

posite of an albino. In certain sec-

tions, this black form is more com-

monly seen tlian the normal gray. In

northern Bronx in New York City,

the black are not rare and in a few

places are as common as the gray."

In Olney, Illinois, the pure white

squirrels have become domesticated

to the extent of frolicking on lawns

and eating from the hand, and they

are protected both by an Illinois

law and a city ordinance.
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The Strength o

^ Though outwardly familiar to all, the cattail offers a

surprising illustration of strength with lightness to any-

one who dissects it with a razor blade

EzL-ing Gallozcay p)wto



Ages before man's development of engineering

science, Nature produced the "patent model" for

an airplane wing

By Edwin Way Teale
Photag:raphs by the author (

WHEN gusts sweep across a

cattail marsh on a windy

day, the slender green leaves twist,

flutter, bend, and gyrate. But they

rarely break. And when the wind

dies down, they return to their

former position. Although such

leaves may rise 100 times their

width and more than 500 times their

maximum thickness, although they

are feather-light and partially filled

with air, they are able to withstand

innumerable stresses and tensions.

The cattail leaf represents a marvel

of Nature's engineering.

The secret of its strength lies in

its internal construction. Cut across

a cattail leaf witli a razor blade—

either a broad-leaved cattail, Typha

latifolia, or a narrow-leaved cattail,

Tijpha angust ifolia—and what do

you find? You discover a remark-

able system of internal bracing com-

parable to that of an airplane wing.

Millions of years before the Wright

brothers flew at Kitty Hawk, Nature

devised the maximum lightness

and strength construction of modern

aircraft design.

In the series of photographs on

these pages, you find some of the

similarities between leaf and wing.

Not only does the cross section of

the leaf show a conshruction almost

exactly Uke that of the ribs of the

earliest airplanes, but the camber

and thickness of both wing and

leaf decrease from base to tip. Six

cross sections, taken at different

points along a latifolia leaf five-

eighths of an inch wide and sev-

enty-two inches long, are shown in

one of the photographs. The series,

showing the internal construction of

the leaf at various distances from

the base, reveals how the leaf, like

THE STRENGTH OF THE CATTAIL



the conventional airplane wing,

grows thinner and less convex as

it approaches the tip.

Running the full length of a cat-

tail leaf, from base to tip, are veins

that are comparable to the longi-

tudinal spars of the aircraft wing.

Inside the leaf, if a section of the

top is removed with a razor blade,

you discover innumerable cells,

their walls forming a mesh or open

network. These cells can be exam-

ined from the side by splitting the

leaf vertically and folding back the

A So STRONG are the leaves that in a high wind they will only lean and then

return to their normal position. Sometimes the roots will be upturned before

the lea\es break. (Typha angustijolia)

A Sections at intervals of about a foot

show that the leaf becomes less curved

and thinner toward the end, just as an

airplane wing does

two halves. This framework of

open cells, in staggered rows, is

an important feature in providing

the leaf with the greatest strength

for the least weight.

For nearly 20,000,000 years, the

cattail leaf has been making use of

this construction. Curiously enough,

although this water plant has been

on earth so long, it forms one of

the smallest families of flowering

plants, having but a single genus.

Two species are the familiar, wide-

spread Typha latifolia and the nar-

row-leaved Typha angustijolia. The
latter is confined to calcareous re-

gions inland and brackish waters

near the coast. At one time, the

leaves of this cattail were harvested

for making paper and for sealing

watertight casks. The dried leaves

were inserted between the staves.

|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiminmiiinTTi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii n
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Later, when the container was filled

with fluid, the leaves swelled to

form a perfect sealing at the seams.

It is the air-borne seeds that spread

the cattail over wide areas. Once

established, however, the perennial

roots continue to advance, so that

a stand of cattails an acre in extent

often represents only a few plants.

Paradoxically, the strength of the

cattail leaf occasionally proves a

disadvantage to the plant. Cattails

are pioneer land builders. Their

interlacing roots push out into

deeper water along the edges of

shallow ponds. Advance clumps,

insecurely anchored, sometimes

meet disaster when they are cap-

sized by the wind. The internal

bracing of the lightweight leaves

is sufficiently strong to withstand

the gusts. They bend but do not

break, and in this straining tug of

war it is the massed roots below

rather than the leaves above that

give way first.

Ill iiiniiii' iiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiHri mi iinrrT

THE STRENGTH OF THE CATTAIL

A A CROSS SECTION through the

bundle of leaves near the base shows

how the cell construction develops

< Slicing off the surface of the leaf

reveals a system of hollow cells sepa-

rated by lengthwise and crosswise

braces. This picture is of Typha

latifolia

"* The same leaf, when split length-

wise and folded back on itself, shows

the crosswise divisions that reinforce

the longitudinal ones



the Mehele
of South Airiea

A vivid glimpse of one of the least-known

native tribes of the Transvaal—a colorful

people who have not surrendered their

identity to the firm grasp of Western culture

By I. SCHAPERA
University of Cape Town

Photograplis by

Constance Stuart
From Black Star

^y^'^ ThjE WOMEN delight in bead ornamentation. The white, red, and blue

I
bead^cSfe bound firmly around a ring of dry grass

E people illustrated in these

pages Hve scattered about in

the northern and eastern districts

of the Transvaal, South Africa.

They are divided into a number of

separate tribes, each under its own
chief, but they bear the collective

name Ndebele and claim to have

had a common origin. Their tradi-

tions relate that they once lived to

the southeast, in what is now Natal,

whence they migrated to theii-

present homes many centuries ago.

This suggests that they are ethni-

cally connected with the Zulu ( who
still live in Natal), and certainly

their language and customs, where

still preserved, show that they have

many close afiBnities with that

famous warrior people.

Nevertheless, most of the Trans-

vaal Ndebele have virtually lost

their identity. Living for centuries

closely surrounded by peoples of
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Sotho stock, they gradually ac-

quired the language and even the

usages of their neighbors, and today

there are in the country several

tribes, such as the Seleka and Ma-
lete, whose traditions show that

they are Ndebele but who in all

other respects—physical, linguistic,

and cultural—are indistinguishable

from the Sotho.

This fact lends all the more inter-

est to the groups photographed by

Miss Stuart. Unlike the others, thev

have preserved to a remarkable de-

gree their language and much of

their traditional culture; and to

find, within twent)' miles of Pre-

toria (the Union of South Africa's

administrative capital) people who
still wear such distinctive costumes

as here illustrated shows that the

reputation they enjoy of being very

conservative is well founded. Con-

tact with white missionaries, farm-

ers, and others has of course made

itself felt in various ways. The men,

for instance, all wear European

clothing and go out in large num-

bers to work in towns or on the

farms. But most of the women have

retained the old national dress,

consisting of skin petticoats and

innumerable bangles and circlets of

brass and beadwork, which are

\ery much in evidence on festive

occasions; and the customs con-

nected with domestic life and magic

also persist fairly strongly.

Like manv other South African

Bantu, the Ndebele live in small

ixY ADORNED with the arm-

-'
\T\\...^:''">ii°'^

bangles that are tradi-

v-4 '^^fiSatamong her people, Khum-

\ ^^uza illustrates well the personal-

ity of the Ndebele. Her name
means "Energetic Person"
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villages, each inhabited predomi-

nandy by the members of a single

family group, consisting basically

of a man and his married sons, with

their respective vi'ives and children.

Their huts were formerly made of

wattle, in beehive shape, but today

rectangular dwellings of European

type are commonly built, with stone

foundations, earthen walls, and

thatched roof. The mural decora-

tions, so well illustrated in the

photographs, are apparently also a

borrowed feature, being character-

istic of the Sotho peoples rather

than of the Nguni ( to which group

the Ndebele belong by origin ) . But

whatever the type of dwelling, the

traditional ceremony of having it

"doctored" by a magician is still

faithfully observed. Before the

foundations are laid, pegs smeared

with medicinal ointment are buried

at the corners and in the center

of the site. This, it is held, will

protect the inhabitants from sor-

cerers and other evilly disposed

persons, whose power to work

harm is thus neutrahzed as soon

as they come within the boundaries

marked out by the pegs.

The number of huts that a man
builds depends upon the number

of his wives, each of whom must

have her own hut. Polygamy is the

ideal, and the more wives a man
has, the greater may be the esteem

in which he is popularly held. In

the choice of a bride, preference

is given to one's maternal cross-

cousin (mother's brother's daugh-

ter). This, too, is a feature

borrowed from the Sotho, since all

other Nguni peoples prohibit mar-

Lf3

El

i

A In full ceremonial
DRESS. The short bead skirt

is a sign that this Ndebele

belle is unmarried. Some of

the bead rings are made on

her and are not removable

> This gabled archway
shows the Ndebele's love of

decoration and sense of archi-

tectural design. Few other

Bantu tribes show these

talents
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riage between first cousins of any

kind.

A young man usually chooses

his own wife, but once the girl has

agreed to marry him, the negotia-

tions leading to formal betrothal

must be conducted, according to

stereotyped ritual, between their

respective parents. To the parents

of each wife that he manies, the

man must give cattle, the usual

number being six head.

Once married, a woman goes to

live with her husband in the village

of his father, where a new hut

has been built to accommodate her.

On the appointed day, she is ac-

companied from her own home by

a sturdy girl friend, specially chosen

to help her on this occasion. They

sit down on the open veld, some

distance from the village. The

bridegroom, accompanied by a

^ The youngsters have a

wonderful time when their

parents are busy painting

A The designs on each side of the gate are in paint. The others have been drawn
on damp clay with a sharp stick. The latter are fairly common in the central and
western Transvaal and even in Bechuanaland. The ones on the gateposts are more
unusual and represent a distinctive modern development among these people



A This magnificent cloak is worn by the bride friends set to work on the embroidery. The long

on her wedding day but never again. Three months bead strip hanging from her headdress takes the

before her marriage, her father kills a sheep and place of a wedding veil. She carries a short wed-

fashions this skin cloak for his daughter. Then her ding stick
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band of youths and maidens, goes

out to search for her. She and her

friend, when found, are expected to

offer resistance and must often, it is

said, be carried forcibly into the

hut. The door is firmly closed, so

that they cannot escape. The bride-

groom then begins to kindle a fire;

the bride and her friend try to pre-

vent this by kicking the fireplace to

pieces, while the husband's com-

panions tiy to restrain them. If he

succeeds in lighting the fire, he be-

gins to prepare a meal. This also

the bride and her friend hinder as

best they can; they slap and kick

and do everything possible to pre-

vent the cooking of the meal. When
at last she gives up the struggle,

she drinks a calabash of beer with

her husband; and with that the

A Modern implements but ancient coloring

material. Notice the clay at left, which she

used in making her design. Her name is

Nzangobe, meaning an unafraid and forward

person. Painting time is usually early spring

or in honor of some ceremonial affair

> These children are wel-

coming the spring, clapping

their hands and singing

THE NDEBELE OF SOUTH AFRICA

ceremony of "dragging" her to his

home is completed.

The young wife does not start

her own housekeeping until after

the birth of her first child; till then

she works under the direction of

her mother-in-law. Every married

woman looks forward to bearing

children, and if she remains child-

less, it is held that she either has

been bewitched or has violated

some important rule of conduct. In

such cases, her husband may de-

mand from her parents her younger

sister or her brother's daughter as a

substitute to "wipe away" the dis-

grace of her barrenness. So, too, if

a young wife dies before having

borne a child, her husband is en-

titled to a substitute, failing which

he may claim the return of his cat-

tle. On the other hand, if he himself

dies while his wife is still relatively

young, she is taken over by his

younger brother or by some other

close relative, who cohabits with

her in order to raise seed to the

deceased. All these usages indicate

that the Ndebele would readily

agree with the Anglican prayer

book in holding that "marriage is

ordained for the procreation of

children.

"

Children, almost from the time

they are able to walk, help their

parents. The boys look after the

lambs and kids and, as they grow

older, are entrusted with herding,

first with the calves and small stock

and then with the large cattle. The
girls help their mothers fetch water

and wood, clean the home, cook the

meals, and so forth; and as they

approach puberty, they also take

part in the cultivation of the fields.

These are only a few of the cus-

toms that the Ndebele still observe

despite the changes produced b)'

contact with western civilization.

Other usages have apparently be-

come obsolete, such as the worship

of ancestors, the ceremonial eating

of the first fruits (at which the

chief took inviolable precedence),

the "doctoring" of the tribal army

before and after battle, and the

traditional system of tribal govern-

ment. With their decay, much of



I
the glamor and color has departed

from the life of the Ndebele. The

modern farmhand or mine laborer,

living under the rule of an alien

government and exposed to all

sorts of new influences, is a very

different person from his ancestors.

But the people still have enough of

their old culture to form a pictiur-

esque section of the South African

Bantu; and Dr. N.
J.

van Warmelo,

our main authority, rightly de-

scribed them in 1930 as "an un-

worked mine of ethnological in-

formation." That mine has by no

means been fully explored; and the

Transvaal Ndebele still rank among
the least known inhabitants of the

country.

< Shaving the head is a regu-

lar fashion, but the decorative

bow is a whim from Wool-
worth's Bazaar. Note the cheer-

ful, smiling face and magnif-

icent teeth

^ On Sundays the women of the

Ndebele dress in their best and visit

each other



HOGNOSE SNAKE- A Though often mistaken for a danger-

ous snake, the hognose is quite harmless

Scientists doubt that when it "plays dead" it is consciously deceiving its enemy

WHEN a hognose snake plays

possum, it outdoes even the

famed marsupial for which this

curious defensive behavior
is named; it literally outpossums

the opossum. Many animals feign

death when their lives are threat-

ened. Foxes, terns and rails, various

lizards, spiders, and beetles, even

measuring worms, wood Hce, and
water scorpions are known to resort

to this strange strategem. But none

can equal in interest and variety

the bizarre death-feigning of the

hognose snake.

Most possum players are pacifists

By George M. Bradt
All photographs by the author

at heart and surrender without

a fight when face to face with

danger. They just "curl up and die."

But not hognose! At the appear-

ance of an enemy, this versatile

reptile dilates its head and neck

to form an arresting cobra-like

"hood," flattens its stubby body to

make it appear larger, inflates its

single lung with air—then strikes

and hisses in a manner guaran-

teed to startle anyone unfamiliar

with its true nature. This formidable

behavior has not only earned it a

reputation for being aggressive and

HOGNOSE SNAKE—POSSUM PLAYER EXTRAORDINARY

highly poisonous, as well as the

sinister names "puff adder," "hissing

viper," and "spread head," but has

assured it a speedy and violent

death whenever encountered by

man. Actually this common Ameri-

can snake of tlie genus Heterodon is

utterly harmless and can seldom be

induced to bite. Its act is pure

bluff!

If a suspicious adversary calls its

bluff, however, hognose proceeds

to get out of the game and cash

in its chips in a most unusual way.

Instead of trying to run away "to

live to fight another day," hognose
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< Before simulating helpless-

ness or death, the hognose snake

flattens its head and body in this

"bluffing" pose

^ When this individual was first

seen sunning itself in the middle of a

paved highway, it lunged and hissed in

the best hognose manner. After it

quieted down, it was placed on a flat

rock, where it demonstrated its death-

feigning pose nicely for this photo-

graph. In this position, it failed to bite

when the author placed his little finger

into its wide-open mouth. A few min-

utes later it righted itself and glided

away

* After two previous perform-

ances, the snake was gently prodded

with a stick to induce it to "die" a

third time. It then rolled o\er onto

its back and coyly tucked its head be-

neath its body, as if to say, "Go awa},

I want to be alone"

simply stops lunging and hissing,

rolls over onto its back, gives a few

convulsive wriggles, opens its great

mouth, and "expires" before its

assailant's astonished eyes. A
"deader" snake cannot be imagined.

So well, in fact, does this histrionic

creature enact the role of the de-

ceased that any number of indigni-

ties may be perpetrated upon its

scaly person. Raymond Ditmars

wrote of tying these snakes into

knots, hanging them over rail

416

fences, and carrying them about by

the tail for long periods of time

without their showing the slightest

sign of life. A finicky captor, taken

in by its victim's sudden "death,"

is apparently supposed to turn up

its nose at such inedible carrion and

depart, leaving the "remains" for

the vultures. It is doubtless true

that many a hognose snake owes its

life to the success of this ruse.

Should it be left for dead, how-

ever, it makes a miraculous recovery

and, after turning over onto its

belly, quietly ghdes away. It waits

for no applause, no curtain calls;

its act has served its purpose. But

let its enemy reappear and hognose

eagerly performs an encore, "dy-

ing" a second time before its pre-

sumably gullible audience. It can

be made to repeat this ludicrous

performance time after time by

merely placing it on its stomach,

from which position it immediately

throws itself onto its back to "die"

again and again!

After witnessing the reahstic

death-feigning act of the hognose

snake, it is difficult not to credit

this amazing creature with great

intelligence, cunning, and presence

of mind. One is tempted to believe

that its convincing bluff and subse-

quent demise are part of a deliber-

ate plan to deceive its enemies. But,

disillusioning as it may be, this is

not the case.

Naturahsts have for years been

intrigued by the so-called death-

feigning instinct in animals but

have long suspected that there was

more involved than met the eye.

Darwin was impressed by the dif-

ferences between the positions

assumed by really dead insects and

NATURAL HISTORY, NOVEMBER, 1949



A Ferocious though it appears, the hognose snake will not harm any-
one After its bluffing act and subsequent "death pose," it becomes very
gentle. In fact, its amusing antics are soon abandoned in captivity

those that were "only fooling," and

Fabre successfully demonstrated

the unpremeditated nature of pos-

sum playing among beetles. Thirty-

odd years ago, in his Studies Of
Animal Behavior, S.

J.
Hohnes dis-

cussed the above experiments of

F'abre and Darwin and added that

in his opinion, "The expression

'feigning death' is a misleading one
to the extent that it is apt to give

rise to the idea that the animal
consciously adopts this device with
the intent to deceive." Nevertheless,

Professor Holmes did consider it

possible that in birds and mammals
there was "a tolerably acute con-

sciousness of the situation." W. H.
Hudson, in The Naturalist in La
Plata, has an entire chapter on
death-feigning, and himself found
it difficult to reconcile the apparent
insensibihty of the Argentine fox

under the cruel beatings inflicted

upon it by Hudson's gaucho com-
panions with the fox's cautious and
dehberate flight at the departure
of its enemies. The question has
always been: Does the fox, or

opossum, or hognose snake feign
or just faint? How much of their

acting is conscious, how much
unconscious?

The probable answer to this baf-

fling problem is as surprising as the

possum-playing performance itself.

It can be found in the Decem-
ber, 1945, issue of Natubal His-

tory, in which Dr. Frank A. Beach,

now Professor of Psychology at

Yale University, discusses the so-

called hypnotic trance in animals.

Dr. Beach considers it possible that

the death-feigning phenomenon is

a "variant of tonic immobilittj." This
is the term used to designate the

state induced in certain animals

when they are suddenly turned up-
side down. The animals so treated

"remain relatively motionless for

varying periods of time" and "fail

to show any response to many
stimuli that ordinarily would elicit

a definite reaction ... It is sus-

pected," he continues, "that this

treatment causes the release into the

circulatory system of specific glan-

dular secretions, and that these

hypothetical chemical agents para-

lyze certain higher nervous centers

of the brain." Apparendy the in-

verted position assumed by the hog-

HOGNOSE SNAKE—POSSUM PLAYER EXTRAORDINARY

nose snake when frightened or
molested results in the same para-
lyzing effect. Hognose simply passes
out.

It has been inferred that, because
the condition of tonic immobiHty
usually persists in any given animal
for a definite and relatively unvary-
ing time, the creature comes to only
after the paralyzing glandular se-

cretion has worn off. However, one
wonders whether this can hold in

the case of the hognose snake, be-

cause if you try to turn your passed-

out snake right side up, it almost

invariably turns upside down again.

Moreover, there is no reason why
a snake that has "fainted" should

necessarily turn upside down in

the first place. So perhaps we have
yet to discover the complete ex-

planation.

But in any case, even if our hog-
nose hero does not act his tragic

pantomime of death but merely
reacts it, certain it is that if there

are any "Oscars" to be awarded in

the world of animal acting, the

vote of many naturalists will unhesi-

tatingly go to the hognose snake,

possum player extraordinary.
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> Tyrannosaurus rex, a gi-

ant reptile, shown as he prob-

ably appeared in the flesh
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Which are

the all-time champions

in weight and size

—

on land, in the air, and in the sea^

and how

did die^„get so big ?



EVER since the dawn of history

and probably for long ages

before that, Man has been a creator

of giants. As a result of the work-

ings of his fertile mind, he has built

up pictures in his imagination of

huge beings roaming the earth, and

at times these giants have seemed

very real. Giants play a prominent

part in legend and folklore, and we
are all well acquainted with them
from tlie days of our childhood.

Perhaps some of the tales of

giants are not without a back-

ground of factual evidence. We
know from various accounts that

through the centuries Man has fre-

quently (and usually accidentally)

conquered Mexico, mentions con-

firmation of the existence of giants

in his detailed and fascinating ac-

count of the conquest. His descrip-

tion, obviously based upon the

bones of an extinct elephant or

mammoth, is as follows:

"They [the Tlascalan chiefs]

said that their ancestors had told

them, that in former times the coun-

try was inhabited by men and

women of great stature and wicked

manners, whom their ancestors had

at length extirpated; and in order

that we might judge the bulk of

these people, they brought us a

bone which had belonged to one

of them, so large, that when placed

f theAnimal Kingdom
dug up or discovered the bones of

large animals long since extinct.

Before the birth of the scientific

study of fossils, it was quite natm^al

for credulous people (and in those

days most people were credulous)

to regard such large bones as the

remains of giants. So the legends

found support in things that were

dug out of the earth. There must

have been giants on the earth, for

were not these the bones to prove

their former existence?

Very likely the fossil bones of ex-

tinct elephants or perhaps of some

of the large dinosaurs were the

"proof" by which ancient and medi-

eval Man confiimed his belief in

giants. For instance, the Spanish

conquistador. Captain Bernal Diaz

del Castillo, a ti-usted and faithful

ofiicer in the little band of intrepid

adventurers who, under Cortez,

upright it was as high as a middling

sized man; it was the bone between

the knee and the hip; I stood by it,

and it was of my height, though I

am as tall as the generality of men.

They brought also pieces of other

bones of great size, but much con-

sumed by time; but the one I have

mentioned was entire; we were

astonished at these remains, and

thought that they certainly demon-

strated the former existence of

giants." t

Let us make a respectful bow to

the legends and imaginary tales of

the past and turn to the hard scien-

tific evidence of the present day.

From such evidence we know that

there have been and still are giants

on the earth but not giants of the

fairy tale variety. The vanished

tBernal Diaz del Castillo—Tfte Trile History
of the Conquest of Mexico. Translated by
Maurice Keatinge. New York, 1927, Robert
M. McBride and Co., p. 143.

"Edwin H. Colbert has been study-

ing fossils and looking for them for

something more than 20 years. During

that time he has described fossil mam-
mals and reptiles from North and Soutli

America and from India, China, Mon-
golia, and Africa. At present, he is espe-

cially interested in the reptiles that in-

habited the earth at the beginning of the

Age of Dinosaurs. Two years ago, part of

a claw of a small dinosaur, a fragment no

larger tlran one's fingertip, led him and

his associates to a deposit in New Mexico

from which tliey obtained a large and re-

GIANTS OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM

markable series of fossil skeletons of

primitive dinosaurs. ( See "The Little

Dinosaurs of Ghost Ranch," Natubal
History, November, 1947.) Dr. Colbert

has written a number of articles for

Natural History, and he is the author

of The Dinosaur Book. He was graduated

from the University of Nebraska and

completed studies for his higher degrees

at Columbia University. He is now a

Curator at the American Museum of

Natural History and Professor of Verte-

brate Paleontology at Columbia Univers-

ity.—Ed.

giants that left their bones as visi-

ble proof of their former greatness

were giant animals of various sorts,

and many of them lived long be-

fore there were any men to see

them. There are giants today, but

these beasts are so familiar to us

that for the most part we are not

astonished at their great size. Some
of these giants have lived and do

live in the water—giant fishes and

swimming reptiles and whales.

Others have walked or do walk

across the face of the land—giant

dinosaurs and mammoths and ele-

phants. As a result of scientific

study, these giants are now well

known to us, and we recognize

them for what they were or are.

What makfs a siiant? What are

AMNH photo

A These two will never reach Tyranno-

saurus' great height of 20 feet, but man's

outstanding achievement is in the realm of

intellect. No other creature has approached

his capacity for curiosity and independent

thought
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Elephant Bird
12 feel to top of head

the ad\antages and the disadvan-

tages of being a giant? If some

animals could achieve giantism,

why did Man never become a

giant?

The three general habitats for

giants, as for all other life are, of

course, the water, the earth, and

the air. The largest giants have

been and are water-hving animals.

Throughout the long histor)' of the

earth, giants have been common on

the land; but the largest land giants

have never been as large as the

aquatic ones. On the other hand,

giants in the air are comparativelv

rare. There seems to be no limit to

the ultimate size of man-made fly-

ing machines, but for flying animals

the Hmits are veiy rigid. E\'en the

largest of the fl^'ing animals are

hardly giants at all when compared

with the giants of the earth and the

\^'ater.

One of the greatest disadvantages

of being a giant is the ever-present

problem of gravity'. The bigger an

animal is, the sti^onger it has to be

to support its weight against the

pull of gravit)'. Consequently, there

are definite and absolute limitations

to the size of animals, depending

upon their anatomical structure and
their habitats. Bone and hgament
and muscle all ha\-e definite physi-

cal properties. Thev have definite

tensile and compressive strengths,

beyond which they are torn apart

or shattered. It is obvious, there-

fore, that animals cannot grow to

a size beyond which their bones,

ligaments, and muscles are able to

support them.

As an animal grows in length,

it grows much more rapidly in

mass. Generally speaking, if one

animal is twice as long as another,

it is about eight times as hea\'y. In

other words, the increase in mass

is the cube of the increase in length.

For instance, if a bo.x one foot wide.

On the land, in the air, and in the sea there have been giants, but those in

the water have attained the greatest si2e, because their medium is most favor-

able to their growth

fr^r-V'*^
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Brontosauru
~0 jtel long

one foot high, and two feet long is

increased so that its dimensions in

each direction are double, it will

hold not twice the weight of ma-

terial that it originally held but

eight times as much. The increase

in size in animals is not as simple

as this, but the principle is the

same.

Of course, bones and ligaments

and muscles increase in bulk as the

animal increases in size, but their

strength is not exactly proportionate

to their bulk. Rather, the strength

of a bone is more nearly propor-

tionate to its cross section. Just as

the mass of an animal increases

much more rapidly than its length,

so it increases more rapidly than

the strength of the supporting mem-
bers. These are some of the basic

facts that determine the limits of

size in animals.

Now, an animal that lives in the

water is not a victim of gravity as

is the land-living animal. It is

buoyed up by the water in which it

lives, which opens to the aquatic

animal a path to greater giantism.

The land-living animal, on the

other hand, is engaged in a constant

if unconscious fight against the

downward pull of gravity. It is not

supported by the medium in which

it lives, but rather it must provide

its own support. Consequently, al-

though the land-living animal can

attain a considerable size, it can

never grow as large as the water-

living animal.

With flying animals, the limits

to size are very restricted. When in

the air, the flying animal must pit

the absolute strength of its muscles

against its weight. While its weight

increases in proportion to the cube



ot its length, its muscular strengtli

is more nearly equal to the square

of its size. Therefore, tliere is not

enough muscle power available to

carry a large, heavy animal through

the air.

Other factors enter into this prob-

lem of giantism, factors of physi-

ology, temperatiure controls, and

food supply. They point up not

only the Umitations and disadvan-

tages of giantism but the advan-

tages as well—for there are certain

advantages in being a giant. But

to keep from getting too deeply in-

volved in a complex problem, let

us limit this consideration to that

of weight alone. In view of the

problems of weight, what were and

are the giants in the animal world?

How do they appear in the record

of hfe on the earth, and what have

been their relationships to the ani-

mal world around them?

It is evident that giants cannot

be defined easily, whether they

live or have lived in the water,

on the land, or in the air.

There have been giants among
the backboned animals, or verte-

brates, and giants among the ani-

mals that do not have backbones,

the invertebrates. In fact, that sym-

bol of spinelessness, the jellyfish,

has entered the contest and pro-

duced the champion in linear di-

mensions—a jellyfish with tentacles

longer than any whale. Different

criteria for the definition of giants

must of necessity be applied, ac-

cording to the relationships of the

animals under consideration or the

habitats in which they Hve.

Since this discussion must have

some boundaries, the giants herein

considered will be those with back-

bones. They will be the giant verte-

brates. Among the vertebrates the

giants will be defined, quite arbi-

trarily, as those animals having at

least one body dimension measur-

ing ten feet or more and, except for

flying animals, a weight of at least

several hundred pounds.

The earliest giants among the

vertebrates or backboned animals

were giants of the sea. They ap-

peared at an early stage in verte-

brate evolution, some 350 million

years ago in the Devonian period
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of earth history. They were huge,

fishUke creatm-es that swam in the

waters of estuaries that indented

the coast hnes of those distant days.

These giant arthrodires had tremen-

dous heads, with widely gaping

jaws aiTTied not with teeth but

with bladelike, bony plates that

functioned in a manner similar to

teeth. From the great head the body

tapered back to a rather sharklike

tail, while just behind the head was

a pair of rather small fins, one on

each side. The largest of the arthro-

dire giants attained a length of 30

feet, and they probably reached a

weight of 10 tons or more. These

arthrodires did very well in their

day and evidently were the rulers

of the waters in which they lived.

At the end of Devonian times the

arthrodires became extinct, and the

"true" fishes, aheady developing

rapidly during the Devonian period,

became the dominant vertebrates

of the waters. Since then, during

the long history of the fishes, giants

have frequently appeared, and

some of them are still with us.

MiUions of years ago there were

trends toward giantism among the

sharks, as indicated by the mute
testimony of fossil shark teeth of

great size. Evidently the ancient

sharks, of which these teeth are the

sole remains, must have been 40

or 50 feet in length—so large as to

make most modern sharks look

puny by comparison. But it should

not be thought that all of the giant

sharks existed in past times, be-

cause there are still giants, such as

the basking shark, and more par-

ticularly the whale shark, one of the

largest of all fishes, past or present.

A big whale shark will measure 45

feet in length and have a weight

of more than 13 tons.

There have been giants among
the bony fish, too, but none of these

measure up to the shark giants. A
fish known as Portheus, which dur-

ing the age of dinosaurs swam in

the shallow, mediterranean seas

covering what is now the state of

Kansas, was a giant with a length

of some fifteen feet and a probable

weight of more than a ton. It was a

big fish, but giants of somewhat
lesser size are still to be found

among the bony fishes of today,

fishes such as the tuna and the

swordfish.

Among the air-breathing verte-

brates, any trends toward giantism

soon ran into serious and numerous

complications. The ever-present

problem of gravity, together with

attendant problems of physiology,

food supply, and the like have made

the way for the land giant a diffi-

cult one indeed. It is interesting,

therefore, to see that among the

air-breathing vertebrates giantism

reaches its extremes in those ani-

mals that returned to the water to

live.

For instance, during the age of

dinosaurs three groups of reptiles

became adapted to a completely

aquatic mode of life. These were

the ichthyosaurs, the plesiosaurs

and their relatives, and the mosa-

saurs. The ichthyosaurs became

secondarily very fishlike — stream-

hned animals with a propelling

tail and with the limbs transformed

into balancing fins or paddles.

Some of these ichthyosaurs became

rather large, but none of them were

real giants, the largest being of a

size comparable to some of the

modern porpoises. The plesiosaurs

and the mosasaurs, however, did

reach the proportions of giants. The

plesiosaurs were long-necked, short-

bodied reptiles that rowed them-

selves along the surface by means

of oarhke paddles, and some of

these reptiles, especially those hv-

ing in the Cretaceous period, were

very large. The mosasaurs, which

were nothing more than seagoing

hzards, evolved into veritable mon-

sters, reaching a length of 30 feet

or more.

But no other water-hving animals

have ever equaled or even ap-

proached the huge size of some of

our modern whales. These are the

real giants of all time. Whales 60

feet in length, with a weight of

about 60 tons, are not uncommon,

while some species and genera such

as the great Blue Whale reach

almost unbehevable sizes. Blue

Whales have been recorded with a

length of almost 100 feet and a

weight up to 150 tons.

The bodily transformations that
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have taken place during the evolu-

tion of the whales into giants from

their ultimate land-living ancestors

have indeed been profound. These

air-breathing mammals have be-

come thoroughly aquatic, and so

large are they that the bones, mus-

cles, and ligaments are no longer

able to support tire weight of the

body. In the water this is no prob-

lem, but when whales become

stranded in water too shallow to

float them, they soon die of suffo-

cation. The weight of the body

crushes the air out of their lungs.

Other giants have evolved among
the mammals that returned to the

sea, giants such as the sea elephants

and the sea cows. But these are

giants of a fairly moderate sort,

and the whales remain the supreme

example of giantism in the entire

evolutionaiy picture.

Dinosaurs have aheady been

mentioned, and these are knowoi to

almost everybody as the giants of

the past. Here we see land animals

solving the problems of being

giants. Here we see what happens

when the trend toward giantism

runs full force into the law of

gravity. The law is inexorable, and

the evolving giants must adapt

themselves to the law.

The largest dinosams were the

great sauropods, the brontosaurs,

measuring from 60 to 80 feet and

probably weighing 30 to 50 tons in

life. It is very likely that these

figures represent the upper limits

attainable for land-hving animals—

the hmits beyond which bone, hga-

ment, and muscle are of insufficient

strength to support the great weight

of the body. And in these huge
dinosaurs we can see the adapta-

tions that took place to make struc-

tm-ally possible these largest of land

animals.

Thus, in the great dinosaurs the

legs were enormously heavy and
straight, and the bones were very

strong and dense. The legs formed
veritable posts or pillars for the

support of the animal. The back-

bone, on the other hand, while

strong, was lightly constructed.

There were complex articulations

between the individual bones of

the spinal column to make them

GIANTS OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM

interlock more firmly, but the ver-

tebrae themselves were hollowed-

out structures in which bone was

present only where needed and ab-

sent where not essential. Great size

was therefore attained witliout the

addition of undue weight in the

vertebral column. The sauropod

dinosaur skeleton can be thought of

as a strong truss supported on heavy

abutments.

The dinosaurs were not tlie only

giants among land-living reptiles.

Even before the dinosaurs there

were giant reptiles, especially cer-

tain crocodile-hke reptiles known
as phytosaurs, hving 165 to 205 mil-

lion years ago in the Triassic period.

Yet compared with the larger dino-

saurs, the phytosaurs were beasts

of modest proportions, and the

problems of giantism were not so

serious for them as for the huge

dinosaurs. There were the croco-

diles, too—giants that still survive

into our modern world. Here again,

even the largest crocodiles have

been spared the most difficult prob-

lems of being a giant on land.

After the dinosairrs became ex-

tinct, some 60 to 70 milHon years

ago, the mammals became domi-

nant on the earth, and trends to-

ward giantism were repeated.

Among the land-living mammals,

certain groups evolved into giants,

notably the great titanotheres of

the Oligocene period ( 28 to 39 mil-

hon years ago), the rhinoceroses,

the hippopotamuses, and the ele-

phants and their relatives. Of these

various mammals the elephants and

their relatives have throughout their

history been the foremost of the

land-living giants. They began their-

evolutionary history with an early

trend toward great size, and this

trend developed rapidly to produce

long-nosed, tusked animals that

ranged far and wide over the earth

during much of the Age of Mam-
mals. In evolving as giants, the ele-

phants followed certain lines of

structural development more or less

similar to those followed much
earlier by the giant dinosaurs. For

instance, the elephants developed

straight, heavy, postlike legs to

serve as pillars for support of the

body. But whereas the largest di-

nosaurs attained probable weights

of 40 or 50 tons, the largest ele-

phants, past or present, have prob-

ably never exceeded 8 or 10 tons.

Consequently, adaptations to giant-

ism in these mammals have never

been as profound as in the dino-

saurs.

In general, the titanotheres,

rhinoceroses, hippopotamuses, and
other giant mammals have been

reasonably modest rivals of the ele-

phants, but there is one exception.

This was a giant rhinoceros that

lived in Asia during the Miocene
period, some 20 milhon years ago.

It is known as Baliichitherium, be-

cause it was first discovered in

Baluchistan. Baluchitherium was
truly a monster mammal, standing

eighteen feet in height at the

shoulders. It dwarfs the largest of

the elephants, and very probably,

hke the huge sauropod dinosaurs

among the reptiles, it represents

about the maximum size to which a

land-living mammal can develop.

During the age of dinosaurs the

first giants of the air appeared.

These were flying reptiles known as

pteranodonts, and some of these be-

came quite large, with wingspreads

of 18 or 20 feet. Yet although these

winged dragons of the air were im-

pressively large, they were not very

heavy, and the body was hardly

larger than the body of a good-

sized turkey. They were mostly

wing and lightly constructed. The
bones were hollow, to make them
light, and there were large attach-

ments for flight muscles. The
pteranodonts were giants only in

dimensions, not in mass.

The birds, too, have evolved their

giants. The "giants" among the fly-

ing birds are the vultures, condors

and eagles, the cranes and other

wading birds, swans, and certain

fowls such as tlie turkeys. Small

giants, these. The real giants among
the birds have been those that lost

the ability to fly and became crea-

tures of the ground. Various giant

ground birds are found in the fossil

record, and some of them persist

to the present day—the ostriches,

the emus, and the cassawaries. In

these giant birds, as in so many
other giants, we see the adaptations

Continued on page 430



IN
November of 1921 a Cana-

dian fisherman named A. E.

Crewe, Ufting pound nets off the

port of Merlin, Ontario, brought

to the top a strange double catch,

two fish locked together in what

would soon have been, for one of

the pair, an embrace of death.

One half of the strange team was

a big lake trout. The other was a

repulsive looking, eel-like creature,

close to two feet long, that was

firmly attached to the side of the

trout by means of a strong sucker

mouth, and it kept its tenacious

grip even when taken from the

v/ater. When it was forcibly pulled

away, it left an eroded, bloody

scar patch.

The "eel" looked like nothing

Crewe had ever seen before. He
took it to Canadian scientists for

identification and was told that he

had established a scientific record.

It was not a record of good omen,

however. What the fisherman had

captured was the first marine lam-

prey ever taken in Lake Erie or any-

where else in the waters of the

Great Lakes above Niagara.

It was an event of much greater

significance than anyone suspected

at the time. That first lamprey was

a sort of advance scout, the fore-

runner of an invasion of these giant

bloodsuckers into the upper Great

Lakes, and likewise a forerunner

of almost unbelievable disaster for

the lake trout, whitefish, and other

food fishes of those waters. As

will be seen later, it was a dynamic

illustration of how a small act on

the part of man can create a con-

servation problem of tremendous

proportions.

It is no longer novel, in Lake

Huron, Lake Michigan, or even

Lake Superior, for commercial

fisheiTTien to bring up in their nets

fishes bearing lamprey scars or

fishes with live lampreys attached.

Lake trout, whitefish, herring,

chubs, pickerel, suckers, carp,

perch, and catfish, marked with one

or more big eroded patches on

throat, side, or back, are an every-

day catch in the Great Lakes now.

Fishermen in Lake Huron have

reported in recent years that as

many as 90 out of each 100 trout

Is the Lake Trout

DOOMED?
When man enabled the sea lamprey to spread

through the Great Lakes, little danger was fore-

seen, but in 12 years the trout catch in the

United States waters of Lake Huron fell from

1,720,000 pounds to only a little over 2 tons

Bij Ben East

caught show lamprey scars. In

Lake Michigan from 50 to 70 per

cent of the trout catch is marked

at the present time. For the most

part it is the larger fish that display

the scars, because the lamprey is

more inclined to attack the larger

ones, and also the smaller ones are

less able to survive the attack. In

Lake Michigan, 80 per cent of the

trout catch over 2 feet long is

scarred, but a marked trout under

17 inches is a rarity.

Many fish carry two or three

scars. As many as nine have been

recorded, each as big as a silver

dollar or bigger. The scar may be

healed over or it may be fresh and

raw, still oozing blood. It may be

shallow, penetrating only through

scales and skin, but more often it

goes all the way through the body

wall into the belly, leaving a dread-

ful gaping wound. And for each

victim that survives, probably hun-

dreds, perhaps thousands, die un-

recorded in the depths of the lake

from the terrible blood-letting of

the sea lamprey!

When the November gales stir-

red Lake Michigan last autumn,

fishermen lifted nets that sagged

with dead and decaying trout. That

carrion catch, rolled into the twine

by the storm-disturbed waters far

down on the lake bottom, was in-

disputable proof of the toll taken

by the lampreys. To load the nets

in such a fashion, experts say, there

must be areas where the floor of

Lake Michigan is literally paved

with decomposing trout that have

died from lamprey attack!

The results of the lamprey inva-

sion show, with dramatic and tragic

clarity, in the record of the trout

catch for Lake Huron and Lake
Michigan.

Around 1936, the lampreys be-

came firmly established and plenti-

ful in Lake Huron, the first of the

Great Lakes to feel serious effects

from them. At that time the United

States waters of the lake were pro-

ducing an annual catch of 1,720,000

pounds of trout, the average figure

for the previous 40 years. From
1936 on, the take dropped at a

steady and alarming rate year after

year, until it reached the incredibly

low total of less than 5000 pounds

in 1948.

It is hard to believe that the

American waters of Lake Huron,

once one of the foremost lake trout

grounds in the world, produced

only a little more than two tons of

these fish last year, but such is the

case. Trout are virtually nonexist-

ent on those grounds today, and the

situation on the Canadian side of

the lake is only a very httle better.

For 30 years prior to 1940, the

Canadian waters of Huron yielded

an average annual take of close to

4,000,000 pounds of trout. Then

the lampreys began their work,

and the catch hit the skids. Each
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A The sea lamprey attaches itself by means of its rasp-

ing sucker, as shown in this model of a catfish in the

year since has set a new low record,

and the catch now is down to less

than 400,000 pounds annually, one-

tenth of what it was in 1940.

The lampreys moved into Lake

Michigan more recently. The first

record for that lake was in 1934.

and only in the last five years have

they reached numbers sufficient to

affect the trout catch. But they

are reducing it now at a rate that

threatens to wipe it out in a few

more years. For the 5-year period

from 1939 to 1944, Lake Michigan's

trout production averaged around

6,500,000 pounds annually. Since

that time it has fallen at the rate

of about 1,500,000 pounds a year,

until last year it totaled only a little

more than 1,000,000 pounds.

The lampreys have only recently

reached Lake Superior, but no one

who is famifiar with the situation

has any doubt as to what is going

to happen there from now on.

It seems inevitable that the lake

trout, one of America's most popu-

lar food fishes, must disappear en-

tirely from our tables within an-

other decade or two unless a way is

found to cope with the lampre\

problem.

"The sea lamprey," declares John

Van Oosten, chief of Great Lakes

fishery investigations for the United

States Fish and Wildlife Service,

"is giving lake trout fishing in the

IS THE LAKE TROUT DOOMED?

AilX'H photo

American Museum. Millions of valuable food fishes are

killed each year by this marauder

Midi. Dcpnrtnunt of Lous, ,-„ti„ii Photo h-, If F Haituui,

A An officer of the Michigan Department of Conservation dip-

ping a netful of sea lampreys from the spawning beds. Each female

lays an average of 62,500 eggs!
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Great Lakes its final blow toward
extinction!"

Nor is that all. What will happen
after the lake trout has disappeared,

as it now seems certain to do in

a few more years, no one can pre-

dict. But those who have studied

the lamprey do not believe the

giant bloodsuckers will lie quiet on
the lake bottom and die of starva-

tion, so long as there are other

fishes in the water to be attacked!

Up to now they have displayed a

marked preference for lake trout,

perhaps because the small scales

of the trout render it particularly

vulnerable. But the lamprey does

not hesitate to attack other fishes,

even under present conditions. Its

preference after trout, in the Great

Lakes, is for whitefish, suckers,

pickerel, and carp, in that order.

It seems a foregone conclusion that

once the trout are gone the lamprey

will turn its attention to other spe-

cies, wiping them out one after

another, unless some method is

426

AMNH photos

A The sea lamprey, sometimes 30 inches long, "swims like a snake and
looks like a length of garden hose." Its bluish-gray is mottled with yellowish
or brownish blotches during spawning

< With this efficient circular

rasp, the sea lamprey attaches it-

self to its victim and feeds on it.

The scar it makes is about the size

of a silver dollar

found in the meantime of eliminat-

ing the lamprey itself.

Small wonder authorities in both

Canada and the United States de-

clare that unless the lamprey men-
ace is brought under control the

fishing industry of the Great Lakes,

worth $12,000,000 a year to the

fishermen themselves, is facing

almost certain ruin. The ghost-town

specter hangs over many a thriving

fishing port along the coast of

Ontario, Minnesota, Wisconsin,

and Michigan today and as vet is

largely um-ecognized.

For the sea lampreys give every

evidence that they are going to be
a tough pest to control or eradicate.

In two years of persistent efiFort,

scientists and fish culturists have
made httle headway toward finding

effective ways of waging war on
them. It is generally conceded now
that they have gained such a foot-

hold in the Great Lakes that there

is no possibility they can ever be
eliminated. The best that can be
hoped for, apparently, is that natu-

ral checks will ultimately halt the

rising curve of the lamprey popu-
lation, until continued research can

turn up control measures to hold

down the lamprey throng and re-

duce to a minimum the amount of

damage, as the damage done by
many insect pests is now kept in

check. Even that goal, however,

promises to be extremely difficult

to attain in the case of the sea

lamprev.

The lamprey is a primitive fish

and was originally found only in

salt water, spawning in streams

along the coasts of both North
America and Europe. Many years

ago it moved in from the sea to

establish itself in a smaller or dwarf
form in Lake Ontario and the

Finger Lakes of New York. But
until 1921, the thundering barrier

of Niagara barred the lamprey host

from the upper Great Lakes. It

was man himself who unwittingly

helped the creatures around that

barrier.

The lampreys first gained access

to Lake Erie by way of the Wel-
land Canal, although no one knows
whether they came under their own
power or hitchhiked in by attach-

ing themselves to the bottoms of

ships, a common habit of theirs.

Experts believe new invasions may
still be making their way into Lake
Erie annually, coming by that same
route, to reinforce and swell the

ranks of the teeming host already

firmly estabhshed as far away as

western Lake Superior. But curi-

ously enough, although they were
first discovered in Erie and must
have passed through that lake to

reach their present centers of

abundance farther from the sea,

they have never established them-

selves there in sufficient numbers to

do major damage to the commercial
fishery. The reason may lie in the

fact that Erie has relatively few
areas of deep water, which 1am-
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preys appear to require, or that it

does not offer tliem tributaries

suitable for spawning. Whatever

the reason, the lamprey population

in Lake Erie has remained below

the danger point as far as the food

fishes of the lake are concerned.

The spread of the big blood-

suckers from their original colony

there was not long delayed. The
second Lake Erie occurrence was

recorded oflF Sandusky in 1927.

Then, in 1930, lampreys were taken

from the St. Clair River, linking

Lake St. Clair and Lake Huron,

and scientists realized the ma-

rauders were on the march. Four

years later they had swarmed north

through Lake Huron and the Straits

of Mackinac into Lake Michigan,

and that same year the first spawn-

ing run was reported in the Clinton

River at Rochester, Michigan. The

year 1936 saw a lamprey taken in

Lake Michigan 15 miles offshore

from Milwaukee, and the following

spring a heavy spawning run was

discovered in the Ocqueoc River,

running into Lake Huron 200 miles

north of the Clinton. The spread

and increase of the creatures has

been steady and rapid ever since,

and when the first record came in

from Lake Superior in 1946, fishery

experts knew that the thing they

had foreseen and dreaded all along

had taken place. The marine lam-

prey was now established in all of

the Great Lakes. From the fact that

the Lake Superior specimen was a

small adult attached to a lake trout

caught off Isle Royale, only a few

miles south of Port Arthur, it

seemed Hkely that the lampreys

had then been present and spawn-

ing in Superior for several years,

too, their presence suspected but

unproved.

It is now known that there are

spawning runs of lampreys in 108

Michigan sbfeams, in every water-

shed in the Lake Michigan basin,

every major watershed north of

Saginaw Bay in the Lake Huron

basin, and in 5 tributaries of Lake

Superior, including a major run in

the Tahquamenon River, the "rush-

ing Taquamenaw" of the Hiawatha

legend. In addition, they have es-

tablished themselves in four of

Michigan's larger inland lakes, Burt,

Mullet, Pentwater, and Charlevoix,

where they pose the same threat to

bass and other game fishes as to

commercial species in the Great

Lakes.

Lamprey spawning runs also are

annual events now in many Wis-

consin streams running into Lake

Michigan north of Manitowoc and

in several rivers in Ontario in the

Georgian Bay area. In 1948, the

first Indiana run was reported, in

Trail Creek near Michigan City.

And last April lampreys were found

for the first time in branches of the

Little Calumet River, a northern

Indiana stream that drains into the

^ Weirs like this one in the Ocqueoc River, to trap the lampreys as they go

upstream to spawn, seem to ofjfer the best hope. But the task is tremendous,

and there seems little chance that the lamprey can ever be eradicated

photo by l\\ II. Hastings

Mississippi! They had gained access

through a drainage ditch leading in

from Lake Michigan. From there

the entire Mississippi watershed is

theirs to invade if they choose.

Whether they will take advantage

of the opportunity and spread

through this vast new range only

time vdll tell. But at least they have

succeeded in vaulting the natural

barriers between the Great Lakes

and Old Man River.

Few creatures of the underwater

world are more repulsive in appear-

ance or better fitted to pursue a

predatory way of life. Ranging in

length from 14 to 30 inches, averag-

ing 15 to 18, the lamprey is long,

slender, and to a Great Lakes fish-

erman the symbol of evil. "If it

swims Uke a snake and looks like a

length of garden hose, it's a sea lam-

prey," was the descriptive phrase

one research worker coined for the

creature a few years back.

The fish has a smooth, scaleless,

slimy skin and two short, separate

dorsal fins. The ground color of a

mature adult is bluish-gray, and in

spawning season the lampreys are

sti-ongly mottled with yellowish or

brownish-orange blotches. A row of

seven round gill openings is ar-

ranged along each side of the throat

like small portholes. The flat "low-

brow" head ends in a round sucker

mouth rather than in true jaws. The

inside of this sucker disc is armed

with sharp, strong teeth which the

creature uses, together with its file-

like tongue, to rasp away the scales,

skin, and flesh of any fish to which

it attaches itself. Once the skin is

lacerated and the blood starts flow-

ing, a secretion from glands in the

lamprey's mouth prevents clotting.

The big bloodsucker rides along,

feeding on its helpless host, until it

has its fill of blood or the victim

dies from the attack. The lamprey's

period of attachment varies from a

few hours to a week, and often it

goes on clinging to its host for a

time after the latter is dead.

Legend has it that the lampreys

were once looked upon as a table

delicacy, and Henry I of England is

said to have died from eating too

many of the creatures. In the Baltic

countries of eastern Europe they
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are still used for food, and before

the recent war Finnish immigrants

in northern Michigan were import-

ing canned lamprev. To date, how-

ever, nothing has come of experi-

ments aimed at utihzing for food

Great Lakes lampreys captured on

the spawning run.

In 1946, Congress passed a reso-

lution dii-ecting the Fish and Wild-

life Service to undertake a sweep-

ing investigation of the lamprey

and push a program for its eradica-

tion. In November of that year the

Sea Lamprey Committee, organ-

ized by the Service and including

conservation officials from Ontario

and aU of the states bordering on

the Great Lakes, got together to

map out a campaign.

The lamprey war got under way
the following spring, with Michi-

gan, Ontario, Wisconsin, and the

Fish and Wildlife Service taking

the lead. So far, in two years of

study, much that is new has been

learned about the lamprey's life his-

tory'. But to date all attempts to find

workable ways to thin his ranks

have come to a dead end.

It is fairly well estabhshed now
that the life cycle of this marine

pest ranges from five and a half to

sLx and a half years. The first four

or five years of its life are spent in a

lan^al stage in the stream where it

is hatched. After hatching, in early

summer, it remains in the nest for

about a month, by which time it

has grown to a length of half an

inch. It then moves downstream

and burrows into beds of sand or

silt for a long, slow period of de-

velopment. At this stage it does no

damage. It looks like a worm and

feeds on microscopic organisms

carried to it by the current. Grow-

ing slowly, it reaches a length of si.x

to eight inches at the end of its

fourth or fifth year and is then ready

for a metamorphosis that will trans-

form it into the adult, blood-hun-

gry form, much as a tadpole is

transformed into a frog.

The eyes develop, the sucker disc

is formed, the stout teeth appear

within it. WTien it is fully equipped

for adult fife, the lamprey quits its

silt bed and migrates downstream

once more, this time to the lake be-

yond the river mouth, where for the

rest of its days it will prowl and

prey on any unfortunate fish of its

choice to which it can attach itself.

The adult life of the lamprey is

believed to last at least a year and

a half. At the end of that tirne, sexu-

ally mature, it is ready to re-enter

a stream for the final climactic act

of its life. Males and females move
up together, fighting their way to-

ward the headwaters in a wriggling

horde, taking advantage of the

cover of darkness, hurrying on to-

ward the spawning grounds.

The first spawners enter the

streams in April; the last stragglers

do not make the journey before July

in some waters. The peak of the run

occurs in May and early June, how-

ever, governed by water tempera-

tures.

Men who have seen a pool or

gravel bar crowded with the slimy,

sHthering bloodsuckers say it is not

a pretty sight. It's just as well, they

contend, that the lamprey runs oc-

cur chiefly at night. But for that

same reason, sizable runs may de-

velop in a stream without their

presence being suspected, a fact

that has made much more difficult

the task of determining the abun-

dance of the lampreys in the waters

of the Great Lakes.

Once suitable spawning grounds

are reached, on gravel bottom with

a fairly fast current, male and fe-

male lamprey together set about

the task of building a nest. Moving

stones with the aid of their sucker

mouths, they excavate a shallow

redd 3 to 6 inches deep and 12 to

30 inches across. There the female

proceeds to deposit a mass of eggs

ranging in number from 24,000 to

more than 100,000 and averaging

62,500—which affords some idea of

the magnitude of any practical plan

for sea lamprey control!

The adult lampreys die after

spawning, as do the salmon of the

Pacific. The eggs hatch in one to

three weeks, and the cycle starts all

over again.

At no point along tlie fine of that

unusual life cycle has an effective

way been found to attack the lam-

preys. Thus far there seems to be

no weak link in the chain of events

that brings them from egg to full-

grown bloodsucker.

The Great Lakes watershed

abounds in rivers and small streams

that provide ideal spawning places.

The lakes themselves provide an

abundant food supply. Blessed by a

favorable habitat, lacking natural

enemies or other natural checks,

and apparently free from epidemics

such as often kill off overcrowded

forms of wildHfe (they congregate

in schools only at spawning time),

the marine lampreys are doing ex-

tremely well in their new environ-

ment.

Electric shocking devices, such as

are used in fish research work, have

been tested and failed. Rotenone

poisoning also has failed to kill the

larvae in the streams. The poison-

ing of an entire spawning run has

not been tried and probably won't

be, since to have the desired effect

on the lampreys it would have to

render the water of the stream

deadly to all fish life for a period of

four months, at a heavy cost in food

and game fish.

The best control method discov-

ered to date, the experts say, ap-

pears to be the use of weirs and

traps to take the lampreys as they

move upstream to spawn. Several

such wiers are now in operation in

Michigan, Wisconsin, and Ontario,

and it is believed that by the effi-

cient operation of these devices it

may be possible to wipe out the

spawning run in a sti^eam almost

completely. In view of the number

of streams where runs are now
known to occur, however, plus the

strong likelihood that the lampreys

are spawning in many other streams

as yet unreported, it is obvious that

the task of bringing under control

this menace to the fisheries of the

Great Lakes will be huge and

costly.

The Fish and Wildlife Service re-

centlv asked Congress for an ap-

propriation of $350,000 to continue

the work. Even if this amount, and

much more, is forthcoming, and

even with the continued co-opera-

tion of the individual states and

Canada, there is Httle hope at this

point that the job can be completed

for manv vears to come.
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PALMS—PRINCES OF THE PLANT WORLD Continued from page .

two groups of palms by their leaf

form. In one group, the leaves look

like enormous feathers, as in the

coconut palm. In the other group,

the leaves are fanlike, as in the

giant tahpot. From the fan-type

leaf, palms possibly derive their

name, because the leaf divisions

radiate out like fingers from the

human palm. Another explanation

is that the name "palm" derives

from the fact that leaves and

branches of these trees were car-

ried in the hands of victors in an-

cient triumphant processions and

were bestowed by hand upon the

honored one. But as in most flower-

ing plants, real differences between

palms exist primarily in flowers and

fruits.

One would hardly grow a palm

for its flowers. They are inconspicu-

ous and scarcely more attractive

than the tiny blossoms of their

distant cousins, the grasses. But

though small and petal-less, their

numbers are legion. The flowers are

borne in much-branched, often

pendant clusters, which arise from

large boat-shaped spathes readily

seen just below the leafy crown of

most species. A single flower cluster

of an average palm measures from

two to six feet long, but the enor-

mous terminal flower crown of the

Indian talipot
(
Corijpha umbraculi-

fera) may easily attain twenty feet

in height. Flowers of this palm may

number 60 million individuals per

plant—real mass production! Con-

serving energy over a 30 or 40 year

period somewhat like a century

plant, the impressive talipot, unlike

most of its relatives, flowers only

once, throwing all its strength into

one mighty blossoming splurge.

When it has set fruit, it dies. An

even more remarkable if yet unex-

plainable thing about talipots is

that in a given region all individ-

uals of this species will flower at

l?All ^A¥I5 Camp in the Mountains
M?^j*i, i3CM.MjMJ

^j interest to conserva-
tionists and ornitliologists. Undivided one-

half interest in 1,000 acres of undeveloped
mountain woodlands, remote, unspoiled. 78

miles from N. Y. C. in eastern Dutchess
County. Use of one house. Joint use of other

buildings. Abundant Hora and fauna. Pres-

ent annual maintenance cost to half inter-

est $400. Offers solicited. Address : M. W.
Maclay, 20 Exchange Place, New York 5.

one time in gregarious fashion. In

June of 1918, from one observation

spot in Ceylon, 200 talipots could

be observed in flower.

Palm fruits, in size, color, and

structure, are as divergent as the

famiHar dates and coconuts. They

range from the size of a small pea

to the great mass of a coconut; and

the latter is the biggest seed in ex-

istence save for that of a relative,

the famous double coconut, or

coco de mer, of the Seychelles

Islands, whose individual fruits

may weigh from 30 to 40 pounds.

Commercially speaking, it is the

fruit that is the most important part

of the palm plant. Many palm

fruits are edible, the nutritive por-

tion usually being the kernel, as in

the coconut. But in other types,

such as the peach palm, the farin-

aceous pulp surrounding the seed is

the portion in demand. Both the ex-

ternal pulp and kernels of palms

are the great sources of palm oils,

which are called either pulp or

kernel oils accordingly. The stra-

tegic importance of palms was

brought to the fore in World War

II when fats, needed as never be-

fore for food and explosives—not to

mention their use in the manufac-

ture of soaps, tin cans, and sheet

metal—were (and still are) at a

premium. Pahn oil was scarce be-

cause most of it is derived from

copra (obtained from the distant

and then isolated South Pacific

islands) and from the kernel oil of

the west African oil palms. Distance

has lent enchantment to these prod-

ucts, but it has also caused hard-

ship, and unnecessarily, because in

our own hemisphere there have al-

ways existed larger concenti-ations

of native oil-yielding palms than

anywhere else. Thus we have been

"carrying coals to Newcastle." For

besides the coconut and African oil

palm, both of which are found cul-

tivated in large quantities in tropi-

cal America, there are at least 25

other important native oil palms in

South America alone. Fortunately,

there are signs that our country is

now aware of this hemisphere's

own wealth of oil yielders, for many
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of these all-American species are

now coming to the front commer-

cially. Their native Indian names

—babassu, tucum, ouricury, murii-

muru, dende, cohune, corozo, and

bacaba—to name a few, sound like

a voodoo chant. Latin-American

countries, particularly Brazil, have

begun to take note of their wealth

in oil palms, and companies like

United Fruit are investigating the

possibilities of one of the American

tropics' greatest potential export

crops.

The economic possibilities in

palm culture have mostly centered

in the species supplying oil but

are not limited to them. We think

of cane as the principal somce of

our sugar supply, yet in the Far

East palm trees produce one bil-

lion pounds of sugar yearly. More
than a dozen sugar-producing

palms are known in southern Asia

alone; and as many potential

yielders probably grow in our own

hemisphere. Sugar-yielding palms

are a perennial crop that needs

no harvesting as do cane and beets.

Like maple trees, these palms are

merely tapped for their sugary exu-

date. It has been said that the

world's saccharine palms, if proper-

ly tapped, could produce more

sugar than all the other sugar-

yielding crops combined!

It is easy to see what a wonder-

ful society pahns are: they have

paraded across the pages of history;

they are supplying our civilization

with some of its most important

plant products; they have long

nourished the races of the tropics;

and at the same time, they have

cloaked the wild and cultivated

gardens of those regions with a

green elegance unmatched by any

other type of plant. Surely they

amply fulfill the billing given them

by the great botanist Linnaeus,

when he denominated them as

Principes or "Princes" among plants.

GIANTS OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM Continued from pa(je 423

for weight-caiTying, the develop-

ment of strong, heavy legs to sup-

port tlie body against the constant

downward pull of gravity.

So we see there have been many
giants on the earth during the long

evolution of life. There have been

real giants among the fishes, rep-

tiles, and mammals and lesser giants

among other backboned animals.

There have been giants in the water

and on the land, and giants of a

sort in the air. The role of the giant

has been tried time and again by
various animals, and it has raised

its difficulties, the difficulties of

sheer mass, physiology, tempera-

ture problems, and food supply.

But it has given to the giants cer-

tain advantages, particularly the

advantage of immunity from attack.

Giants, because they are giants, are

seldom molested except by other

giants. Giantism as a way of Hfe,

therefore, has been very successful

for certain groups of animals.

It should be noted, however, that

although various animals have been

giants, men, in spite of the proofs

offered by Bemal Diaz del Castillo,

have never attained the stature of

real giants. Why should this be?

To answer this question briefly,

it can be said that Man is a primate,

and the primates through their evo-

lutionary history have been tree-

dwelling or climbing animals. Be-

cause of their mode of life and be-

cause of their adaptations to this

mode of life, true giantism has been

for them something unattainable.

Of course there have been giants

after a fashion among the primates,

and these include Man, the gorilla,
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the oiang, and the chimpanzee. But
none of the primate giants are real

giants hke the elephants or the dino-

saurs of the past. Therefore, the

stories of giant men must remain as

legends, to delight us as we read
them in fairy tales.

If Man is not a giant in stature.

BOOKS Coiitinned from page 391

Dr. Simpson divides his work into

three parts. In the first part, which he

calls "The Course of Evolution," he

makes a brief survey of evolution, espe-

cially as concerns the higher vertebrates,

with particular emphasis on the reptiles,

the mammals, and the primates. The evo-

lution of life through geologic time is

briefly outlined, and it is shown that

evolution has proceeded at diflFerent rates

in diflFerent lines of animals and at differ-

ent stages in their histories. Animals and

plants have taken advantage of die op-

portunities open to them to fill the earth

with organisms adapted to all manners

of existence, and tliis has resulted in an

increase both in variety and numbers.

The second part of die book, "The
Interpretation of Evolution," will be of

particular interest to students of biology

and geology. Such things are discussed

as oriented evolution, evolutionary op-

portunism, racial life and death, forces

of evolution, and the concept of progress

in evolution. Dr. Simpson rightly rejects

all vitalistic theories as to oriented evo-

lution and shows quite clearly that the

one factor leading to nonrandom evolution

is adaptation. He dien goes on to show

how evolution is highly opportunistic-

how evolving animals utilize the struc-

tures that may be developing within their

he has attained a sort of giantism

that has never been equaled by any
other animals. This is the giantism

of intellect. Man is the intellectual

giant of all time. He is the inquisi-

tive giant, to whom all the world
and its things form a vast puzzle

and as such, a challenge. Being a

curious creature with a giant intel-

lect, Man has set for himself the

task of learning as much as he can
about the world around him. That
is how he has learned about the

physical giants of the earth, the

giants that lived in past ages and
the giants of today.

particular lines, even though these struc-

tures may not oflEer the most perfect

mechanical solutions of die functions for

wliich they are adapted. In an illumi-

nating discussion of e.xtinction, he shows
that tliere is no single explanation to ac-

count for this phenomenon; rather, ex-

tinction is the result of the interaction of

changes in environments and changes or

lack of changes in the organisms. The
forces of evolution are those revealed bv
the study of modern genetics. There are

various definitions and measures of prog-

ress in evolution; perhaps the best that

can be said is that change toward a

particular sort of organism best adapted

to its own way of life is the most ob-

jective criterion of progress.

In die diird part of the book, "Evo-
lution, Humanity and Ethics," Dr. Simp-

son discusses the moral implications of

his work. He concludes that diere is no
absolute ethic available to Man. The
ethical concept is in itself a result of

evolution and must be based upon choice

in accordance with the mental and
moral development of the individual.

Dr. Simpson's measure of ethics is based

to a large degree upon knowledge and
responsibility. The growth of human
knowledge and die attainment of a high

degree of responsibility are the good
things of life.

All in all, this is a profound and
thought-provoking volume diat should
arouse a great deal of interest among both
scientists and laymen. It is unfortunate
that the format of the book has resulted,

in tlie reduction of the figures to such
a scale that in some of them the lettering

is not easy to read.

Edwin H. Colbert.

Maine birds
by Ralph S. Palmer

Museum of Comparative Zoology

Cambridge, Mass., $5.00

656 pp., 3 maps

N this historical review of the birds

of Maine, Dr. Palmer, himself a

native of that state, has brought to com-
pletion a task begun by the late Arthur
H. Norton of the Portland Society of

Natural History. The distribution and
status, past and present, of Maine birds is

very carefully set forth. There is also a

wealth of information on nesting habits

and general ecology, but this volume is

not intended to be a popular handbook
and gives no aid in species indentification.

It will, however, be indispensable to

those interested in the birds of Maine.
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perfidiously snipped the flattened cones

with her sharp, kris-edged jaws, and pro-

ceeded to regale herself on the nectar

secreted nowhere else! The sequence was
repeated time after time with practiced

precision; so it was not just happenstance

but routine procedure. And the mystery

of the mutilated flowers was solved!

Never save that once have I seen that

highly diverting and thought-nudging

performance, nor any evidence of it.

There are no witnesses to vouch for my
veracity; but most assuredly I am not

romancing. It would require an imagina-

tion far more fertile than mine to fabri-

cate an incident so nearly incredible yet

wholly within the realm of reality. Fact

may indeed be stranger than fiction!

Other flowers, notably those of the

columbine or honeysuckle, with the nectar

at die bottom of the much longer and
slimmer spurs, might well tempt an in-

sect to sidestep Nature's rule of recipro-

GIANTS OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM

cal service; but I have never found their

larders thus rifled.

Her majesty was cheating, of course.

And while wrong-doing is never a privi-

lege even of royalty, surely her clever-

ness ought to extenuate her! Moreover,

there must have been plenty of other bees

thereabouts to discharge in orthodox

fashion the duty she had shirked.

Had she merely stumbled upon that

easy short cut to the delectable hoard,

v/hich her highly specialized olfactories

were unerringly keyed to locate? Or was
it a flash of genius, the awakening of in-

dividual initiative—dramatic and unique?

You tell!

E. P. Andrews, M. D.

Portage, "Wis.

The following answer is offered by
Mr. Herbert F. Schwarz of the American
Museum's Department of Insects and
Spiders:

The interesting observation recorded

by Dr. Andrews is not without precedent.

In the Old World, the short-headed Bom-

bus mastrucatus employs the same tech-

nique in nibbling its way to the nectar

deposits of Aconitum lycoctonum, while
in America there are at least two bum-
blebees—Bom&u.s affinis and Bombus ter-

ricola—that also secure nectar in this

illegitimate manner. Both of these species

are characterized by an extremely short

head coupled with a short tongue. Be-
cause of their structural inadequacy, they

cannot readily secure the nectar of long-

tubed flowers in the usual manner but
are forced to perforate them. That the

habit of chewing a passage to the nectar

is correlated with the length of the tongue
receives support from the observations

of the late Otto E. Pladi, who noted that
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the workers of Bombus affinis perforated

the flowers of red clover whereas the

longer-tongued queens of the same spe-

cies as a rule obtained tlie nectar of the

red clover in the appro\ed way. The same

obser\'er noted, howe\'er, diat queens and

workers of affmis and of terricola would

in some instances pierce tlie flowers of

rhododendron even though odier mem-

bers of their caste and species were se-

curing nectar without doing violence to

the bloom. Here there was persistance in

a habit formed under necessity even after

that necessity had ceased to exist.

The nefarious habit of mutilating plants

in order to drain diem of their nectar

is not wholly confined to the bumble-

bees. Among the stingless bees ( Meli-

ponidae) of the tropics, Trigona

( Trigona ) rufxcrus, which occurs in

Brazil and in Paraguay, has been accused

by both H. von Ihering and Marianno of

perforating the area of the plant where

the nectar is located. Although Trigona

(Trigona) julviventris has not been ob-

served "jimmying" its way into the floral

treasure room after the manner of the

burglaring ruficrus, it is not reluctant to

share the nectar that such acts of house-

breaking make available. Dr.
J. C. Be-

quaert wrote me that in Guatemala he

observed julviventris stealing the nectar

of die cultivated coffee plant through

perforations in the tube of the corolla

that had been made by some otiier

despoiler. Even the highly reputable

honeybee sometimes becomes an accessory

after the fact by lapping up the residue

of hquid left after the forcible entry of

an earher visitor.

Conservation at Lake Success

T T THAT may well be regarded in years

' » to come as the most important world

conference to date took place at Lake

Success during August and September. At

the invitation of the Social and Economic

Council of the United Nations, over 700

scientists from over .50 countries gath-

ered to discuss the techniques for achiev-

ing wise resource use. Over 500 scientific

papers were prepared for the Conference

and distributed to the participants in

advance.

Much of the work of the Conference

was carried on in section meetings de-

voted to special phases of the problem,

such as those relating to fuels and energy,

water, forests, land, wildlife, and fish.

Having read the papers in advance, die

participants were free to devote all their

time to a discussion of the more baffling

aspects of tlie sarious prol)lpms raised in
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Feeders with and without iquirrel

guards, hanging ond on pipe stands.

the papers. One of tlie most interesting

aspects of these discussions was the great

similarity in conservation problems the

world over. The United Nations' superb

facilities for conference work did much

to facilitate the free interchange of ideas

and largely erased the usual language

barriers.

Out of the Conference will come a set

of transactions available in several lan-

guages in which will be reproduced both

the papers submitted and the discussions

concerning them. These transactions will

be available to all who are interested in

the problem of resource use and will rep-

resent the Conference's main accomplish-

ment.

The broader problems of world re-

sources were covered at plenary sessions.

These highlighted the question of how

the world was going to feed its antici-

pated tiiree bilfion population in the year

2000. They also brought out the disturb-

ing fact that our American high standard

of living requires for its maintenance

such huge quantities of relatively scarce

and nonrenewable resources like copper,

nickel, zinc, and lead that we are sucking

in a large part of the total world's supply

—a supply that would last only a matter

of one to five years if the whole world

were drawing on it at the rate we are.

Although not authorized to pass any

resolutions or reach any final conclusions,

the Conference made it abundantly clear

that the real problem does not lie in the

realm of science and conservation tech-

nique, but in the fields of politics, eco-

nomics, and sociology. The world's scien-

tists are well advanced in the task of

learning how to handle the lands that pro-

duce our renewable resources so diat they

will be at least as productive a half cen-

tury from now as they are today. They

also had many suggestions concerning die

more complete extraction of scarce metals

from ore bodies, the more efficient sal-

vage and re-use of such metals, and the

wisdom of forcing the use of substitutes

before the present ore deposits are ex-

hausted. Even in the marine resources

that are used by all and therefore have

been no one's responsibility, some prog-

ress has been made.

Unfortunately, there was a notable ab-

sence at the Conference of those who
could suggest how the people and nations

of the earth could be induced to put

modern conservation techniques into prac-

tice in time to save the not inconsider-

able portion of the earth's cultivated land

that will no longer be producing by the

year 2000 if present rates of erosion and

exhaustion of fertility are not promptly

checked.

Concurrent with the Conference at

Lake Success on the conservadon and

utilization of resources, UNESCO and the

newly formed International Union for

the Protection of Nature held a confer-

ence on nature protection. The very fact

that a world conference on such a subject

was called under UN sponsorship was a

great achievement. For years, small

groups in almost every country have been

fighting what has often seemed a hope-

less battle to save some remnant of the

world as nature made it. For representa-

tives simply to meet each other face to

face to exchange views and experiences

and plan for the future was an inspiring

experience.

This Conference was less bound by

limitations than the larger one and in a

sense was more realistic, as much of its

attention was devoted to the need for

public education on the subject of nature

protection. At its final session an excellent

set of resolutions was formulated and

adopted. At the various section meetings

attention was directed to the need for

more basic ecological research and more

attention to the over-all effect on the en-

vironment of large-scale "planned enter-

prises." At a meeting on the problem of

exotics there was complete unanimity of

opinion on the inadvisability of introduc-

ing any plant or animal into an area

where it had never been present and

therefore had never had a chance to

evolve a harmonious relationship with the

other organisms of the area.

Several meetings were devoted to the

problem presented by the larger mam-
mals, and methods were considered

whereby they might be preserved in an

increasingly civilized and densely popu-

lated world. Attention was also given to

the problem of how at least samples of all

the primitive world's rich fauna and flora

could be saved for future generations.

The 22 resolutions passed by the Con-

ference highlighted these problems and

called upon the various national govern-

ments and UNESCO to give wider recog-

nition to them. Unfortunately, the Inter-

national Union for the Protection of

Nature, co-sponsor of the Conference,

and the one organization that might fol-

low through on these matters on an inter-

national scale, is still without the finan-

cial means even to stay alive.

The Conference made it clearer than

ever that the impact of our modern tech-

nological civilization on even the most

remote, out-of-the-way corners of the

globe is such that, less than 100 years

after Darwin first opened our eyes to the

natural processes that over millions of

years produced the complex biotic com-

munities of the world's various conti-

nents, we are on the verge of utterly

destroying many of them. Although we

have made a start on classifying and nam-

ing the species of plants and animals that

form the cogs in these complex assem-

blages, we still know little of the real role

of each species in the fife of its commun-

ity, nor have we even scratched the sur-

face in understanding the natural laws

that produced and regulate these wonder-

fully stable, climate-dominated, land-

occupying superorganisms.

Richard H. Pouch.
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LETTERS
Pere David's Deer and the

European Bison

In response to our recent article en-

titled "The Story of the Milu," the fol-

lowing informative letter has been re-

ceived from the Duke of Bedford:

Sirs:

I have read with great interest the

article on Pere David's Deer in the Octo-

ber number of Nattjhal Histoby.

By the discovery of a good many sub-

fossil remains, it is, I think, now definitely

estabhshed that the original wild habitat

of this animal was in tlie Honan district

of China and the middle reaches of the

Yellow River. The antlers appear, in some

cases, to have been used as primitive

implements by the human inhabitants of

the period, just as in Europe Red Deer

antlers were used for a similar purpose.

I was glad to hear recently that the

four young Pere David's Deer reached

Australia safely.

Your article also refers to the European

bison, and I might say that by far the

largest surviving remnant of this animal

exists in Poland, where I believe, there are

90 animals. There are also a few in

Sweden, a few in Germany, and one or

two in various continental zoological gar-

dens. The Wobum herd at present num-
bers fifteen, and I hope to obtain shortly

a new bull from Poland.

I always feel a litde sorry that the

United States, vidth its great facilities for

success in this direction, is not doing

much to preserve, on its own territory,

the many fine species of deer and other

animals from abroad that are at present

being threatened with extinction in their

native habitat. Although admirable work

is being done for the preservation of rare

American species, foreign species seem to

be neglected, partly as a result of lack of

interest on the part of those who might

undertake the work, and partly because

of the extremely unhelpful attitude of the

authorities. Like their counterparts in

some other countries, they suffer from a

most exaggerated complex with regard to

the danger of introducing cattle disease

by the importation of foreign ruminants.

With reasonable quarantine precautions,

there is not the slightest danger from this

N O T I C E—Readers are encour-
aged to submit their own pho-
tographs of natural history

subjects. Those selected for pub-
lication on these pages will be
paid for at $3.00 each, with full

credit to the photographer. Re-
turn postage must be included.

Plioto by Josef jl/ii

A Mountain Symphony in White. The open road beckons the motorist to

study nature in her least known mood. The Grand Tetons in Wyoming

source. Indeed, most of tlie serious cattle

diseases have such a short period of in-

cubation that, even without any special

rules with regard to quarantine, the con-

ditions under which wild animals are

usually imported, singly, in crates, them-

selves prevent infected specimens from

reaching a new continent if they come by

sea and not by air.
Bedford.

Woburn, Bletchley,

Bucks, England.

The Secret of Thalessa

Sirs:

I was interested in your article, "Drill-

ers of the Insect World," in the October

issue. You mentioned tliat the parasite

locates the larvae of the horntail inside

tlie wood of the tree by methods not yet

explained. This past summer I had a good

view of the parasite of the horntail in the

process of laying its eggs in a tree by our

house in Bucks County, Pa. It seems quite

obvious to me that the parasite locates

the horntail's larvae by means of its

antennae. We watched this strange-look-

ing insect carefully going over the bark

of the tree with its "feelers." Once it had

decided on a place, it went tlirough ex-

traordinary gymnastics, seizing its very

long ovipositor with its two rear legs and

drilling the hole. The insect practically

stands on its head while laying its eggs,

and the ovipositor makes a long, compli-

cated loop. When it begins to pump the

eggs, this loop becomes filled in with a

thin membrane. The insects were busy

about this tree throughout August, and

we even saw them flying around as late

as September.
^^^^^ ^ ^^^^

New York, N. Y.

It is possible that the parasite hears

the larvae as they feed inside the wood.

-Ed.

The Christmas Star

It has become a tradition that during

December visitors to the Hayden Plane-

tarium will see time turned back nearly

2000 years and enjoy the skies as they

shone near the time of the first Christmas.

Several interesting tlieories about the

Bethlehem Star vsdll be discussed and

illustrated. The program this year prom-

ises to be more elaborate and exciting

than ever before.

Tiger Beetles, Silver-striped
Scarabs, and Fighting Scorpions

Expeditions during the summer and

fall have raised the American Museum's

insect collections to a total of more than

2,700,000 specimens, it was recently an-

nounced by Dr. Mont A. Cazier, Chair-

man of the Department of Insects and

Spiders.

One element in the recent increase was

what has been called the finest single col-

lection of Tiger Beetles ever secured—

7000 specimens collected by Dr. and Mrs.

Charles Vaurie during a 12,000-mile trip.

The Tiger Beetle ranks among the most

wary insects and shows remarkable re-

sourcefulness in eluding the collector. The
collection includes 99 of the unusual
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white Tiger Beetles, which will furnish

\aluable information on the evolution of

these insects.

Dr. W'iUis
J.

Gertsch, who concentrated

on the Rockies and western deserts, col-

lected 20.000 specimens, including more

than 4000 spiders and scorpions. He se-

cured several specimens of a scorpion

rarely taken in this country—the rare

"Wind Scorpion," popular among the

Arabs as a "prize fighter." It is only about

one inch long but has \er\- large jaws.

Dr. Gertsch also brought back a number

of primiti\ e sL\-e}ed spiders, or "weaver

spiders," whose cocoons, woven from

leaves, have rarely been collected for

scientific stud\-, though they are fairly

common in the Arizona desert. Most

beautiful among his treasures, however, is

the ver)' rare light green scarab beetle,

Plusiotus gloriosa, which wears a series of

bright silver stripes. It is knowTi as one of

the most handsome insects. The impor-

tance of photographic work on field trips

of this natm"e is indicated b\' the fact tliat

Dr. Gertsch alone took more than 1700

pictures.

Another collection of several thousand

Tiger Beedes was gathered in western

Me.xico bv Mr. and Mrs. George Bradt, of

Tucson, Arizona, bringing the Museum's

total collection of Tiger Beetles to about

80,000.

Edn-in Way Tcale's Photographs

About 60 selected photographs by the

author of Grassroot Jungles and other out-

standing books wtII be displayed through

Januar)' 3 at the American Museum, in

a special exhibit entitled "Insect World."

In addition to his prominence as a nature

writer, Mr. Teale is an Associate of the

Royal Photographic Society- in London,

and a number of his photographs are now
on e.>diibition there.

.Incient <>ho.st City
Found in Afghanistan

A "lost city" co\ering an area of about

five by six miles and showing every indi-

cation of having been abandoned sud-

denly many, many centuries ago has re-

cently been disco\ered by an American

Museum expedition exploring an inac-

cessible section of Afghanistan.

This most extraordinary ghost city is

estimated to have had perhaps as many as

100,000 inhabitants. Household articles

such as cooking utensils and furniture

were found just as would be expected if

the population were suddenl\- forced to

leave. Houses, fountains, aqueducts, and

WILD BIRDS ADD /^ia^fft TO YOUR GARDEN

irrigation ditches remained almost intact.

Even the ancient fort stands in defiant

but silent defense of the emptv' desert

metropolis. Preliminarv estimates indicate

that the cit\- flourished around the time

of tlie Crusades.

The expedition, under the leadership

of Walter A. Fairser\-is, was crossing the

fabled Dashd-Margo, or "Desert of

Death," in tlie soudiwestem section of

Afghanistan when the remarkable discov-

ery was made. Accompanving Mr. Fair-

ser\is on the 6000-mile journey by jeep

and trailer \^'ere Louis Dupree, graduate

student in archaeology at Harvard Uni-

\ersit\', and Henry W. Hart, an architect

and graduate student of Yale University.

Though it seems strange that such a

conspicuous landmark had not previously

been reported, it is to be remembered

that this is one of the least kno\\Ti parts

of the world. The area is practically un-

knov^m even to the Afghan people.

According to native legend, the cit}'

was probablv abandoned when an invad-

ing force cut off the water sources, ren-

dering survival impossible. However, Mr.

Fairser\TS points out that the wells of the

ghost city are completely dried up, and

he is more inclined to attribute the evacu-

ation of the city to a sudden climatic

change. Further study in this area may
thus support the theory held by some

scientists that basic migrations, sometimes

affecting large geographic areas, are often

caused by climatic change. It is thought

by certain Afghan scholars that this is

the once great cit}' of Peshawarun, often

mentioned in legends, and tliat its resi-

dents trekked some 700 miles over deserts

and mountains to become the founders of

the modern city of Peshawar on die north-

west frontier of India.

It is hoped that an article wHl soon be

published in Natural Hstory giving a

fuU account of the discovery. Mr. Fair-

serxis hopes to return to the area next

summer with a complete staff of archae-

ologists to begin more intensi\'e examina-

tion and study.

Remember the Sugar Pines
Readers \\ill recall that N.^tubal His-

tory Magazine carried information about

the danger threatening the Sugar Pines

of Bea\'er Creek VaUey, in the February,

April, May, and No\"ember issues of last

year.

In a beautiful section of California,

this tract, which is less than three miles

long, contains the world's finest remaining

examples of the Sugar Pine. Some of the

trees are 8 feet or more in diameter and

from 200 to 240 feet tall. Without tlie

intercession of strong pubHc opinion, this

forest vriU be cut for commercial use.

To keep our readers up to date on this

situation and to urge e\ery possible ac-

tion for the defense of these trees, we
publish the following communication re-

cently received from John B. EUiott,

President of the California War Memorial

Park Association:

Does Pablie Opinion Really
Count?

One answer to tiiat question is the long,

hard fight of the CaUfomia War Memorial
Park Association, Inc., to preserve the

magnificent Sugar Pines and giant Se-

quoias of Tuolumne County in California

as a War Memorial Park.

This Association, composed of the lead-

ing citizens of California, has been fight-

ing for this project for almost two years.

Endorsements of their endeavors include

ever)' state veteran's organization, both

A.F. of L. and C.I.O., and himdreds of

other leading state-wide organizations.

The total membership of the organization

endorsing this worthy project is more than

2,500,000 persons.

On the other hand, the program is op-

posed only by a lumber company and its

henchmen. Yet, after almost two years

one wonders if the California War Mem-
orial Park Association is really any nearer

the goal diey set out to achieve.

How a lumber company that was as-

sisted by a go\emment R.F.C. loan when
it was at its lowest ebb can ignore the

wishes of 2,500,000 people is not under-

standable. Ne\ertheless, that is what is

taking place. This lumber company has

resorted to e\"ery conceivable means to

"submarine" the genuine and sincere ef-

forts of these Cafifomia citizens.

The Cahfornia Congressional delega-

tion recommended to Secretary of Agri-

culture Brannan last March that he take

over the area. The Go\'emor of California

has committed the State for $500,000, or

if necessary a larger amount, to purchase

the area from the Federal Government

after the Secretary of Agriculture has

taken possession from the private owners.

Yet this lumber company, the project's

only real opposition, has been able,

through the U. S. Forest Service, to delay,

confuse, and further delay the Congres-

sional recommendation.

If the lumber company were to lose

in the end, one might understand its rea-

son for some resistance to the plan. But

under the Statute of 1909, the company
will receive other Federal-owned timber

in exchange for tliis unique area. The
lumber company cannot lose.

The decision rests entirely \vith Secre-

tary of Agriculture Brannan, and if pub-

lic opinion really counts, the Cahfornia

War Memorial Park Association will win

its long fight.

The question, howe\er, remains unan-

swered, and one wonders.

Does pubhc opinion really count?
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
Cactus flowers are among the most

beautifully textured creations of nature.

Coming in all colors except blue, they

shine like fine silk and satin. Many last

only for a single night, while some re-

main open for tliree or four days. Among
die chief beauties are tlie species of

Echinocereus, commonly called hedge-

hog cactus, whose fiowers run the entire

range of cactus colors. They are native

from Oklahoma and Wyoming to CaU-

fornia and as far south as Mexico City.

Echinocereus polyacanthus, depicted

here, has a wide occurrence in the south-

western United States and adjacent

Mexico. The plants grow in clumps of

several spinv-armed stems up to one or

two feet tall and two to four inches in

diameter. The bright red fiowers remain

open day and night for about four days

and in due time are followed by spiny

red fruits. These look like giant straw-

berries and are responsible for the com-

mon name, strawberry cactus. The spines

are easily removed, and tlie fruits, when

cooled in the refrigerator and eaten with

cream and sugar, have a deUcious flavor.
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AMERICAN SPIDERS

by Willis
J.

Gertsch

D. Van Nostrand Co., $6.95

272 pp.. Ill photos,

44 in fuU color

170R generations, an attitude of un-

thinking anthropomorphism has attrib-

uted "cruelty" and "deceit" and "evU"

to the spider. Popular prejudice verges on

a phobia. It is to be hoped that Dr.

Gertsch's informative and superbly illus-

trated book will lead readers to examine

from a fresh viewpoint the value and in-

terest inherent in spider hfe.

American Spiders is the second volume

in the New Illustrated Natiu^alist series,

begun under the editorship of the late

Dr. Clyde Fisher. It is also the substan-

tial by-product of more than two decades

of field and laboratory research by one of

the world's leading spider biologists. Dr.

Gertsch's book covers the evolution of

spiders, their relation to other arthropods,

their life cycle and structure, their medical

and economic importance. It tells of the

love dance of the males, the ballooning of

the spiderlings, the bizarre mating habits

of one species in which the female is half

an inch long and the male the size of a

pinhead. It stresses the importance of

spider silk—able to stretch a fifth its length

without breaking, second only to fused

quartz in tensile strength, yet so delicate

it is sometimes produced in threads only

one-millionth of an inch thick. It deals

with such diverse spiders as the orb

weavers, the fishers, the tarantulas, the

blind spiders of Mammoth Cave, and the

bola spiders that use a thread weighted at

the end with a drop of liquid siUc to cap-

ture their prey in the manner of a Gaucho
using a bola.

The full-color plates and dramatic ac-

tion shots, such as Walker Van Riper 's

speed picture of a jumping spider in mid-

air with its dragline playing out behind it,

are, in themselves, real contributions to

spider study. Well-printed, well-illustrat-

ed, and carefullv written. Dr. Gertsch's

book is, and is likely to remain for years

to come, the book on the natural history

of North American spiders.

Edwin Way Teale

The awakening valley
- by John Collier, Jr., and

Anibal Buitron

University of Chicago Press, $6.00

199 pp., 167 illusts.

O UCH census figures as are available

'-' indicate that there are roughly seven

mQhon Indians living in the Andean areas

of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia.

Because of the nature of this terrain, many
exist onlv by a subsistence agriculture in-

volving prodigious physical effort. The
tangible rewards are so slight that the

natives by necessity must adhere closely

to a pattern of life fixed centuries before

the Spanish conquest. Although many
popular articles have been written about

this region, few serious anthropological

studies are available, with the result that

most of us have only a hazy concept of

what life there actually involves. The
present splendid volume, planned for

popular use but of great value to anthro-

pologists, vvall do much to dispel this

ignorance. I hope it will be widely dis-

tributed and used.

Its theme is the story of the people of

one valley in Ecuador, a people who, in

spite of what to us would be abject pov-

erty, are evolving a vigorous economy of

their own. This without any governmental

or other outside assistance. The remark-

able and thrilling aspect is that these peo-

ple are typical Andean Indians and that

what they are accomplishing could so

easily be achieved elsewhere in the region.

The story is simply told with 167 re-

markably beautiful and well-chosen pho-
tographs and with 60 pages of text in

addition to captions. It is an extremely

honest and unemotional appraisal cover-

ing virtually every phase of life. Congratu-

lations to the authors and to those who
made its publication possible.

Junius Bird

Indians of the
urban northwest

_ Edited by Marian W. Smith

Columbia University Press, $6.00

370 pp., 12 pis., 16 figs.

'T*HE term "urban northwest" refers to

- that great metropolitan area stretch-

ing from Vancouver, British Columbia,

to Olympia, Washington. Before the

coming of the white man, this region

formed a portion of the traditional terri-

tory of the Coast Sahsli Indians who,

surprisingly enough, have adjusted better

than most tribes to twentieth century

life.

The present book is a compilation of

fourteen papers dealing with the Coast

Sahsh from several distinct points of

view. It is not intended to serve as a

definitive work on these tribes; rather,

as the editor states, "—this book was

written for people who already know
something about the Pacific Northwest

and who want to know more." Yet, in

spite of omissions and an essential lack

of unity, the book manages to character-

ize the essentials of Coast SaHsh culture

in a way seldom achieved in the conven-

tional ethnological monograph.

In addition, this book wiU give the

layman an idea of some of the principal

approaches devised by anthropologists

for the study of mankind in general.

Thus selections included fall vdthin such

generally recognized branches of anthro-

pology as ethnology, archaeology, physi-

cal anthropology, and linguistics. Newer
interests of anthropology are also repre-

sented by chapters dealing with child

behavior, diet, and an excellent auto-

biography of a Coast Salish medicine

man.

The adaptation of the Indian to pres-

ent-day culture is stressed throughout.

Before the coming of the Whites, the

Coast Salish was astute in his business

dealings and accustomed to economic

specialization. Although industrious, he

was fond of comfort; and to him cleanh-
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IST'S HANDBOOK. By

Vinson Brown. An invalu-

able volume on what to do
and how to do it in the

great laboratory of the out-

doors. Over 200 illustra-

tions. $3.25

16. DAYS WITHOUT TIME.
By Edwin Way Teale. A
handsomely illustrated col-

lection of personal adven-

tures in the world of nature,

such as no other naturalist

of our time has prepared.

$4.00

19. THE STORY OF PLANTS.
By John Asch. A unique

and fascinating story for

those interested in the life

of plants, this book is sim-

ply written, with a fresh

approach that will be a re-

lief from the dry and life-

less technique often em-

ployed. S4.00

21. A STUDY OF FISH. By
Chapman Pincher. The one

book on the subject that is

complete, readable, scien-

tific, and recommendable to

all sportsmen, naturalists,

fishermen, students, and

general readers. S3.50

25. KAMONGO. By Homer W.
Smith. Combines adventure

in Siam, the Malay Penin-

sula, and Africa with a con-

troversy on the Place of

Man in Nature. $2.25

27. DRIFTWOOD VALLEY.
By Theodora C. Stanwell-

Fletcher. The spellbinding
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adventure of a young natu-

ralist and her artist-hus-

band living in the wilder-

ness of British Columbia.
$2.95

28. THE VALLEY OF FLOW-
ERS. By Frank S. Smythe.
Combining the thrills of

scaling hazardous Hima-
layan peaks with a botan-

ist's field day. Profusely il-

lustrated with color plates.

$3.50

30. HOW TO KNOW THE
BIRDS. By Roger Tory
Peterson. This is a begin-

ner's guide, a simple aid to

bird recognition by the au-

thor of the famous "Field

Guide." Illustrated profuse-

ly with over 400 line draw-

ings and silhouettes and 4

handsome color plates, it

portrays and describes more
than 200 common species.

$1.75

THE VOICE OF THE
COYOTE. By J. Frank
Dobie. Fact, folklore, scien-

tific study, and stories about

the coyote, gathered and

told by a brilliant spinner

of tales. $3.25
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,s..^t "Fascinating"

..f'tit-'^i^i —JOHN
" "' KIERAN

"An indispensable source of information."

—Alexander Petrunkevitch.
Osborn Zoological Laboratory . Yale University

"Is likely to remain for years to come, THE
book on tbe natural history of American
spiders." —Edwin Way Teale,

Author of Grassroot Jungles, etc.

"Anvone, from a Gotham cliff-dweller to a
rancher by the Rio Grande—who has even a

casual interest in his arachnid fellow-Amer-
icans—will find the answers to many of his

questions in this book . . . The photographs
are technically and artistically superb."

—Jocelyn Crane,
New York Zoological Society

44 full-e plat. nd 67 in black
photographs ta

in the field by well known natural!

depict an amazing array of spiders
their natural habitats.

>nd

SiAMERICAN JPIDERS
by Willis J. Gertsch

American Museum of Natural History

At bookstores, $6.95

D. VAN NOSTRAND COMPANY. Inc.

2S0 Fourth Avenue, New York 3

ness ( even in economics ) was next to

godliness. These traditional values clearly

stood him in good stead in his adjustaient

to modern American civilization.

Harry Tschopik, Jr.

North American
waterfowl
_____ by Albert M. Day

Stackpole and Heck, Inc., $4.75

329 pp., 59 illusts. and maps

TT ERE, in one volume, is the story of
**• a continent's waterfowl—their once
fabulous abundance, the merciless hunt-

ing to which tliey were subjected, their

decline, and finally the modem era of

protection, refuges, and closely regulated

hunting. Its author, the present Direc-

tor of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

joined that organization some 30 years

ago, at about the time when it was first

charged with responsibility for safe-

guarding waterfowl.

He details tlie history of protective

legislation, starling with the largclv in-

effective state laws and culminating in

the migratory bird treaties that we are

still in the process of negotiating with

our Western Hemisphere neighbors. The
bulk of the book is devoted to a full

explanation of the vast machinery that

has evolved in the past fifteen years for

restoring and maintaining waterfowl

breeding and wintering grounds, check-

ing on their populations, and regulating

the hunting seasons.

Few duck hunters and still fewer ordi-

nary citizens realize how much time and

effort go into tlie job of setting each

year's hunting dates and bag limits so

that diey will safeguard the breeding

population and yet permit a reasonable

harvest of the animal crop. A reading of

tliis book should have a salutary effect

on those self-constituted experts who
always insist that there are plenty of

ducks and that they know more about

the matter than a lot of "Washington

bureaucrats." With the results from die

banding of thousands of ducks, the run-

ning of countless breeding marsh tran-

sects both on the ground and from the

air, careful winter counts, and many
other sources of precise information, the

Fish and Wildhfe Service knows just

about how many ducks they can safely

permit the continent's hunters to harvest

each fall. Especially interesting to many
will be Mr. Day's explanation of the fac-

tors that led to the division of the conti-

nent into four flyway zones, each with its

own specific seasons and bag limits.

The most outstanding areas in the

vast waterfowl refuge system set up by
the state and Federal governments are

described and their importance indicated.

It is interesting to learn to what a con-

siderable degree most of them have

been improved as waterfowl habitats by

the expert management of the Service's

biologists and engineers. The author also

stresses the important role that tlie states

have played in recent years, using funds

made available to them by the Pittman-

Bobertson Federal Aid program. The
figures show that some 22^ of these

funds have gone into waterfowl work
since the program's inception.

The final chapter, "Your Waterfowl,"

concludes with a plea for better law

observance and should be read by every

American who hunts or fishes.

Richard H. Pouch.

Twilight in india
_____ by Gervee Baronte

New York Philosophical Library, $3.75

382 pp., 11 plates

' I ''HE publisher informs us that the

author of this book "has lived many
years in India," that she "treats mainly

of Hinduism, the most hopeless con-

glomeration of superstitions since the

world began," and that she "aims at

exposing tlie insanity and the filth that is

corrupting two-thirds of India's popu-

lation."

Not even the most ardent admirer of

Indian civilization will deny that it has

more than its fair share of dark spots.

However, there is a difference between
unbiased, understanding criticism and the

placing of one-sided emphasis on the
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less savory traits of a people and their

civilization, thereby producing a picture

that is completely out of focus. The
author seems to have taken particular

delight in ferreting out all that is objec-

tionable ( or what to her seems objection-

able) in Hindu life and religion. She

rarely misses an opportunity of inserting

some unnecessary critical remarks. Her
naive statements and interpretations show
that she lacks the anthropological and
historical background that might have

given her a better understanding of her

subject. Since she rarely mentions her

sources, it is often not clear what she

has read, what she has seen herseff, and
what she heard from her friends. Most

of tlie chapters on castes and hill tribes

seem to be condensed from Thurston's

Castes and Tribes of Southern India and

similar works. A few of the author's own
observations would be of some interest,

could we only be sure that they are cor-

rectly reported. However, the numerous

unwarranted generalizations, inaccuracies,

and outright misstatements contained in

tlie book cannot fail to arouse our sus-

picion. The case of the frontispiece is

typical. It shows an image of Ganga,

the goddess of the river Ganges, as pro-

nouncedly female as only an Indian

goddess can be. Yet, the label assures us

that this is "the god" of the Ganges.

Robert Heine-Geldern.

The lost pathfinder-
zebulon montgomery pike

by W. Eugene Hollon

University of Oklahoma Press, $3.75

240 pp., 12 illusts.

"DECAUSE of the mountain itself and
*-' the famous slogan, "Pike's Peak or

Bust," the adventures of Zebulon Mont-

gomery Pike are of interest to most of us.

In The Lost Pathfinder Mr. Hollon has

a good story to tell, although he is too

much the professional historian to indulge

in much speculation or embroidery of fact.

The first part of the book is a bit dull,

because too much background material is

crammed within too little space.

Pike's first expedition, 1805-1806, was

as disappointing in accomplishment as it

is to read about. He completely failed in

his three objectives but returned feeling

complacent about his achievements. In

1806-1807, he led the first American ex-

pedition across the Great Plains and into

the Rockies to find the headwaters of the

Arkansas River. The hardships his party

encountered are almost unbelievable, and
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the fact tliat Pike saw his mountain by
accident, and never did reach its summit,

seems somewhat pathetic.

It still is not known, despite Mr. Hol-

lon's meticulous search, what the actual

purpose of the trip was, or why Pike be-

haved as he did when he invited capture

by Spanish troops above Santa Fe. His

subsequent travels tlirough Mexico and his

return to the United States to find himself

an object of suspicion over the Wilkinson-

Burr conspiracy provide interesting read-

ing. After several years of trying to ad-

vance himself in the army. Pike was killed,

a general at the age of 34, during the York

campaign of 1813.

Tlirough the maze of facts, dates, and

footnotes in this book, there gradually

emerges the picture of Zebulon Montgom-
ery Pike. He was a good soldier, brave

with the courage of ignorance, blindly

loyal to his friends, egotistical, and quite

without humor.

Many readers may feel a slight irrita-

tion that such a man should have so great

a monument. ,

,

c dMartha K. Bogert

Scientific
autobiography and
other papers

by Max Planck

Philosophical Library, $3.75

192 pp.

TT is idle to argue whether Einstein or

'- Planck was a greater physicist. Botli

have profoundly altered our concepts of

the physical world. Planck's quantum

theory was such a radical departure from

previous theories of radiation and other

forms of energy emission that it seems

interesting to know how it was ever dis-

covered. This, Planck tells us step by step

in his very informative autobiography. His

epoch-making theory was conceived and

published in 1900 when he was 42 years

old, 21 years after he had earned his

doctor's degree. It was the last step of a

long chain of studies and considerations

rather than a sudden flash of genius, as are

so many discoveries of young physicists.

The other four essays of this attractive

little book deal with subjects that are best

described by their titles: "Phantom Prob-

lems in Science," "The Meaning and Lim-

its of Exact Science," "The Concept of

Causality in Physics," and "Religion and

Natural Science." I found the discussion

on causality particularly stimulating, a

subject of very acute interest to physicists

TROPICAL I]\SECTS OF
ALL ORDERS FOR SALE
Living cocoons of domestic moths and
mantid egg masses now in stock.

Price list sent on request

MELVILLE W. OSBORNE
2100 Price Street, Rahway, N. J.
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ever since the establishment of the Un-
certainty Principle by Heisenberg. Planck

shows that there is a conflict between

those who consider causality as absolute

and those who consider it merely a statis-

tical phenomenon. This conflict can be

ideally resolved ( though never practi-

cally! ) by recognizing the observer as the

chief variable. As an organizing principle,

the law of causality has lost nothing of its

usefulness. In the final essay Planck states

his belief that religion and natural science

are allies in a battle against scepticism,

dogmatism, and superstition.

Every reader of these essays by one of

the great thinkers of our time will be
greatly stimulated, whether he agrees with

all of his conclusions or not.

E. Mayr

Trodden glory
The story of the Cahfornia Poppy,

with a description of some

Russians

by Cameron Rogers

Wallace Hebberd, Santa Barbara, Calif.

130 pp., 3 illust.

'

I
^HIS book is mainly a history, vividly

told, of the American west coast be-

tween California and Alaska, at the height

of the Russian trading era between the

years 1790 and 1835. Woven into the

account are stories of the lives of the

three eminent botanists, Menzies, Von
Chamisso, and Douglas. The California

poppy, which all three shared in mak-

ing known, opens its flame-colored petals

here and there dirough the chapters and

serves as the tenuous thread on wliich

this somewhat rambling book is strung.

One chapter each is given over to tlie

two Scots: to Menzies, in honor of whom
t!ie plant Menziesia was named; and to

Douglas, of Douglas fir fame. The body of

the book is concerned with von Chamisso

and many colorful and sometimes violent

characters—particularly the Russians, Ro-

manzof, Shelikof, Baranof, and Kotzebue.

Side lights are dirown on a variety of

matters related to those early colonizers

of western America, including the near-

extermination of die sea otter; the slaugh-

ter of tlie fur seals and walrus; tlie be-

havior of the Kolosh and other tribes of

Indians; the early missionaries—particu-

larly Father Juvenal; and the develop-

ment of the Russian colony at Bodega,

18 miles north of San Francisco. We are

introduced to Chloris, painter and crafts-

man, and to Eschscholtz, after whom von

Chamisso named the California poppy,

Escholtzia californica. Incidentally, the

author pokes fun and a little scorn at the

technical description of that plant.

Mr. Rogers' style of writing is vivid

and rich in allusion. At times he is frankly

discursive, having to snatch himself back

after a page or two to his main exposition

of the moment. For a few fines he may
be laconic, or even adopt a clipped, al-

'T'HIS is the master work of
^ Herbert P. Whitlock, former
Curator of the Morgan Gem col-

lection. "Its 10 chapters and 179
plates, six in color, tell the story

of jade for the reader who would
like to know something of jade

as a mineral, how it was so skill-

fully worked, and what the
craftsman-artists who fashioned
the innumerable objects from
various kinds of jade intended
their work to mean.

— JOSErH HENRY .lACKSON.

San Francisco Chronicle

"A magnificent book, both in ap-

pearance and content."

Long Beach Press

"Ghc Story of

JADE
by Herbert P. Whitlock

and Marfin L Ehrmann
Richly illustrated in full color

and black and while. il2.30

SHERIDAN HOUSE
IB^ 257 Fourth Ave., New Yorh 10 ^hh

most telegraphic way of writing. Clearly

he has immersed himself deeply in his

subjects.

The book, which would be helped for

some by the addition of an index, is

illustrated by photographs, seemingly

made of drawings or paintings of Menzies,

Eschscholtz, and Douglas.

G. H. H. Tate.

rAGEANT OF LIFE SCIENCE

by M. W. de Laubenfels

Prentice Hall, Inc., $5.95

407 pp., 1024 illusts.

TN this encyclopedic quarto-sized docu-
-^ niented \'olunie of 407 pages, illus-

trated with black-and-white drawings and

halftones, the author, an authority on the

sponges, tries-reasonably successfully—at

an elementary level to cover the entire

gamut of the biological sciences. The

book, in the present edition, is divided

into five major heads: general, human,

plant, animal, and social biology. Each

major division in turn is split into half a

dozen subheads. The arrangement, tliere-

fore, is somewhat changed from the earlier

edition of 1941. There are new sections in

the botanical portion of the work, includ-

ing a good disquisition on soil conserva-

tion by contour plowing.

It is possible to touch upon no more
Continued on page 476
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The Incredible

Conquest of

Mt. McKinley
You think it takes thousands of dollars and years of

training to climb high mountains. But a barroom chal-

lenge led to the first ascent of the highest mountain in

North America—a polar expedition in three dimen-

sions, by amateurs

Bij Louis R. Huber
Photographs hij Bradford Washburn

BILLY McPHEE, rotund Fair-

banks saloonkeeper, brought

his fist down on the mahogany bar,

causing the glassware to jingle.

"I got five hun'erd dollars in gold

dust in that till over there. Every

grain of it says Alaskans are gonna

be first to reach the top of Mt.

McKinley. If that ain't enough for

an outfit an' some grub, I got more.

Now, who'll climb the mountain?"

This was the prologue, early in

1910, to the first successful ascent

of North America's highest moun-
tain. Six sourdoughs took up Mc-
Phee's challenge; two of them got

to the top of the mountain, and a

third almost made it. Though they

were strictly novices in mountain-

eering, no one has ever equaled

440

tliem for sheer guts and hardiness.

They "took it easy" up to 11,000

feet. There they proceeded to bmld
a 4000-foot stairway and then

surged right on to the top. When
they got back, nobody would be-

Heve them, until . . . but we mustn't

get ahead of the story.

The history of our highest moun-

tain is as short as its peak is high.

In 1889 Frank Densmore, a pros-

pector, went into the Cook Inlet

country of Alaska. He came back

without much gold, but he had an

amazing tale about a high moun-

tain, which soon became known in

the Yukon Valley as "Densmore's

Peak." His fellow gold seekers

didn't know the Indians had called

this mountain "DenaH" for ages

< Mt. McKinley at a distance of 23

miles, photographed from Wonder Lake,

the stamping ground of the three prospec-

tors who first ascended the mountain. The
climbers chose the North Peak, probably

because from this point the South Peak

is hidden

f Huge crevasses like this, often com-

pletely hidden by treacherous, flimsy snow,

are the greatest danger encountered in this

icy world, except for the sudden storms

that occur high on McKinley's slopes

nor that the Russians, occupying

Alaska until 1867, had called it "Bol-

shaia"—both terms meaning "The

Great One." In 1896 a second pros-

pector, W. A. Dickey, wandered

past and named the peak all over

again. Obviously a staunch Repub-

hcan, he called it "Mt. McKinley,"

in honor of the presidential candi-

date. This name stuck, much to the

chagrin of apostles of aboriginal

nomenclature. They insisted that

"Denali" was the rightful name—just

as they maintain that "Tacoma" is

correct for 14,408-foot Mt. Rainier,

near Seattle.

At this time nobody had much
idea how high Mt. McKinley was.

In 1897, the Duke of the Abruzzi

came over from Italy with a large
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A An aerial view of Mt. McKinley taken from an altitude of 15,000 feet, showing the exact route followed by the prospectors in 1910

History of Mt. McKinley

(Originally called Denali by the Indians)

1889 Frank Densmore reported and described the mountain, and
it came to be called Densmore's Mountain.

1896 W. A. Dickey named it Mt. McKinley after the Republican

presidential candidate.

1897 The Duke of Abruzzi climbed 18,008-foot Mt. St. Elias, 375

miles to the southeast, thinking it to be the highest peak in

North America.

The U. S. Geological Survey measured Mt. McKinley (20,270

ft.).

First attempt to climb Mt. McKinley made by Judge Wicker-

sham of Fairbanks.

Second attempt (from the northwest) made by Dr. Frederick

A. Cook.

Dr. Frederick A. Cook claimed to have climbed It (from the

southeast).

1910 The Parker-Browne expedition assaulted the south face of

the South Peak unsuccessfully.

1912 The Parker-Browne expedition reached a point only 150 feet

below the summit of the South Peak but were driven back by

a tremendous storm.

1913 Archdeacon Stuck's party (four men) made the first ascent

of the South Peak, on June 6.

1932 South Peak ascended by Lindley-Leik expedition (four men).

1932 North Peak ascended by LIndley-Leik expedition (four men).

1942 South Peak ascended In July by U. S. Army Alaskan Test

Expedition (seven men).

1947 South Peak ascended In June by Boston Museum of Science

expedition (eight persons: first ascent by a woman, Barbara

Washburn)

.

1947 North Peak ascended in June by Boston Museum of Science

expedition (six men; first ascent by a woman).

1947 South Peak ascended in July by three University of Alaska

students.

1948 South Peak ascended in July by three University of Alaska

students.
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retinue of Alpine guides and por-

ters and climbed 18,00S-foot Mount

St. Elias on tlie coast, never dream-

ing tliat a mountain more tlran 2000

feet higher lay 375 miles to tlie

northwest. About 1900, the United

States Geological Survey came

along and measured Mt. McKinley

—and the race was on. Here, in-

deed, was tlie highest point in

North America. But that was not

all: McKinley was the highest

mountain mass in the world rising

out of a lo'wland plain; 14,500 feet

of it is in a single precipice, while

the highest cliff on Mt. Everest is

about 9000 feet.

The sky-sweeping heights of the

Himalayas and tlie Andes are high-

er than McKinley (29,000 and 22,-

800 compared with 20,270 feet) but

those mountains rise from lofty

plateaus that are 10,000 to 15,000

feet high. Mt. McKinley sits on

a tableland that is only 2000 feet

above sea level. It soars up to the

sky in a gigantic, unbroken sweep-

almost four miles of rock and ice

from base to peak. Nowhere else on

earth does a mountain rise in such

majesty.

What a challenge to mountain-

eers, who must here overcome not

only height but arctic conditions as

well! Mt. McKinley is probably the

coldest mountain in the world. To
scale it is a sort of polar expedition

in three dimensions. Most of the

world's high peaks are vvdthin 40

degrees of the equator, where snow

and ice melt from their lower

reaches. On 20,577-foot Chimbo-

razo, in the equatorial Andes,

which almost duplicates McKinley's

height, firewood is found at 14,000

feet. Even in the 29,000-foot Hima-

layas, the level of perpetual snow

lies at 17,000 feet. But Mt. McKin-

ley lies only three degrees south

of the Arctic Circle, and snow is

always found on its lower levels.

The greater the perils, however,

the greater the challenge—and as

soon as McKinley's pre-eminence

became known, mountaineers began

arriving. Several parties failed over

a period of years; then, in 1906, Dr.

Frederick A. Cook claimed success.

He wrote a book about it, To the

Top of the Continent, and immedi-

ately was famous. He lost no time

undertaking even greater adven-

tures : Within three years he claimed

he had reached the North Pole.

When in 1909 Admiral Robert E.

Peaiy won lasting fame as the true

discoverer of the North Pole, it

became clear that Dr. Cook had

been bamboozling the pubHc. This

v/as the news that aroused indigna-

tion in the sourdoughs and impelled

them to try climbing Mt. McKinley

themselves.

These would-be Alpinists, of

course, didn't know the first thing

about mountaineering. Prospectors

shun mountains, as a rule: the

higher they find gold, the more

v/ork it is to carry machinery up
the mountain to mine it, and the

harder it is to get the ore down.

Snows force closure of high mines

too early in the fall and keep them
closed too far into the spring. But

since they were going up Mt. Mc-
Kinley for glory and not for gold,

the sourdoughs' confidence was un-

bounded.

They set off lightheartedly. By

< An impressive scene on the route fol-

lovved by the sourdoughs. Here Muldrow
Glacier flows through a gorge with a 3000-

foot cliff on one side and a 5000-foot cliff

on the other—almost as deep as the Grand
Can

J on. Dog teams and mountaineering

equipment were not used by the sour-

doughs; they carried only a shovel and
left no pictorial record of their expedition



the time they came to the foot of

the mountain, however, they dis-

agreed over something and had a

fist fight. Three of them stalked back

to Fairbanks in a huff. The three

that were left didn't have proper

equipment—not even a rope, gen-

erally indispensable to any reput-

able mountaineer.

Not one of the sourdoughs could

have told you that an arete is a

ridge, a couloir a gully, or that

crampons are climbing irons. So

they just climbed on their nerves.

Two things they did have: pluck

and luck. Also they carried a four-

teen-foot pole and an American
flag, to be erected on the summit

—they hoped. They had no particu-

lar idea which route to take; no

climber except Dr. Cook had
claimed he had found a feasible

approach. The sourdoughs took a

guess and began plodding their way
up Muldrow Glacier—which later

proved to be the only practical

route.

No one can say how long it took

them to climb this icy roadway:

they took no notes, and they never

wrote a book. They just climbed.

At length we find them at the head
of the glacier, at 10,800 feet, where
they paused to rest and to study

the nearly vertical ice fields above

them. Our adventurers were Pete

Anderson, Billy Taylor, and Charlie

McGonagall—rough, sturdy miners

who didn't back down from a dare.

Having reached this height, the

three men proceeded in their ig-

norance to flout another of the

basic rules of mountaineering: they

did not establish base camps at pro-

gressively higher levels, with shel-

ters and food caches, to which, if

blizzards should come, they could

retreat for safety. They didn't have

enough equipment to set up depots.

Yet 9000 feet of the mountain had

yet to be climbed. Their route was
now obvious: up the great icy spine

known today as Karstens Ridge.

They investigated this ridge several

times before attempting the final

scramble. When blizzards closed in

on them, they just waited and hoped
their food would last. But when
good weather allowed, they hacked
and shoveled a staircase right up
the 4000-foot ridge.

When dawn came clear on the

morning of April 10, they had little

more than a good-sized picnic lunch
left. What of it—wasn't that enough
for the rest of the trip? They started

up, on the last 9000 feet of the

mountain.

The ridge led them to a large

snow basin later named Harper
Glacier. At that point they had to

make a choice—and here, for once,

they went wrong. They could see

the summit, and it consisted not of

one, but of two peaks. One was the

A A MODERN PHorooKAPH taken near
McGonagall Pass (5650 feet) and right on
the sourdough trail up McKinley

> The three prospectors in

1910 must have passed right near
here, at an altitude of 6000 feet

.•



soutli. or true, summit—20.270 feet

high. The other was tlie north, or

false, summit — 19,420 feet high.

From where the\" stood, the sour-

doughs could not tell \\hich peak-

was higher.

But the north peak was closer to

Fairbanks; and it was the only peak

that could be seen from Kantishna

and \\'onder Lake, only 25 miles

awa^•. where these prospectors and

their partners had been looking for

gold. Thev ardently hoped that a

good sp\glass down there would

pick up the three tiny human specks

inching their way toward the top.

So they chose the north peak, and

their ^•anit^' cost them und>dng

fame. How were they to know that,

among mountaineers, even a few

inches at the top of a mountain

can mean the difference between

success and failure, glor\' and ob-

li\'ion? At any rate, up they went.

When thev had climbed to 19.-

000 feet, McGonagall had had

enough. He had hauled the hea\n,-

flagpole all the way up to that

point, and the icy wind whipping

around the ridge had numbed him.

He had a headache from lack of

o.xNgen; he \^'as plumb tuckered out.

"Go on up," he told tlie others.

"I'll wait for you down at the snow

basin." Today McGonagall is the

only one of the three remaining

ali\-e. He is still an acti\e man and

can be seen hard at ^\•ork outdoors

aiound Fairbanks.

.Anderson and Taylor struggled

up tlie fearful slope. The sun gre\\'

just wai-m enough to keep the frigid

wind from freezing them. The\-

didn't stop until they reached the

top.

Anderson tied the flag to the

pole thev still carried, while Taylor

hacked a hole in the ice. Then the)'

planted the butt end of the pole in

the hole and stomped ice and

drifted snow into a pyramid around

it- This done, thev took a good look

at the incomparable \'iew stretching

off around them in all directions for

hundi'eds of miles.

The nearest and most impressive

sight was, of course, the snow cone

of the south peak, two miles away

across the deep -salley of Harper

Glacier. Second most impressive

\\as the incredible plunge, right

at their feet, down the 14,500-foot

snow and ice wall of the north

face to Peter's Glacier. Beautiful

Foraker ("DenaH's Wife" to the

Indians) towered twelve miles

away to the west, floating hke a

siherv island in a sea of clouds.

Far to the soutliwest lay the broad

N'allev of the ChuHtna River, favor-

ite dogteam route of prospectors

mushing from Cook Inlet to the

interior. To the north and west lay

the broad, flat plain where the

Kuskokwim River has its source.

Thev looked especially hard to

the northeast — toward Fairbanks,

160 miles awav. And toward Kan-

tishna and Wonder Lake tliev

waved their arms in salute to then-

partners, even though their gestures

\^-ould not have been ^•isible through

the telescopes available in that dav.

Then they started down.

They overtook McGonagall and

covered the full 9000 feet thev had

climbed that da\'. down to the head

f From the campsite marked on this photograph at 10,800 feet, the sour-

doughs planned their final assault on the world's coldest mountain. The South

Peak is seen at left, the North Peak at right
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A Karstens Ridge, the wind-swept knife

edge of snow up which the prospectors cut

a 4000-foot stairway toward success. But

convincing the world of their achievement

proved more difficult than the ascent itself

of Muldrow Glacier. In less than

24 hours they had, without even

realizing it, surpassed all records

for a day's climb at such high

altitude.

Exceptionally good weather had

made theii" feat possible; to that

they owed not only success but,

undoubtedly, their lives as well.

Experienced mountaineers still ex-

claim over the sourdoughs' accom-

plishment with amazement and

respect.

The three climbers returned to

Fairbanks and told the patrons of

Billy McPhee's saloon—drinks on

the house—all about their trip. They
told about it again and again—and

there was one questioii people

always asked, in the end:

"Did you really get to the top?"

Anderson, Taylor, and McGona-
gall got very tired of it. When they

realized that even their friends

didn't really believe that they had

A The climbers circled this steep slope at about 14,600

feet to reach the first plateau of Harper Glacier. South Peak,

more than 5000 feet higher, is seen in the center

A This lonely scene must have been exactly re-enacted in 1910. Just above

here, the sourdoughs tackled the great 3000-foot ice and snow gully that leads

to the North Peak (behind camera)

upheld Alaska's honor after all, they

were bitter.

"Hell, yes, we got to the top,'

they would answer, when the in-

evitable question came. "We got

there, all right—and if you don't

believe it, climb up and take a

look. We stuck a flagpole in the

top of it."

The assault upon Mt. McKinley

continued; indeed, even as the

sourdoughs were reaching the top,

there was another expedition on

the other side of the peak, search-

ing in the wrong place for a route

upward. It never got above 10,000

feet, about halfway. In 1912 this

same expedition returned and, fol-

lowing the route of the sourdoughs,

got to within a few hundred feet

of tlie top when a blii'zard drove

them back.
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Ill 1913, two Alaskans led an ex-

pedition that succeeded at last in

reaching the summit of the soudi—

and highest—peak. Thev were the

Reverend Hudson Stuck, a moun-
taineer of experience and Episco-

pal archdeacon of the Yukon Val-

ley; and Harry Karstens, a sturdy

sourdough. With them were R.

G. Tatum, another sourdough;

^^'alter Harper, a robust half-breed

-\laskan Indian; and Johnny Brown,

an Indian from Stuck's Nenana mis-

sion, who tended the dogs at the

base camp. This expedition had a

terrible time climbing most of

Muldrow Glacier and Karstens

Ridge. This route had been rela-

ti%'ely easy three years before, but

the great earthquake of 1912—as

though to inmiortaUze the glory of

the sourdoughs—had disrupted it

fantastically. .Archdeacon Stuck's

parts' climbed under the greatest

technical difficulties ever experi-

enced bv any group before or since.

But aU the way, as might be ex-

pected, they took occasion to dis-

cuss the question of whether the

sourdoughs had really reached the

top.

It was probably Walter Harper

whose sharp eyes first saw the pole.

"There it is!" he cried. "It's still

standing there!"

Out came binoculars, and they

scanned the peak. Sure enough,

there was the pole! Wind had long

since shredded and scattered the

American flag; but the fourteen-foot

pole was still erect, sharp against

the blue—plain, prominent, and

unmistakable," Stuck later wrote.

The sourdoughs had really got to

the top, even if it had been the false

summit, 300 feet short of the goal.

The Stuck-Karstens climbers con-

tinued to have good weather and

reached the south peak; and Alas-

kans thus were victorious in the

* The view seen by the victorious prospectors from the summit of North
Peak, looking northeast down the crest of Muldrow Glacier. It was three

years before their attainment of the summit was verified by Archdeacon Stuck

and his companions. This photograph, the only one in existence of this view,

was taken in 1947

long struggle to set foot on the top

of the continent. Since then a num-

ber of climbers have conquered the

mountain, but it has also taken its

toll in human Ufe. Greatest dangers,

perhaps, are the deep crevasses in

the glaciers, hidden under a treach-

erous covering of snow. It was one

of these crevasses that cost the, lives

of Allen Garpe and Theodore

Koven in 1932. The National Park

Service, in whose domain the

mighty mountain Hes, does not want

to have to rescue foolish adventur-

ers from its hostile slopes. Only

well-equipped and capable expedi-

tions will be given permission to

explore the dangerous sections.

Even with the best modern

equipment, McKinley is no cinch.

The sourdoughs of 1910 did it the

hard way. On their side was their

knowledge of snow and ice and

of sub-zero camping—indispensable

assets. But the feat was physically

tremendous, and there were a mul-

titude of hidden and unpredictable

dangers. We must always admire

them for their audacit)', determina-

tion, and sheer grit.

\A 'f "' '/J*'.
*
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Desert Fishes-
Clues to

Vanished hakes and Streams

How the mapping of present-day fish distribu-

tion in American deserts gives unmistakable

evidence of now vanished drainage systems

By Robert R. Miller
Museum of Zoology,

Photographs by the au

University of Michigan

or unless otherwise credited

ONE spring day in 1936, I set

out on one of the first of

many strange and fascinating fish-

ing trips. My route took me not

to mountains, valley, or seashore

but to the very heart of the Mohave

Desert, an arid expanse of nearly

waterless country lying along the

eastern border of California. I tried

to convince my friends that I was

not seeking fossils but expected to

catch living fishes in the desert.

One can hardly blame them for

thinking that such an unorthodox

venture was slightly mad. Yet todav

we know that even in Death Valley,

the hottest region in the Western

Hemisphere and ( with the possible

exception of the Atacama Desert

in Chile) the driest one, small,

brightly-colored fishes dart about

in the briny waters of Salt Creek,

250 feet below sea level.

The popular belief that deserts

are barren wastes, devoid of most

forms of fife, is a natural conclusion

after observing these regions from

a speeding car or train window.
Mile after monotonous mile of

sun-baked, nearly treeless plain

stretches endlessly into the dis-

> 10,000 TO 30,000 YEARS AGO,

climatic conditions permitted the

formation of valley glaciers in re-

gions that are now desert. Lake
Lahontan and Lake Bonneville

then covered parts shown here.

Today only small vestiges remain

tance, and the only desire of most

travelers is to cross it as quickly

as possible. Such casual observers

are therefore much surprised to

learn that deserts support abundant

populations of smaU animals, par-

ticularly rodents and hzards, and

that these are sometimes more
numerous in this inhospitable land

than they are in areas of comparable

size in well-watered, humid regions.

They are even more amazed to

discover that fish fife is a charac-

teristic and highly significant ele-

ment of desert faunas.

The Hollywood version of a

desert—a vast expanse of shifting

sand dunes—falls far short of the

actual physical make-up of most

deserts. Even the Sahara, most

famous of sandy deserts, is only

about one-tenth sand. A desert is

characterized chiefly by high sum-

mer temperatures, scarce and ir-

regular rainfall, low humidity, and

generally a high average wind
velocity. There is usually a rather

meager but very interesting and
highly specialized flora. Deserts are

regions of great extremes. For ex-

ample, at Bagdad, on the central
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A Even Death Valley, the driest place in North America, has its floods:

the Amargosa on the loose

A When a fish of this type is found in springs or creeks, there is reason to

believe that the region formerly contained a fairly large body of water.

Siphaletes obesus pectimjer, a fish adapted to lake life

"T«E DCS€RT mn"->-i933*-

A Fishes are the last thing the average per-

son expects to find in the desert. But the

largest western trout ever caught was hooked

here—a 41-pound cutthroat. The largest fish

in this picture weighs 12 pounds

Moha\e Desert, there is a record

of three consecutive years without

a trace of rain! Heavy downpours

occur sporadicallv in small areas,

howe\'er, and such cloudbursts mav
bring as much rain in a few minutes

as would normallv fall in an entire

year.

The world's record for dailv

change in temperature is held bv

the desert— 26 degrees F. to 126

degrees F. in 24 hours in the

Sahara. The highest knowTi shade

temperatures are also held by

deserts— 134.1 degrees F. in Death

\'alley and 136.4 degrees F. at

Azizia, south of Tripoli. The ex-

treme drj'ness and the remarkable

clearness of the air contribute to

the great daily fluctuations in tem-

perature. Dust-free air produces

amazing deceptions of distance,

and since there is usually nothing

in the bare landscape to give scale,

the desert explorer quickly learns

to have great respect for distances.
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Scarcitv of permanent water is

an outstanding feature of deserts

everywhere. In the early days of

exploration, particularly during the

gold rush stampede of 1849, the

desert took frequent toll of the lives

of man and beast, and it even does

so sometimes today, altliough the

dangers are now comparatively

insignificant. The uninitiated must

beware of camping in any inno-

cent-looking dry wash, for cloud-

bursts in mountains 50 miles distant

often bring disaster. Damage by

floods, strange as it may seem, is a

characteristic occurrence in deserts.

The desert regions in western

United States vary from tlae extreme

aridity of Death Valley, with an

average annual rainfall of slightly

more than one inch, to the less

torrid, elevated valleys of the Great

Basin. Our American deserts in-

clude nearly all of Nevada, Arizona,

Utah, and New Mexico, south-

eastern Oregon, southern Idaho,

eastern and southeastern California,

and parts of Washington, Wyo-

ming, Colorado, and Texas. In all

of this thirsty region, irrigation

farming is a necessity, for the an-

nual average rainfall is only about

ten to twelve inches. The Great

Basin, which includes most of the

area lying between the Sierra

Nevada of Cahfomia and the Wa-
satch Mountains of Utah, receives

its name from the fact that its

streams disappear into sinks, from

which their waters evaporate, or

they flow into lakes without outlet

to the sea. It is a region of interior

drainage—hence the allusion to a

basin.

Over 100 years ago, when Fre-

mont first explored the region, the

"basin" was beHeved to be com-

pletely rimmed by mountains. It

was soon discovered, however, that

tlie Great Basin really consists of

a series of parallel valleys, usually

with independent drainage, sepa-
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rated by steep mountain ranges

extending generally in a north and

south direction. It is the present-

day distribution of the fishes of

these isolated valleys that provides

a key to the past history of the

waters of this arid expanse.

The desert regions of the West

support nearly half of the known
kinds of fresh-water fishes native

to western North America north

of Mexico. Some of them are as

unique in the fish world as the

remarkable saguaro, or giant cac-

tus, is in the plant world.

Blind fishes, underground rivers,

and bottomless springs are favorite

topics among desert folk. These

popular desert myths are often

foisted upon the unwary "city ten-

derfoot," but they are also an at-

tempt to explain how living fishes

came to inhabit the desert. No
authentic blind fishes have been

A One of the old assemblage of

fishes that inhabited the White River

drainage basin: Moapa coriacea,

which now lives only in the Moapa
River, which drains into the north

arm of Lake Mead

A About 20,000 years ago, the

White River flowed through south-

eastern Nevada to join the Colorado

River. Today it dies in the desert far

to the north

discovered in the fresh waters of

western North America. Should

anyone have reliable information

as to the occurrence of such fish,

the author would greatly appre-

ciate receiving this information.

But how did fishes of any sort get

there? That is the question repeat-

edly asked but rarely answered.

The story of how the old Indiair

squaw fell into a bottomless spring

in Nevada and reappeared in Death

Valley is part of the lore of the

desert. But don't believe anyone

who tells you that this is the way
the present fishes of the desert

reached their isolated springs! We
must study events of the great Ice

Age if we are to discover the true

explanation.

These creatures crossed the now
parched sands separating the iso-

> Arrowhead Canyon, through

which the White River of Nevada
formerly flowed—now a dry gorge.

It once served as a thoroughfare for

fishes that today are restricted to

scattered water holes



> A FISH that can live in water

over 100 degrees F.: Eiewichthys

acros, known only from a few hot

springs and creeks along the edge

of Nevada's bleak Black Rock

Desert

^ Saratoga Springs in Death Valley,

home of fish that have surs'ived in the

desert since the Ice Age

-' *.?".>

lated springs and creeks when the

desert was a well-watered land.

They did not arrive as eggs on

the feet of aquatic birds traveling

from one isolated water hole to

another. Such an occurrence might

possibly take place occasionally in

humid lowland regions. But it takes

more than the safe transfer of a

single egg, or a dozen eggs, to

establish a species. I have repeat-

edly attempted to establish desert

spring fishes in natural waters by

transferring hundreds of individu-

als, but I have so far met with

almost complete failure. What
chance would a few eggs have of

surviving dehydration during even

a short flight in the dry desert air?

Furthermore, if such a means of

transfer were effective, we would

not expect to find the regular pat-

terns of distribution that we see

today.

Ancient shore lines, which you

may have noticed cutting dramat-

ically across the mountainsides in
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Utah and Nevada, look as real as

though the waters that formed

them had vanished only yesterday.

The evidence for the former exist-

ence of these lakes is as convincing

as the evidence for the Ice Age,

and geologists believe that the two

phenomena happened almost at

tlie same time. The present disti-i-

bution of desert fishes is in har-

mony wdth and often augments the

conclusions of geologists about

these ancient lakes and streams.

As shown on the accompanying

map, some of these inland seas,

such as Lake Bonneville in Utah

and Lake Lahontan in Nevada,

rivaled our present Great Lakes in

size and depth. Geologists believe

that these lakes existed during the

last great advance of the conti-

nental glaciers of eastern North

America, when the climate of the

Great Basin was cool enough to

permit the formation of valley

glaciers and to allow precipitation

to exceed evaporation. This may

Photo by Clarence Platen

'' A REMARKABLE FISH only an inch

long that lives in a pool 50 feet below
the surface of the land, near the eastern

edge of Death Valley. Practically all the

individuals of this species in the world
can be viewed at one time

photo by Llaieiue Platen

have taken place some 10,000 to

30,000 years ago. With the shrinking

of the glaciers, the ancient waters

gradually contracted until all that

now remain of Lake Bonneville and

Lake Lahontan are a few remnant

lakes such as Great Salt Lake, Utah

Lake, and Pyramid Lake. In many
other basins nothing is left but

so-called "dry lakes" or playas,

which may occasionally hold water

for a short period after floods.

These are the regions where per-

fect mirages are encoimtered, and

the traveler often cannot say with

certainty whether the lake bed is

wet or dry until his car actually

crosses the playa.

With the drying up of these

Ice Age lakes, the fish fauna be-

came segregated as one valley after

another was isolated by the reced-

ing waters. The relationships of

the now separated springs and

creeks is, however, readily deter-

mined by a study of the remnant

fish life. This is possible because
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the fishes inhabiting the ancient

drainage systems, such as those of

Lake Bonneville and Lake Lahon-

tan, are distinctive for each basin.

Thus, for example, in sampling the

fish life of a disconnected creek

along the border of Nevada and

Utah, an ichthyologist found Bon-

neville types and predicted a former

Bonneville connection before he

knevi' where the stream in question

drained. He then traced the sti-eam

bed down, and it soon dipped be-

low the great teiTaces of Lake

Bonneville, thus confirming what his

sample had already told him. When
the ichthyologist discovers closely

related fishes in a chain of isolated

springs or creeks, he knows that

these now separated waters are

remnants of a former integrated

drainage; and when he finds only

dissimilar fishes in closely adjoining

basins, he has evidence that the

waters of these basins have not

been connected within recent geo-

logical times.

Hand in hand with the disrupted

physiography of the Great Basin,

consisting as it does of dozens of

isolated valleys, the fishes are found

to fall into more or less unrelated

groups. The larger of the separate

drainage basins, such as those

formerly occupied by Lake Bonne-

ville, Lake Lahontan, and the Death

Valley system, show a fairly rich

variety of fishes. But most of the

smaller isolated basins contain only

one to three species, if any. Some
of the characteristic types of fishes

that inhabit these desert regions

are illustrated in the accompanying

photographs. The chubs belonging

to the genus Siphateles are wide-

spread in creeks and springs of

the Great Basin and hve under a

wide variety of physical and chemi-

cal conditions. The kind shown in

the photograph is of a type that

inhabits lakes, to which it is well

suited because its obhque mouth

is adapted for surface feeding and

because its numerous gill rakers

serve as a sieve for straining the

abundant minute organisms
(
plank-

ton) from the water. When we find

a fish of this type in a river or

spring, we may logically suspect

that a large lake or lakes formerly

existed in the area, and often at

no very remote time.

Mummified fish remains buried

by early Indians help us to recon-

struct the landscape upon which

these aborigines gazed. Thus,

studies of mummified Siphateles

excavated from Humboldt Cave,

Nevada, tell us that when the

ancient Indian culture flourished,

the adjacent Humboldt Lake, now
an alkaline flat, was a permanent

body of fresh water.

Another minnow, Eremichthys

acros, is known only from' a few

hot springs and creeks along the

edge of Nevada's bleak Black Bock

Desert, one of the most desolate

regions in the West. This fish enjoys

the distinction of tolerating one of

the highest water temperatures of

all the known North American min-

nows'—over 100 degrees F. Erem-

ichthys, meaning "desert fish," is

presumably a living remnant that

antedates even ancient Lake Lahon-

tan.

Approximately 20,000 years ago

the White River of southeastern

Nevada, whose waters are now ab-

sorbed by the thirsty desert, was

a tributary of the Colorado River.

As long ago as 1891 an ichthyologist,

Charles H. Gilbert, came to this

conclusion, for he found fish in this

now isolated drainage belonging

to a kind previously known only

from the Colorado basin. It was

not until 22 years later that his

logical deduction was fully sub-

stantiated, independently, by a

geologist who traced the dry chan-

nel of the old river all the way to

the Colorado. The imposing gorge

through which the waters of the

Ice Age White River flowed on

their way to the Colorado is pic-

tured on page 449. It now hes in

the midst of one of the most parched

areas in Nevada, standing as mute

testimony, supported by the dis-

tribution of the White River fish

fauna, for the former continuity of

the ancient river.

One of the several distinctive

fishes of this old fauna is Moapa,

The terms minnow, chub
efer to fishes of the
inidae. They should not

top
desert sardine, which

iner, dace, all

family, Cyp-
fused with the
desert minnow,

ed for
members of the killifish family, Cyprinodontidae,
a group only distantly related to the Cyprinidae.
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which now lives only in Moapa

River, a tributary to the north arm

of Lake Mead from the Nevada side.

Like Eremichthys, Moapa is a sur-

vivor of greatly restricted distribu-

tion, for it is known to occur only in

the Moapa hot springs and the

warm portions of their outflows,

in temperatures varying from 87

degrees to 90 degrees F. Moapa

River is the terminal flow of the

old White River, which had its

source about 175 miles to the north

in the White Pine Range west of

Ely, Nevada.

Turning to the family of killi-

fishes, we find a number of unique

t)'pes inhabiting the springs and

creeks of the Death Valley system.

This system once formed a con-

tinuous drainage from Owens Val-

ley, at the eastern foot of the Sierra

Nevada, to Pahrump Valley, which

lies along the Nevada-California

boundary east of Death Valley.

A remarkable dwarfed species,

Cyprinodon diabolis, inhabits an

equally remarkable spring hole in

Ash Meadows, near the Nevada

border. Devil's Hole, as this

unusual spring is appropriately

named, lies about 50 feet below

the land surface and appears to

represent a water-formed cave, the

roof of which has collapsed. The

descent into the hole is a sheer

drop on all but the western side,

where one can scramble down the

walls of a narrow, rocky crevasse.

The clear pool of deep blue water

is without apparent inlet or outlet,

and its depth is unknown. It has

a constant temperature of 93 de-

grees F. Nearly the entire popu-

lation of this species, which attains

adult size at a length of less than

an inch, inhabits a rocky ledge,

approximately eighteen feet long

and a few inches to two feet deep,

at one end of the pool.

Since all of the individuals of this

odd httle fish may be seen at one

time, a very close estimate of the

total population is possible. In

December, 1938, I estimated that

there were only 50 to 75 individu-

als, but in July, 1938, at least 400

fish were present. The unusually

small total population of this spe-

cies has evidently been a potent
Continued on page 475



A GEM of resplendent beauty

will shine in the western

evening skies this December to

thrill observers all over the world.

On Christmas Eve it will glow in

the t^v^light like a symbol of the

Star of Bethlehem that shone nearly

2000 years ago. Indeed, it is entire-

ly possible that this is the very same

"star" that guided the Wise Men
to the manger at the time of that

first Christmas. Many earthbound

observers will suppose that this

light marks the top of some new
beacon tower erected to guide air-

craft. Flyers will depend upon the

formula of its movements to deter-

mine their latitude and longitude.

Thousands will contact observa-

tories and planetariums to ask

about it. Some will even view it with

mLxed feelings of wonder and fear

until they are assured that it is

harmless.

Public reaction to such phe-

nomena is always interesting. It

often runs the gamut from intelli-

gent curiosity, through superstitious

wonder, to fear and panic. But once

people become acquainted with the

true explanation, these things take

on an added interest that some-

times opens the way to a new world

of enjoyment. History rc\eals that

By Robert R. Coles
Associate Curator, Hayden Planetarium,
American Mnscitm of Natural History

many of our greatest astronomers

were inspired to begin their careers

by some similar sight in the

heavens. While we cannot predict

that this sight of Venus will bring

to hght any future George Ellery

Hales or Harlow Shapleys, it will

most certainly set many thousands

to thinking about the wonders of

the universe, and we hope that

some of these may accept the chal-

lenge to become better acquainted

with our neighbor worlds.

Venus appears as the brightest

object in the heavens, with the ex-

ception of the sun, moon, and an

occasional comet. Being one of the

two planets that circle the sun in-

side the earth's orbit, it behaves

differently from Mars, Jupiter, or

Saturn, which move on orbits out-

side that of the earth. Like Mer-

cury, the other planet that is nearer

the sun than we are, it shuttles back

and forth from the morning to the

evening sky but is never seen in

the midnight sky.

There will be no possibihty of

mistaking Venus this December

when it blazes forth high above the

southwestern horizon, against the

background of stars in the constel-

lation of Capricornus, the Sea Goat.

It will dwarf every star in that part

of the sky, its nearest rival being

the planet Jupiter, which will ap-

pear near by but less brilliant. Early

in the month the two planets will

appear relatively near together,

and on December 6, Jupiter will

lie directly north of Venus by a

distance of about four times the

apparent diameter of the full moon.

On the evening of December 22,

the beautiful crescent moon will be

seen near by and a short distance

to the south of Venus. The next

evening the moon will have shifted

about thii-teen degrees farther east

and will continue to separate farther
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The Christmas season this j'ear hriiigs an unusual opportunit)^

to view the brightest planet in the lieavens

from the planet each night as it

grows toward its first quarter phase.

Like so many sky wonders, this

one can be enjoyed for only a

short time. Venus will attain its

greatest brilliance on December

26, and during the remainder of

tlie year and the early weeks of

1950, it will rapidly disappear in

the evening twilight. On January

31, it will move into the morning

sky and for a few weeks be lost

in the dawn. After about a month,

however, early risers may find it

shining above the eastern horizon

as a beautiful "morning star." We
will not see it again as an "evening

star" until the spring and summer

of 1951.

This planet is one of the most

interesting and mysterious members

of the solar system. It sometimes

approaches within about 26 million

miles of the earth, which is closer

than any of the other major planets

ever come. When you see it in the

Christmas sky it will be about 39

million miles away—nearer than

Mercury can ever come and closer

than Mars will be for several years.

Due to its brilliance, this planet

has attracted attention since before

the dawn of history. When they saw
it in the morning sky, the ancient

Greeks called it Phosphorus. But

they knew it as Hesperus in the

evening sky. Few if any then recog-

nized that they were viewing the

same planet in different parts of its

orbit.

Through the years astronomers

have learned not only how it moves

in its orbit but also much about its

physical characteristics. At the same

time, Venus, like the clever lady

that she is, has been eminently suc-

cessful in keeping the star doctors

guessing about many secrets.

In 1610 Galileo Galilei, professor

of mathematics at the University of

Padua, studied Venus through his

telescope and discovered, for the

first time, that it went through

phases like tlie moon. But he also

observed that its apparent diameter

changed with the various phases,

which was different from the way
the moon behaved. When Venus

appeared at the new phase (like

a new moon), its diameter was

about six times as great as it ap-

peared when near the full phase.

This proved that it was sometimes

closer to us, sometimes farther

away. It also proved that its path

around the sun lies completely in-

side the earth's. Otherwise, it would
appear largest at the full phase-
in other words when the earth lay

between the sun and Venus. It

was the first actual proof of tlie

famous theoiy of Copernicus, that

all the planets revolve around the

sun. Since Galileo's time the orbital

motion of Venus has been deter-

mined so well that astronomers can

predict its future positions with a

very high degree of accuracy.

Having a diameter of about 7580

miles, which is only slightly less

than that of the earth, it has been

called our twin planet. But, as we
shall see presently, the likeness ends

with the similarity in size.

Since Venus approaches nearer

than any of the other planets and
is so conspicuous in our skies, we
might presume that the astronomers

would know more about it than

the others. Unfortunately, however,
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this is not so. Amazing as it seems,

man has never looked upon the sur-

face of Venus. Even his most

powerful telescopes and sensitive

photographic equipment cannot

penetrate far into its dense atmos-

phere. But despite their failure to

Photo by Loivell Observatory

see the surface, our astronomers

have made several interesting dis-

coveries concerning the nature of

its atmosphere, and from these they

have surmised what it may be Hke

beneath the clouds.

Not only is the atmosphere very

dense but it extends for several

miles beyond the surface of Venus,

so that by direct observation we
can only study its upper levels.

Spectroscopic studies conducted at

Mount Wilson reveal that this up-

per atmosphere contains Httle if

any free oxygen and practically no

water vapor, both of which are

essential to the support of life as

we know it on the earth.

Investigations by Pettit and

Nicholson have indicated that the

temperature on the sunHt side of

Venus is between 120 degrees F.

and 140 degrees F., while on the

darkened side it is around —9 de-

grees F. We know that there is

little water vapor in the higher

levels of our atmosphere, and tem-

peratures in the stratosphere are

considerably lower than those indi-

cated in the upper atmosphere of

Venus. This might suggest that con-

ditions on the surface of Venus

would be more favorable for life

than at first seems possible. But

further investigations disprove this

theory.

Spectroscopic studies, conducted

A To THE UNAIDED EYE, Venus seems to vary greatly in bright-

ness. The telescope reveals that it actually appears six times as

large at some times than at others. But it also goes through

phases like the moon, as indicated here

'^ Because Venus appears largest when it is

in the crescent phase, Galileo deduced that its

orbit must lie completely within the earth's

path around the sun

Drawing by Museum Illustrators Corps
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by Adams and Dunham at Mount
Wilson in 1932, reveal a great

abundance of carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere of the planet. Indeed

tliis compound seems to be the main

constituent in those levels that can

be photographed.

While it is true that we cannot

view any of the surface of Venus,

improved photographic methods

using film sensitive to infrared light

have permitted the astronomer

to obtain pictures to some depth

below the outer levels of its atmos-

phere. And these have revealed

some interesting things.

Photographs taken on film sensi-

tive to ultraviolet Hght show

indistinct shading in the upper

atmosphere that seems to indicate

continually changing form. This

suggests great turbulence in the

high clouds. But pictures made on

plates sensitive to the infrared show

a more or less steady haze below

the far outer regions of the planet's

atmosphere.

Because of the impermanent na-

ture of the markings in the outer

regions of its atmosphere, it has

been impossible to learn the rate at

which Venus may rotate on its axis.

With most of the planets this can

be found by noting the time re-

quired for some conspicuous land-

mark to reappear as the body

turns on its axis. But this method
is impossible with Venus due to

the absence of well defined and

conspicuous markings. As a result,

astronomers are at a loss to know
the length of its day. Were it com-

parable to our day it is certain

that the spectroscope would re-

veal the period. Every indication

suggests that it is much longer

than 24 hours, and many astrono-

mers beHeve that it requires about

30 of our days to complete one

rotation. Since Venus completes its

circuit around the sun in 225 of

our days, this suggests that it may
have not more than about 7 days

to the year!

When we consider what condi-

tions may prevail below the cloud

layer, we are dealing not with

observational evidence but with

theories. And while the conclusions

are based upon apparently logical

reasoning, there is some disagree-

ment among astronomers as to the

over-all picture. Even the same
authority may sometimes revise his

views in the light of new evidence.

In 1940 H. Spencer Jones, the

Astronomer Royal of England,

wrote a fascinating and authorita-

tive book entitled Life On Other

Worlds, in which he discussed what
was then known about the physical

conditions of the planets and the

question as to which, beside the

earth, might support Ufe. In the

first edition of this book Dr. Jones

concluded that, due to the gieat

blanketing effect of carbon dioxide

in the atmosphere of Venus, plus the

fact that it receives much greater

solar radiation than we do, its sur-

face temperatures must be much
above those that prevail on the

earth. He suggested in that first

edition that they are not much
below 100 degrees C, the tem-

perature at which water boils.

Considering these high tempera-

tures and the apparent lack of

oxygen, he iTiled out the possibihty

of either plant or animal life. How-
ever, he did picture great oceans

and swamps on the planet and sug-

gested a humid atmosphere. He
went on to say that the conditions

on Venus may be similar to those

that prevailed on the earth in past

geological times. He suggested that,

as the sun cools and the environ-

ment changes, life might perhaps

evolve on Venus to the level of

intelhgent beings.

In a recent edition of the same

volume, we find that Dr. Jones has

revised his theories. He tells us

tliat, due to the apparent absence

of water vapor in its atmosphere,

we can hardly expect to find oceans

on the surface of Venus. Nor can

there be lakes or rivers but only

an extensive and monotonous des-

ert. He explains the atmospheric

haze as the result of violent winds

in the lower levels of the atmos-

phere. These storms, which he

describes as much worse than any-

thing we ever experience on the

earth, churn up tremendous clouds

of dust in the deserts and thus

result in the haze that is revealed

by infrared photography. He con-

tends that it is largely because of

the scattering of sunlight by these

clouds that we cannot see the sur-

face of the planet.

He also surmises that, due to the

so-called "greenhouse effect" caused

by the heavy layer of carbon di-

oxide, temperatures at the surface

of Venus must be even hotter than

the boiling point of water. And he
further states that we must not

be too hasty in concluding that the

evolution of the atmosphere on
Venus will dupficate the trend fol-

lowed by the earth's atmosphere,

implying that life as we know it

may never develop there.

Comparing these views, as ex-

pressed in different editions of the

same book, we might almost con-

clude that they were written by
different authors. Yet the man who
penned them both is one of the

most reliable and highly respected

of our modern astronomers. He
is not given to drawing conclu-

sions without first considering every

shred of available evidence.

This is a perfect example of how
the science of astronomy advances.

Every theory is considered as

merely an approximation to the

ti'uth. Its survival is entirely de-

pendent upon the interpretation of

new evidence gleaned through the

giant eye of the telescope, coupled

with the camera and the spectro-

scope.

A second theory is almost always

more dependable than a first, yet

we cannot by any means be sure

that the clouds are dust. ActuaUy

no astronomer knows for certain of

what they are composed.

Whatever the nature of these

clouds, we know that our sister

planet Venus is hidden beneath a

veil that must shut out the sun

by day and the stars by night. Like

some others of her kind, she revels

in the adornment of her costume,

glowing in splendor under the

rays of her ruUng sovereign—the

sun.

As she dominates the evening

sky this December, we may enjoy

the full radiance of her beauty and

leave to the star doctors the difficult

task of solving the mystery of her

true self.
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A glimpse into the life of a Mexican medicine man,

on the dust^ trail from the Sierra to the sea

By George McClellan Br.\dt

aphf, by ibf author

1 ^

KHE Huichols adore water,"

wTote the explorer Carl

Lumholtz half a century ago.

"Water first, and water last, is the

consideration in all their ceremon-

ies, the centre of their thoughts."

There has been little change

among the primitive Huichols of

Mexico's western Sierra Madre

since Lumholtz' day. Water is still

the source of life. Without it in

the form of life-giving rain there

would be no crops of com and

squash and beans; and without
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gourds full of sacred water from the

caves of the river Chapalagana.

from the clear springs of the distant

peyote countrv', from e\en the far-

away, shining Pacific there could

be no rain-making ceremonies—and

no rain.

Pilgrimages to the Pacific play

an important part in the rehgious

life of the Huichol. The salty sea

water is especially prized, since

the ocean is not only the birthplace

of all the gods but the home of the

golden sun who goes to bed in its

< "Here," he said quite willingly.

But he would not have his picture

taken in the sun

blue depths each night. Although

the wav is long and hard from the

pine-clad slopes of the Sierra de

los Huichols to the subtropical,

mangrove -fringed shores of the

Pacific, many Indians make this

\earlv journey. At this ver\' moment

a solitary Huichol, clad in scarlet

cape and embroidered trousers, is

probablv making his way on san-

dled feet down the six-day trail

from the Sierra to the sea. Three

or four colorful pouches hang from

liis shoulders, and he is wearing

a wide straw hat decorated \vith

liawk feathers and red cotton pom-

pons. In his hand is a bow and a

deerskin quiver of arrows, .\fter

sacrificing a number of beautiful

ceremonial objects to the gods and

the ocean, he \\all fill a few bottles

uith sacred sea water and begin

the long trip back to his mountain

homeland.

mm
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A few months ago my wife and

I gave one of these pilgrims a

hft in our truck. We were far south

in the Mexican state of Nayarit,

collecting insects for the American

Museum of Natural History and try-

ing to get from Santiago Ixcuintla

to the coast. The sun was high, the

day hot, and not a breeze stirred

the palms and banana trees border-

ing the dusty road. It was one of

those days that made us ask our-

selves, "Why bugs and Indians and

Mexico? Why not Maine and pines

and the cold Atlantic?"— when, as

usual, something turned up to make
it aU very much worth-while. The
"something" was a wild-looking

figm-e walking down the middle

of the road ahead of us. It was our

first Huichol.

When we caught up with tlie

Indian, we stopped and offered him
a ride. He quickly accepted, but

before getting in gave me his hand
and asked, "Como amigos?" After

I had assured him we were tlie

best of friends, he tried to get into

the cab of the ti-uck but was stop-

7mm
"tHj/SitiL .Mtltl*'

ped short when his bow got caught

crosswise in the door. Only after he

had unslung his bow and quiver,

removed his amazing hat, and re-

arranged his water gourd, pouches,

and razor-sharp machete was he

able to get in with us.

During the next few miles we
learned that he came from Santa

Catarina, the most important of the

six Huichol pueblos and the tribe's

"mecca," across the Sierra in the

state of Jalisco. He had been on the

tiail a week and was on his wav to

meet a friend already on the coast.

After we had told him about our-

selves and our work and had shared

a little meal of bread and cheese,

I felt that we were well enough

acquainted to ask him to pose for

a few photographs, for which I

promised to pay him. He readily

agreed, and we drove off onto a

side road to get the pictures. By
this time we were quite conscious

of what Lumholtz felicitously de-

scribed as "the distinct, though not

strong" odor of the Huichol, which

reminded him of "a wet dog, with

the smell of smoke intermixed";

and we were ready for a little fresh

air. Out of fairness to our passen-

ger, I wish I had asked him his

impression of his gringo friends'

aroma—one which, after a hot week
of bathless camping, was, I am
sure, considerably "higher" than

that of a smoky wet dog.

As soon as I stopped the truck,

the Indian got out and walked off

to sit in the shade of some low

bushes. When I asked him to stand

in the sun for the picture, he merely

said, "Aqiii (Here)," and refused

to move from the shade. I was
forced to take the photograph

against a confusing background of

< The Indian pilgrim coming
out of the sea with three bottles of

the sacred water that he will

carry to his mountain home for

use in religious rites. On the beach

are his ceremonial objects
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A Gods' chairs: the first of the sacred

articles he threw into the sea. These are

four-inch miniatures of the sacred seats

in which the shamans sit when talking

and singing to the gods

C-.:

C^;'

A Ten Mexican pennies decorate the

inside of this votive bowl, along with

squash seeds and corn. This also was

oflfered to the gods—so that they might

drink in the prayers of the people

-.Vj

A A PAIR OF "shaman's plumes"

feathered wands used by the medicine

men when performing miracles

—

adorned his hat
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green leaves. The Huichols have

always been known for their inde-

pendence. In fact, the Mexican

ethnologist Carlos Basauri writes

that, "Not for a moment will they

admit that there is a race superior

to theirs." There is none of the

Tarahumara's shyness about the

Huichol. The latter gives one the

impression of knowing his rights

as a man and an equal and of being

prepared to stand up for them.

When my model saw me start to

put the camera away, he did not

hesitate to ask, "And the centavos

you promised me? I know you are

going to sell my picture in your

country." As I hastened to pay him

he added, "I've been to Mexico

City"—the Huichol equivalent of

"I've been around."

Although we tried to acquire

some of his beautifully made be-

longings, we had little success.

After much pleading, he did con-

sent to sell one small embroidered

bag, but he emphatically refused

even to consider parting vidth his

handsome, woven woolen belt or

with his fantastic, plumed, cart-

wheel hat, saying, "No puedo, no

puedo (I can't, I can't.)"

It was not until several weeks

later that we learned the probable

reason why he would not sell us

anything but the httle bag. After

comparing our notes and pictures

with those in Robert M. Zingg's

The Huichols: Primitive Artists and

Carl Lumholtz' Symbolism of the

Huichol Indians, we are convinced

that our passenger was none other

than a Huichol medicine man. Our
photograph shows two pecuhar

bunches of feathers tied to wooden
handles and fastened to the top

of the Indian's hat. They are un-

doubtedly "shaman's plumes"—the

sacred, feathered wands used by

the medicine men to perform their

miracles. No wonder he was un-

willing to sell his hat. Perhaps most

of his other belongings had religious

significance as well. We were prob-

ably very lucky even to get him

to pose for us.

As our distinguished passenger

v/anted to look around the near-by

town of El Mango, we soon said

good-bye, gravely shook hands, and

agreed to meet on the coast the

following day.

By the time we reached the eight-

mile beach at Los Corchos, we were

so hot and tired that we forgot

everything except a cool swim in

the Pacific. In fact, over an hour

passed before we thought of our

Huichol. But he was there on the

beach—almost as if waiting for us.

We left the water and walked

toward him to see what he was
doing.

He was seated behind a large

driftwood log, facing the sea, busily

at work painting the finishing

touches on a small wooden disc he

was holding in one hand. Beside

him were his pouches, machete,

bow-and-arrow quiver and a long,

narrow, woven basket. At the

north end of the log an arrow

stood upright in the damp sand.

Another arrow, with a hawk's

feather tied to the butt, had

been stuck into the top of the

log itself. When we passed the

Indian, he did not look up but con-

tinued working on the httle plaque.

It was evident that the pilgrim was

about to begin the immemorial

Huichol sacrifice of symbohc, sacred

gifts to the gods. We did not wish

to intrude upon so obviously per-

sonal a performance, so we walked

ofiF down the beach to watch him
from a polite distance.

Within a few minutes he rose

to his feet, took several unrecog-

nizable articles from the woven
basket, and—fully dressed—waded
into the blue-green water. Fasci-

nated, we watched as he took two

small, basket-hke objects and threw

them one at a time into the

water with an underhand, sweep-

ing gesture. At this point two little

Mexican boys, naked and brown,

splashed into the water to retrieve

the offerings. Although the Indian

insisted that they return them to

tlie sea, they refused to do so and

brought them to us instead.

In the hand it was easy to identi-

fy the little objects. They were

Huichol "gods' chairs," miniature

replicas of the sacred chairs in

which the shamans sit when talk-

ing and singing to the gods. They

were cunningly made of bamboo
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and woolen yarn, probably by the

pilgrim himself. The crossed arms

of the chairs were covered with

green and magenta tissue paper,

and the seats had been fashioned

of green and dark blue crewel. The
holes in the base had apparently

been burned through with a heated

nail, and the various parts were

held together with agave fiber

string and yellow thread.

The second object offered to the

gods was a small, shallow bowl. This

was a sacred "votive bowl," the ordi-

nary gourd drinking vessel of the

Huichols decorated on the inside

with kernels of corn, squash seeds,

and ten Mexican one-cent pieces.

According to Lumholtz, the votive

bowls are "drinking-gourds offered

to the gods who, so to speak, drink

in the prayers of the people." In

addition, there were two beeswax

figures of deer, modeled in rehef

and embelHshed with tiny blue and

white glass beads.

Then in rapid succession fol-

lowed the remainder of the votive

paraphernalia — the painted disc,

several ordinary candles decorated

with colored paper, three short

ceremonial arrows, a little blue stick

resembhng the head of an animal,

a second votive bowl, a tiny mat
of flufFy blue and green wool, and

finally the horns and upper jaw of

a dried deer's head. By this time

there were other spectators on the

beach, and our httle collectors were

having stiff competition. They did

succeed in getting us the arrows,

wooden disc, and candles, but the

second bowl and the woven mat
fell to a young teacher from Mexico

City, who would not part with the

material but did let me photo-

graph it.

The Indian then came out of the

water, removed his hat as well as

his long embroidered shirt and

sandals, and returned to sit in the

shallow water. This apparently con-

stituted his ceremonial bath, for

in about ten minutes he walked

back to the log, picked up a toy-

like, foot-long bow and a short

prayer-arrow sticking in the sand,

and waded out into the surf once

more. He fitted the arrow to the

bowstring and aimed it high into

HmCHOL PILGRIM

the western sky. He did not shoot

it, however, but simply threw it

into the sea. This, too, was picked

up by the teacher and was found

to have a diminutive bow and pair

of sandals tied to the shaft.

This completed the ceremonial

objects that the Indian had brought

to present to the gods in payment

for the sacred water he had come

so far to obtain. As a final act

in the dramatic, ancient rite, he

dipped a dark ear of corn into the

salty water, returned it to the woven

basket, and filled three little patent-

medicine bottles, their labels still

visible, full of sparkling sea water.

It was only when the Huichol

brought the bottles out of the

ocean that he offered any words

of explanation. As he carefully put

them away in one of the multi-

colored pouches, he said in Chris-

tian Spanish, "Agua bendita para

la iglesta (Holy water for the

Church)," which in pagan Huichol

would have meant, "Sacred water

for the temple." He then collected

his various belongings and left the

beach.

When he had disappeared, we
sat down to examine our collection

more closely. Probably the most

sacred items of all were the short

prayer-arrows. Concerning these

Lumholtz wrote, "Ceremonial ar-

rows, a kind of messengers to the

gods, are inseparably connected

with the life of the Huichol. The
sacrifice of one or more arrows

expresses his desires in a language

inteUigible to him and to the gods

. . . for the arrow stands for him

personally, and for the tribe, pray-

ing its silent prayers." The teacher

also brought his material, and we
were surprised to find the small,

woolly mat filled with the living

larvae of the Larder Beetle. Per-

haps the mat and its squirming

tenants represented a prayer for

the extermination of an imagined

plague.

Sitting there on the lonely beach,

the only sound the breaking surf,

it was difficult to believe that the

spectacle we had just vwtnessed had
actually happened. There had been

an unreal, dreamlike quahty about

the entire performance, almost as
Continued on page 475

A Ceremonial arrows, used for com-

munication with the gods. They are about

one-half as long as the regular hunting

arrow and are often decorated with minia-

ture votive offerings

A This prayer arrow, sacrified by the

pilgrim, had a tiny bow and a pair of san-

dals tied to its shaft. The votive bowl con-

tains several beeswax figures, a bead de-

sign, a paper flower, and the usual cotton

clouds
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A High overhead, the grasslike tassels of

sugar cane wave above many small cane

patches scattered through the South

TALL, jointed sugar canes,

swaying gently in the warm
breeze, their floppy, narrow leaves

rattling slightly under a graceful

grasslike plume twelve feet above

the ground, suggest nothing to at-

tract a sweet tooth. Yet scattered

through the old South and Florida

are countless centers where these

canes pass through a simple mill

to release a flood of sugary sap.

Cauldrons of the juice steam and

froth until the water has boiled

away and syrup or molasses is ob-

tained. This is the southern counter-

part of operations in New England's

maple orchards—but with some

startling differences. Chilly air and

sledding snow are part of the north-

ern picture. Balmv weather and the

beginning of official winter are

central themes in the warmer indus-

try. February frosts terminate the

cane sugaring just as surely as

maple tapping ceases when sunny

days in March introduce a buddy

flavor into the rising sap.
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Sugar Season

in ike Gyouin
The arrival of winter marks the begin-

ning of a picturesque home industry

—

the making of sugar syrup by methods

handed down from early times

By LoRus
J.

and Margery
J.
Milne

Photographs by the authors

Sugar cane begins to reach its

ripe perfection toward the end of

November, and whole families work

down the rows of their sweet

acreages to strip the slender fo-

liage until only the sturdy, glossy

stalks remain. Some are purple,

some red, some striped with

green; the various kinds are dis-

tinguished by this means. Each

stalk bears at few-inch intervals

slight ringlike swelhngs from which

the leaves arise, much as does

a bamboo pole. Soon the ripe

ones are felled, and the stiff, solid,

ten-foot lengths are piled in a truck

or wagon to be hauled tlirough

pine-studded palmetto prauies to

some sugar mill. Often the road is

merely a pair of ruts in the sand,

past poor land on which hump-
backed Brahman cattle find grass

among the coarser weeds. Before it

reaches a black-topped highway,

the trail may splash through swales

where egrets, ibis, and herons wade
among the water plants. Or it may
brush through live oak thickets

hung with gray wreaths of Spanish

moss and set with "air plants" that

are relatives of the pineapple but

suggest instead great bird nests

built of hoaiy green leaves. These

are but wayside parts of the vege-

tation that carpets great expanses

and surrounds the richer islands of

dark soil where sugar cane can

thrive.

The little mills to which small

growers take their canes still use

the iron presses that have been

handed down from the "yeahs befo'

the wah." Only an ignorant dam-

yankee would ask "Which war?"

—there has been only one in these

parts. But the mill is literally the

center of activity. Around it runs a

circular path about 40 feet across,

beaten in the old days by the feet

of a blindfolded mule. The animal

(or its modern counterpart) pulls

the end of a counterbalanced pole

that lies across the mill and trans-

forms the roundabout movements

of the plodding puller into rota-

tion of the mill's crushing drum.

The iron throat of the machine—

a vertical slot perhaps three inches

wide and five inches high—accepts

two or three canes at once and

leads them to the revolving drum,

which crushes tliem flat and then

extrudes on its farther side a fibrous

strand to represent each cane. This
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A The juice is crushed from the cane in a primitive

circular mill turned by a blindfolded mule. Then it is

cooked in the cauldron shown here

^ The froth frequently rises in the sim-

mering pot and overflows down the iron

ring set inside the rim. The liquid drains

back into the cauldron through a crack,

while the impurities remain at the top

sudden metamorphosis takes place

all within a distance of a foot or

so, while a sweet brown juice pours

from the iron side through a spout

that suggests in shape the outlet of

an old-fashioned pump at a well.

Who is there that is not eager for

a glassful of the fresh squeezin's?

Who would not roll on his tongue

this new cane juice—many times

as sweet as maple sap and just as

distinctive in flavor?

Around and around goes the

pulled end of the heavy pole.

Within its counterclockwise circuit-

ing, a man stands near the maw
of the machine and feeds it canes

picked from a pile laid parallel on

the ground beside him. A small

boy holds a bucket with a burlap

strainer under the spout, while

SUGAR SEASON IN THE SOUTH

others scamper across the circular

path to draw away the crushed

ribbons from the mill or bring more

canes to add to the shrinking stock.

When the pail is full, another takes

its place, and the briinming bucket

is carried to the wife and mother

of the family. She lifts the burlap,

squeezes it fairly dry, and dumps

the pailful into her cauldron. Over

and over this process is repeated

until the 60-gallon pot is almost full.

Then the mill stops, for without

refrigeration, juice that is not

heated within an hour or so will

spoil.

The kettle for boiling is im-

bedded to its rim at the middle of

the bend in a U-shaped brick fur-

nace built on the ground. A fire

is started and fed through a square

doorway at one end of the hori-

zontal U, with wood tossed in skill-

fully to produce most heat in the

immediate proximity of the pot. The
hot air, smoke, and fumes continue

around the U under the cauldron

to emerge from a chimney con-

structed at die other end of the

furnace—right beside the fire door.

While the extracted juice is heat-

ing, the children scurry around and

enjoy themselves. They girdle short

lengths of cane with pocket knives,

then snap the stalks and split them

into mouth-sized pieces that can be

chewed. Guinea hens explore the

pile of cane beside the idle mill,

to tear off pieces of the plant and

snatch at sipping flies. The man
of the family and the older boys

chop wood and stack the pieces
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< The hot syrup, cooked to

proper consistency and color, is

filtered through a cloth—and one
more "round" is done

water are thrown in to cool the

inner spaces, for if the syrup boils

further "it'll tear yo' bread apaht!"

The bead vanishes. In the cauldron

remains only a small dark concen-

trate from the original 50-odd gal-

lons. It is ladled out with a larger

dipper, into a tub covered with a

clean cloth as a strainer. And as

the last few cupfuls are removed,

other workers stand ready with

pails of water. Dashed into the

kettle, the water dissolves the

sticky coating before the remain-

ing heat from below can dry it into

a tarry mass. Washing the kettle

proceeds with speed and enthusi-

asm. Everyone seems happy. One
more "round" has been done.

This product is cane syrup, val-

ued in local stores at a dollar-fifty

a gallon and upward, depending on

the reputation of the man who
made it. He may express his per-

sonal preference by finishing each

batch as "light," "medium," or

"dark," with the color and sugar

concentration in rough correspond-

ence. None of it is molasses—a still

darker and more viscous fluid,

whose heavy flavor is due in part

to several hours of extra heating,

which bring it to an almost water-

free condition. Nor does cane syrup

crystallize under ordinary circum-

stances. The plant materials that

give it its rich color seem to help

prevent this transformation. Usu-

ally the syrup is the end point of

an agricultural art that lends flavor

to hot cakes and to coffee, to

homey cookery of every kind. Only

the old-style mill, the cauldron,

cans, and buckets must come from

the outside world. For the rest, the

skills of a man and his family suf-

fice. Pioneering versatility still has

its respected place where there

are ready hands and ample time.

Cold cash loses some of the gHtter

seen on city sti-eets when syrup is

on the fire—whether in the maple

groves of New England's hiUs or

the cane patches of the deep South.

where they can be reached quickly

when the fire needs fuel. There

will be Httle more for them to do

until the batch begins to steam.

Gradually the gallons of juice

reach the boiling point, and glisten-

ing bubbles rise to the top to

burst. Regulating the fire becomes

an art, for the pot must be kept

boiling without the upward surge

of steam pushing the liquid over

the side. Hour after hour the water

turns to vapor and escapes. The
foam becomes ten to fifteen inches

thick, a seething mass of sparkfing

spheres that hisses quietly like a

four-foot version of a freshly-poured

glass of soda water. Impurities rise

to the top and are skimmed away.

This used to be a tedious, wasteful

step in the process, since it was

always difficult to remove the scum-

my bits without simultaneously

losing syrup. Now the clearing of

the broth is simplified by the in-

stallation of a false rim to the kettle

—a ring of iron four inches high.

The froth rises within the ring and

overflows in little waves. As the

bubbly stuff runs down the outside

of the iron band, the gas escapes

and the liquid drains back slowly
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through the crack between ring and
pot. All this takes place within the

gently sloping edges of the caul-

dron, so that nothing escapes but

steam. The scum accumulates where
it can be scraped away with ease,

between the true rim of the kettle

and the circhng iron band.

Soon larger bubbles appear

through the froth, and their burst-

ing makes broad holes for a moment
deep into the bead. "The change

has come," and now the cook must
watch with special care, waiting

for the hot syrup to reach the con-

centration wanted. With a clean can

fastened to a long pole as a dipper,

the specialist (mill feeder, fire

stoker, and now connoisseur!)

reaches into the seething mass to

raise samples that can be studied

as drey are pom-ed back. Rapidly

tlie color darkens, and the succeed-

ing samples are thicker as they flow

from the can. The last few trickles

become cool enough to hang in

strings from the inverted scoop.

When they "hang real good" orders

begin to fly thick and fast. Away
comes the door to the furnace. Out
come all the embers—raked into the

open with frantic haste. Pailsful of
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The
Disappearing

Wings

of the

Rove Beetle

An airplane with collapsible wings has challenged

man's ingenuity in recent years, but the Rove

Beetle perfected such an arrangement ages ago

By Lynwood Chace

Cumbersome wings that

would hamper the insect when

crawling in the grass are no prob-

lem for the Rove Beetle. Nature has

provided it with folding wings that

are neatly tucked out of the way

when not in use.

When the insect alights, the

elytra, or wing covers, come back

against the body, and the mem-

A The Rove Beetle with wings ex-

tended for use when flying

branous wings are folded flat

against the top of the abdomen.

With the tip of the abdomen, the

beetle then tucks its wings back un-

der the wing covers.

In taking flight, the wing covers

are lifted above the body. Almost

faster than the eye can follow, the

wings unfold and spread out—and

the Rove Beetle is off.

f The same insect with wings completely folded and neatly packed under

the elytra, or wing covers. The diagram at right shows where the tips of the

wings are just visible, projecting from beneath the wing covers
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Who can say where these delectable vege-

tables might have traveled if they had

attracted the same interest as the potato ? '^^^^

By Walter Henkicks Hodge
University of Massachusetts

Photot^raphs by the author

* Like a giant stairway to the sky, the spectacular Inca terrace gardens

of Cuyo-Cuyo, Peru, tower above the tiny village nestling at 11,000 feet above

sea level. On these old terraces, the tuber crops are still grown

A The open-air market of a cen-

tral Peruvian town regularly offers

tubers for sale (ocas in right fore-

ground) among other eatables

IN the Andean highlands of Peru,

the Indians have a proverb that

says, "Stew without chunu is like

life without love." In this way they

express their esteem for several

edible tubers which, though quite

similar to the potato, have never

spread into the world market. To
sample the various kinds is one of

the pleasures of traveling in those

remote mountains. And when one

realizes how important these tubers

must have been in the growth of

the ancient Inca empire, one be-

comes doubly interested in them.

There must be something about

the Andean environment that has

favored the evolution of tuber-pro-

ducing plants, for no less than four

important species in four very dis-

tinct genera have been grown there

by the Indians since before Colum-

bus came to America. One of this

quartet, the familiar potato, has

since wandered to many parts of

the globe, to become one of the



most valued of all food plants, espe-

cially in temperate regions. In fact,

the annual world production of po-

tatoes much exceeds all the golden

wealth taken out of Peru by the

Spaniards. On the other hand, the

potato's companions of the old Inca

terraced gardens — those plants

known in the Incaic Quechua

tongue as oca (Oxalis tuherosa),

ullucu (Ullucus tuherosus), and

anu
(
Tropaeolum tuherosum ) have

remained in their higliland home-
land, unknown to the world in gen-

eral though still important to the

Indian populations.

Oca is most popular of the three

today, with ullucu a close runner-

up. In several widely separate dis-

tricts of the Andes, in southern

Colombia and southern Peru, the

oca even rivals the potato in im-

portance. The mist-shrouded vil-

lage of Cuyo-Cuyo, which lies at

the head of the Sandia ravine just

east of the northern end of Lake
Titicaca, is a most intensive center

of oca culture. Here, beginning at

11,500 feet in the bottom of a nar-

row, steep-walled qtiebrada, an-

cient terraced gardens known as

andeneria rise tier above tier ( some

150 of them! ) on the precipitous

mountainsides. One would have to

hunt to find a more impressive dis-

play of old Inca terracing. Ob-
viously, the valley has long been
an important agricultural site.

Many of the terraces are still in

use, though some have been aban-

doned to pasture. Today, as un-

doubtedly five centuries ago, ocas

and potatoes, and to a lesser degree

ullucu and aiiu, are the principal

crops grown.

Oca tubers are curious in shape,

being slightly flattened cylinders,

somewhat thicker than the thumb
and averaging three to four inches

in length. As in the potato, tiny

scale leaves border upon the deep-

set eyes. Belonging to the Oxali-

daceae, the plant is a cousin of our

smaller weedy sorrels and, like

them, possesses reddish stems,

clover-like leaves, and similar

flowers whose orange-yellow petals

are generally marked with fine pur-

plish lines. The oca plant does not

appear to set seed, a characteristic

TUBER FOODS OF THE OLD INCAS

A In the heart of Tuber Land: a view looking down the valley near Cuyo-

Cuyo. The introduced Australian eucalyptus tree shows its valued position as

a source of timber and firewood in the important valley bottom. The little

stream washes many a batch of "chunu-to-be"

not uncommon in species long prop-

agated vegetatively by man. And
so, like the potato, oca is repro-

duced by means of its tubers, which

are cut into "eye"-bearing sections

at the time of planting.

The Quechua Indians of Cuyo-

Cuyo plant their oca at the begin-

ning of the rainy period, which

falls in August or September, but

elsewhere in the Andes planting

may be delayed several months de-

pending upon when the rains arrive.

The oca crop is treated exactly like

potatoes, the plants being hilled up,

with deep intervening trenches run-

ning down the slope. All the culti-

vation is by means of crude grub

hoes or the primitive foot plow. Inca

agriculturists practiced rotation of

crops and fallowing, and so do their

modern descendants. Thus the oca

plant is generally interplanted or

rotated in following years with the

other tuber plants, with cereals, or

with the European broad bean.

Between growing seasons, llamas

and sheep are pastured on the ter-

races, thus aiding in fertilizing the

soil. In Ecuador or Colombia, where

the lower general elevation of the

Andes permits, one often sees rows

of corn planted alternately with oca.

Approximately eight months after

planting, the tubers are mature,

and during April and May whole

Indian families, including even

the childi-en and grandparents—all

decked out in their colorful hand-

woven ponchos and shawls—may be

seen on the terraces harvesting the

equally colorful crop.

The starchy oca tubers that they

harvest are typical of the genus
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A An Indian painting from before the time of Columbus proves that the

Inca civilization knew the oca. Though stylized, the tubers are well shown, and

the trifoliolate leaves indicate the genus Oxalis

^ Harvesting ocas: a Quechua boy, dressed like his father with homespun
felt hat and woolen stocking hat, or cbullo

A The oca plant, a cousin of our weedy

sorrels, has reddish stems, clover-like

leaves, and orange-yellow flowers

Oxalis in containing puckery crys-

tals of calcium oxalate. Crystals are

especially abundant in the bitter

variety, and their presence makes it

necessary to cure or ripen the tubers

l)efore they can be eaten. This is

achieved by placing them in the sun

for several days, after which the oca

is sweet and can be eaten either

raw or, more commonly, boiled in

the stews and thick soups that con-

stitute a basic portion of the Ser-

rano's diet. After the harvest sea-

son, all Indian doorsteps in oca

country each day sport a few mel-

lowing and colorful ocas destined

for immediate consumption. The

tubers have a very pleasant flavor

when so prepared and may remind

one of boiled sweet potatoes, though

others have likened their flavor to

a cross between that of green corn

and pumpkin. Ocas are also de-

licious roasted or prepared like

candied sweet potatoes. The sweet

\'arieties are sometimes split length-

wise and placed in the sun to dry

to form a product called cavi, which

is cooked slowly in a crude double

boiler and afterwards eaten with

honey or homemade cane syrup as

a dessert.

Since tuber harvests come but

once a year, the Indians of the high

Andes have had to devise some way
of holding their semiperishable crop

^
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< Two TYPES of dehydrated

tubers, or chunu: uUucu at

left and oca at right. Desic-

cated tubers like these will

keep indefinitely

through the year. Lacking con-

trolled refrigeration, they adopted

dehydration centuries ago. In des-

sicated form the tubers will keep in-

definitely. The Quechua word
chunu, although perhaps originally

applied to dehydrated potatoes, is

now used for any dessicated vege-

table.

Among the varieties of oca, as

among the varieties of potatoes, the

bitter type makes the best chuiiu,

and for this reason this variety is

most popular and widely used. Bit-

ter ocas earmarked for dessication

are, curiously enough, put in water

immediately after harvesting and

left to soak often for three to four

weeks or until the eyes take on a

purplish color. At Cuyo-Cuyo tem-

porary pens of rocks are built along

the sides of the swift glacier-fed

stream that courses through the vil-

lage, and during May and June

quantities of tubers may be seen

submerged in these watery bins.

After soaking, the tubers are

spread out on straw in the open in

any available area for about a week,

usually at higher, colder sites. Dur-

ing this period they receive periodic

freezing at night and drying by the

intense sun during the day. At the

end of this treatment, they are

trampled upon to remove all ves-

tiges of water. The wizened, thor-

oughly dehydrated oca product ob-

tained by this procedure possesses

TUBER FOODS OF THE OLD INCAS

* Before the ocas can be

dried satisfactorily, they must

be soaked for three or four

weeks. Pens like these are

used extensively along the

banks of the stream



a flesh that is gravish-white in color.

Bitter potatoes, when gi\en the

same treatment, are peeled and

yield a chalW "white" chuiiu, while

a "black" chuiiu can be obtained by

skipping tlie preliminary' water

batli.

Chuiiu can be stored for long

periods. Like most dried foods, it

has to be soaked overnight before

it can be cooked. In the chiipes, or

stews, that form the simple fare of

tlie two-meal -a-dav serrano, it

forms a cherished addition, valued

for its distinctive flavor.

The highland Indians of the Titi-

caca area recognize at least ten

varieties of oca. One of them, called

cjatja-oca, is a popular bitter form

with wliite tubers. It is used almost

solely to prepare tlie chuiiu known
as cjaya. Several forms of sweet

ocas are also grown, all with tongue-

"* A penny's worth of anu, among
a pile of the tubers, beckons pro-

spective buyers to a stall in the

Quito market. The vendor urged the

author to buy them, stating they

were especially good for bad liver

or kidneys

twisting aboriginal names: sapaUii-

oca with attractive yellow or orange

tubers bearing red-margined scale

leaves; chachapea-oca with grayish

tubers; paiiccar-oca and lluchcho-

oca with red tubers; and mestiza-

oca with white ones. Apparently the

chief color variations are associated

with floral difterences, for it has

been noted that yellow ocas have

long-styled flowers, while white

ocas have medium-styled flowers

and red ocas short-styled flowers.

Following ocas in importance are

the tubers of Ulhiciis tuberostts, a

plant belonging to the modest group

of the Basellaceae. In southern

Colombia and around Cuzco, Peru,

A The typical umbrella-shaped
LEAVES identify this plant as anu, not

the similar oca. The vinelike habit of

this "nasmrtium" is also clear, and

the tubers are recognizable. (From
Tiahuanacan pottery from the Upper
Nasca Valley)

'' From the leaves, one would im-

mediately recognize the aiiu plant as a

first cousin to the nasturtium



it is outranked as a crop only by

the ever-popular potato and maize.

This tuber plant has a variety of

names in the Andes, but the most

common of these are the aboriginal

appellations iillucu (from which

the Latin generic name was taken)

and the apparently Spanish modifi-

cation, melloco.

Tubers of uUucu often look like

small potatoes, and the casual ob-

server might easily pass them up as

just another one of the many vari-

eties of potatoes common through-

out Andean South America. As with

the oca, several color variations

exist, the commonest one being a

pale magenta form which has ap-

parently suggested the Spanish

name, rops, applied in Bogota.

Plain yellow tubers are also seen,

as well as a curious yellow form

speckled with magenta spots. These

color variants may be either shaped

more or less like a potato or long

and curiously curved. The Quechua

Indians of the Urubamba region

near Cuzco prefer the curved form

and call it chchucchanlisas. In its

upright branching form, ullucu re-

sembles its garden associates, the

potato and oca. Its branches are

similarly succulent and bear broad,

heart-shaped, simple leaves, while

the insignificant flowers are found

on axillary racemes.

Ullucus are popular with the

highland Indians for several rea-

sons. In the first place, the plant is

very resistant to frost, an important

consideration in the altiplano. In

fact, it excels all other Andean tuber

plants in this respect. Thus it can

he grown in a wider range of sites

and especially at the highest ele-

vations for crops. Secondly, any

species that gives a high yield in

tubers produced per plant seems

always to be popular. In this char-

acteristic, the ullucu appears to be

better than the potato and oca. It

does not seem to matter that the

tubers, though numerous, are small.

The sierra Indians, unlike North

Americans or Europeans, are not

apparently impressed by size alone.

Numbers count! The ullucu has the

same range of culinary uses as does

the potato and may be prepared

as a chufiu as well.

It is curious that the tubers of

the potato and ullucu are so similar,

because the plants belong to en-

tirely unrelated species. Even closer

mimics are the tubers of the oca and

afiu, also unrelated. In fact, so

nearly alike can forms of these

tubers be that on one occasion I

had to plant a questionable one in

order to be sure of its identity!

Tubers of aiiu seem to be slightly

more conical than oca tubers, but

the two are similar in their white

to yellowish coloring, which is often

mottled or striped with red or

purple, especially around the eyes.

In the fresh state, these tubers are

A Two WIDELY DIFFERENT forms of ullucu

> A YOUNG ULLUCU PLANT growing

in a garden near Quito, Ecuador
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said to give oft a somewhat disagree-

able odor, making it impossible to

eat them raw, as is done with cer-

tain varieties of oca.

Although the aiiu's tubers are

sometimes difficult to identify, the

flowers and leaves are not, for one

would immediately recognize this

plant as first cousin to the familiar

garden nasturtium (
Tropaeolum

majus ) , which also claims the Andes

as its native home. In fact, these

two species are often found grow-

ing together in Andean gardens, one

as a crop, the other as a weed. And

Tropaeolum tuberosum, like your

garden favorite, tends to be a her-

baceous twiner, clambering and an-

choring itself on other plants by its

tactile petioles. In this way, it covers

the area of its growth with its small-

ish, five-lobed, green umbrellas. The

flowers are orange-red to scarlet

and are smaller and less showy than

the horticultural Tropaeolum.

The aiiu has never been as im-

portant a crop as the other species,

but its tubers can be found in most

Andean vegetable markets, for they

can be prepared in the usual boiled

form to add occasional variety to

the food. The highland folk may be

more interested, however, in cer-

tain medicinal lore surrounding this

plant, for an Indian woman in Quito

assured me that the cooked tubers

are especially good for bad liver or

kidneys! The chroniclers record

even more unusual, if mystical, uses

prevailing in their time. Both Inca

Garcilaso de la Vega and Padre

Cobo state that the Indians believed

that the tubers exerted anti-aphro-

disiacal properties when used as a

food. However, Garcilaso affirms

that Indian gallants could counter-



act this influence by "holding a small

stick in the hand while eating the

tubers." Tliis magic property of a

small stick must not have been gen-

eral!)' known to the Inca's soldiery,

because, according to Cobo, they

were regularl)' fed this food during

campaigns, on tlie Inca's orders

"that they might forget their wo-

menfolk."

Tliis tuber trio produce their best

crops in what may be called the

potato zone, that is, in the Andean

highlands lying roughly between

9000 and 14,000 feet. Such eleva-

tions are often subjected to nightly

frosts. Even the day temperatures

are cool, and during the rainy grow-

ing season, the plants experience a

superabundance of misty and cloudy

weather. However, the trio lacks

the extensive latitudinal range of

the potato, which in South America

runs far south into Chile. Thus oca

and ullucu are not found for any

great distance south of the Bolivian

highlands. Growing as they do close

to the equator, with its almost equal

days and nights, these species, hke

certain other equatorial plants, may
not readily be adaptable to the long

days of summer in the temperate

zone.

Our forgotten tubers appear to

have had their original home in the

old Inca heartland around the high

basin of Lake Titicaca. More vari-

eties are recognized there, and a

greater number of native names are

applied. Moreover the fringes of

this very region have supplied us

with proof of their use in pre-Co-

lumbian times, for Andean tubers,

like many other economic plants,

served as pictorial motifs, chiefly on
pottery, among the peoples of the old

highland civilization. Since these

cultures left no written records,

such pictograms have indeed been
our best evidence of the importance
of these tubers in early days. From
the Upper Nasca Valley at Pacheco,

Tiahuanaco age pottery
(
pre-Inca

)

has been found with beautifully

stylized colored paintings represent-

ing the aiiu and oca. Of the ullucu

we are not so sure because of its

general similarity (in tubers and
foliage ) with the potato. Inasmuch
as this trio was grown only in the
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moist highlands where stored tubers

would soon disintegrate, no remains

have been found in ancient high-

land sites, nor would one expect to

find them preserved abundantly in

the ancient tombs of dry coastal

Peru. Yet recent studies of plant

remains from coastal burial mounds
show them as rare relics—appar-

ently transported there in the form

of chuilu. They are only recogniz-

able through a careful microscopic

study of the characteristic form of

their starch grains, which differs in

each of these species.

From the highland valleys of

southern Peru, where we can guess

their wild ancestors grew, the oca,

aiiu, and perhaps ullucu were taken

gradually northward. When, it is

difficult to say. We do know that

at the time of, or very soon after,

the Spanish Conquest, these three

plants were in cultivation in the

fertile highlands of Quito, which

at that time was the northern bas-

tion of the Inca Empire. We are not

certain, however, whether the an-

cient Chibchas of the northern

Andes knew our trio. Possibly the

plants moved into the highlands of

Colombia and adjacent Venezuela

after the Conquest.

Such indirect evidence as we
have for this again comes from

the chronology of the chroniclers.

Oralis, Ullucus, and Tropaeolum

appear in the literature in that

order, which is more or less the

order of their importance as crops.

Potatoes had been mentioned first

by Oviedo in 1535; four years later

Bishop Valverde of Cuzco, in a let-

ter to his Emperor, first describes

the oca; while the ullucu and anu

do not appear in the chronicles until

1582, when they were recorded

from the region of Cuenca in Ecua-

dor. Indirect evidence of the north-

ernmost extension of the tubers is

presented unknowingly in the writ-

ings of Cieza de Leon who, telling

in 1553 of a trip south through the

Andes, fails to mention specifically

any of our trio of tubers until after

his arrival in Peru. However, near

Ipiales (now on the Colombian-

Ecuadorian frontier) he records

that "the people grow an abund-

ance of potatoes and 'otras raizes'

(other roots)." These "other roots"

perhaps represent ullucus and ocas,

which are grown very extensively in

this area at the present time. More

specific insight into the distribution

comes from Colombia's famed pa-

triot-botanist Caldas. Being a native

of Popayan in southern Colombia,

Caldas was presumably more than

familiar with the crop plants of that

country and especially with those

occurring in the vicinity of his birth-

place. Yet not until the early nine-

teenth century, when he made a trip

overland to not-so-distant Quito,

did he become acquainted with the

oca, ullucu, and aiiu. He recognized

ullucu as a species new to science

and described it. In commenting up-

on it and its value to the local In-

dians he lamented that it, as well

as the aiiu and oca, which were

also popular in Ecuador, had not

been introduced into his homeland

of New Granada ( Colombia ) . Thus

if we are to beheve Caldas, the

tuber plants had progressed only as

far as northern Ecuador by the end

of the eighteenth century.

They have not and could not

travel much farther. They have

reached Venezuela and the end of

the high Andes with their cool

climate. But without the aid of man,

they could not move northward

into the highlands of Central

America. That they were not grown

by the ancient civilizations of

Middle America may be explained,

no doubt, by the same reason that

kept the potato so long at home in

South America: tubers deteriorate

rapidly in the tropical lowlands, and

until the event of rapid transport,

they could hardly make the long

jump to the Middle-American high-

lands.

This has been unfortunate, foi'

although these plants may not merit

comparison with the potato except

in their superior keeping qualities,

they do possess qualities that would

make them a welcome addition in

the diet of any tuber-eating folk.

And who can tell how the world

might have come to regard these

little-known plants had they re-

ceived the wide distribution and

careful selective breeding that was
accorded the potato!
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Birds not actively en-

gaged in family duties

escape the heat by

making long flights to

cool mountain lakes

J\efug.ee Pelicans

OF THE DESERT
Far from their usual haunts, they struggle

to raise their young beneath blazing skies

on the transient islands of Salton Sea

By Lewis W. Walker
Photographs by the autho

COYOTES, roadrunners, and

rattlers are to be expected in

the desert that Hes between the

southern California coastal range

and the muddy Colorado. They are

an integral part of this torrid belt

of shifting sand. However, this land

has not always been reserved for

them alone. Water birds such as

pelicans, geese, and cranes fonnerly

frequented the area, as is shown by

bits of charred bone excavated from

the refuse heaps of the Indians

that once camped on the shore line

of ancient Le Conte Sea.

This sea nestled in tire bottom

of a tremendous sink or depression

that is thought to have had no

REFUGEE PELICANS OF THE DESERT

outlet and to have been fed inter-

mittently by the mighty Colorado.

Whenever the big river changed its

course and dumped directly into

the Gulf, evaporation caused Le
Conte Sea to shrink. But even to

the present day the ancient shore-

line levels remain plainly visible,

although the waters that etched

them vanished many centuries ago.

Prior to 1900, some early Cali-

fornia subdividers visualized parts

of this ancient lake bed as ideal for

the growing of all-year crops, so die

waters of the Colorado were di-

verted to supply irrigation needs.

For a few years all was serene. Then
unprecedented floods from Ari-

zona's normally peaceful Gila River

overtaxed the crude dams, and the

full force of the Colorado spilled

once more into what is now known
as the Salton Sink. Two years later,

when the raging torrent was finally

controlled, a lake about 80 miles

long by 35 miles wide was left

in the heart of the arid Colorado

Desert.

During the two years of uninter-

rupted flow, several species of fishes

as well as beaver and muskrat were
carried to this below-sea-level spot,

and they thrived on the spreading

rushes and willows. Within a few
seasons, birds commenced to settle

on the body of water, and now it

is the winter home for several spe-

cies of geese, countless ducks, and

500 or 600 little Brown or Sand-hill

Cranes.

Buds on migration that usually

nested in more temperate zones

looked over the shores and the tiny

islands of silt at the southern end,
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A Having grown accus-
tomed to the cameraman's

blind, the peHcans were easily

studied and photographed

> The diligent parent somehow rec-

ognizes its own chicks and feeds them

on regurgitated fish. The common com-

plaint that these birds are serious com-

petitors of the fisherman is erroneous

^ Nexjcly-hatched pelicans look like

gobs of partly melted salmon-colored

wax. There is little hint that they will

grow into the bird whose bill "can hold

more than his belly can"

v_.

*»J_**_^_

and a few tarried to raise their

young. These pioneers were queer

types to be seen in the heart of a

desert. Cormorants, which are more

at home on wave-swept coasts,

moved in and utilized the dying

tops of the flooded desert trees.

Grebes or hell-divers settled in the

clumps of fast-growing tules, along

with bitterns, coots, and rails. Even
GuU-bilied Terns, normal residents

of the Atlantic Coast and the Gulf

of Mexico, crossed to the Pacific

and founded their only known
western colony on these tiny islands
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of silt—islands that they now share

with the white pelican, one of the

largest water birds found in the

United States.

These giants, with a wingspread

that sometimes reaches almost ten

feet, do not lead the same life in

this burning desert that they do

in theii' cool northern lake country.

There they are comfortable when
sitting on their eggs to keep them

warm. Here they waddle onto the

near-by shallows every 20 or 30

minutes throughout the hottest

part of the day. It is tempting to

conclude that they bring water on

thek feathers to cool the eggs. After

a few rapid dips, I have seen them

go back to the exposed eggs and

appear to rub their dripping breast

feathers over them. Then they

seem to crouch over the nest to

provide shade while normal evapo-

ration cools off the eggs. But that

the bird is actually aware of pro-

viding a sort of "desert refrigerator"

for the eggs will doubtless be

questioned. Some will say that they

simply go for a dip to cool them-

selves and that the rest of the per-

foiTnance is happenstance. In any

case, one can easily feel the differ-

ence in temperatm-e between eggs

that have absorbed the sun's rays

for a few minutes and those that

the parent has just vacated.

During the months of June, July,

and early August, birds not actively

engaged in family duties escape

the heat by making long flights to

cool mountain lakes. About mid-

morning the idle ones take off in

a foUow-the-leader formation, and

the view of these fifteen or twenty

must be alluring to others of their

own kind. As they swing over the
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islands, single recruits constantly

join the air-borne procession, which

soon starts to use the rising cur-

rents of warm air over the desert

to gain altitude. Within a very few

moments the hundreds of birds,

stretching for about a mile through

the sky, become mere glistening

specks against the blue. A "now you

see it, now you don't" effect is

achieved at every banking turn. If

the sun hits the white feathers at

just the right angle, the birds are

visible; but as they bank away they

become lost.

High in the air they straighten the

Hne and set off on a general west-

erly course. Perhaps from their

vantage point they can see their

destinations—the lakes and reser-

voirs that dot the higher eleva-

tions of San Diego's mountainous

country.

Late afternoon brings their re-

turn. With black - tipped wings

flexed and sometimes almost closed,

they plimimet to within a few hun-

dred feet of the nesting islands

and then, spreading their feathers,

slow down and land in a conven-

tional manner.

Newly - hatched pelicans are

among the strangest of bird infants,

both in textirre and color. If a gob

of wax with a decided salmon tint

were set under the desert sun and

allowed to collapse, the resulting

pile would be a good facsimile of

tliese babies. Their skin has a trans-

lucent quality and is completely

naked of both feathers and down.

For the first few hours of their Uves

they are practically helpless, and

they sprawl on the ground as though

dead.

Within a week, however, a gray

fuzz obliterates the sickly salmon

tint and provides a shield from the

sun's rays. About two weeks after

hatching, the young gain tlie power

of motion. From then until fhght

they wander all over the colonies

and sometimes fonii into immense

vwigghng heaps in which each

seeks the shade cast by his shade-

seeking neighbor.

At mealtime, the onlooker is

treated to the high-light show of

the pelican colony. The parents,

wandering aimlessly, are tackled by

every famished fledgling, but these

hungry young are usually shoved

unceremoniously to one side. Final-

ly, by some means, the correct off-

spring is identified and permitted

to dine. After many awkward jabs,

the fledghng hits the crack between

its mother's mandibles and thiaists

its biU far down into her throat.

During this maneuver she is in the

midst of a paroxysm called regurgi-

tation and is pumping predigested

fish into her crop. The head of the

fledgling remains submerged for

many seconds. Then the mother, as

though tired of the constant prob-

ing of her now empty gullet, shakes

the infant loose. For a minute or

more the gorged young one staggers

about the colony as though drunk,

either through fullness or possibly

lack of oxygen. The reeling intoxi-

cation is always followed by a sud-

den stupor, and soon the young

one, falling flat on its face, tempo-

rarily passes out of the picture.

If you were to walk toward a

just fed fledgling, it would awake

with a start and tiy to run. Gen-

erally, however, the food would act

as ballast and keep its breast to the

ground. But within a few seconds

its stomach pump would go into

action, and the slimy fish just de-

voured would be left in a pile by

the fleeing youngster.

The range of these giant white

pelicans has been sadly reduced in

the last century. At one time small

colonies existed on many lakes, but

such large birds of glossy white

are tempting targets to a certain

class of sportsman. During the

duck season in the region of Salton

Sea, I have seen them shot down

A After gaining the power of lo-

comotion, the chicks cluster in large

wriggling heaps, each seeking the

shade cast by its neighbor

REFUGEE PELICANS OF THE DESERT

> "I THINK I'll take a dip."

Every 20 or 30 minutes the hot

birds waddle into the shallows of

Salton Sea



A Persecuted by gunners in their more familiar haunts, the refugees make
the best of it under desert conditions

f White pelicans are among the largest water birds in the United States.

Their wingspread sometimes approaches ten feet

and left to rot where they fell. If

such unwarranted wasting of life

is questioned by a conservationist,

he is given the old worn-out retort,

"They kill sport fish." In eight weeks

that I spent in the heart of these

pelican colonies, I checked their

foods at every opportunity. Carp,

humpbacked suckers, and small

mullet made up the bulk of their

fare. Occasionally blue-giUed sun-

fish were brought in by the adults,

but this was rare. The remains of

bass were only detected three times

in tlie hundreds of regurgitated

fish that I examined.

Luckily, however, there are a

few spots in the West where white

pelicans are practically unmolested.

But only a few of these breed-

ing colonies are really sanctuaries

where the birds are protected for

their beauty and because their in-

offensive nature is realized and

appreciated. The advance of civili-

zation has forced the birds ever

backward, until now most of the

dwindling colonies are in remote

locations far from the haunts of



HUICHOL PILGRIM
Continued from page 459

if we had imagined the return of

a ghostly Huichol through five for-

gotten centuries to give us a flash

back into the irretrievable past.

The ceremonial objects we were

holding—beautiful examples of the

seldom seen symbolic, plastic art

of the Huichols — were the only

evidence of the Indian's recent

presence.

The one thing tliat in any way
marred the unforgettable event was

the half-guilty feeling that, by de-

priving the gods of their rightful

presents, we had possibly antago-

nized the devout pilgrim. But when
we read in Unknown Mexico that

even should a collector take away

ceremonial objects, "the Indians,

though of course annoyed, would

fear no evil consequences for them-

selves, since they had performed

their duty," we felt considerably

better. Actually, "the matter would

have to be settled between the god

offended and the offender, who

would be punished with illness or

accident." And the Huichol would

have his already unshakeable faith

in the omnipotence of his gods

even further strengthened could he

but have seen us within five hours

of his departure. My wife was well

into the first attack of malaria with

a fever of 106 degrees—punishment

enough for being an accomplice in

the appropriation of the gods'

sacred gifts!

DESERT FISHES — CLUES TO VANISHED LAKES AND STREAMS
Coutiinicd from page 451

factor in its evolution, for any

changes (mutations) appearing in

the population would be rapidly

assimilated through close inbreed-

ing of the few individuals. There

is evidence, now being tested, that

the Devil's Hole fish has become
so highly adapted to the warm
temperature of its environment that

ii cannot survive at temperatures

much cooler than 85 degrees F.

Death Valley supports two kinds

of Cyprinodon, inhabiting salty

creeks and a warm spring on the

floor of the valley. Cyprinodon

nevadensis differs considerably

from diabolis. It is larger in size

and possesses pelvic (belly) fins

and, in the male, a black-bordered

tail. Also, the scales are larger. This

fish inhabits the saline, terminal

ffow of Amargosa River, which rises

near the old mining town of Beatty,

Nevada. The name Amargosa is

from the Spanish, meaning bitter—

a most appropriate description of

this artery of brine and alkali run-

ning through the desert.

In Railroad Valley, west of the

headwaters of White River, lives

the spring fish, Crenichthys. Al-

though now separated by high,

arid divides, it is evident that some

sort of a waterway once connected

Railroad Valley with the White

River. Again fish distribution gives

us the key to this deduction, for a

related species of Crenichthys is

widespread in the old White River

basin. The nearest living relative

of Crenichthys is another relict,

Empetrichthys, a fish confined to

the Death Valley system. It inhabits

springs and their outflows in Pah-

rump Valley, just across the Nevada

border from Death Valley, and in

Ash Meadows, along the CaHfor-

nia-Nevada line. None of these

kilhfishes reach a length much
greater than thi-ee inches. The oc-

currence of Empetrichthys in Pah-

rump Valley and Ash Meadows ( of

the Amargosa River basin) testifies

to a former hydrographic connec-

tion between these now isolated

regions, although geologists have

yet to supply the confiiming physio-

graphic evidence. Members of this

genus were once thought to be

closely related to a killifish inhabit-

ing Lake Titicaca and other high

Andean lakes, but the resemblance

proved to be only a superficial one.

Cyprinodon is known elsewhere

in the West only from the lower

Colorado River basin, in Arizona

and Mexico. Thus the presence of

this genus in the Death Valley sys-

tem forces me to conclude that

tfiere was once a surface connection

between the Death Valley system

and the Colorado River or its ante-

cedent. Such a connection has been

suggested by geologists. Now nearly

200 miles of scorched desert lie
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between Death Valley and the

Colorado, but a series of structural

troughs, which once contained

Pleistocene lakes, extends south and

east from Death Valley. These

troughs may represent the route

along which the ancestors of the

Death \'alley species traveled. The
connection was evidently an old

one, however, for any trace of a con-

necting channel has been erased,

and a fossil Cyprinodon, from Late

Pliocene or Early Pleistocene beds

in Death Valley, tells us that the

genus inhabited the region per-

haps as long ago as a million years.

The study of desert fishes is in-

deed fascinating. It not only helps

in the reconstruction of the past

face of the desert and in studies of

the evolution of species, but re-

peated travels in the region bring

one to appreciate the clean, vast

expanse and singular beauty of the

desert. The spell it casts over those

who know it well is a bond not

easily broken, and the saying "once

a desert rat, always a desert rat"

is well founded.

BOOKS Continued from page 439

than portions of some of the subjects in

this ambitious work. Such sharp restric-

tion is imposed by requirements of space

that omissions naturally occur. I look in

vain under Cytology (page 31) and Gen-

etics (page 313) for any mention of poly-

ploidy, a genetic phenomenon important

in controlling the diiferentiation of many
races of domestic plants.

The map on page 239 should be re-

drawn. Asia and Austraha are shown
therein united by "the comparatively shal-

low continental shelf . .
." It is well known

that very deep water intervenes. On page
285 the statement is made that, besides

the dingo and more recent man-made in-

troductions, "the only other placental

mammals in Austraha are the long-flying

(sic) bats." What about the numerous in-

digenous genera of rodents of Australia

and New Guinea? At the foot of the same
page comes the sentence, "There are mai-

supial MONKEYS (caps, the author's),

but they have the unexciting appellation

of tree kangaroos." Most mammalogists

will agree that the word monkey, even in

simile, should be omitted from the list of

the Australian favma. Anyhow tree kan-

garoos no more resemble monkeys than

squirrels resemble marmosets. The recapi-

tulation
( page 376 ) of Wallace's views on

faunal distribution in the East Indies may
be worth-while. But surely some mention

ought to be made of the modem views

regarding the relationships of Wallace's

and Weber's Lines to the exposed conti-

nental shelves and the lowered sea levels

of late Pleistocene time. Though the criti-

cisms mentioned above are minor, all are

perpetuations from the 1941 edition.

The book contains many excellent arti-

cles, among which may be emphasized the

paragraphs and photographs illustrating

bad and good soil treatment (pages 192-

193 ) . These ought to be engraved on the

mind of every farmer in every country.

G. H. H. Tate

Skyshooting
by R. Newton Mayall and

Margaret L. Mayall

Ronald Press, $3.75

174 pp., 59 lUusts.

TN Skyshooting, the authors prove their

-' statement: "The real glory of the heav-

ens hes not in what you see with your

eyes, but what your camera sees." Excel-

lendy illustrated with photographs done

by amateurs, this book describes how to

make any camera reveal beauty in the sky

which caimot be seen with the unaided

eye. No telescope is required.

Of the many books written about as-

tronomy, few have dealt with how to use

a simple camera to photograph the stars.

One can start by making star trails and

learn such important things as proper ex-

posure time, focal length of the lens, and

how to make a scale to measure the angu-

lar distance between stars.

The reader who goes "skyshooting" will

be tempted to watch tlie sky more closely.

Aurorae, meteor showers, comets, variable

stars, and novae all present photographic

subject material. While some of these sub-

jects are easy ones, others are more elusive

and may be captured on fihn only after

more tedious work. All offer some reward

for the effort, comets in particular, for "If

you discover a new comet your name will

go down to posterity . . . for comets are

named after the persons who discover

them."

The authors do not spoon-feed then-

subject. Mathematics is introduced where
it is required. If you want to make your

own photographic adas of the skies, you
must progress from the making of trails

to tracking the stars. Equipment must be
built according to instructions in the text.

Then the sun, moon, and remote galaxies

will pose for the camera.

The usefulness of this book is amph-
fied by a discussion of the work of clubs

and organizations and specific advice on

how one may participate in their scientific

programs.

Skyshooting is a laboratory course in

astronomy—the sky is the workshop, and
any camera the equipment. It is clear that

this book, plus the good photographic

marksmanship which it wiU produce, of-

fers its readers an excellent understanding

of astronomy. Gordon A. Atwater
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American Spiders, 436
Ant Hill Odyssey, 142
Art and Scientific Thought, 340
Art of Fish Cookery, The, 199
Atlantic Reef Corals, 7

Australian Wild Flower Book, An, 149
Awakening Valley, The 436
Azaleas, Kinds and Culture, 151
Badger, The, 55
Beyond the Caspian, 391
Birds: A Guide to the Most Familiar Amer-

ican Birds. 294
Birds in Britain, 295
British Birds. 4
China: The Land and the People, 53

City of the Bees, 103
Conquest of Space, The, 388
Conservation Handbook, A, 340
Copsford, 7

Cook and the Opening of the Pacific, 288
Council Fires, 198
Cream Hill, 244
Dana's Minerals and How to Study Them,

151
Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands, 244
Fieldbook of Natural History, 197
Flight of the Birds, The, \42
Flowers of Prairie and Woodland, 150
Getnstones. 391
Geology. 292
Great Horse Omnibus, The. 295
Handbook of the Birds of Western Australia,

A, 150
Handbook of Frogs and Toads of the United

States and Canada, 292
Hawks Aloft, 389
Heathens, The, 4
Henry A. Ward, 55
High Jungle, 244
Historical Geology. 342
How to Know the Birds, 149
Indian Hill Birds, 389
Indians of the Urban Northwest, 436
Insect World, The, 388
Jungle Man, 53
Let's Go to Colombia, 103
Lost City of the Incas. 55
Lost Pathfinder. The. 438

Maine Birds. 431
Meaning of Evolution, The, 391
Natural History of Mosquitoes. The, 343
Nature, and its Applications, 309
Nature's Undiscovered Kingdom, 103
New Congo, The. 55
New Naturalist, The, 53
North American Waterfowl, 438
Our Summer with the Eskimos, 335
Pageant of Life Science, 439
Parasitic Cuckoos of Africa, The, 150
Bilchuck: The Life of a Mountain, 246
Pursuit of the Horizon—A Life of George

Catlin, 54
Scientific Autobiography and Other Papers

of Max Planck, 439
Skyshooting, 476
Sports Fishing Boats. 342
Stars Are Yours, The. 149
Story of Jade, The, 340
Sweeper in the Sky, 150
Tenetara Indians of Brazil, The, 197
Trodden Glory, 439
Tropical Birds from Plates by John Gould. 7
Twelve Seasons, The, 335
Twilight in India, 438
Universe and Dr. Einstein. The, 287
Ways of a Mud Dauber, 246
Valley of Flowers, The, 294
Voice of the Coyote. The. 292
Wild Animals of the World. 4
Wild Flowers in the Rockies. 342
Wolf and the Raven. The, 199
World of Life. The, 390

Borgia of the Insect World, Edith Farring-
ton Johnston. 136

Bottle 'Palm, The, W. H. Hodge, 330
Bradshaw, Vera and Henry, The Devil's Slide,

144
Bradt, George M., Hognose Snake—Possum

Player E.xtraordinary, 415; Huichol Pil-
grim, 456

Brass, L. J., Camps on Cape York, 366
Brave Heart Dance (Sept. Cover Design)
Breed, Jack, Havasu Falls (June Cover Design)
Brushwork, ancient Bushman, 57
Bufo Marinus. 29
Bug with a Crimson Past, The, Jerrv Lau-

dermilk, 114
Bumblebee, 386
Burko, Franz, Brave Heart Dance (Sept. Cover

Design)
Bushman, brushwork of ancient, 57; a correc-

tion, 290

Caiiari Indians, 349
Cape York, Camps on, L. J. Brass, 366
Caribou Land, In, Francis Harper, 224
Carnivorous Plants, Walter Henricks Hodge,

276
Carnivorous plants, outwitted by insects, 382
Carmine dye, source of, 114
Carvings, stone (Haida Indians), 200
Cascades, in spring, 100
Cassava Eaters, The Bitter, Victor W. von

Hagen, 120
Caterpillars, as food, 385
Cattail, The Strength of the, Edwin Way

Teale, 404
Chace, Lynwood, Drillers of the Insect

World, 373; The Disappearing Wings of
the Rove IJeetle, 464

Chace, Lynwood and John C. Pallister, Mexican
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Choochkies, Karl W. Kenyon, 322
City of the Crooked Water, Xell Mur-

barger, 334
Close, Arthur B., Turk's Cap Lily (Mar. Cover

Design)
Clothes Moths, C. H. Curran, 325
Cochineal bug, 114
Cochlospermum vitafolia (Apr. Cover Design)
Coconut tree, 395
Colbert, Edwin H., Giants of the Animal

Kingdom, 418
Coles, Robert R., Evening Star, 452
Conservation, 49, 146, 432
Copeland, Marie, A. Tree with a Maltese

Cross, 381
Cowles, Raymond B., Tracks in Desert Dunes,
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Crane, Sand-hill, 378
Cricket, black field, 257
Cricket, and temperature. 248

Cryptomazes, Edward Dembitz, Birds, 94;
Fishes, 190; Insects, 284; Mammals, 47;
Minerals, 236; Seed Plants, 143

Curran, C. H., Clothes Moths, 325
Cuzco, 344

Daddy Longlegs, 67
Deep Freeze, Nature's (special exhibit), 242
Deer, Pere, Davids, 374
Dembitz, Edward, Cryptomazes, Birds. 94;

Fishes, 190; Insects, 284; Mammals, 47;
AIiNERALS, 236; Seed Plants, 143; Whai
About Sex Among Animals, 333

Desert Fishes—Clues to Vanished Lakes
AND Streams, Robert R. Miller. 447

Devil's Slide, The, Vera and Henry Brad-
,
Shaw, 144

Dinosaurs, 423
Drawings, animal (in Museum), 337
Dudley, Ruth. Gulls over Santa Monica Bay,

360

Earthquake, in Great Lakes region, 289
East, Ben, Is the Lake Trout Doomed?, 42'»
Eel. At C^rips with a Giant Moray, Leonard

P. Schultz, 42
Eeling in New Zealand, William J. Green, 260
Eskimos, and rubbing noses. 146
Evening Star, Robert R. Coles, 452

Ferry, Philip, Thundering Waters, 264
Fire Walkers of the South Seas, Wil

Menard, 8
Fisher, Clyde, Indian Chief (May Cover

sign)
Fishes, mingling of sharks and small fishes

an aquarium, 100
Fish Fly, Edwin Way Teale, 274
Flint, Richard Foster, Ups and Downs of

Great Lakes, 180
Fly, fish, 271
Fly, Golden-eyed Lacewing, George A. Sn

316

Giants of the Animal Kingdom, Edwin H.
Colbert, 418

Clossina morsitans, 107, 109
Glossina palpalis. 106, 109
Goliath of Seeds, The, Walter Henricks

Hodge, 34
Grasshopper Sparrow, 160
Gray Whales, Nursery of the, Lewis Wayne

Walker, 248
Great Gull Island, 242
Great Lakes, Ups and Downs of the, Rich-

ard Foster Flint, 180
Grebe, Pied-billed, 134
Green, William J., Eeling in New Zealand,

260
Griggs, Leland, Jack Johnson, 318
Guatemalan Girl (Feb. Cover Design)
Guilielma. 393
Gulls over Santa Monica Bay, Ruth Dudley,

360
Gusanitos, 385

Haida Carvers, Last of the, Lyn Harrington
200

Hallenbeck, Cleve, Insect Thermometers, 256
Harper, Francis, In Caribou Land, 224
Harrington, Lyn, Last of the Haida Carvers,

200
Harrison, Hal H., Great Horned Owl (Oct.

Cover Design)
Havasu Falls (June Cover Design)
Hawkes, Alex D., White Orchids from Cuba,

119
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330; Bird-of-Paradise Flower (Jan. Cover
Design); Carnivorous Plants, 276; The
Goliath of Seeds, 34; Palms—Princes of

THE Plant World, 392; Tuber Foods of

the Old Incas, 464
HoGNOsE Snake—Possum Player Extraordi-

nary, The. George M. Bradt, 415
Honey, To Find Wild, Arthur C. Parsons, 185

Horntail, 373
House th.\t Grass Built, The. Alton A.

Lindsey. 354
Huber, Louis R., The Incredible Conquest of

Mt. McKinley. 440
Huichol Pilgrim. George McClellan Bradt. 456

Hunter, Fenley, Tooth of an Ancient Field
Mouse, S4

Hutchinson, W. H., IsHl—the Unconouered,
126

Indian Chief (May Cover Design)
Insect Thermometers, Cleve Hallenbeck, 256
Insects, outwitting carnivorous plants, 382
Insect World, Drillers of the, Lynwood

Chace. 373
IsHi—THE Unconquered, W. H. HutchinsoD,

126
Is THE Lake Trout Doomed?, Ben East, 424

Muench, Josef, Red Cactus Flower (Dec. Cover
Design); Winter Through the Camera's
Eye (a photo series), 16

Muench, Joyce and Josef, Thermal Wonders
of Yellowstone, 312

Murbarger, Nell, City of the Crooked Water.
234

Murphy. Grace E. Barstow, Discovering New
Zealand. 172

Murphy. Robert Cushman, The Lost World
OF THE Takahe, 399

Murres—Mariners of the North, Karl W.
Kenyon, 24

Nagana, 105
Nature's Deep Freeze, Harold E. Anthony, 296
Ndebele of South Africa, The, I. Schapera,

408
Ndebele Women (Nov. Cover Design)
Nelson, Eugene W., The "Wonder Fiber"—

Ramie, 20
New Zealand, Discovering, Grace E. Barstow

Murphv, 172
Notornis. 399
Nut. Seychelles, 34

Sea, The Spin of the, N. J. Berrill, 270;
a correction, 333

Sears, Paul M., The Man Who Grabbed a
Shooting Star, 166

Seychelles nut, 34; as a beggar's bowl, 332
Shark, The Man Who Rode a. Wilmon

Menard, 112
Sheldon, Henry H., The Sand-hill Crank

Still Calls, 378
Shooting Star, The Man Who Grabbed a.

Paul M. Sears, 166
Sleeping sickness, 105
Smith, George A,, Golden-eye Lacewing Fly,

316; Grasshopper Sparrow (a photo series),
160

Snail, March of the Giant African, R.
Tucker Abbott, 68

Snails, and reproduction, 193
Snake, mud, 2
Snowy Plover, 232
Sparrow, Grasshopper (a photo series), George

A. Smith, 160
Sparrow, and wrens, 386
Squirrel, white, 403
Stinging Trees, Australia's, G. H. H. Tate,

125
Stuart, Constance, Ndebele Women (Nov. Cover

Design)
Sugar Season in the South, Lorus J. and

Margery J. Milne. 460
Swan, trumpeter, 290

J

Jack Johnson, Leland Griggs. 318

Jay, feeding. 1

Johnston. Edith Farrington. Borgia of the
Insect World, 136

Jorgensen. Betty and Victor. Ancient Bush-
man Brushwork, 56

Katydid, 258
Kenyon, Karl W., Choochkies, 322; Murres-

Mariners of the North, 24
Kritzler, Henry, The Pilot Whale at Marine

LAND, 302

Lamprey, Sea (threat to trout), 424
Laudermilk, Jerry, The Bug with a Crimson

Past, 114
Ley, Willy, The Story of the Fish Anguilla,

82; The Story of the Milu, 374
Lindsey, Alton A., The House that Grass

Built, 354
Little King of the Underworld, Tom Mc-

Hugh, 363
LiVNG Lamps, N. J. Berrill. 36
Luminous Moss, Ellen E'meline Webster, 309

Old Faithful, 312
Oliver, James A., The Peripatetic Toad, 29
Orchids, White, from Cuba, Alex D. Hawkes,

119
OspREYS OF Ventana, Lewis Wayne Walker, 64
Owl. Great Horned (Oct. Cover Design)

Pallister, John C. and Lynwood Chace, Mexican
Bean Beetle, 162

Palms—Princes of the Plant World, Walter
Henricks Hodge, 392

Parsons, Arthur C., The Polyphemus Moth.
78; To Find Wild Honey. 185

Peattie. Donald Culross, The Persimmon, 221
Pelicans, 471
Pere David's Deer, 374
Persimmon, The, Donald Culross Peattie, 221
Pilot Whale at Marineland, The Henry

Kritzler, 302
Plover, Snowy, 232
Porpoise, rescuer of a woman, 385
Pough, Frederick H., Guatemalan Girl (Feb.

Cover Design)
Pough. Richard H., Attention Conservation-

ists!, 49; on Conservation at Lake Success.

432
Praying mantis. 136
Pueblo ruins. 234

Red-billed. 97

Takahe. The Lost World of the, Robert
Cushman Murphy, 399

Talipot, Indian, 429
Tate, G. H, H., Australia's Stinging Trees.

125
Teale, Edwin Way, Fish Fly, 274; The

Strength of the Cattail, 404; "Turret
Eyes, 67

Termites—Desert Division of Street Clean-
ing, Lewis Wayne Walker, 44

Terrones, grass-root (as houses), 354
Thrapp, Dan Lincoln, SOS for African Wild-

life, 104
Thundering Waters, Philip Ferry, 264
Toad, The Peripatetic, James A. Oliver. 29
Toad. We Shadowed the Horned, Lorus J.

and Margery J. Milne, 86
Tracks in Desert Dunes, Raymond B. Cowles,

206
"Treetops," Lt. Col. and Mrs. William 1.

Morden, 213
Trout, Lake, 424
Tsetse fly, 105
Tuber Foods of the Old Incas, Walter Hen-

ricks Hodge, 464
TURKANA, Among the, Lt. Col. and Mrs. Wil-

liam T. Morden. 152
Turret Eyes, Edwin Way Teale, 67
Turtles, and temperature, 98
Tuzigoot, 234
Tyrannosaurus rex (2 drawings), 418, 419

n Hagen, Victor W., The Bitter Cassava
Eaters, 120; The Seige of Sacsahuaman.
344

Maltese Cross, A Tree with a, Marie Cope-
land, 381

Mammoth, baby (in the flesh), 296; Beresovka,
298; Woolly, 297

Man Who Rode a Share, The, Wilmon
Menard, 112

Mantis, Praying, 136
Maoris, and eeling, 261
McHugh, Tom, Little King of the Under-

world, 363
Menard, Wilmon, Fire Walkers of the South

Seas, 8; The Man Who Rode a Shark, 112
Meteorites, 166
Miller, Robert R., Desert Fishes—Clues to

X'anished Lakes and Streams, 447
Milne, Lorus J. and Margery J.. Sugar Season

IN the South, 460; We Shadowed the
Horned Toad, 86

MiLU, The Story of the, Willy Ley, 374
Mole, 363
Monkeys, Spider, Thomas M. Elackman, 351
Morden, Lt. Col. and Mrs. William J., Among

the Turkana, 147; "Treetops," 213
Moss, Luminous, 309
Moth, The Polyphemus, Arthur C. Parsons, 78
Moths, Clothes, C. H. Curran. 325
Mt. McKinley. The Incredible Conouest of,

Louis R. Huber, 440
Mouse, Tooth of an Ancient Field, Fenley

Hunter, 84

iendliness of, 383
Ramie, The "Wonder Fiber," Eugene W.

Nelson, 20
"Rattlesnake Rock" (a photo), 218
Read, Harry. White Squirrel Town, 403
Red Cactus Flower (Dec. Cover Design)
Refugee Pelicans of the Desert, Lewis W.

Walker 471
Ross, Sidney, Big Bend National Park, 216
Rove Beetle, The Disappearing Wings of

the, Lynwood Chace, 463
Ruby, Star, 50

Sacsahuaman, The Siege of, Victor W. von
Hagen, 344

Salt grass, 358
Sand-hill Crane Still Calls, The, Henry H.

Sheldon, 378
Sargasso Sea, 272
Schapera, I., The Ndebele of South Africa,

408
Schroder, Hugo H., Avocets Have Turned-up

Bills (a photo series), 282
Schultz, Leonard P., At Grips with a Giant

Moray Eel, 42

Walker, Lewis Wayne, Beachcombers, 232;
Nursery of the Gray Whales, 248; Os-

PREYS OF Ventana, 64; Refugee Pelicans
OF THE Desert, 471; Termites—Desert
Division of Street Cleaning, 44; Wiles
OF THE Water Witch, 134

Wasp, Thread-waisted, 1

Webster, Ellen Emeline, Luminous Moss, 309
Whales, Gray, 248; Pacific Killer, 338; Pilot, 302

What About Sex Among Animals?. Edward
Dembitz, 333

What Bird Is This?, 287
White Squirrel Town, Harry Read, 403
Wildlife, SOS for African, Dan Lincoln

Thrapp, 104
Wiles of the Water Witch, Lewis Wayne

Walker. 134
Winter Through the Camera's Eve (a photn

series), Josef Muench, 16
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and Josef Muench, 312
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